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WALL STREET JOURNAL 9/9/82
"It's Just a bell of a job to get any movement on the issues of employed inventors'
rights In the United Static." says John Stedrnan, a retired University of Wisconsin law
professor whose specialties Include patent
law. "The fact that they're evm holding
hearings In Congress on this shows quite a
change."

.Inventors Are Seeking
' Bigger Share of Gains
I From Their Successes

Tlie Technology Race

They Win a Few Victories
Over Their Employers;
** Japan's Reward System
i What Is Super-Zip's Value?
By DAVID STUT
Slmff Rtporttr

[

af +11* WALL. S r . u r r JUUKNAL

ID the mld-is7ils. Krwio Klingsberg. a
chemist wlli) American Cyoiumtd Co.. co-invented a herbicide to knock out wild oa'j, a
pesky farmland Intruder. Last year, when
Cyaounld's sales of Ibe herbicide reached
an estimated 130 million, a cost-cutting measure by the company knocked out Mr.
Klingsberg*" job.
"They Just took my Invention and gave
me a kick la the pants." says the 61-year-old.
chemist, who spent 35 years with Cyanamid.
The company refuses to comment on the
mailer.
Mr. Klingsberg is one ol many Inventors
In the U.S. who complain of being shortchanged by the companies that employ
them. Tbry fee] that an Inventor should
share In the profits that his employer reaps
fiujii his worn. Corpuraitoib argue that Inventions these days are usually long-term
projects and that it Is almost Impossible to
reckon awards that accurately reflect individuals* contributions.
Typically, employed Inventors don't get a
piece of the action, although their work
yields about 75% of all patented American
i Inventions. Instead, they receive nominal
awards ranging from a bonus of a few hurt'drrd dollars to pen sets and plaques. In fact,
many companies require their Inventor-employees to sign so-called pre-invention
agreements, which give the corporation the
rights to all the employee's future Invention*.
Things Are Looking Up
At Gould Inc., for example, says a
spokesman for the eleclrtcalprodurts concern, most employees must sign an agree*
men! specifying, in effect, that "even If they *
invent something in their sleep, it belongs to •
Ihe company."
|
Hut things are gradually looking up for j
employed Inventors, primarily because they
are taking their arguments from labora- '
lories and board rooms Into legislative
chambers and courtrooms. Since 1977. flvo I
states -North Carolina. Minnesota, Callfcr- '
nla. Washington and Illinois-have passed '
laws ensuring thai employees letain rights
to Inventions made with their own resources
outside their employers' lice of business.
Two bills pending in the U.S. House cl Representatives also would enlarge the rights af
employed inventors. And In a growing cumber of court battles. Inventors have won stiable awards Irom their employer* (or prutti-

abie tartntjcia.

'"'

To some, t&c Issue of inventors' rights to-'
votves no less than America's future in the
technology race. They argue that the minimal rewards fur employed inventors are
smothering Innovation In the UJS. and permitting countries with more favorable laws
to pull ahead. "You see all tuts band wringing about the Japanese taking over world
markets-the reason Is tliat people wiih
Ideas there are better treated Uun they are
here," says Bnut McMillan, an official with
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers.
According to U.S. Patent Office figures,
the percentage of U.S. patents issued to foreigners has almost doubled to W * since
1966. Neal Orkin. an engineer turned patent
attorney who testified recently in Congress
In favor of greater rights for employed inventors, says the number of patents per capita applied for in Japan surged after thai
country parsed a law in 1959 lying employed
Inventors' compensation to the market value
of their inventions. In 1*7. Japan passed the
United Stales in the number of patents applied for per citizen.
Not all Inventors agree that increased
monetary rewards fur inventors would counteract lagging innovation in America. Edwin
Vdiuiriiberg. a Herc-iie* Inc. c h v m u . wlto
holds more than 100 patents, says that
though invenlurs should be better rewarded
than they usually are. the real problem with
innovation in America nas been too much
emphasis on short-term results rather than
long-term research during the past decade.
And William Shorkley. who received a Nobel
Prize in 1956 for Inventing the transistor,
says that laws mandating special compensation for employed Inventors might even be
counterproductive.

Delays Foreseen
Such laws, Mr. Snockley says, could encourage an inventor to "hold back ideas
which might lead to Inventions until he has
had an opportunity to work them up to the
point where his rights are preserved."
At Bell Laboratories, where Mr. Snockley
worked, scienlists and engineers are required to sign cgreemsnts covering all inventions. But the company says It generally
lets the inventor keep the rights to inventions outside of Bell's line of business.
In the view of many corporations, Inventors are adequately rewarded by salary and
proirtouuns. and any extra compensation
would be unfair to other employees who help
make a prodncl commercially successful.
"And trie truth », inventive people are in
such demand they slwuki just look for anotlUT job It ifcey feel they're Inadequately
paid." says Michael Bkimmpr. executive director ol the American Patent Uiw AsauclPlcaseTKrntoPaifriS.CKwrjil^.

Contuaud From f*nt Pcfft
una. many of whose UDO members a r t attorneys representing corporations u patent
mailers
But Robert Shepherd. aMtfired American
Cyanamid chemist who co-invented an antf-,
tuberculosis drug in the mld^tta. • says
things often aren't so simple. Mr. Shepherd,
whose Invention b contributing an estimated
K0 million annually tu Cyanamid's sates,
says be wanted early m his career to find a
way to wipe out TB because one of his reia. lives and a friend bad been striken with the
disease. Though be became Increasingly displeased with Cyanarmd's treatment of invenlurs during his 36 years there, he says he
codldn'l have walked away from the company without losing his chance to participate
In the Til breakthrough and other research
projects in which he bad become deeply Involved.
"By the tune it was clear nothing was going to be done about rewarding m e or other
luvt-utors ai Cyanamid for our work, 1 was
already » years old." says the tfT year-old
chemist. "It's very difficult to switch Jobs at
that age."
There U another factor discouraging fobswitrhing by inventors. Mr. Shepherd says:'
Employers are wary of inventors who have
fought the system and who are looking for
more than the traditional rewards for their
creations. "Employers." Mr. Shepherd says,
"don't link al somebody who's stirred things
up and say lo themselves. "Gee, that guy's
aggressive. L-*t's hire him." "
A spokesman for American Cyanamid
says thai Air. Shepherd was one of the many
who made the TB drug a commercial success. The spokesman adds that CvanamkTs
awards tor inventors are "nut generally
cash" but are geared toward "peer recognition," such as the company's annual dinner
bun.>niu,' inventors.
Arguments about the whole subject were
airedtbis summer when a House Judiciary
subcommittee held hearings on two bills Introduced by Rep. Robert Kasteruneirr.
Democrat of Wisconsin, One bill would limit
the scope yf prelnventiun agreements along
the lines of the five state laws on the subject. The second and more controversial hill
is designed lo give employed Inventors com*
pensatloii reflecting the vahie of ihclr Inventions. It would create an arbitration board to
st-flle disputes and would also give inventors
rights lo their inventions nut patented by
Uieir employers.
"Naturally many corporations are opposed to the compensation bill," says Bruce
Lehman, rlnef counsel to the House subcommittee considering Uie bill. "But corporations are coming to Congress every day
compJaiulng about the Innovative edge Japan and Europe have. Now that we've come
up with something for the Utile guy modeled
after Japan and West Germany. It seems
ironic that corporations are opposing it so
strongly."

-Wake Up and Look*

Mr. Lrtwian says (hat recent patent laws
have been favorabw to corporations, and
that tbr Kjiirnnirter talis "represent a qnld
pro quo fur l:aUvlduais" that could stimulate
innovation "There's a desire here to make
corpuniibK-s w-ike co and look ai ifce* issues" cunVerung the connection between toDovatlun aial reward] for emptuyvd inventors, be says.
,
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Many corporations, Mr. Lehman adds,
have already Introduced reward programs
for their Inventors that go beyond plaques
and pen sets. International Business Machines Corp., [or example, recently distributed awards totaling $225,000 among the
nine Inventors of Fortran, In commemoration of the computer language's 25th birth- day. But even cash awards of thousands of
dollars seem picayune to many Inventors as
they watch their creations reaping millions
of dollars year after year.
Robert Beasley. for examplP. received
awards totaling S20.000 after contracts worth
about 150 million were awarded to Lockheed
Corp. for one of his Inventions, the high-temperature-resistant tiles used on the space
shuttle. But Mr. Beasley feels that the value >
of his role In the development of the tiles far
exceeds 120,000.
"When I was hired at Lockheed in the.
early '60s. the project they hired me tor was
canceled after I'd bet-n there about a week,"
he recalls. "They asked me what I was going to do. so I started inventing things."
Among the projects Mr. Beasley says he
originated and pursued was the development
of a reusable shield (or space vehicles. But
ta the early '60s. he says, the notion was so
novel that "1 spent years making pitches to
Lockheed before they even accepted the
Idea.". Mr. Beasley, 56, adds that he developed the tiles using knowledge from research that he conducted before his employment at Lockheed and that he not only In- been championing its award program to,
vented (be tiles but also set up facilities for stimulate creativity."
their production.
The engineers asked Lockheed for com-'
Mr. Beasley, who retired after a stroke In pensation reflecting Super-Zip's value, and
1977, says his disability insurance will run in 1977 both received (1,250 awards. Unapout when he Is 63, reducing his income by peased, they sued. Last summer, a California trial court awarded them 12.6 million,
40%. "It would be nice tu have an awful lot ruling that Lockheed had administered itsof money from my Invention," he says, "but inventors' award program unfairly. Lockheed is appealing the decision, and a spokesI guess that won't happen ROW."
man for the company contends that SuperA Lockheed spokesman says. "When re- Zip's value is overstated "by many orders of
warding Inventors, sometimes people aren't magnitude" by the Inventors' attorney. But
satisfied." Mr. Beasley was central to the even If the lower court's ruling is overdevelopment of the tiles, he adds. But many turned. It has paved the way for future suits
other people were involved as well. "We by employed inventors, say patent attorneys
'
have one of the most liberal award pro- following the case.
grams fur inventors, and I don't see how we
Though most employed Inventors feel
cut do any more than we have."
they should receive a percentage of the profTtK Super-Zip Issue
its from their work ("Salesmen do, why
Two other Lockheed inventors decided to don't we?" one says), many are Just as confight the concern after receiving what they cerned about being recognized for their creregarded as insufficient compensation for ations. Merlon Clevett, 63, who holds more
their work. Oscar Brandt and Joseph Harris than 80 patents from his work with Genera)
In 1%H invented Super-Zip. a device thai Klectric Co.. U.S. Steel Corp., Martin Marihelps detach rockets' sections during ascent. etta Corp. and others, contends that, egos
The device was patented in 1972. In 1975. play a more important role in the world of
says the two mens attorney, they became research than money does.
The reason that many employed invenaware of their invention's value to Lockheed, which the lawyer projects at $330 mil- tors are poorly rewarded for their work is
that their managers hate being upstaged by
lion in sales between 1975 and 1984.
"In the company magaiine, we read that their creative subordinates, says Mr. eleBeasley got 120,000 for Ills Invention," Mr. ven, who currently runs a "mom and pop
Brandt says. "Joe Harris and I looked at think tank" out of bis. Denver home.
Even though laws and court decisions are
each other w d asked. 'When are we going to
[see our check?' After all* Lockheed had becoming more favorable to employed in-

ventors, Mr. Clevett says, the best recourse
for dissatisfied Inventors Is still the traditional one: moving to the decision-making
side of the company. "The smart people,"
he says, "quit innovating and become management types."
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AWARD SCHEMES FOR EMPLOYEE-INVENTORS
by
EJ.Page
In the light of the Government's stated preparedness to give, in spite of the
Banks Committee's recommendation to the contrary, further consideration
to the introduction of a statutory award scheme, the experience of Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co. Ltd. in operating an awards scheme may be of
interest.
British Companies' Experience of Awards Schemes
Not a few Companies in this country operate, as does Westinghouse,
Company Suggestion Schemes of one sort or another. Such Schemes, however, conventionally differ in two major essential* from awards schemes such
as are seemingly envisaged by the Government. Firstly, these Suggestion
Schemes are in no way linked to patentable inventions which, although they
may well not be excluded from the Scheme, are certainly not a prerequisite for
the grant of an award. Secondly, the personnel to whom the benefits of a
Suggestion Scheme are open, if not limited to staff below a certain grade,
certainly exclude employee-inventors employed as such. It is the intention,
therefore, of Suggestion Schemes (in contra-distinction to Patents Awards
Schemes) to reward an employee over and above the conventional rewards
of salary-increase and promotion-prospects, for exceeding those duties
which can normally be expected of him.
A few Companies operate so-called Patents Awards Schemes which provide
for the payment of sr> award, usually of a relatively small sum, either upon
the submitting of an invention for consideration for patenting or in the
event of the subsequent filing of a Patent Application. These schemes may
better be considered as "Patent-Filing Incentive Schemes" rather than true
Patents Awards Schemes.
So far as the author has presently been able to ascertain, Westinghouse is the
only major British Company who has ever operated a true Patents Awards
Scheme at all comparable with what the Government undoubtedly has in
mind. That is to say, a scheme which is patent-related and which not only
includes (if not specifically directed at) employee-inventors employed as
such but also provides for the payment of substantial and exploitationrelated awards.
The Westinghouse Scheme
The Westinghouse Scheme was introduced in 1958 "in order to stimulate
and encourage the oisclosure to the Company of inventions made by
employees, which may contribute to the future success of the Company".
The essentials of the Westinghouse Scheme were as follows:—
A Patents Award Committee was set-up consisting of the then Managing
Director as Chairman, the Director and Secretary, the then Patents Manager
and, as the subject-matter of a Submission required, the respective ones of
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the then various Executive Directors responsible for the various of
the Company's Product Divisions. This Committee aotionally determined the Awards to be made but, in practice, as it Mas entitled to do,
delegated this determination to various appropriate setior personnel
of the Company.
The Awards provided for by the Scheme were:—
Group (i)
Group (ii)

Group (Hi)
Group (iv)

—for each Submission made under the Schtme, which
was prima facie patentable or registerable as a Design
-£10
—upon the filing of a Patent or Registered Design
Application
an additional
-£20
—for commercial exploitation of the patented invention or Registered Design . . . up to a firther
-£100
—for continuing successful commercial exploitation of
the patented invention or Registered Design
uo to an additioral
-£900

The Scheme thus provided for Awards ranging between £10 and
£1,030. It has to be remembered that these Awards were in 1958 —
1962 values and were, therefore, substantial in relation to employeeinventors' salaries at that.time.
In the practical operation of the Scheme, the Manager of the Division
in which the Submission arose decided as to whether or not a Group
(i) Award should be given. The Group (iij Award was given automatically upon the Patent Department advising of the filing of a Patent
Application. A Submission was considered for a Group (iii) Award
upon the Grant of a Patent on the Patent Application. Group (iv)
Awards were paid by nine annual payments of each of up to £100 for
which each Submission was considered annually (subject to the Patent
thereon.continuing to be Renewed) after the year of its consideration
for a Group (iii) Award. The Group (iii) and Group (iv) Awards were
arrived at by the multiplication together of two factors of each
between 0—10; The first, the Profitability Factor, being indicative
of the profitability of the product in which the invention was incorporated, and the second, the Contribution Factor, being indicative of the
contribution made to that profitability by the invention.
From early in the life of the Scheme, there was growing dissatisfaction
with it not only frc •n Management but also from employees and even
from employee-inventors who were beneficiaries under the Scheme.
This dissatisfaction had, by 1962, reached such a level that the author
as then Patents Manager, was requested by the Director and Secretary
of the Company to review the Scheme and its operation and to make
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such recommendation as he felt desirable for the amendment or
revision of the Schene.
The Failure of the Award Scheme to meet its Objective
In the course of r«s review of the Scheme, the author carried out a
survey of the Patent Applications filed by the Company for comparable 3-year periods before and during operation of the Scheme. The
result of this survey was most enlightening. The survey revealed three
very significant facts.
Firstly, that h the 3-year period under the Scheme a significantly
higher number of domestic Patent Applications were filed by the
Company thin in the comparable pre-Scheme period.
Secondly, fiat in spite of this increase in Patent Applications filed
there was, during the Scheme-period, no significant increase in the
commercially-valuable inventions.
Thirdly, there had been as between the two periods, no significant
widening of the relatively small circle of staff by whom those commercialy-valuable inventions were generated.
These facts suggest that inventors (or at least the most commerciallyorientated and innovative of them) are such as to be neither stimulated nor discouraged by financial incentive or lack of it. To quote
three of the Company's most prolific inventors of commerciallyvaluable inventions, all of whom are now Managers controlling
employee-inventors, — the first: "My own feeling about awards
made to me has been that satisfaction has been mainly achieved by
the invention itself; the second: "The whole question of creativity
is complex, but I think it is generally true to say that those who are
inclined to be creative will tend to be so regardless of direct financial incentives, whereas those who are not are not likely to have
their mental attitudes transformed by money incentives. There may
well be useful ways of fostering creative attitudes but I do not think
[Awards Schemes] is one of them"; the third: "It is important to
realise, however, that people who have a creative flair and will produce
inventions, will tend to do so irrespective of financial reward". This
third person also says: "The Scheme did, in fact, produce a considerable number of ideas but, on looking back at these, I can think of
none that would not have been produced if the Scheme had not been
in operation
(The Scheme] did, however, produce for patenting a lot of ideas that would otherwise not have materialised and
were of dubious value".
Employees Objections to the Awards Scheme
However, dissatisfaction with the Scheme was by no means the
prerogative only of Management. Indeed, I believe that Management
would have been prepared to have continued the Scheme had it not
been for the strength of feeling against the Scheme amongst various
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categories of employees including employees who stood to be and
even were beneficiaries under the Scheme. The objections raised with
the author during his review of the Scheme can best be categorised
in accordance with the categories of the employees.
The non-beneficiary employees - Whilst the Scheme was ostensibly
open to all employees, the author cainot recall a single instance
of a Submission being made by an imployee other than an employeeinventor employed as such. Consequently, other employees considered that the Scheme set up a privileged class of employee entitled
to reward over and above the conventional rewards of salaryincrease and promotion-prospects open to all employees, merely for
successfully undertaking that work for which they were employed.
This injustice was recognised by even the beneficiaries under the
Scheme. As one of the Company's employees above quoted says: we
don't need another regulation which singles out for award that
particular breed of person who invents. If you do that, then in ^
fairness you should think up all sorts of other awards schemes.
The other point generally raised by this category of employees was
the inter-dependence of the employee-inventor and many other employees in the commercial success of an invention. The mere conceiving
of an invention is by no means a guarantee of its commercial access.
This point was most forcibly put by employees such as draughtsmen
who, by virtue of their necessarily close working relationship with the
employee-inventor, were well aware of the benefits to which this
employee was open whilst the draughtsmen, to whom fell the work or
converting a concept to a commercial reality, stood to receive no such
benefits. To quote again one of the previously-quoted * m P ' ° V e « "Taking now the case of an invention that has been patented. JWe now
come to the enormous amount of work that can be involved in turning the invention into a practical reality. This can mean an exercise^of
considerable ingenuity by the'people carrying out this de«l°Pment.
but this would not necessarily result in further patents and we thus
gave no reward by a patents awards scheme". It is * « srtuat.on wh
can give rise to friction between just those employees whose f.
-en
p
operation is required to effect the successful commercial
mJvMtgaon
of an invention.
The employee-inventors - It will and indeed, r-|U$t ^ f < ) r m a n a
ment to assign to its potential employee-in; ventor$ ^^ W O r k m o J t
required by management. This beino 'i0< ;t -^ „,,_ n o r $ h o u | d i t ^
in the hands of those employee! as to whether they are to be engag
engaged
on work likely to lead to a greater or lesser opportunity of benefitinefitting from a patents awards scheme. Further, even given that manage
management wishes for work to be undertaken which might lead to patentable inventions, it again is and must be the province of management
as to which of its potential employee-inventors it assigns this
particular work. In this event, management is clearly and properly
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likely to give that work which is rrost likely to lead to patentable inventions,
to the most innovative of its potential employee-inventors. Not only,
therefore, have the potential employee-inventors no say as to the work they
undertake but, by virtue of that work likely to lead to patentable
inventions being assigned to the most innovative of the employeeinventors, there is likely to be set up from even within the general category
of potential employee-inventors a cadre of the most innovative who will
stand to benefit most from the Award: Scheme. Additionally, in so far as it
is a failing of human nature, as a generality, for a person not to see his own
weaknesses, it is unlikely that the less innovative employee-inventor will
recognise or accept his limitations in this direction. The passing-over of such
an employee in the assignment of that work most likely to lead to patentable inventions, is likely the greater to be a source of frustration and discontent by depriving the employee of the opportunity an award which
he believes himself competent to achieve.
Another major problem, in the eyes of the employee-inventors, was the
designation of the inventor. Many inventions result from "round table"
discussions amongst potential employee-inventors after which it is frequently difficult to establish exactly who it was who first proposed the
invention. Even if this can be established, it is not infrequently the case
that it was some general discussion which isolated the problem and that the
invention flowed from this. Is it fair, then, to reward only the maker of the
last step in the process and not, instead of or additionally, the contributors
to the isolation of the problem? Further, although no traceable basis for
this feeling was discovered by the author in the course of his investigation,
some junior employee-inventors believed firmly that their seniors had
either adopted as their own or joined themselves as co-inventors of,
inventions which the juniors believed they had made. This, again, becomes
a matter of greater moment if the designation of inventor carries with it
the entitlement to an Award; particularly as, in this circumstance, the
Award or a part of it, goes to an employee who is higher-paid than himself.
Two of the Westinghouse employees quoted above touch on this difficulty
of designation of inventor when they state, firstly: "Direct financial
rewards to engineers originating patent applications tend to lead to bad
relationships between staff members when it comes to deciding who is to
be included among the inventors named in a particular application.
There is bound to be a tendency for credit to be disputed
"; again:
"While one person takes the inventive step and is awarded the patent,
many people may contribute in the run up. Is it therefore fair to award
payment to the one only?"
Another inequality between employee-inventors to.which the Award
Scheme gave rise is the difficulty, experienced by the author himself, of
trying to ensure comparability of the Awards made for inventions in
totally different technical fields. How does one equate the value of an
invention relating, say, to a step in a semiconductor process of manufacture
with, say, a new railway-brake valve?
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Employee-inventors also alleged, fairly or otherwise, that their salaries
suffered as a consequence of their entitlement to consideration under the
Scheme. To quote again one of the employees: "It might well be felt that a
specific incentive scheme could be unfair to those who are apparently in a
position to benefit from it, in that it may be regarded by management as a
substitute for regular financial rewards. In other words, it may be felt that
those who come within the scope of an award scheme are less in need of
salary increases". To quote another: "It was because of this unfair distribution of reward (arising from some employees working on potentiallypatentable work and others not) that we suggested the award scheme be
dropped and replaced by a more effective assessment of the work carried
out by people when a salary review was made."
Other objections raised by .this category of employee arose from the dependence of awards on the granting of Patents.
There are many ideas generated by potential employee-inventors and, indeed
by other employees, which are inherently unpatentable but nevertheless of
substantial benefit to the Company. Indeed, the proof of this lies in the
conventional Suggestion Schemes which seldom, if ever, give rise to patentable inventions. Are employees working in such excluded fields to be
deprived of the benefits open to their colleagues who happen to be working
in potentially-patentable fields?
Apart from the inherently-unpatenteble ideas, there are the inherentlypat entable "inventions" which subsequently transpire not, in fact, to be
patentable by virtue of prior art. There is here, firstly, the problem of
inequality between employee-inventors (particularly as between employees
of differing Companies) arising from the extent of any investigations made
prior to the filing of a Patent Application which differing Companies may
make or which the urgency or otherwise of the filing of the Application
may allow. Secondly, the revelation of pertinent prior art turns on the
diligence and competence of Patent Office Examiners in the first instance
and later on the diligence, competence and degree of interest in the
Application by competitor-Companies. Is it right that the grantingof an
Award should turn on such matters well outside the control of the
employee-inventor? in any case, surely any individual Company is primarily
interested in what is new to it rather than what is new in the absolute sense.
Is it not equally meritorious of an employee and of benefit to the Company,
for the employee to "re-invent" some previously unknown to the Company
or long-forgotten prior proposal as it is for the employee to have been the
"true and first" inventor of the proposal?
There are, also, many reasons why even a highly-innovative invention may
not be patented; the invention may be for a "one-off" sale; the invention
may be applicable only to the employee's own Company's products; the
market may be saturated before the Patent is likely to be granted; infringement of any Granted Patent may be impossible to detect; it may be
eommercially preferable to seek to keep the invention secret rather than to
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patent i t These are but a few examples of why a Company may decide not
to patent an invention, none of which necessarily question the value of the
invention to the Company much less the ingenuity employed in the generating of the invention. As, again, one of the Westinghouse employees says:
"Patents are applied for, for commercial reasons. A clever invention may
be made but not proceeded with for commercial reasons. Is this fair?"
On this general point of the relationship of awards to patents, another of
the employees says: "I do not think it is by any mec-ns fair to equate
creativity with patentability
there are many patents which are
commercially significant but which do not appear to rpflect great technical
ingenuity, while, at the same time, there are many creo. cble technical ideas
which are, for one reason or another, not patentable".
Management-employees —It must not be overlooked that most of management are as much employees as are employee-inventors. It is, therefore,
legitimate to consider the problems to which the Award Scheme gave rise
to management as well as other employees. These problems are largely those
of staff-relationships; of the inhibition on management as to the assignment of work and the settlement of disputes as between employee-inventors — the management side of the problems discussed above. Again to
quote one of the Westinghouse employees quoted above and who is now
a Chief Engineer: 'Embarrassment and difficulties in staff relationships
tend to arise when the worth of suggestions for patent applications has to be
evaluated. It is common for inexperienced engineers to make suggestions
which are less valuable than they think them to be. either on technical
grounds, or because of doubtful novelty, and it is embarrassing for senior
staff to be presented with a choice between, on the one hand being honest
and putting the suggestion in, what they believe to be its true perspective,
and on the other hand fulfilling the expectations of the originator of the
suggestion in regard to the financial rewards offered".
On the problem of the assignment of work, the immediately-above quoted
employee later says: "The pursuit of patent applications as distinct from
useful technical ideas is liable to distort the aims of individual engineers on
the pursuit of particular programmes of work. It can be rather annoying for
example for a supervisor to find that his staff are devoting their energies to
soliciting patent awards, instead of directly seeking the best solutions to
the most important problems."
Employees of Patent Department — The objections of the Patent Department
of Westinghouse were largely two-fold; the inhibition on the Department in
its exercising its legitimate judgement as to the desirability of filing and
prosecuting Patent Applications and, consequent upon this inhibition, the
wasting of the Department's efforts in the filing and prosecution of Patent
Applications which it was convinced would transpire to be of little or no
commercial value. The inhibition arose not only from the direct pressure
applied to the Department by the inventors (who, normally, are consulted
as to the commercial value and inventiveness of their alleged inventions)
but also by the Department's knowledge that, by failure to file or prosecute
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to the Grant of a Patent a Patent Application, they would thereby dsprive
the inventor of the opportunity of an Award.

The Abandonment of the Scheme
Resulting from the author's review of the operation of the Westinghouse
Patent Awards Scheme, the author advised to the Board of Westinghouse
that he could foresee no Scheme which would meet the various objections
raised by employees and recommended that the Scheme be terminated
without replacement
This recommendation was accepted by the Board and the Scheme was
terminated late in 1962 to the extent that no further Submissions were
considered under the Scheme; those Submissions already made continued
to be eligible for the Awards provided for by the Scheme. It is of interest
that this termination of the Scheme drew no hostile reaction from employees; not even from those who had been beneficiaries (and, some, substantial
beneficiaries) under the Scheme.
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The American Chemical Society is a non-profit scientific and educational
Society with a membership of approximately 110,000 chemists and chemical
engineers. Founded in 1876, the Society has become the world's largest membership
organization devoted to a single science. Because many of its members are employed
inventors and because of the potential affect of any legislation requiring extra
compensation for employed inventors on the discipline of chemistry, the Society
during the past few years has been conducting a study on the general topic of
compensation for employed inventors. The ACS, primarily through its Committee
on Patent Matters and Related Legislation and its Committee on Economic
Status, has gathered information on the present policies of U.S. corporations,
sought the reaction of working chemists and chemical engineers through both
symposia and public hearing forums, and has made limited evaluations of the
history of the evolution of such legislative proposals in the United States and
other countries.
Early in 1973, a Joint-Subcommittee on Compensation for Employed Inventors
was established by the Committee on Patent Matters and Related Legislation and
the Committee on Economic Status. The initial charge of the Joint-Subcommittee
was to investigate possible actions by the Society in the area of compensation for
employed inventors, by the recommendation of guidelines for employers and/or
by the development of policy recommendations for consideration in any legislative
proposals. After completing its survey of the present policies of U.S. corporations,
the Committee felt it was important to survey the views of the ACS membership
and also to learn what it could of the experiences of other nations under such
existing statutes which serve to ensure extra compensation for employed inventors.
To that effect, on August 27, 1973, it held a "Public Hearing on Compensation
for Employed Inventors" at the 166th ACS National Meeting in Chicago, Illinois,
and conducted a workshop on May 10, 1975, on the occasion of the Congress of
the Association for the Protection of Industrial Property (AIPPI) in San Francisco,
California.
This Committee Print is the product of the above mentioned hearing and
workshop and respresents further progress in the Committee's efforts toward the
development of recommendations for the Society's policy in the area of compensation for employed inventors.
Willard Marcy
Chairman
A CS Committee on
Patent Matters and Related Legislation
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A REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
ON PATENT MATTERS AND RELATED LEGISLATION:
^COMPENSATION FOR EMPLOYED INVENTORS
^
PART I
A PUBLIC HEARING ON COMPENSATION FOR EMPLOYED INVENTORS

Chicago, Illinois, August 27, 1973
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Dr. John T. Maynard
Chairman of Committee on Patent
Matters and Related Legislation
The facts relating to existing practices
in the compensation of employed inventors for their contributions to the fund of
public knowledge and to the commercial
success of their employers, and the philosophical question of how employed inventors should be compensated for these
contributions, have been the subject of
many studies and articles and at least one
major treatise during the last ten to fifteen
years.
The problem has been brought to a
head in this country in recent years by the
initiative of Rep. Moss (D) of Calif., who
introduced H.R.2370 in the 93rd Congress
[H.R.5605 in the 94th Congress]. If enacted
into law, this measure would require inventors to receive a defined percentage of
profits resulting from their creative efforts. The Moss bill is in large measure
modeled on German law in effect since
1958.
The American Chemical Society has
been urged by many individual members
and by the Coordinating Committee of
the California Section to take two actions:
Add a statement to the ACS Employment
Guidelines recommending special compensation related to invention; and encourage Congress to pass legislation embodying the principles of the Moss bill.
These are serious questions and serious
proposals, and the ACS is duty bound to
respond.
The easy, instant answers to the Moss
bill proposals are: Chemists are employed
to invent and should be satisfied with
salary and existing opportunities for recognition and promotion; administration
ofsuon a system would be a nightmare;
and/such a system would be unfair to
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those who contribute to a commercial
development in ways other than generating the inventive concept Those of us
who have absorbed all that has been said
and written on the subject know that
these answers are no longer adequate, and
the question must be faced.
The Joint Board-Council Committee
on Patent Matters and Related Legislation, of which I am chairman, and the
Committee on Economic Status, under
the chairmanship of Dr. Alan McQelland,
have appointed a joint subcommittee to
study this problem and recommend a
position for the ACS. Dr. Willard Marcy,
Vice President-Patents, of Research Corp.,
chairs this subcommittee. The other
members are Dr. Alice Robertson, an
independent chemist-patent attorney,
and Dr. Donald Berets of American Cyanamid. They have arranged today's
discussion to give Society members a
public forum for exchanging views on this
important matter.
Dr. Marcy is in an ideal position to
take a neutral, informed view of the questions before us. He has worked as a chemical engineer in industry, and has been
director of patent programs for Research
Corp. for almost 10 years. Research
Corp. is a unique, foundationlike organization that sponsors research at many
institutions, primarily academic. The
corporation also offers patent services to
these institutions, but disclaims all rights
to patents that result from its grants. Dr.
Marcy has the experience needed to look
at the question of compensation for employed inventors from all aspects, and to
lead the effort to find an equitable position for the ACS on this important subject.

of it quite contradictory—that we felt
that the subcommittee itself is not competent to judge the material without having some further input from the ACS
membership. Therefore, we proposed
some sort of survey be made of the membership to determine its opinion of the
Moss bill.
We recognized that it would be almost
impossible to question each member without having an inordinate amount of time
and money to spend on the survey. We
also recognized that sending out questionnaires is not an adequate way to
handle it, So we decided to try this format,
which is quite different from other seminars and discussions that the ACS has
held before:
Several people will give statements
based on their experience and background,
their knowledge of the Moss bill, and
generally about compensation for the
employed inventors. Following these
star nents, the meeting will be open to
anyt. Ddy in the audience who wishes to
make a statement. Finally, there will be a
question and answer period, or a discussion. Questions may be directed to the
chair, to individuals on (he panel, or to
one another in the audience.
The subcommittee will subsequently
consider the transcript of this meeting,
along with the material available in the
literature, and recommend to our parent
committees what position the ACS should
take regarding the Moss bill. We also
intend, if possible, to come up with some
recommendations concerning how this
matter should be treated in the Guidelines for Employers, which is constantly
being revised by the Society.

Presiding

Statement of
John C. Stedman
Professor of Law
University of Wisconsin

The subcommittee sponsoring the meeting today has been in existence about a
year. It has gathered an enormous amount
of information from this and other countries (particularly Europe and Japan) on
the subject. Laws similar to the Moss bill
have been passed in at least a dozen other
countries around the world; some of these
laws are much more elaborate than others.
The prototype appears to be the German
law mentioned in the introduction.
We found so much information—some

In an article appearing this spring in
the APLA Quarterly Journal, 1 posed
nine questions concerning the employeremployee relationship as it applies to
invention. I will merely list, but not discuss, these questions here, then focus the
remainder of this statement on an elaboration of a few points in the context we
are dealing with today.
The basic situation we start with is the'
one in which X, an employee of ABC
Corporation—or, for that matter, work-

Dr. Willard Marcy
Vice President-Patents
Research Corp.
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ng for the U.S. Government or as a reearcher on the staff of Siwash College—
nakes an invention of a presumably useful
tature. The question is, what are—and,
nore particularly, what should be—the
espective rights of X and of ABC Corpiration in this invention?
Against this backdrop, the nine quesions t raised are:
• Why should we suddenly start ex•loring this issue, one that over the years
ias been typically treated with "benign
eglect," to say the least?
• What are the alternative approaches
j the issue? Specifically, should it be left
3 private negotiations between employer
nd employee, to detailed legislation, or
i something in-between?
• What kinds of stimuli and rewards
loutd be resorted to? While economic
iwards understandably occupy center
age, various noneconomic stimuli can
nd do play a significant role.
• In terms of public interest in invenon and innovation, what is it we really
ant? More innovation or less? Gadgets
r scientific advances? Contributions to
chnological advance or a better enronment? Or all of these, to a greater
'lesser extent?
• Assuming we can decide what things
e want, how do we get our inventors to
'Ovide us with them?
• How do we figure out just what role
e individual inventor plays, or should
ay, in getting an idea off the drawing
>ard?
• Assuming the inventor is entitled to
me reward, what form should it take?
ilary increase? Cash bonus? A share in
e patent rights?
• Using the same assumption, who
ould pick up the tab, or provide the
mulus or reward in other respects? The
iployer? The employee himself? The
nefiting public? The public generally,
ting through its government?
• And on the assumption—a valid
e—that we do not now have full aners to the preceding eight questions,
w do we go about getting the answers?
oking at four aspects of these nine
ite general questions:
—Just who has interest in this relationp, and what is the nature of those inests?
—Just who, in the employee category,
: we talking about, and what kinds of
vards and stimuli should we be conned with?
—Who should do what, and how should
y do it, to bring us farther along the
id to solutions?
—What are some of the underlying
itudes and outlooks that are common
approaching these problems — aplaches that, often as not, stand in the
y of dealing with the issues that perenlly plague us?
The first question, the nature of the
:restt involved, calls for little more

than a reminder. There is the employer,
whose primary concern in the area under
discussion is the freedom to run his business as he sees fit and make such arrangements with employees as he can negotiate
without interference from government or
other public bodies. There is the employee
who seeks, in most instances, an economic reward for his creative efforts, protection against being taken advantage of by
his employer, and, if he is really creative
and inventive, opportunity to give vent
to that urge, maximize his achievement,
and receive recognition for his achievements. All of this is elementary stuff and
is fairly descriptive of a free-enterprise
business arrangement.
But there is a public interest, and an
important one, as well. From the very
beginning, we have been concerned with
promoting the progress of science and
useful arts, even to the extent of writing it
into the Constitution. The thrust of this
general policy, designed to assure a productive, vigorous, and bountiful economy, is being somewhat redirected today
because of:
• A concern to keep technology from
contributing to environmental problems
and, simultaneously, help solve the environmental problems that already plague
us.
• A concern to reap the competitive
benefits that can result domestically from
inventive and innovative efforts and help
us compete more adequately in international markets at the same time.
• A concern to get our money's worth—
more bangs per buck—in a society in
which taxpayers foot well over half the
R&D bill.
And so, whatever the answer may be,
it is clear that neither employer nor employee is in a position (if indeed either
ever was) to say; "This is a private fight
and the rest of you keep out of it." We
are in it, for better or worse, and that is
all there is to it.
The second question is: Who and what
are we talking about? The "who" is the
creative, inventive employee. The point I
emphasize here is that this is not necessarily limited to the R&D staff technician
or scientist. Granted that this is where
most of the R&D expenditure goes,
where most of the action is, and from
whence most of today's patented inventions flow. It is not necessarily where the
problems we are talking about arise exclusively or even predominantly.
To suggest that less than all inventive
wisdom and achievement stems from
highly trained, technologically sophisticated scientists, engineers, chemists, or
what have you, may come as a shock to
you who typically represent this stratum
of society. But the fart remains that many
actual and potential inventors are outside
this group. And the number could well
increase strikingly if these outsiders were
adequately stimulated and encouraged.

In that nether world may be found
drug detail men, sales engineers, typists,
and even the cleaning staff. (It was a night
watchman, after all, who made the great
discovery that door latches do not retape
themselves.) How many of these people
may be potential creators who never got
going because the inducement, the incentive, was lacking?
The two groups also provide a contrast,
more often than not, in terms of bargaining power. Whatever may be said for
the oft-asserted contention of R&Doriented concerns that the freedom to
change jobs and the self-interest of employers will assure a fair shake for the
typical R&D technologist (and one may
concede that the point is well taken in
many instances), there is little to indicate
that the same considerations operate in
the other areas.
The other part of the issue relates to
stimuli and incentives. Discussion has
been usually directed to economic factors—cash compensation, either immediate or eventual. Granted, this is probably the most important singel aspect,
but it is not the whole story. Man does
not live by bread alone. (Even to one who
thinks mainly in terms of bread, the
credit, the prestige, the notoriety that
properly should attend a genuine contribution often ultimately are translatable
into economic benefits.) And so, noneconomic stimuli are important. Even if
they were less important than direct
economic benefits—as they may well be—
it would be important to mention them
here because they are the things that a
corporation, concentrating on formal
R&D, can easily overlook. They become
doubly important because they are areas
in which organizations such as yours
could make a valuable contribution.
The third question is: Who should take
the initiative in terms of getting done
whatever needs doing? And in terms of
laying the groundwork, through inquiry,
investigation, and research,' for future
courses of action (whatever those courses
maybe)?
The question of who is best qualified to
take this initiative can be argued extensively and inconclusively. The Government generally, through the Executive
Department or the Congress? The Government as an employer or an R&D contractor? The universities? Some private
or quasi-public research institution? Or
a professional association such as yours?
All of these can be much more useful
than they have been.
One institution we cannot look to, it
seems clear, is the private industrial corporation. While a few have undertaken
experiments of their own or pioneered—
albeit somewhat timidly—in this field, 1
know of none that has shown any interest
in a broad exploration of this important
area. Nor, as private-enterprise, profitseeking institutions, is there any reason
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why they should divert their attention
from what they see as the promotion of
their own self-interests.
But for the rest of us, we do have the
responsibility and we ought to be getting
on with the job, each in his own way and
without waiting for the others to act or
engaging in time-consuming debate as to
who should move first. It is no time for
a Gaston and Alphonse act. I am talking
about my own university, and I am talking about you.
It may be worth mentioning at this
time—and, I hope, put to rest—a few
points that are often emphasized in discussions of this topic. These are points
that may be well taken in other respects
but do tittle, in my opinion, to help us
toward solutions.
A lot of discussion centers on the respective contributions of the inventor, the
developer, the innovator, the marketer,
etc. The discussion is interesting, and it is
important to the extent that it becomes
necessary to apportion a reward or to
decide who should be stimulated. But it is
irrelevant to the question at hand—
namely, whether and how the inventor
should be rewarded or stimulated.
The answer is that all the contributors
are important, each in his own way. After
all, Vince Lombard! was quite a coach,
but he needed the Bart Starrs and Ray
Nitschkes to do an effective job, just as
they needed him. And all should be the
beneficiaries of appropriate stimuli and
rewards. Some of those who most vigorously insist that salary incentive is all
that is needed to make the inventor tick
are the most insistent supporters of a
"piece of the action" for themselves,
typically in the form of year-end bonuses,
profit-sharing arrangements, and stock
options.
A second point often urged is that
management is the best judge of what
course and policy to follow. And that
injection of outside factors, whether in
the form of laws, government officials,
union representatives, or the creation of
legal rights in the employee (as distinguished from the ex gratia* discretionary
award that is typically used by even the
most enlightened employer) will simply
louse things up.
Both points are welt taken, and certainly a note of caution is in order. But
the observation hardly enjoys the status
of a universal and immutable law. Every
business executive is not necessarily allwise, any more than every outsider is
necessarily a bumbling officious meddler.
In any event, the self interest of the employer does not always coincide with the
legitimate interests of the employee and
of the public.
So there is a place for outside input,
properly conceived and wisely administered. Until the employer can demonstrate that he invariably, consistently,
and in all instances makes the best pos-

sible policy decisions, his contention that
his judgment should be left completely
untrammelled, come what may, is less
than completely persuasive.
Finally, there is the understandable
fear that any public program that might
result would simply become a device for
rewarding the noncontributor and the
undeserving. I grant that this could happen. I grant also that many of the complaints heard about improper or niggardly
treatment may stem from persons who
deserved no more than they got. But there
is no reason, as I see it, why a program
wisely conceived and properly administered should not work effectively, equitably, and in the public interest, rewarding
and stimulating those who deserve reward
and stimulation, and giving the bum's
rush to the freeloaders. In any event, the
remote threat of such dangers hardly
justifies our continued inaction in an area
that cries out for exploration and imaginative treatment.
Statement of
John P. Sutton
Patent Attorney
Limbach, Limbach and Sutton
I come to you as an advocate of the
Moss bill. And I urge the ACS to support
it and urge its enactment by Congress.
The two most important things the bill
would do are:
• Abolish preemployment assignments, the almost universal practice of
requiring, as a condition of employment,
the assignment of all inventions made by
anemplojee.
• Require that the employee have a
right to his invention, and that he work
out with his employer what should be
done about that invention.
Our patent system has been designed
to promote the progress of science and
the useful arts. People have argued for
nearly 200 years about precisely what
that means. Historically, various cases
have held that either the system is designed to reward the inventor, or it is
designed to protect the public interest
and encourage public disclosure of inventions to prevent them from being kept
as trade secrets and not freely circulating
in the public domain.
The law seems to be clear that the paramount concern of the patent system is
public disclosure of ideas, because that
provides the building blocks upon which
new ideas may be formed to promote
progress. Until recently, no one seriously
urged that the patent system was designed
to provide an incentive to investors so
thai new products will be brought to the
market place through investment of capital funds.
The first question is whether a problem
exists. I believe there is some support for
the proposition that the U.S. is falling

behind some other countries in producing the maximum number of new inventions for the dollars invested in research
and development, or in other ways that
give rise to the invention.
A number of scholars have measured
this to determine who is ahead in the
number of patent applications and at
what rates patent applications have been
filed. Others have measured the number
of disclosure documents prepared within
companies. Still others have studied the
introduction of new products involving
inventions. Others have carried out studies of whether engineers are as productive
in creating new inventions as they might
be. What all the statistics mean is subject
to some subjective evaluation.
One lecturer at MIT who is a patent
lawyer stated in IEEE Spectrum that he
has studied, through his students, the
attitudes of engineers with respect to inventing. He said: "And if we will but be
true to ourselves, we must admit that
most companies are not getting anything
that remotely approaches the real potential of their engineering staff."
"Again, in a moment of truth, we must
recognize the almost complete apathy in
most universities that ought to be hotbeds
of excitement for creative people."
It is my own experience that the inventor who approaches his task with fervent
Zealand dedication is either independent
or owns a "piece of the action" in the
sense that he has an equity position in his
company that provides the financial backing. My experience with inventors in larger
corporations is that they tend to give a
good day's work for a good day's pay, but
are not consumed with interest in developing the invention.
When I ask inventors employed by
large corporations whether they are interested in the projects involving the inventions, they invariably say "yes." But,
when I ask why they do not devote the
time necessary to think the matter through
to complete the inventions in the shortest
possibletime,the reaction is often "what's
the use?"
The inventor is willing to give a fair
shake to the employer in the form of his
9-to-5 job, but he does not want to hurry
the matter along unless he is compensated
for it. Those rare exceptions who do devote their attention to the matter because
an overriding interest prevails express
frustration at putting in more time than
their colleagues for comparable pay.
I believe that invention is demanding,
and requires the entire attention of the
inventor for periods of time. Jack Rabinow, at the recent Conference on the
Public Need and the Role of the Inventor,
commented that he had plotted his own
personal inventive activity over many
years. When he had administrative, managerial, or other duties outside his field
of interest at the moment, his productivity
decreased dramatically. Similarly, when
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he became an employee of a larger organization, he found that his production
of inventions (according to his personal
notebook) dramatically decreased.
It seems to me that inventors respond
to stimuli the same as every other living
organism. The stimulus that I believe is
best is the patent system, which accords
to inventors the exclusive rights to their
inventions. That stimulus has, in effect,
created a special class of people—namely,
inventors and authors who are to be
treated differently from others in the
sense that they are to be rewarded when
they publicly disclose their inventions.
When corporations come into the picture, they take away the inventors' rights
through the almost universal practice of
preemptoyment assignments. That is, as
a condition of employment, the prospective employee must sign a form stating
that he will assign all inventions he makes
during his employment to the employer.
Even when there is no written agreement,
the usual rule is that the employer owns
all inventions made on the job.
I submit that such assignment destroys
whatever incentive might have been provided by the constitutionally created special class of inventors. The only way we
can be sure that the inventor is receiving
the stimulus intended by the framers of
the Constitution is to assure that he receives a "piece of the action." It is only
logical to do so, because of historical intention. To devote the kind of effort
needed for invention we need to encourage extra effort. Extra effort is needed
because inventions are above the norm in
routine engineering, and they are recognized as such.
As far as I am concerned, it follows
that when an invention requires production of an idea that is not obvious and
beyond the skill of the routine engineer,
an inventor needs to either provide extra
effort or extraordinary creativity. My
experience has been that extra effort is
always a part of extra creativity. It then
follows that when you want extra effort,
you must provide extra incentive. And the
very best incentive I know of is money.
Money can be provided in the form of a
"piece of the action" or a fair shake
for having provided the invention in the
first place.
So I do not leave you with the impression that my argument is grounded
only on the Constitution, I want to
emphasize that the reasoning is current
in the U.S. Supreme Court. In Goldstein
v. California (decided June 18, 1973),
the Court said: "The words 'to promote*
in the Constitutional clause to which we
have referred are synonymous with the
words t o stimulate,' 'to encourage,' or
'to induce'... In other words, to encourage people to devote themselves to intellectual and to artistic creation, Congress
may guarantee to authors and inventors
6

a reward in the form of control over the
sale or commercial use of copies of their
works."
So in 1973, the Court is telling us that
the Constitutional purpose is to reward
inventors. The present system does not
in any sense reward inventors, because
the employed inventor has no guarantee
of any compensation if he makes an invention. He may get a salary, but he gets
no promise of any extra compensation.
Rather, the windfall of savings resulting
from a new invention or an enormous
income from licensing goes wholly to the
employer. None of it, absolutely none,
goes to the employed inventor.
Some companies, acting as enlightened
corporations, give a small amount of
compensation to inventors who obtain
patents, but there is almost never any
right to such compensation. I believe the
Constitutional purpose is thwarted when
the reward that the Supreme Court spoke
about is not provided to the inventor.
The solution to this problem is quite
simple. It is to abolish preemployment
assignments as a condition of employment. Even enlightened companies such
as IBM and Westinghouse, who reward
their inventors and provide pins and
jewelry and other forms of recognition,
still require that the employee promise to give his inventions to his employer
as a condition of employment. This is
wrong. The payment of extra bonuses and
gems and other forms of compensation is
entirely the result of corporate benevolence and is not an employee right.
When you rely upon corporate benevolence, it is subject to management whim
and the company's perceived economic
situation.
I believe that assigning inventions on
the day employment begins is against
public policy. Such a practice is designed
to stifle any anticipation an employee
might have that he can get a "piece of the
action" if he really comes up with something good.
It has been my experience that employees who come up with a good invention
frequently leave the company to form a
new one. This happens frequently in the
San Francisco peninsula.
Surely it is not socially desirable to
have an employee, at a time when he is
most valuable—that is, after he has made
an important invention—to leave the
company and go through all the dislocations and frustrations of starting a new
business. It would be better for society in
general and the original employer specifically if the employee knew that he would
share in any rewards gained from the
new invention. And society would certainly benefit in eliminating the voluminous litigation over theft of trade secrets
and other contract disputes that arise
when these employees leave to start up
new companies.

Of course, the reason the employee
leaves is that he wants to share in the
fruits of his labors. By having an equity
position in the company he joins, he
knows that his efforts—his extra efforts—
can be directly shared through his partly
owning the company.
I am not advocating the practice of
leaving the company and forming a new
corporation, because I believe that it is
socially disruptive. I am simply observing
that this widespread practice is a fact of
life caused by the lack of incentive present
in most corporations because of preemployment assignments.
Once we have abolished these assignments, it becomes much easier to deal
with inventions as they arise. Then, the
employee and employer can discuss the
matter and reach an agreement as to
what it is worth. This is all the Moss bill
does.
If employer and employee agree that
the invention is worth a new water bottle
for the desk, or a new piece of laboratory
equipment, that ends the matter. Similarly, if employer and employee agree
that the invention is worth SI00 at the
time of filing a disclosure document, $100
at the time of filing the patent application,
and S100 when the patent issues, they can
still agree. Companies that have such a
program in existence now have nothing to
fear.
If, on the other hand, the invention
has a fair market value greater than these
things, the parties have to face up to the
matter and agree upon what it is worth.
Some other countries have a great deal
of'experience in precisely this kind of
determination. Nearly every sophisticated
and industrialized country has such a law
to protect employed inventors.
Germany and Japan, two of our strongest competitors, have had mandatory
compensation systems for employed inventors for years. I do not contend that
the sole reason they are on the ascent and
that we perhaps are not ascending as
rapidly is because of this lack of incentive.
But I do submit that there is some relationship, and that there is a need for providing an employee with incentive. .
In Germany, for example, there are
three techniques used to determine fair
market value. One is to draw an analogy
to a license agreement; in other words,
act as if the employee is licensing the invention to the employer. If there has been
experience in such licensing, a fair market
value can be readily determined by an
analogy to license agreements that have
been negotiated. Another technique is
the actual profit that can be directly attributable to the invention. If this is impossible to determine, the parties can
guess (based on certain guidelines) as to
what the fair market value is. Of course,
the guess is made between people negotiating at arm's length.
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Statement of
Dr. Edmond D'Ouville
Director of Technical Liaison
Patents <£ Licensing Department
Standard Oil (Indiana)
It is certainly in the public interest and
a proper concern of the Congress to make
sure there are tangible incentives to encourage employed inventors to invent. It
is likewise a matter of self interest and
concern to most employers, and it is certainly to the inventors themselves. There
is not much room for debate on the desirability of providing strong incentives to
motivate creative people to use their capabilities to solve problems and improve
life on this planet.
The question before us is: How can this
• objective best be attained in real life,
where we have a wide range of industrial
situations, many inventor types, and a
scattering of employer policies? Should
we rely on the interplay of free competitive forces, on a legislative code tuch as
H.R.1483 (Moss bill, 92nd Congress), or
on some combination of the two?
Legislation providing incentives would
have to be explicit and clear. This would
require simplification resulting in a law
that would be satisfactory for some commercial situations but not others. Efforts
to impart flexibility tend to overcomplicate the law and create administrative
headaches. These might sap the enthusiasm of the employer and the inventor.
It should be remembered, too, that an
inventor needs more than monetary incentives to do his best. He needs an
employer who will develop his invention
and commercialize it. The inventor realizes that this kind of support by his employer will not only get him more money
in the long run, but also a little satisfaction, prestige, and recognition along the
way. What we should try to provide are
double-barreled incentives for the employer and the inventor to work together
in an entrepreneurial way.
To illustrate the difficulty of administeringalawsuchasH.R.1483(and I am
sure this difficulty will be the principal
objection), I would like to cite a few
statistics I have compiled during my employment with Standard Oil Co., as well
as some personal observations.
From I9S6 through 1965, we considered 7,460 invention disclosures submitted by employees, primarily the company's R&D staff. During those 10 years,
1,770 patent applications were filed; thus,
one out of four disclosures resulted in an
application. During the same decade,
1,384 U.S. patents were obtained.
Five years later, in 1970, we tried to
evaluate these patents in terms of monetary worth to the company. This was a
difficult assignment, even having the
advantage of hindsight. I know it would
have been much more difficult had we
tried to do it any earlier.

One observation is that more than 90
percent of the patents were granted to
only 5 percent of the R&D staff. The
motivation was presumably the same for
all. The prolific inventors apparently had
either more inventive skills, better opportunities, or both. Other companies
have observed similar results.
Another observation was that in terms
of value to the company, five of the patents proved to be worth more than all the
others. Three were gold mines in the
million-dollar class, serving as a basis
for new business and licensing. Many, of
course, were of no apparent value, and
two ted to substantial losses when put into
practice.
It is clear that a time factor is not only
of the essence, but crucial. In many cases,
good inventions were superseded by better ones before the patent issued. In
others, the inventor was ahead of his
time, and the invention will not be commercialized until the patent has expired
or is ready to expire.
Perhaps the most disturbing observation is the relatively high proportion of
patents for which commercialization was
never really tried. It is possible for a very
capable and creative industrial inventor
to work for years without having the
satisfaction of seeing any of his inventions
commercialized.
If H.R.1483 had been in effect during
this period, I am confident that a degree
of prophetic wisdom unknown so far
would have been required to provide
equitable compensation to those inventors who were granted patents. The rigid
time-frame imposed by this bill makes
this omnipotence essential. The mediation board (provided by the proposed
legislation) would become overburdened
very quickly, and would be unable to
cope.
In petroleum refining and petrochemicals, it is not easy to evaluate inventions
realistically until several years after they
have been made. This may not be true to
the same extent in other fields, where the
merit of an idea can be measured quickly
by some yardstick such as sales in the first
year or two after the item is on the market. Thus, it would appear H.R.I483
would work for some situations, for employers in some fields and for some employees, but not for a large proportion of
them.
Considerable thought has gone into
this bill, and its authors deserve credit
for a good effort to solve an old problem.
There are many good ideas in the bill, and
the authors have taken advantage of other
people's experience (especially foreign
groups). But the question arises: Could
the present bill be changed to make it
more effective in more cases? It is certainly worth a try.
The release principle embodied in the
bill is a good one and worth preserving.
When an employer does not want to pat-

ent or make use of an invention having
all the characteristics prescribed by
statutes for patentability, he should be
willing to release it to the employeeinventor in exchange for a shop-right or
its equivalent. The inventor, on his part,
should be willing to assume the burden of
seeking patent protection himself; that is,
be willing to put his money where his
mouth is and not merely ask for a release
to force his employer's hand.
Also, I saw an opportunity to apply
what 1 call the minimum-wage principle
to this situation. For example the law
or generally accepted employment contracts could provide that employee-inventors would receive, say, a SIX fee
when a patent application is filed for
them; another $500 or so when a patent is
obtained; and, finally, S 1.000 to $5,000
when the invention has been used commercially by the employer or a licensee
for five years. This would be a token
compensation, but I believe an effective
incentive. Primary reliance for major
compensation would still have to be as
salary increases or bonuses.
This fee system, however, would make
employers think about and evaluate inventions, and it would force them to keep
clear records on the sources of inventions
and their use. It would bring in the quality
factor to some degree in evaluating patents (often overlooked in granting fixed
bonuses when a patent issues), and it
would, I believe, stimulate inventors to
invent. Finally, the uniformity would
provide a common denominator of sorts,
arid be an improvement in many companies where "one dollar and thank you"
is the only incentive.
I feel the ACS and the American Institute of Chemical Engineers could serve
their membership by pressing for uniform
and fair patent standards for R&D members employed by both large and small
firms. This can be done by supporting
legislation, or by supporting or becoming
advocates of really fair employment contracts. I suggest the legislative approach
be held in abeyance until the other is
tried.
Statement of
Dr. Clayton F. Callis
Director of Research A Development
Monsanto
Let me emphasize at the outset that I
am here as a concerned ACS member and
not as a spokesman for the free-enterprise
system, or even the chemical industry
part of that system. I simp!) do not have
the knowledge or experience required to
do that.
My mature working life has been spent
almost entirely with Monsanto, and this
job experience is the basis of my remarks.
I have experienced the results of Monsanto policy; until recently, I was not
7
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involved in shaping that policy. So 1 do
not even speak for Monsanto, and I can
only relate what my own observations
have been.
I am personally involved, as an administrator, in remunerating employed inventors. Not too long ago, I was involved
in the same matter but as an employed
inventor on the receiving end of the remuneration. (In college I certainly contemplated remuneration before I elected
to join an industrial firm.) My remarks
are within this framework, and they are
based on my own experiences—which
may parallel those of many.
Monsanto advertises itself as a firm
based on technology, and I feel this is
true. Invention (covered by patents or
not) and innovation (defined as a shopright or not) underlie all of our more than
1,000 products. Monsanto defends its
market share by continuous invention
and innovation, and it counts on technological creativity for its growth. The
company is not in the banking business,
and has no monopoly positions. To stay
healthy in a competitive environment, the
company must continually improve its
product lines. And to grow, it must develop new markets or find new products
for existing markets.
Monsanto realizes its dependency on
invention and innovation. To support this
dependency, company policy has, for a
long time, included procedures through
which inventive and innovative contributions by employees can be rewarded. This
policy goes back to the Swiss chemists
who came to St. Louis in the early years
of the company to develop the first processes and start up the first production
facilities.
Before you leap to the conclusion that
a policy of rewarding invention and innovation is the whole secret of Monsanto's growth from a single-product
company to its present stature, and to the
corollary that if it worked for Monsanto
it will work for society as a whole, let me
take you behind the scenes. I feel there
is an even more important part to the
Monsanto success formula, if you will let
me call it that.
Monsanto has an achievement award
program. This applies to all functions:
technology, marketing, manufacturing,
and staff. There are written procedures
for administering these achievement
awards; these procedures provide for
nomination, review, and disbursement of
sums ranging from a thousand dollars up
to three months' salary for the employee
on the receiving end.
This is not an end-of-the-year "let's
use up our budget" sort of event. Instead,
it is a quick way to reward an employee
for a significant achievement without
waiting for the regular salary merit adjustment or the promotion procedure.
Both of these take time. Involve consid8

erable paper work, and are subject to all
kinds of external checks and constraints.
We do keep track of achievement
awards by category—manufacturing,
marketing, technology, and what not. For
this meeting, I have generated a ratio of
the number of awards made during 1972
in invention/innovation/technology to
the population of the company's technology fraternity, and I have compared this
ratio with that in marketing, manufacturing, and so on. Technological activities
were recognized twice as often than they
would have been if the achievement
awards had been distributed uniformly
on the basis of employment population
alone.
Since 1972 could not be claimed as
Monsanto's most productive technology
year, the awards rate leads me to the conclusion that the company is putting its
money where its advertising says it is: on
a technical base.
Indirect remuneration for technological
creativity at Monsanto ranges from the
proverbial "pat on the head" through
several varieties of peer-group recognition, to salary increases, and to promotions. It includes assignment to the science and engineering fellow program,
which provides job titles for in-house
recognition of engineering and scientific
contributions. It is, in effect, what some
other companies describe as a twin ladder
of promotion, permitting an individual
to stay at the bench or keep his slide rule
and yet earn the rewards of a manager
who is supposed to be in an office and
direct people.
In some cases, as in my own, there is
promotion to the administrative side.
Admittedly, there are two schools of
thought on whether this is a reward for
technical skill or the tack of it. Some of
these procedures are prescribed in company policies and procedures, some are
informal. They have to be taken together
to define what it is that makes the company go.
On graduation from college and after a
brief brush with another employer, I
joined Monsanto. I would probably have
gone to work for the devil himself then
if he had offered me an equipped laboratory. I wanted to continue in chemistry to
the exclusion of everything else.
I do not class myself as an inventor, but
I did enjoy my years it the bench. I feel
that I contributed to furthering the company's objectives, and I have had the
thrill of seeing my brainchildren sold at
the local flve-and-ten and supermarket. I
have also had the internal satisfaction of
knowing that, for a while at least, the
products of my test tubes were the best
available in commerce and that they did
contribute to human health, welfare, and
happiness. Monsanto shared in my feeling
of pride and, over the years, 1 have received many of the direct and indirect
rewards referred to.

This is not to imply that all Monsanto
technical people have been treated fairly
over the years. In my own limited and
brief experience, I have seen people overrewarded for innovation, with results
even more destructive of individual integrity than underrewarding. I have not
agreed with the magnitude of several of
the direct and indirect awards that have
come to my attention. I have seen people,
under duress, sharing credit with others
for ideas they originated by themselves.
I have never seen the outright theft of an
idea, but this is not to say that such theft
cannot happen.
Any human activity lends itself to
abuses, and any organizational system
will have built-in loopholes. In fact,
warding off these abuses and guarding
against these loopholes in the segment of
Monsanto technology under my jurisdiction would be a very good job description
for the position I now hold
Granted, there is a limit to how many
laboratories an individual can occupy at
one time, and I am only influenced by my
reading and personal experiences. But it
does seem to me that, from the point of
view of the employed inventor, the Moss
bill or any of its proposed variants misses
the target completely.
What we are trying to do here is enhance creativity by providing positive
reinforcements for acceptable behavior.
Such reinforcement, it is assumed, will
draw some individuals into the inventing
profession, and they are expected to lead
more productive lives there. This production will further the cause of technology
and thereby enhance its benefits to society
as a whole.
These are objectives no one can quarrel
with; certainly not I. My present work is
dedicated to exactly this end, and I can
use all the help I can find. But I submit
that in formal Federal legislation we are
approaching the wrong end of the mule.
The problem is not a greedy employer
seeking to keep more profit for himself.
If it were as simple as this, the greedy
employers would be run out of the freeenterprise system as their nongreedy
competitors outinvented them and outinnovated them.
The problem is in the supervision of the
innovator/inventor. This is where the
positive reinforcement foragoodjob well
done begins.
It is the supervisor who administers the
encouragement and creates the work climate where suggestions are fostered, developed, and permitted to grow. It is the
supervisor who initiates the paper work
for the salary increase and for the pro- motion. It is the supervisor who recommends merit increases and achievement
awards, but these are mere levers he can
pull to ward off stagnation and mediocre
performance. It is the supervisor who
recommends promotion into the twin
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ladder program if that is the employee's
ambition and desire.
Supervisors are human beings. They
vary in empathy and in communicative
skills. Some are good at their job and
some are rotten. Some can inspire their
employees but not their bosses. Some can
fool their bosses but not their employees.
In all this welter of supervision, who will
get the achievement award, who will get
the salary increase, and who will get the
promotion?
Or, perhaps more important, when
there is no award, promotion, or incentive, who will receive the stimulation to
come back into the laboratory the next
day and try again? Those of you who have
been at the bench wilt agree that the
human spirit faces failure in innovation/
invention far more frequently than it
faces success.
We are closer now to a discussion of
morality than we are to a discussion of
legal rights. As our experience with the
18th amendment to the U.S. Constitution
showed, it is next to impossible to legislate morality.
A Federal act to require that inventors
be rewarded for their inventions will not
help supervisors who already reward their
inventors. It may add to the paper work
and it may substitute some cash for intangible rewards, but will this really make
a professional work harder? I doubt it.
A Federal act in this area will merely
provide the incompetent supervisor with
another document to which he can point
with pride as he continues to mismanage
the talent under his trust. A Federal act
such as the Moss bill would provide a
good deal of employment for the attorneys of litigants who feel they have been
cheated, but it will not further innovation
or speed development, in my opinion. In
fact, I feel that by distracting those
actually occupied in the work, it may well
have the very opposite effect.
I believe, on the basis of my experiences, that we are dealing here with a
nonlegal issue. I feel we are truly talking
about basic morality as it applies to innovation/invention. And to close with a
quotation from the immortal Pogo, "We
have met the enemy and they is us."
Statement of
Dr. John H. Bachmann
Professor of Chemistry
University ofAkron
The University of Akron recently surveyed some other universities to learn
their approach to patent applications by
their faculty members. Our own policy
had been somewhat vague, but culminated in the university's having the right
to the patent, which was assigned to the
university by the rather standard payment of S1.00 and other "good and valuable considerations."

The survey revealed that a relatively
vague policy for pursuing patents existed
on many campuses, but usually a more
generous financial agreement was made
with the inventor. Following the study,
we drafted a tentative policy for adoption
by our board of trustees. The document
establishes two important principles:
There shall be speed in all stages of
decision making, and reward must accrue
to the inventor.
Although our document was drafted
originally without reference to the Moss
bill, those familiar with that bill will
recognize that these two principles are
fundamental to it.
It may not be obvious at first glance,
but there are several problems involving
speed in decision making in the patent
process at a university. After the inventor
makes his disclosure to the university, a
decision must be made on whether the university wants the rights to the patent. In a
research-oriented industrial organization,
this decison generally can be made more
easily than in a university, where the
office of the dean of research may determine patentability and economic potential (usually with help from outside the
university).
When the university decides to prosecute a patent, the inventors are kept
informed of the progress, and they have
an obligation to assist in preparing additional claims and amendments and in
efforts to license the technology. When
the university waives its rights, the inventors are given a release so that they, at
their option, may engage private counsel.
According to our proposed policy, if
the university were to decide to prosecute
the patent, diligence must be shown. And
if eventually the patent were granted,
some stipulated per cent of the income
from the patent would be assigned to the
inventor. In principle, these provisions
are compatible with the Moss bill.
University management is a very complex operation. Because of the breadth of
managerial operations, not all the types
of tasks that need to be accomplished can
be done with consummate skill. And
when you consider the variety of disciplines involved, it is a wonder that policies
can be drafted and implemented which
are applicable to and agreeable with such
diverse interests.
Furthermore, university managerial
skills do not generally extend to patent
law and practice, or to the sale or exploitation of patents. In most universities,
perhaps, experience in these fields is limited. In fact, invention is not generally
regarded to be the target of most university research. Something called "pure
science" is usually regarded as the proper
objective of academic investigation.
We were quite surprised to find the
number of universities in our survey that
were coming up with totals such as six to
12 patents—not per year, but total.

A similar deficiency often exists in the
specific managerial skills relating to invention in small industrial organizations
that are not research-oriented. For organizations not oriented toward patent
problems, it is desirable to have some
stimulus for speeding the process from
applying for a patent to eventual sale or
licensing. Our proposed philosophy at
Akron is dedicated to this objective. And
this seems to be a major target of the
Moss bill.
I imagine that everybody would like to
see the time between disclosure and patent
application kept short. Ideally, this should
be the responsibility of the assignee.
Whether authority over monitoring of
diligence should be assigned to a bureaucratic arm of the Government is surely
debatable.
For completeness, the attitude of Government or industry toward sponsored
university research should be alluded to.
Everyone I talked to in my survey seemed
satisfied that agreements now written into
contracts with industry adequately protect the sponsor and define the rights of
the inventor, although some uncertainty
exists with government grants and contracts.
I am sure that many of you have discussed the Moss bill with management
people, including members of your legal
department. I have talked with several of
our area's industrial legal groups, and I
have found concerns ranging from a feeling that the Moss bill represents the populist appeal of protecting the little man,
to a concern regarding possible pitfalls.
Should the Government be involved in
this type of contract negotiation between
employer and employee?
Among the pitfalls, consider what might
happen in a lawsuit in which a patent
is declared invalid. How could the assignee recover anything already paid to
the inventor? Or, what if a given patent is
merely a part of the big picture in some
area of technology? Would it not be difficult to evaluate one patent individually
as to timing, dollar value, or even significance?
DISCUSSION
(This discussion concluded the hearing.)
Dr. Marcy: You have heard from two
lawyers and three chemists or chemical
engineers, one representing the university
community and the others generally representing industry.
We do not have a spokesman for the
Government-employed inventor, but it
seems to me that he would fall more within the university community than the
industrial community.
It seems that what we have here is a
relatively broad spectrum of opinions and
facts and some experiences reported to us.
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And we seem to have learned that there
are different problems in these areas.
The question we need to answer is how
can one bill, such as the Moss bill, apply
to all of these different communities of
interest?
In preparing for this hearing, I wrote
to the president and executive director of
both the American Institute of Chemists
and the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers to learn whether they would
participate in any way. Dr. D'Ouville, in
effect, represents the response from the
AIChE, as he became a member of this
panel via that route. No one was appointed
or is designated by the AIC to carry the
message to us in a formal way.
I happen to be a member of the AICs
patent committee. My personal feeling
about the attitude of the AIC is that,
while it is interested in this matter, it has
not really begun to come to grips with the
problem of what to do, if anything, about
the Moss bill. In my capacity as a member
of that organization's patent committee,
I feel that committee is just groping in the
dark, and there is very little real interest
on the part of the membership in taking
a position on the bill.
I intend to carry back to the AIC the
information we develop here, and I also
plan to report back to the AIChE the
ideas that have come out of this meeting.
Another thing I found interesting and
necessary'to consider in this matter is
the large-company-employed inventor
versus the * small-company-employed
inventor. Dr. Callis indicated he thought
this was a moral issue. While most large
company employers are moral and ethical
in their dealings with individual employees, this is not necessarily true of a smaller
company, where there are but one or two
technically trained employees. The Moss
bill would at least provide an increased
bargaining power for the small-company
employee in his negotiations with his
employer.
Not all small companies would be in
a position to develop a complex award
system, nor would they have the capability needed to administer the system.
Such companies would benefit from the
administrative bodies set up under the
Moss Bill.
An additional item I think is quite important is that the Moss bill would apply
not only to chemically oriented inventors,
but also to all other inventors—such as
electrical engineers, mechanical engineers,
and agricultural engineers. Patenting,
licensing, and exploiting of patents by
companies having mechanical or electrical devices are quite different from the
situation in the chemical industry. The
Moss bill, as now contemplated, would
apply to these as well. What effect would
the Moss bill, if passed, have on these
industries?
In general, it seems to me that the idea
of compensation for the employed inven10

tor has to beflexible.It cannot be inflexible andrigid.Not being a lawyer myself,
I tend to think that for anything set in
law, change is difficult and interpretation
of the law becomes grist for the lawyer's
milt.
Dr. E.J. Vandenberg, Delaware Section
and an industrial researcher: I have worked for a large generally progressive chemical company for 34 years, and have been
involved in filing over 150 patent applications; about half of these have issued
as patents. A number of these patents
have been very important to my company.
Needless to say, I have received very
substantial recognition for my patent
contributions, in a variety of ways. On
the other side of the coin, however,
monetary recognition, although certainly
accorded, has not in my view been commensurate with the value of the patent
contributions. I fully recognize the difficulty of devising a fair scheme for such
recognition, since many people usually
contribute to the financial success of any
commercial venture.
But, we must not forget that invention
is vital—indeed, the keystone—to -our
economic system. Therefore, I believe
that it is very important that invention be
fully rewarded and encouraged. We need
greater incentive for creative invention.
I think it is important for the ACS to take
a role in obtaining greater recognition for
inventions and inventors.
I speak here not for personal aggrandizement. Indeed, one might suspect this
might have a negative influence. I hope
not, and I suspect not, but 1 am speaking
here as a Councilor of the Society to promote the general well-being of our profession and industry in an area where I
believe we are very weak for one reason
or another.
Certainly the ACS Award for Creative
Invention has been an important step
forward by our Society. However, even
this award can be improved. Of the 26
awards given by our Society, there are
only two that do not receive monetary
recognition: Creative Invention Award
and the Priestley Medal. All others involve $2,000 to $10,000 gifts.
In my view, a first step by the ACS
should be to add an appropriate monetary
recognition to the Creative Invention
Award. Creative invention is the livelihood of our industry and Society, and
should be recognized accordingly.
I realize that these are very difficult
economic times for the ACS, but it seems
to me that funds could be found for such
an important area. I want to emphasize
that if 1 should ever receive the Creative
Invention Award—and I am not implying
that I am eligible—I would not personally
accept any monetary recognition.
Obviously, the general area of compensation for employed inventors needs
much study. 1 do not have any panacea to
suggest that would correct what I believe

to be the situation today. I am not. very
familiar with the Moss bill. I can see from
Mr. Sutton's description of it that it
obviously has some problems. But I would
agree wholeheartedly with most of what
he said. It is a difficult, complex problem
but we must work on it. At least initially
we could set an example for the industry
by appropriately modifying our own
Creative Invention Award.
Dr. Marty: Thank you very much. That's
a very good suggestion.
Wanda Sterner, Executive Committee of
the Southern California Section: The
Southern California Section simply voted
to support the principles of the Moss bill,
with the proviso that Section 414, beginning with line 17, page 6, be modified to
remove ambiguities. This section refers to
the definition of fair market value, and
I suspect that some of Mr. Sutton's suggestions, which are in the German bill,
would perhaps take care of this.
Mr. Sutton: The Moss bill does not provide any specific way of determining fair
market value, or how the extra compensation is to be actually determined. What it
simply does is state that the fair market
value should be agreed upon by the
parties. If the parties feel the invention
is worth a gold watch or a new water
bottle for the desk, then fine, so be it.
They can make that agreement, and that's
the end of it.
As for the argument over what the fair
market value should be, the fact of the
matter is that this kind of dispute has not
arisen in other countries. I think it is fair
to assume that we would not have any
great amount of litigation overburdening
any mediation board if we were to enact
legislation similar to that in other countries.
What we do have in the bill is provision
for regulations to be set up. Under these
regulations, we might draw upon the laws
in Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Finland,
Norway, Holland, Austria, Switzerland,
Italy, Portugal, Japan, and the Soviet
Union, all of which provide for mandatory compensation of employed inventors.
How do they do it? Three important
factors need to be considered. One is who
set forth the problem that was solved by
the inventor? Did the inventor pose the
problem himself? Did he say that there is
a problem that no one knew existed and
he has come up with a solution? Or did
the corporation provide him with a laboratory and say here is a problem, we
want you to look into it, and give him the
supervison and direction? Obviously, in
the first situation, the employee should
get more than in the second situation.
Another, factor is who contributed to
the solution. Was it solely the employee,
or did the supervisors Dr. Callis referred
to have some part in forming the invention? Did they pose the problem and help
solve it? Such assistance, and all those
involved in the inventive process, are
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also considered under the regulations in
other countries. The time, facilities, and
inventive contributions of others are all
very important factors that have to be
considered in weighing what the fair
market value is.
Employers today usually give a specified amount as an award for each patent
application. 1 say that is backwards. The
right to the invention ought to be with the
creator. Then he and whoever else wants
to deal with it can negotiate and determine the fair market value. Most of the
time there really is no problem in determining this. If the company is enlightened,
it will make sure that someone gets either
a $500 retainer, as Dr. D'Ouville suggests,
or some other appropriate payment. All I
am saying is that we need a mandatory
provision by which the inventors can be
compensated.
The third factor for determining fair
market value is: what are the duties and
the position of the employee who made
the invention?
If he were the janitor. I think he would
be entitled to greater recognition for a
worthwhile invention than if he were in
the research laboratory, assigned to and
paid for inventing. The greater share of
the reward should go to the man who is
not asigned to that kind of a task.
The Moss bill specifically provides for
a right of review when one side or the
other does not agree on the value of the
invention. My experience with most inventors is they will go along with the company's program. But the inventor ought
to have the right of review by a mediation
board when circumstances warrant it.
And it should not be left solely to the
benevolence of the corporation. If the
corporation—if all corporations—were as
nice as Monsanto appears to be. perhaps
we wouldn't have this problem, I can,
however, testify that all corporations are
not so enlightened, and I think we need
a mandatory system of compensation so
that each employed inventor will receive
a fair shake.
Dr. Don Baker, Chairman of the California Section, member of the Economic
Status Committee, and Member of the
Council, and an industrial employee: The
discussion concerning the Moss bill may
be moot in that there is a very good possibility that Congress will not act upon it
at the present time.
Perhaps what we are talking about may
be a little bit late. It is rather easy to
throw dirt at any particular bill you might
be opposed to. It is much harder to make
constructive comments that would make
the bill more amenable to how you would
like it to be worded.
The authors of the bill, and Congressman Moss, obviously had certain ideas in
mind. I suggest that the ACS also has an
interest in inventions, and thit it consider
means—such as hearings of this type—by
which the thrust of the Moss bill might

be made more to the liking of ACS members.
The California Section voted some
time ago to support the basic tenets of
the Moss bill. We felt there were some
things we did not like about it; but there
were a lot of other things we did like.
The idea is that this is a proper thing
for the ACS to consider. The Council, the
Board of Directors, and the Patent and
Economic Status Committees should deal
with these problems and devise some
suitable means by which the membership
and the Council might make suggestions
to appropriate legislators.
I think it is important that incentive
and recognition be given to inventors—
for example, bonuses. Portions of sales,
to cite another example, are given to encourage salesmen to greater sales efforts.
Actually, what the ACS promises is
mediocrity. Surveys such as the salary
survey vary little with whether a person
is an employed inventor or whether he is
in a position with even the possibility of
inventorship.
Perhaps the Society can act through its
Guidelines for Employers. These might
be modified some way to encourage industry to furnish means for greater recognition—monetary or otherwise—for inventors.
Dr. Marcy: Do you have any suggestions
as to what you think the Society should
do in the way of developing some kind of
detailed guidelines?
Dr. Baker: There was a survey of many
chemical companies as to their policies
involving patents. It pointed out how
greatly industry varied from almost no
recognition whatsoever to substantia]
financial and other types of recognition
for inventors.
It is probably the most diverse type of
recognition. There is no real set policy.
. I think that perhaps the sort of thing the
Society should really decide is: What is
the standard that should be applied to
inventors? Should you give them just a
dollar when the invention is disclosed?
Or should you give them a certain amount
on filing? Or should there be a certain
amount when the patent issues? Should
there be a certain percentage of the profits from that particular invention?
I think these are the things the Society
should come to grips with—decide what
is equitable, and how to encourage invention.
Dr. Marcy: Do you think there would
have to be different guidelines for different industries, as. for example, the
steel industry versus the petrochemical
industry?
Dr. Baker: I think that for chemists, the
ACS certainly could make guidelines. I
think the guidelines as they would apply
to chemists would abo have more general
applicability to, say. steelworkers, plumbers, or electricians.

Dr. Bernard Sturgis, manager of patents
and contracts for an industrial corporation: I have been a research chemist and
a laboratory director, and I certainly am
not going to argue against offering incentives to chemists and engineers to
invent But I would like to ask some questions regarding the practical application
of some of these concepts.
In the past nine years, I have spent my
time negotiating licenses. Mr. Sutton
said this is almost the same as a chemist
with an invention trying to sell it to his
company. It is not an easy job. Many
people have come to us with inventions.
They want to sell them to us. Perhaps we
want to buy them.
There is never any agreement between
the other company or the inventor and
ourselves as to the value of the invention. We spend months, sometimes years,
trying to find a common ground, trying
to decide what is a fair price. Sometimes
we never reach one, and negotiations are
broken off.
Do we have to go through this with a
chemist every time he makes an invention? Do we have to spend hours and days
and months negotiating with him as to
what is the value, and what should we pay
for this?
Certainly we have no crystall ball to
help us decide what the value of the invention may be. We have a hard enough
time when an invention is made trying to
decide whether it is worth filing and how
broadly to file in foreign countries.
We bring all our best business minds
together to try to decide how important
the invention is, what it will mean to us
five or 10 years from now. And we guess
wrong as often as we guess right. It is
not an easy job to negotiate between a
company and an inventor about the value
of the invention.
Another point is that we do not seem
to have any lack of inventions. We get
many, many invention notices, and many,
many inventions filed. As Dr. D'Ouville
said, we get several times as many invention notices as we do inventions that we
finally decide are worth filing. We are
trying to discourage filing on many of
these inventions because many of them
—literally—are not of that much value.
We used to file a lot of customer-use
type of patents. We have almost abandoned those. We used to file a lot of
patents of rather doubtful value. Our
legal department just cannot handle it.
There is too much Vork coming in.
We do not want toflitthe Patent Office
and the literature with a number of patents of not much value. Suppose an inventor received $500 for every patent
filed. What would happen? Every time he
returned an invention notice and we decided not to file, he would be very unhappy and say we are trying to cut bim
out of his $500.
II
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Is an invention worth more if you
foreign file? The inventor may want to
file in 25 countries; we might want to
file in five. If he gets more money for
filing in more countries....
Okay! It seems to me the administration of this is a very, very difficult thing,
and the best solution, 1 think, is to reward the inventor if his invention makes
money for the company. Our company
has such a plan. Monsanto has such a
plan. Many other companies do.
Instead of trying to outguess the inventor at the start, let the invention make
money and share it with him. I think all
progressive companies do that.
Mr. Sutton: 1 just want to comment on
the problem you pose because it is a very
valid point, and I think you show an
understanding of the situation that is
important. But I would, at the outset, say
that the difficulty in negotiating the
value does not mean that we should not
do it. If the employee warrants compensation, he ought to receive it, even if it is
very difficult to determine precisely what
that ought to be.
I agree that negotiation is difficult. I,
too, in the past nine years have spent
some time in negotiation. But I do not
believe that each time an employee makes
an invention we have to go through this
kind of process. Surely they do not in
Japan, Germany, and the other countries,
and I see no reason why our experience
should be any different from theirs.
The only time you have to go through
negotiation is when you have an invention
that the employee thinks—rightly or
w ongly—is a break through and has
enormous value. And if you think it has
some value (and you obviously have seen
some cases where you are sure that it has
a lot of value), it is just a question of defining precisely what that value is.
My experience in dealing with inventors is that they have no interest at all in
the business part—the negotiation process. That is not their forte. They want to
De at the bench, and they do not want to
be fighting it out with somebody.
So I submit that the answer is that most
companies will have the enlightened
policies your company apparently does.
By that I mean that they will, as a general policy, say that you determine or
agree that fair market value is some fixed
amount.
I am very much opposed to having
fixed amounts, such as $500, because I
do not think that a lot of inventions and
patent application are worth $500. And
we have an awful lot of those. I advise my
clients not to file, just as you apparently
do in your company. I think we need
better and stronger patents.
All I am saying is that when you have
the great one, the really big one that
comes along, it is a windfall for the corporation. And if it saves a great deal of
money, the inventor, without whom noth12

ing would have occurred, ought to be able
to share in it.
You indicated your company does that.
But your company is in a minority. Companies as a rule do not, even today.
The C&EN report on this subject
pointed out that: "Indirect compensation
rather than rewards directly tied to patents has been the preferred method. The
primary method ofindirect compensation
are salary raises and promotions." That's
the way it is done today. Perhaps your
company is an exception; but, I submit,
this is not being universally done. I
agree wholeheartedly that you reward the
inventor if the company makes money.
The only idea I think we should have is
that it be mandatory to have some kind of
assessment of the fair market value instead of relying upon the corporation's
good will and generosity. I think it ought
to be mandatory, rather than wished for
and hoped for.
Dr. Sturgis: I certainly do not think we
should pay a fixed amount every time
we file a patent, because I think the
morale problem could be very great. If
the company decides not to file a patent
on the invention, the man does not get
his money, and it may stifle his inventiveness for the next several years. I
would hate to see that happen.
Dr. D'Ouville: These plans to reward an
inventor years after the invention has
been successful are a good thing. They
have been used very effectively at DuPont, Minnesota Mining, Illinois Tool
Works, and elsewhere.
But such plans are a far cry from what
the Moss bill requires: namely an evaluation at the time the claims are allowed.
That is the hard thing to do. Nobody
knows with certainty what the invention
is worth at that point in time—neither
the inventor nor the company. It takes
years and experience to determine the
value of an invention.
As for giving a $100 award when the
patent is filed, I really do not think
that creates such a problem. If the invention is not worth $100, the company has
no business filing it. The company ought
to be willing to release it to the inventor
if he thinks it is not worth more than that.
And I don't know of any company that
has had trouble with the policy of giving
an award when the patent is filed. It is
simply a little compensation to keep the
inventor's interest up during the time
the attorney gets it prepared and through
the office.
Or, Sturgis: But do you file a lot of patents you would not ordinarily file that
way, just so the inventor can get his
money to keep him happy and keep morale up?
Dr. D'Ouville: We give only $100 when
the patent is filed. I don't think we have
ever filed simply to keep somebody
happy. But we do have a policy that if
we disagree on whether an invention is

important—the inventor thinks it is and
we do not and choose not to file, and
it is a real invention—we release it to
htm and let him file it.
Dr. Sturgis: I think that should be part
of the plan.
Dr. William Kirsch, former Chairman
of the Philadelphia Section, currently a
member of the Committee on Economic
Status, and a Councilor: 1 am interested
in other people's reactions concerning a
specific point. That is, dealing with inventions that are not patented, or are at
least not brought in as innovations,
which means bringing them into the market place.
What I am asking is this: How do
people feel about it? Would you like to
see the Committee on Economic Status
or some other part of the ACS look into
the question of what should happen to
the inventions, or at least to those ideas
that never get commercialized? Is there
a mechanism that the ACS should promote for having such an invention released under a license from the company
that hires the inventor, or perhaps releasing the invention to him outright to
file or exploit in his own fashion?
Dr. Marcy: Are you referring to nonpatentable inventions or to those that
would not be patented?
Dr. Kirsch: I am referring to any idea,
whether an invention or not legally, but
an idea that is not considered marketable
or worthy of investing additional labor
and capital by the employer. In other
words, an idea that just does not mesh
with somebody's business, perhaps.
We have made a point here that the
inventor can become frustrated if he
brings up things that never seem to go
anywhere. This is one way he can become
unfrustrated, if you will.
I am interested in other people's .reactions. Is there any interest in this kind of
thing? Certainly there are loads of ideas
that do not mesh with a person's business
for valid reasons. My point is, from the
view of the inventor who has invested his
own education, his own knowledge, his
own effort, and in addition to compensation he receives, should there be an
allowance made? Should there be an
opportunity for him to exploit or capitalize on his idea if the company, his employer, chooses not to?
Dr. D'Ouville: I think that the typical
employment contract provides that if an
employee makes an invention within the
company's field of interest, he has an
obligation to disclose it to the company,
and, the company may either file on its
own behalf or release it to him. But I
think that the rule that prevails is that if
the employee makes an invention outside
his company's field of interest, it is his
fundamental property; he can do with it
as he chooses.
Dr. Kirsch: But in the case of a multinational corporation with multifaceted
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interests, where do you "get outside"?
Realistically. Take an entity such as
IT&T. What is outside the purview of
IT&T, from nudear physics to life insurance?
Dr. D'Ouville: If it is a thermostatic
control for a goldfish bowl, I would say
it was outside theirfieldof interest.
Mr. Saturn: I will give you a more direct
answer, and say that the Moss bill does
precisely what you are advocating. It
provides that the invention belongs to the
employee, and if the corporation wants
it, fine. It can negotiate or adopt some
kind of policy whereby the inventor is
compensated for it.
If the corporation has no interest in it
because it does not mesh, because they
do not like the way the fellow parts his
hair, or for any other reason, they do not
have to take it. The employee is then, by
terms of the act, free to do with it as he
chooses.
Dr. Kirsch: Let me make one point,
though. The reason I raised this was not
to push my own idea, because it is not.
I was wondering whether there is any
audience interest in this kind of thing?
That is why I asked.
Dr. Marcy: Perhaps we could have a
show of hands. Is there anybody who
feels that the Economic Status Committee
should undertake to determine bow best
to handle this situation?
I see perhaps 10 hands out of the SO
people in the audience. I would say that
is enough to warrant the Economic Status
Committee to look into the matter.
Dr. William J. Bailey, professor of chemistry and department head, ACS Presidential candidate: I am on the Subcommittee for Governmental Centers for
Research and Development of Chemistry,
and the Committee on Chemistry and
Public Affairs. This is a topic we have
been kicking around, too—that is, the
entrepreneurs, the independent inventors. We also have been concerned about
getting inventions released. However,
we do not know the mechanisms for getting inventions released by corporations.
Perhaps the members of this panel
would like to say just what the mechanism
is now, or would be under the Moss bill.
How does an employed inventor go about
getting the release of a patent so he can
exploit it himself?
Dr. Marcy: Are you referring to Government or industrial employees, or both?
Dr. Bailey: Government employees and
employees of both big and small corporations.
Dr. Marcy: This is a very important
question that will probably take until
next week to answer, but I might make a
few comments.
In the case of the Government employee, the Government retains all United
States patent rights, but will generally
release on request the foreign patent
rights to any invention he makes.

This problem ts being discussed currently by some Government administrators, so it may be resolved in the nottoo-distant future.
In industry, it is a case of bargaining
with your employer. But it a very difficult for a lowly research chemist to bargain with his employer, because the employer is a large company. This is the
whole point, as I see it, of the Moss bill.
Perhaps some of the panel members may
not agree with me.
Mr. Stedman: I think your last statement
probably covers it There is only one real
answer, it all depends on whom you work
for and what kind of an arrangement you
have. I suppose that this is really what
the legislation is directed at. It underlies the basic question: Is there a public
interest in legislation that would attempt
to set some general principles or rules on
the theory that there is a public interest
in this? Or are we quite content, now, with
the system in which it simply becomes
a matter of private bargaining between
the employer and the employee?
In the absence of bargaining, of course,
common law doctrine controls. But even
that is a little bit vague. Common law,
as distinct from an agreement, is probably relatively minor today.
One of the things I have been impressed
with on this subject over several years
has been the real lack of information.
We have episodic information—this inventor, that company, and so forth. But
we have no real way of knowing what the
mass of people, whether they are chemists, electricians, or what not, really know
or fee) about this subject.
After all, there are two basic questions
we need to be concerned with from a policy standpoint. One, what will or will
not, in the way of law, stimulate inventors
to do more than they are doing at the
present time? This assumes that we want
them to do more than they are doing. The
second question is to what extent would
a given type of law be workable from the
standpoint of administration—would it
do more harm than good?
Somewhere along the line. Congressman Moss or whoever it is ought to have
some sort of input. And as I see it, the
real input is most likely to come from
organizations such as the ACS, which
really could find out—presumably from
its members, not from the Board of Directors—just how they feel about these
things.
We are greatly concerned about how
this type of legislation would work in this
country. And yet, as has been indicated
several times, there seems to be a rather
high degree of satisfaction in the countries
that do have it.
My impression is that nobody in Europe is thinking of pulling back from
this kind of legislation. Several countries
that do not have it are talking about it.
This may not be the answer so far as the

U.S. is concerned, but I find it significant.
Another thing that impresses me in
Europe are the organizations and associations. There b an international organization known as the International
Federation of Inventors Associations;
they call it IF1A. The president of that association has been in this country a
couple of times in the last two or three
years, trying to find an organization in
the U.S. that could be sort of the representative here. He hasn't found one; they
don't exist. He was amazed at this, and
surprised by it, and disconcerted by it.
There is another organization. This
spring, I happened to obtain a copy of a
questionnaire that was sent out by the
International Federation of Commercial,
Clerical, and Technical Employees, headquartered in Geneva. They are sending a
memorandum and a 9- or 10-page questionnaire to associations to obtain information on practices and laws dealing with
inventions and how things are working.
We are going to have this kind of
information sooner or later for this country. Either that, or we do not legislate,
which may or may not be a mistake. Or
we do legislate, and we legislate either
wisely or foolishly. We do not really
know without more input than we now
have.
My immediate question is: What can
the ACS do to correct this situation? I
would ask the same of Dr. Bachmann and
people at my own university, namely,
what can they do to get the answers to
some of these things. This is something
I would really like to see the Society direct
itself to. How can we really find out, as
distinguished from obtaining isolated,
individual, episodic, or anecdotal experiences?
Dr. Callts: Dr. Bailey, you asked a question: How can you go about getting release of ideas? Was that not the sense of
your questions?
Dr. Bailey: Right.
Dr. Callis: I feel that the key to the question of proper handling of an inventor is
with supervision. If a supervisor does not
stand up for his inventors, the problem
has to be corrected another way. Get rid
of the supervisor.
I wonder how many inventors have not
been turned down, but rather assumed
they would be turned down. I think the
ACS can get some information on that
subject.
I have often had people tell me that
you cannot publish from certain organizations. Ifindout that they do not write
up their work and ask whether it can be
released or not. They just assume that it
will not be released, and they start complaining that "I can't get anything released."
Dr. Henry A. HOI, member of the ACS
Board of Directors: Someone mentioned
what the ACS could do. I obviously will
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not speak for the ACS. but I would like
to turn this into a framework that is a
little different from the one that has been
developing.
From the point of view of the Past
Chairman of the Council Committee on
Professional Relations, and what happens
to the total relationship between the professional scientist and his employer, there
is frequently an employment contract that
has something to say about inventions.
Some of what we have talked about
here in terms of inventor compensation
contains, in my view, an element of
elitism, whereby we are singling out the
person who happens to have made the
contribution to the discovery. You will
recall in the case of streptomyecin that
the judge awarded a certain amount of the
profits, the royalties, to the woman who
cleaned the culture tubes in the laboratory. 1 think we have to allow that we are
concerned here about all of the members
of the ACS, all the professional employ*
ees, and perhaps all the employees.
If there is a way to increase the award
for an individual, this may be worth pursuing. We are also concerned about the
abuses, and I think I disagree with the
previous speaker somehow as to bow we
come to correcting abuses in our society.
I think that a Morro Castle or a Coconut Grove fire are the ways in which we
sometimes move to correct abuses. As a member of the Council Committee
on Professional Relations, I have seen
individuals forced into early retirement.
And there are many of us who could almost calculate the contribution the inventor was making to the profit picture
of his corporation. So I think the question
here is: Why should we be examining this
anyway?
We examine it because, anecdotal
though our information may be, we have
enough instances presented to us where
individuals have made significant contributions to corporate profits and have not
been adequately rewarded. Not only have
they been inadequately rewarded, in other
instances they have been rather disgracefully turned toward early retirement and
sent out to pasture.
So what we are looking at here is not
just how we might take care of any one
of our significant inventions; but how
can we raise the standards under which
the employer treats the professional
scientist in his employ?
If we do have means left over for rewarding the .350 hitters, let us do that.
But remember that the .250 boys also help
keep the ballgame going.
Dr. Callis: Dr. Hill, there is one aspect
of this subject that has not been brought
out. What do you do with the .001 hitter?
Do you ask him to turn back some of the
funds that you have given him? I do not
mean to say this in a derogatory manner,
but I think that one of the elements in
14

this subject is the lack of or the presence
ofriskin the invention process.
The inventor -that is, one employed
by a corporation—does not have the same
risk as the entrepreneur, the fellow who
risks all when he goes out on his own.
The problem of always regarding the
good and not doing anything about poor
performance is a bad feature of many
corporation activities, I think.
Dr. Hill: Well, there is the question of
the goal you set for the employee in the
first place. When we talk about batting
averages, it is quite dear.
But I would like to cite a guideline,
which my professor (Norris) always gave
us. He, as a lieutenant colonel in World
War I, worked on developing poison
gases. He described for us how he, as a
director, assigned one man to react one
molecule with another, a second man to
react two molecules with another, and a
third man to react three molecules with
another. The third man came up with an
invention; the others did not.
Dr. D'Ouville: I think it would be well
to look at this entire problem from another point of view. It is true that the Germans have had legislation rewarding inventors, and it has not given rise to complex and bitter administrative problems.
It is true in Japan, Sweden, Spain, and
soon.
But I have never seen any evidence that
the inventors in those countries are more
highly motivated than American inventors are. In fact, if you were to look at
the statistics on the balance between the
export and import of technology, you
would find that the U.S. exports more
technology than any other nation and
Great Britain is the second most effective
exporter of technology. Neither U.S. or
Britain legislate awards for inventors.
So I think we might just question
whether the German inventor is more
highly motivated in spite of his assured
award than is the American inventor. I
am not so sure he is.
Dr. Alan McClelland, Chairman of the
Committee on Economic Status: As a
member of one of the cosponsoring committees of this symposium, I would like to
cordially invite anybody who has sped fie
and anecdotal information to bring it to
our attention.
One of the things the committee has
wanted to do is look at what the real
needs are. We have felt, therefore, that
this is a matter we do not want to rush
into to take some kind of a position on.
It is true that anecdotal information
can sometimes be misleading. On the
other hand, we all have a tendency to sort
of argue from a theoretical position, and
we can sometimes rush into something.
For example, we might move into Federal
legislation when perhaps there is not that
much indication that it is needed.
I personally am not ready to take either
side. But the Committee on Economic

Status would be very glad to know of any
specific cases that could serve as evidence
of what the real problems are.
Dr. Henry Bader, a member of the Council Committee on Professional Relations:
My company has a very high representation of patent records and independent
inventions. Every time I file a patent
application, I receive one dollar. I am
getting my rewards for it, and I definitely do not complain. I get my increases;
I get all sorts of monetary remuneration.
But my financial position — my financial rewards — is a composite of what my
supervisors think I am doing for the company, the kind of an image I present, the
kind of a person I am, who I am politically, who I am in hundreds of different
ways, whether the big boy upstairs remembers me just on the day when it is
important, or whether he remembers
what I have done for him lately.
I think our main concern is the dignity
of the professional man. I would like to
be rewarded directly for what I think is
my contribution to the company, without
all these other considerations.
Dr. Sturgis: In answer to Dr. Bailey's
question about releases, I think many
chemists are unduly optimistic about how
easy it is to make money from an invention or patent. We grant lots of releases.
I don't know of a case where the person
has made a nickel off his invention after
we released it.
Furthermore, we hear from many
chemists that if you have a lot of patents
that you are not using, you are sitting on
them. True; many companies have many
patents they are not using. But it isn't
because they don't try.
A few years ago, a large chemical company tried to license all its unused patents.
It had practically no success. We have
published lists of our unused patents,
trying to interest people to license them.
We contacted people personally. But if
the patent is not of much use to you, it is
not of much use to anybody else, either.
If a chemist thinks that just because the
company is not exploiting his patent he
can make a million dollars with it, he will
probably be sadly disappointed.
Dr. Leiserson, Government employee:
My organization funds inventors, and
others, to develop technologies.. The resulting patents are issued to the Government, and they are available for exploitation generally. But my experience has
been that these Government patents,
which we believe are valuable, are not
exploited because they are available to
the public at large. They are almost the
same as publishing in the open literature.
We then get to the question: How do
you exploit the valuable patents (using
my judgment as to what is valuable) that
are lying around for everybody to use? 1
think this is a problem that Mr. Sturgis
has raised. And Dr. Bailey has raised the
question. Would these patents be valuable
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if we had the necessary enirepreneurism?
That question has not been answered.
Dr. Bachmann: t fed that when you are
talking about patents lying around, you
are frequently talking about a patent that
is merely a part of the big picture. How
can you evaluate just one patent as to
timing, dollar value, or even significance?
Many of us know people who claim
discoveries which have made millions of
dollars for their companies but for which
they have never been given credit. I think
people often tend to overestimate the
dollar value of many of the things they
have announced.
Dr. Callis: I certainly believe in rewards
for inventions, and 1 hope I have given
that impression. 1 also believe that rewards for inventors should be variable. If
the person expects $100, $500, or even
$1,000 from one invention, and he is always striving for that, he is going to get
bored with that incentive.
He wants to have other things available
to him, such as promotions or recognition
from peers and bonuses. You cannot stick
to one formula and keep many of these
people motivated. They need a variety of
stimuli to be at their creative best.
(The following letter to Dr. Maynard
was included in the record of the proceedings.)
Mr. John M. Koch: Mono Bay, California: Please accept my thoughts with
respect to the employed inventor and his
ownership of his invention made while he
is employed-at-will and not under a contract of employment.
A patent is defined as being "a government protection to an inventor, securing
to him for a specific time the exclusive
right of manufacturing, exploiting, using
and selling an invention." This definition
is in accord with the Constitutional provision that gives Congress the power to
promote technology by giving inventors
an incentive to make inventions and disclose them rather than practice them in
secret. Under the common law, an inventor employed at will, owned his invention
made while so employed and the employer, at best, obtained a shop-right or free
use of the invention in his buiness.
Employers-at-will wanted more than a
shop-right. They wanted ownership. They
had the employee-at-will agree to assign
ownership of his future inventions to the
employer at the time of his employment.
Under this practice, which became uni-

versal, the employers during the past two
generations, without contracts of employment, took the place of the "inventor" in the above-given definition of a
"patent." Thus, for all practical purposes,
the employed-at-wiH inventor does not
operate under the U.S. patent system and
receives nothing or very little for his inventions. He is in a position inferior to
that of the employed inventor in Japan,
Germany, Russia and other ascending
industrial nations.
To the extent that the employed-at-will
inventor has lost ownership of his inventions, the Constitutional patent provision
has been defeated. Congress has not exercised its power to restore this lost
ownership, and the U.S. Supreme Court
has not ruled upon the validity of the
ownership loss. To make matters worse,
the Government also took title to inventions made by its employees. This reaction of the Government reduced the
above-given definition of a patent to
nonsense and completed the usurpation
of the at-will employees' patent bill of
rights.
The universal practice of employersat-will taking ownership of the inventions
of their employees led to increasing misuse of patents in monopolies, restraints,
of trade, and unfair competition. Congress reacted to these practices by passing
the Antitrust and Clayton Acts. It did not
go to the root of these evils; namely, the
employment future inventions assignment
agreement.
In recent years, the Government, largely through contracts with private corporations, spent more on research and development than private industry. Patent
provisions in Government contracts resulted in Government ownership of many
patents. The difficulties of determining
invention ownership and use under Government contracts led to the issuance of
White House memoranda to attempt to
establish guidelines and uniformity in
the invention and patent activities of
Government agencies and Government
contractors.
Inventors employed at will by Government contractors and by Government are
not motivated to invent by a patent system incentive for the reasons given above.
In fact, many of the most talented scientists and engineers are annoyed by the
delays and confusion in which their discoveries and inventions become involved.

and they prefer to publish their contributions to science and technology rather
than become entangled in patent procedures and delays. They prefer prompt
recognition for their contributions and
brush aside delayed compensation.
Accordingly, the tug-of-war between
the Government and Government contractors for patent ownership and the
loss of ownership and interest in patents
by employed inventors has practically
destroyed the purpose of the patent system. Clearly, the first and most important
need for revitalizing the patent system is
to restore the original meaning to the
above-given definition ot a patent. This
can be done only by Congress under the
Constitutional provision establishing the
patent bill ofrights for inventors.
If this is done, misuse of patents in
monopolies, restraints of trade, and unfair competition will be minimized. Consequently, the need for Government
ownership will practically vanish. Incentives for employees to make more and
better inventions will be maximized. Scientific contributions promptly will be
published, and technology rapidly will
be advanced through prompt elections to
patent or to' publish. Government and
private employers will receive valuable
shop-rights in more and better inventions
at less expense and to the benefit of the
public. Less trash will be filed in the Patent Office, patent applications will not
pile up in huge backlogs, and the morale
of the examining corps will benefit. Fewer
patents will be litigated, and the courts
witl be more sympathetic toward upholding the validity of patents.

Dr.JohnT. Marurd: Chairman of Commit'
tee on Patent Matters and Related Legislation.
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Dr. WOlard Many is Vice President—Patent Program of Research Corp. He received
his degrees from MIT and worked as a process
development engineerfor Amstar Corp. for over
25 years. He has been director of Research
Corp's Patent Program since 1965.
Research Corp. is a non-profit tax-exempt
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fundamental scientific research in the natural
and physical sciences primarily at educational
institutions. The foundation also provides patent
assistance to educational and scientific institutions, but disclaims alt rights to patents that may
result from its grants.
Dr. Marcy is Chairman of the Joint Subcommittee on Compensation for Enployed Inventors (see the introduction).
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inventor.
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PART II
TRANSCRIPT OF HEARING ON PROTECTION FOR EMPLOYED INVENTORS
San Francisco, California, May 10, 1975
PROCEEDINGS
The Hearing on Protection for Employed Inventors was sponsored by the
Committee on Patent Matters and Related Legislation of the American Chemical Society, following the 29th Congress
of the International Association of the
Protection of Industrial Property (AIPPI),
to determine the attitudes and experiences
of specialists from foreign countries who
have worked under governmental systems
in which extra compensation for employed inventors is mandatory. This
Hearing was convened in the Stanford
Court Hotel, California and Powell
Streets, San Francisco, California, on
Saturday, the 10th day of May 1975, at
9:00 a.m., John P. Sutton, Chairman, Ad
hoc Subcommittee for Informal Conference on Compensation for Employed Inventors.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
John P. Sutton. Esq.
San Francisco, California, U.S.A.
Chairman
Good morning. I would like to welcome you all here on behalf of the Patent
Committee of the American Chemical
Society. My name is Jack Sutton. I am a
practicing lawyer here in San Francisco,
the only member of the Patent Committee
of the American Chemical Society who
resides in this city. For that reason it fell
upon me to be the Ad Hoc Chairman of
this group, and it is my presence here in
this city that is my principal reason for
being before you aside from an abiding
interest in this subject. I believe it is important for our country and for our operation of the patent system. We are here on
a fact-finding effort and we would like
you to gain from the experiences that
others have had in countries where legislation similar to that proposed in this
county has existed.
The sponsoring organization here is the
American Chemical Society. The Society
is composed of individual chemists and
chemical engineers. Rather than my telling you what the American Chemical
Society is and does, I would like to call
upon Dr. Stephen Quigley, who is the
Staff Director for this Committee and a
very active participant in the Society
itself. He is a full time member and an
employee of the American Chemical Society, but he is also a distinguished chemist as well.

Remarks of
Dr. Stephen T. Quigley
Director
Dept. of Chemistry and Public Affairs
American Chemical Society
Thank you, John. And good morning,
everyone.
On behalf of the American Chemical
Society, I want to express our appreciation for your taking the time out from
your conference to come and share your
views with the Society on this subject,
which is of increasing interest to the
membership of the American Chemical
Society and also to a large number of
other groups in this country.
As John said, the American Chemical
Society is a nonprofit individual membership organization made up of about
110,000 chemists and chemical engineer
members throughout the world. About
60 percent of our membership work in
industry, about 30 percent in academia,
and about 10 percent in Government and
nonprofit institutions.
We would like to emphasize to any
group that the American Chemical Society has no corporate memberships. We
do not represent the chemical industry.
We are a federally chartered scientific and
educational society, and we like to think
that our principal efforts are directed
toward the advancement of the discipline
of chemistry, thereby fostering the public interest in the general public welfare.
We try to be as objective as possible in
these fields of endeavor, and that applies
to this particular subject.
Since there is an increasing interest in
this type of legislation in the U.S. Congress at the present time, our membership, because of participation in agreements with employers in regard to the
rights of inventors, is interested in learning all it can about the ramiflctions that
might be involved in any change in the
present system. We have been conducting,
under the auspices of the Society's Committee on Patent Matters and Related
Legislation, a continuing study, as indicated in the memo that John passed
out to all of you on what the present
practices are in U.S. corporations and
what some of the practices are in foreign
countries. We seized upon this opportunity of your being here in San Francisco
to try to interact with you and to gain
more information about how this subject
is being treated in your respective countries. We certainly appreciate your taking
the time to be with us this morning.

Chairman Sutton: Perhaps I Should
more specifically define the subject at
hand. In the United States Congress there
is now pending what is called the "Moss
Bill." It is H.R.5605, which is currently
assigned to the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives. It is
possible that hearings will be held on it,
although, to my knowledge, none are
currently scheduled. However, in advance
of any legislative interest in this subject,
the American Chemical Society would
like to know what, if any, its position
should be, and the task has been assigned
to its Committee on Patent Matters.
That is why we are here, to determine if
there should be any position taken by the
American Chemical Society with respect
to the Moss Bill.
The Moss Bill is designed to provide
extra compensation for employed inventors. It is patterned very closely after the
statute that exists in Germany, with some
modifications for United States special
problems, but nevertheless is largely similar to the German law. We are, for that
reason, very much interested in the experiences of any of you who have practiced in Germany and have had any
exposure to the operation of the German
law for compensating employed inventors.- We would like to know whether it
works or whether it does not work,
whether it is equitable, whether it is good
for the industry as a whole and whether it
is good for inventors as a whole, and any
specific anecdotes you would care to
share. We are here to gather facts and to
gather knowledge.
We took this occasion today, after the
close of the A.I.P.P.I. Congress, simply
as an opportunity to hear from visitors
from alt over the world, a unique opportunity that we would never have had if
this Congress had not been held here.
The present state of the United States
law is that there is no mandatory compensation for employed inventors. Some
companies, often very large companies,
do provide a system where they do grant,
in some instances, very sizable awards to
inventors. It is not mandatory by statute.
It is largesse, if I can use the term, it is a
gift of the employers. One specific example is IBM, the computer company,
which is very generous really in the treatment of its employees. Other companies,
however, in the United States do not provide any king of compensation.
There has been a report of this general
problem published by the National Bureau of Standards that is available on
what some of the corporate practices are
in this country. It is very helpful, and if
17
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any of you are interested in the particular
book, I would be pleased to provide information about it.
On behalf of the American Chemical
Society, a survey of employed inventors
within the State of California was taken.
The survey showed first of all that the
great majority of employed inventors
assigned their inventions—something
like 98 percent of the employed inventors
had to assign their inventions—to the
corporation that employed them, as a
condition of employment. Secondly, the
majority, a bare majority, but nevertheless most of the inventors, received either
$1 or nothing at all by way of compensation, extra compensation that is. They
received a salary and they were in many
instances given benefits of one kind or
another, but not extra compensation. I
have a copy of the report on that survey
as well, if any of you are interested in
it.
The common law, however, at least as I
understand it, is that the employee has the
right to his invention in this country unless a contract supersedes, with one exception, and that is the "Shop Right
Doctrine." That provides that the employer has the right to use the invention
in the event he contributed facilities or
dunds to the development of the invention. That, however, is a doctrine of
common law and. again, is not a statutory
one.
We have before us, however, a statute,
as 1 indicated earlier, which has been
proposed to determine whether a mandatory' system of compensation, much like
the German law, should be enacted. So
we solicit your views on any experiences
that you have had.
I am going to start with a distinguished
colleague at the head table, who has had
considerable experience on this subject
and has written a book entitled "The
Employed Inventor in the United States,"
MIT Press, 1971, surely the definitive
work in this area as far as our country
is concerned. After he speaks, I. would
like to have any of you come forward to
state, first, your name, and any extra
qualifications you have to speak on the
subject. I recognize many of you here
as having special expertise and qualifications that should be set forth. It will be
assumed without stating that every one of
you is interested in the subject or you
would not be here. However, in the event
you have written any papers, that you
have done something as a representative
of your government, or anything of that
sort, it should be stated by way of qualification at the outset when you speak.
Now, I would like you, after you state
your qualifications, to give us your experiences and what you have found out to
be the case in your particular country.
There will only be two limitations on
speaking. The two qualifications are relevancy—you have to speak to the subject
18

of this legislation, and not some other
subject—and time constraints. We have
no formal rules about time, but we would
ask that you be brief in consideration of
those others who will follow you.
Now, at this time I would like to introduce Dr. Neumeyer from Sweden, who
has been very active in this field for a
good many years and has a tremendous
depth of knowledge on this subject.
Remarks of
Dr. Fredrik Neumeyer
Sweden
John Sutton, Mr. Quigley, ladies and
gentlemen. Well, this is really kind of an
ad hoc meeting, so there are no prepared
papers of any kind on my side. I don't
know the state of interest and extent of
knowledge you have in this very specific
field, but I just thought I would give you
some very general points on how this field
looks from a more international perspective.
You hear many times that legal provisions on employee inventions are very
new, or a very new invention made during
the last decade, or starting in the Soviet
Union, or something like that. But that is
really not true. This field is very old. The
oldest national regulation of it really
came about before the turn of the century,
in Austria, which at that time was called
the "Austro-Hungarian Monarchy." In
their patent law they have remarkable
detailed provisions on employed inventors in the old Patent Act of 1897.
Even other countries started very early
to look at this problem in a more or less
detailed way. There may be gentlemen
here from Holland. The Dutch law had
already introduced provisions on employee inventions in 1910, Switzerland
in some form in 1911. Japan became
aware of the problem in 1935 and introduced provisions on employee inventions
in their Patent Act.
It is probably more known that after
that time Italy and Germany became very
interested. Mussolini was very interested
in the stimulation of inventors for certain
reasons, and so was Hitler, because the
armed forces wanted to have new inventions. There was a need for some kind
of legal provisions which came about in
1934 in Italy and the 1940*s in Germany
(the regulations of 1942, 1943, and 1944).
These legal provisions are very important.
They are today a piece of legal history.
But they are important if you want to get
a survey of the total situation.
After World War II, in 1949, I suppose
1
our little country, Sweden, was the first
one which started in this field and did it
in the way of a special law only dedicated
to these specific questions.
In 1955, the next Scandinavian country,
Denmark, issued a law—then Finland in
1967, and Norway in 1970. The result is

that special legislation in this very field
now exists in all Scandinavian countries
and in the Federal Republic of Germany.
There is also international development. We have all heard Mr. Bogsch
and Mr. Pfanner from WIPO in Geneva.
When their organization was called
"BIRPI," they produced a most remarkable document which is called the "Model
Law" for developing countries on inventions. This Model Law contains Section
10, which is, in my opinion, very well
drafted and gives a good idea how you
can regulate the problems of employee
inventions in a concentrated way. The
Model Law is under revision.
We have another international organization, the International Labor office
which has existed for a very long time and
is concerned with the questions of the
"blue collar worker." But they are, in
principle, also concerned with the intellectual worker. So they have had a
number of meetings and have made some
resolutions which are concerned with this.
Last year I made a report for them on a
consultant basis with a survey of the le ;al
provisions on employee inventions in he
whole world, which covers about 70 countries. To my own surprise, I did not only
find legislation in Europe, but also in a
great number of developing countries, in
Africa and Asia, and so on.
Now, just a very few words as to what
the contents of any advanced legislation
on employee inventions should contain. I
think this could be concentrated into five
points. We have to have a clear situation
on what we in Europe, in Scandinavia
and Germany, call the "categories" of
employee inventions. You are bound to
give a closer look to different types of
inventors. And while I can't give you any
details—that would go much too far—a
number of countries have" three types,
three categories, of employee-inventors,
and others have two. In this country you
have no categories at alt.
The Swedish main categories would be:
First, people who are making inventions in employment on the basis of their
contractual service, so-called "pure
service" inventions, where research or
inventive activity is the primary task of
the employee;
Second, employees who. make inventions within the field of activity of the
employer, without having any specific
order to make inventions having come
about in some other connection with the
employment;
And, third, employed inventors making
inventions outside the field of the activities of the employer or where the invention has come about without connection with employment.
Now, this has different consequences.
The main point has not been mentioned
in this meeting. Of course compensation
is quite basic. But compensation is not
the only problem which should be solved.
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Thefirstthing would be the right of ownership or what we call the "allocation of
rights." In this country you are not used
to that, because usually by invention assignment the employer receives the total
title in all inventions made during employment. There are, of course, possibilities
that the employer is satisfied to get a
license, either an exclusive license or a
nonexclusive one. And the third point, of
course, is when the employer will release
the rights to the inventors, the so-called
"waiver," which is practiced in certain
U.S. government agencies such as NASA.
Now, wefinallycome to extra compensation. We have laws on that and we have
guidelines. The word "guidelines" itself
indicates that they are not binding. And
guidelines on compensation, as you
know, exist especially in Western Germany and in the Soviet Union. As the
name also indicates, "guidelines" are
meant to assist, let's say, judges or employers to come to a result which is reasonable in different ways. They have not
a legal character, but they are important
and should be studied by all people who
are interested or who are involved with
compensations.
We really have in the compensation
field two different types. We have what
we call "intangible awards" and "tangible awards." The tangible awards are,
of course, cash or other benefits, which
surely can be variational things, such as
a meritorious inventor being allowed to
take part in research conferences or being
allowed to dedicate part of his time to
research ideas in which he is personally
interested. In the Soviet Union you have
a chance to get a better flat if you are a
good inventor. It is in the law. Also in the
field of intangible awards we have, of
course, number one, that the name of the
inventor is cited in the patent documents,
which is a point that is quite important,
especially to scientists of a higher order,
who often think this is more important
than money.
In some countries employers have "invented" another type of intangible award.
They give meritorious inventors a new
title. This is especially practiced, in two
countries, the Soviet Union and the
United States. The Soviet Union has provisions in the law stating that you can
become a "meritorious inventor of the
Union," or, as a meritorious person, if
you make technical suggestions, you may
also get a special type of title.
In the United States there are only
voluntary provisions, of course. There
is nothing in the law. But a number of
corporations have started to give the inventors special names. They call them
"Fellows," just like a kind of an academy,
or use other titles. And when interviewing
people of that kind you find that they
are very satisfied, it is something very
positive, they like to get it and it's kind
of an honor which is really appreciated.

While there are very many other "outlooks as to compensation, compensation
is not limited to cash, as I said. The next
point would be arbitration. We distinguish between permanent boards and ad
hoc boards, in our country. In Sweden,
we have a Permanent Board of Arbitration. Germany has one which is, I would
say, half-permanent. The Germans have a
permanent Chairman, but he calls on the
Examiners of the Patent Office for the
invention in the relevant field.
Arbitration boards for invention disputes are important because, by definition,
they should wrrk fast, cheap, and try to
avoid court litigation. In Sweden, the
arbitration board only gives opinions.
They, are not legally binding, but the
statements made in these opinions carry
heavy weight and we consider them to
have almost the same effect as going to
a court.
The fifth and last point would be provisions of past employment—what you
call in this country "trailer clauses."
This may be of great practical importance. If somebody quits his employment,
you have to have a borderline between
inventions made during employment and
after employment. In many European
countries we have a time limit which is,
let's say, 6 months. Inventions made up to
the time period of 6 months after quitting
your employment belong to your former
employer, and everything made afterwards is private property of the inventor.
Now, this is a very rough sketch of
some of the principal points which come
up more or less in all national laws and in
the Model Law. I am sure that even if we
ever get an international convention, we
will always have to distinguish between
thesefivemain points of view.
Thank you for your attention.

Remarks of
Wilfried Stockmair
West Germany
My name is Stockmair, from Munich,
Germany.
I would like to make only a few short
remarks in addition to the very excellent
review Dr. Neumeyer just gave. 1 will
make a few points which are not logically
correlated or developing from each other,
but will have to be considered separately.
As a preliminary remark I would like
to stress that there are two aspects in all
these inventors' compensation laws,
mainly the aspect of promotion of inventions made in companies and the social
aspect of compensation to the employed
inventor for his inventions.
Now, as Dr. Neumeyer has already
said, in the Thirties and Forties in the
then fascist countries, Italy and Germany, the aspect of promoting inventions
was the basic one. There was also a cer-

tain soda) tendency, but mainly it was
the promotion of inventions.
Since the War in Germany, the law on
employed inventions and inventors has
been developed from this basis of the law,
originating during the time of Hitler,
and has not been changed very much in
fact. But now, as you can see from the
case law which has been developed in the
meantime, the social aspect is the main
aspect. This has important consequences
with regard to the situation, the position
of the inventors in the company. If it
comes to a dispute between an inventor
and the employer, the burden to put forward evidence, and the requirements for
conforming with formalities, is usually
much higher for the employer than for the
employee.
I would also like to make a philosophical remark. As I said, the social aspect
is the main aspect now in Germany. But
there is still no completely just treatment
of all employed inventors.
Let me give you an example. There may
be two equally qualified chemists in the
same company working in different fields,
making inventions on the same intellectual level, but inventions which are employed or utilized later on, applied or
utilized in different fields and result in
different turnovers, profits. Now, there
comes up a very important question: how
to compensate inventors for these inventions. And this is where 1 come to one
of the main points I want to make. Remuneration in Western Germany is based
on the value of the invention. And by
"value" I mean the economic value, not
the intellectual one. So in my example the
invention which leads to a higher profit
will lead to a higher compensation. This
may be an aspect which, consequently,
leads to inventors being unwilling to work
in fields where no profits are to be expected. So if there is a draft of a law, of
a statutory law, in the United States now,
this question of compensation should be
considered closely, especially with regard
to whether compensation should be paid
on the basis of the so-called "value" of
an invention or whether it should be paid
on the basis of some other criterion.
As for Western Germany, it is as of the
moment, as I also mentioned, such that
inventions made by employed inventors
are per se attributed—by law attributed—
to the employer, once the employer has
claimed the invention. This involves certain formalities and certain terms within
which these claims must be made. This
again has the consequence of decisions
being made in the employing company,
decisions whether the invention is important for the employer and whether
it should be claimed completely or given
to the inventor's disposal.
This usually is done in the patent department of companies, but of course these
decisions may be of great economic importance so that sometimes the respon19
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sibility for certain decisions is not easy
to take. This may sometimes lead to the
people within the patent departments,
who are afraid of taking the responsibilities for not claiming inventions, deciding on this problem by prefering to claim
these inventions—to Tile applications on
these inventions—just in order to be safe.
That is a very simple human problem and
may lead, in the beginning at least, in the
United States, to a certain increase of
applications. After a while it will level
out again.
As for the experiences in Germany,
since we have had this law for decades
now, there is no overall experience—
overall statistical experience—to be stated
now, but there are still certain companies
where the employees get a variable possibility of the inventors' law gradually
and then there is a certain transitory period in which the number of inventions
increases, and then it is more or less on
a stagnation point.
Therefore, one of the important questions is: Who is making the decisions on
whether an invention is to be attributed
or claimed by the employer?
I would like to make a side remark in
this respect. Since many corporations in
the United States have foreign subsidiaries—are multinational companies—
there are already arising problems with
regard to countries where the employed
inventors are subject to the national laws
and are entitled to obtain compensation.
and to other countries where they are not.
This may not cause tension among the
employees insofar as the salaries are
handled differently in different countries,
and appropriately handled. However,
there are situations where inventors of
different national subsidiaries or national
companies are cooperating and making a
joint invention. Here arises a situation
where some of the inventors are entitled
to obtain remunerations and others are
not. Therefore, some of the multinational
companies have set up an intercorporate
system for remuneration.
In any case, for these multinational
companies it is necessary to make the
same decisions, whether they want to
claim inventions, for instance, made in
Germany or in other countries where employed inventors are entitled to compensation, or whether they do not want to
claim these inventions. These decisions
must be made either in the respective
national countries or in the headquarters.
Now, since there are certain terms to
be met, certain time limits, each step of
communication promulgates this time.
This leads to an organizational problem.
And 1 can give you no comments or no
recommendations on how to solve this.
I can only describe certain extremes.
One extreme is that the multinationals
give the right to handle patent problems
completely to the national subsidiaries,
which means that the decision, on wheth20

er patents are filed and what patents are
filed, is completely up to the national
management, and there is only an information communication which goes up
to the headquarters. This leaves more
time for a decision.
The other extreme is that all of the
decisions on inventions must be reported
to the central headquarters, with all the
complications involved. So I would leave
this to your consideration in your specific
cases.
The last aspect 1 would like to mention
is that in Germany there are two different
types of improvements. One is the invention, the other one is the improvement as
such. Also, it may be a suggestion, which
could be technical or could be nontechnical. Some companies, also nonGerman companies, have set up suggested
schemes which cover technical inventions
as well as nontechnical improvements.
And there is sometimes a situation that
someone who has already received a remuneration for an improvement—for a
suggestion of improvement—will later on
come up and claim compensation for an
invention. Therefore, if such suggestion
schemes exist, they should be closely
studied as to whether they cover the compensation, whether they cover the remuneration of the inventions, and whether they are in conformity with the formality requirements of the specific national
laws.
As to the calculation of compensations
or remunerations, as 1 said in the beginning, it is usually based on the value of
inventions in Germany. Now, there are
certain criteria. It could be the annual
turnover. It could be the annual savings.
It could be just an estimate. It is very
often not easy to decide on what basis
these remunerations are to be calculated.
In any case, there is only one important
aspect. It is not possible in Germany to
exclude by contract, or to set by agreement, certain final compensation or remuneration. If it turns up during the utilization of an invention that the profits or
the value is so high that it is in misproportion to the compensation paid to an
inventor, this inventor may always come
up and ask for more if he did not receive
an appropriate amount, even if there was
a so-called "final agreement."
I will leave you with that. Thank you.
Chairman Sutton: Before you sit down
. . . I find that hearing both of these
speakers raises a number of questions
in my own mind, and I suspect in yours
as well. I think we will, after we hear representatives of national groups, perhaps
ask questions that we have, each of us,
and then perhaps we can have answers to
those questions raised.
One question, however, I would like to
pose to you now, and that I will now ask
following speakers to address themselves

to as well, is that we would like to have
some kind of a conclusionary statement
from you as to a broadscale judgmental
view on whether something of this sort
should be adopted in our country, or
whether it should not. What is your overall view, satisfactory, unsatisfactory, or
whatever comments of that sort you, and
others in the audience, would like to
make.
Mr. Stockmair: My personal opinion is
that it should be set up here because, as
it looks everywhere in the world, where
there is no compensation system, there
appears to be increasing tensions in the
companies. The employed engineers or
the chemists do not appear to be satisfied
with the remuneration of their intellectual
work. And this scheme of additional remuneration could have advantages for the
companies, namely to urge individual
efforts towards new inventions and towards promotion of new developments.
Chairman Sutton: Thank you very much
for a thoughtful and detailed analysis. It
is very helpful.

Remarks of
GeorgGansser
Ciba-Geigy, Ltd., Switzerland
My name is Georg Gansser. I deal with
the International Organization for the
Ownership of Intellectual Property, CibaGeigy Corporation, Limited, of Switzerland. I am not at all a specialist in this important field you are just discussing now,
but I would like to make a few comments
on the legislative situation in Switzerland
and on the opinions which research-based
industry has on the subject in my country.
The employee inventors are dealt with
on the one hand in patent law, namely the
tangible right to which Dr. Neumeyer referred. That means that in the patent
specification issued, the name of the inventormustof course be mentioned. That
is one thing.
The rest is in the label law. It is there
that our present law foresees, in fact, the
three categories which Dr. Neumeyer
mentioned before. If an invention results
from an employment contract, in other
words, the part of the activity under the
employment contract is inventive work,
then, this invention under the law belongs
to the employer. Actually he is the owner.
Of course, the employer, in accordance
with his employment contract, has to
make the assignments necessary and all
other formalities. There is no extra compensation provided for because the view
is taken that salary and bonus cover the
inventive activity of the employee. On the
other side of the spectrum are free inventions which have nothing to do with
the field of activity and the employment
contract. They belong to the employee.
The most difficult category is in between,
namely inventions which do not result
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exactly from the employment contract,
but which have been made by the employee and with the facilities of the company in which he has employment. There
the contract can provide that the employee
daim the invention and, if it is valuable,
then you have to pay a certain compensation to him. That is the position we now
have.
As to the Moss Bill type of legislation,
industry in Switzerland is very hesitant
to follow that line. When I speak with my
colleagues in Germany, of course, I speak
more with patent department heads. I
admit that, frankly, 1 would be extremely
reluctant to follow the German system for
my country, because not only does it involve a lot of administrative work, but
also I think it often may lead to adversely
affecting team work. I am not convinced
that extra compensation for a certain
category of people who happen to do
research work will support and favor
research and inventive activities in a
company.
If you happen to be a very good chemist, and you work in the analytical department or in production, you simply have
not the same chance of making patentable
inventions and you have not the same
chance to get, therefore, such extra compensation as the German system provides.
I also am a bit hesitant when I see that
so many patent applications are only filed
to show that they will be rejected and are
then not exploited, with no compensation
paid.
I must say I think it may look conservative, but we are happy with our traditional system as it stands. Thank you.
Remarks of
• Robert J. Kuntz
Professional Engineering A Research
Consultants
Sacramento, California, U.S.A.
Thank you. My name is Robert J.
Kuntz. I am the president of a firm in
Sacramento called Professional Engineering & Research Consultants, and
my firm provides the management services to the California Society of Professional Engineers, of which I am the
Executive Director.
CSME is the organization behind the
research and the drafting of the Moss
Bill. The Moss Bill is a very, very close
parallel to the West German law. Rather
than, as we say, "reinvent the wheel," we
decided to take the experience of that
drafting, look at the elements that were
involved in that law, and then, having
rather intimate knowledge of the situation
that exists not only in corporate industry
but in governmental industry, if I can use
that term, and also in the educational
institutional industry, interpret the actual
situation into the situation that exists or
was described in the law itself.

The result of that research effort ut the
Moss Bill. Thefirsttime that it was introduced, as H.R.15512, it included the
section on improvements or technical improvements. There was an awful lot of
discussion around that element as it applies to the country. And we felt that that
single thing could probably be the demise
of the Bill, so on the second time around,
in H.R.1483, that was dropped out. The
third time it was introduced, as H.R.
2370, it was similar—I think identical—
to the Bill that has been reintroduced by
Congressman Moss this year, H.R.5605.
There are some elements in it that people
would like to see polished, but I think the
people that are for it are basically for it
the way it is.
The arguments that have come forth—
and some of them that we have heard here
this morning—are administrative in
nature: That it would create a very, very
severe administrative problem. The people who are for it feel that the Bill itself
would create a bilateral situation which
recognizes that there are two interests
involved in the patent process. One is the
invention itself, in other words, creating
something where nothing existed. The
second is the innovation process, which
must take that invention and bring it into
' something tangible that can be useful to
the public. The patent law or therightto
patent is the only specific right covered
and delineated in the U.S. Constitution.
And if one were to analyze why, the only
logical thing that can come from that is
that it is to provide an incentive for public
disclosure which ultimately would benefit
the public.
If you accept that premise, then, the
question becomes any action that is taken,
whether it is in the reward of inventors,
whether it is in the judicial system in
handling patents per se, whether it is in
analyzing the effective trade secrets and
trade secret contracts and State statutes.
Everything can be analyzed into how that
particular action affects the constitutional
purpose—which is to stimulate public
disclosure of new inventions so that the
public can benefit. Many times the issue
of rights of employed inventors has gotten
off into philosophical, moralistic terms
and, I think, to the detriment of the pragmatic terms that should be recognized.
If a corporation, as many in this country do, will take disclosures—and nine
out of ten disclosures never see the "light
of day"—is that action by corporate industry to the benefit or to the detriment
of the public, in light of the constitutional
intent? If disclosures are made and they
turn into patents just to protect the company's ultimate interest, as we heard
earlier this morning, so as to eliminate the
risk that might take place, and that patent
is never developed or innovated into the
marketplace, how does that affect the
public? Those issues have really never
been, I think, adequately articulated.

There was a review of the general subject of rights of employed inventors
covered by the American Patent Law
Association in its Journal in May 1973.
I think it covered both the pro and con
from the corporate industry standpoint
and also from the employed inventor's
standpoint. Any of you who would like
to get that document can probably get it
from the American Patent Law Association. It is a very good discussion and it
tries to cover the various points of interest
on it.
The various organizations that represent engineers and scientists in the country have more or less stayed away from
the subject because it is highly controversial when it talks about employers' rights
and employees' rights. Technical societies
and professional societies in the country
like to feel that the professional employee
is part of the management team, and any
formal recognition that there might be
differences of opinion on the part of
certain vested interest areas is kind of untoward that professional attitude. Consequently, organizations have not taken a
strong stand for legislation like the Moss
Bill. Possibly the American Chemical
Society will.
The National Society of Professional
Engineers, of which my organization, the
California State Society, is a State affiliate, has gone so far as to endorse all of the
elements of the Moss Bill without endorsing the Bill per se. The reason was
that the 175-member Board of Directors
did not feel competent to analyze a rather
comprehensive piece of legislation like
that. The California Society of Professional Engineers has unanimously endorsed it every time it has been reintroduced in Congress.
In order for various groups to get their
point across, they have to be strong
enough that they are recognized as a
group. The unfortunate thing is that the
inventors in the country represent a
rather small number in comparison to
other pressure groups. Here are some
numbers to think about: "Blue collar
labor" represents about 20 million workers. Now, within the whole country there
are approximately 1.2 million professional people. These statistics indicate
that a professional engineer or scientist is
20 times more likely to be an inventor
than all other occupational groups put together. Now, if we take that premise and
if we take the 1.2 million, we find that
somewhere there are about 100,000 to
200,000 who are actively involved in the
invention process. The significant point
of that is that 85 percent of that group
are employees who have preassigned all
of their rights as a condition of employment.
The next point is that it is extremely
difficult to pull that group together because they are represented by something
like 200 different professional and tech-
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nical organizations that in themselves are
autonomous and have no means of communicating or coming up with a cohesive
consensus on a bill like the Moss bill.
The problem is extremely complex in this
country. Until there is some sort of national mandate, some sort of recognition,
that this field of activity will have a profound impact on the whole commerce in
the country and the role that the country
plays in the international scene, it is
doubtful, and I hate to be negative, having been involved in the activity for about
10 years, but I think that there is going to
have to be more of a groundswell than
there has been in the past if Congress is
going to cover the legislation. Thank you.

Remarks of
Irving Silverman, Esq.
Messrs. Silverman & Cass
Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
My name is Irving Silverman. I am
a senior partner of the firm of Silverman
& Cass in Chicago. I speak totally as an
individual, with only my own experience
of a substantial period of time with
clients.
1 think you have to look at the political
and basic philosophy of the United States.
Dr. Stockmair said we have the social
aspect to think of. I might say we have
the socialistic aspect to think of. I am not
saying anything political, but I think you
must look at things the way they are. I am
not going into the altruistic philosophy
which was mentioned by the speaker
ahead of me, that we are concerned with
bringing inventions to the public and
disclosing things to the public. I think
that when you come down to the bottom
line, the motive really is stimulation to
the inventor. He is not concerned with
what the public is going to get. He is concerned with how much money is going to
be in his pocket. If you stimulate him
that way, you will get something out of
him.
In a society where the individual melds
into a fabric where all are treated alike,
ingenuity and invention would seem to
bear no relation to compensation. There
is no advantage to a man to exert himself mentally or physically, because he
will get nothing more than he has been
scheduled to get under the rules of that
society. He is taken care of by his society
or his government from cradle to grave.
In a society where competition exists, a
person with ingenuity, resourcefulness,
ambition and aggressiveness, however
much we may dislike that, will rise above
the mediocre employees. He will produce
more, invent more. His services command
higher compensation. He will get greater
benefits. Thus, in countries where there
is no other incentive for stimulating in22

ventions, payment to inventors in addition to that which the employee could
otherwise hope to get seems justified.
In an ambient that exists perhaps only
temporarily in the United States, the
individual with ideas is in demand. He
will live better, make more money. There
is no apparent need for a system of payment over and above the benefits provided by our way of dealing with employees
and engineers who invent. Perhaps as unions and employees' associations here
move more and more to a concept where
benefits and remuneration among any
category of employee expertise rests at the
same level—demanded, if you will—we
may require something like this system to
stimulate invention. Right now, and I
again remind you that 1 speak only for
myself, although I see a host of problems
arising—but not insoluble-as-such problems^—for the time being, and given the
way we are constituted in the United
States today, my first reaction is entirely
negative. Thank you.

Remarks of
M. Klaus Bernhardt
Munich, Germany
I am Klaus Bernhardt. I am in private
practice in Munich, Germany. I have only
limited experience in this area with small
clients and some inventors employed by
such small companies.
First, speaking of inventors only, quite
often they overestimate the cash they will
get for an invention. Usually it is not
worth as much as they expect. But what I
want to point out is a problem which results from the usual development work in
any type of company. When you develop
a new machine, or whatever it is, you
usually come up with, say, four or five
different solutions of the problems, each
of which may be in and of itself an invention. At some point you have to decide
which of these different solutions is put
into practice. What are you doing with
the other four solutions?
In a big company it may be wise to file
patent applications on all of them. In a
small company this will create difficulties
with respect to budget. Say, there are five
individuals who have made these inventions and somebody has decided, "Well,
we take the invention of John. What
about Dick? Will he get some money? Is
an application to be filed on his work,
too?" This is one problem which probably
was never discussed in any literature
about that subject. It is only in practice
with small companies where this problem
arises.
In conclusion, summarizing my opinion,
I would prefer the Swiss solution. Thank
you.

Remarks of
C.W. Morle
London, England
My name is Morle. I am a British patent agent. 1 am engaged more in electronics and mechanical engineering than
in chemistry. I think that makes me a
stranger in this company.
1 am nonetheless welcome. I speak as a
member of the Banks Committee, which
was appointed in England in 1966 to consider changes in British patent law. The
subject of rewards to inventors—or
"compensation," as I am amused to hear
it called here, rather than "rewards"—
was one of the matters which was considered by that Committee. It took evidence from a very large number of bodies
and ultimately made a recommendation
that there should be no change in British
law in respect to this subject.
Much of the evidence which was presented to the Committee was not specifically mentioned in these proceedings,
and my reason for being here is that I
might amplify some of the evidence which
was actually given. Evidence was taken
from a large number of parties, including
the TUC, which, I am informed reliably,
is roughly equivalent to the AFL-CIO,
and the Institute of Patentees, which is a
body devoted to the interest principally
of smaller inventors, industrial organizations and others. I need merely say that
in each case the evidence offered was
calculated to promote the interest of
those giving evidence and in more or less
a predictable way.
In addition, however, a small delegation, of which I was also a member, went
to Germany to consider this point with
one of the larger German organizations.
And I think for a reason which will appear in a moment it would be better if
that company remained anonymous.
The evidence which was offered to us
by that organization was very interesting
and was expressed, I may say, only by
members of the management. At our
first meeting the view was expressed that
the German system was a tolerable one
and one with which they had learned to
live. After lunch, which I may say was assisted by some of the best German wines
I had drunk for many years, opinions
began to flow more freely, and it appeared that perhaps all was not quite as
acceptable and tolerabte as it appeared
before lunch.
The two points which 1 think emerged
from the post-lunch discussion were,
firstly, the point which had already been
made, which was that if a good chemist
applies for a job in a German organization, it would be much harder to place
that man in a job which was in production
of a staple project rather than in research.
There was strong preference for the
"Green Shield Stamp philosophy," that
it would be better to have something addi-
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tional rather than nothing, that it was
much harder to place good chemists in
staple industry production.
The other point was also rather a curious one, which was this: You tend to find
that inventors worked closer and more
secretly amongst themselves in this system than they would in a rather more
liberal one. In other words, if there were
one man who wanted a particular aspect
of the work on which he was working,
perhaps a suitable adhesive for the materials on which he was working, he would
not bother to cross the floor to go to the
expert to obtain his advice because he
would then feel that the expert on adhesives would thereupon take away a portion of his reward.
The other point which may be of interest and has not been mentioned is that
the Banks Committee Report appears
likely to be made the basis of a change of
the law in Great Britain. Recently there
has been published by the Government a
paper called "Patent Law Reform,"
which is supported by a consultative
document, and which states:
Banks carefully considered the argument that employees should have a
statutory right to benefit from any
inventions they make in the course of
their employment. They concluded that
although inventive activity in this country should be encouraged to the fullest
and employees* inventive efforts should
be recognized and rewarded by their
employers, the disadvantages of a statutory award scheme outweighed any
foreseeable advantages.
That is what my committee came to
as a conclusion. However, notwithstanding the Banks recommendation, the
Government is prepared to give further
consideration to the introduction of a
statutory award scheme for employing
inventors if there is substantial evidence
to show that this would be fair to employees generally, and would welcome
further public comment. The details of
the scheme would, of course, have to be
worked out carefully and provide the
necessary procedures or mechanism. I
think that is the relevant part of the
"white paper" and that, If I may, is the
factual matter which I put before you.
At this point I would like to go into
what is a more personal view, which is
that I have never been very concerned
with ideology in changes of patent law. I
cannot worry about whether we have in
England in the future, the French system,
the German system or the British system.
I have lived through too many changes of
law to worry about that. What does concern me is this, that any changes should
be towards the practical, or should have
practical considerations in mind. Please
let us have taws and practices which are
simple.

Now, when you come to awards to
inventors, I am quite surprised there has
only been barely one hint of what is the
major problem to me, and that is: Who is
the inventor? In the Banks Report we
accepted that the inventor is becoming in
modern research a more and more amorphous image. I am sure you will know that
inventions cannot always be said to be the
invention of one identifiable person. I
am sure you are relaxing in the sunshine
of American practice where you are
obliged to have the application made by
the inventor, but I suggest that the warm
sunshine may turn slightly chilly and
overcast when it becomes clearer that
accurate statements of inventorship are
coupled with financial return.
Now, what is the "inventor?" How can
you define him? I think the only possible
definition is, "The inventor is the man
who made the invention." That merely
transfers the problem from construing
"inventor" to construing "invention."
Is it the machine—the contraption—in
the old traditional sense, that the man
produces and puts on the floor? Because
if it is, it may very well contain a substantial part of work carried out by a
workman, embodying the idea engendered
by the original inventor. Is it the application of what is claimed in the application
asfiled?If you do that, this is a reward
to the ignorant applicant, who knows
nothing of the art in which he is working.
And I remind you that any laws which
must be made must be applied not only
to thr field of chemistry but in the much
wider field of mechanics and electronics.
If you have a very broad claim on file and
endeavor to use that as the basis of a reward, I am going to draft some very broad
claims at very early stages of my application, with full realization that at a later
date I may have to cut them down. If you
wait until the patent is granted, you may
wait, I remind you, anything up to 10
years, by which time an elderly inventor
may well have passed on. It would not be
a law which I personally would recommend for myself.
So I would ask this. If there are any
changes in the law, you have regard to
these points so that we can decide easily
who is the inventor and what is his reward.
For my own part, I so value simplicity
and the simplification of procedure in
patent matters, which is becoming such
an esoteric subject, that I come down on
the side of not having any change in the
law as we know it in England.
Mr. Stephen Frishauf: My name is
Stephen Frishauf, from New York City.
I am an electrical engineer. I would like
to hear from some of our German colleagues about the difficulties or nondifficulties that they have when they represent employed inventors in connection
with trying to obtain more, or just what

they think they should get, by way of
compensation under the German law.
And is this a problem, as our colleagues
see it, with relationship to continued
employment, continued advancement,
and so on, of the particular individual
whom they are asked to represent, in a
somewhat controversial position with
respect to their employer.
Remarks of
J. A. Stoop
The Hague, The Netherlands
My name is Stoop. It has been said this
morning that one of the prime topics is
the question of the allocation of the patent. In The Netherlands the first applicant
is, by law, considered to be the inventor
and thus entitled to the patent. There are
a few exceptions, however. There is, of
course, the exception for a stolen invention. Another exception—and this touches
on the subject of today's talks—is for the
employee inventor. Here Article Ten of
our Patent Act—and I learned this morning that we were the first to introduce
such a section in our law—rules, in short,
that the employer is by law entitled to the
patent, but only insofar as the employee
holds a position in the company, which
entails the application of special knowledge to the making of inventions of the
same kind as that to which the application
for the patent refers. Let me elucidate
on this, without the complicated wording
of our Patent Act, which I have already
simplified for you.
Which are the inventions to which the
employer is entitled by law? It is not required that the employee be engaged as
an inventor. It is not required, either, that
his labor contract specifies that the employee is expected to make any inventions
at all. There must, however, be some
relation between the invention made and
the actual—! say "actual" and not "contractual"—field of activity of the employee within the company. If, for instance, a coffee girl who is employed by
a chemical plant invents a new chemical
process or a new chemical compound, she
may keep the invention for herself, and
the employer will not have any title to the
patent, however useful this patent will be
for him. If, on the other hand, the same
coffee girl invents a new process for the
making of or serving of coffee, the title
of the patent belongs by law to the employer. If a research man employed by the
same plant makes an invention relating to
the processes used by this plant, the title
to the patent unquestionably belongs by
law to the employer. If the same research
man invents a new ballpoint, he may keep
the invention for himself.
So there are two kinds of inventions an
employee may make: those to which the
employer is entitled by law and those to
which the employer has no right at all.
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unless the labor contract—the service
contract—provides otherwise. It is always
possible to deviate from this legal rule
and towards the benefit of the employer.
He may ask for more inventions from employees than the law requires.
Let's now assume that we are dealing
with an invention made by the employee,
the title of which, under Article Ten of
our Patent Act, belongs to the employer.
Then we come to the question of remuneration. Here the second paragraph
of this same Article Ten of our Patent
Act says: "In such a case the inventor
cannot be deemed to find in the salary he
earns, or in a special payment to be received by him, compensation for the deprivation of a patent. The employer shall
be required to pay him an equitable sum,
having regard to the pecuniary interest of
the invention and the circumstances
under which it was made."
Hence, the employee must be compensated—and that has been in our law since
1910—either by his normal salary or'by a
special payment. Since 1910 we have had
this rule, but unfortunately we have very
little jurisprudence on this subject. The
inventor should be compensated, as I
said, for the deprivation of a patent, for
the fact that he does not get the patent.
Hence, it has been argued that the compensation should be based upon the profits the inventor, and not his employer,
could have made if he had been the patentee. Could he himself exploit the patent? Or could he find an interest as the
licensee? That is an opinion which has
been endorsed once by a court decision.
But I must confess that it was rendered
by a lower court, and I would not attach
too much value to this court decision. The
fact that there is so little jurisprudence
during these past 60 years seems to show
that generally in The Netherlands employers and employees find an amicable
solution.
The lack of jurisprudence also leaves
other questions unanswered. What is
meant by the title to the patent? Do we
have to think only of the Dutch patent or
also of foreign applications? I believe that
there is a conflict of laws. If you look at
the matter from the point of labor taw,
governed by the law of labor contract,
you see one side; the other way is to view
it from the side of the patent law, and
then it may be governed by the laws of
the various countries where the patent is
applied for.
Another open question is whether the
compensation rule, which as I have sail'
is mandatory, and from which one may
not deviate by contract, should also be
applied to those inventions to which the
employer is not entitled by law, but only
by virtue of a contract. This question has
not been decided by our Supreme Court
because in a case where it played a role
in the lower courts, the plaintiff—the
employee—had signed a contract assign24

ing all his inventions beforehand to his
employer. Once he made an invention he
said, "Well, this is an invention outside
of my field of activity, and since it is
outside, the contract should be regarded
as null and void." The Supreme Court
said, "The contract is not null and void.
It is a valid contract." In the Supreme
Court proceedings the question of the
compensation was not raised.
We have also spoken about the intangible awards. We have a rule in our
law saying that the first and true inventor
may always claim that his name is mentioned on the patent.
Let me conclude these few remarks by
observing that a new bill has been introduced recently for the revision of our
Patent Act.. This rather important revision, among other things, will introduce
compound protection in Holland. Nevertheless no material changes have been
proposed with respect to the inventions
made by employees, and I feel that the
general opinion in the Netherlands is
that we are satisfied with our present
system.
Remarks of
Hans Peter Lieck
West Germany
My name is Lieck. I would like to
answer a question which Mr. Frishaufhas
just posed to his German colleagues. He
wanted to know if there is any dispute
over the amount of compensation, and
how does this affect the relation between
the employer and the employee. Does it
affect the further working of the employee?
Well, I have no personal experience in
this Held, but I know of some cases, and
I would say there is a dispute only in two.
One case is where both the employer and
the employee have decided to go separate
ways in the future, and the employee
is taking this chance to get a very high
amount of money, as high as possible, for
a certain invention. In the other case,
both the employer and the employee have
decided, "Well, we don't know what the
value of the invention is, how it should
be compensated to the inventor, and we
just want to have it decided by a neutral
board." They are really not arguing
against each other. They will both be
content with a decision which would be
made or which is then to be made by this
neutral board.
Well this probably answers Mr. Frishaufs question, to a certain extent at
least. I want to also make another remark
which is related to the statement made
by Mr, Silverman.
Mr. Silverman, you made a remark
about, well, you termed it the "socialistic
philosophy" probably standing behind or
being behind a law on compensation or
on this field we are talking about. I

wouldn't go so far as to say it is a socialistic philosophy, but, sure, it is a social
philosophy. And as you probably are
aware, in Germany the social philosophy
or the social backgrounds on especially
the field of relationship between the employer and the employees has a very old
tradition. What I want to say is that the
relationship between the employer and
the employee is not only in the field of
invention but also in all other—nearly ail
other—aspects, subject to very definite
laws and rules. Almost everything is regulated by taws, so that the special inventors' law is just, or can be seen, or can be
deemed to be just, a part of this wider
aspect of right... or can be seen as a part
of the other laws which also regulate the
relations between the employer and the
employee.
As 1 understand, in the United States
you have far more a philosophy of, well,
the self-made man. 1 do not know if the
German law, as such, would be a proper
part of this American philosophy. I would
say that it would not fit into the whole
system which you are using right now.
There has been some development in
the States towards a social thinking, but
right now I would say that you should
not just copy the German system and put
it into effect here. I would say, rather
than that, you should adopt a system, if
you adopt one at all, which is more
adapted to your view of things, to your
view of the relationship between the employer and the employee.
Remarks of
Dr. Ekkehart Bokelmami
West Germany
My name is Bokelmann. I am a member of the patent department of a West
German company. And I would like to
make it very clear 1 am giving my personal opinion.
I would like to say that I like the inventors very much, because I live from
them, I live from their work, and my
company lives from their results. This I
would like to make very clear also.
Let us assume Gentleman A finds a
new component, not a very difficult component, but it is new. Nobody knows
what this component does. And even this
gentleman does not exactly know where
the carboxylic ester amides is situated—
at the first or second positon. Now, a
very good chemist of the analytical department comes and finds where the carboxylic ester amides is situated.
A Gentleman C is now told to make
some derivatives of the carboxylic ester
amides. He makes thousands of derivatives and sends them for screening to
the Pharmacological Institute and the
pesticides laboratory. In one of these
laboratories a gentleman finds that it has
some toxic activity. The manufacturer
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says, "It is too expensive to process. We
cannot use this compound."
There is a Gentleman E. who is another
manufacturer, who makes, not an invention, butfindsa process which makes this
component salable. It is not so expensive.
Now, the company decides to sell it.
Now comes Gentleman F. He is a very
clever gentleman. He makes the EPA
clearance, and they are able to sell the
product. But the customers say "Oh, we
don't use this product. We have other
products from you competitors."
But there is a salesman, G, who is a
very good man, and he is successful in
convincing his customers that they have
to buy this compound and not the competitor's compound.
Finally comes Gentleman H. He is a
very brilliant patent attorney in this company. He succeeds in getting a patent,
whereas the other gentleman, F, in the
patent department, is not so billiant and
does not get a patent, so there is nothing,
no remuneration, for the inventor.
1 hope you understood me. It's a very
complicated system. But, of course, life
is sometimes complicated. If you have an
invention', for example you' have a process, a catalytical process, and one man
finds a new catalyst and this process can
be conducted with less money, it is very
clear, he is the inventor and he has made
an important contribution to his company. But in the types of inventions that
1 have outlined, who is the inventor, who
should be encouraged to make some results, who should get the bonus?
Second, you have joint inventions. This
is a really difficult area. We make this
easier in our country, but still we have
difficulty with who is the inventor.
Then, Gentleman A says, "Oh, B or
C. I don't know. Are you an inventor or
not?"
"Yes, like you, your co-inventor."
Now, I don't know whether f am a coinventor to every B and C, but last year
I said. "You are a co-inventor, now I
should be a co-inventor."
Usually companies don't look into
these detailed matters because if the inventors are satisfied, as the employees, the
employer says, "We three are co-inventors."
Third, an inventor has made his invention and the patent department says,
"I need some more examples. I need some
explanation. I need more basis for a patent application in the United States."
Now, the United States is for us the most
difficult country to get a patent from.
Maybe it's because we are not acquainted
with your ways.
The inventor says, "You only have a
one year priority time. I cannot do this."
So this gentleman, X-Y, says, "You
should do this. Are you sure that these
gentlemen who are not inventors don't
need encouragement? They have nothing
10 do other than to make more examples

to investigate something. But they are
not inventors. They should have the same
stimulus." How do they get it?
Fourth, it would be interesting to know
how the process works, what the scientific
background is, although this information
is not needed for a-patent application. If
this gentleman has a chance to either
make a new invention or to investigate the
scientific background, of course he
would, in my opinion, prefer to try to
come up with another invention rather
than find the scientific background for
thefirstinvention.
Now, I would like to state the fifth
position. The German law of employee
inventors says nothing about the amount
of compensation. It gives the formalities,
what formalities have to be fulfilled, and
it says in principal when and under what
conditions a compensation should be
paid. And the amount of the compensation, as Dr. Neumeyer said, is, for example in Germany, set mostly according
to the guidelines.
To come to the conclusion, I am of the
opinion—and please compare again the
gentleman who made this very good new
catalyst on his own and all the other
gentlemen, A to H—that the law is what
we call in Germany "Shoot birds with
cannons." Sometimes when you have a
really big invention, then it is very clear
that the inventor should get something
much more. But mostly the inventions are
just the result, in my opinion—you
shouldn't tell it to the Patent Office,
of course—of the position the patentee
' has, since he is in the research laboratory
and careful, not lazy, but a diligent worker. 1 hope you do understand me.

Remarks of
Mohamed Bakir
Cairo, Egypt
Mr. Chairman, lady and gentlemen.
I am Mohamed Bakir, from Cairo. You
have heard enough from the developed
countries and the industrial ones, and
now it is the turn of the developing countries.
In Cairo, on the 30th of November,
1949, employed inventors were mentioned
on three occasions in our Patent Act. The
first, under the heading "Who May Apply," and of course, the first item is the
first and second inventors; the second,
when an assignment isfiledafter the filing
of an application, the Registrar should be
certain that the inventor has received
justified compensation; the third, that
the true inventor should be named in the
Patent.
Patent Acts in Libya and Kuwait have
almost the same provisions as in Egypt.
In Iraq it is compulsory that the application for a patent should be filed first in
the name of the true inventor, and then

assigned to the assignee, whether individual or corporation.
In the Arab States, where there are
Patent Acts, there are references to the
justified compensation for employed inventors, whilst there are none in the
countries where there are no Patent Acts,
namely: Sudan, Saudi Arabia, the two
Yemens, and the United Arab Emirates.
Some decisions have been issued in Cairo to compensate the inventor, but
these involved few cases and did not
establish a legal procedure.
Lately the Arab League has asked for
the assistance of the WIPO to formulate
a model law. Such a model law has been
Formulated by IDCAS—the "Industrial
Development Center for the Arab States"
—and WIPO. Article 10 of this law
stipulates that:
[1] subject to the legal provisions governing contracts for performing a certain
work and employment contracts, and in
the absence of contractual provisions to
the contrary, therightsto a patent for an
invention made in the execution of the
contract shall belong to the person having
commissioned the work;
{2J The same provision shall apply
when an employment contract does not
require the employee to exercise any inventive activity, but when the employee
has made the invention using data or
means put at his disposal; and
(3) In the circumstances provided for
in part [2], the employee inventor shall
have a right to remuneration, taking into
account: his salary, the importance of the
patented invention. Such remuneration
shall in the absence of agreement be fixed
by the Court.
As well, in the cases provided in part
[1], the employee inventor shall have a
similar right if the invention is of very
exceptional importance.
Any agreement against the provisions
of part (3], Article 10, shall be considered
null and void.
Remarks of
Gilbert Thomas
Tustin, California, U.S.A.
My name is Gilbert Thomas. I am an
attorney in Southern California, and I
am speaking for myself on this issue.
I have worked for over 20 years—1
have a Master's Degree in Industrial
Management—as a corporation executive, having held positions including vicepresident, plant manager, production
control manager, research administration
manager, all of the positions you can
think of in a corporation. I have been in
private practice for about 3 years as a
patent attorney. I have decided I have had
enough of corporate life and I would like
to do things on my own. I have a number
of corporate clients as well as a large
number of individual clients.
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First of all, speaking from my background in industry, I faced this problem
many times. I was involved either directly
or indirectly in a number of studies made
under the direction of top management of
corporations to find out what we can do
to stimulate inventions among our creative people. I think the problem of just
paying the money, as Mr. Silverman suggested, is just not that simple.
I have a degree in Philosophy, in Psychology, and I made a number of studies
on employee morale, and compensation
rates pretty far down the line under things
that professional people and creative
people want out of life. 1 think they want
recognition. And, of course, they want
compensation somewhat in relationship
to the value of their work.
In corporations it is a big problem for
a man to come up with an invention that
the company uses, and he knows—because people are not stupid anymore,
whether it is a workman on the line or
a man in the research laboratory—
the benefits the corporation gets from his
work. He also knows the paycheck he is
taking home. He knows the size of the
office he is working in. He knows the title
that is attached to his name.
It is a problem, gentlemen, in American industry today. I think there are
hundreds of thousands of creative people
that are completely demoralized. Corporate management is facingthis. I think
there are some progressive companies,
and I have heard them mentioned today,
who give sizable awards to people in
proportion to the value of their inventions. But many of them have ducked this
issue, many major companies and many
minor companies, have been content to
go along with a system where you say,
"Well, we will remember that on your
next pay increase."
1 think we need something. I think
corporations recognize they need something, and they don't know what the solution is. None of the manufacturing associations, and I belong to the American
Management Association, have any clear
direction for corporations in American
life today. It is difficult to get studies
from them that really reach this issue
and talk about the real problems. I commend highly the professional engineer
group and other people that are taking an
interest in this subject and bringing information out, making it available to inventors and inventor groups.
I do some patent work for two or three
inventor groups in Southern California,
and I am certainly going to take this information back to them and ask for their
support of the Moss Bill, because I believe
in something like this. I have great faith
in our Congress to produce a Bill that will
meet the needs of our unique society. I
think that we should support this Bill,
and I am going to recommend that to
inventors' groups that I know.
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I am also going to make this information available to professional societies
in Orange County and to the corporations
I know that progressively want to do
something different for inventors, to
stimulate their activity, to show their
work in our society.
I don't think all people are creative. 1
don't think all people have a desire to
come up with new ideas and to be inventive. I think there are many people who
are satisfied to do their job and to take
their paycheck and to go home and have a
glass of beer and watch television, and
do not think creatively. But I think that
those people who are creative are unique
and that we should do things to properly
reward them for the work they are doing.
This reward, I think, should be in tangible
as well as other areas. I think these ideas
of fellowships and special titles for inventive people were investigated by a
number of companies that I have worked
for in the form of a reward which bears
some relationship to the value of their
invention. *
I just wondered, since we never got to
specifics with our friends from Germany
and other countries, whether Mr. Neumeyer, could answer this question that
I have:
Does the compensation paid inventors
in countries where there are laws have
any relationship to a royalty? In other
words, is it a percentage of the sales or
the savings or something like that? Or is
it just a sum that is agreed upon by some
arbitration group? That's what 1 would
like to have an answer to, because I have
worked out hundreds of license agreements with individual inventors, and 1
think the royalty system, where it is a
percentage, whether it's one percent or
half a percent or something, of the sales
or something, would be a very, very fair
system.
One other thing. I also was employed
during my work history, and this was in
the interim when I was moving from work
to the practice of patent law, by a wellknown millionaire inventor who makes
an income of over a million dollars a
year from inventions, royalty payments.
He was under a special contract to a
major company where he did not work
for the company but worked as a "contractor," with an office and laboratories
in the corporation, and received over a
million dollars a year with a royalty rate
of approximately 1 percent. And let me
say that this was very nice for htm, but
all the other creative people in the company felt that they were at a tremendous disadvantage. Many of them were
employed by the company to work for
him, to develop new ideas and inventions. The company eventually had to
break this relationship because they
found their own research and development staff completely demoralized by the
fart that one man can earn over a million .

dollars a year by creating inventions while
the rest of the people got $20,000, SI 7,000, $22,000, whatever their annual
salaries were, and they were contributing
to this man's million dollars a year. That
kind of a situation is not healthy and is
not the solution either.
There must be some generally acceptable universal system. I have faith in our
Congress, and I think they will come up
with a good law. And I certainly want to
support it all I can. Thank you.

DISCUSSION
Dr. Neumeyer: Mr. Thomas, I think this
was a very nice and beautiful illustration
from the point of view of a general practitioner who stumbles over these problems
and does his own good and reasonable
thinking. And it supports, of course,
many of the ideas we have, and the experiences of a long series of countries in
regulating these things, either in a statutory way or in a more voluntary way, by
guidelines or things of that kind.
We can't go into details, but just to
answer the question of in what way compensation should be given, there is the
principal of the lump sum. This is preferred by many corporations and even by
government agencies for the simple reason that it is easier to handle since you
don't need any accounting from year to
year, and it simplifies the situation.
From the inventor's view, it may happen that dissatisfaction may set in after
many years because an invention may be
more successful than expected in the
beginning. Some countries have special
provisions for that, with the possibility
of adjusting a lump sum given earlier if
there are substantial changes in the situation.
Another principal type of compensation is royalties. Royalties can be given
in different ways, depending on sales and
depending on other circumstances. And
there is a certain amount of justice because the royalty is a percentage payment
which is directly connected with the sale
or use of a patented invention.
There have been many papers and surveys written in thisfield,which may be of
interest to you. We can give you a list of
literature which can guide you to these
principal points of view.
Mr. Bokelmann: I would like to add
something, if you will allow mc, gentlemen.
We have in Germany several bases, as
one of the gentlemen already described.
For example, the turnover can be the
base, Or, if you use this patent only for
licensing, you can calculate the compensation on the basis of the royalties. But
what an employed inventor gets is always
less than the usual royalty, and the royalty that a free inventor gets is less than
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the license. In Germany, we feel the invention was made with the work, during
the time of employment, with the means
of the employer, with the assistance of
engineers, and so forth; therefore, this
all plays a role and the royalty shoulo be
less.
Also, if you have a dyestuff patented,
but there is another dyestuff already patented so you don't sell the second dyestuff because it is more profitable to sell
just one, then the patent which has not
been used is what we call the "spear patent." It blocks for the benefit of the one
dyestuff which really is being sold, but it
will also be compensated for.
In addition, in Germany we can deduct,
to some extent, the compensation from
taxes. That is important. You have to
pay less income tax for the inventor's
compensation.
Chairman Sutton: Thank you very
much. Klaus, you had some comment?
Mr. Klaus Bernhardt: Well, sometimes
it has been asked how these rules work.
As long as the invention is used commercially, the German guidelines work quite
well. There are some disputes but they
are reasonably resolved, with not too
much effort, by means of these guidelines.
The problem comes when you have what
was just said—when you have a blocking
patent—or when you have a case where
you are wondering, do we file an application? We aren't to use that? And what
should we do about that? As 1 said earlier,
you have in some developing situations
five, six, seven different ideas to pick up
—I think you call that "brainstorming"
here—and what will you do with the
gentleman whose ideas were very good,
but were not chosen? That's one question
which is totally unresolved yet.
Chairman Sutton: All right, do we have
any questions that should be posed?
Mr. Silverman: I hadn't intended to get
into any details, but I do have a question,
and it is a practical one. I represent an
American company that is dealing with
a German company. The American company is having the German company
manufacture certain machinery and
equipment. In addition to the contractual
arrangement with relation to the manufacture of the equipment, there is a provision for the German company to do
some development work. In order to protect the American company, there is an
arrangement that if the German company
should make any inventions, they would
belong to the American company.
Now, the question that I want to know
the answer to is this: The German company has employees. The employees will
work, and they will make inventions.
Under the German law inventors must be
compensated. Where does the American
company stand if the American company
can demand of the German company
through contract that all of these inventions belong to the American company?

Is the American company going to have
to pay the compensation of the German
inventors? Can someone tell me how this
is going to be worked out?
Chairman Sutton: I would have hired
a good lawyer to. answer a good question
like that. I wouldn't presume to be able
to respond to such a detailed question.
And I don't know whether anybody else
is.
I think perhaps a question of that detail is not appropriate for our evidencegathering role here today, but if anybody
wants to pose a response, go ahead.
Dr. Neumeyer: It really looks like a
detailed question, but this situation
occurs in the cooperation between a great
many industrial countries, so it is somehow not so specific as it looks. It is a general problem in international patent and
knowhow agreements where there may
be countries cooperating with each other
between whom there is a special law, while
one of those same countries may be cooperating with still another country where
there is no such law. This is a case in international agreements between, for instance, Germany and the United States
or Scandinavian countries and the United
States. This is a branch of law in which
there is not enough case law developed
yet. It is really in what you call "conflict of law," what we call "international
private law," and it's very important in
practice. Think of the European Common Market where you have employees
who are nationals in different countries
and employed by corporations in different countries and working together
on a common research project formulating inventions together. What law is
the governing law, then? Of course, it's
very sensitive if there is a German or a
Scandinavian on the team, because they
are considered too privileged in comparison to inventors employed by corporations in other countries. This is not a
matter of law, it is a matter of international management.
I just had a case between a Swedish
corporation employing scientists in a
common research corporation in Holland
where there are cooperating British,
German and Swedish scientists making
patentable inventions. What philosophy,
what policy, should the corporation have
with regard to compensation? There is no
legal solution at the present time,
there may be good management solutions. One is thai all employees should
get the same privileges which the inventors from countries like Germany or
Scandinavia get, so that no co-working
inventor from another country, for instance from England, feel underprivileged.
Mr. Bokelnunn: The gentleman's question, if I may add something, is one I
wouldn't like to touch with the tying-in
problem of this agreement, only whether
it is correct that your German party has

to transfer an invention. According to the
law, in my personal opinion, there is
nothing wrong. The inventor in Germany
has to report any written invention to
his employer, the employer has to daim
the invention. Now by agreement between
your company and the German company,
the German company has to transfer the
invention to your company. So there
is no problem. Still the German people
are the inventors, while the German
company is responsible for the compensation. Whether they say, "We get royalties from the United States company
and out of these, on the basis of these
royalties, we compensate the inventor,"
or whether they agree with you, that
you should directly compensate the inventor in Germany. This is, in my opinion, a matter which can be handled without any restriction. The responsibility
to remunerate the inventor still remains
with the German company.
Mr. Kuntz: Yes. It is very interesting
to hear the discussion here today because
one could almost ignore the fact that we
come from countries all over the world.
It proves again that human beings are
human beings, and attitudes are attitudes,
and so on.
One thing that I would like to know,
for my own need in terms of research, is
how many of us here have been involved
in the invention process personally. That
is, how many of us here are inventors,
holding at least one patent? Could I see
a show of hands?
(Show of hands.)
Mr, Kuntz: So we have maybe three,
four, out of this group. Well, I include
myself in this group. It is very interesting,
as this subject is debated, how few times
people who are inventors themselves are
involved in the debate. I have found that
most of the individuals involved in it are
patent attorneys or representatives of
corporate management. It is kind of
sad. because the group of individuals,
that is, inventors, who are directly involved in the pro or con of the issue and
the questions as to how the system, regardless of what country it is in. affects
the attitude and the creative behavior of
an individual, are silent. Those people are
never heard from. And it is kind of tragic
that that is the case. Maybe a discussion
like what we have had here, where Jack
has brought us together today, will help
that problem somewhat. But unu'll those
individuals are heard from, and somehow, from the psychological standpoint,
we are able to determine whether or not
a system is either a stimulus to invention
and disclosure or a system is a deterrent
to, let's say, invention and disdosure,
1 really don't think we can handle the
problem. The Moss Bill might create an
environment where those individuals
who are stimulated one way or the other
can at least vocalize their feelings on a
system.
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Chairman Sutton: Thank you.
We did not invite inventors here today
because we invited only the attendees at
the AlPPI Congress which is not composed of inventors. And so your comments, I think, can be taken as relevant
to the credibility of those who have expressed their thoughts today. But I think
that we nevertheless have gained some
insight into the problem and I think that
the experience of other nations is very
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important, and it is valuable to us. For
that reason 1 would like to thank each of
you for taking a Saturday morning, after
a weeklong congress, and spending your
time with us. It has been a tremendous
help to us and to the American Chemical
Society to have the benefit of your
thoughts and your experiences from other
countries.
We had expected to have a number of
people from still more countries who are

members of the International Executive
Committee. I am advised, however, that
the meeting across the street is still going
on and they are still debating, as I understand it, the organization of the AIPPI.
So we will, I think, end at this point.
I again want to thank each of you for
your time and your attention and your
thoughtful analyses. Thank you.
(Whereupon the hearing was adjourned
at I2:50o'clockp.m.)
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Over the past century, the relationship between employers and employees has
undergone a remarkable metamorphosis. The concepts of "master" and "servant" have long since been abolished due to the wave of unionism and legislative
regulation of the working relationships between employers and their employees.' Indeed many aspects oi' the work relationship have been addressed by
statute or at least regulated by federal, state, and local bodies created under
those authorities. The regulations cover safety hazards and environmental
features of the work place and range from necessary ones to those of doubtful
value.'
Whatever the individual reader may perceive as the status of the employeremployee relationship in today's society, one feature of that relationship thai has
remained unchanged for more than a century is that of the developments,
improvements, or inventions of employees. For some unknown reason, this true
creature of common law development has remained intact, relatively unmodified
by legislators or regulators. Indeed this last vestige of common sense may stand
as a singular example of "good law" formulated through the century of well
:
reasoned opinions by seasoned courts.
,
Within the past few years, the legal issues involving these inventions have
again become important because of a new stage in the evolution of the work
relationship. Specifically, the negative effect of current economic conditions has
seriously affected the competitive positions of American firms in both domestic
and foreign marker.
Employers have responded to these events by attempting to increase efficiency
and productivity while at the same time reducing operating costs. In order to
accomplish these objectives, however, the input and cooperation of employees is
both desirable and necessary. Some firms have adopted the "circle" system of
"is a member of the Ohio bar and practices law with Black, McCuskey, Souers & Arbaugh in
Canton.
Editor's note: Philip M. Knox, Jr., of the Illinois bar and Joseph D. Pannone of che Massachusetts and District of Columbia bars served as reviewers for this article.
1. For a detailed history of the labor movement, see A. Blum, A History of the American Labor
Movement (1972).
2. Se, ej.. the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 VS.C 12000 ;I976); Comprehensive Employment & Training Art of 1973, 29 U.S.C. f SOI (1976); Employment Opportunities for Handicapped Individuals A n , 29 U.S.C. i 795 (Supp. II 1978); Equal Employment Opportunities Act,
42 U.S.C. | 2 0 0 0 (1976); Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act of 1963, 7 U.S.C. } 2041
(1976); Labor Management Relations Act of 1947, as amended. 29 U.S.C { 1 4 1 (1976); National
Labor Relation? Act, as amended, 29 U.S.C. f 151 (1976); Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C.
| 701 (1976); Veterans Employment and Readjustment Act of 1972, 38 U.S.C. {2001 (1976);
Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, 38 VS.C. J 2012 (1976); and
Occupational Safely and Health Act of 1970, 29 U.S.C. 5 651 (1976).
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Japanese businesses whereby employees meet in groups to discuss problems and
make suggestions for improvements. Beyond these affirmative steps, companies
have requested and employees have granted wage and benefit concessions to
facilitate the economic survival of the business and their jobs.1
Implicit in these events, however, is the recognition of the legal difficulties of
conflicting claims to inventions or improvements. Certainly the disputes will
normally arise only in those cases where the invention is implemented and
where the company has received an economic benefit from it. In these instances
the employee has a significant incentive to seek compensation from the employer.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this article is to provide a historical prospectus of the
evolution of the rule of law commonly known as the "shop right rule.'" The
modern version of the rule is the result of a series of early decisions which were
primarily cosed on a sense of fairness in each case. The facts of these cases are
p? .ticularly important because the courts created the rule from the actions of the
employees.'
. ' ' T h e shop right rule can be described as the right of an employer to use the
/ inventions and improvements of the employees on a nonexclusive basis without
/ compensation to the employee.' Inherent in the application of the rule, however,
^ is the occurrence of events that trigger the rule. As will be discussed in more
detail later, the courts have not been in complete agreement as to the type or
nature of circumstances that establish the shop right and two separate theories
have been utilized. The initial version of the rule required the employer to
establish that the employee had developed the invention on the employer's time
and had consented or acquiesced to the employer's use of the invention.' The
more modern version of the rule only requires that the employee used the
employer's materials or that the employer bore the expense of implementing the
invention.* The rule is limited to inventions which relate to the business of the
employer* and by definition is limited to a nonexclusive license to the employer
and does not transfer ownership of the invention to the employer.10
Although the rule is applicable to situations where employees are specifically
hired to invent something, the primary thrust of the rule is centered on cases
3. Bureau of National Affairs, Labor Relations Yearbook—1981 (1982).
4. The phrase was apparently first coined in the case of United States v. Dubilier Condenser
Corp., 289 VS. 178 (1932) (hereinafter Dubilier).
5. Justice Taft in his dissenting opinion in Gemco Engineering & Mfg. Co. v. Henderson, 1 SI
Ohio Si. 95,107,84 N.E.2d 596, 601-02, (1949) (hereinafter Henderson), described the shop right
as equity "refusing to help the employee bite the hand that fed him."
6. See Dubilier, 289 U.S. 178, discussed infra at pp. 961-63.
7. See Gill v. United States. 160 U.S. 426 (1896), discussed infra at pp. 959-61.
8. See Dubilier. 289 U.S. 178.
9. Id.
10. Id.
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where the inventions were developed by employees not specifically required by
their jobs to invent or make improvements.

BIRTH OF THE SHOP RIGHT RULE
One of the first cases in American jurisprudence that addressed the relationship of employer to employee in connection with employee improvements is
McClurg v. /Cingsland." In McClurg the plaintifT was an assignee of a patent
granted to James Harley for an improvement in the mode of casting chilled
rollers and other metallic cylinders and cones." While he was employed by the
defendant and on company time, Harley invented an improvement in the
manner in which iron rollers could be cast. This invention was developed in a
series of unsuccessful experiments, but eventually resulted in a successful
operation. During the course of this development period, all the experiments
were performed at the defendant's foundry at the defendant's expense, and
Harley continued to receive his regular wages during this period."
While the foundry utilized the invention, Harley never objected to the use of
the improvement, never requested ihe foundry to cease using the invention nor
did he ever demand that payment be made for using the invention. Indeed,
Harley had himself proposed to his employers that they should have applied for
the patent and purchase his interest in the invention, which suggestion was
declined."
A few months after the patent was issued, Harley left his employer, assigned
his patent to the plaintiff and plaintiff commenced an action claiming patent
infringement." The original trial court charged the jury that if the facts were
found to be as testified, the jury would be justified to presume the existence of a
license or special privilege or a grant to the original employer to use the
invention, and that the facts appeared to equal a consent and show some
consideration which would support the express license or grant." Justice
Baldwin analyzed the significance of the various acts of Congress which at that
time governed the granting of patents pursuant to the constitutional authority
11. McClurg v. Kingsland, 42 US. (1 How.) 202 (1343).
12. Id. at 204-05.
13. Id. at 205. The Court did not discuss whether this resulted in a specific contract to invent but
such afindingwould not have changed the holding.
14. Id. at 205. The company used the invention for over a year before the employee applied for a
patent which was granted in March, 1835.
15. Id.
16. Id. at 205-06. The Court further charged Ihe jury that the facts brought the case within
section 7 of the Patent Act of 1839 which provided:
That every person or corporation who has, or shall have purchased or construed any newly
invented machine, manufacture or composition of matter, prior to the application by the
inventor or discoverer of a patent, shall be held to possess the right to use and vend to others to
be used, the specific machine, manufacture or composition of matter, so made or purchased,
without liability therefor to the inventor, or any other person interested in such invention . —
Id. at 208.
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which related to the use of inventions prior to the award of letters patent." The
Court discussed the equitable feature of the original employer using Harley's
invention for four months before the application of the patent, which use was
with Harley's consent. The Court further noted that Harley, during that
period, had himself made rollers at the foundry using his own invention. The
Court concluded that under the Patent Act of 1836, the employer was entitled to
use the invention without compensation to the assignee of Harley."
The Court in McClurg accepted the defense of the employer that the
employee had consented to the use of the invention. The facts were such that the
employee appeared to have led tk.~ employer to believe that the employee would
not insist on his right as a patentee to prevent the employer to use the invention.
Although the decision in McClurg was based on an interpretation of patent
laws, as then in effect and as had been recently enacted, little did Harley realize
that the factual background of his case would serve as the benchmark for
analyzing all future cases involving claims of employers and employees to use
the inventions of employees. Specifically, courts would examine the creation of
inventions during work hours using the materials of the employer, as well as the
failure of the employee to object to the use of the invention by the employer.
Forty years later, the Supreme Court once again had the opportunity to
consider an employee improvement case. In Solomons v. United States," the
head of the Bureau of Engraving was asked to develop a new type of ribbon
stamp io be attached to liquor sold in the United States. A patent was issued,
and assigned to the plaintiff, Solomons."
Justice Brewer referred to the McClurg decision as being controlling in the
particular facts of the case." Specifically, the Court noted that Clark had been
employed by the government when he developed the invention, that he had
expressly notified the government that he would not charge the government if
they had adopted his recommendation and used the stamps. Further, the Court
found that Clark had utilized government machinery in perfecting the stamp."
Upon analysis, the Court defined the general rule to be that if someone is
employed to perfect or devise ~.n instrument or a means to accomplishing a
prescribed result, the employee, after accomplishing the work for which he was
employed, could not daim title of the improvement as against his employer."
The Court concluded that Solomons could not daim royalties against the
government, and emphasized that the consent of the employee to use the
invention created the license.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

US. Const, art. 1,18.
42 US. (1 How.) at 210.
Solomons v. United Stales. 137 U.S. 342 (1890).
Id. at 348.
Id. at 347.
Id. at 348. Compare these similar facts with the events in UcCturg, 42 VS. (1 How.) 202.
137 US. at 346.
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The Court in Solomons took an additional step past the original holding in
McClurg." In McClurg the Court found a presumed license to exisi as a matter
of contract law in connection with an express consent to utilize an improvement.
Solomons presented the additional element of an employee who had been
specifically requested to develop an improvement; indeed, the Solomons decision
appears to be an easier result than that presented by the facts in McClurg. An
employee who was expressly directed to use his energies and ingenuity to
develop or perfect an instrumentality for the benefit of his employer, who
utilizes his employer's facilities to perfect his invention, and who is compensated
during his endeavors, has a contraaual obligation to permit his employer to
utilize the concept without additional compensation.
Three years after the decision in Solomons, the Supreme Court addressed two
separate cases dealing with the relationship between employer and employees
and the rights to employees' inventions. The first was l/ine tr Bodley Co. v.
Locke." In Lane, Locke was an engineer with the company and was involved in
the development of a stop valve used with hydraulic elevators manufactured by
the company." Locke had begun to experiment with the consent of his employer
to develop and improve the stop valve. After many efforts to devise such a valve,
the perfected invention was immediately put into production by his employer.
Several years later, Locke voluntarily terminated his employment, proceeded to
obtain a patent on the invention and subsequently brought an action for
infringement."
While the Court alluded to certain evidence of an implied agreement between
the parties, the Court noted that the employee had made a demand for
compensation to his employer which had been ignored." This factor is an
additional feature which had not appeared in the prior decisions of the Court.
Although the Court cited both McClurg and Solomons as being controlling, the
Court based its decision on an expressed equitable basis which was different
than the contractual grounds used in the earlier cases. The Court held that, as a
matter of equity, Locke had waited too long before attempting to exercise his
legal remedy and thus was estopped from asserting any subsequent claims.**
The second case to be decided in the October term of 1893 was the case of
McAlccr v. United States." Philip McAleer was an employee of the United
States Bureau of Engraving and Printing as a skilled mechanic responsible for
the maintenance and repair of the machines used by the bureau. McAleer had
conceived, partially at home, an invention to improve the perforation of stamps,
and he worked at the invention at home or during his leisure hours at the office.
24. McClurg. 42 U.S. (I How.) 202.
25. Lane & Bodley Co. v. Locke, ISO U.S. 19) (1893).
26. Id. at 197.
27. /rf.al 197-98.
28. Id. at 200-01. The Court noted that Lane testified that he did not punue his daim at that
time because he did not want to disturb his "friendly'* relations with his employer.

29. Id.
30. McAleer v. United Slates, ISO U S . 424 (1893).
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He did utilize government materials in connection with his experiments and the
machine ultimately was made with government tools and machinery with the
assistance of coemployees. The invention was totally outside the official duties of
McAleer."
As in earlier cases cited by the Court, the improvement had been patented by
McAleer, but unlike previous cases, the bureau had the foresight to obtain an
executed license agreement permitting the bureau to use the improvement."
The government had not put the invention into operation until after McAleer
was fired. McAleer's widow commenced the action claiming that the bureau had
entered into an implied agreement to pay McAleer the true value of the machine
and claimed that the government's use of the invention was to coincide only with
the duration of the employment relationship."
The Court proceeded to analyze the rules set forth in Solomon^' and
McClurg* and found their holdings controlling." Chiei Justice Fuller, however, constructed a new and unique position as to the duties of McAleer to his
employer. Specifically Chief Justice Fuller stated that although the trial court
had expressly found the invention was not part of his official duties, Justice
Fuller concluded that a position of maintaining and repairing machines extends
to the need to formulate improvements to make the machines or their functions
operate more efficiently!" The Court found that although the invention was an
improvement, the improvement required modifications and tooling changes to
implement the concept into practical form. There apparently was no dispute
that the invention was indeed an improvement from prior facilities.** The Court
based its denial of compensation on the executed license agreement.**
Again, while the Court's holding is based on contract interpretation, the
McAleer fact pattern had instilled by 1893 certain key elements in shop right
rules. Those elements included the application of the doctrine to situations
where the improvement, invention, or development was not specifically within
the employee's job description and where the employee partially conceived or
perfected the concept outside the work place. The Court compensated for these
features by pointing to the use of government machinery or equipment to perfect
and to integrate the inventions into the manufacturing process. These additional
elements have been repeated in subsequent decisions as the primary element
triggering the application of the shop right rule.

31. Id. at 426-27, quoting the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law of the Court of Claims.
12. Id. at 425.
33. Id. at 426.
34. Lane, 150 U.S. 193.
35. McClurg, 42 U.S. (1 How.) 202.
36. McAleer, 150 U.S. at 430-31.
37. Id. at 431.
38. Id.
39. The Court seemed to ignore the equities in favor of McAleer where the license agreement
was executed three days after the patent was issued and that McAleer was ultimately fired. See id.
• at 426.
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THE MATURATION OF THE SHOP RIGHT RULE
After fifty years of analysing the relationship between employers and employees and improvements of the employees, the U.S. Supreme Court was ready
to formally define the ramification and scope of the rule in a case arising in the
October term of 1896. Following the trend of analysis set forth in the cases
between McClurg" and McAleer," the Court had the opportunity to expand
upon the definition of the shop right rule and its application in another case
where the employee was not employed specifically to invent products. In Gill v.
United Slates," the employee was a machinist and draftsman at a government
arsenal. Although not within the scope of his employment or within his job
description as such," Gill had developed certain improvements in carbine rifles
and other military hardware that resulted in six separate patents being awarded
to him." He had approached the commander of the arsenal and suggested to the
commander that an improvement should be made in certain military hardware,
and after considering the suggestion, the commanding officer had authorized the
device or improvements to be incorporated into the government designs."
Although through the years Gill received promotions in his employment,
there was never an expressed undertaking that such promotions were made in
consideration for the improvements nor were any representations made by
officers of the government that compensation would be ft incoming.4* The
Court further noted that actually Gill had voluntarily submitted the improvements to the government as oppo;ed to the government requesting the improvements be designed."
The Court stated the question as follows:
This case- raises the question, which has been several times presented to
this court, whether an employee paid by salary or wages, who devises an
improved method of doing his work, using the property or labor of his
employer to put his invention into practical form, and assenting to the use
of such improvements by his employei, may, by taking out a patent upon
such invention, recover a royalty or other compensation for such use."
In answering this question, the Court based its decision on a rather advanced
analysis of traditional equitable principles. This position is significant in that
most of the predecessor cases had resulted in derisions in favor of the employers
40. McClurg. 42 U.S. (I How.) 202.
41. McAleer, I50 VS. 424.
42. Gill v. United S u m , 160 U.S. 426 (1896).

43. The Court specifically noted, however, that Gill was required by his employment to exercise
his mechanical skill, but was not required to exercise his inventive genius as such to make any
inventions. See id. ai 427 n.l. Compare this position with that of Chief Justice Fuller in McAleer,
• SOUS, at 431.
44. CiU, 160 US. at 427.
4$. Id. at 427 n.2.
46. Id. at 424 n.5.
47. Id. u 428 n.3.
48. Id. at 429-30.
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based upon contractual grounds instead of equitable features." The Court
analyzed the situation as follows:
The principle is really an application or outgrowth of a law of estoppel in
pais, by which a person looking on and assenting to that which he has the
power to prevent is held to be precluded ever afterwards from maintaining
an action for damages... The same principle is applied to an inventor who
makes his discovery public, looks on, and permits others to use it without
objection, or assertion of a claim for royalty. In such case, he is held to have
abandoned his inchoate right to the exclusive use of his invention, to which
a patent would have entitled him had it been applied for before such use.16
The Court noted that Gill had conceived the inventions outside the work
place and on his own time, had subsequently translated the inventions into
intelligible drawings outside the work place and had not used any property of
the government in making or perfecting the inventions themselves." In considering these facts, the Court further found that the invention had actually been
implemented at the expense of the government which paid for the patterns,
working drawings and construction of working machines to manufacture the
inventions. " The Court concluded that although the activities outside the work
place could distinguish this case from the prior cases, the distinction was too
narrow to prevent the application of the rule."
The Court relied heavily on the rule in Solomons and held that where the
inventor used the labor and property of the company in putting the invention
into the form of an operating machine, it did not matter whether the idea was
inventeu on the work premises or off and that the employer v/as entitled to
utilize the improvement. The Court adopted a risk analysis and held that where
the inventor had no financial involvement and the employer bore the risk of
utilizing and implementing the improvement, the employer solely bore the risk
whether the improvement would be successful. This factor appears to have been
determinative in the Court's holding.*4
Despite the significance of the "risk bearing" analysis, the decisive factor in
the decision was that Gill had presented the invention to his employer and had
suggested that the employer adopt the improvement.** In one of the most
articulate discussions of the estoppel features, the Court applied traditional
estoppel concepts and defined the estoppel version of the shop right rule as
follows:
49. Although the Court cites Ijxne, it based its holding on the authority of McClurg, Sohmont,
and McAleer, which were not primarily decided on equity theories.
50. Ci!l, 160 U.S. at 410.
51. Id. at 428-29 n.4.
52. Id. at 433.
53. Consider whether the Court could contemplate any usual series of events where an employee
would or could personally implement an improvement at his workplace. It should appear obvious
that most cases would fall within the application of the shop right rule.
54. GUI, 160 U5. at 434.
55. Id. at 427 nX
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T V acquiescence of the claimant in this case in the use of his invention by
the government is fully shown by the fact that he was in its employ; that
the adoption of his invention by the commanding officer was procured at
his suggestion; that the patterns and working drawings were prepared at
the cost of the government; that the machines embodying his invention
were also built at the expense of the government; that he never brought his
inventions before any agent of the government as the subject of purchase
and sale; that he raised no objection to the use of. his inventions by the
government; and that the commanding officer never undertook to incur a
legal or pecuniary obligation on the part of the government for the use of
the inventions or the right to manufacture thereunder.14
This discussion by the Court in equitable terms has become the traditional
checklist that has been followed by subsequent courts in determining whether
the employer is entitled to utilize employee inventions and improvements.
The Court in Gill used an equitable theory to reach its decision despite the
fact that the employer was not hired to make the improvements nor did he
develop the improvement while on government time. The Court concluded that
the acts of the employee who offered an improvement to his employer and
permitted his employer to put the improvement into operation without objection
is permanently bound by those actions. The conclusions reached by the- Gill
Court were the broadest approach to the shop right rule, which was ultimately
refined and finally articulated by the Court thirty years later.
It is ironic that the clearest definition of the shop right rule appears in a case
which is decided on grounds other than the shop right rule and does not address
the application of the rule itself. The decision of the Supreme Court in the case
of United Slates v. Dubilier Condenser Corporation " pulls together the various
components of previous cases to define in detail the shop right rule.
The facts in Dubilier were similar to those addressed in earlier cases.
Employees Ounmore and Lowell worked in the Bureau of Standards within the
Department of Commerce as technicians in the radio section, which was
engaged in research and testing on Army Air Corps projects. The two employ*
ees invented a series of radio-related improvements and devices which ultimately were awarded patents. The inventions were done independently of the
work of the employees and were voluntarily undertaken." After the employees
reduced the invention to practice, they advised their supervisors of their inventions and they were permitted to use laboratory facilities to perfect the devices.
At no time did the government expressly or implicitly suggest to the employees
that they would be expected to assign the patents or grant exclusive rights to the
government under the patents.5*

56.
57.
58.
59.

Id. at 436-37.
United Suus ». Dutalitr Condemn- Corp.. 289 U.S. 178 (1933).
Id. at 184-86.
Mat 185.
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Although frequently cited as the case that articulated the current version of
the shop right rule, all parties in fact agreed that the government had a
nonexclusive license to utilize the inventions without compensation to the
employees.* Instead, the particular issue presented to the Supreme Court was
whether the government acquired exclusive rights to the inventions or whether
the inventor retained the right to license the patents to parties other than their
original employer." The Court answered this question by holding the employee
retained rights in the patent beyond those granted to the employer and proceeded to define the limitations of the shop right rule."
The Court discussed the rule as follows:
Though the mental concept is embodied or realized in a mechanism or a
physical or chemical aggregate, the embodiment is not the invention and is
not the subject of the patent. This distinction between the idea and its
application and practice is the basis of the rule that employment merely to
design or to construct or to devise methods of manufacturing is not the
same as employment to invent. Recognition of the nature of the act of
invention also defines the limits of the so-called shop right, which shortly
stated, is that where a servant, during his hours of employment, working
. with his master's materials and appliances, conceives and perfects an
invention for which he obtains a patent, he must accord his master a nonexclusive right to practice the invention.... This is an application of
equitable principles. Since the servant uses his master's time, facilities and
materials to obtain a contract result, the latter is in equity entitled to use
that which embodies his own property and to duplicate it as often as he
may find occasion to employ similar appliances in his business. But the
employer in such a case has no equity to demand a conveyance of the
invention, which is the original conception of the employee alone, in which
the employer had no part. This rem lins the property of him who conceived
it, together with the right conferred by the patent, to exclude all others
than the employer from the accruing benefits. These principles are settled
as respects private employment.*9
The Court blended the two distinct theories of contract and equity to
articulate the rule. Although the Court admittedly was "shortly stating" the
rule, the Court merely discussed the contract feature of the rule. Specifically,
this language should be interpreted to mean that if the employee is already in
the "work mode" and being paid for his services, then the employer has paid for
all labors of the employee even if some actions are outside the job rcsponsibili-

60.
61.
62.
63.

Id.
U. at 186.
Id. at 189.
Id. ai 188-89 (citation* omitted).
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tics.*4 Further, if the employee uses any materials of the employer or obtains the
help of coworkers, then the employer has likewise paid for that and is entitled to
the rewards of those labors. The Court noted that the implied license was not
exclusive and the employee could attempt to license the improvement to other
persons." The Court claimed the rule is the application of equitable principles
but does not cite Gill" or discuss the real equity argument based upon estoppel
or waiver where the employee offers the invention to his employer, fails to object
to its use, or fails to demand compensation.
The holding of Dubilier rejects the notion that facts must exist to establish
estoppel plus the use of the employer's time and material. Gill requires both the
use of employer's materials and either the express or implied consent of the
employee before the rule is activated. It appears that the Court would consider
the use of materials as evidence of the estoppel argument but that an express
finding of estoppel was necessary to trigger the rule. The Dubilier Court,
however, rejected the two-step analysis and proclaimed the rule to be applicable
simply upon the use of time and materials or the implementation of the
invention by the employer. The Dubilier holding became the "modern" statement of the rule and the extensive reliance on Dubilier by other courts buttresses
this tailored approach.
Although the Dubilier decision was the high point of the discussion of the rule
by the Supreme Court, other courts were faced with examining various elements
not otherwise defined or included in the Dubilier decision. Specifically, other
courts were required to resolve disputes where the employee conceived and
perfected a concept at home, but ultimately utilized employer's facilities to put
the invention into operation at the request of the employer. Similarly, courts
were required to define the outer reaches cf the rule and whether any defenses
might be available to defeat the application of the rule. It is within the latter
gray areas that courts have attempted to define the parameters of the rule since
this initial series of decisions by the Supreme Court.

THE EQUITABLE APPLICATION OF THE SHOP
RIGHT RULE
As the Court in Gill noted, the shop right license is an outgrowth of the law
of estoppel in pais." Whenever the employee has taken actions to either induce

64. Although ihe Court n i willing to find the employer was entitled to brnrjil from "deviations" by the employee, compare the opposite result when the employee has incurred liabilities
when'deviating from the job responsibilities.
65. As a practical matter, the Court did not consider whether the employee could ever locate a
buyer for a license for the improvement which his employee is using or marketing when the
employer does not have to include the cost of a license in the price of its products. Although the
opinion does not discuss this issue, it could be assumed thai the employees in the case had a
prospective licensee or there would have been no reason to litigate the case.
66. CM. 160 U.S. 426.
67. Id. at 430.
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the employer to utilize the improvement" or waits too long to assert his rights,"
it seems reasonable that the Court should apply the rule to avoid the obvious
possibility of economic extortion when the employer becomes dependent upon
the use of the invention. Although the CM decision was limited by the DubilUr
holding, the two-step approach which required a showing of estoppel has been
applied in later cases.
A prime example of the application of the equitable principles arose in the
case of Neon Signal Devices, Inc. v. Alpha-Claude Neon Corporation.™ An
employee had developed a unique traffic signal device. Although his employer
was not currently engaged in the traffic signal business, the employee had
vigorously argued to the company that this was a potentially profitable business.
After analyzing the proposal, the company invested a substantial amount of
funds to enter the traffic signal business." The employee ultimately concluded
he could profit by forming his own business, and subsequently sued his former
employer to enjoin it from using his patented invention.
In reaching a verdict for the employer, the court discussed the equitable
features of the shop right rule:
The doctrine of a shop right is of equitable origin. The principle involved
is that where the inventor or owner of an invention acquiesces in (he use of
the invention by another, particularly where he induces and assists in such
use without demand for compensation or other notice of restriction of the
right to continue, he will be deemed to have vested the user with an
irrevocable, equitable license to use the invention. The situation between
the inventor and employer might, of course, arise by mutual agreement, but
generally the situation arise* when the inventor induces his employer to
proceed and not only fails to object to the use, but stands by or assists,
while permitting his employer to assume expense and put himself in a
position where it would be to his detriment to be compelled to relinquish
further use of the invention."
Consider the far-reaching application of this definition of the rule. It seems
•likely that most employee inventions would arise without the knowledge of the
company and where the employee would facilitate production of the concept by
presenting the idea to his employer for ultimate implementation. If the Neon
rule is to be literally applied, practically any employee improvement would be
subject to the shop right rule. This result appears to be consistent with prior
judicial interpretations, and indeed may be a reasonable result.
An earlier case, decided even before the Dubilier derision," considered an
extreme situation where the employer had indeed expended considerable funds
68.
69.
70;
71.
72.
7J.

See id. at 426.
See Lane, tSO US. \93.
Neon Signal Devktr ». Alpha-Claude Neon Corp., 54 F.2d 793 (W.D. Pa. 1931).
W. at 795.
Id. ai 79'^-M (citation! omitted).
Dutnlicr, 289 US. 178.
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to utilize the improvement. In Barber v. National Carbon Co.,1' a company
hired an engineer to help reduce operating expenses. The engineer invented a
machine and ultimately sought to prevent the company from using the invention
without additional compensation. The company had constructed a special building to house the inventions and the machines utilizing the inventions. Although
the court based its conclusion on apparently contractual grounds, factually it
was an extreme case where an employer had expended considerable funds to
utilize an improvement.
An equitable principle should be applied to protect the employer when an
employee induces the employer to utilize an invention to determine if the
invention is commercially successful and then demands the employer cease
operation or exacts a high license rate. Certainly, no employee would offer to
bear the losses associated with an invention that proved unmarketable and
therefore it seems equitable that the risk-bearing analysis should likewise result
in the ordinary application of the shop right rule.

THE CONTRACT APPLICATION OF THE SHOP
RIGHT RULE
In addition to the equitable features giving rise to the shop right rule, early
decisions involving the rule, including Dubilier, refer to the creation of an
implied license between the employer and the employee arising out of the
employment relationship without requiring the showing of estoppel.
One of the earliest cases dealing with the contract version of th: :hcp right
rule was Wiegand v. Dover Manufacturing Company.1' Wiegand was an
assistant to the company's electrical engineer and had developed an improvement to a component in the electrical units manufactured by the company. The
company had been using the improvement for two years when Wiegand left the
company's employ and sued for patent infringement.
The court held that even if the employee had totally developed the idea at
home and had reduced the idea to practice at home, the shop right rule would
still apply to the benefit of the employer. The court noted that the employee had
perfected, developed, or reduced the idea to a practical form on company time,
using company resources. The court emphasized that the employee in question
had the assistance of other employees in reducing his concept to practical form,
and that the development was only one part of the iota! product sold by the
company. The court further emphasized that all risk in relation to the development and implementation was borne by the company and had the idea failed or
proved unmarketable, the employer would have suffered all the losses."
Wiegand had not made any specific claim of the invention for two years, there
had been no premises to pay the employee for the concept in addition to his
usual compensation, and the court concluded that the employee had not been
74. BJACT V. National Carbon Co.. 129 F. 370 <6th Cir. 1004).
75. Witgand v. Dowr Mfg. Co.. 292 F. 255 (N.D. Ohio 1923).
76. Compare ibc similar analysis in CHI, 160 VS. 426.
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misled in any fashion by his employer. While the court did not specify the rule
as based in contract rather than estoppel, the emWiasis by the court on the use of
materials and employee time is certainly an adherence to the contract theory."
The contract version of the shop right rule is based upon the nature of
employment relationship. As discussed in Dttbilier, supra, when the employee is
in the "work mode," the employee has already been compensated for the labors
and ingenuity by the employer. The help of coworkers and the use of the
employer's materials are additional elements that cement this application to
contract principles. However, the same conclusions apply even if only a portion
of the development/implementation process is accomplished using the employer's time or material.7' The courts have rarely applied the contract rule
alone and rather combine these features with the equity element to apply the
shop right rule to most inventions.

DEFENSES TO THE APPLICATION OF THE SHOP
RIGHT RULE
In each of the cases involving the .:Sop right rule, the employees have raised a
series of allegations against the employer to preclude the imposition of the shop
right rule. These defenses usually include claims of fraud or misrepresentation
by the employer or claims that the employer had promised compensation.
Perhaps the curliest defense raised was that of an implied contract for compensation. In McAleer™ the employee had argued that there was an implied
contract between the employer and himself for compensation for the use of the
improvement. This argument had been rejected by the Court where McAleer
had signed a simple assignment prior to the submission of the improvement for
patent protection.
In one of the earliest cases where fraud was raised as a defense, an employee
claimed that the company fraudulently induced the employee to assign his
patent rights to the company. In Botvrn v. B. F. Goodrich Co." the employee
further argued that because of his limited educational abilities the company had
misused its relationship with its employee. The court held that the employee
had testified that his purpose was to give the idea to the company for the
company's use and at no time instructed the company not to use his idea. When
the patent had originally been issued to the company, the employee had been
paid a nominal consideration. In analyzing the issue of fraud, the court
discussed the fact that the employee had been silent for three years before
raising any objection to the use by the company and that although the court
believed that three years may not of itself constitute laches, the failure to object
77. For similar applications of the same analysis i*r Pure Oil Co. v. Hyman, 95 F.2d 22 (7th
Cir. 1939), and Shearcrv. United States. 87 Ct.Cl. 40 (1938).
78. In Kinkade v. New York Ship Building Corp.. 21 N.J. 362,122 A.2d 360 (1956), the court
hr!d that even if an idea was conceived outside the work plare, if the invention is perfected or
implemented at work then the shop right rule applies.
79. McAleer, ISOLDS. 424.
80. Bowen v. B.F. Goodrich C*, 36 F.2d 306 (6th Cir. 1929).
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was evidence that no fraud existed on behalf of the company and that the
employee was not defrauded in the assignment of the patent.
Thirty years later, another employee asserted a similar claim against his
employer in connection with the application of the shop right rule. In Hutchinson v. Fish Engineering Corp.," Hutchinson had been an officer and employee
of the company and had left due to ill health. The employee, as had Bowen,
argued that the assignment of the patent rights had been achieved through fraud
on the part of the company and that the company had abused its confidential
relationship with the employee. The court discussed the history of the relationship between the employee and the company and noted that the plaintiff had
been an officer and had waited for over nine years before objecting to the
company's use of the invention. This delay according to the court's interpretation constituted laches and barred the employee from seeking any relief.
Hutchinson alternatively argued that the company's policy that all inventions
had to be assigned to the company was itself inequitable. The court found that
the facts did not support that position, but rather the employee had a perception
that such was the case." The court further noted that where the employer had
spent considerable sums to develop and improve the idea submitted by the
employee, the employee cannot subsequently object to the use of the improvement by the company.
Although it is rare that plaintiffs can prove the allegations of fraud, certain
situations can arise in which fraud docs exist and may preclude the application
of the shop right rule. The well known "socket wrench" case*1 was such a case.
Although the case does not specifically address the shop right rule, the claims
successfully asserted in Roberts are similar to those defenses raised in early cases
involving the shop right rule which were not adopted by the courts.
Roberts had been a sales clerk at Sears when, at the age of eighteen, he began
working on a socket wrench which would permit a quick release feature with
the sockets.*4 Roberts had filed an application for a U.S. patent, and then
showed his invention to the manager at the Sears store where he worked." After
reviewing the invention, Sears had determined that the feature was relatively
inexpensive to manufacture and that market tests had indicated that the new
wrench would be very popular. In negotiating with Roberts, counsel for Scars
had represented that the item might not be patentable, the invention would be
expensive to manufacture, and that the wrenches would not sell well.**
The terms of the first contract provided that Roberts would receive a royalty
of two cents for each wrench sold up to 500,000 wrenches. Sears manufactured
81. Hutrhinson v. Fish Eng'g Corp.. 42 Dd. Ch. 21, 201 A-2d 53, aff~d, 213 A.2d 447 (Del.
1965).
82. Consider whether any employee who develop* an improvement which could be utilized by
his employer would not normally submit the same to his employer.
83. Roberts v. Sears. Roebuck & Co.. 573 r" 2d 976 (7th Cir. 1978).
84. Id. at 978. Although the opinion does not discuss the issue, it appears that Roberts developed
the improvement at home and out&ide the normal application of the shop right rule.
85. Id. at 979.
86. Id. at 979-80.
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and sold that many wrenches in the first nine months of sales and in a ten-year
period had sqld almost forty times that number. Upon reviewing these farts, the
court held that Sears had fraudulently obtained the rights in the patent."
Beyond the traditional fraud issues, Roberts contained an additional claim
that Sears had breached a confidential relationship which purported to exist
between Sears and Roberts. The trial court had concluded that such a relationship existed and that Sears had breached that relationship. The court noted that
under Illinois law, a confidential relationship could be created where one person
places such trust and confidence in another such as to give that person some
influence and superiority over the first."
The court described various factors to consider to determine if such a
relationship exists. Those elements included the disparity of age, education, and
business experience between the parties, the existence of an employment relationship and the exchange of confidential information from one party to the
other.™ The court found that each of these factors had existed in the case and
the trial court had committed no error in awarding judgment to Roberts.*0
Perhaps it is a reflection or modern judicial interpretation but the same
arguments had been set forth by Hutchinson and Bowen to no avail." Perhaps
the different results can be attributed to the facts in Roberts, which differ from
those in the earlier cases and were more extreme in their effect. It appears that
the arguments may still have validity and may yet be raised in subsequent cases
to prevent the application of the shop right rule.
In addition to the pure fraud cases, other situations may arise in which an
employee can effectively negate the application of the rule. Under both the
contractual and the equitable version of the shop right rule, there are limitations
to the application of the rule. As noted by the Supreme Court in Dubilier" the
shop right does not create an absolute right to an exclusive right in the
improvement, but rather is limited to the nonexclusive license by the employer.
Further, the rule can be negated by affirmative conduct of the employee. Recall
that the application of the rule is based on both contractual and equitable
principles. An employee may. be able to defend against either theory if the facts
negate the contract or preserve typical defenses to an estoppel claim.
In order to negate the contractual feature of the shop right rule, an employee
may take affirmative steps to preclude the application of the rule. Absent such
affirmative conduct, the rule would apply. In the case of Gemco Engineering &
87. Id. at 983.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. Id. at 984. Sean had argued that Roberts had retained his own legal counsel and thus did
not rely on the representation of Sears. The cour. rejected this argument and previously had noted
that Sears had engaged the same attorney on other matters after the original negoti.-uions began
which the court found to raise some doubts as to the independence of his advice to Roberts. Id. at
983, 979 n.l.
91. See Bowen, 3« F 2d 306 and Hutchinson, 42 Del. Ch. 21, atfd 213 A.2d 447.
92. Dubilier, 289 VS. 178.
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Mfg. Co., Inc. v. Henderson™ Henderson was specifically employed by the
company to develop a tire-mounter device. Henderson perfected the mounter,
using equipment and machinery at the employer's plant. A dispute subsequently arose between Henderson and the employer as to the ownership of this
tire-mounter.*'
After the perfection of the tire-mounter, Henderson began to develop a tiredemounter, although not requested to do so by his employer. His employer
knew he was working on such device, but it was totally prepared at the
employee's home and no materials of his employer were used in making the
demounter."
In analyzing the facts of the case, the Ohio Supreme Court had no difficulty
in concluding that the shop right rule applied as to the tire-mounter." However,
as to the tire-demounter, the court concluded that the shop right rule did not
apply and held:
2. An employee not under contract with his employer to invent, may
protect himself against the establishment or accrual of a shop right in his
employer in any invention or device perfected by such employee on his own
time, and at his own expense though during the period of his employment,
by words, acts, or conduct, which clearly negate the establishment or
accrual of such shop right.*'
Again, recall that Henderson had done all the work on the invention at his
home without using his employer's materials. He refused to take a model to the
shop of his emp'oyer and continued to daim ownership in the device while
negotiating for possible use by the company." The significant difference between Gemco and other cases is that Henderson took affirmative steps to
establish ownership in the invention and had strongly objected to the claims in
the invention by the employer." Although such conduct may not be conducive to
continuing an employment relationship, it did serve to negate the application of
the shop right rule.
A recent case has held that even the use of an employer's time or his facilities
or materials may not necessarily create a license under the shop right rule. In
Dewey v. American Stair Glide Corp.,"0 an employee filed an action against his
employer based on unjust enrichment. The company had been in the business of
making chair lifts for use in the home and had had a safety defect arise that
could cause a rider in the lift chair to be thrown at the bottom of the stairs. After
a substantial investment in engineering firms to examine the problem, the
93. Gemro Co. v. Henderjon, I SI Ohio Si. 95.83 N.E. 2d S96 (1949).
94. Id. at 98.83 N.E-2d it 598.
95. Id. at 99, 83 N.E.2d at 598.
96. Id. u 95.102,83 N.E.24 at 596, 599.
97. Id. ai 95. 83 N.E.2d ai 596.
98. Id. at 103, 83 N.E.2d at 600.
99. Id.
100. Dewey v. American Stair Glide Corp.. 557 S.WJd 643 (Mo. Ct App. " TP).
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company determined that it would be required to replace motors in several
hundred units already installed.
Dewey had been employed by the company as a welder for twenty-four years.
Although not within the scope of his regular job, Dewey used some scrap metal
in the shop and company tools to construct a safety device that was effective in
solving the problem. The company foreman had noticed Dewey working on the
improvement and ordered him to not work on his device until his lunch time. At
lunch, Dewey proceeded to finish constructing the model.101
At the end of the work day, Dewey asked the foreman if he could take the
completed model home for further work and the foreman agreed. While at
home, Dewey had a relative reduce the idea to a written form in a shop
drawing. The next day Dewey took his drawing to his foreman who referred
Dewey to the company engineer assigned to the project. Officials at the company then requested Dewey to make minor revisions which he did and submitted a final model for consideration. This completed model satisfied all necessary
safety tests.10*
Immediately after the idea had been submitted by Dewey, the company
authorized an independent engineering firm to construct a final prototype
model, which was later introduced into the manufacturing process to be installed on certain models already in use. Within three days after the prototype
was developed, Dewey asked the company for compensation anJ upon being
denied compensation, retained counsel who demanded payment of royalties
from the company.10*
The trial court held that although the use of the company materials and tools
was limited, such use was sufficient to trigger the application of the shop right
rule. The court of appeals reversed, however, holding that a de minimis use of
such time and material did not amount to a shop right, particularly where the
employee had not acquiesced in the company's use of the invention and had
immediately demanded compensation.10* The company further argued that
Dewey had not reduced the idea to practice until the full production drawings
were prepared and manufacture began. The court similarly rejected this argument and found that the issue is not relevant to the questions of the applications
of the shop right rule.10*
The lesson to be learned from Dewey and Gemco is clear; the employee must
act quickly and decisively to assert ownership in the invention, but if the
employee does act promptly, he may negate the application of the shop right
rule if the invention was developed primarily at home and was not put into
manufacture before he asserts his claims for compensation.
In attempting to analyze these various defenses, it is dear that two basic
patterns exist. First, where an employee voluntarily submits an improvement to
101. Id. at 645.
102. Id. at 645-46.
103. Id. at 646.
104. M a t 648.

105. Id. at 647-48. But cj. Gill, 160 U.S. 426 and Wicgand 292 F. 255.
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the company to be used in the company's business, fails to immediately assert
his rights in the improvement, and fails to take steps to preclude the company
from using the invention, the company will have the advantage of the shop right
rule. An employee apparently has the burden of establishing the negation of the
rule or the rule is automatically applied. Second, if an employee is given
misleading information or an employer misrepresents fans when the employer
had knowledge of the potentials of the invention, then the shop right rule may
not arise due to the claim of fraud."" However, the fraud claims will be subject
to the traditional statute of limitations rules and an employee could not wait an
indefinite period of time before claiming wrongful treatment by his employer.""

STATUTORY LIMITATIONS ON THE SHOP RIGHT
^RULE
Although the limits of the scope of the rule have not been clearly defined by
the courts, the legislatures of at least four states have recently attempted to limit
by statute applications of the shop right rule.10*
The language used in the core sections of these statutes are almost identical.
For example, the Minnesota statute provides:
Any provision in an employment agreement which provides that an employee shall assign or offer to assign any of his rights in an invention to his
employer shall not apply to an invention for which no equipment., supplies,
facility or trade secret information of the employer was used and which
was developed entirely on the employee's own time, and (1) which does
not relate (a) directly to the business of the employer or (b) to the
employer's actual or demonstrably anticipated research or development, or
(2) which does not result from any work performed by the employee for
the employer.10*
Although the statutes appear to bolster the rights of employees, the language
of the statute does very little to restrict the application of the shop right rule or
define its scope. Rather these statutes are extremely limited in their effect and in
fact may have changed the result of the few cases which held in favor of the
employee. First, consider that the statute only applies to "any provision in an
employment agreement." Under the strict construction of statutes rule, there
must be a written agreement for the statute to apply. With the exception of
106. Ser Roberts v. Stars, Roebuck & Co.. 573 F.2d 974.
107. See Hyder v. Dicbold, Inc., Court of Appeals, Stark County, Ohio, Cue No. 5687, derided
December 2, 1981 (unreported), motion to certify record overruled March 17. 1982. In Hyder, the
plaintiffs waited over nine years after submitting an improvement before commencing suit. The
court found that the shop right rulc.aWied and* that the plaintiffs wn tarred by the statute of
limitations,
**
__^
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senior personnel or engineers, it seems highly unlikely that most employe a
would have a written employment agreement. Therefore, the average employee
inventor, such as the employee in the Dewey case,"" would not be entitled to the
limited protection offered by the statute. .
Assuming that a case arises where the employer is covered by the statute, the
statute merely repeats the common statement of the elements of shop right rule
itself and then expands the rule to include inventions which are made totally
outside of the workplace but which relate to the business of the employer. This
expansion negates the defenses that were successfully asserted in Gemco"1 and
Dewey,"' and if the statute had been in effect in Ohio and Missouri at the time,
the employers in both cases would likely have prevailed. In both Gemco and
Dewey the employee was able to negate the application of the rule by performing the work outside the workplace and objecting to the use of their inventions
without compensation. Under the statute, therefore, the employee cannot negate
the rule simply by objecting to the use of the invention. This burden is even
more significant in that the North Carolina and California statutes provide that
the burden of proof of any benefits under the statute is. expressly placed on the
employee.1"
Several of the statutes, however, do provide some protection to employees by
requiring the employer to appraise the employee of the limits contained in the
statute."* Specifically, if the employment agreement requires the assignment of
any invention rights, the employer must disclose in writing that inventions not
related to the employer's business and which are developed outside the workplace are not included in the agreement. This disclosure provision will at least
put the employee on notice as to his rights and may cause employees to negotiate
rights to inventions.
To balance its statutory limits in favor of the employee, three of the states
provide that the employers may require disclosure of all inventions of the
employee to the employer to permit an informal determination of the rights of
each party in the invention."' Despite these limited attempts to equalize the
positions of the parties at the commencement of the employm' .: relationship,
the only penalty for violation of the statute is to make the infrii.^i.'g paragraph
of the contract unenforceable and contrary to public polio.."*
•The statutory responses to the shop right rule do not deviate from either the
basis upon which the rule is created or the case law a prn*ches to t!.e definition
of the scope of the rule. Indeed, unless the legislation was <"• :0ard to respond to
ttO. Deary, 557 S.W.M 643.
111. Henderson, 151 Ohio St. 95,84 N.E.2d 596.
112. Dewey, 557 S.W.2d 643.
113. N.C. Gen. Slat. | 66-57.1; Cal Ub. Code f 2872 (Wen Supp. 1982).
114. Minn. Slat. Ann. ( 181.78 (3) (West Supp. 1982); Cal. Lab. Code } 2872 (Weil Supp.
1982); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. (49.44.140(3) (West Supp. 1982).
115. Cal. Lab. Code 12871 (West Supp. 1982); N.C. Gen. Stat. ( 66-57.2; Wash. Rev. Code
Ann. | 49.44.150 (West Supp. 1982).
116. Minn. Slat. Ann. 1181.78 (I) (Wen Supp. 1982); Cal Lab. Code i 2870 (West Supp.
1982); Wash. Rev Code Ann. ( 49.44.140 (1); (Wen Supp. 1982); and N.C. Gen. Stat. 166-57.1.
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particularly onerous conduct of employers in the preparation of employment
contracts, the statutes have relatively little impact on the common law version of
the shop right rule except to expand the scope of the rule to negate some of the
defenses previously available to the employee, particularly the defenses of
nonuse of the employer's property and the demand for compensation defense.
Within the framework of these statutes, the application of the shop right rule
should not vary significantly between the four states with statutes on the issue
and the rest of the country.

CONCLUSION
The cases upon which the shop right rule is based involve a core of operative
facts which are quite similar. Usually an employee develops an improvement
outside of the normal course of his job responsibilities, partially at home and
particularly during working hours which the employee submits to his employer.
The motivations of the employee's actions are not usually discussed in the cases,
but the assumption may be made that the employee is motivated by possible jobrelated rewards, such as promotions or raises, or a sincere desire to help his
employer.1" Regardless of the reasons for the actions of the employee, it is clear
that the shop right rule can and does apply to employee improvements.
Counsel for employers should caution their clients to make no representations
of any kind to employees who submit ideas for possible implementation.
Perhaps the safest course in the area is to adopt a suggestion program for
employees who may receive some nominal consideration for the suggestion or,
for example, some percentage of cost savings for the first year of operations. The
overriding feature of the program would be to expressly negate any potential
claims for misrepresentation or unconscionable treatment of employees.
Conversely, counsel for employees must take immediate steps to put employers on notice of an objection to the use of an improvement. Although the shop
right rule would apply regardless of objection if the improvement is developed
on company time with company material, if the invention was developed at
home then the rule might be negated provided that the. employee acts quickly.
Even if the presumption of the application of the rule may have been defeated, it
is doubtful if an employee can wait too long to object without being barred by
either an equitable application of the rule or the statute of limitations.
The adversary nature of the employer-employee relationship of the past
several decades appears to be metamorphosing into a joint effort philosophy.
Employee concessions, once unthinkable, are becoming commonplace as employees recognize that their jobs are contingent upon the success of their
employers. Indeed, programs that fully support the team concept have been
adopted where employees meet to discuss production problems and to make
recommendations for improvements. Given these developments, it seems proba117. Although not specifically addressed in any case, query whether an employee who it
promoted because of job performance including the submission of an invention has not already been
compensated for the invention.
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ble that situations will become more prevalent in which counsel must address
the application of the shop right rule. Although in certain circumstances the
application of the 'rule may appear to be harsh, it is for the main part the
reasonable extension of the employment relationship and is as viable today as it
was more than a century ago.
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ARTICLE IV
(Severability)
If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person
or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does not affect other
provisions or applications of the Act which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this Act are severable.

1978
Patent Ownership: An Employer's Rights To His
Employee's Invention
Eighty-four percent of American patents are awarded to employed inventors;' therefore, the employer-employee relationship is
critical to the modern American patent system. To encourage continued invention, the patent law must allow both the inventor and
the developer (his employer) to obtain adequate compensation.
Under the present United States patent system, the common, law,
which can be contractually altered, determines whether an inventor
or his employer owns a patent.
Critics say the United States patent system discourages innovation by allowing an employer to use an employee's invention without
adequately compensating the inventor.2 Supporters argue that the
employer has already compensated the inventor through his regular
salary, and that an employer deserves the patent because of the vast
amount of money spent researching and developing an otherwise
worthless invention.3
The most academically pure method for compensating each
contributor would be to determine the inventor's and the developer's
contribution and give each a pro-rata share of the invention's value.
This method, however, would be highly impractical because it requires meticulous records of each participant's work and detailed
analysis of each invention's worth. The law must find a realistic but
fair method of dividing an invention's value between the inventor
and the developer. The patent law, therefore, needs a broad, clear
rule which will allow a fair division in most circumstances.
This note attempts to articulate that rule. Part I examines the
1 Rights of the Employed Inventor: Hearings on H. R. 4732 and H. R. 6635 Before the Subcomm. on
Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th
Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1982) (statement of Rep. Kastenmeier). The Wall Street Journal reported
a slightly smaller percentage (seventy-five percent). Wall St. J., Sept. 9, 1982, at 1, col. 6.
The term "employed inventor" is not limited to persons specifically hired to invent; rather, it
includes any employee who creates an invention. See Neumeyer, Employee's Rights in Their
Inventions, 83 INT'L LAB. REV. 1, reprinted in 44 J. PAT. OKK. SOC'Y 674 (1962).
2 Wall St. J., supra note 1. See also Orlcin, 771* Legal Rights of the Employed Inventor: Hew
Approaches to Old Problems (pts. 1 & 2), 56 J. PAT. OKK. SOC'Y 648, 719, 727-36 (1974); Sutton &
Williams, Employed Inventors: The Case for the Moss Bill, 8 U.S.F.L. REV. 557,558 (1974); Note,
Statutorily Decreed Awards for Employed Inventors: Will They Spur Advancements in the Useful Arts?,
15 IDEA 575, 576-77 (1971).
3 See Wall St. J., supra note I.
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common law methods for distributing patent rights between an inventor and his employer; Part II discusses the recently enacted and
proposed statutory modifications to those methods; and Part III proposes an improved method for equitably distributing an invention's
value between the inventor and his employer.
I.

The Present System

An employer's right to his employee's patent depends on the
parties' intent; an express or implied agreement determines who
owns the invention and who can use it.4 In theory, an inventor retains the title to his patented invention unless he voluntarily assigns
the patent to his employer;5 but, in practice, most employees have an
obligation to assign their patents to their employers.6 This obligation
may arise from an implied agreement created when an employee is
hired to invent,7 or from a fiduciary duty which particular employees
owe to' their employer.8 Even if an inventor retains the patent, his
employer may have a license to use the invention if the inventor used
the employer's time, facilities, or money to create the invention, or if
the employer promoted the invention while reasonably expecting a
royalty-free use.9 The parties can also follow the modern trend and
allocate patent rights through an express contract.10
A.

Employment Status

Employment alone does not require an inventor to assign a patent to his employer." Absent a specific agreement, an employer's
rights (and the inventor's duties) arise from the inventor's employment status.'2 Although, arguably, federal common law may control
4 National Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 246, 55 N.E.2d 783, 787 (1944); Kinkade v.
New York Shipbldg. Corp., 21 N.J. 362, 36&67, 122 A.2d 360, 363-64 (1956).
5 Marshall v. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., 175 F.2d 215, 217 (3d Cir. 1949); New Jersey
Zinc Co. v. Singmajter, 71 F.2d 277, 278 (2d Cir.), cert Jaded, 293 U.S. 591 (1934); National
Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 246, 55 N.E.2d 783, 787 (1944); A & C Eng'g Co. v. Atherholt, 355 Mich. 677, 685, 95 N.W.2d 871, 875, art demeJ, 361 U.S. 824 (1959).
6 See Sutton & Williams, afira note 2, at 561.
7 See notes 11-39 infra and accompanying text.
8 See notes 40-57 infra and accompanying text.
9 See notes 58-75 infra and accompanying text.
10 See notes 76-107 infra and accompanying text.
11 Banner Metals, Inc. v. Lockwood, 178 Cal. App. 2d 643,654-55, 3 Cal. Rptr. 421, 431
(I960); Kinkade v. New York Shipbldg. Corp., 21 N.J. 362,369, 122 A.2d 360, 363-64 (1956).
An inventor can enjoin his employer from using the employee's patented invention. McNa.
mara v. Powell, 256 A.D. 554, 11 N.Y.S.2d 491 (1939).
12 Aero Bolt & Screw Co. v. Iaia, 180 Cal. App. 2d 728, 736, 5 Cal. Rptr. 53, 58 (I960);
National Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 246, 55 N.E.2d 783, 787 (1944).
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who initially receives the title to a patent,13 state law determines an
13 See Orkin, supra note 2, at 721-27. Orkin argues the federal courts have used their
rulemaking policies to create a federal common law based on the dormant patent clause
power (U.S. CONST, art. I, § 8, cl. 8).
This argument for a federal common taw is weak because the United States Supreme
Court has acknowledged the patent clause does not eliminate the state's police power over
fraud in the assignment of an existing patent. Allen v. Riley, 203 U.S. 347 (1906). Later, the
Court even said:
The Federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction of all cases arising under the patent
laws, but not of all questions in which a patent may be the subject-matter of the
controversy. For courts of a State may try questions of title, and may construe and
enforce contracts relating to patents.
New Marshall Co. v. Marshall Engine Co., 223 U.S. 473, 478 (1911) (emphasis added).
While both these cases involved post -invention transfers, the rule for ^/-invention transfers
probably would be the same. In Aronson v. Quick Point Pencil Co., 440 U.S. 257 (1979), the
Supreme Court said: "State law is not displaced merely because the contract relates to intellectual property which may or may not be patentable; the states are free to regulate the use of
such intellectual property in any manner not inconsistent with federal law .** Id'. at 262 (emphasis
added). See Brulotte v. Thys Co., 379 U.S. 29 (1964)(forbidding the enforcement of a contract provision which exacted royalties after the patent's expiration).
This reasoning leads back to the question whether Congress has legislated in the area, so
that the dormant power would preempt any state law. 35 U.S.C. § 261 (1976) provides that
"Patents shall have the attributes of personal property." Taken alone, this sentence would
suggest Congress intended that state law would control invention assignments in employment
contracts, because personal property has traditionally been defined and regulated by state
law. The federal statute, however, continues: "Applications for patents, patents, or any interest therein, shall be assignable in law by an instrument in writing.*' This indicates not only
congressional intent to federalize the assignment of post -invention title, but also congressional
silence concerning/*-/-invention title. Using the interpretative axiom, expressio unius est exciusio
alteriuSy § 261 might even prohibit the assignment of a contingent (pre-assignmem) interest.
On the other hand, strictly construing the statute as being in derogation of the common law
right of alienation, § 261 might even allow an oral assignment of the title to an invention
after it has been created but before a patent application has been filed. More likely, Congress
did not even consider pre-invention assignments.
The question, therefore, is whether the federal patent statutes, taken as a whole, leave
room for a federal common law for this particular issue—the pre*invention title to an invention. A federal common law exists for some aspects of the patent law. For example, the
Supreme Court applied a federal common law rule to eliminate licensee estoppel even though
the Court stated that state law controlled the interpretation of the patent assignment. Lear v.
Adkins, 395 U.S. 653 (1969). The Court noted the policy concerns and the need for a uniform
federal rule. Id. at 673-74.
A federal policy or interest, however, must significantly conflict with the use of state law
before a federal common law will be fashioned. Mirrce v. DeKalb County, 433 U.S. 25
(1977). Interpreting this rule, the Second Circuit has said that a desire for uniformity is an
insufficient reason to invoke a federal common law in private litigation. In re Agent Orange
Products Liab. Litig., 635 F.2d 987, 993 (2d Cir. 1980), cert denied, 454 U.S. 1128 (1981).
Although the author feels a national standard should apply, there is no compelling need for
such a uniform standard. Thus, the patent laws do not create a federal common taw concerning the pre-invention title to patents.
Several courts have reached the same conclusion that state law determines an employee's
status. See Lion Mfg. Corp. v. Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., 106 F.2d 930 (7th Cir. 1939);
Papizian v. American Steel & Wire Co., 155 F. Supp. 111 (N.D. Ohio 1957); Toner v. Sobel-
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inventor's employment status.14 In addition, an employer has the
burden of proving that the inventor's employment status required
the inventor to assign a particular patent. 15 An inventor's obligation
to assign his patent depends on his employment status when he actually created the invention, rather than on any expectations when he
was hired. I6 These expectations, however, are an indication of the
employee's status." The expectations can be broken down into three
categories. An employer can hire an employee and expect him to:
1) invent a specific thing (specifically-inventive employment), 2) generally exercise his inventive skills (generally-inventive employment),
or 3) not invent at all (non-inventive employment). 18
1.

Specifically-inventive Employment

An employee is hired to create a specific invention when his employer pays him to either invent a specific thing or solve a specific
problem.19 The inventor implicitly agrees to assign the resulting patent to his employer.20 The "specifically-inventive" employee, thus,
man,86F. Supp. 369(ED. Pa. 1949); Heath v. Zenkich, 107 III. App. 3d 207,437 N.E.2d 675
(1982); A & C Eng'gCo. v. Athetholt, 355 Mich. 677,95 N.W.2d 871,art. denied, 361 U.S. 824
(1959).
14 Standard Brands Inc. v. U.S. Partition & Packaging Corp., 199 F. Supp. 161, 176
(ED. Wis. 1961).
15 Bandag, Inc. v. Morening, 259 Iowa 998, 146 N.W.2d 916 (1966). This is a factual
inquiry. E.F. Drew & Co. v. Reinhard, 170 F.2d 679 (2d Cir. 1948); Forbcrg v. Servel, Inc.,
88 F. Supp. 503 (S.D.N.Y. 1949). Previously assigning a patent to his employer implies that
an inventor agreed to assign other patents to his employer. Fish v. Air-O-Fan Products Co.,
285 F.2d 208 (9th Cir. I960); Marshall v. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., 175 F.2d 215 (3d Cir.
1944); Magnetic Mfg. Co. v. Dings Magnetic Separator Co., 16 F.2d 739 (7th Cir.), cert,
denied, 274 U.S. 740 (1927); Daniel Orifice Fitting Co. v. Whalen, 198 Cal. App. 2d 791, 18
Cal. Rptr. 659 (1962).
16 Houghton v. United States, 23 F.2d 386 (4th Cir), art denied, 277 U.S. 592 (1928);
Forbcrg v. Servel, Inc., 88 F. Supp. 503 (S.D.N.Y. 1949); Oliver v. Lockport Mills, Inc., 6
Misc. 2d 356, 163 N.Y.S.2d 317 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1956), appal dismissed, 163 N.Y.S.2d 356
(1957).
17 Set United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1932).
18 Sa Gullette,.ftit/r Legislation Governing Ownership Rights i* Ituextbms Under Empfaya Invention Agreements, 62 J. PAT. OFF. SOC'Y 732, 733 (1980). Gullctte divides employment into
"specific inventive,'* "general inventive," and "non inventive.'* Courts often ignore this threetiered analysis, concentrating on whether the inventor was hired to create the disputed invention. If the inventor was not so hired, the courts sometimes call him a "general employee**
even though he was hired to invent. See, eg., United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289
U.S. 178 (1932).
19 Houghton v. United States, 23 F.2d 386 (4th Cir), art denied, 277 U.S. 592 (1928);
Forbcrg v. Servel, Inc. 88 F. Supp. 503 (S.D.N.Y. 1949); National Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316
Mass. 240, 55 N.E.2d 783 (1944).
20 Standard Parts Co. v. Peck, 264 U.S. 52 (1924); Gill v. United States, 160 U.S. 426
(1896); Solomons v. United States, 137 U.S. 342 (1890); North American Philips Co. v.
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has a contractual and equitable duty to assign a patent—even for an
invention created without his employer's help or knowledge.21
Courts, however, are reluctant to find a specifically-inventive employment agreement.22 They distinguish between employees hired to
invent and those hired merely to improve the embodiment of an
idea.23 Therefore, a direction to develop an already-created idea is
not a direction to invent.24
A more difficult problem arises when a specifically-inventive
employee creates an invention outside his assigned duties. Even a
specifically-inventive employee does not have to assign a patent
which is outside the scope of his employment if it is also unrelated to
his employer's business and immediate research.25 And, according to
the United States Supreme Court, a specifically-inventive employee
must only show that the invention is outside the scope of his employment. 26 In United Stales v. Dubilier Condenser Corp. ,27 the United States
Supreme Court allowed a federal employee to retain his patent for
an invention which the government had paid another group within
his laboratory to invent. The Court reasoned the employment contract could not be so broadly construed as to imply an assignment of
Brownshield, IMF. Supp. 762 (S.D.N.Y. 1953); National Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 55
N.E.2d 783 (1944). See generally DELLER'S WALKER ON PATENTS §§ 376, 378 (2d ed. 1965).
21 Wellington Print Works, Inc. v. Magid, 242 F. Supp. 614 (E.D. Pa. 1965) (even an
employer who had breached his employment contract by not paying the inventor's salary has
a right to the patent); Daniel Orifice Fitting Co. v. Whalen, 198 Cal. App. 2d 791, 798-99, 18
Cal. Rptr. 659, 665 (1962); National Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 55 N.E.2d 783 (1944);
Steranko v. Inforex Inc., 5 Mass. App. 253, 362 N.E.2d 222 (1977).
22 See Howe v. Floodmaster Mfg. Corp., 45 III. App. 2d 203, 195 N.E.2d 278 (1963) (a
complaint alleging the inventor was an employee was dismissed because he was actually an
independent contractor).
23 National Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 55 N.E.2d 783 (1944); Detroit Testing Lab.
v. Robison, 221 Mich. 442, 191 N.W. 218 (1922). Research scientists, set Houghton v. United
States, 23 F.2d 386 (4th Cir.),«rt denied, 277 U.S. 592 (1928), and design engineers, see Lane
& Bodley Co. v. Locke, 150 U.S. 193 (1893), are specifically inventive employees, while a
general manager, see Hapgood v. Hewitt, 119 U.S. 226 (1886), is not a specifically inventive
employee because of his diverse administrative tasks. See generally Annot., 61 A.L.R.2d 386
(1958).
24 Cahill v. Regan, 5 N.Y.2d 292, 157 N.E.2d 505, 184 N.Y.S.2d 348 (1959). Designing,
constructing or devising a manufacturing method are not inventive tasks because they involve
applying an idea rather than creating one. United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289
U.S. 178 (1932); Banner Metals, Inc. v. Lockwood, 178 Cal. App. 2d 643, 3 Cal. Rptr. 421
(1960); Cahill v. Regan, 5 N.Y.2d 292, 157 N.E.2d 505, 184 N.Y.S.2d 348 (1959).
25 United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1932).
26 Id. at 187. The Court specifically found that the employees were not hired to invent.
Id. at 195. In his dissent. Justice Stone interprets the majority to mean that the employees
were not hired to create that specific invention. Id. at 213.
27 289 U.S. 178 (1932).
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all work-related patents.28
Justice Stone, in dissent, argued that an employee hired to invent, whether specifically or generally, had a duty to assign the patent on any invention within his employer's scope of business because
the employment contract implies that very purpose.29 Stone's position has received some support.30
2. Generally-inventive Employment
A generally-inventive employee is hired to pursue his creative
instincts, even if diverse from his assigned work;31 his employer anticipates no specific result or invention.32 An employee hired to generally exercise his inventive skills does not implicitly agree to assign any
resulting patents to his employer,33 although some courts infer an
agreement to assign patents arising from the inventor's work.34 In
Dubilier Condenser Corp., the Supreme Court held an employer may
own a generally-inventive employee's patent if the inventor created
the invention during working hours,35 the patent is within the employer's scope of business,36 or the inventor was assigned similar
tasks.37
28 / / . al 187-88.
29 / / . at 209. "(A]j the patent ii the fruit of the very work which the employee is hired to
do and for which he u paid, it should no more be withheld from the employer, in equity and
good conscience, than the product of any service the employee engages to render." Id. at 215.
30 See Velsicol Corp. v. Hyman, 405 III. 352, 90 N.E.2d 717, cert, denied, 339 U.S. 966
(1950). A middle position would require an inventor to assign patents "incident" to his assigned duties. See Lion Mfg. Co. v. Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., 106 F.2d 930 (7th Cir. 1939).
31 Set Cullette, saprm note 18.
32 Id.
33 United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1932); Solomons v. United
States, 137 U.S. 342 (1890).
34 Set International Pulverizing Corp. v. Kidwell, 7 N.J. Super. 345, 71 A.2d 151 (1950).
A comment to the Restatement (Second) of Agency also states:
If, however, one is employed to do experimental work for inventive purposes, it is
inferred ordinarily, although not so specifically agreed, that patentable ideas arrived at through the experimentation are to be owned by the employer. This is
even more clear where one is employed to achieve a particular result which the
invention accomplishes.
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 397 comment a (1958).

35 United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178, 193 (1932). But see Blum v.
Commissioner, 183 F.2d 281 (3d Cir. 1950).
36 Duii/ter Condenser Carp., 289 U.S. at 193. Set aim Belanger v. Alton Box Bd. Co., 180
F.2d 87 (7th Cir. 1950).
37 Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. at 193. Justice Stone summarized the Court's position somewhat differently in his dissent:
The opinion of this Court apparently rejects the distinction between specific employment or assignment and general employment to invent, . . . in favor of the
broader position . . . that wherever the employee's duties involve the exercise of
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The uncertainty in this area arises from the courts' unwillingness
to adopt a clear rule. The dilemma whether to give all the patent
rights to either the inventor or his employer forces courts to blur the
analysis to reach their desired result. A court, therefore, will avoid
the generally-inventive analysis by finding either a specifically-inventive or a non-inventive employment status. Courts might be more
willing to articulate their reasoning if an intermediate position were
available to divide the patent rights between an inventor and his
employer.
3.

Non-inventive Employment

An employee who is not hired to invent does not impliedly agree
to assign any patent—even one created through his employment—
because his salary is not intended to be compensation for inventing.38
While a non-inventive employee owns the patent, his employer may
have a non-exclusive license to use the invention. This license exists
either because the inventor used his employer's resources in creating
the invention or because his employer promoted the invention while
reasonably expecting a royalty-free use. 39
This three-tiered employment status analysis divides patent
rights between an inventor and his employer according to reasonable
expectations. An employee hired to create a specific invention only
does what his employer expects when he creates that invention. A
inventive powers, the employer is entitled to an assignment of the patent on any
invention made in the scope of the general employment.
Id. at 213-14 (Stone, J., dissenting). For agreement with tbe author's interpretation of the
Court's position, see Fersing v. Fast, 121 F.2d 531 (C.C.P.A. 1941); Milwaukee v. Activated
.Sludge, Inc., 69 F.2d 577 (7th Cir), art denied, 293 U.S. 576 (1934); but see International
Carrier-Call & Television Corp. v. R.C.A., 142 F.2d 493 (2d Cir. 1944).
38 Small v. Heywood-Waltefield Co., 13 F. Supp. 825 (D. Mass. 1936). In National Dev.
Co. v. Gray, the court noted:
One by merely entering an employment requiring the performance of services of a
noninventive nature does not lose his rights to any inventions that he may make
during the employment, athough the employment may have afforded the opportunity or occasion for the conception of an idea which may lead to a patent and the
rendition of services in the course of his employment may have so enhanced his
mechanical skills, scientific knowledge and inventive facilities as to enable him to
develop and perfect the idea into a patentable article, and this is true even if the
patent is for an improvement upon a device or process used by the employer or is of
such great practical value as to supersede the devices or processes with which the
employee became familiar during his employment.
316 Mass. at 246, 55 N.E.2d at 786. Set also Banner Metals, Inc. v. Lockwood, 178 Cal. App.
2d 643,3 Cal. Rptr. 421 (1960); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF ACENCY § 397 (1958). See generally DEIXER'S, supra note 20, § 375.
39 National Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 55 N.E.2d 783 (1944); see notes 58-75 infra
and accompanying text.
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generally-inventive employee may exceed his employer's expectations. Thus, where a generally-inventive employment is involved, the
division of patent rights is more difficult, lending itself to a case by
case analysis. Finally, a non-inventive employee always exceeds his
employer's expectations when he creates an invention. As the foregoing suggests, the employment status analysis provides only broad categories which give the patent rights to one party or the other. This
works well in the extreme categories—specifically-inventive or noninventive employment, but does not accomplish an adequate distribution in the intermediate category—generally-inventive employment. A better analysis would apportion the rights in this
intermediate category according to each party's contribution.
B. Fiduciary Duty
Some employees, usually corporate officers and directors, have a
fiduciary duty not to compete with their employers. This duty may
require an inventor to assign a particular patent to his employer.40
Such a key employee, often called the employer's "alter-ego,"41 has
an obligation to promote his employer's best interest by assigning a
potentially-competing invention created during his employment.42
Unlike the employment-status analysis,43 the fiduciary duty analysis
depends on a duty of loyalty rather than an implied agreement in
anticipation of invention.44 An inventor is required to assign a pat40 Dowse v. Federal Rubber Co., 254 F. 308 (N.D. III. 1918); Daniel Orifice Fining Co. v.
Whalen, 198 Cal. App. 2d 791, 18 Cal. Rptr. 639 (1962).
41 In Dowsi, the court defined an "alter ego" as "whether [the inventor) occupied such a
relationship to the corporation that he was its alter ego, in such a capacity that it is consistent
with good faith that he should recognize its ownership of the patents issued to him." 254 F. at
310. In a different context, such as establishing a shareholder's tort liability, "alter ego" is
more restrictedly defined as:
that the corporation is not only influenced and governed by that person, but that
there is such a unity of interest and ownership that the individuality, or separateness, of such a person and corporation has ceased, and the facts are such that an
adherence to the fiction would, under the particular circumstances, sanction a
fraud or promote injustice.
Associated Vendors, Inc. v. Oakland Meat Co., 210 Cal. App. 2d 825, 837, 26 Cal. Rptr. 806,
813 (1963). To avoid confusion, this note substitutes the term "fiduciary duty" wherever
possible. When "alter ego" appears, the author intends the Dowst definition to apply.
42 Dowse v. Federal Rubber Co., 254 F. 308 (N.D. III. 1918).
43 Set notes 11-39/K/VB and accompanying text.
44 The cases do not clarify whether the fiduciary duty theory rests on an implied contract
or equitable considerations. Set Preii v. Eversharp, Inc., 154 F. Supp. 98 (E.D.N.Y. 1957)
(based on implied contract); Grove v. Grove Valve & Regulator Co., 4 Cat. App. 3d 299, 84
Cal. Rptr. 300 (1970) (based on equity). If based on contract, the alter-ego can modify his
duty to assign by specifically contracting otherwise. Sa Preis v. Eversharp, Inc., 154 F. Supp.
98 (E.D.N.Y. 1957); Daniel Orifice Fitting Co. v. Whalen, 198 Cal. App. 2d 791, 18 Cal.
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ent to his employer under the fiduciary-duty analysis, if the employer
can show: 1) the inventor was under afiduciaryduty to his employer;
2) the inventor had an obligation to assign that type of patent; and
3) the obligation to assign the patent existed when the invention was
created.
Application of the alter-ego theory requires that the inventor
have a fiduciary duty not to compete with his employer.*''' State corporate
law determines who has this fiduciary duty.46 Employment alone
does not create a fiduciary duty not to compete with one's employer.4' Rather, thisfiduciaryduty requires the existence of a confidential relationship48 and actual control over the operation of the
employer's business49—an alter-ego relationship.
Once an employer establishes this fiduciary duty, the employer
must prove the alter-ego had an obligation to assign the specific type of
invention to avoid unfair competition with the employer.30 Most state
corporate laws prohibit officers and directors from competing directly with the corporation by usurping a "corporate opportunity."51
Rptr. 659 (1962). If based on equity, the alter-ego cannot contractually modify his fiduciary
duty, but may raise equitable defenses such as laches or unclean hands. The author believes
the contract theory better suits modern practice because of the need for flexibility to suit
individual circumstances.
45 Dowse v. Federal Rubber Co., 254 F. 308 (N.D. 111. 1918); Melin v. United States, 478
F 2d 1210 (Ct. CI. 1973). The alter-ego theory arose in a corporate setting but also applies to
partnerships. Sti Burr v . D t U Vergne, 102 N.Y. 415, 7 N.E. 366 (1886).
46 Tripp v. United States, 406 F.2d 1066 (Ct. CI. 1969).
47 United States v. Snepp, 595 F.2d 926 (4th Cir. 1979) (a contract can create a fiduciary
duty but not all contractual duties are fiduciary); Banner Metals, Inc. v. Lockwood, 178 Cal.
App. 2d 643, 3 Cal. Rptr. 421 (I960)(the position's title is not controlling); National
Rejectors, Inc. v. Trieman, 409 S.W.2d 1 (Mo. 1966)(en banc).
48 Vigitron, Inc. v. Ferguson, 120 N.H. 638, 419 A.2d 1115 (1980). The existence of a
confidential relationship must be determined from the state corporate laws.
49 Melin v. United States, 478 F.2d 1210 (Ct. CI. 1973). Thus, a president who is the
majority stockholder, LeFiell v. United States, 162 Ct. CI. 865 (1963); Grove v. Grove Valve
& Regulator Co., 4 Cal. App. 3d 299, 84 Cal. Rptr. 300 (1970), an elected president, Preis v.
Eversharp, Inc., 154 F. Supp. 98 (E.D.N.Y. 1957), a vice-president for development, Daniel
Orifice Fitting Co. v. Whalen, 198 Cal. App. 2d 791, 18 Cal. Rptr. 659 (1962), a vice-president and sales manager, Diversey Corp. v. Mertz, 13 F. Supp. 410 (N.D. III. 1936), and even a
non-officer who actually runs the business, Transparent Ruler Co. v. C-Thru Ruler Co., 129
Conn. 369, 28 A.2d 232 (1942), have a fiduciary duty to assign potentially competing inventions to their employers. A general manager, on the other hand, does not have such a fiduciary duty because he can compete with his employer. Holders Mfg., Inc. v. Cudd, 80 Idaho
557, 335 P.2d 890 (1959). Even a vice-president, general manager and principal shareholder
is not his employer's alter-ego if another person actually runs the business. Melin v. United
States, 478 F.2d 1210 (Ct. CI. 1973).
50 Detroit Testing Lab. v. Robison, 221 Mich. 442, 191 N.W. 218 (1922).
51 Set Davis v. Alwac Int'I, Inc. 369 S.W.2d 797 (Tex. Civ. App. 1963); HENN, LAW OF
CORPORATIONS § 236 (2d ed. 1970). Stt da Science Accessories Corp. v. Summagraphics
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Other states, applying a broader rule, forbid officers and directors
from even creating a "conflicting interest."52 Finally, a few states,
applying a narrower rule, only prevent officers and directors from
obtaining an opportunity learned through "official duties."33 The
conflicting interest rule apportions patents most equitably because it
embodies the modern opinion of a corporate officer's fiduciary duties.
Under that rule, an employer receives patents which would directly
compete with its products, while the alter-ego retains the opportunity
to create in subject areas where his employer does not compete.54
Finally, an employer must prove the inventor created the invention while under an obligation to assign the resulting patent to the
employer.55 An inventor does not have to assign a patent simply because he later becomes an alter-ego of an employer needing his invention.56 Likewise, a former alter-ego does not have to assign a
patent for an invention created after leaving his position, even if he
had worked on the same problem while an alter-ego.57
The fiduciary duty analysis prevents an influential employee
from abusing his confidential position or defrauding a trusting employer. The analysis, therefore, fulfills legitimate business expectations. Like the employment-status analysis, the fiduciary duty
analysis varies somewhat from state to state depending on the state
corporate law. Unlike the employment status analysis, the fiduciary
duty analysis is well suited to actual situations because it focuses on
relatively clear-cut principles of confidentiality and fiduciary duty.
C. Shop Right
Even if an inventor owns a patent, his employer may have a
Corp., 425 A.2d 957 (Del. 1980)(a corporate opportunity is something the corporation is
financially able to undertake, within its line of business and one it is interested in).
52 See Daniel Orifice Titling Co v. Whalen, 198 Cal. App. 2d 791, 800-01, 18 Cal. Rptr.
659, 667 (1962)(the law demands a scrupulous observance of an officer's duty not only to
protect the corporate interest but also to refrain from doing anything that would injure the
corporation or deprive it of profit which his skills might properly bring it); HENN, supra note
51, § 237.
53 See Detroit Testing Lab. v. Robison, 221 Mich. 442, 191 N.W. 218 (1922); HtNN,tupn
note 51, § 237.
54 The conflicting interest test does not require an alter-ego to assign patents which the
corporation would be indifferent to or only marginally benefit from. The corporation, on the
other hand, is protected from the alter-ego keeping a potentially competing invention.
55 Melin v. United States, 478 F.2d 1210 (Ct. CI. 1973).
56 Melin v. United States, 478 F.2d 1210 (Ct. CI. 1973); Grove v. Grove Valve & Regulator Co., 4 Cal. App. 3d 299, 84 Cal. Rptr. 300 (1970).
57 Set Daniel Orifice Fitting Co. v. Whalen, 198 Cal. App. 2d 791, 18 Cal. Rptr. 659
(1962); Steranko v. Inforex, Inc., 5 Mass. App. 253, 362 N.E-2d 222 (1977).
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"shop right," a license to use the invention, because the inventor
either used his employer's resources in creating the invention,58 or
allowed his employer to promote the invention with the expectation
of royalty-free use.*9
A shop right is an employer's royalty-free, non-exclusive, and
non-transferable license to use an employee's patented invention.60
An employment relationship does not automatically create a shop
right.61 Rather, the employer must establish, under state law,62 an
implied contract creating a shop right.63 Therefore, if the inventor
and his employer have already entered into an express agreement
concerning patent rights, a court will not infer a shop right.64
An inventor who uses even a small amount of his employer's
time, facilities or money to develop an idea, may impliedly give his
employer a shop right in the resulting invention.65 Although courts
58 United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1932); Banner Metals, Inc.
v. Lockwood, 178 Cal. App. 2d 643, 3 Cat. Rptr. 421 (I960).
59 Set Gill v. United States, 160 U.S. 426 (1896); Melin v. United States, 478 F.2d 1210
(Ct. CI. 1973); Hobbs v. United States, 376 F.2d 488 (5th Cir. 1967), modified, 451 F.2d 849
(5th Cir. 1971); Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp..v. Maurice A. Garbell, Inc., 204 F.2d 946
(9th Cir.),«r* denied, 346 U.S. 873 (1953); Cahill v. Regan, 5 N.Y.2d 292, 157 N.E.2d 505,
184 N.Y.S.2d 348 (1959).
60 United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1932); Marshall v. ColgatePalmolive-Peet Co., 175 F.2d 215 (3d Cir. 1949); Banner Metals, Inc. v. Lockwood, 178 Cal.
App. 2d 643, 3 Cal. Rptr. 421 (1960). Generally, a direct employer-employee relationship
must exist to give rise to a shop right. Hobbs v. United States, 376 F.2d 488 (5th Cir. 1967).
But see Francklyn v. Guilford Packing Co., 695 F.2d 1158 (9th Cir. 1983). Courts disagree
over whether a shop right is a contractual or equitable right. See, e.g., Gemco Eng'g & Mfg.
Co. v. Henderson, 151 Ohio St. 95, 84 N.E.2d 596 (1949).
61 Aero Bolt & Screw Co. v. Iaia, 180 Cal. App. 2d 728, 5 Cal. Rptr. 53 (1960); Banner
Metals, Inc. v. Lockwood, 178 Cal. App. 2d 643, 3 Cal. Rptr. 421 (1960).
62 Id.
63 United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1932); Gill v. United States,
160 U.S. 426 (1896); Neon Signal Device, Inc. v. Alpha-Claude Neon Corp., 54 F.2d 793
(WD. Pa. 1931); Banner Metals, Inc. v. Lockwood, 178 Cal. App- 2d 643, 3 Cal. Rptr. 421
(I960). Older cases alternately applied a contract or equitable estoppel theory. See Annot.,
61 A.L.R.2d 356, 363 (1958).
64 Jamesbury Corp. v. Worcheuer Valve Co., 443 F.2d 205 (1st Cir. 1971); B.F. Gladding
& Co. v. Scientific Anglers, Inc., 139 F. Supp. 236 (E.D. Mich. 1956); Aero Bolt & Screw Co.
v. Iaia, 180 Cal. App. 2d 728, 5 Cal. Rptr. 53 (1960). If the employer pays royalties for the
invention's use, a court will not infer a shop right. Gemco Eng'g & Mfg. Co. v. Henderson,
151 Ohio St. 95,84 N.E.2d 596 (1949). An employer who tells an inventor to stop working on
an idea waives any accrued shop right. Dewey v. American Stair Glide Corp., 557 S.W.2d
643 (Mo. App. 1977).
65 United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1932); Papazian v. American Steel & Wire Co., 155 F. Supp. Ill (N.D. Ohio 1957). In Dubilier Condenser Corp., the
Supreme Court said:
(W]here a servant, during his hours of employment, working with his master's
materials and appliances, conceives and perfects an invention for which he obtains
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may be liberal in creating shop rights,66 they at least require that the
inventor have used some of his employer's resources.67 For example,
a shop right may be established if an inventor works on his invention
for a short time "during the hours of employment." 68 Even if an
inventor creates an invention on his own time, his employer may receive a shop right if the inventor used the employer's facilities in creating the invention.69 This may be true even if the use is minimal. 70
An employer also obtains a shop right by developing an invention with the reasonable expectation of royalty-free use.71 However,
the employer must reasonably rely on an inventor's conduct which
manifested assent to the free use.
A shop right exists for the life of the patent even if the employment relationship terminates earlier.72 Under the shop right, the ema patent, he must accord his master a non-exclusive right to practice the invention. . . . Since the servant uses his master's time, facilities and materials to attain
a concrete result, the latter is in equity entitled to use that which embodies his own
property and to duplicate it as often as he may find occasion to employ similar
appliances in his business.
289 U.S. at 188-89. Since the Dubilier Condenser Corp. decision, the shop right concept has been
broadened to include instances when only one factor is present. See Hobbs v. United States,
376 F.2d 488 (5th Cir. 1967); Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. v. Maurice A. Garbell, Inc.,
204 F.2d 946 (9th Cir. 1953); Gemco Eng'g & Mfg. Co. v. Henderson, 151 Ohio St. 95, 84
N.E.2d 596 (1949); Dewey v. American Stair Glide Corp., 557 S.W.2d 643 (Mo. App. 1977).
66 Set, e.g., Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. v. Maurice A. Carbell, Inc., 204 F.2d 946
(9th Cir. 1953). Bui see Hobbs v. United States, 376 F.2d 488 (5th Cir. 1967).
67 McNamara v. Powell, 256 A.D. 554, 11 N.Y.S.2d 491 (1939).
68 Gemco Eng'g & Mfg. Co. v. Henderson, 151 Ohio St. 95, 84 N.E.2d 596 (1949).
"Hours of employment" is narrowly defined, so it excludes lunch hour and aftework hours.
Dewey v. American Stair Glide Corp., 537 S.W.2d 643 (Mo. App. 1977). But, officers are not
limited to those restricted hours. Wellington Print Works, Inc. v. Magid, 242 F. Supp. 614
(E.D. Pa. 1965).
69 Kinkade v. New York Shipbldg. Corp., 21 N.J. 362, 122 A.2d 360 (1956).
70 Traditionally, minimal use, such as $4.20 worth of welding equipment, created a shop
right. Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. v. Maurice A. Garbell, Inc., 204 F.2d 946 (9th Cir.
1953). See also Callahan v. Capron, 280 F. 254 (D.R.I. 1922). Some forward-looking courts,
however, have ignored such trivial use because employees routinely use small quantities of
their employer's material for non-inventive purposes. Aero Bolt & Screw Co. v. Iaia, 180 Cal.
App. 2d 728, 5 Cal. Rptr. 53 (1960); Banner Metals, Inc. v. Lockwood, 178 Cal. App. 2d 643,
3 Cal. Rptr. 421 (1960); Dewey v. American Stair Glide Corp., 557 S.W.2d 643 (Mo. App.
1977).
71 Francklyn v. Guilford Packing Co., 695 F.2d 1158 (9th Cir. 1983); Davis Harvester
Co., Inc. v. Long Mfg. Co., 252 F. Supp. 989 (E.D.N.C. 1966), affd, 373 F.2d 513 (4th Cir.
1967).
72 Tin Decorating Co. v. Metal Package Corp., 29 F.2d 1006 (D.C.N.Y. 1928), affd, 37
F.2d 5 (2d Cir), cert, denied, 281 U.S. 759 (1930). At one lime, the continued existence of a
shop right depended on whether the inventor still worked for that employer. See City of
Boston v. Allen, 91 F. 248 (1st Cir. 1898)(at that time, a shop right for an invention embodied
in a machine only lasted as long as the machine continued to operate while a shop right in a
process continued for the life of the patent).
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ployer can make, use, and sell articles embodying the patented
invention.73 This right, however, does not permit the employer to
sell articles outside his normal range of business.'4 The employer
cannot voluntarily transfer the shop right, but a legal successor, such
as a bankruptcy receiver or a successor corporation, can exercise the
shop right.''*
The shop right doctrine equitably distributes patent rights between an inventor and his employer—the inventor retains the patent's title and his employer obtains the invention's free use. The shop
right doctrine attempts to divide the patent rights between an inventor and his employer rather than give the rights to one or the other.
If courts, following the modern trend, ignore minimal uses, the shop
right doctrine will adequately reflect the parties' presumed intent.
D. Express Contract
Most modern employers, unwilling to allow vague common law
doctrines to determine their patent rights, use express written contracts to allocate patent rights between themselves and their employees.76 The overwhelming majority of states" allow these contracts
which usually transfer all of the inventor's patent rights to the employer in return for the inventor's regular salary.'8 Consequently, the
employer can plan a steady expense rather than risk the unprojectable future costs of obtaining the patent rights at a later date.
73 Brown v. Ocean Drilling & Exploration Co., 374 A.2d 842 (Del. Ch), rtv'd on other
grounds, 403 A.2d 1114 (Del. 1977); Gemco Eng'g & Mfg. Co. v. Henderson, 151 Ohio St. 95,
84 N.E.2d 594 (1949).
74 Francklyn v. Guilford Packing Co., 695 F.2d 1158 (9th Cir. 1983); Thompson v. American Tobacco Co., 174 F.2d 773, 778 (4th Cir. 1949).
75 Lane & Bodlcy Co. v. Locke, 150 U.S. 193 (1893) (employee continued to work for
successor); General Paint Corp. v. Kramer, 68 F.2d 40 (10th Cir. 1933), art denied, 292 U.S.
623 (1934)(a parent corporation cannot use its subsidiary's shop rights as long as they retain
their separate corporate identities); Neon Signal Devices Inc. v. Alpha-Claude Neon Corp., 54
F.2d 793 (WD. Pa. 1931); Wilson v. J.G. Wilson Corp., 241 F. 494 (CD. Va. 1917). But see
Hapgood v. Hewitt, 119 U.S. 226 (1886). Set generally DtLLER's, supra note 20, § 409.
76 See Orkin, supra note 2. These agreements supercede the common law. Jamesbury
Corp. v. Worchester Valve Co., 443 F.2d 205 (1st Cir. 1971). Once a particular contract is
found invalid,-the employer's rights will be determined under the common law. See Steranko
v. Inforex, Inc., 5 Mass. App. 253, 362 N.E.2d 222 (1977).
77 California, Minnesota, North Carolina and Washington have statutory restrictions on
invention assignments in employment contracts. See notes 117-22 infra and accompanying
text. State law controls the interpretation and validity of express patent assignments. Combs
v. Plough, Inc., 681 F.2d 469 (6th Cir. 1982); Sianheld v. Osborne Industries, Inc., 7 Kan.
App. 416, 643 P.2d 1115 (1982); A & C Eng'g Co. v. Atherholt, 355 Mich. 677, 95 N.W.2d
871, «rt denied, 361 U.S. 824 (1959); Arena v. Coldditc Corp., 205 U.S.P.Q. 566 (N.J. Super.
1979).
78 See Orkin, supra note 2.
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Unfortunately, the law imposes few restrictions on these express
contracts.79 In consideration for a terminable-at-will employment
contract,80 an employee may even assign inventions created before
his employment,81 and those to be created after he resigns.82 While
an inventor theoretically can attack an employment contract requiring a patent assignment like any other contract,83 courts are generally unsympathetic to the inventor.84
The courts seem to ignore the employer's inherently stronger
bargaining position and superior legal knowledge. For example, employment contracts that assign patents rarely fail for lack of consideration because the inventor's continued employment is considered
adequate compensation.85 Also, public policy does not prohibit an
employee from assigning his future inventions.86 Patent rights, like
other property rights,87 can be alienated before coming into exist79 See DuPont Rayon Co. v. Paley, 4 F. Supp. 290 (N.D. III. 1933), o/V, 71 F 2d 856 (7th
Cir. 1934), where the district court stated:
There is a modem philosophy to the effect that earned income should be more
liberally returned to the individual making it possible, but until such policy shall be
reflected in legislation invalidating a contract of sale of inv* itive labor, this court is
powerless to afford relief against situations which parties, mentally competent, have
created for themselves.
4 F. Supp. at 292.
80 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Miller, 22 F.2d 353 (9th Cir. 1927); Magnetic Mfg.
Co. v. Dings Magnetic Separator Co., 16 F.2d 739 (7th Cir.),«rt denied, 274 U.S. 740 (1927).
81 Rotary Lift Co. v. Clayton, 127 F. Supp. 176 (D. Mass. 1954); Holders Mfg. Co. v.
Cudd, 80 Idaho 557, 335 P.2d 890 (1959).
82 Conway v. White, 9 F.2d 863 (2d Cir. 1925).
83 See Conway v. White, 9 F.2d 863 (2d Cir. 1925); Rotary Lift Co. v. Clayton, 127 F.
Supp. 176 (D. Mass. 1954).
84 See Stedman, The Employed Inventor, the Public Interest, andHorse andBuggy Law in the Space
Age, 4 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1 (1970), reprinted in 2 PAT. L. REV. 207 (1970).
85 Fish v. Air-O-Fan Products Co., 285 F.2d 208 (9th Cir. 1960); Conway v. White, 9
F.2d 863 (2d Cir. 1925). Previously negotiated employment might not be new consideration
for a subsequent assignment agreement. Hewett v. Samsonite Corp., 32 Colo. App. 150, 507
P.2d 1119 (1973). See also Muenzer v. W.F. & John Barnes Co., 9 III. App. 2d 391, 133 N.E.2d
312 (1956) (employee's salary tied to sales rather than invention). In states where the adequacy of consideration can be challenged, an inventor may argue his employer did not give
enough consideration because the employee's salary was only paid for his normal duties. See
generally CALAMARI & PEKILLO, CONTRACTS § 4-3 (2d ed. 1977).

86 Conway v. White, 9 F.2d 863 (2d Cir. 1925). But see Alam, Employer's Obligations Regarding Employee Inventions—A Sew Perspective, 8 EM PL RtL. L.J. 463 (1982), for a strong argument why public policy should limit these agreements. See generally DELLER'S, supra note 20,
§373.
87 The courts do not distinguish between patent rights and more concrete property
rights. The author believes that intellectual property rights are considerably different because they are not attributable to any particular individual before they come into existence
and the potential owner can prevent the rights from vesting in himself but cannot guarantee
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ence. 88 Using the fiction of equal bargaining position, courts have
refused to void these adhesion contracts as unreasonable,89 unconscionable,90 or against public policy.91 But, modern developments in
adhesion contract theory may mitigate these harsh results.
The inventor's best chance to successfully attack the assignment
contract is to allege fraud in its execution. The inventor, however,
must "clearly and cogently" prove fraud.92 In Roberts v. Sears Roebuck
& Co. , 93 the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
affirmed a jury award94 of one million dollars in damages to an inventor whose employer had fraudulently obtained a patent assignment. The court held that Sears, during the licensing negotiations,
breached its fiduciary duty to Roberts, its employee, by fraudently
misstating the invention's ownership, patentability, and market
value. The court noted that these misstatements were made worse by
the existence of an employment relationship, the exchange of confidential information, and the disparity in age, intelligence, and busithey will come into existence. But see Muenzer v. W.F. & John Barnes Co., 9 III. App. 2d 391,
406 (1956)(inventive talents can be contracted for just as mechanical skills).
88 Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1 (I966)(rejecting the natural rights theory);
Conway v. White, 9 F.2d 863 (2d Cir. 1925). See generally DELLER'S, supra note 20, § 347.
89 Conway v. White, 9 F.2d 863 (2d Cir. 1925). A tum-of-the-century case holds that an
employer's threat to fire an inventor for refusing to assign a patent does not constitute duress.
Barr Car Co. v. Chicago. & N. W. Ry., 110 F. 972 (7th Cir. 1901), cert, denied, 186 U.S. 484
(1902). An employer does not even unreasonably coerce an inventor by saying the inventor
will have difficulties finding another job. Rotary Lift Co. v. Clayton, 127 F. Supp. 176 (D.
Mass. 1954). Modern notions of reasonableness and duress probably would change these
results.
90 Patent & licensing Corp. v. Oben, 188 F.2cl 522 (2d Cir. 1951); Guth v. Minnesota
Mining & Mfg. Co., 72 F.2d 385 (7th Cir. 1934), cert, denied, 294 U.S. 711 (1935); Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. v. Miller, 22 F.2d 353 (9th Cir. 1927); Conway v. White, 9 F.2d 863 (2d
Cir. 1925). The theory of unconscionability has undergone drastic changes in recent times, so
these old cases may be inapplicable. See Stedman, supra note 84.
91 Conway v. White, 9 F.2d 863 (2d Cir. 1925).
92 DuPont Rayon Co. v. Paley, 4 F. Supp. 290 (N.D. III. 1933), affd, 71 F.2d 856 (7th Cir.
1934). See also Arena v. Coldelite, 205 U.S.P.Q. 566 (N.J. Super. 1979)(an inventor's mistake
in law—thinking he had to assign hb patent to hb employer—does not create a cause of
action without the addition of fraud).
93 573 F.2d 976 (7th Cir),cert, denied, 439 U.S. 860 (1978),an remand, 617 F.2d 460 (7th
Cir.), cert, denied, 449 U.S. 975 (1980).
94 The jury awarded damages while the Seventh Circuit, on remand, refused to allow
restitution. Like most employer-employee cases, most issues are factual questions. Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. v. Maurice A. Garbell, Inc., 204 F.2d 946 (9th Cir. 1953); Banner
Metals, Inc. v. Lock wood, 178 Cat. App. 2d 643, 3 Cal. Rptr. 421 (1960). It is rare for such
issues to be tried before a jury because, rather than seeking damages, the parties often seek
equitable relief—either the employer wants an injunction requiring the inventor to assign a
patent, or the inventor asks the court to rescind an already executed agreement. See North
American Philips Co. v. Brownshield, 111 F. Supp. 762 (S.D.N.Y. 1953). Juries might be
more sympathetic to the employed inventor.
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ness experience between Sears' patent attorney and Roberts, a
teenager.95 Thus, at least one circuit court has imposed a duty of fair
dealing on an employer negotiating with his employee over rights to
the employee's invention.
An inventor may also attack the duration of a patent assignment
clause in an employment contract. An inventor can freely assign an
invention created before his employment. 96 This is not a serious
problem because both parties have an idea of the invention's value
which can be reflected in the employee's salary. But, an employment
contract's assignment of patents for inventions which might be created after the inventor has terminated his employment (a trailer
clause) raises unfair competition questions.97
Trailer clauses98 are a product of the tension between an inventor's rights to create, and to seek future employment—and his employer's right to protect confidential information. An inventor has a
right to use skills and knowledge gained through prior employment; 99
thus, his former-employer cannot require him to forego his inventive
powers.'00 In addition, an employee has the right during his employment to plan to compete with his employer once he has resigned.10'
The employer, however, can protect his confidential information for
95 573 F.2d at 983. Roberts, age 18, invented a quick release socket wrench. He filed a
patent application and submitted his invention to Sears, his employer. After conducting several tests to determine the invention's value. Sears knowingly underrepresented the invention's value in its licensing negotiations with Roberts. In addition, Sears channeled some
work to Robert's patent attorney, creating a conflict of interest. When Roberts discovered the
real value of his invention, he sued for damages. Once the jury awarded damages, Roberts
amended his complaint to seek rescission of the original licensing agreement and an accounting of Sear's profits. In a followup case, the Seventh Circuit, relying on a choice of remedy,
refused to allow the district court to force Sears to restitute its unjust enrichment. Roberts v.
Sears Roebuck & Co., 617 F.2d 460 (7th Cir.), cert, denied, 449 U.S. 975 (1980). Sears had
already voluntarily reassigned the patent to Roberts. As a result, Sears made forty-four million dollars on Roberts' patent and only paid him one million dollars. 617 F 2d at 467
(Swygert, J., dissenting).
96 Rotary Lin Co. v. Clayton, 127 F. Supp. 176 (D. Mass. 1954). The court will not
imply such an assignment. Rigging Int'l Maint. Co. v. Gwin, 128 Cal. App. 3d 594, 180 Cal.
Rptr. 451 (1982).
97 See United Shoe Mach. Co. v. La Chapelle, 212 Mass. 467, 99 N.E. 289 (1912).
98 A trailer clause binds an inventor to assign the patent for any invention created by
him during some limited time following the termination of his employment. Doherty & Iandiorio, The Law of the Employed Inventor—Timefora Change?, 57 MASS. L.Q. 27, 36 (1972).
99 National Rejectors, Inc. v. Triemari, 409 S.W.2d I (Mo. 1966)(en banc); Welex Jet
Servs., Inc. v. Owen, 325 S.W.2d 856 (Tex. Civ. App. 1959).
100 Welex Jet Servs., Inc. v. Owen, 325 S.W.2d 856 (Tex. Civ. App. 1959). See also Hickory Specialties v. B & L Laboratory, Inc., 592 S.W.2d 583 (Tenn. App. 1979).
101 National Rejectors, Inc. v. Trieman, 409 S.W.2d 1 (Mo. 1966)(en banc).
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a reasonable time.102 An employer can also prevent an employee
from creating an invention while employed and saving it until after
he resigns.103
Because of this tension, a trailer clause is not void per se; rather,
the clause's reasonableness determines its validity.104 A clause is unreasonable if it: 1) extends beyond any apparent protection which
the employer reasonably requires; 2) prevents the inventor from seeking other employment; or 3) adversely impacts the public.105 Therefore, a trailer clause is valid when limited to a reasonable time106 and
to the subject matter an inventor worked with or had knowledge of
102 G T I Corp. v. Calhoon, 309 F. Supp. 762 (S.D. Ohio 1969). Bui see Armoriite Lent
Co. v. Campbell, 340 F. Supp. 273 (S.D. Cal. 1972) (former employee only required to assign
patents based on the employer's confidential information).
103 New Jersey Zinc Co. v. Singmaster, 71 F.2d 277 (2d Cir.),cert denied, 293 U.S. 591
(1934); National Dev. Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 55 N.E-2d 783 (1944); International Pulverizing Corp. v. Kidwell, 7 N.J. Super. 345 (1950). But see Jamesbury Corp. v. Worchester
Valve Co., 443 F.2d 205 (1st Cir. 1971) (employee could take idea short of invention even if in
bad faith).
104 Universal Winding Co. v. Clarke, 108 F. Supp. 329 (D.Conn. 1952) (the court emphasized the inventor had no prior experience in the field and the limitation covered an insignificant fraction of the machine design field). See generally DELLER'S, supra note 20, § 374.
105 Dorr-Oliver, Inc. v. United States, 432 F.2d 447 (Ct. a . 1970); G T I Corp. v.
Calhoon, 309 F. Supp. 762 (S.D. Ohio 1969); Universal Winding Co. v. Clarke, 108 F. Supp.
329 (D. Conn. 1952).
106 A court will uphold a one-year restriction on inventing in a particular field. Universal
Winding Co. v. Clarke, 108 F. Supp. 329 (D. Conn. 1952), but will strike down a broad five
year restriction on inventing as an unreasonable restraint of trade, G T I Corp. v. Calhoon,
309 F. Supp. 762 (S.D. Ohio 1969).
The Clarke court explained in dicta one of its reasons Cor upholding a restriction:
In the long run, the public is better served by giving a year's head-start in the
competitive race to a manufacturer who has ventured his capital and skill in research and in the practical application of the accumulation of his knowledge and
experience in that field, than by leaving such a one to start the race at scratch with
a competitor having no such stake in the business.
108 F. Supp. at 334. Compare the Clarke court's reasoning with the dicta in Calhoon striking
down a restriction:
First, a court could not enforce such a restraint. . . . Second, such restraint would
be unduly harsh. . . . Third, a court has no power to compel an employee to erase
from his mind knowledge which he has acquired from his employer.
With respect to the question of whether the provision of [the] contract requiring [the inventor] to assign all ideas and improvements for a period of five years
after termination of his employment contract is void against public policy, three
principals of law must be considered: I) Is the restraint reasonable in the sense that
it is no greater than necessary to protect the employer in some legitimate interest?
2) Is the restraint reasonable in the sense that it is not unduly harsh and oppressive
on the employee? 3) Is the restraint reasonable in the sense that it is not injurious to
the public?
309 F. Supp. at 767, 773.
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during his employment.107
Adhesion contracts shift what well-reasoned balance is found in
the employment-status, fiduciary-duty, and shop-right analyses to an
employer dominated situation. Because of the employer's strong bargaining position, he can deprive an inventor of his patent rights
before the invention even comes into existence. Unfortunately, the
existing law in most states does not prevent an employer from causing this imbalance. The legislature should restore this balance by
limiting an inventor's power to contract away his patent rights.
II. Statutory Modifications
The common law methods for distributing patent rights may
result in an inequitable distribution. These methods arose in an era
when employees had few rights but employers were too small to take
full-advantage of the legal imbalance.108 But, as employers have
grown more powerful, they have been able to obtain more and more
employee patent rights through contracts. Even where the employer
does not overreach in the contract, a more fundamental problem exists simply because the modern employee has no immediate stake in
his invention. If an inventor contracts away his present interest in an
undiscovered invention, he may be unwilling to undergo the risks
associated with promoting his invention. Thus, without the potential
for direct gain from his invention, an inventor may abandon a radical proposal rather than risk his employer's displeasure.
Several alternative statutory schemes would improve the present
common law system of allocating patent rights between an inventor
and his employer. Most reformers agree that the employed, inventor
is undercompensated.109 However, they differ over what method
would properly increase the inventor's compensation and what
107 One court has stated:
Hold-over clauses are simply a recognition of the fact of business life that employees
sometimes carry with them to new employers inventions or ideas so related to work
done for a former employer that in equity and good conscience the fruits of that
work should belong to that former employer. In construing and applying hold*over
clauses, the courts have held that they must be limited to reasonable times . . . and
to subject matter which an employee worked on or had knowledge of during his
employment. . . . Unless expressly agreed otherwise, an employer has no right
under a hold-over clause to inventions made outside the scope of the employee's
former activities, and made on and with a subsequent employer's time and funds.
Dorr-Oliver, Inc. v. United States, 432 F.2d 447, 452 (Ct. CI. 1970). Even if a trailer clause is
unreasonable, some courts will enforce the clause to the extent it is reasonable. Set Guth v.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 72 F.2d 385 (7th Cir. 1934), art drnuJ, 294 U.S. 711 (1935).
108 Set Stedman, afim note 84.
109 See Orkin, supra note 2.
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amount the employer should retain as compensation for his investment in research and development." 0
Other countries use various statutory approaches. Some countries limit the inventor's ability to alienate his patent rights, either by
preventing him from assigning potential patent rights before an invention is created,"' or by requiring him to retain an interest in his
patented invention." 2 Many countries require an employer to share
an invention's value with the inventor." 3 Finally, most socialist
countries award the inventor a bonus for each patented invention." 4
This country needs similar statutory reform. In the past five
years, four states" 5 have enacted statutes prohibiting an employer
from requiring the assignment of certain inventions as a condition of
employment. Congress has considered several bills" 6 requiring an
employer to share an invention's value with the inventor and prohibiting an employer from requiring the assignment of certain inventions as a prerequisite to employment.
A. Slate Statutes
The state statutes attempt to prevent an employer from abusing
his unequal bargaining power. These statutes limit the type of inventions which an employer can contractually require an inventor to
assign. Under these statutes, the employment-status, fiduciary-duty,
no u.
111 See Neumeyer,supra note I (Japan).
112 Id. (Austria).
113 Id. (Denmark, West Germany and Sweden). In 1977, the United Kingdom replaced
its common law employee patent right distribution system with a statutory compensation
scheme similar to the other members of the Common Market. The Patent Act of 1977, § 3943, 47 HALSBURY'S STATUTES OF ENGLAND 1052-58 (3d ed. 1977). Under the 1977 English
Patent Act, an inventor retains all patent rights except ones made: a) "in the course or [his]
normal duties [or ones] specifically assigned to him, and . . . an invention might reasonably
be expected" [generally-inventive employment] or b) the inventor "had a special obligation to
further the interests of the employees undertaking** [a fiduciary duty]. Id. § 39. The inventor's compensation depends on his duties and remunerations, his effort and skill in making the
invention, other people's contribution to the invention, and the employer's contribution in
creating and developing the invention. Id. § 41.
This well-drafted English statute appears to adapt the common law catagories to a statutory compensation scheme. American reformers should examine the results in England, and,
perhaps, the United States should follow the English lead. For a general interpretation of the
English statute, see Reid, Employer Inventions Under the Patent Act 1977, 1979 J. Bus. L. 350.
114 See Neumeyer, supra note I ( U S S R ) .
115 California, Minnesota, North Carolina, and Washington. The Wall Street Journal
Article, supra note 1, reported that Illinois passed similar legislation, but Enlow, Employer and
Employee Agreements, 1982 PAT. L. ANN. 103, noted the legislation was only pending, and the
author verified that fact.
116 Brown (1947), Moss (1971), Hart-Owens (1974) and Kastenmeier (1981).
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and shop-right tests remain largely unchanged. The statutes differ
only slightly in which types of inventions are assignable and in who
has the burden of proving whether a particular invention falls within
the category of those which must be assigned.
In 1977, Minnesota passed the first "freedom to create" statute." 7 The statute voids, as against public policy, any provision in
an employment agreement which requires an inventor to assign an
invention which was created without using his employer's "equipment, supplies, facility or trade secret," which is unrelated to the employer's business or research, and which did not result from work the
inventor performed for his employer. The inventor has the burden of
proving that a particular invention falls within the statutory
prohibition." 8
Washington's freedom to create statute is based on the Minnesota statute. Under the Washington statute, however, the employer
has the burden of proving the statute applies to a particular invention." 9 The California statute 120 does not require as direct a relationship between the subject matter of the invention and the
employer's business as the other state statutes.121 This difference
favoring the employer is mitigated since the legislative intent indicates that the term employer should be read narrowly.122
These state statutes restore a contractual balance between the
inventor and his employer. Under these state statutes, however, an
117 MINN. STAT. § 181.78 (1977).
118 Id. The Minnesota statute reads: "Any provision . . . which provides . . . shall not
apply . . . ," so the inventor has the burden of proving the provision's existence and its
illegality.
119 WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 49.44.140 (1979). The Washington statute reads: "A provision . . . which provides . . . does not apply . . . unless . . . ." Thus, the statute leaves the
employer with the final burden of proof once the inventor establishes the prima facie case.
120 CAL. LAB. CODE §§ 2870, 2871 (West 1979).
121 The California legislature eliminated the word "directly" from the Minnesota statute.
Thus, an invention which has many applications, including one useful to the employer, is
covered by the California statute while the other state statutes may allow the inventor to
retain the patent.
122 The California statute's author submitted the following statement to the legislature
during deliberations:
In order to ensure that the patent rights of employees do not fluctuate wildly de-.
pending upon the market position of an employee's remote parent corporation, it is
necessary to declare as the legislative intent of AB 474 that in a corporation having
multiple divisions, affiliates, subsidiaries, profit centers or companies, the term employee (sic) as used in AB 474 shall relate only to the division, affiliate, subsidiary,
profit center, or company (whichever unit is smallest) rather than to the parent
corporation.
Gullette, nipra note 18, at 752 (Cullette's emphasis deleted).
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inventor still must assign certain patents without present or future
compensation. Therefore, they do not address the more fundamental
problem of giving the inventor a stake in his invention.
B.

Proposed Federal Statutes

Several proposals designed to improve the rights of the employed inventor have been introduced into Congress. The earliest
measure, the Brown Bill,123 would have invalidated any patent assignment in an employment contract.124 This extreme solution was
soundly defeated.125 In the late sixties, Congressman Moss126 introduced a bill which would have required an employer to share an
invention's value with its inventor.127 The Moss Bill died in committee.128 A bill introduced in 1974, the Hart-Owens Bill,129 which also
died in committee,130 would have required that a minimum of two
percent of an invention's value be given to the inventor. In 1981,
Congressman Kastenmeier131 introduced two bills. The first would
have prohibited an employer from requiring pre-invention .assignment of certain inventions;132 the second sought to establish an arbitration board to award adequate compensation to the inventor.133
Although Congress did not enact Kastenmeier's bills, the growing
number of state statutes may pressure Congress to create a national
standard.
1. The Moss Bill
In 1969 Congressman Moss introduced a bill seeking to eliminate employment agreements as a method of allocating patent rights
123 The bill was named after Congressman George E. Brown, Jr., D. Cal.
124 H.R. 4932, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. (1963), reprinted in Orkin, supra note 2, at 657, reintroduced as H.R. 5918, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (1965).
125 Sa Orkin, supra note 2.
126 Congressman John E. Moss was a Democrat from California.
127 H.R. 15512,91st Cong., 1st Sess. (I969),r^n>ite/n I16CONC. REC. 744 (1910),rtmlroduadas H.R. 1483, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971).
128 Set Orkin, supra note 2.
129 S. 1321, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973) (introduced by Sen. Gary Hart, D. Col.), reprinted
in 119 CONG. REC. 9102, and H.R. 7111, 93 Cong., 1st Sess. (1973) (introduced by Rep.
Owens, D. Utah). The bill was a general revision of the patent law.
130 See Houst Hearings, supra note 1.
131 Congressman Robert W. Kastenmeier is a Democrat from Wisconsin.
132 H.R. 4732, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981), reprinted in 24 PAT. TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT J. (BNA) 375 (Aug. 12, 1982).
133 H.R. 6635, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982), reprinted in 24 PAT. TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT J. (BNA) 376 (Aug. 12, 1982).
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between an inventor and his employer.134 The bill, modeled after the
West German Patent Law, 135 divided inventions into service inventions—inventions related to the employer's business, and free inventions—all other inventions.136
The bill would have required an inventor to offer any service
invention to his employer. The employer, upon accepting the invention, would have had to compensate the inventor for his portion of
the invention's fair market value. This value would have been based
on the value of a license to use the invention, the employer's actual
savings or profit from using the invention, and the price the employer would have paid another to create the invention. 137
The Moss Bill died in committee, possibly because it was such a
radical revision of the existing law. 138 Several objections to the Moss
Bill were advanced. 139 While most of the objections are easily dismissed, one, that the proper recipient and appropriate compensation
would be difficult to determine, fatally faults the Moss Bill. Although the bill sought to establish an arbitration board to settle disputes over an inventor's compensation, the system would have relied
on private settlements to avoid being overburdened. In addition, the
Moss Bill did not provide real guidelines to establish an invention's
value and the inventor's share of that value.
2.

The Hart-Owens Bill

In the next Congress, Senator Hart and Congressman Owens
introduced a bill (the Hart-Owens Bill) that would have invalidated
any provision in an employment contract that required an inventor
to assign a patent or patent application to his employer for less than
two percent of the "profit or savings."140 The Hart-Owens Bill,
therefore, only established minimum compensation—an employer
could agree to give the inventor a higher percentage. Apparently,
134 H.R. 15512, supra note 127.
135 Sn GuUetle, supra note 18, ml 739; Orkin, supra note 2, at 658.
136 H.R. 15512, supra note 127.
137 U. Stt also Sutton & Williams, supra note 2, at 563.
138 Sn Gullette, supra note 18, at 740.
139 The major objections to the Moss Bill were I) it rewards inventors rather than promotes the progress of the useful arts as the Constitution requires; 2) it interferes with the
freedom of contract; 3) it increases the cons of doing business; 4) the existing laws are adequate; and 5) the proper recipient and appropriate compensation are difficult to determine.
Scr Sutton & Williams, supra note 2, at 568-83. Sutton and Williams favored the enactment
of the Moss bill.
140 S. 1321 and H.R. 711 \,supra note 129. Orkin points out that most employed inventors
receive less than the the minimum two percent, so the bill would have generally improved the
inventor's compensation. Orkin, supra note 2, at 661.
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the bill would not have eliminated the common law methods for an
employer to obtain the invention.141 Thus, the Hart-Owens Bill
would not even have guaranteed the two percent unless the invention
fell outside the employment-status and fiduciary-duty tests.
Unlike the Moss Bill, the Hart-Owens Bill did not propose an
arbitration system—the inventor and his employer were expected to
negotiate the percentage. The bill did seek to give the Patent Commissioner the authority to establish procedures to implement the system, but the inventor's basic remedy would have been to sue his
employer: The bill, therefore, would have only slightly modified the
existing distribution of rights while substantially raising the inventor's compensation.
The Hart-Owens Bill would have established a workable, selfpatrolling system. Unfortunately, like the Moss Bill, the Hart-Owens
Bill died in committee. 142
3.

The Kastenmeier Bills

In the Ninety-Seventh Congress, Congressman Kastenmeier introduced two bills to protect the employed inventor.143 The first
bill144 sought to prohibit an employer from exacting a pre-invention
patent assignment agreement from an inventor unless the invention
is an "employment invention." The bill defined an employment invention as one made by an employee during his term of employment.
An employment invention also had to be based on the inventor's normal or assigned duties, inside technical information acquired from
his employer, or a fiduciary relationship.145 Additionally, an employment invention had to relate to the employer's actual or contemplated business.146 The bill also would have totally eliminated
patent trailer clauses.147 Moreover, it would have limited an employer's shop right to instances where the inventor made substantial
141 S. 1321 and H.R. 7111, supra note 129. Orkin suggests (he bills are so poorly worded
that the employer would be able to to stop royalty payments after the inventor's employment
terminates, or the inventor would be able to regain the entire patent rights if the employer
fails to pay the minimum two percent royalty. Orkin, supra note 2, at 661.
142 See Hearings i supra note 1.
143 H.R. 4732, supra note 132, and H.R. 6635, supra note 133.
144 H.R. 4732, supra note 132. This bill is modeled on the Moss bill and existing German
law. See Hearings, supra note 1.
145 H.R. 4732, supra note 132, § 402.
146 Id.
147 Id. § 403(b). This seems to ignore the problems of trade secrets discussed in notes 98107 supra and accompanying text.
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use of his employer's time, material, facilities, or funds.' 48
Kastenmeier's second bill 149 proposed a mandatory compensation system for employed inventors. First, the bill divided employee's
inventions into service inventions and free inventions. Service inventions are made during the period of employment and have either
"grown out of the type of work performed by the employee" or are
"derived from experiences gained on the job." 150 All other inventions are free inventions in which the inventor retains all the patent
rights.151 An employer could release a service invention either by
failing to diligently prosecute the patent application or by releasing
the invention in writing.132 Alternatively, an employer could claim a
service invention, but had to adequately compensate the inventor.153
If an inventor and his employer could not agree, an arbitration
board would determine the inventor's compensation. 154 The bill also
sought to protect the inventor by prohibiting an employer from discriminating against an inventor who filed a complaint before the arbitration board.155
These proposed federal statutes are all pro-inventor. They also
share a common problem—the government would ultimately determine the inventor's compensation. This would create a myriad of
bureaucratic problems, such as protracted appeals, lengthy delays,
and difficult enforcement. The statutes also would require an employer to project the inventor's compensation at an early date—even
before the employer begins production. The inventor, on the other
hand, risks his employer's retaliation in seeking an undetermined
compensation.156 The administrative remedies provided in these bills
148 Id. § 403. This does away with the trivial use problem described in notes 65-70 afin
and accompanying text.
149 H.R. 6633, sufira note 133.
150 Id. § 402(3). This ambiguous language would attract lawsuits. The concepts could be
better stated as: resulting from a) duties the employer has specifically assigned the inventor
or b) the employer's trade secrets. (This formula, however, requires the inventor to assign a
much narrower range of inventions than the language in the current bill.)

151 Id. §402(4).
152 Id. §413.
153 Id. §412.
154 Id. § 414(b). The Patent Commissioner was to appoint a three member arbitration
board. Id. § 435. The bill determines the invention's value using its Eur market value discounted to reflect the inventor's position and the employer's contribution. Id. § 414(a).
155 Id. §438.
156 Before he confronts his employer, an inventor must determine that the potential
award of the invention's share outweighs the problems of confronting his employer. The
inventor may have only vague notions of his invention's value because he lacks the ability to
conduct marketability tests. His employer, on the other hand, may desire to conduct extensive studies before marketing the invention.
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can only sink the government deeper into the regulatory quagmire.
III. A New Proposal
The state statutes are necessary because they protect the inventor by reducing his employer's ability to obtain a patent unrelated to
the inventor's work. These statutes, however, do not solve the more
fundamental problem of stimulating progress in the useful arts by
giving an inventor a stake in his invention. The proposed federal
statutes also fail to create a definite stake because an inventor must
confront his employer to receive an undetermined compensation. A
better solution would provide a clearly-defined boundary between an
inventor's and his employer's rights.
As one possible alternative, Congress1" could create a "reverse
shop right" which would require the inventor to retain a royalty-free,
non-exclusive, singly-transferable158 license to use any patent assigned to his employer. This reverse shop right would make the inventor more valuable because he could sub-license his invention to a
new employer upon changing jobs. The license's value would be an
element of the inventor's new salary. Thus, employers would bid on
a valuable inventor not only for his future achievements but also for
his past accomplishments. Determining compensation, therefore,
would presumably be easier. The reverse shop right would also avoid
the administrative burden of the proposed federal statutes because
salary negotiations rather than an arbitration board would determine the inventor's compensation.
An employer faces many uncertainties in developing an invention. Presently, he can eliminate one uncertainty by paying his research stafT a salary independent of any invention's value. The Moss,
Hart-Owens, and Kastenmeier bills prohibited this practice, thus imposing two additional uncertainties—the invention's value and the
inventor's share. The reverse shop right adds only one uncertainty—
how much money it will take to keep the inventor from finding other
employment. Additionally, the risk of the inventor changing employers might only arise if the invention is valuable. Employers may
be more willing to face this risk than the two uncertainties involved
in the proposed bills. Inventors would certainly favor the reverse
157 The author hopes that the reader is convinced of the need for a national solution.
Congressional action will avoid the the possible problems raised in note 13 supra.
158 "Singly-transferable" means that the inventor can only license one employer at a tout.
Thus, if he had multiple employers, an inventor could only license one employer under his
reverse shop right. But, if the inventor switched jobs, he could transfer the reverse shop right
to his new employer.
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shop right to the complicated administrative process provided by the
other legislative proposals.
Precedent exists for a court to find a reverse shop right. In Mainland Industries, Inc. v. Timberland Machine & Engineering Corp. , l i 9 the Oregon Court of Appeals left open the possibility of a reverse shop right
although it refused to create one under the particular circumstances.160 While acknowledging the concept's novelty, the court saw
the clear analogy to the shop right doctrine. Another pioneer court
has already held that an employee has a right to use trade secrets
which he created for his former employer.161 Courts, however, may
be reluctant to expand the employee's traditional right to use skills
and knowledge learned through employment,162 by following Mainland Industries and actually finding a reverse shop right. Congress,
therefore, should remove all doubt by amending the patent laws to
create a reverse shop right.
IV. Conclusion
The current common, law methods for distributing patent rights
between an inventor and his employer do not maximize inventiveness because an employer can obtain an inventor's patent rights
before the inventor has even created his invention. Courts should
critically examine pre-invention patent assignments and void, as
against public policy, unconscionable and anticompetitive
agreements.
A few states have improved the inventor's situation by enacting
statutes preventing an employer's overreaching. In addition, various
congressmen have introduced bills to amend the patent laws to give
the inventor a stake in his invention. Congress, however, has not responded to the need for a national standard. Nevertheless, congressional action is needed not only to alleviate the problems of the
employed inventor but also to standardize the law.
159 58 Or. App. 585, 649 P.2d 613 (1962).
160 The court reasoned that the inventor did not have an equitable right to a shop right
because not only wai he paid to invent but he aho tried to hide the invention from his employer. 649 P.2d at 618. Miller, Mainland's employee, created the invention in 1976 but did
not reveal it to his employer—he even reported that there was no solution to the problem.
Later, two months before the patent was issued. Miller retired and formed Timberland.
Timberland raised the reverse shop right issue as a defense to infringment. 649 P.2d at 618.
161 Wexler v. Greenberg, 399 Pa. 569, 160 A.2d 430 (1960). WtxUr has generally not been
followed. Set, « / . , Bask Chems., Inc. v. Benson, 231 N.W.2d 220 (Iowa 1977).
162 Rdd v. Mass Co., Inc., 153 Cal. App. 2d 293,318 P.2d 54 (1957); National Rejectors,
Inc. v. Trieman, 409 S.W.2d I (Mo. I966)(en banc); Welex Jet Servs., Inc. v. Owen, 325
S.W.2d 856 (Tex. Civ. App. 1959).
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An unwillingness to impose a regulatory framework onto the
employment relationship has stymied federal reform. A self-executing scheme, therefore, must be found which will allow the parties to
work out an invention's value without government interference.
One solution may be to create a reverse shop right in the inventor. An inventor would receive a royalty-free, non-exclusive, and singly-transferable license to use any patent which he assigns to his
employer. This right would enable the inventor to bargain for a
higher salary based on his invention's value.
The American inventor must receive adequate compensation for
creating unique solutions to our daily problems or he will not continue to look for these solutions. While an employer should also receive adequate compensation for his efforts in researching and
developing the infant invention, the law must protect an inventor
from his employer's possible overreaching. America's inventive fire is
flickering—whether it dies out or continues to burn brightly depends
on whether the patent law adequately rewards both the inventor and
his employer.
William P. Hovell
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and regardless of where or by whom they were made, and to determine
as soon as feasible whether they should be patented, published, or laid
aside without action—this authority being removed from the agencies.
This suggestion, if implemented, would probably result in more uniform
treatment of Government-owned inventions; effect savings by concentrating
patent activities in a single group; tend to reduce the number of patent
applications filed; increase the number of inventions published and, it is to be
hoped, bring about commercialization of those inventions which the public,
and industry, would find useful but which arc not now being exploited
because of the lack of patent ownership in one person or corporation.
If the reader likewise concludes that the proposal advanced lacks detail
and omits reference to many facts and circumstances which have bearing upon
the feasibility of the plan he will likewise be justified. The number of Board
members, nature of its stall, location, etc., are not suggested.
It is believed, however, that in this changing world in which governmental
participation in research, both here and abroad, is increasing, and national
patent policies are being formulated, it is high time to pull loose ends together
and that consideration of a central authority should be seriously undertaken.
It is the writer's belief that the one result of beneficial nature which
would follow establishment of such a Board would be a substantial decrease
in the patenting of Government-owned inventions. This would be helpful in
that the cost of preparing such applications would be reduced and the Patent
Office spared much trouble and expense. The effectiveness of publications as
defensive documents could be enhanced by legislative action if found to be
necessary for the full protection of the Government.
A Board such as that proposed might also be vested with authority to deal
with comparable organizations of other nations, cooperating with the Department of State in international negotiations. It might usefully serve the nation
by encouraging invention in various ways, this being of the first importance in
this day of technological competition. If established, it might be helpful in
eliminating the possibility that research efforts be inadvertently duplicated,
although primary responsibility to prevent this from happening may be placed
elsewhere.
Everything considered it is believed that substantial advantage may result
from the establishment of such a Board or authority and that serious study
is warranted.
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A GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY FOR EMPLOYEE INVENTIONS
Wilson R. Maltby *
I. T H E OBJECTIVE OF A PATENT POLICY IN RELATION TO THE INVENTOR.

One can hardly contribute usefully to a developing national policy -without
advocating definite action toward a worthy goal, based, it may be, on a viewpoint
not yet fully stated. Specifically, the Government employee will be considered.
The viewpoint here urged concerns personal motivation so that the public
may gain from expanding, rather than diminishing, incentives for those who we
hope will contribute improvements to a growing economy. The action urged is
legislative enactment of provisions to enlarge these incentives for making innovations, discoveries, and inventions. 1 The goal is a fuller use of the creative
abilities of American engineers and scientists, especially those who now have
scant and fleeting impetus from our patent system, because they are the employees
of Government 2 or industry. As such they may be under obligation to sin render
all rights in their most important inventions if these are related to their assigned
duties.
Our present national policy for promoting science and the useful arts may
not reach a majority of those creating the inventions now patentable.* Those
• D e p u t y Chairman and General Counsel, Government Patents Board: B.A., Milton
College, 1930; M A . , University of Wisconsin, 1933, LL.B., George Washington Univcisily, 1919;
Member Virginia Bar, FB.V Committee of General Counsels, APLA Committee on Government
Patent Policies, ABA, and formerly Navy Staff Patent Attorney.
Editor's Note: T h i s article was prepared prior to the issuance of Executive Older 1(1930 of
March 24, 1901 (26 Fed. Reg. 2583—daily issue of Mar. 28, 19GI) which abolished the Government Patents Board and transferred its functions to the Secretary of Commcicc.
' T h e author is persuaded that the historically strong incentive of the U.S. patent system
was a major force in building up of the American economy, and would like to see it both restored in the public esteem and extended to subject matter not now regarded as patentable.
The provisions here advocated are in supplement to the patent system. They are directed to
encouragement of employees beyond salary, since salaries, particularly under Civil Service
and military pay plans, do not reward even the outstanding producers of new ideas, innovations and discoveries. T h e employee of industry may similarly go largely unrewarded f<.i
his improvements and inventions used by the Government.
'The Government Employees' Incentive Awards Act, 68 Stat. 1112 (1954), 5 I'SC 2121-23.
was passed in recognition of this need. But this act, for a number of reasons, has not become
a strong force for encouragement of the type of innovations, discoveiics or imentions with
which this discussion deals. During the Hearings on H.R. 7316, May 14, 19.12, Chairman
Archie M. Palmer, representing the Government Patents Board, recommended including in
any resulting legislation; " 'all meritorious creative contributions, including inventions and
discoveries of basic principles, which are useful in the performance of any governmental
function or o p e r a t i o n , ' " and a central Inventions Awards Board within some existing executive
agency was recommended to carry this out. Hearings before Subcommittee No. 2 of the House
ludiciary Committee on H.R. 7316, S2d Cong., 2nd. Scss., scr. 16, at p . 34 (1952).
T h e act passed in 1954 placed in the Civil Service Commission the rule making function.
Under present regulations those contributions directly related to the employee's duty may
not l>e the subject of an award; the function is primarily local rather than under a board;
the vast majority of awards are for minor or trivial, rather than significant, contiihutions; originality is not a prerequisite, often evaluation is by personnel or "industrial relations" officers
rather than scientific or patent personnel; and because it is an act relating to civilian employees, military personnel are not included, and no provision is made for awards to employees of Government contractors, even though their work may be entirely for the public
benefit as is that of direct employees of the Government.
* See Distribution of Patents Issued to Corporations 193S-S5, Study No. 3 under S. lies. 167,
84th Cong., 2nd Scss. (1956), which shows about 40% of patents arc now issued to individuals,
while nearly 60% issued to corporations (including the Government). Mr. Robert C. Watson.
Commissioner of Patents, reported to the American Patent Law Association at its meeting on
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making other discoveries and useful innovations4 are not included. What then is
our policy and toward what objective is it aimed?
If we pause a moment in our thinking on broad policy and look to the inducement offered to individuals who might devise for us some practicable means
for harnessing thermonuclear power,-or some better cancer treatment, we come
to a very basic question. Is it our Grit concern to settje with good legal logic the
matter of who owns the fruit that falls freely from the tree of human imagination,
or to devise livelier forces to fester quicker growth of tree and fruit? It is the
author's view that the need to explore some new personal incentives is as vital
to the success of our policy as the need to make sure the man who works the
ground and tends the tree receives no benefit which might belong logically to the
owner."
It is natural that we look closelytat the bargain made by the Government,
since Government funds directly support some 65 percent of the research and
development in the United States." These expenditures account for about 10
percent of the budget, and are expected to increase. The funds are spent to encourage research, innovations and discoveries' as well as to produce new goods
needed for defense and peaceful uses. Do we have a national policy oriented to
promote the maximum of new and useful improvements through effective encouragement of personal effort? The answer must consider the individual who
does the work. He may be hired by a large or small corporation, working under
Government contract, or he may be employed in a Government department or
facility. Quite similar inducements may serve to drive him to useful discoveries,
innovations and inventions, wherever he may be employed. Are the best and
the only inducements acceptable in our economy expressed in our laws?
Jan. 17, 1961 that only 27% of the patents are now issued to individuals. A majority are thus
inventions of employees who may not be in a position to be reached under the present laws
passed to encourage invention pursuant to Art I, Sec. 8, of the United States Constitution:
"The Congress shall have the Power . . . To promote the Progress of Science and
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors Che exclusive
Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries;"
4
The scope of protectability has been recently extended to these new fields by some
countries. The new German Federation law (1957) merits special study as well suited to
resent needs. It was published in Blatt fur Patent-, Muster- und Zeichenwesen (edited by
;erman Patent Office) Vol. 8/9, pp. 218-24 (Aug./Sept. 1957). The area of coverage Is much
enlarged* including patentable inventions and proposals for technical improvements.
It is especially notable in setting out the requirement that employees in public and private service,
in civil service, soldiers, and teachers shall be compensated for their inventions and proposals
for technical improvement.
Prof. Konst Katzarov of Geneva, Switzerland has studied the new incentives for encouraging
technical improvements adopted in some Eastern European countries and he reports some
remarkable successes; The New Structure of the Protection of Industrial Property in Eastern
Europe, 42 J. Pat. Off. Soc"y 596-620 (1960).
• It is the individual inventor who ultimately must nurture the tree, though the costs
may be paid by the Government, analogously considered the owner. What he may retain of
the fruits produced and what must go to the public warehouse is a matter of administration
for our present consideration.
* Expenditures for 1959-60 were about $12.4 billion, $9.4 billion by industry, $IJ25 billion
by colleges, universities and non-profit institutions and $1.8 by Government agencies. The
Government supplied, directly about 57%, 59% and 100% of these amounts, respectively, totaling about $8 billion. Nat Sd. Found. Bulls., Funds for Research and Development in the United
States 1953-59. NSF 59-65 (1959), NSF 60-43 (I960), and press releases NSF 60-146 (Aug. 24, 1960);
NSF 60-160 (Dec 6, I960) .
f
Total United States funds for basic research estimate for 1959-60 were $1 billion, NSF60-146 supra, note 6; applied research for 1947 was 21%, according to Nat. Sd. Found, survey.
Funds for Research and Development in Industry 1957, NSF 60-49 (1960).
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It seems in the public interest to include in any emerging national policy
more effective means for stimulating the source of all ideas. This source may be
more in the motivated imagination of the individual than in the corporate management or the directorship of a laboratory of the Government If so, mere
declaration of a policy on ownership either by Government or industry hardly
reaches the core of the present need.' So long as we are in a struggle for survival
through technical and scientific innovations Vte»Bjcentives'ot*tiJe7past, while exceedingly successful, may not be enough.*
Two classes of inventois (enlarged to include innovations and scientific discoveries) are especially in need of further recognition, the employees of the Government and of industry. An interesting comparison may be drawn between the
rights of the Government employee and those of the employee of industry. The
former, under our executive policy, in a majority of cases, is permitted to derive
a benefit from his invention, if he can find a commercial market, while his fellowworker in industry finds no such hope so long as he is subject to an employee
agreement to assign inventions to his employer. The Government employee is
not subject to such an agreement. Instead, rights under his inventions are subject
to provisions of Executive Order 1009610 which provides for a decision on the
ownership of each invention, based on a stated executive policy and on equitable
considerations which have been spelled out in court decisions. However, it should
be kept in mind that the question of a public policy for Government employee
inventions involves considerations which are not necessarily part of the legal
reasoning of court decisions. In the absence of any contract or agreement the
private employee is, of course, subject to court-established principles generally
similar to those applying to Government employees.
' T h e lone inventor may find reward in patenting his inventions under United States laws
designed tor his encouragement, tipping the scales in his favor as he seeks to compete with
established industry. But advanced industrialiiation and the trend to development by large
groups or laboratories have submerged the individual and often isolated him from these benefits, lor he does not necessarily own any patent rights in his inventions whether he be an
employee of industjy or of the Government, The employee of industry may be required to
assign his rights, either because of his contract of employment or because of tire court
decisions which apply the time-honored doctrines of the master-servant relationship. The
employee of the Government likewise may or may not be required to assign his rights to
the Government under the present policy. Furthermore, his inventions are often of application only in Government programs and may not have a ready commercial use. tn most such
cases the Government is entitled to free use and he may not collect any royalties except for
linn-governmental uses.
• For a critical review and some pertinent recommendations see Posnack, Inventions, Patents and Society, and Evaluation and Re-evaluation, 20 Fed. B.J. 263-73, at 271-273. Elsewhere
much has been written of the decline in the suture of the inventor, both in the public esteem, and in financial benefits arising from his inventions. It is said that the professional
inventor has nearly vanished from the American scene. A changing economy may require
emphasis on aspects of personal contribution not now recognized for protection or encouragement under existing patent laws. The need for new means to this end may be as great now
as when the Congress first passed a patent law to help build up an infant American economy.
C/. Machlup, An Economic Review o/ the Patent System, S. Res. 236, 85th Cong., 2nd Scss.,
Study No. 15 (1958) , which expresses uncertainty as to the value of the patent system. See also
Mflman, The Impact of the Patent System on Research, S.Res. 236, 85lh Cong.. 2nd Sess., Study
No. 11 (1958), which asserts that the number of research scientists and engineers increased
lieiwecn 1941 and 1954 from 87.000 to 194.000 and the number of technical personnel from
42,000 to 691,000 while the number of patents granted decreased.
"Ex.O. 10096, 15 Fed. Reg. 389 (1950) 3 CFR 292 (1949-1953 compilation), states a uniform policy for the executive agendes of Government and provides for an advisory Hoard and
an administrative Chairman to effectuate the policy.
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II. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A UNIFORM POLICY.

Important to any policy for deciding when the Government should own any
or all rights in inventions made by its employees are two basic principles appearing often in direct conflict. One is based on sound legal logic and the other on
practical considerations for encouraging the.making, disclosure and utilization of
the inventive concepts."
1. The master-servant doctrine, developed in the common law, holds that
when one employs another to perform specified work, and in doing so the
employee makes an invention that invention belongs to the employer, for he
has done only that which he was hired and paid to do. 12 It is acknowledged
that the employee of the Government is in the same situation as any other
employee.18
»
2. Disclosures, as of inventions, are the means by which useful devices and
discoveries in the minds of individuals come into view for the public benefit,
and the enocuragement to disclose is the central aim of any patent system
for rewarding inventors. 14 Taking of full ownership by the employer
banishes such rewards as incentives either to develop embryonic ideas to
practical form or to disclose them when completed. 15
" T h e controversy over Government patent policy, relative at least to employee inventions,
comes ultimately to a decision between those two solidly based principles. T h e many who
would treat as public property all patents on results of research and development done largely
at Government expense sec vividly the force of the master-servant relationship, whether the
inventor is a direct employee or indirect employee through contract. They see an unjust enrichment to any private party who retains any exclusionary right in a patent on such Governmentsponsored effort. It is argued that the public must then pay twice for its products. On the other
hand the advocates for inducements to inventors would limit the trend to "socialization" of
patents in the interest of enhancing the national progress through personal motivations to
disclose inventions and to develop ideas and discoveries into practical form. While it is often
recognized that some of the public argument on both sides of this question might be in the
interest of possible personal linancial gain, the question is nevertheless basic, and deserves the
careful weighing of unbiased review as in any other public policy.
" A famous dictum of Solomons v. United States. 137 U.S. 342, 346 (1890), confirmed in
Gill v. United States. ICO U.S. 420, 435 (1896), Standard Parts v. Peck, 2Gt U.S. 52, 59-60
(1924). T h e same view expressed in dictum in United States v. Dubilicr Condenser Corporation,
289 U.S. 178 at 187 (1933) which distinguishes that case on principle. In Houghton v. United
States, 23 F2d 38G, (4th Cir. 1928) cert, den., 277 U.S. 592 (1928), the court acknowledges
the rule in the Gill and Peck cases, asserts the Dubilier rule, but distinguishes the case from
the ordinary case of an invention made by an employee, who, while discharging the duties
assigned in his department of service, conceives and perfects an invention—the invention is
the property of the employee; and holds the Government entitled to an assignment because
the employee performed only the work and experiments he was assigned, the idea being that
of his superiors, and that no official of the Government was authorized to give away any
interest in it.
13
United States v. Dubilicr Condenser Corporation, supra, at 191; Gill v. United States,
supra, at 435: Houghton v. United States, supra, at 389.
"Art. I, Sec. 8, U.S. Constitution.
15
While inventions of simple nature may be adapted to manufacture and sale with little
change, others require extensive engineering and design before they are suitable for marketing.
T h e protection for risk capital to do this, or to create the required wide public demand,
through advertising and promotion, is said to remain the major social objective for private
ownership of patent rights. It is widely urged that Government recruitment and retention of
highly qualified engineering personnel is hindered if title to their inventions is not left with
employees, who often could command much higher pay in private industry. It is also said
that resentment on principle and dissatisfaction with Government employment is engendered
if the employee is deprived of inventions which would be his property under pertinent court
decisions.
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Numerous analyses of the problem are available in publications devoted to patent law. The contrasting views are often expressed either as the "title theory" or
the "license theory." 10
Conflict within the Government over these questions has a long history. Several leading court cases have served as guides but relate to specific factual situations, leaving to adiministrators the problem of applying.or distinguishing each
i.isc as the facts appear in infinite'variety; No uniformity of approach emerged
and different agencies applied the court rules with widely dittoing results. In an
eliort to resolve the problem the National Patent Planning Commission, under
the chairmanship of Charles F. Kettering, was directed to studv the question and
tccommend a policy.17 The Attorney General was later requested to make recommendations, for which an extensive study was made. His report 1 S reviewed the
practices of the agencies and the various proposals for legislative action, none of
which had been enacted into law. He recommended the esiabli.'.hin< nt of :: m i tral agency, under the President, charged with Government-wide coordination to
eliminate conflicts of policy and to establish and administer procedures fm llic
uniform treatment of all employee inventions. His views met strong opposition
on policy. Nevertheless, Executive Order 10090 , 9 was signed to establish a Government Patents Board, with members appointed by the respective heads of ten
of the agencies most concerned with the problem. It placed all aulhoiitv for
carrying out the prescribed function in a Chairman -° appointed by the President,
i he lioard being advisory.
III.

PROCEDURE FOR RIGHTS DETERMINATIONS UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER KHiilti.

./.

Introduction.
There was thus established a governmental policy for allocation of rights in
employee inventions, except as otherwise provided by law.-1 In any summary of

" For a comprehensive review of each theory and a middle ground based on an analysis
nt court decisions, as well as the need for legislation to resolve the basic issues see Finncgan
v rogue, Federal Employee Invention Rights—Time to Legislate, 55 Mich. L. Rev. P03-G6
(1957), 40 J. Pat. Off. Soc'y, 252-89 and 322-54 (1958). For a different \iew on legislation sec
loiman. Federal Employee Invention Rights—What Kind of Legislation?, 40 j . Pat. Off.
W y , 4G8-81 (1958). Sec also Forman. Patents—Their Ownership and Administration
by the
I'nilrti States Government (1957), and Part I, United States Patent Ownership Fe.Hcx and
>'»»«• of its Administrative Implications, 38 J. Pat. Off. Soc'v, 3S0-424 and 478-.VM) (19.10).
"Ex.O. 8977, Dec. 12, 1941. A report was submitted in three parts in 1913, 1PM and 19)5.
trspeetively, advocating a policy generally within the "license theory."
" The Report and Recommendations of the Attorney General to the President was published
in three volumes in 1947. It advocates the "title theory," and states inter alia in the Summnrv
'Volume I, P. 2 ) :
". . . [ T ] h e ownership of patent rights is not a necessary form of incentive to the
great majority of Government scientists and technicians."
It further recommends avoidance of any system of financial rewards, promotions or salary
inrieases to employees on account of their making patentable inventions, for several reasons,
hut states that (at p. 3 ) :
"2. A general system of cash bonuses, promotions and salary increases for meritorious
suggestions or ideas, regardless of whether they are patentable or not. would be free
of these objections and may tend to remedy any inadequacies in the salarv structure.
3. A valuable form of incentive and award for outstanding scientific contributions and
suggestions within the Government would be public, official and professional recognition
of meritorious contributions."
"Supra note 10. For historical development see Forman, Patents Their Ownership and
Administration by the United States Goi'emmcnt, supra note 16.
"Chairman Archie M. Palmer, June 1950-June 1955: Chairman Benjamin B. Dowcll, July
IIVINov. 1958; and Chairman Rob'b S. McLaughlin, Jan. 1959 to date.
11
The Atomic Energy Commission is excluded in the Executive Order. Two other agencies
« e construed as excluded because of provisions of the acts creating them: The Tennessee
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that policy and its administrative workings differing factual circumstances affect
the distribution of rights between employer and employee. Just as court decisions
recognize on a case-by-case basis the various factors presented, these same factors
require individual case-by-case treatment under the excutive policy." Decisions
are based on facts as reported, by the'agencies.". s t.; %
While a review of typical cases from the 3500 decisions by the Chairman
would be helpful to those presenting matters for his consideration, more space
would be required than is here allocated. This discussion must be limited instead
to the broader aspects of administrative policy and procedure 2 S described in general terms for those not necessarily expert in patent law matters. 24 A brief treatment of the procedural background is desirable to place the decision function
in perspective.
ft. Initial Agency

Determination.

Under the Order each agency determines for itself when an invention has
been made, 25 and by whom. T h e Chairman is thus not directly concerned with the
rules governing originality, priority or patentability. These questions are left to
the employing agency which obtains from its employees written disclosures 26 of
any inventions made in the course of their work. T h e agency determines their
value to the Government 2 T and investigates the circumstances of the origin of
those deemed to be significant 29 and patentable. 29
T h e agency then prepares a summary of facts in accordance with procedural
Valley Authority Act of 193S, 48 Stat. 58. 16 USC 831 (d); The National Science Foundation
Act of 1950, 64 Sue. 149. 42 USC 1871.
" The Chairman has a reviewing function for the purpose of obtaining uniform application
of the policy, and in performing this function considers the criteria of the Order in the light
of pertinent court decisions as noted in Hearings Before Subcommittee No. 3 of the House
Committee on the Judiciary on H. J. Res. 454, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., at pp. 25-26 (1958).
" Operations under this Order arc not regarded as subject to the Administrative Procedure
Act inasmuch as the Chairman deals only with Government employees, not with the general
public, and holds no record hearing as such.
" Agency reports are prepared in most cases by patent attorneys who also may prepare
and prosecute patent applications.
"Administrative Order No. 5. 37 CFR 3005 (1951) provides: "Each Government agency will
detennine whether the results of research, development, or other activity within the agency
constitute invention within the purview of Ex.O. 10096." (Note 10, supra)
" Practical means for encouraging disclosures is regarded as the dominant objective of the
patent system, since no law or administrator can directly compel anyone to invent or do
original thinking, nor extract constructive products from another person's mind. Hence the
effort in most industrialized countries is to encourage disclosures by offering inducements,
either of patent ownership or by bonuses, awards, recognition, etc. T h e agencies involved in
research wish to get a maximum of disclosures, whether patentable or not. since these become
the stepping stones for further progress.
" Disclosures judged to be of no interest to the Government are not usually investigated
or processed beyond an adverse decision as to value at the originating agency.
** Inventions of highly doubtful patentability and those believed patentable but not significant enough to justify consideration for patenting are usually not reported under the Order,
hut are often released to the inventor subject to the requirement that he secure a rights
determination if he should file any patent application thereon. Agency rules and practices for
these evaluations differ according to the agency objectives.
"When an invention disclosure appears unpatentable in subject matter, or because of
prior patents or statutory bars, it is usually dropped from agency consideration and the
inventor so notified. No report to the Chairman is made in most such cases, unless the inventor
believes otherwise and requests a decision on rights.
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instructions issued or approved by the Chairman, and makes a preliminary
determination of the rights of the inventor and of the Government, and notifies
ilie inventor of this determination. The employee has a right, within 30 days of
notification, to appeal from such determination to the Chairman,32 who may approve, reverse or modify the agency determination.
if the agency determines that*the Qoyernment should leave any rights in the
employee,83 a report is made to the Chairman for his review;8* both on the right
of the Government to an assignment of all rights and on the right to assert a
royalty-free license for all governmental purposes,** or otherwise leaving all equitable rights in the employee.36 The general requirements for reporting are set
out in Administrative Order No. 5 as supplemental by Procedural Instructions."
Rut if the agency requires an assignment to the Government oi all lights under
the invention and no appeal is taken by the employee, the Chairman lias no further duty to safeguard the interest of the Government, or of the inventor, and a
report of the facts by the agency is not required.38
The Executive Order also provides 3» that when Government is entitled
to full ownership of an invention the agency concerned shall either file a patent
application thereon or make a full disclosure thereof to the Chairman, who may
cause such an application to be filed,40 or may cause it to be published.41 Such
a report *2 is reviewed by the Chairman to determine whether the Government interest is thus protected, usually without a decision on the substantive right of the
18
Ex.O. 10096 (note 10 supra), para. 4 (b), provides that after consultation with the Government Patents Board the Chairman shall formulate and submit to the President for approval
tuch proposed rules and regulations as may be necessary or desirable to implement and
effectuate the policies, together with the recommendations of the Government Patents Board.
Administrative Order No. 5. 37 CFR 300.1 to 300.11 (hereafter cited as A.O. 5 § —.) sets out
flic substantive provisions of Ex.O. 10096, and the present basic procedure. It was signed by the
President, April 26, 1951. See also Revised Procedural Instructions issued pursuant thereto,
Jan. 10, 1955.
" Each agency prepares its own implementing regulations or instructions to carry out the
intent of the Order and these are subject to the approval of the Chairman, Ex.O. 10096 (supra
note 10), para. 6.
"A.O. 5 §300.7 provides that the employee may appeal either from a determination that
the Government is entitled to all rights or to only a free license under the invention. The
agency may already have secured the employee's concurrence, but if not, a. 30 day period is
provided for appeal from the agency determination, after which he need not be granted further
"wideration. Accordingly, the agency holds the determination for 30 days after notification
anil thereafter forwards it to the Chairman.
•• Whether under Ex.O. 10096, para. 1 (b) or para. 1 (d); (A.O. 5 § 300.6 (b) 2. 4 ) .
" T h i s is required by A.O. 5 § 300.6(c), and referred to as a "Report 6(c)."
" T h e Chairman also reviews the equitable right of the Government to the license if it is
•tecided that no right of assignment should be asserted. Ex.O. 10096, para. l{b), infra note 74.
•• If there is no basis in the reported facts for asserting any rights in the Government the
rntire right, title and interest is left in the employee subject to law, Ex.O. 10096, para. 1(d)
infra note 74.
" See note 30 supra.
"Elimination of the reporting of facts in such a case was intended to case the administrative
burden when no contest as to rights was in prospect and a patent application would be filed
»nliject to a recorded assignment. A.O. 5, supra note 30.
" Ex.O. 10096, para. 2 (a) , supra note 10.
" In the absence of funds or staff for this purpose the authority is seldom exercised except
hy forwarding such disclosures to possible interested agencies for their filing if deemed appropriate to their purposes.
41
Under current procedures publication is at the-instance of the agency or of the cmplovce
*ho may be seeking professional recognition.
" A.O. 5 § 3003 (e); referred to as "8 (e) reports.-
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Government to an assignment of the invention. The employee has the right to
appeal from this agency determination, 43 which is seldom exercised. He is considered to have waived any such right if lie failed to take an appeal within 30 days
of the agency's notification to him of its determination not to file, or to publish
,in lieu of filing.
When the Government is not entitled to an assignment of all rights in an employee invention, which is therefore the property of the employee, the employee
may lilc a patent application at his own expense. Also, when the agency determines that the Government could require an assignment, but has insufficient interest in the invention to do so, it may also leave title in the inventor subject to a
royalty-free license to the Government, upon approval of the Chairman, and the
inventor may file a patent application at his own expense.44
Administrative Order No. 5 requires that each agency determine the respective rights of the Government and the inventor in "any invention made by a Government employee while under the administrative jurisdiction of such agency" 4B
but requires routine reports •""' of rights determinations for the Chairman's review
only when the determination is to leave title in the inventor under the criteria
set out 4 7 either subject to a royalty-free license 48 or subject to law.40
About 500 inventions in which the employee retains rights are currently being
reported each year. The number of cases in which the Government receives all
rights is not precisely known, since these arc not reported. r, ° Some agencies have
indicated that they have insufficient staff to process more than a fraction of the
disclosures actually received, and they release for private action by the inventor
those determined to be of lesser immediate value. In most such cases, no rights
determination is made unless the employee states that he desires to file a patent
application at his own expense.
C. Appeal By The Employee.
An employee who has been notified of the agency determination that an invention should be the property of the Government may take an appeal 31 directly
" Supra note 32.
" In most cases the employee relics upon his agency to do this if the agency considers the
subject matter of suflicicnt value to wanaut the considerable expenditure of time and effort
involved in filing and prosecuting the application. The agency requires at least a royalty-free
license in return for this service. The positive assurance of this right provided through the
filing of a patent application subject to an executed license provides the justification for expenditure by the Government in the preparation of a patent application and its prosecution to an
issued patent, which is in all other respects the property of the employee. The right granted
may be stated in the patent if filed under 35 USC 2G6. It may also be recorded as a separate
document, an official listing at the United States Patent Office of such rights being provided for
public inspection as set out by Ex.O. 9424.
" A . O . 5 § 6 (a).
"Supra note 34.
"Infra note 74.
"Id., para. 1(b); A.O. 5 § 300.0(b) 2.
"Id., para. 1(d); A.O. 5 §300.0(b) 4.
" T h e Department of Agriculture determined rights in 526 cases between Jan. 23, 1950
and Dec. 31, 1956, and required assignments in 90% of these cases. The figure for the Navy
Department at that lime was alxwt 37% as reported by Finncgan & rogue, supra, notes 16.
Other departments, e.g. Health, Education and Welfare, may have a very high percentage in
the title category, while others, e.g. Post Office may be very low.
"Supra note 32.
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(o the Chairman, and a copy is provided for the employing agency. No form is
prescribed for this appeal and the employee may prepare it himself or seek the
help of an attorney. In many cases the appeal from the agency determination is
forwarded through the same office which prepared the original determination of
rights.62 If, upon review of the employee representations the agency concludes
that the inventor is entitled to retain ownership of an invention 53 previously considered to be assignable to the Government, it may prepare a new determination
and a report M to the Chairman for his review as though no determination to take
title had been made. If, however, the agency is still of the view that an assignment
should be required, its reviewing official, or the Liaison Officer,-''5 may advise the
employee as to the procedures for an appeal, and advise him in preparing a complete appeal statement. This statement of facts and reasons is forwarded to the
Chairman, with a copy to the agency, which files a statement of its views in response thereto. 58
I). Determination By The

Chairman.

The Chairman is provided in each appealed case with copies of the original
agency determination, the appeal statement of the employee and the agency
response. Henceforth, such a case is treated as a disagreement between the
agency and its employee, each party having a right to present whatever additional factors it believes to be pertinent. When no disagreement as to the futts
appears, the Chairman may decide the issue on the record before him, or may
request additional information to clarify any doubtful points. In case of dispute
as to the facts, the Chairman may set an informal hearing at which both parties
may appear and present their views with any supporting documents deemed
important. His decision, however, is not limited to facts thus presented and lie
may seek information from any other available source. His decision statement
analyzes the factors and applies the policy of the Executive Order consistent with
pertinent court decisions. T h e decision is administratively fiiial.B" but he may
trconsider or grant a further hearing at his discretion where an adequate reason
therefor is presented, 58 or he may decline to reopen the case. No decision of the
Chairman has been reviewed by a court. 09
" T h e reason for this lies in the fact that the attorney or administrative office charged with
«!M- determination seeks to treat all employees fairly and is willing to undertake all work of
investigating and restudy of a case necessary to satisfy the inventor of fair consideration. F.quall*
'iiruilicanl is the need to secure the open and frank disclosure of the circiim«iamcs undei which
dn- invention was made, and the inventor is often the sole custodian of the pertinent facts
I lie attorney or official in charge of the case may serve first as an investigator in setting down
dir facts, then in a quasi-judicial capacity to apply the legal principles to the facts in the agencv
" | ' " r t to the Chairman.
" A number of agencies have internal review boards which consider the circiim-nana-i of
••"h reported invention and formulate the agenq- determination.
" Supra note 34.
\
" E a c h agency appoints a Liaison Officer to transmit all reports, receive drciyi.iiis of tin' ti.iirman, and serve as the coordinating official for the agency.
" A . O . 5 g 300.7(b), referred to as a "7(b) report."
" E x . O . 10006, para. 4(d).
"Several presentations of this type have been permitted where the reasons for the Chairman's decision were questioned or new facts were brought in, but no decisions once rendered
• ffr appeal have yet been abated or withdrawn upon such reconsideration.
" In the Hearings, supra, note 22, the Chairman stated his understanding that the right
"> *uch an appeal could not be denied on legal principle.
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T h e above procedure for appeals applies to a determination either that the
employee assign all rights, or grant only a royalty-free license. 90
E. Petition

lor Reconsideration

of Chairman's

Decision.

T h e employee may also .petition for a reconsideration «i in any case in
which the Chairman has decided that the Government is entitled to a greater
right than that determined by the agency. These petition situations are considered under the same procedures as for appeals from the agency determination.
In this case the Chairman reopens and reconsiders the case as though it had
not previously been decided, usually upon a more extensive presentation. He
may adhere to, modify or reverse his former decision. T h e agency may itself
wish to secure a reconsideration by the Chairman of his decision to take a
greater or lesser right than that asserted by the agency. Such a request for reconsideration is subject to the same procedure as an appeal. If he is satisfied that
a decision differing from his prior decision is required, he may issue a substitute
decision, reaffirm on the same or different grounds, or decline to reopen the
case. In the light of further evidence by both parties he may find that neither
the agency determination nor his decision is sustainable, and he may issue i
new decision as the facts then presented may require. 63
F. Agency

Reports.

All specified reports ° 3 to the Chairman include:
(1) a description of the invention in sufficient detail to permit a satisfactory review; M
(2) name of the inventor and his employment status; M and
(3)

a s t a t e m e n t o f t h e a g e n c y d e t e r m i n a t i o n a n d r e a s o n s therefor.* 8

•• Upon appeal (ram reversals of the agency determination in 34 cases 17 were decided in
favor of the employee and his decision was adhered to in 17 cases.
•* A.O. 5 § 300.6 (c). A petition may be made to the Chairman within 30 days, or such
longer time as may be approved, of notification of the Chairman's decision.
•* Upon reconsideration in 18 cases the Chairman has reaffirmed in 8 cases and concurred
with the prior agency determination in 9 cases, and modified or reversed both his own and the
agency's prior conclusions in one case.
•* Revised Procedural Instructions for Submitting Reports Specified in Administrative Order
No. S, issued by the Chairman Jan. 10, 1955, set out detailed requirements lor reporting the
information needed by the Chairman in each type of case, based on the experience with reports
of the preceding years.
•* Id., §IV 1. This shall reveal the specific form of the invention, referring to its novel
features and permissible variations, to what it relates, and either its construction and manner
of operation, i u composition, or the procedures involved, according to the subject matter of
the invention.
•* Id., § IV 2. This shall include job-title and grade, or rank, duty station and when the
invention bears any relation thereto, a brief summary of his official duties and pertinent special
assignments. If the inventor was employed or assigned within any of the categories of research
and development (para. 1(c) of Ex.O. 10096) the information shall show the actual relation, if
any, between the duties and the invention, since it is presumed that such relation will warrant
an assignment unless the relation actually disclosed rebuts the presumption that the Government
is entitled thereto.
•• Id., 6 IV 3. T h e pertinent provisions are:
"(a) When the agency determination is to leave title in the inventor, the report shafl
indicate whether the determination was made pursuant to paragraph 1 (b) or paragraph 1 (d)
of Excutive Order 10096.
" (b) The report shall also indicate when, where and how the invention was actually
made. When the invention was reduced to practice by the construction of a model or other*
wise, with a contribution by the Government, the report shall indicate whether the
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The reasons for the agency determination are of primary importance and constitute the body of the report Since the Chairman is charged with uniform
application of the policy, he requires a sufficiently detailed account of circumstances under which each invention was made to permit a decision de novo in
every case. In a majority of all cases submitted the agency has determined that
the Government is not entitled; to an assignment, ^ut already has an executed
license of prescribed type. A hill review-of the factors wliieh would requirejhe
reservation of a license is therefore unnecessary, except as they may also bear on
the right of the Government to an assignment of all rights. A report simplified
in the interest of economy and omitting non-pertinent details may then be made
as provided for Special 6(c) Reports.67
The duty to establish and administer a uniform policy is accomplished
primarily through, consultations and decisions rendered by the Chairman. The
number of his decisions now exceeds 3500, of which about 80 were on appeal or
determination to publish a Government-owned invention in lieu of filing a
patent application, or upon request for reconsideration of a prior decision. The
agency determination has been reversed in some 200 cases and modified M to
some degree in a slightly larger number of cases. The high percentage of con. curring decisions indicates a growing uniformity of practice not existing prior
to the Order," and the result of application by the agencies of the principles
clarified in earlier decisions of the Chairman. Since the agencies do not regularly report those cases in which they have determined that the Government
should assert title,70 unless an appeal is taken, figures are not available to show
how uniform their practice in that respect may be.71
reduction to practice was necessary (1) to determine the opcrability of the invention, or
(2) to test its utility to the government, or (3) to determine the interest of the Government
in its use Cor governmental purposes.
• "(c) When the invention was made, wholly or partially, during working hours, with
a contribution by the Government of facilities, equipment, materials, funds, or information,
or of time or services of other Government employees on official duty, and there is a
presumption that the Government may be entitled to assignment of the invention, each of
these criteria shall be either specifically explained or negated. When there was no contribution by the Government to the making of the invention, each of the above criteria shall
be specifically negated, to avoid any question as to the sufficiency of the report,
" (d) When the invention does not bear a direct relation to the official duties or a
specific written or oral assignment of the inventor, the agency shall slate the precise relation,
it any, the invention does have to the duties or assignment of the inventor. T h e mere
statement that "the invention docs not bear a direct relation" is not sufficient.
"(e) Reports shall clearly indicate whether (1) title to the invention be left in the
inventor subject to a license to the Government pursuant to paragraph 1(b) of Executive
Order 10096, or (2) the entire right, title and interest in and to the invention be left in
the inventor pursuant to paragraph 1 (d) of Executive Order 10096."
"Id., %V.
" Many of these modifications arise in cases in which the agency did not detcimine whether
trie Government would be justified in requiring a royalty-free license, because one had already
brrn obtained, but in which the facts reported presented a dear case. Such decisions, though not
mrntial, are nevertheless made by the Chatnnan in the interest of providing a maximum of
Ruidrlines for future agency determinations.
"Supra note 18. The Attorney General's finding was that a very wide divergence in practice
occurred between agencies, and even within some agencies, leading to the conclusion that there
*** then no recognizable policy. See also note 16, supra.
"A.O. 5, supra, note SO, signed by the President, effectively waived the requirement for
»«1fiilar review or the reporting of such agency determinations.
M
In some departments and services research and development personnel may usually be
limited to work specifically assigned. Inventions coming out of such work, and that therefore
hear a direct relation to the duty assignment, fall clearly within the first principle of Part II
hereof. Inventions in those activities are subject to assignment to the Government in a dispro-
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A.

The

BALANCING r>i- KojjiriF.s IN DECISIONS BV T H E C H A I R M A N .

Chairman's

Interpretation

of the Order's

Criteria.

An analysis of t h e early decisions u n d e r this Executive p o l i t y was made
by D r . H o w a r d I. F o r m a n , 7 2 w h o c o n c l u d e d t h a t "[t]he d e t e r m i n a t i o n of the
agencies a n d t h e decisions h a n d e d d o w n by t h e C h a i r m a n are fast establishing
themselves as c o n t r o l l i n g precedents which . . . s h o u l d serve largely to standardize
the m a n n e r in which o w n e r s h i p rights in inventions of G o v e r n m e n t employees
a r e h a n d l e d in the future . . . . " T h i s has proved to be the case. In the years since
t h a t study the same general policy a n d a p p r o a c h has been a d h e r e d to, b u t with
some changes of e m p h a s i s in t h e light of e x p e r i e n c e . T h e decisions of t h e Chairm a n are n o t p u b l i s h e d 7 - 1 b u t a r e available w i t h i n the agencies to p r o v i d e guida n c e o n t h e precise p o i n t of division b e t w e e n t h e r i g h t s of t h e employee and
of the G o v e r n m e n t .
There i m m e d i a t e l y arose in the a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of this p o l i t y a basic problem
g r o u n d e d in t h e form of t h e E x e c u t i v e O r d e r s t a t e m e n t of criteria for requiring
an assignment of all rights. 7 4 T h e s e criteria are staled in p a r a g r a p h 1(a) as a
porfiouately large pcrcrnlage »' cases. .Some oilier agencies apparently assert title in a much
larger number of eases (dan ollieis. peihaps l>eeanse of llie licid of wotk, or Itccausc of ihe
belief that their primary function in reseaieh and development is lo give out freely whatever
results they find rather than to employ them for internal governmental purposes. This
divergence of practice for the differing types of research or the dilfcring agency puiposcs constitutes a degree of nonuniformity in the treatment by the Government of its employees foi
which a solution is not yet at hand.
73
r'orman. The Government Patents lioani-Detrrminntion
of Potent Hig/itx in Invention!
Made by Government Employees, 35 J. Pat. OIT. Soc'y 95-127, 127 (1053): sec also I'inticgan i
Pogue, supra, note 16.
" E a c h Chairman has felt ihe need to n e a t agency reports of the details of work assignments as administratively confidential, like other matters of personnel administration, and some
Board mcmbeis objected vigorously to public discussion of cases from their agencies. T h e factual
reports and determinations of each agency have not been released to the general public without
consent of the reporting agency, b u t the substance of each decision is regarded as a matter ol
public interest and has not been withheld in any case.
" Ex.O. 10II9G contains the following paragraph (15 Fed. Reg. 389-391, 3 CFR 292):
" I . T h e following basic policy is established for all Government agencies with
respect to inventions hereafter made by any Government employee:
" (a) T h e Government shall obtain the entire right, title and interest in and to all
inventions made by any Government employee (1) during working hours, or (2) with
a contribution by the Government of facilities, equipment, materials, funds or information, or of time or services of other Government employees on official duty, or (3)
which bear a direct relation to or arc made in consequence of the official duties of the
inventor.
"(b) In any case where the contribution of the Government, as measured by an;
one or more of the criteria set forth in paragraph (a) last above, to the invention h
insufficient equitably to justify a requirement of assignment to the Government of
the entire right, title and interest to such invenion, or in any case where the Government has insufficient interest in an invention to obtain entire right, title and interest
therein (although the Government could obtain same under paragraph (a), above), the
Government agency concerned, subject lo the approval of Ihe Chairman of the Government Patents Board (provided for in paragraph 3 of this order and hereinafter referred
to as the Chairman), shall leave title to such invention in the employee, subject, how
ever, to the reservation to the Government of a non-exclusive, irrevocable, royalty-fr«
license in the invention with power to grant licenses for all governmental purposes, such
reservation, in the terms (hereof, to appear, where practicable, in any patent, domestic
or foreign, which may issue on such inventions.
"(c) In applying the provisions of paragraphs (a) and ( b ) , above, to the facts awl
circumstances relating to the making of any particular invention, it shall be presumed
that an invention made by an employee who is employed or assigned (i) to invent o>
improve o r perfect any art, machine, manufacture, o r composition of matter, (ii) t»
conduct or perform research, development work, or both, (iii) to supervise, direct, CO-
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n q u i i e m e n t that, when any one of the factors nameil therein is fomul applicable
10 an employee invention, the G o v e r n m e n t shall obtain the entire right. It was
. l i a r that such an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n w o u l d r u n afoul of pievailing r o u r i decisions '•'•
.mil that a constitutional question would need resolution u n d e r stub, an inicrj.iciaiion. 7 6
F u r t h e r m o r e , p a r a g r a p h s 1 (h) a n d 1 (d) must obviously be considered in
applying the provisions of p a r a g r a p h I (a). In elfcct, they must be read as modi(i(ations of t h e title r e q u i r e m e n t a n d the p a r a g r a p h read instead in its entirety,
therefore, each C h a i r m a n has sought guidance from p e r t i n e n t court decisions
in d e t e r m i n i n g w h e t h e r the c o n t r i b u t i o n of the G o v e r n m e n t as measured bv
paiagraph 1 (a) criteria is sufficient equitably to justify a requirement of an
ivsi^nment of the entire right to any .such invention. T h e s e views were the
subject of m a n y meetings of the Board, 7 7 and the advisability of construing the
I v u i t i v c O r d e r in this way met w i t h widespread, t h o u g h not universal, approval.
Accordingly, it has been t h e practice of the C h a i r m a n to treat each reported
i ,ise as r e q u i r i n g the balancing of the equity of the Government against the equity
•>f the employee. T h e small n u m b e r of appeals and petitions taken from the
derisions of t h e C h a i r m a n may indicate considerable success in his endeavor to
"neat the o p p o s i n g equities fairly a n d impartially. 7 8
/).

The Chairman's

Application

of the Order's

Criteria.

The C h a i r m a n does n o t consider the alternative reasons for assertion ol
title recited disjunctively in p a r a g r a p h 1 (a) as individually
snffuiiiit
and, thereloie, reads t h e m together. For example, the mere making ol an invention d u r i n g
u HI king h o u r s is n o t construed as justifying asserting full rights in the Government, nor is a c o n t r i b u t i o n by the G o v e r n m e n t of facilities, e q u i p m e n t , materials,
funds, information, o r t h e services of employees o n official duty. If, however,
ordinate, or review Government financed or conducted research, development work, or
both, or (iv) to act in a liaison capacity among governmental or nongovernmental
agencies or individuals engaged in such work, or made by an employee included within
any other category of employees specified by regulations issued pursuant to section 4(b)
hereof, falls within the provisions of paragraph (a), above, and it shall be presumed
that any invention made by any other employee falls within the provisions of paiagraph
(b), above. Either presumption may be rebutted by the facts or circumstances .mien.lam
upon the conditions under which any particular invention is made and, notwithstanding
the foregoing, shall not preclude a determination that the invention falls within the
provisions of paragraph (a) next below.
" (d) In any case wherein the Government neither (1) pursuant to the provision of
paragraph (a) above, obtains entire right, title and interest in and to an invention nor
(2) pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b) above, reserves a nonexclusive, irievocable, royalty-free license in the invention with power to grant licenses for all governmental purposes, the Government shall leave the entire right, title and interest in and
to the invention in the Government employee, subject to law.
"(e) Actions taken, and rights acquired, under the foregoing provisions of this
section, shall be reported to the Chairman in accordance with procedures established
by him."
"Leading cases are carefully analyzed in Finnegan & Pogue, note 16, supra.
" Hearings, supra, note 22. pp. 25-26.
" T h e minutes of Board meetings are preserved in the files of the Chairman. They show
*li|e variations of viewpoint and the Chairman's procedures evolved in the light of these
•liuussions.
"Note should be made of the fact that the criteria, upon examination, appear to justify a
l"i favorable view toward the rights of the employee than is taken by the Chairman so that
ihr employee may be led to believe that he has litile to gain by an appeal, lest a stricter view
'» liken, while, from the agency viewpoint, the decision of the Chairman is administratively lina I
•ml binding upon the agency, he may be requested to reconsider.
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it is found that an invention bears a direct relation to the official duties assigned
to, or undertaken by the inventor as a result of assignments, the invention is held
to be subject to a requirement lo obtain the entire right. Such a decision generally requires an apparent responsibility closely related to the invention and
cither that the invention b e made, partly or wholly during working hours, or that
one or more of the named contributions be present in a prominent degree.
Former Chairman Dowcll testified i l u t the wording in paragraph 1 (a) "shall
[obtain the entire right]" is interpreted as "may [obtain the entire right]" in conformity with applicable foiiri derisions.' 0 T h i s has been lb,- practice of each
Chairman. A direct relation to duly is a prerequisite to finding the Government entitled to all rights.
A further important limitation on the title requirement is found in the
second substantive provision of pnragraph 1 (b) , which states that, although the
Government could obtain the entire right under I (a), if the Government hai
insufficient interest in an invention to do so, it shall leave title in the employee,
subject to the prescribed license, upon approval of the Chairman. l i e docs not
approve leaving title with the employee under this provision when the agency
has sufficient interest to file a patent application to protect the rights of the
Government, since all agencies must recognize that an invention, despite efforti
at dedication, may be patented by someone else without reservation of any right
in the Government. If the inventor must, file an application at his own expense
to protect the public right, if one is to be filed, the Government is not regarded
as equitably entitled to require an assignment of the entire right.
Frequently it is reported that the inventor has done all of the work ol
conceiving an invention on his own time, with no further contribution by the
Government than that which arises from a general relation to his duties. In
such a case the equities are held to favor the employee, unless it appears that
the invention is specifically within a clear duty of the inventor or is a solution
to a problem for which he had a responsibility to seek a solution. Many variant!
of this problem require case-by-case analysis, and the decision must consider all
factors which make u p the whole picture. T h e director of a phase of research
or development, or head of a group charged with some broad duty, presents a
special problem, because, on any principle of implied contract, he may be both
contractor for, and performer of, the work he does.
Another common situation involves inventions made wholly on official duty
time, but in areas wherein the employee had no general or specific duty to proceed with any investigations or solutions of the problem. In such cases the
Chairman usually does not find that the invention bears a direct relation to
his duties or was made in consequence thereof. But when an agency report
indicates no direct relation to duty and the report nevertheless shows that the
employee devoted some weeks or months of official time to the problem, he may
construe the facts to indicate that a special assignment of duty prevailed and
find the requisite relation to duty with adequate contribution by the Government to bring the case within the paragraph 1 (a) provisions. T h e problem of
what is a special duty assignment, a specific duty, or a general responsibility lio
at the heart of each decision regarding title in the invention.
" Hearings, supra, note 22. pp. 25-26.
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In the matter of deciding whether the Government should receive a license
.is specified inparagaph 1(b), or no rights as in paragraph 1 (d), consideration
is given to whether the Government would be entitled to a license under
Miopright" principles developed in the ]>ertincnl court decisions. T h e Order
provides no specific guide, except that the Chairman takes reported contributions
>•( any of the types included in paragraph 1 (a) as adequate basis for the assertion
of a license under paragraph 1 (bj, unless these are'Art significant in the making
•)( ihc invention." 0
When no factors rcporlcd indicate any significant contribution by the Government of time or other named factors the Chairman holds that title should lie
lift with the inventor "subject to law." e< Because some employees have mistaken
die meaning of such a decision the Chairman now avoids its use and employs
other decision language whenever the reported facts show a license or right
ilue to some specific factor reported. Accordingly, fewer decisions aie now of
i lie I (d) form. 82
V.

W H A T CHANCES OF POLICY ARE SiicGEsrEu BY KXPFRIFNCF.?

In looking at the results of the policy and the problems remaining we note
that complete uniformity has not been achieved, 83 and could hardly be expected. 94
A further problem of concern to each Chairman has been the question of the
nhjcclive o/ any policy which declares inventions the properly of ihc (inventwent, if to do so makes the disclosure of other inventions and their utili/.ation
IJV the public' more unlikely as many experts assert. 83 The ultimate success or
failure of this policy may depend upon what use is to be made o\ the ownership
tights gathered in the hands o/ Government.
But on this vital matter there is
••The question of when an invention is "made" for purpose of the decision has been ol
tignificance. Under the pertinent court decisions the reduction to practice of an invention it
regarded as part of making it. Some invention reports are made to the Chairman before this
I>JI occurred and his decisions must consider the equities then existing. Furthermore, sometimes
ilir disclosure of a complete and clearly operable invention unrelated to the inventor's duties
i» built and tested without his consent or knowledge, and to assert a Government right because
<<f unauthorized Government action beyond his control would obviously be inequitable. Sec also
Interpretations and Opinions No. 1 of March 5, 1951, which provided that any inventions conteiicd and adequately described in writing prior to the date of the Order would be excluded
ft»m consideration thereunder. That definition is not now regarded as controlling.
" See Interpretations and Opinions No. 4 of Mar. 11,1954 for the meaning of subject to l"w.
Virh a decision does not negate any right derived from purchase, statute or other principle of
li*. eg. 28 USC 1498, 35 USC 266. 35 USC 4, 42 USC 1811. 16 USC 8M(d).
" The majority of the reported cases are subject to provisions of 55 USC 266 with a license
slirady granted. The decision may then state that title is left in the employee subject to the
Vniv already granted.
"Supra notes 50. 71.
M
Complete success is necessarily limited by the fact that different administrators sec the
tuts differently and apply the rules according to their individual backgrounds. The Chairman
t«fke* his reports from officials who arc generally overburdened with administrative detail and
•uh insufficient time for investigation of all aspects of each case. What is not reported cannot
"iter into the Chairman's decisions, unless through some insight from prior related circuinwitwrs. The factual reporting and agency determinations show a high degree of conscientious
'ff'itt to treat all fairly and to present the pertinent facts for decision on the merits of each case.
" This view is widely held, e.g., concurring opinion of fudge Frank in Picard v. United
»ltrralt Corp, 128 F5d 632. 642 (2d Cir. 1942). cert. den. 317 US 651 (1942): Remarks of the
Ownmittioner of Patents. Hon. Robert C. Watson. Report of Army Patent Conference, p. 143;
•nd others documented by Finnegan 8c Pogue. supra note 16, pp. 946-52 and notes 141, 143. 145.
• *?. See also notes 15. 26. supra.
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not yet a policy.
One may well ask how framers of policy can properly decide
whether it is in the public interest to demand full ownership rights of any kind
until it is known what use will be made of those rights. A policy for utilizing
Government-owned inventions seems basic in carrying out the existing Government employee policy." Any similar policy regarding Government-owned cootractor inventions is of course subject (o the same considerations. When the
Government asserts only a domestic or world-wide royalty-free license thii
doctrinal conflict is not present.
Many commentators have also urged legislation to replace Executive Order
10096,HH some because of disagreement with its middle-ground policy as now
practiced, some because it is ambiguous and misunderstood, and others because
of grave doubts as to the legal sufficiency of any executive regulation for adjudicating property rights. Each prior proposal for legislation has failed of pa*
sage 8 D and an inter-agency divergence of views as to desirable criteria still
prevails. The Bureau of the Budget has the.matter under advisement but has not
yet resolved the differences of view into an Administration recommendation.**
Concerning what may be done to remedy an apparent inadequacy of the
United States statutes there is available some legislation much more significant
for the purpose than the provisions of the Government Employees' Incentive
"The Report of the Attorney General, supra note 18, Vol. 1, pp. 6-7, recommends, into
alia, "As a basic policy all Government-owned inventions should be made fully, freely sad
unconditionally available to the public without charge, by public dediation or by royalty-free
nonexclusive licensing;" that all inventions in which the Government 1. i any rights be patented
unless other means of dedication are employed; and that a "Government Patents Administrator*
prepare for approval of the President a program to encourage and sponsor the use and practia
of Government-owned inventions by small and new business concerns and report on the extort
of use thereof.
Other commentators believe such a policy to be ineffective and wasteful, both of the potentially inventive faculties of scientists and engineers and of the time of patent personnel a
creating unused exclusionary rights in patents.
" It appears that reluctance on the part of agency personnel to assert any greater right
than appears to serve a governmental purpose is indeed at the heart of most problem
encouniered in carrying out the policy now in effect. This reluctance applies to the inventor wis
seeks to further develop his invention to a commercial form as well as to the local ad minis tram
who gathers the facts and initially determines the respective rights of the Government and the
inventor. If a patriotic concern for the public welfare be regarded as a primary driving ton
among Government officials, their efforts in carrying out this policy would be better motivated
if they were provided with visible objectives to be served thereby.
" E.g., Finnegan & Pogue, supra note 16, pp. 956-60, who conclude at 960 that a "middleground" approach should be taken. Their specific proposal has been regarded as close to the
"license theory," however, and did not satisify the requirement for a uniform policy. A further
approach, somewhat closer to "title theory," was urged by the Chairman in Hearings Befott
Subcommittee No. 3 of the House Committee on the Judiciary on H. J. Res. 454, 65th Cong.
2d Sess., at pp. 32-41 (1958).
For a review of the current status of the legislative considerations see Patent Practices 4
the Government Patents Hoard, a Preliminary Report of the Subcommittee on Patents, Trad*
marks, and Copyrights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, S. Res. 55, 8Gth Cong, U
Sess.. (1959).
•* Hearings, supra, note 88; the same bill was reintroduced as H. J. Res. 3 in the 86th Co*
gress, but was not acted upon, nor was the alternative proposal of the Chairman set out in til
Hearings, supra note 88, pp. 41-45, and in Appendix E of the Preliminary Report of the 5s>
committer, supra note 88; the Foreword (p. iv) suggests that a recommendation from the Burest
of the Budget is needed.
"• In view of the unresolved conflict between theories jupra notes 88, 89, a_ further eft*
was made by the Bureau of the Budget and the Chairman to frame a bill free of these objections. Some agreement between agencies on the central policy expressed in criteria of "midefc
ground" type was achieved, but has not yet been recommended by the Administration.
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Awards Act. 9 1 O n e example is found in the Bundestag (Diet of German Federation) law of J u l y 25, 1957. M It provides for payments for inventions of employees and proposals for technical improvements whether in the civil service,
military service or in private industry. These payments are conditioned on the decree to which t h e employer retains control of the inventions and proposals. T h i s
l.tw provides for detailed rules to b e issued by the Federal Minister of Labor for
determining the amounts to be p a i d ' a t reast'a^ to thpsAtlh^entors in private
enterprise. 88
'
*.»*.«*-.
Several Eastern European countries whose industries are not wholly sociali/nl have adopted very interesting measures for encouraging inventions, and
extending employee awards to include innovations and discoveries. 0 * These
measures seem to have aided or produced such results as the conversion in a few
w.irs of agrarian economies into exporters of technology. 95
Our own recent efforts at encouraging inventions among employees of the
Government are feeble in comparison with those indicated above and do not
extend to all of t h e private sources of even o u r presently recognized fields of patentability. Some concern over this matter is evident in b o t h the Senate 0 6 and the
House of Representatives. 9 7 I t is not clear whether the pertinent German Fcdrtjtion experience has been much examined, b u t it seems quite applicable to the
" 68 Stat. HIS (1954) 5 USC 2121-23. This Act is limited in coverage and the awards not
•dually effective. Its time limits usually exclude consideration of inventions. Sec also note 2,
lUpra.
" Supra note 4. ,
" ttundesanzeiger; No. 156 of Aug. 18, 1959.
•* Katzarov, The New Structure of the Protection of Industrial Property in Eastern Europe,
C J. Pat. Off. Soc'y, 596-620 (1960).
" Id at 612, e.g., Roumania and Bulgaria; at 611 he states:
". . . the State has taken, in the countries of Middle Eastern Europe, very important
steps towards creating the best possible conditions for the development of creative
activity. . . . Such measures have not been taken in vain. Already laigc numbers of
workers bend their efforts toward possible innovations . . . and spend their time on
research. . . ."
iml at 599-602 shows that most such Middle Eastern European countries have moved in this
•!iirrtion.
" I n introducing a general awards bill (S. 898) Senator Leverctt Saltonstall said, 105 Cong.
*«.. 1661:
"Reward for constructive effort has been a basic premise of the free enterprise
society. . . . [T]he inventor has been compensated for it inadequately, or in some
unfortunate cases not at all.,. . . We cannot expect to exploit the scientific barriers ol
the future by simply designating a group or an agency of the Government to be
responsible. We must have the contribution of all our talented citizens wherever they
may be. . . ."
" In a recent article discussing procurement regulations and the contributions of Govern•"••nt and its contractors. Congressman Erwin Mitchell said:
"The free enterprise system which has made the United States the wealthiest and
most powerful nation in the world is based upon competition. The ability of a manufacturer—small or large—to compete successfully against another is based upon the legal
frotection of his basic ideas and the national recognition of his proprietary rights and
now-how for manufacture.
"Incredibly enough, while our Government is fighting desperately to uphold and
maintain the cause of free enterprise throughout the world and to stimulate the greatest
possible advances in our production technology, some Government-sponsored inequities
appear to be destroying the very ability of industry to compete.

• • • •

"In this era of greatly complex devices and engineering feats in fabrication, alt too
often the contributions to the invention made by the inventor and by his employer are
disregarded. . . ."
UlfrhHI, Patents Rights-Path to Progress, 16 Aerospace No. 7. Aug. 1960.

,
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American economy. T h e major nations of Western Europe have now taken effective action to bolster the patent incentive for inventors, some by statutes requiring
compensation beyond salary for inventions, and others by high court decisions
which invalidate provisions of employees' agreements if they fail to provide such
compensation. T h e new Dutch and Italian award statutes should be compared
with the German Federation law. T h e Swiss, French, Norwegian, Belgian and
Danish court rulings should also be examined to see the extent to which the same
principle of special payments for inventions is being revived to build up national
industrial potentials."
VI. CONCLUSIONS

I. So long as tree economies based j n personal initiative are threatened with
extinction by totalitarian Communism their survival may well depend upon
clfcciivc encouragement of individual initiative. Incentive is the most central
problem of a national policy on inventions. Questions of Government, as against
private, ownership of the results of sponsored research and development work are
insignificant when compared to the question of survival of a free economy.
It has been noted hereinbefore that Eastern European countries have created
very strong inducements for making innovations, discoveries and inventions not
matched in this or any other Western nation except Western Germany. They have
taken "very important steps towards creating the best possible conditions for the
development of creative activity." •» Such strong measures for encouraging technical advances should be carefully reviewed by lawyers, scientists and legislators
to see what of their experience would promote progress here.
A universal mandatory system of participating awards such as has been
adopted for employees of all classes, public and private, in Western Germany 10 °
should be given the most serious consideration with a view to enactment of effective legislation in this country. Gould not the vigorously expanding German economy be achieved here with similar inducements? Indeed some progressive companies in the United States have already adopted bonus systems generally like
those prescribed by German law. ' 0 l
2. Any such national system of awards for inventions and technical improvements by persons in the Government service requires some type of central
Administrator qualified to deal in the intricacies of invention law, rather than
separate lower level organizations within the several departments and agencies of
the Government. He should have authority to insure that all meritorious contributions are screened for novelty and utility, and tried out, if necessary, to determine their value. T h e amount of award should be based on such criteria.
3. Whatever system is employed to encourage inventions—patents, bonuses,
or both—should be extended beyond the presently limited areas of patentable
subject matter to include scientific discoveries and innovations or technical in>
•• For a summary of Western European provisions see Validity of Contracts Assigning Employee's Inventions to Employer in US. and Europe by William J. Reiac. 42 J. Pat. Off. Socy.
177, (1900), at 179-81 for Ccrmany, at 183-84 for Holland, and at 187 for Italy.
** Supra, note 95.
'•• Supra, notes 4. 93.
»« E-g., E. I. duPont de Nemours; Patent Practices and Management, by Robert Calvert
pp 348-55, 1950.
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provements. This would require legislation of comprehensive nature, including
financing, and should be based on extensive expert testimony.
4. In addition to the improved incentive structure now urgently needed the
present policies require some clarification by the Congress. If the Government
is to adopt a "title" policy or a modified title policy, and assert ownership of inventions financed at public'expense, some policy for their use should be declared,
whether by a Government corporation or other agency charged with promoting
utilization of patents, or by declaration that Government-owned patents arc
dedicated to the public. Such a declaration of policy seems essential to an adoption of a national policy on the criteria which will indicate whether such inventions are, or are not, the property of the Government, and such policy would
aid considerably in the formulation of the criteria themselves. The declaration
of what use is to be made of exclusive patent rights acquired is a policy issue in
considering employee inventions, as it is for contractor inventions.
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Inventors, Innovators, Compensation and the Law
Donald G. M a n l y

Proposed new patent legislation, patterned after
West
Germany's law. would not stimulate invention, but rather
create new problems, according to the author.

Are U.S. corpora lions properly rewarding the
Creative spirit of inventors? Some companies,
although a minority, give no special awards at all for
invention which has led to the claim that this lack of
reward decreases incentive and is one of the reasons
for the alleged breakdown of U.S. innovation. This
article will focus on the need for change, if any. and
what is being done as a result of this criticism.
A s a matter of definition. 1 will refer to invention in the legal sense and consider that an inventor
is a person whose name appears on a patent. Innovation, on the other hand, is much broader and covers
the total scope of creativity and effort required to
bring sc.T.:tfiing to the marketplace. It is important
to realize that patents are not normally a goat in
themselves for corporations. Research monies are
allocated based on potential return to the corporation. Patents can be important to the total value end
success of an innovation, but they are generally a
by-product of research. A patent is a monopoly
granted by the government to on inventor which
allows htm lo prevent others from making, selling.
or practicing his invention without permission l/l.
The patent system in the U.-S. was installed because
it was considered that pjblic disclosure would
benefit the total knowledge generation process and
that the grant of a monopoly would permit more
rapid commercialization and, therefore, public
benefit. Note that the system was not installed
specifically to benefit the inventor, although this
might well be a consequence of it. Certa nly then a
very relevant question is whether financial awards
to the inventor are in the public interest.
In any study of special compensation for the
Dr. Manly is vie* prraidrii of rvtfarrh and oVvrtopmrat. Abei
Corporation. A irraton of thti paper » • • ptra«-nl*d at the Fail
Mmuurof the Induurul Rr*r*rrh Institute.

employed inventor, one quickly discovers that very
few. if any, U.S. corporations give the employed inventor a piece of the action as a royalty or as a cash
payment based on the perceived value of the invention. It is. however, also obvious t h a t many U.S. corporations do offer cash awards for invention. These
awards can vary from a nominal S100 or less on filing of a patent up to substantial cash awards of a
few thousand dollars for significant inventions^?!.
Some technologically significant companies, give no
awards at all for invention. It is claimed that a very
few reward the inventor by firing him or with some
other form of exploitation. These cases have led to
the criticism that U.S. corporations are not properly
rewarding the creative spirit of inventors. Most importantly, however, it has been suggested that this
lack of reward decreases incentive and is one of the
causes of the "breakdown of U.S. innovation."
Therefore, there is the double-barreled charge thai
U.S. industry is mistreating its employed inventors
and helping o collupse of innovation. These charges
have fostered the consideration of Federal legislation.
The Moss Bit!
If one assumes, as some have, that reward t o
the inventor would increa.se the rate of invention, it
follows that this is to the public benefit. (This
assumption will be examined in detail later on.)
Rased on this assumption, Germany began a policy
t h a t ultimately' evolved (19571 into present West
German law which now provides that an inventor
cannot negotiate away inventions before they are
made and which establishes procedures for negotiating rights for each patent with his employer.
Employment agreements as we know them are not
permitted under the law. This system has been
adopted by a number of other countries and is a
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model for the Moss bill. This bill (Congressman
Moss (Df of California) has been introduced into
Congress a number of times since its initial proposal
in 1969. The current version (HR 2101) has several
key features which are summarized as:
a) "An employee is entitled to adequate compensation for an invention;" that is, the "fair-market
value" adjusted by factors associated with
employer contribution to the making of the invention.
bt The compensation is to be agreed upon by the
employer and employee before issuance of the
patent but after the invention is made.
clln a disagreement, the matter can be brought
before an arbitration board established within the
Patent Office. In the event of continued disagreement, civil suit action may follow.
d) Each employee in e joint invention must
reach his own agreement with the employer.
el The employee may renegotiate whenever
there is a substantial change in the circumstances,
but in no case will he be obligated to return compensation.
Although this bill has received little outward
support, .there is a fairly strong effort by some
groups to foster some such legislation. For example,
the American Chemical Society has a committee
that has been studying the need for such legislation
for a number of years. Hearings were held in 1973
and 1975 on the subject \2\ culminating in the drafting of seven -solutions which were submitted to
the Board of Directors in 1977. The first of these
states:
"It is the intention of the American Chemical
Society to promote the progress of the useful arts by
the establishment of appropriate incentive systems
for the disclosure and development of inventions.
This policy may include, but not be limited to, improving laws that provide better residual rights for
employed inventors and requiring equitable preinvention assignment agreements."
This is a seemingly innocuous statement, but if
adopted it opens the door for this association to
.begin to push for legislation. The Institute for Electrical and Electronic* Engineers (IEEE) has similar
resolutions and is pushing hard for legislation to
give the inventor a "piece of the action." The German law is held up as a model by both societies..
Because of this activity, it is felt by this author that
U.S. industrial research should begin now to face up
to the problem and examine the issues.
Problems Created

One of the very significant problems with a law
such as that in Germany, or as proposed by Moss, is
that it singles out one cog in the innovative
wheel—th? inventor. In the early days of research
where the inventor was a single individual often
working alone, this would have been acceptable. In
today's R&D world, characterized by interSOlHtMeeirk Uamagemrmt

\

disciplinary teams, many specialists, and great
development expenditures, it is difficult to single
out any special person for award. This was summed
up well by Tyrrell 1/01 who said:
"1 believe that an award system which operates
in terms of only patentable inventions cannot be fair
as it discriminates against other equally inventive
and creative technical work which, for one reason or
another, may rot be within the present statutory
classes of invention. Even with regard to the inventive process which leads to patentable contributions
to technology, the award system unfairly emphasizes the activity of only the person who is determined under the law to be the inventor, to the detriment
of his »^sociates who may also have made significant contributions though not to the inventive act
itself."
Does a cash incentive stimulate invention? If
one looks at the West German system and the
number of patents issued since the early 1950's, one
sees a steady decline. Obviously in Germany the law
has not fostered greater numbers of invention. It
was predicted by Stockmair 17) that following an initial increase in the U.S.. invention numbers then
would level out again and follow much the same pattern as West Germany. It is also interesting to note
that the A. D. Little/IRI study on Barriers to Innovation U4) referred to the need for changes in the
U.S. patent system, but in no case was the lack of a
cash award cited as a barrier. In fact, a study done
by the Industrial Research Institute Task Force on
Stimulation of Creativity and Productivity </5)
showed that monetary reward was very low on the
list of factors considered most important in
stimulating creativity.
. It is generally conceded that Bell Labs
represents one of the top U.S. research centers in
• terms of excellence of work and creativity. At Bell
Labs the salary treatment is intended to reward invention Tyrrell I/O) discussed awards with a
number of Bell's prolific inventors and concluded
* that "such people were generally motivated toward
invention by the desire to find new and better solutions to current problems, that they derive their
greatest pleasure by seeing their inventions come into actual practical use. that they feel amply rewarded by the personal recognition and salary treatment
they were viven, and that they are doubtful they
would have teen more inventive if an award system
had been in force." This is not to say that security
and reward ere unimportant. They are simply lesa
important to the prolific inventor than to others.
This is largely because the inventor is a marketable
commodity. If he is truly creative and if, in hia view,
he is not treated properly by his employer, he can
certainly find another company who will treat him
more to his liking.
The problem of evaluating the worth of an invention is indeed a severe one. In general, market
research tends to underestimate the total long-term
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potential. I t la also t r u e t h a t m a n y i n n o v a t i o n *
reach commercialization only after m a n y years. F o r
example, a recent s t u d y l/J) of ten major innovations showed an average t i m e span of 19.2 years
f r o m conception t o realization w i t h t h e shortest
t i m e for those cases studied being six years. T h i s
w a s also pointed o u t b y D ' O u v i l l e a t t h e A C S hear*
fag when he reported on 7.4G0 invention disclosures
m a d e f r o m 1956 t o 1965 a t S t a n d a r d O i l C o m p a n y
W). Evaluatton of their monetary w o r t h in 1970 was
reported to be very difficult and only three had
reached a million dollar clasu. T h i s d i f f i c u l t y in
evaluation and in picking the winner is the reason
for t h e provision w i t h i n t h e M u s s bill t h a t t h e
employee c * n , in the future, renegotiate his reward.
I t has been pointed o u t t h a t in W e s t G e r m a n y
t h e number of cases where significant monetary
payments are made is small enough so t h a t t h e
awards do not present a significant financial penalty
to the company ill). T h e real financial penalty is in
t h e administration of such law. T h e expense lies
mainly in the staff required *.o negotiate each pat e n t , including determining i t s value, a n d t o handle
t h e litigation resulting from disputes.
I t is difficult to evaluate similar costs i n t h e
U.S. because of t h e dissimilarity between the U.S.
and W e s t G e r m a n tax laws and cultures. I n W e s t
G e r m a n y there is a significant tax incentive to use
a n award system. T h e cost to the company is virt u a l l y the same, b u t t h e employee is allowed a onehalf the regular rate allowance on his income tax
{18). T h i s provides a strong incentive for cash
awards in lieu of salary increases. Perhaps most
revealing along t h e culture line is t h e statement
made a t the 1975 A C S hearing by Lieck <5). H e
pointed out t h a t i n G e r m a n y .
" t h e relationship between the employer and
employee is not only in the field of invention but
also in nil other—nearly all other—aspects, subject
to very definite laws'and rules. Almost everything is
regulated by laws, so t h a t t h e special inventors' law
is j u s t , or can be seen, or can be deemed to be j u s t , a
p a r t of this wider aspect of r i g h t . . .or can be seen as
a p a r t of the other laws which also regulate the relations between the employer and the employee. A s I
understand, in the U n i t e d Stales you have far more
a philosophy of. well, the self-made m a n . I do not
k n o w if the G e r m a n law. as such, would b n a proper
part of this American philosophy. I wouid j j y t h a t
i t would not fit i n t o t h e whole system which y o u are
using right n o w . "
O t h e r comments a t these A C S open metfngs indicated t h a t the W e s t G e r m a n system is not worki n g as well as most formal reports would i m p l y .
W i t h approximately 3 8 . 0 0 0 G e r m a n patents issuing per year to West G e r m a n citizens, about 1,000
c f these have reached t h e A r b i t r a t i o n Board end a
handful have reached the courts. I n most cases
where there is a dispute, t h e employee already has
left t h e company. I t can be argued t h a t if only

1,000 cases have reached the A r b i t r a t i o n Board over
t h e past few years, th-w the amount of conflict is ext r e m e l y small. T h i s is true on the surface for this
society where the employee and employer are used
t o being heavily regulated. I t is also a society where
mobility of professionals is quite low compared t o
t h e U.S. O n e can only speculate t h a t t h e A r b i t r a t i o n
Board would handle significantly more cases in the
U.S. where m o b i l i t y is higher, where free enterprise
is more the rule and where litigation is becoming
more and more common-place.
T h e G e r m a n S y s t e m a n d Innovation
C a n we determine whether the W e s t G e r m a n
system is indeed leading to greater innovation than
the U.S. system? D a t a are available from t h e U.S.
Department of Commerce statistics 1/7} and an article b y Henriques I ' 2 ) . (See Figure 1.1 One of the
often quoted comments based on the U.S. data is
that we appear to be falling behind in our innovative
character because of the much greater r a t e a t which
G e r m a n citizens apply for U.S. patents. T h e lower
lines on F i g u r e 1 plot t h e number of U.S. patents
issued to G e r m a n citizens and the number of Germ a n patent applications made by U.S. citizens. I t
m a y be seen from this plot that the growth rates are
virtually identical (6<"c per year! over the period of
2 0 years since 1955. This data refutes the argument
that the U.S. is suffering in the invention race w i t h
G e r m a n y . W h a t this d a t a really shows is t h a t since
1955 the world has indeed become " s m a l l e r " and
t h a t worldwide patent coverage is now being sought
by most companies whether of U.S. or W e s t G e r m a n
origin.
T h e upper lines on Figure 1 also show that the
g r o w t h rate of application for W e s t G e r m a n patents
and the rate of issuance of U.S. patents is essentially zero or slightly negative. T h e U.S. data shows a
major discontinuity in 1964-5 A-hich is a t t r i b u t a b l e
to major changes in U.S. Patent Office administrative procedures. I n other words, t h e d a t a
simply do not support the basic assumption that
legislation along the lines used by W e s t G e r m a n y
will stimulate invention. M a r c y H6) alluded to this
by s l a t i n g t h a t .
" t h e r e is no unequivocal evidence t h a t such
laws actually stimulate e i t h - r the evaluation of new
and useful inventions, nor (heir introduction into
t h e marketplace. O n the contrary, there is some
evidence t h a t t h e y have had a reverse effect by
stimulating research workers to maintain silence."
T h e question of large awards resulting in increased secrecy and loss of teamwork has been one
of the major reasons for opposition to such legislation. Gansser tti). Morle (?) and others have addressed this topic. Gansser also poses the issue of
how extra compensation for a certain small group or
category of people who happen to do research will
support the overall research activities of a company.
W i l l anyone wish to undertake analytical chemistry
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Inventive efforts should be recognized and rewarded
by their employers, the disadvantages of a statu*
tory award scheme outweighed any foreseeable advantages 17). This seems to be a valid conclusion for
the United States as well.
The need for a West German system or a Moss
bill in the U.S. ts indeed questionable. Callis Vi) said,
"A Federal act in this area will merely provide
the incompetent supervisor with another document
to which he can point with pride as he continues to
mismanage the talent under his trust. A Federal act
such as the Moss bill would provide a good deal of
employment for the attorney* of litigants who feel
they have been cheated, but it will not further innovation or speed development, in my opinion. In
fact, I feel that by distracting those actually occupied in toe work, it may well have the very opposite effect."
Reference*

FYjrwnr I I'atrmt* issued by H". Germany omd US.

or work in production, or do short-range problem
.solving research under such a system?
J There seems to be little doubt that reward for
(outstanding performance via bonuses is accepted by
much of industry. This type of award can reward the
whole innovative learn for performance as measured
by economic success. It is this author's opinion that
such rewards might be more extensively used and
that all companies should have some form of bonus
fur exceptional performance but not just for inventors. With a system only for inventors, an ad*
ministrative nightmare is a very distinct possibility.
In the United Kingdom a study of the West
German system by the Hanks Committee carefully
considered the argument that cmployeea should
have a statutory right to benefit from any inventions they make in the course of their employment.
They concluded that, although inventive activity
should be enci jraged to the fullest and employee's
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STATU LEGISLATION
COVEHNLNG OVttHStf!?

won* ts INVENTIONS
UNDER EMPLOYEE
vmtmoa AQumasvsl*ntQtivcno)t

J \ In 1979, both Waablugtoo and California reacted l«d»lation aim*! at curtailing the acopa of iavcaUoa Ottifumeat provisions thai an employer can obUia ttam em*
pl«y«>es vudor employee invention a^rvtmeota, or
so-called" pre-t»v«nUoa aasigtmwtit" agrrcottota. Two
year* previously, Mluoesota ecact«d eUnitsr legislation
wbleh waa heralded sa the "Freedom To Create" law.
Prior to this legislation, Ui* employer aad employee war*
(rca to dVeruwte their respective, rights in tareatioaa,
by contract, In the form of employee Urfctioa agree,
meuts. Whih there ia DO standard form employee IDVPO' tiou agreement, most such agreement* at fcaet provide
that inventions which are conceived or made by the employee during the I*mi cf eiuployrorat, axui wbJca relate
to company "•lu»lno^«," shall be attl^aed by tba employee to the tttuptoyer.' Others arV mad* applicabla to
invention* which result from tbe employee'a '•work,"'
*"•© R^wrt L. OaiWUa 19*0, Bat** L CttS«l« la a t*M< *ttars»y
wiUi U>« Boaleg Acr<*j»<» Coatfaajr. a DirUWa «tf tV# a W * f Caav
*#»/, 8»«ttU. W**&)»gtaa, .
«*U»*94 nt'xtft • • trtlrU *»cliln> *B«9t«yar-Kt»a£e7v« Bijfete la
l»»*!iU»Mi (juto Uel»UUo» « B 4 gw»B*>rw Tj«wtlMt Ar»wa>*»U,*
#W>««r(af in t*« atwasct*** taUtUJ Strtts* Oaf t*# Ov«iv«AJ#
«t*»a /« t*UU*tt*#l JVipot*,- 4 <M4» a> IVareiaalOWWMM 4 W
Ltf*l Jt*vr*Mttotw*. »tiM(*a»4 feet f t * SarUaa af r«fct*t, TtaaV
•arte
a Copy/f«>i» I«v, Aaxriftta Bar A*a«i*tt«a, l«*a\
1
aVnj>!4/«i t&fcl) dlwloao prenpOy U Ctojwejr «r Ua wm'sai a w
•n4 alt lortRjvo^j, <ti»M«vriw I M Ucarmaiamsa. ****** aaiaatafest
ar not, CC<K»IV*4 ar «*^« ay &»»!*£*• 4«H*f I M f»sia4 af astaloy*
Wiol sad r*t»f«4 fc» U« *%tl+**4 • / C*mf<omf. as4 acetc&s aa4 Sanaa
b» «Mi«n sU ait iaurwt U»rr»l» U C««i»*a> or Ha amataw (Cav
aiiui* ralo*). H\lifTim.Tr*4t S*ct*t*. Apptmtijt C, 9*em A.
* r»t tanaipW. UM v*j4eyv« tar*i>u«« i f m w M c«rr*»ti7 e*«d
fer I V Bo»lr« Cowpaair »f p)i«« U *»U |av*asta» «Banl*«4 k/ Ka»>
Mejraa, fiUnir aouly ar wfia «U»tra, aVlnc Bw^Ja/n*^ «•>«»—«a fcy
Borlna, *hcO>«T or aat dartajr n o ! " *artiJ«a aoora. «Wtk r»t*t»
to • « / tttbj«c( auitwr wiU «al<b Jr«»fc»»#*« «#»ra «t\» ttaatac w at
awy a« «c*<xrM4 M uhldi r»UU ia taa laoiaaaj turriid a* I t
Bortmt." (Bstfteaali attaa).
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or may extend to "ftfl" inventions made by the employee
daring; the term of employment.
For porpeeee of eaalysiag tho eonunoa law and the
state legislation, consider three typee of employment J
a. 6p*cifin inventive ..•'•.'•'
o\ Oea&ral inrestlva
• •••«, Non-inventive ;••'
"SpadJio iaveative" employment applies to *n employee who U either (1) hired to invent a epecifio foveatloa or (3) U aeeigaed the teak of making a specific 1nTcnUea or improvement to existing technology, la both
enaes, a speetfle invention or cod result I* contemplated.
6ped£ie Inventive employment applies to the else* of
employee* who are hired or employed to "invent,'' in*
ctndfog research eeScatiete, design engineers, end other
employee* who** "work** involves eptrifio inventive
activity. Invention* whiohrooU from specific inventive
employment era within the aenpa of the employee's
••work" asd relet* to th* business or rsearch of the
employer.
"General uveotive" employment applies to the wune
eJaas ti employees who art aabjeet to specific inventive'
employment, except that so spedfie invention or end resalt U contemplated. General research or dtttign work
axoatry U Involved and, in many inetenct% the employes
volunteers, or is e&eoaraged by the employer, to pursue
his or her creative instincts, even though they may diverge from assigned work. Inventions which result
from general invective employ-seat therefore fall outside the scope of the employee'e "work" siase no specific
assignment ia involved, end may or may not relate to the
fcatiaesa or re*«*r«£k of the employer.
"Noa-iarveative** employment, as the term Implies,
doe* ttot involve any expectation of inventive activity.
Shop or taaanf&ctotfag employees, as well as nontochnloal employee*, fall into this category.
The determiaatioa of ownership rights in inventions
depends apoa <1) the aatore asd scope of employment
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(whether specific Jrmntivc, yviu'ral inventive or non-inventive employment) *nd ('.*) the fiekl of lb« employer'*
buniin'M.or research. The following discoMJoa will trace
the evolution of these principle* tbrouxh a three-tier
Htructuro—fruro I bo common law, io lb* contractual arraiiK«»H«,u(a which bavo supplanted It, and finally ioto
-th<> legislation which now control* thete arrangements
in. three M\nUit: Throughout this dlftcnteion. ownership
. rigliti «h»w!nt<;d with general Inventive employment will
receive increasing attention.
COMMON LAW

The common law determine* owneraMn rifbta la Invejitio'is, in tho absence of an exprcs. ^ >^m«.Bt between
. the employer and employee. Under the common law,
the employer owns any invention which reaulta from
•pvcifiu inventive employment, where** the employee
owni a.jy invention which result* from federal or noaiuvcnlivo employment. Employe* ownership, however,
may be subject to a "shop right" in favor of the employer if the inventive activity bivolved na* of the time
or facilities of tbo employer.'
Interwoven in this, common law doctrine U the concept
:
that tbo voluntary exercise of inventive activity by those
employees employed or hired to "Invent" wUl remove
any resulting invention from, the province of employer
ownership if the invention falls ciUide the e»pe of a*.
signed "work" (i.e. to the e«t«»i it arise* from general
. inventive employment). In W5W, the United States So*
. preme Court began to grapple with this issue In Solomon* v. United Statu* The Coort enunciated the baaie
rule that J
If OD« l» tmpleytd (« 4a<** orjurftet e» imstrm***t. tr a W M I
or *ccomplwk**a a vrucnbtd rtntt, be ceaaot. after ennr—a
ully accomplishing lbs work fur which as «M employed, plead
title tbtrelo M sgsliut bis employer. Tbal which be h«s been

f

"""•Uiiiw SutM v. DsMJWr CWraerr CM*, tafra. 8M s)*t
BUnJ.H P»rU ». P»cfc. » « US. U <lt*4> (rttfaf taluM—S V.
UsIUd ItuUs. IwJr*. (• tuptwrt ei it* fcoWuei.
* 117 UJL tit (1W0).
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0*pUy*d aad paid to aeoaatpttok htceaK*. vben awmplUbtd,
lk« peiytny ofkto caaptayar. Wkatoerr rifku at to iadividoal
k* aaay have ked la M M to kto laveaUv* potrm, and tfcet whfeh
tkey art abb to acraapltoh, a* ka* told la advaac* to kb taw
ptryer. 8*. alao, waca M M to la the employ of aaother la a
etrtoia Uat af werk, aad deviant an Improved m«tbod or lortro.
• t a t far debt that work, aad aaa* lb* property of kto esapl0***
aad tat atrvfeae af etktr eeaployeni to develop and put lo preetkakS* farai ktoteveetioa,aad eipUeiUy eeaeat* to the we by
kto tatpbyar at aetk lavceUsa. a lory, or a court, tryin* the f
Carta,towamatadto)ftadiag Uat he baa ee far rtco«ni«>a th*
«bttojatkoa af aarrkca fioaiak (roa kto employment aod Unafita rnalUag ban kto aaa af lb* property, and tbe amUUne*
af Ik* oa-tajplsjraaa, af kto empUytr, aa. to kav* girea to aaek
employer aa lmvo**hta Ueeaae to aaa aack Umntloa. (Bav
taptidt la the ooaeapt of ''ttaployad to Invent," aa am- .
ph*ait*d la the foregoing quotation, l* that tka employee.
la employed by tka employer for the purpoao of and aaeigned to tat Uak of taveatiag a apecifie Inversion which
falbt withla the eeope of tko employer'* tmaiaeea or TO*
eearch. •
l a I92aV tk* Fourth Clrcait, la Bcpghtom «. (Jailed
Statu,* ecretiaiaed tho aetata tad eeope of the employ*
meat reletioa la aaeerdeaot with thf common lav do©triao aod admeoJthed as aot to giy* tba concept of "employmeat" aa orerly narrow interpretation when deter?
miaiag empJoyvr-empioyee ow&erthJp right* ia inveo*
tloaa. Tko employee la ffovf kfon vaa a cherolat who,
after belag aired la a aoa-iareatire capacity, waa aaatgaed tka Uak of developing a fumlgant gaa combined
with aa Irrltaat gat with which tba fomlgant gaa could
b* detected. T k * Coort rejected tba a rfoment tbnt,
alaet the employee waa aot "hired to laveat," lb* inren.
tioa belonged to h i a , aot his employer:
Tka right af tk* employe* to tk* ttventiee or diaeov«ry of tka
•aplayaa depend*, aot apao tka ten** of the oriciaal eoatraet of
kiriac. hat apea la* aatara af tk* earviee lo wbkh tba employee
to eataced at tke Itoae a* • * * « * tk* dtoeovery or Invention, and
' «tt r. t a l l M (etk dr. t M ) (WrwfUr nrwrcd to aa "flf««#a>
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trim, not oat of the UnM of iht contract at tiring, tot eat of
the doty which lbs employ** own* to hk esapleytr with -aspect
to the Mrvtet la which ho k engaged. Jt .matter* sot ta what
capacity the employ** u t originally bar* hcea hind. if *• to
t*l to eJjmtaenlii^. •*'(*(** trfnr •/ stelia? M iitwatfev
" »oil aeccpu P*y for cseh. it k hk doty to dkeJoa* to hk ea» '
ployer what be <lkcovers la tf-aJting th« cjpertaeau, tad what.
h* accutnplij&ee br the etptrimrnt* belong* to the eaptoywr/
. During thr period that l u i i n engaged, h* k ''cassloywJ to
latent," *nd the rr«ulu of hk efforts Mtavealioo*tafcagto
hk employer in the MA* way M woold lh* product of hk afforto
in thy other dl rati Son. (Bwphaak nio*)
The ctupha*Ucd language In the abort quotation Inplita that on* "employed to Invent" will be gives •pacific instruction* br too employer aa to what U to bo
Invuntcd, thereby creating a specific inventive) employment rotation. TM* ignore* tbe fact that many highly
•killed employe** who ar* "employed to Invent" will
on their own initiative, make Inventions which fall ootcldo the scope of their Immediate assigned duties, bat
which relate to and will boacfit the employer** buttoea*.
Had the Court in Houghton carried Ha admonishment to
• logical ooucluxion, it would hare realised that, for each
•killed einploycet, the naturo and scop* of employment
can and often doe* extend beyond assigned duties to
generalized inventive activity. The court in llongklon
thus did not address the issue of whether general Incentive employment could yield assignable Invention*. Thia
t« precisely the issuo that faced the United States Supreme Court five years later in United States r. Dubilitr
Condenser Corp.*
In DubiiUr, two employee* of tbo United State* Bureau of Standards wero engaged in general research and
laboratory work relating to airplane radio*. Botb employ coa wore assigned to tba radio section of tbe Bureau'* electrical division. While ao employed, they d«velopcd aevoral invention* in tbe radio and electronic*
field which fell outsld* tbe scope of their work, and filed
United State* patent application* which were licenced
• *M VS. IT* (1MI) (berelnafur rtftrnd to M * M < W ) .
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etcbuively to too mpoodenl Too inventive activity
from whida tboao bvtatioaa arose v u undertaken volan! tartly, la ot least eoo ItuUnoe under the impetus of
"ecktttirVauioaity'C Too Court ruled In f«T-r of the .
omplpyoM by refuilof to order tht alignment of the
apptkotiooa which v u sought by the Government.
Aoeordisglv, DukQier U often cited for the proposition
that oa ievcstlea which U within the field of the cmptoyor'a basin***, bat which la made voluntarily by on
employe* outside too ooopo of aaeigned work, belong to
tho employeo, not tho employer. This »» misleading,
however, ante** ooo ooderatandj that the Dulilter ruling
{a bacod upoa tho factual eonilualon that the cmp}oysc»
were awitber employed to iawnt, nor a*tigned the tank
of investing.* Tbo majority opinion tbiriforo avoids
•peaking to tbo real laaoe of whether "employment" of
oerlaia employee* "employed to invent" could ho of tufflcieat scope to Include general Inventive activity beyond
avtaigood duties (I*, ftneral inventive employment).
Tbo dicseotiuf opinion by Justice Stone in Dubilicr, iu
which Juetiee* Caxdcto aad Hughe* concur, specifioaUy
addresses thla iatua, tad concludes that inventions nrisiac from general invtntive employment should belong
to tbo cmploytr, not the employee:
THwaevtr the tapteyta'a dotice lovolrs the tx*rei*e of Inventive
pewvta, the aaptojrt* hi tatiUad to as *atl«nKrot of the patent
on aay taveaUso aaade u the scope of the general ttufiloywut.
t«|a ikte <<ea««tfc* ft It to Ot na*tet»f*4 ttot tfca writtes avt«**«* «r ItoOr «s»»J*fiaw*l a m set MailM r»w*rv». ra&ca Urn toMtlteti thai a—« « M tto» a »a*e aai* to ttiKar of ttoa, prior to
«Vtr 4miwiiK*. eaaerraiaf tswattoa or aaWfcta «r ttoir 4ati«* ar
a*Ofat*Mta ttn»(tt«c tkttn Mt&rra; tkai, aa IHMTB by *>» ratarftt
«f the riMMt Ofln*. aaaptayaas «f •*. I *«*» *ffttaada.4« *r... Hher
6>MTtmr*!* to4 «*41a ao aottaqraa' rmtmS » « w n n »»!*-.a aad
t*J*r>4 d» cwfaatwa rU»U «*uUMe M «/*i«i *U art* -t- p«r*oaa
wtttoat art *r ktalraMe fwai tto a*i«7«sB*«t. fa a* ptep*r aanae
«a? M to nK Owl (to aaatTtcl a* aatatojwcat coctWmpUud lava*.
ttaa; antytatat feat D n a m aa4 t«*el> taa» B»J»U*»4fe*fe«ory
feat (toy awn «wji»y»4 le Umnft: fear to*w. oa tto aeatvary, that
(to aaat aa* itos anwat arartit* v u feu tto «n»t«r**i of t»»
B m u wv»« i0i"ie a» Uto HtMU m Utatr lavvetiotw aiui V»vt
ato toaawia ttanfty actfam* aava M ta «M ay tto V&1U4 Sutaa.
Tto iliMualiaiii irialtaOi tito irbaftkattca af aa/ afraanwat t* aaat<attott awa*niaaaviata«U. fai>VM. at i t i - m .
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The dissenters In DubUier thus viewed general employment for research work (i.e. general inventive employ*
mont) a* synonymous with employment to invent •
specifically assigned invention (Le> specific ioventivo
employ meut). Consequently, the dissenter* in Dmbjtier
would have ordered an assignment of th« application*
to the Government. The fact* of the e***v however,
would appear to restrict application of tbt distentiaf
opinion ty ti situation in which the invention relates to
tho business or field of endeavor of tha employer. (Tho
dissenters oonxidered tho Bureau to bo involved in general research work and, in particular, radio research.)
Thoso cascM also are cseinplary of the spoctrom within
which tho ownership right* of the employer and employee must ho determined under common law doctrine
At the opposite ondi of the spectrum, the results reached
appear fair and reasonable. At o:ie end, the employe*
who engage* in inventive activity entirely independently
of hit job is entitled to lay claim to the inventiona and
patents that result. Likewise, at the other end, an employer who employs an employee for the specific purpose of engaging in a given inventive activity should be
entitled to the resulting inventions and patent*. In between, however, the doctrine c*o result in eooaiderable
arhitrariuciid,* depending upon whether the concept of
"employment" is given a broad or • narrow interpretation. Consequently, the common law doctrine often baa
proven to be unsatUfactory to both employer* and employee's and has, to a. considerable extent, been supplanted by contractual arrangements*
IvvBunoy AouiMaxv* .
These contractual arrangements take tho form of employee Invention agreements which at least include an
assignment provision according to which the emplcyeo
agrees to assign certain inventions to tho employer. As
EMPLOYS*

• Heamtrtr, *"Tt* Emptor** IOTMLOT ta On Ckltsf lulaa," Bfa*»
•tcliuwtU trulituU of Ttc&aetetx 191U *-**.
* Keusotftr, iaft». p.4f.
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• gtacnl rale, tbea* provisions are more favorable to
tha employer than tha common law doctrine. Under
mot agreements, tha assignment provision. Applies to
•ay Invention whichresalts from general inventive erapeoymeat, provided the Invention relates to the business
of the employer. TMa of eoorse isconsistent with the
dissenting opinion LB Dub'dier. Other* apply to Inven.
tioas made in the actual coarse of researchemployment,
extend to all inventions made with help flora company
facilities, extead to Inventions that are not in the area
of the employer's Interest, or extend to inventions made
entirely Independently of the employee*s work if they
relate to the employer's business.** inequalities in bar*
gaining power, however, often preclude an employee
from challenging the scope of such provisions and, In
some instances, acceptance of such provisions has Wen
mad* a condition of employment.
. FkaoAL LaoiSLATiox
Concerns for the rights of employees, coupled with the
Increasing national fear over the last decade that the
United States is rapidly lotting technological leadership,
triggered a number of legislative attempts at the federal
level which were aimed at1 broadening the employee's invention ownership rights. * The most widely publicized
attempt waa the Moss bill,1* which sought to eMnblUh
an invention compensation scheme modeled after the
Qermaa Invention law.** The Moss bill met with heavy
ufaTohrC^^rwt*Al WaMa at (ft* Emptor* ***••**." **

JKM ass <r*n o saint <iGt m ititj B^nm, -K«pk>r*e> ia>
— CUM far tft« K M *Utt/ U«J». «f 8*a Tntx-eo Utf
" 8»«tacm«. St. WT-OSi aa4 Uwl». *Kmp\or~ laka? t a B t Mat? MiKM 4JS (ten). IW a s*a*rat
f4ammMhm >itywirt prwMooa. ««4 (Mir lttp*<*
___ „ ._ _ . Jkto. SM ABM. ^lOTtMfcM r«eU> Brlw«M tha t W
fSKS Baactra*. SUidi t»Si M 4 h M W , "UJL U<s ia FeWa*
U a T n i f e V t t U •»•>«! ass. Maw* ItTt.
. .
nMM. Wta, Mat CeagiaMTut amtaat a«4 H» t o t . Wad CanMlaa I m n a , "gaaalares bmattai Uafee G*TMB l a * ;
IfOt a n (1*71). ^T™"""
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reaUtonco on tbc U«U thai it w u eucb a draatie departure ttom the $totu* quo dial it wa* "hopel***ly oa.porkablt."1* While thi* viewpoint may bt •oowwhat
aevcro in Iigbt of the recent enacUncut of correapoodinf
legislation In Britain,1* there appear* to be little or ao
likelihood of i n / federal tcgUtatioB in tbia field in the
ftenrfnture.—L^'.I
,••.;'..'"•.

r~'._'

STAT* LBOULATIOM

Th« »t«t0 Irgitlatlon In Minnesota; Washington, and
California vn* apawned by concern* eitni'ar to tboae behind the. federal legislation, except the mechanism for
, broadening, employee ownership right* in invention* U
founded upon the state law governing contractual ar-.
rangunwitsM ween employer and employe*. The «tate
IcginlnUon e»l«b|i»be» state public polide* for coat rolling
operation of.invention assignment provislone eoutaincd
-in'employee invention agreement*. To tbe extent any
Vu<h provision violatestbl* atate public policy, it i* void
and unenforceable.. That la, the *• door* to tbe courthouse'.* are closed to any employer who desire* to assert
•ucb a provision against an employee In a manner which
violates the atate public policy. To tbe extent any aura
assignment provision opcratea. within the mete* and
bound* of .this public policy, .However, it will remain in
. effect And enforceable. For example, operation of the
overly, broad assignment, provision applicable to "all"
invention* will be curtailed *o that only permiMible aa'•'''"i*H\Upim. wpn ».09(4). aato «M. »*4t.
'

'»TK« «Vt«rm!a»UM af t»»Joj»r-#t»pl»r»a Kt>ta w*4cb aapaaf*
J* Bartloa ft ttrillth Patents Art of Itrft* • <w£*f«Ue*> af U» CM>
aw*, law.
I* Wrt*r. UU aWralpaUoa la M.foiWa*. A "aarrtoa ta>
«railonM Mentis* I* ta« napieyit to *m »»s4» i*tf»*tattrw af ts»
normal dutta af U* r»pl°r**l ar aMes^r, aatoWf ai* —nasi tatUs
feet 4*ring U»a Niirt) at fall** tparltoaUr «JM«IM4 U ate. la kadi
tear* U» cir«uM»Uac*s »tul U a«r* ttal aa lavaUaa •!*%• ram•oiublr ba tspart**' la rrault tnm U» canyta* aa* af a*** 4atfea.
Talrdlr (amJltlwir ta cans* awtt pnJbUmt.tm yrarika). Uiaatti—
*u4a ui UM caurai of U» ••pWn'a 4sUea, aa4 Wcaaai at ta* aalat*
of UM duties aa4 UM aartkuUr maa—tVuiUaa artslaf CBaraffaas,
fi* h»4 a spatial aUiraUo* ta furtW is* taurarts af U» — l«r
Uklof. RiuatU, "CwsUras latfaUM." N M U v iaarsal. Vat Ua,

Au*u»t »7, wa, in>. tec-tax,
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slgaaeota (I*. tboa* eoaslatent with state public policy)
vul recall. The legislation doe* not affect common law
righta or ahop right*.
;: TW lafUlatloa draw* the mete* and bound* of atnto
pobUe pottey as feUowa. Tba employee obtains owners
ship fijhfa to aay lare&Uoa developed sail rely on an
employe*Y own Una, without use of any property of
th* employer, wales* there l i t nexus between the invonlion and either the type of employment involved or the
bttsiaeaa of the employer. If *uch a nexus i* found, then
the employer may obtain the ownership right* by n»n:^nmeat. Farther, if the Invention was developed on the
employer** time, or through a** of employer property,
th* employer may obtain the ownership righta, retardtesa of aay each nexus. It abould be remembered, however, that the mechanism by which the employer obtnina
ownership rifhl* U contractually establUhed by the employee btvestioa agreement. In the absence of such an
agreement, the common law doctrine applies,
Take* literally, the nexa* required by the leffjnl*tion
laleaa la Washington than in Uinnfftota and California.
As a consequence, th* aeopa of permissible ownership
righta of Washington employer* appear* to be greater
than thoc* of Minnesota or California employer*. In
Washington, Invention* resulting from grneral inventive
employment and specific inventive employment are as•Ignahle if they relate to the business of the employer.
In Mtanesota and California, however, only invention*
revattiag from apecifle inventive employment are assignable if they relate to th* basin*** of the employer. Xegistativa history will of eonraa be considered when these
Isaac* reach the eonrta and may sapport a contrary interpretation, a* dUeasaed below.
Th* legislation In all three state* also doe* not appear
to apply to trad* **cr*t information or form* of intellectual property othar than "Invention*", although an
employer ahoald not b* able to droumveat !•* effect*
merely by ehararterifinjt an "Invention" as trade secret
iaformattoa. Th* legisUtk* doc* not define the term
-Ml-
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"invention", mid do*« not ajweificalljr §|*>H oat whether
it i» applicable to improvement*, trade *ecr«U, idea* or
non-puteiit.nblo di*covcricc. . Sine* the legtalatloa alto
refer* to the term "trade avcret* information", however,
tbu J erfu "inventions" should be inlcipreted to cover
only thoto invention*, discorerie* or improvement* which
t»uti«fy '.ho liiithcr atamlard* of novelty and level of inventive skill traditionally a**ociA|ed with |«alcnUble aubjeet m/itU>r. Tbu», if the subject nutter in question cannut ttntitify these standard*, but otberwi»« qualifies a*
"trade secret information" in the *en6c that it i* Dot
generally known outaidc the employer, any applicable
ux«iKJiment provision* are outride the trope of (be. legislation. N'<mclhe«v»i>, a true "invention" which the employer elects tu rctuin a* a trade secret ahoutd be witbia
the KCO|« of the lexiidiition. As will now be apparent,
the form of protection applied to the invention, whether
patent or trudo secret, nhotild not be <let«-rniinative of
whether the subject mutter ia an "invention" subject to
the legislation.
Finally, tho lexiidntioii in all three state* re<|uirc« that
the employer notify employee* of their ownership rights,
and protect* employee* agaiest loss of employment during dispute* over these right*. And, while the legislation
ref«'r« to "employment" agreement*, it »Kould be lept
in mind that it typically opplUs to "employee invention
. Agreement*.."'* Additional nitnitantie* and difference*
concerning the legislation will be identified in the diai:>l*!iion to follow.
The Minnrsota Act
The Minnesota Act " seems to have btvn an attempt to
vurtuil the MH>JW of overly broad eoiployer/eaployeo
*• Unlika an emplorowiit a*T»«n»Bl. •*> rto^loy** larratU* a«**an«nt (twi m* ceolain Urtr.» tad ceo4iti««s fmrwltt
«Mmluy aw at,
tn,t#»J. It only **U forth O* ri«*t* *a4 •bl>«»tiae* «f U* partia*
with rr«pw-t to fnv«alian> and. oTUaUm**, IfSt aarrria er praprtateir
Inforjiiollan. II U>«r«f«rt raaoui tw mulrwd a* nqpiriag cetiaaa*
<nni>loyn,.»n#., a* would a trtJa "tttiflofammt.- M t n a m V •
''MSA Sot aII.7*. Effectiv* Jaau*nr I. 1»T». 7W aattra fttlaM M U Act la a*t fort* aa AajwMU A.
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agreementa applicableto "aU" invention* and, to to
doing, to protect the right* of employ©** to thoae invenfan* which, onckr eotnmon Uw doctrine, wwt at or near
the end of the epcrtrum of employer-employee rijchta
traditionally aaaoeiated with employe* owncrthip. Thue,
the Miaaeaota Act waa aoppoeed to encourage innovation
ontude the field of the employer'i botiuesa and, a« a re-'•
•alt, atimalate the growth of "apio-off " industries with*
intheaUte. Tb© afianeaoU Act 'therefore wa« H far lew
draatie approach to the aobject of employer-employee:'
right* than the earlier Mow bill and other federal Icgta*
latitrc proposal*:
Bahdi vision 1 of the atinneeota ("Freedom To Create") Aeireadet
Aay p m i a t o In an raplojawat a*Teemrot whlra proritbv that
aa eaapfeyfl* aetall sati** or offer to awlfn any of hb right* in
aa ta«veUoa to hi* employer *a*U eat apply t> *n iuvrntion for
wbka ao 'ftptipBttst, eupplie*, facility or trade wcr*t information of tie employer was wed and which n i &tvt\<tp+d entirely
•a UM eeipiayWa e*a tie*, and (1) which d<*« not rtUte
(a) directly to the boston* ef tat employer or (b) to the «av
ptoyert aetaal or daeoaatrably aaticip*ted reorareh or developateat, er (1) «hke doea not mutt l i s * any work prrforuiod
by ta* e*apto?«e for the etaployer. Any proration which purpotto to apply to coca an InVeatloB h to that extent agsinct the
pobtfe policy of thi* stato aadM ia to that eittnt void and unenfarmibk (Baipbask mine)

The emphaaued "or" mark* the critical point at
which the afinneaota Act moat be analyzed. Taken literally, aaaignmest of any invention which an employee
develop* entirely on hie own time, without any equipment, asppUen, facility, or trade aeeret information of
the employer ie agalnet the public policy laid down by
the Minnesota Aet, provided that at least one of the
neraa faetora aet forth in *Bbparagraph» 1 and 2 i* miaaing. Soeh aa invention, however, ie aiaignable if both
of theae naxoa faetora are fonnd. Employee "work" U
MTWMtMwto Act tactaee* two *4dlU«ui toMtvlttofl* tvUUn*
to ID onmtia* of «*• Act M o »—«iiUo of »wj4*r"*«» or conUaotos onofajwo*. *M (I) ooUotoUo* of «n*W»t*. The ial»t**c« of
5 w a « a ha Amatol with roferoM* to the Wothlocioo Act.
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the dominant neiu* factor, nine* any invention which resuit* from the employee'g work abould relate to tho
bu*in<?8» or UklV of the employer. The ©onverae of
7
course i* not true, a* in the CAM of invention* resulting
fronj general inventive employment. Based upon the
literal interpretation of the Minnesota Act. therefore,
only Invention*-resulting from specific inventive employment appear to bettKsignabte,provided they rclato
to the business or It&D of the employer. A* wilt BOW be
apparent, a literal interpretation ot the Minnesota Act
lead* to the conclusion that any invention which ari*c«'
from funeral invention employment it not assignable,
doepitc'tbc fact that the invention may relate to the em*
ploycr'* hturiuei* or It&D activities. It i» at this point
that the Washington Act on it* face depart* from the
Minnesota and California Act*.. If the "or" einphasitcd
above were changed to "and," however, then the Washington Act would |taralle| tho Minnesota and California
' Acta. •.
The legislative history of the Minnesota Act, however,
may reveal an intent Jo jH<rmit a*»ignment of invention*
which rexult from general inventive employment, provided they relate to the husines* or lUtD of the employer.
The bill upon which the Minnesota Aet was patted
originally referred only to the "work project" of the
employeo and did not include basinet* of the employer
B« n factor pertaining to tho required nexus, supra.
While the bill was (tending, "work project" wa* chanced
to "work" (a somewhat broader term than "«ork proji*et"). and luminous or HID of the employer was added.
Koth of these amendment* clearly affected the required
neiuttt yet, according to a literal reading of the Minnesota Act, the employ«-e*s work i* the dominant nexus
factor. To give significance to theiw amendments it ia
possible to infer that the underlying intent wa» to establish two nexu* factor* which, in the alternative, could
form a basis for the employer obtaining ownership
right* by assignment. Thi* of course could support aa
interpretation that the drafter* of the Minnesota Aet
-741—
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iatcoded to lessen the required nexus sufficiently to permit assignment of Invention* which arise from general
inventive employment, provided they relate to the buslnes* or BAI) of the employer. If so, it tnay be fair to assame that the drafter* of the Minnesota Act actually
iatreded the "or" emphasised ahove to read "and",
Upon considering this legislative history, a court may
well contrue the Minnesota Act accordingly.
The ll'atfttaffea Ad
'
The Washington Aet" U baaed upon ftnate Dill No.
2430 (SB 2420), which was originally introduced in the
Washington State 8cnate oa January 25,1979. SB 2420,
as introduced, was identical to the by-then enacted Minnesota Act and, ia fact, was eoined as the Washington
•• freedom To Create" BUI In brief, SB 2420 contained
provisions directed to invention assignment, labor relation*, and notice, all of which were counterparts to the
Minnesota Act. A somewhat different bill WA» introduced ia the Washington State House on February 2,
1979, as House Bill No. 723 (HB 725). Both hills sought
to amend Chapter 49.44 ROW, entitled "Violations Prohibited Practices." This chapter deals with certain
employer-employee labor offenses which, with the exception of age discrimination, are misdemeanors or gross
mttdemeaaora.
/sresltoa Astipnmrmt
HB7XS
Seciioo 1 of HB 725, as originally presented, provided
that:
(1) Any piwrMoa la aa fttplorc*at •cimncnt that requires
•a HapMrre to sw^ra any of the »a»pl«>jr«»*s rigtiU in an inven-'
tins ta his eeployrr dare net spoty to sn invention;
(a) Fee which to eqoinswet. supplies, fat-Hiilta, or trade
metiH iaformstiea of tat employer was used;
*»<*.44 BCW. Sarttoaa t s*4 S. gaVtN* UfUaOm t. W»l. T»*
catlte Wasfcteave Act la art tank aa Apf*a4U *>
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(b) Which wa* devrtoptd aatirely oo U» esspfayeea ova
tltnfj

(e) Wbkb don out rrlate lo th« c«pJo)-«r"i arfaal sv
eiturly a*1icii*ii<4 rtttartk *t dtviUumtut; and
—-—(d) Which does not mult front any work performed by
the dnployra for Uu» risploycr.
To the citrni thai any prorltioo in UM enptoymmt a^remtnt
purport* to apply lo th«*» inventions, th« pro»Ui«*i U against UM
|iuMltf jwli^' i tbia state and ia' »wd and atroforcrable.**
." <.Emphasis niiue).
Tho conditions aet forth in suh|Miraj^pna (a) - (d)
. <mrtii»i>on«i jo thy conditions set forth in the Minnesota
Act, with tho exception thai lltl THota'iU any reference
to •'business of tho employer." M HII 72$ therefor*
created' tho portability that title to an invention which
. rxdai«« to company business would bo retained by an cm: pjoyec, Unlets* the company if, or ia altout ta become*
Actively Involved iu Mi.fi efforta with reapect to the subject mutter of tho invention. Thia pu««d a risk that im. 'porlant invention* relating to those company products
not involved with Hoc I), for example, would be owned by
the employee. While it could be argued that any !arg«
con)puny ia in fact always involved in flftl) in all product
arena, the truth of tho matter {a that tbia ia not «]vaya
the cane, especially when viewed over a prolonged time
period. Often, certain division* or subsidiaries of audi
a company experience fluctuations in 114D funding
levels, especially aa It&I) funda are siphoned off for
other development effort a within other divisions or subsidiaries. Tbia ia particularly aggravated in the case of
those divisions, susceptible to funding fluctuations from
government sponsored !t&I). Indeed, it ia common for
funding of certain Tt&D work to be withdraws altogether
from certain divieiona for indefinite periods of time In
them? instances, tho K&D work cornea to a bait, of oourae,
. " •» 110*125 IwJwM two a&UUoaal satiloaa auaflar tatiaaarafortad
to la now 19, supra.
»• Cusjwr* cubdivUios I, subparagraph (I) ( t ) at tto MUaeasta
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•ad ojalta ©flea ao plaat art made to reinaute it at a \"
later data. '
•:-:-;s:\'K;?•'":..'••vC:'^!^^
la tht cad, HB 725 was amended to nuke it Identical ;
with 8B 3420. It It lnt*re*linj to note, however, that an
lattrim ameadmeat to HB 725 deleted eubpartgTtph (d)
of 8acUoa 1. At to amended, invention* which f#11 out*
aid* tht ttopt of tht enployeo't work eoold be eubject
to attigamtat, provided that they relate to actual or
dearly anUoiptted BAD.
"'". --.'"'.-^T-t
SB *4» aaaf tU rctullimg Act.
A* mentioned tbore, 8B 2420, aa originally preiwnted,
vat identical to the Hinneaota Act and therefore it not
reproduced here. The key provUion of the Washington
Act at patted oa tat hatli of SB 2420, however, differ*
from the Mianetota Act, at foUowtj
A prvrkfat la ta etaployawnt tfreettrnt whfeb. provide* that
ta taapkgrta ekaU nation or offer to aatifn t»y of toe employee't
r%kU la at Invention it theraplojrcrdot* not apply to an
(aveatko for wkkt at tqnipscat, espplka, taetlitfca. or trade
•arret Information of tat. employer VM nied tad which wat
denioprd ealsrvtjr ta the ettployee'a own time. tube* (a) Ik*
toeentw rateiaa (I) directly to the totinc** of the employer, or
(U) It tat tapteVer'a teiaal or dtnonttranty anticipated rt•rare* or aeYftoptarnt, gr (aJ It* imvtmtiom rts*tt$ from any
weak ptrforated ty the taapioyet for the employer. Any provW
mm* wkka parportt to tppfar to met to Invention ta to that
extent tftittt the pnbtte policy of tala title and U to that attest void and atwaftrotaMa. (New matter eaphtai«d)
Tbo Watalagtoa Ant that etlabUthet two oonditlone
which, la the alternative, wQl totUt tht employer to aoquirt title to aa employe* invention. Tht WtthinRton.
Ad probibita aatlgamtat of any invention for which ao
equipment, tapplita, faoiUUet, or trade tooret informattoa of UM employer wat attd aad which wat developed
•atirtry oa tht employta't ova time, »*to# the fovea*
tioa rttatat to company batiaeat or BAD, or reraltt from
work ptrformed by tht tmploye*. la the eitutlion pro*
aeattd by DtMtkr tapra, therefore, tht Wtthlngton Act
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would allow the employer to acquire title to invention*
outside the acopo of #pecific*lljr assigned dutie* bat
within the field of the employer *• businesi. That is,
gtm.eral inventive employment can, ouder the Washing*'
ton Acfc yield assignable Invention*. Nonetheless, tbe
Wa»h{ugtori Act restricts operation of those overly broad
employment agreements that *eek asaiguinent. of ell
..employee, invention*.
..
"" " """"
tiiko the Minnesota Act, the Washington Act does Dot
differentiate between clasac* or type* of employee* mad
therefore could' condone an overly broad assignment pro»
vision applicable to unskilled employee* not "employed
to Invent" (i.e. thoae employee* subject to non-iuventive
employuiout). For example, tbo Washington Art eould
permit assignment of an Invention made by • floor
sweeper entirely on bi* own time, without use of company resources, where tbo invention relates directly to
company business. This result, of course, {• contrary to
that. advocated by either tbe majority or disscntina;
opinion* in DubUUr, or to that reached under tba common law doctrine. To tbia extent, the Washington Act,
unlike tho Minnesota Act, tip* tbe balance of tbe equities in favor of tbe employer. A* a practical matter,
however, thin should not occur. Most Urge corporate)
employer* do not obtain employment agreement* of tbe
type under discussion with respect to such unskilled employees. Moreover, in many caaea, *ueb employee* are
subject to collective bargaining agreement* which deter*
mine employer-employee right* in invention*."
Tbo Washington Act include* two additional subsections, troth of which originated with the Minnesota Act.
The first i* • labor relations provision relating to conditions of employment. The second subsection is merely
a notice provision.
*»Coilvctlvs k*/(tlslsc sfTvaxoU s#va »r»*t*> f*r smahrso

oworrthlp of i.lv'liUott*. »»bj*rt U • sfcee-natl. *** WmlT«f. » f im»
Chsf Ur «, pp. 1U tt MO.
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• V Later RHttum$
The labor retatioee prbviaion ** of the Washington Act
rcceired considerable attention from a principal propo•eat of the legialalioa, Ike Seattle Professional Englw«ris| Employee* AaaodaUoa (8PEEA) .** Hl'KKA
sought to wpfdemeat protection afforded by their collective WrgainJag agreemeat with legislative protection
afforded by taw providoa. la public testimony bbfore
the 8eaate tabor Committee, SPEEA argued that thf
bVUraiaatioa of employer-cmplojee rights ought to be
removed from the work place ao that employers cou'd not
threates the employee with low of job, either during
pre-euployment or employment. Since a pre-cmploymeat contract ia aot a eabjeet of mandatory bargaining,
8PKEA mpported the legislation aa a mean* of extending proteetioa against each threata to the pre-eniploymeatetage.
.
Notice
The aotlee proriatoa** of the Washington Act i§ directed at employeee who alga agreements in the future.
It reroute the employer to give written notification to
the employee at the time the agreement is signed a* to
those taveatiana which are aot subject to assignment
The actios provision doee aot apply to those employee*
who aigaed agreement* before the Act went into effect
• A* i f t i f i r aa*B net reejalre a srowbtoa aiaAt v»M and «»wfiKiVh «r aaNattia* 11} ef ttia malm M • t**4tiieu •/ tmptepmmt ar naHaaaaf —jawywwl. {Tmtht*}* ariaa).
*• SrstEA la a tafcar etiaalialtoa Uwt tramcata •agincm sa4
totftafctl —afairas to Urn H w l ***** art*. 8PKBA aaa a «4tartiva targalatec i p w i i > ertth TW Eecla*- Compear.
•» If aa aaiatorawat UWWMH eat****' into «fu# U» «9wtlva <UW
at tfcia act « H U I M a aortal aa ratjairiaa' U»raptor**to**»tp toy
•t lac Miftom^ ricato la ear bmisUoa to UM employer, UM e»sAaprr a«aat ska, at Ik* ttaw tfe* eamimtM la a»d«. arorM* a imin*
aiH<t»aMaa to U« walayaa tkst u* »<;r«*tn»nl 4era «w* apply to aa
la««U— (arttaia taa aeaae af tfc* AM). <EMP*MIS rnlaa).
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Procciurt
A now provision ** was added to SB 2420 mid-way
through I ho legislative, section and ultimately appeared
in the- Washington Act. This new provision creates a '
presumption tint invention* which re'.ate to company
liUflinesn or U&1\ or which result trom work performed
by the employee, belong to the employer. To ovcrcotn*
thia presumption, the emplo>ev hm the bunleo of proving tlint no equipment, supplies, facilities or trade aecrct information of the employer v u used, and that tha
invention win Uev*do|>ed entirely oa the employee 'a omm
lime. Even if this is the case, however, the employer
still can nr>|uire title to the invention under an appropriate m>«igitir.tnt provision if the invention relate* din-ctly to the business of the rmpjoycr or to the employer'a 1(41), or if the invention results from work
performed hy the employee. It is anticipated that the
buroYii of proof imjwwd upon the employee by thia provision, will be formidable, at least as applied to those
akilled employees "employed to invent" The rationale
for imposing tin's burden on the employee (instead of the
employer) la that audi employees enter employment with
the umlerotariding that the employer will, under certain
cireumidftiiccs, own resulting inventions. In return, the
employee is given nrcexs to trade secrets and confidenti/il informntion of the employer which, in the absence of
such employment, the employee could not otherwise
ohtnirt.
Additionally, under the new provision mentioned
above, tlio employes is obligated to disclose inventions
for purpoi.ua of determining employer or employee
right*. The disclosure obligation therefore prevents an
H K»«n Uroutth ik* eirptoy** merit lfc# Imrdr* tf p»vrt«tf lK» c»e4i>
. i'.nut nKrSilrd In IM-MOB I of Ikl* art. th« •*>plor>* »i»ll. at tk« tits*
M «.mjiL>jrm»nt or UVrraftor, 4<**l+— say Irrvaijocts bring 4 m ' 4 p r 4
t>7 lh» razpUy**, tvr lb» pvrpn*** «r «>tarmi»tsf rapJorrf «r
oniiilojrM rlgtits. Tfc» r-ms.-t»jr«r or 0»» Mafic)-** ta«y 4itH»M
#u<-h Invention* U> U»« fVpartarBt of C«pU|-mnit S*rurHy. *a4 ths
4rp«rttn#st «h«U malnula • rwerd of tucfe 4) trior*/** fee a inlaiuiiuii o3 0»« r**rs. ( E O T - A M U » l o » ) .
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amplojaa froai oukiAg th* iaitial determination aa to
whether or aot the iaventloa ia subject to assignment
To protect th* poaeibletrade secret status of an invent
Uoa which belongs to the employee, tbt employee has the
right to dhcloM inventions to the Washington State
Department of Employment Security. Although no;case* have jtt arista in whichan employee baa made
each a disclosure. It is anticipated thst the agency will,
if needed, adopt reasoaabla regubtiona concerning the
ooafideatiaGtj and handling of toch disclosures.
' raeCoJi/onuoJcl
Th* provisions of the California Act" correspond to
tat assignment provisions of the Minnesota Act i the
condition of employment provisions of the Minnesota
and Washington Aetaj and the burden of proof provisions of tao Washington Act The California Aet differs
la two reaped*. First, it authorizes proviaiona that
subordinate the title rights of the employee to those of
the United 8tatea arising from contract a between the
employer aad the United 8tatee. 8econd, it nuthorixes
provialoaa requiring disclosure of Invention* in eonfldeaco to the employer, provided the employer maintains
a review proceaa for determining ownership. While
these aspects of the California Act certainly bear upon
the issue of permieaible employment agreement provlsioaa, they do not alter the basic delineation of a»»ij(nable vs. aoa-auigaable inventions.
Tbt legislative hletory of the California Act contains
aa interesting discussion of the meaning of the term
"employer" which, aa will BOW be apparent, la not defined ia any of the three Acta in question. While AB 474
(the bill upon which the California Act was pasted) was
pending, ita author submitted the following statement to
the California Assembly and Senate:
XArtkfe M.CTjtaawa ef Dtrtatoa I, Catlfocids Ukoe Co*.
•t«w4 »» O w n w l n n m arptmfctr M. ISTS. 1U MUn Catttwate Ad la art Awta aa A*fa*tts C
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AB 474 provide thai where aa employee develop* an taeeatioa
oo hi* Or her own lima without an/ oat of equipment, auppliea,
facility, trad* tecrtt information or other a*»Wtao*e of t i t cav
ployer attd where the invention does sot retaJ* directly to UM
bueinrwi or the demonstrably anticipated rc*earth ao4 dnrelop-~toent of UM rmptuyer, Out intention befooga oWeljr to UM employee refardle** of any employment afrcesient to th* contrary.
The problem of Interpretation concern* the definition of UM
terirf employe* at u*cd io the contest of IhU proposed aUtote.
A Vernon employed by a e«»aJoB»er*te corporation havinf
multiple divinifiita, aifdialc* or •ub<iidiari<« may find U»at eV or
her employer'* *'bu»ine«i" it ao varied and far reach In* that
any invention*, no matter how far afield of the cwocern of that
employee'a. own dhiiioa, aftiliat* or tutuidia/y, relate* to th*
. twine** or rnearrh and development of the parent corporation.
Kuch aa interpretation of the tern*. employer frustrate* UM
obvious, iut'tit of Ail 474 that otherwise Independent invention*
of the employe* should belcnf solely to that employee. , • •
To order to ensure that the patent right* ef. employee* do sot
. fluctuate wildly depending upon the market positiuo of aa employee'• remote parent corporation, if is nt<tutr$ t* 4*<lart
a* Ik* UgitUlite «W<at of AH 474 t»«i t« a rvrfvewfte* hacsaf
' mtUUplt. dVmruwu, effHialtt, nbridiirwj. pnftf ermttti ar
ompamts, Ike tirm. emptOye* (tie) at and tia AH 474 aiafl
' rtlott only to <*# diiinoa, u//jwfe, e«£«t</«try, prv/tf tenter,
or company (vkkkerrf M«HI. i* tmalUit) r*lk*r /*«• to fa*
poreftf oofpertttjia*. (Kruphaai* mine)
The titatement just quoted would narrow the aoope of
aHxijftiable invention* by restricting the scop* of the "etp. ployer" ami, hence, "buuinrea" of the employer. Tbua,
an invention made by aa employee of one division of •
niulti-diviflional corporate entity would be a&fti|rnabk»
only if it relate* to the bu sines* of that division. If not,
arisijfnment would IK> prohibited, even though it may relute to. the husincaa of another division of the name
corporate entity.
This ignore* aeveral critical facta which, in my opinion, require that tb» •'employer" be considered to eocompns* the corporate entity aa a whole. The parties
to tbe employee invention agreement* which are now
tfoverm-d by the state public policy bid down by the
California Act typically are the employee and the cor-
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porate entity ae a whole, not the employe and the par*
tknlar diriaW to which the employe* U assigned at the
time the a^rreemeat ia signed. While the corporate entity eoald toconsidered a* acting through a particular
division la order to etmdo^ business, the entity as a
whole ta bound by the employee invention agreement.
To restrict the aoope of "employer" to a "unit" lew
than the entity which Is bound by the agreement would
materially alter the contractual relationahip between the"'."
partiee. Prom a practicaletandpoint, moreover, tie cmployee of one diviaion often baa knowledge or should
; hare knowledge of the bosineu carried on by another
division, especially when iater-divieional transfer* or
cooperative effort* are prevelant To the extent the
invention la derived from or based upon such knowledge, :
it ought to be assignable to the employer.
The etatement quoted above also sheds light upon the
legislative intent of whether inventions arising from
general inventive employment are assignable, despite a
literal Interpretation to the contrary, as diwrimod supra,
with reference 10 the Minnesota Act. The "bunint«Ha"
of the employer is emphasised as if it were tho dominate
nexus factor. Is fad, "work" of too employee la not
mentioned at all in thia context It is therefore reasonable to conclude thai the drafters cf Ibe California Act
intended to permit assignment of an invention which routes to the "buaineas" of the employer, opening up tho
possibility that the California Act also may bo inter*
preted ta providing that general inventive employment
may yield assignable inventions.
OnuuTio* or Tits ACTS
Having described and outlined the Minnesota, 'Waah-vlagtoa and California Acts, consider the following bypothet'tal:
8mith la a design engineer employed by the XYZ
Company, a multi-division corporation in which one division (the Airplane Division) is engaged In the business
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of manufacturing nmJ selling aircrafu Another diritioa
of tlio X VZ Coinpcny (lite Moat Division) U engaged ia
the business of manufacturing ami selling boot*. At th*
timo of being hired by XYZ Company, Smith signed a
standard form employee ugrvement which provide that
Binitli would assign to XYZ Company «C invention* conceived by timitb, either solely or with other*, during lb*
term.of bis employment.
......
1. While assigned to the flap design group of the Airplane DivUion, Smith is given the task of dovelojijng a
flap for n uew commercial airplane in accordance vita
«pecifie -design parameters. Using company resource*,
Mr. {Smith invent* this flap on company time.
2. Smith i« a Insistent inventor. One weekend while
working in his garage and without u»ing any company
equipment, supplies, facilities, or trade secret information, Smith conceives a new landing g*ar for UM with the
' flap he designed.
.1. Smith liken to Kail for a bobby. While mailing after
work tlio following week, and without use of any com*
p:iny equipment, supplies, facilities, or trade secret information, he- conceive* a hull design for Wat*,
4. Smith linn a buckground in computer science. The
next nigh*, while watching televi»ion at home, Smith
writes a computer program for a borne video game,
ognin without use of any company equipment, supplies,
facilities, or trade see rut information.
Invention 1 belong* to the XYZ Company under the
Minnesota, Wellington, and California Act*. This ia*
veutlon was developed using company resources and ra>
suits from work iwrformed by Smith for XYZ Company.
Further, it relates directly to business of the XYZ Corn*
pany. This result is consistent with the traditional common law doctrine based upon specifically assigned duties.
..Invention 2 clearly belong* to XYZ Company under
tba Washington Act because it relate* directly to com*
pany business, and perhaps to actual RAD. Then I*
room for argument as to whether the invention result*
from hi* •'work," depending upon whether "work" ia
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viewed broadlj or narrowly (La. ia the K D H of general
inventive eaploymeat or specific inventive employment).
To this extent, tba resultsreached under the Minnesota
aa-1 California Acta may vary. Since there is a nexus
fceiveea his assigned tprork on flaps and toe new landing.
(eor, however, a court probably would rata in favor of
tba employer oa the baaia that the invention results from
bla specifically sssigned duties. In California, however,
Smith would have the burden of proving that be dc^
veloped tba landing gear without use of company supplies, equipment, faeilitiea, or trade secret Information.
Invention 3 marka tba point at which the Washington
Act significantly departs from the l!iane»o!a and California Acta in a literal aeaae. Under the Waithlngton
Act, Invention 3 Nrfoaga to XYZ Com|isDy because it
relate* directly to tba basinets of XYZ Company, as
carried on by the Boat Division. This is so even though
Smith satisfies bis burden of proof. Under the Minnesota and California Acta, however, the alignment provision sppeara to be void and anenforeeable with respect
to Invention 3, since Invention 3 does not result from
Smith's work.
Invention 4 belongs to Smith under all three Acts. It
neither reUtes to tba business or BAD of XYZ Company,
nor results from Smith's work. Again, as in the case of
Invention 1, the result ia consistent with the common
law doctrine. Ia Washington and California, however,
Smith would have tba burden of proving that Invention
4 waa developed entirely oa bis owa time, without use of
company equipment, supplies, facilities, or trade secret
iafo-matioa. Ia California and Washington, moreover,
XYZ Company could requir* disclosure of Invention 4
for tba purpose of determining ownership rights.
•;• • Soiouar ';-'.••
Unicr tba Washington Act, inventions resulting from
both apecifie Inventive employment and general inventive employment are assignable if they relate to the business of research of the employer. Under the Minnesota
755-
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Act arul Ibo Galiforutii Act, invention* resulting *«*»
specific inventive employment also are sWignable if Uiey
;>el*t« toIK( 1iu*itt0ii« or re**arch of the employer, but
invention* resulting from general inventive employment
are not a«*Jg»ft»le.. legislative history may provide a
twiiJi for Interpreting th* Minnesota Art and the California Act mora broadly-; fa all three states, inventions
which *r« developed outside the scope of inventive etn.-'. ployineut (whether sjtecifio inventive employment or
' general inventive employment) without UK<< of any tb»o
or facility of tbp employer, and which do not relate to tba
buslnc** of research of the. employer, are not assignable.
^'•V-

••••'( ':•-.••'..•.• ';-'

Coj*CM.*»ioKa

The Wnshiiiicton Act delineate* employer and em' ployec iiwner*b1p rt<(bt» In invention* more equitably
than the Minnesota and California Art*. First, the
. : Woanjrigtbn Act inununite* employe** against the ef«
fe<;t# of over-reaching assignment provision*, yet allows
the employer to enjoy tho fruit* produced by those employee* who arv employed in a general iuveutjva capacity (i.e., subject to general inventive employment).
The Woiihington Act, however, allow* the** employee*
to reap the benefit* of their tkill*Jo "spin-off" invention* which are unrelated to the cuipIo)crY business and
•.'• do not result from their work.
The Minnesota and California Art* over-compenftato
in this area by cutting off the right of the employer to
obtain title, to invention* which result from general in*
ventivc. employment and which, therefore, actually ar«
not Mspiu-off" inveution* «ince they rtuttn to the employer'* business or It&l). The Minnesota and California Act* do not recognise that mo*t invention* within
the field of the employer'* buaines* or R&D are derived
from trade secret* and other confidential information of
the employer, to which the employee. is exposed or ha*
. acceH* during the term of hi* employment, even though
the employe*) may not in fact "use" tuck information in
connection with the Invention. Thus, while the invention
—75ft-
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might wA result from his work, it almost certainly will
be based apoji knowledge or experience which was gained
by the employee as a proximste result of employment
To exclude sooh inventionsfrom the province of the
eteployer, as aad?r the Minnesota and Ctliforuia Acts,
ignores the equities of the situation and, in addition,
nay bo contrary to the understanding of the parties.
Additionally, the Washington Act dot* not upset most
employment agreements currently in use. The assignmeat provisions contained In inch employment agreements typically apply to Inventions which relate to company business or which result from the employee's work.
Tha Washington Act doee not Impinge upon the scope of
these provisions. It does, however, restrict the scope of
those.overly broad agreements which apply to "all"
invention*.
The Minnesota and California Acts, on the other hand,
oo their faoe adversely affect operation of such agreements. While it could be argued that these Acts merely
restore the field of employer-employe* rights to the
states of the common law doctrine, as enunciated by the
majority la Dubilier, realislk reflection on the current
status of this field leads to the inescapable conclusion
that the dissenting opinion in Dvbilier has, in fact, been
adopted, ay <xm!roei, in the United Stales. From a nation-wide standpoint, therefore, the Minnesota and California Acta raise the question of whether the benefits
obtained by tilting the balance of equities in favor of the .
employee are outweighed by the resultant disruption in
employer-employee contractual relationships. Further,
the Minnesota and California Acts post the real rink that
arbitrariness, such as that which infected the common
law doctrine, will creep back into this area as courts are
called upon to determine the meaning and scope of the
term employee "work."
f ''While only thren states have enacted legislation in
this area, it should now be abundantly clear that uniform
legislation Is needed urgently, la view of the apparent
differences ia scope between the three Acts, employers
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dointf l>u*iru'*» in MinncKota, \Va<viiin£l«tt ao<l California ,
will no doubt be f<ired with difttrult conflict of lav Ufuea \
in the future. "Thu may spill over to other state* 1 1 /
ndditiouul legislation inu<lv!ed after either the Miuncftfitii/'Culifyrnia Act or the \V«»iiinKtr«j Art u rna.-trd.
K.{suin>c *'mjil<ivfi' •ranVfer* or relocation* to or fr-jm
.if.'hc j'.iile* will only cchi;Kiun«l the situation.

.Apjwadu A
MINNESOTA ACT
» E IT KNACTEI) BY TUB LEGISLATURE OK TUB STATE QT
MINNESOTA:
S*«io)i I (CKRTAIS EMrLOYEEAC.PKKMK.ST TERMS BELATING TO INVKNTIONS UNENFORCEABLE I S u M l r W o a * .
Any proviticn la an .mplovmat acrwearat atiW* eroriora that Ml
' empi'vya* ih*)l a>M«-n or. off»r to a u ! f « any «f fcl» rijr>U la aa lav.
n i l i o n to hi* «mt>iafrr »haU sol apply,to aa Inrratioa for arhlra a*
^.f^tblpf'ncnt, »upji!i#i. f»rllltjr or trad* arrrvt lof«nn*Uoa of tkr *av
ployrr •>•« u«<I and which waa oWTrtvpvd ratirwty « • lk« vtaployar'a
own tirnr, and ( I ) wklfh dor; net rtUlf ( a ) difwrtly to U* boiiacaa t f jhr rm|)lu'y«r '»r (b) to (A* fnplojrtr'i actual ar oVoMtftatraMy aailctpatrd rc-Karrb or <i»v*torw><Bt. or ( I ) » - » K * & * • a*t rt«4lt froai .
any work'.pcrfurtnad by t»# araployv* for I**- rtapUryrr. Aay a*aVtilun which puniorl* to apply'to aura • • lawattoa r* l« Out rstrM
• t o i n . i th» public policy of t i U alata aa4 ta U l t d nitrat TOU aa4
unvnfurcvabCr.
8ub«J. 2. No mployrr that! r*q«lr» • a w i a t o a a»ad» vala' aa4
uncnforf**M« by tuWi»l»loo I a* a oofeiitioa wf ratfJoyawet ar tornllnuinf rreployn* at.
Subd. 3. If aa rmploytnrnt a*Trrrorat ratorad lata after tlat *f.
fMlive daU of (hit art contain* a provitioa r»qu)riac ta* amaioyaa
- to - !*lrn or effrr to a*»:»Ti any 0/ I M rtf»U ta aay tnrreUoa la ala on ^Kivf r, lh« rmployrr mutt aI«o. at tbr t i n * lb* agwwiaaat (a ataaa.
prxjiui* a written notification lo ta* rmpleyo* tJbal lb* agta*laaal
d x i not apply to i n iavmuon for w*k*» 00 »j«jpaacet. avrpiK*.
facility or trait, anrvt InformaUoa of la* «a*r>W}Tr * « • » * • a*4
which «raf <Jr*»top«<J »nlirrly on lb» watfAoyra'a warm lifcw, aad ( I )
~ » h i i l . durt not n u u la I direrUy la ta« NMinrs* •* l*» vaiBWjrrr ar
(b) to U>« *mploy«r'a artcal r aVanonsUaity aJtttnaaaaa n « w n t ar
d»*cloiitn»nt. or C I whka dr»» K I m a l t fraaa a a * •*»*» arrformnl by lh« wm^iefH ht ta* r»pt»yrr.
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'•; WAStdKWTON ACT '..,'•
KKWSSCTtOS. Car. t. Taar* la « t M I* taapWr «»44 RCW a
Cl> A irartala* ta aa aaiala/TMl u n t n n i » t l A ararldn tkat
• »au**ya« aaaR aaatga. «r affw to ***i«a aay «f U » ampleyart
rtejata ta aa I w m i w to to* aaialajnf do** aat apply to an tarociiott
far vale* aa maipaala*, aaapttaa, facltiUca, or trad* a x m Inforaf t h * aaq4*f*r.*a* **cd aad « * k * w u devrioptd «aiircly
aaaalayarfi aara- tfcaa. «aia» fa) taa tnvcauoa r*Ui*a ( I )
dbartly to t W aaaiaaa* af toa ( a p a i v , ar «U» *a U»a amploy*^*
ar aawaaatnttr aatktoatoi tawwrca a» aVwUatMat, of (b/
* * * i * a taaaba fr*ai 'aay vara: prrfaraaed
fo
. .ay .U ». nnptoy**
. .
farl a * aaialpjir. Aay- aravtaiaa vfcka aarporU to apply to tack an
laaratUca la to tltot axtoat agaiaat to* jwafcc palKy af this »!£!•
aad la to laat anaat aatd) aad naafataaaMa.
I t ) Aa f p l a n r aaaB aat rotair* a amtaiea aud* void and un•ctortaaaai ay m*>autfca. Q ) af tfcia aartwa aa a taadiitaa af awptoy• a a * ar natiaida** *ja***ytotal> it) I f am aamWrawat a g i w i i a l *ator»4 lata after to* r n V U * *
date af tola act aaanlaa a' arawiaiaa raqairia* ta« raptor** ta
aaatga Bay af to* »aiiliyn*a rigata la avy lawatioa ta tk» asp'tortr.
tka najliayir aiaat aba. at ta* tfaaa taa acrMaamt U atad*. provide
a wriora aatitraliaa. to toa i w y l n n taat t h * agrwoaat do*» aat
apaty to aa ,ia—at>ua tar waka aa aqatpewat, mtpplu*. f»*Utty. or
trad* ateral tafaratatMa af ( k « a * ) « r n i »*•* aad *hith »aa
dmfcapad aaUraty aa to* aaqJaraa* awa tlaw. aaWat (a) tot lan a tfatordaiaa
i i i rdaiaa |1)
( I I diractly to to* aa»i*>*a af to* aswloyrr, ar <U)
taa • • a l a y i r V attaaJ ar da*»aalr*Hy anticipated rtaranh or
ar fja) to* tawjUaa ramlta fraav aay work ptrfermod
ay taa • • | U y n far taa t w a i n i t .

StW SSCTIOtt Sac X tVra la add** to chapter «M4 «CW a
M
K * M toaayJa taa latotirn iaarta U * aatraaa af proriae taa f*adittoaa aaaetaadla aacUaa t af taia act. tar ataator** •*>»«. at l>» Urn*
af lanjlayaiial ar toiiiaftar, <iarl«i* aO larraUon* ariac irrel<>p«d
ia* ••naliy**. far to* aar>aa* af tfateraUatac »»p)i>r«r ar anployar
•to. Taa laialiyir ar tka «»»lny» atay dttclov* »»di in»«at«m»
to t a * D m i r f tat af Sa-julayaupt Sarttrity, aa4 ' * • drpaitmeat
aWB awlaula racarda af anoa dlttlatarar far a auriat*s arrtod of
aW-yrara.

a
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AaaeadiaC
C A U f O R N I A ACT
LEGlSLATlYS C O U J M a X * l i l G I t T
A t «?«. Oaota. Lakari aajalajaa frwaUaaa.
T W asiabac bar aaaUlaa a * atarlaliaa ralaUaa; M tka rifk* I *
aanamkta af a * Isaaattaa awe* ky aa aasaJayaa.
T M t M . a a a l i araatfa tka* a s * arartalea la aa aajalaywat acraa>
awai wktek t«sati»a aa w f l a y n ta aaaiaa aa? af ala rtgkta la aa
tawatiaa la kia malaya* aaaaraQy akaQ aat aaaty. • * « • awttia
aaarfitiaaa ara a * t , la aa U»iaUaa a a k k w* arvalaoaa' aa tka aav
alryaa'a aaa turn aatf far aktck aariaa* taailnyar maartaa aara
aat aaai, Tka kilt waala* apart/? tfeat aaatrary atarialaaa la aaaalaf.
a m i agiauama ara *aM aa4 aaaafaraaakta. la aay raft m actkaa
ariata* aaaVr aark aranaiaaa. tka kaiaia af araaf aialf ka aa tka
aaaalayaa ctateiat **a kaaaata.
Tka kia awakj aiaa raaaJra aajtaJawra vfca aatar -aa» aatataraaaa
amaajaata aiter Jaaaary t , lata, attca raaaJra tka aaiaiayaa la aamgm rtgkta la aa iaaaauaa <* tka —alijwr. la ftaa arlnaa aatttoliaa
ta tka awaanyaa af aawtatd aattara raSattaa; la rt«ab> at awaaraJus
flf

l a l aaWVaMJafaaV

Tka aaaala af ika W.«ta af Caltfarata U aaact aa fefiaaat
SECTIOM l. Arti*t» t a (wwananaa; «ttk aaetjaa t T O ) la aaaai
la Ckaaarr 8 af Dtoatta I af tka U k a r C 4a. la ratis
Aftlda ML Iaaaatiaa* ktaa* I T aa Kaatnyaa
lata. Aay araatoita la aa maattajaat airaaaatst akkfc aravtaN?
tkat aa fa»t*»F— afcall aaatga at afar la aati«a amy af kia ar kar
HxMa ta aa iavaatiaa ta kia ar kar aaiptayai akaB aat aayiy aa aa
ta«*aUaa far »atrfc aa *eja»aaarai, aaaaJjaa. facility, ar Uada aaerat
tafariaiiaa af tka awylayr * * a aaaa a*4 waick waa anatuyaa*
•auraty aa tka •nateraa'a a«a tnaa, aa4 (a) vtick aWa aat m a l a
(1) to tka kaataaaa af ika w p l o j r f ar ( ! ) ta tka napiayrr'a actaal
** <rawaatf*Hy aaUripatoa rvaaartk ar a>nl»>aiaa». ar (») akkfe
•at* art rcaaie fmaa »»r • « • * arrferwa* kf Uka »wjWr»« far tka
imyloftt. Aar artrrtt^a »ktrfc ymrfrt* ta app^r ta nark *n ia>
*«a!ia« ta ta i*«i «ateat acamrt tk« prnbb* paltry m tkia atata aa4 la
ta tkat tscat v«Ml »a4 aaaafBreaaHa.
t a l l . Ka ««t»l«ir«r • * » ! ! raqwra a pn»rui»« auaa vc«4 aa4 aaca;^rr*aU« ay .Wtiaa £a10 aa a cwa<t»taa af «s»piay* *aat ar co*tiaaa4
«tt(JaTia*at. N«t»ia« la Ui» anwla a»«U aa co«*ir»^ la f « * * 4 ar
raainrt Ua n < * l af aa «mplar*» I * r w u W ia w a t m u af eai»lay>
awrat f** «rt<iwwT». »*»tU»4 ikat aay «a«ft 4)arlna«iaa ba f«oM«W la
«ani!h4taa». af ail af ite uuzUrfvf* lawatiaaa at*a» w4*!y or >at«Uy
wins «U«r« 4*tfm tka- w r a af kia ar W aw^israwrat. a farta*
Bfaceo fey ta« •a^toyrr U dtiamioa »**» taMtt* aa asay arUa. a*4
in 1*11 tAlm U r*ruia a«U*la aad uvvattaaa to ba la tha Uaiu4
Statra. aa r*izir*4 *r e»Mr*Aa k»t*a»c Ua taiylayaf aa4 Uta UaiU4
S u u * ar «ay af t u a«>ar>«a.
t»TX. If aa *«pi<rr**«t arr«aa*ra* c*ur«4 lc«* afvr Jaaaary I .
19*0. ««taiaa a »ra«u»«a> mtsinaf tha «t»pJto»a» to aaatn ar vittr
ta »*»ra aay af fc» or fear >>c^U la aay io»«*ti0ra to kia er kar
tic^oj*r. tfac f&^Seycr taaat «!*». at ih« LUB* tha »jrT«rsaaai U ata4«.
pnmvi* • • n t i r a Bot.araUoa to taa center** t!»*t l£* axrsrcacst do«a
* * *Pt*7 to aa u n d U M »fcw* «uajjijr« fniijr CBCUT .UW pravi*aa«»
«f 5«ijoa ETTft. le aar »s«t of a$v«ea »frna< lA«r«us«lrf. Uto b«nfc«
«f prnt4 «fe*a ba e« tka atan*«yta ciauaiaa; taa bnatSta af Ita p**rUc«ca>
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Employee rights in innovative works

Li'---''

UhC COftNWIU*

Ne«t> JO >«*r* «f» On fir* «w««Wf of iW 1U> A«J*i«*> Comnunrr
on &aUrwt | f < o > m adopted a rcwtawn <afl«f fur d * totrodiKUan of
MicnuiNMMl nvoLitxNH on tn* enter*' rtffcl* for cent*)****.' TW m«tr l u *
«ti(l not htxn r r w h r d dr«<H*« n»H»eK»w» oWe«*«m oa ibr tvbfrU in inKr<
aiDcMut, nfKMul snd luttotui brnfae* dtftnf from I O to tbc pretrm
AJtfavth progm* h n been nude in a nwnher of AJUOAJI la»v—futent
A*** o* %pro*l *utwtr» - WWCTIUUMUI ftfuUt*»m fu*r >ct to *w ibr hffat
CXer (tic >•**% thr quooon of mpto*r* njthtv in their ws% <«»«*» Kt*
*at/uutd nc* oNmmuon* In iNc l*c l « > * W . w t t H H the «copc «f the
problem •«% «fc«f and ftfttacd tf •*% rctUKtrd. on the one tund. 10
patentable tancnuoett MM*, on the other. k» rrfuUfn^i of the tramfct 0/
rtffet* M tmmiton* 10 empto^crv b*%ed on 4 d*t>fwlfe>n hct»rcn t»o
r<*tegortc« of m»ent»om and between t««> catcfonr* of rapfencex BnefU.
An HitretMm tttbjttt to * patent »*» land »*» *nt no* and wrfid technical
dV%«*. wxkinr or procr*. or j<* iA»{vote«ncni on »*vr K4 the* iKtl • *»
ne». noec<n«ow% and awtaabfc H I tndwury (he 1*0 categoric* of
imentton »ere thmc taadc indcj»cnd«tJ> b> tfee rmpfcncc outbade h*» or
ber contractual duuc* »«*caflcd "free" m*rnsi*m*i and thee raadc 10
fWfitaKtt of etnpkrynn* ci&gattom ( " w n « " Mtrmtoenl. A oVunKtioo
» * * a*w> dra*n bc7»cea tmpteytt\ »ho fupevaed 10 tn%rM »htte in an
tmpt&%mtm frt£««t4&if» and :bo*c «ho *<te «prvtT*aJhr en£j{cd m
rr>carvh nor* *»:•• « \ie» K> Ruku*f ts»<niso«v \Mh istcfoock o*
M*cntor> *recurTrn.S cinrrtd b> the icna "ctBf*»>re-K»»ec»or".
Thc»< dnrecticm *«re. 4»d commuc 10 br. cvcuJ f«rtor% in skter •
miaiftt the eiirni of/prMrcrion Ihc ngfcs* rrcvwunenOrd b> ifce Ad>M<ir%
C omffnorr m l**.*l »ctr ifcaJ aa m^cnto* «houU be p-unei iht fisttm arm.
fjitteg liut. «houid sn *n\ ce«e Kj\r tu\ f»*mrre*-r.ut>rr*din the jwin« or «
c<iser ofHciLaJ <Jcwmen»v «A futrnx r»vMuii> oVmnt #» 4 Uil\Uor> p-an
*h»cfc cprsfrn on Uw luvrwor or nt> %wikes.«cr JS irtie J ict»fvx*?> CVC1*TJ\C
p|te re$sr<fanf IJM cvpfcwtajco of (be tatcnboii) rcr. tsspbtd cnt.ua
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bakaoom oa ike tndKfcfea! frtedoai of eoatract to '«a,;- stated, for
etarapk. that employment contract*tftptttannjthe ftwthttt <*righto o*«e
imcntiom 10 etnplojm thoukl he permmtMeonly afeea the c«ipk**m
concerned <mttt tntaned %peofka8%to M*eM arw o e a then ont> «f they
fCOttWO %peO>l OMSpCRMMMML C WWp>*l*01WW ••> #4*0 nCOMMMM 'of
imentiom that ncominl* had to remain «tcrci or imdrtetoaed TW
Committee Tenter wWtfed on the n*ht to ha%t «•> otfTcrrncn bet**** the
put** tabawacd far jadiaal rote* and dtnttoav:
.. The* reaimnwndartonv are m l pertinent .today, even fangfe a
number of change* and development* hate occurred M M I theory MM
practice—m »ay% of cttuifimf employee Mnenttoav tn tatflnancMfMM
oryamvMwm of re*earth and de»etopmeat m a better nndcritiwhne, of tat
•ort of profetMonat or mteUetfaai employe** and m the »ho»e approach
lo protection—all of ntnen hatt cnlarntd lie tcope of lat dncwatoa.*

1. N«%v dimensions
TumifiA firM to employeeintention* «t«ceptible'of tndtnirtal apph*
catton. three wmead of i»o crfrjone* art no* generallyrevofntvd the
."free" and' "«*ni«* wuentiaru defined i N n t and. ^ifcpendenT
inscnbcxtv *h*;h are nude outvde the emptojee'* ndcaul or contractual
line of »ori but are reUt«d to the employer* inter**** or ha*e been made
thank* to the emptier** faabtic* and resource*. The drfiAitMn of the
"dependent" intenttua n not particularly new. hattftg already been the
vi^tect of uttcmatK*tal dncuwom and nauoaal legMibqn m the l*h»»
and \v*S: p»o««i«on of rtghtvtn tech mventiom (tnutm. none the le*v a
hi$M> contiotcnul r«me *nd t» the font* of mo* debate* oa the mjetboa
of ci»p*o>ee«meworV nghK.
Second, uifl «>«hta the framework of patentable empto*e* tnienbom.
may* charter* tu«e occuitvd • ta the o*f*n*vjiKia. aad ftnancMf of
tntentrteactivity.Since the Second World.'War in the mdwtnabtcd
countne* and more receml* m the dottbotftf countries. . research MM
dortopment iR «nd Oi *<T\Kr» hj\e been <ct up «t>«h the «pedfic aaa of
prvduonf inno% MxirH of »fl kindv. tiKhtdutf anemioav The rtwh ha»
been the cmcreence of .* new »<xitnf enitfo«i»CBt for imeatorv Whercaft
fHX\K*r*l\ »nve«ti«f. »•> more 'be;.h>* «a mditidaai «co>*>. today it it
increj«tftf l> a rouh of tea»»ock. la the puac idermfyta$ the awthoe of a
pvea mtciuioa ; »at reUmet>: t»y. T6da>> * n coreeoded. alataly by
«Mrrpmev that yiKe most iavenuoo> rewa from a Ibnear procew or a
. vwalufteov»!>«no of *cti\«ie* each undertaken by dilTertat jicnoss or
iroopv. idcnof>in|. At inventor i* oe*rty tmpoMibte. These %anoos devoVopmeno or argwncnt* *iTto more dimtly the emptoyce »no B enxA^ed to
produce »«>etttwri» thaa the Haployti »ho happens to tmeM W£<cx the
U n a »\iykJ prytMhH hot he a»6cvitcd With R and D teams as' part yf the •
.
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employment fctatMMiMHp (fnanafcnal and vupervtvory pervonoe" aft
poMitHc etceptiom bccMM ihey could be nrvotved m ovcncetag mearcfc
and Uncntm artj\*ic»L • • . •
Tlte amount of public fand» devoted to rcvcardt and development i»
another (too* that ha» tmpucation* for cniploy**-tnventor%. Apart fro*
the Unwed Stale*, nbert in real term* there baa been a tapcnnf off vjf
public (tpcfldtfum w the* field from about fUjOOO mdhon m l«»7/M IO
$ttfiOO outtton in l«7»,' and Franc*, mcream luvt been recorded MI many
countnev, both dmtopiflf and tnduvtnahvrd. t vprcwed a* a proporuon of
GbJP. c*cr-aB K and U eipmdtfum M the Federal Republic of Germany
and Japan mcrcavrd between l«60 and l*7i from I J 10 2.0 per cent and
from l.2to IJper crmrtvpectnery.nnhtbevhareof pnbbcfondmgnvmg
m both invfanc**. In ladu. where R and O ctpcndtfvm mercmed from
0.2J per or* of UNP in I«5*y5«to0*3 per cent tn W76/77.90 p a crm of
the total nan concentrated m. the public vector, ntete m the USSR and
( ' m t e t . t « u the that* of GNF devoted to R and I) hav been cvttmatcd
at 5 and 4.1 per cent mpcctmty.* Eiamptc* of the numr role plated bypublic ffaunomj m R and D arc to be found « the vtatc vabudic* made
available to m o induvtnrv of cum*dcraMc current importance- the acronautnot indtrtify in Nance' and the ckctrontci tnduvtry m the Unned State*
and tuny othei countnev. la adw«ion to induvtnal R and l>. unnrrwie* m
many countrtev rely on pubhc fund* for revrarth acuvmev.
Greater public partictpntwn m activate* related to MivcntiofH mean*
that the State Ntctf or the public vector become* a potential emptier of
uwwuoo and a potential proprietor of patent* even to market econooue*.
The boa of mac* (bat bate been tbe vuhject of to much debute conccrn»nf
employee-inventor* and private employer* »»U have to be re-e*ammed m
the bjM vt cipaitdtnf, pubte employ ment and public finananf, A* nul be
veen bcto*. a number of countnc* hi*e alrrady trgstlatcd on thn m i c but
the approachr* to. and (be e»«t»t of. protection vary.
Related to the**, chanfe* »a orfuuvanon and fmancinf n tbe pmcratty
accepted fact that more and more intention* are bong made by employee*
rather than by independent inventor*. V/hile figure* are net rcaiMy
available, evtinute* of tbe proporuon of ait intentions currently made by
: employee* rant* as high as 60 per cent m Droaurfc. between *0 and ?0 per
cent: in the federal Republic of Germany. 70 to 75 per cent in Fritter and
*0 per cent in the United State*.* Tbe »*pan*wn d rorarcb and doetopneni terttcct coupled »rth the ccwipe^ote dnadtjnufr of tfee
tndependrnt mt«ntor ttv»-tn mduttry. uiuterwtics or public tAMnwtes a
tenm of rrtourcev overhead ootti and the ortelofviBcnt facilities r*t9»rcd
. for moit tnventioei prcboNv account for tbn phenomenon.
A third drvekfWKTtf t h j hav broadened the vcope of tbe dtwuutoo
has been abetter undentara&ng. aojutred over the past 15 yean or vo. of
the future and oemtnuno of profosweui or irarflrctual »orfc.' Ulidr
iocia! theory and practice owy »aB he auOcqiust to deal mlb the CUkCCt RV
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'.; of profc4»ton*l nwitm, ACT? km beta a gradual recognition thai A m
.;•' erftptoyc«t, trtu* comparrd »«n mannal worker* and orrtam non-mamial
«orlen who pvrform eternal or routine dure*, revjutre Afferent *k«B* and
OjMfaftcatMMM lot A M wort, perform the* job* w *ab%tanuafty Afferent
wsyf w d probatory h**t different pr>oriuc* concerning Acif condnwn* of
; • o i t «xJ career protpect*. Tntit dnTertnon ran* A t qncttton whether Ac
nonnai labour relation Aip, whereby A t re*uft of tenter* or labour
; |MO«id*i by a worker remunerated by • «alary or fit become* A»
property of Ac employec, n appwstMt lo profc**Jonal worker**
•'. In Ac cant of employtC'toedOP A t nane H Arccfotd. flm. Aould
: mMotraboo be bed to tcntce t Aat **» actnmct actually performed! or to
: r«wk» <m*entior*»i? A *alary. negotiated before * moll *> known, cannot
adequately cuter boA wnhowt tone adtutfnwnt Tnt* prtnctplc n accepted
in certain huwnc*»c» Aat pay end-of-year honutc* lo miwagcnal personnel
for oubtandtng f w k v and m centrum foe talewncn. (or ciampfe. who
receive • %nlary pent awmtmtnaon. Ac Utter being an adnnwmcnt for A t
• ."retub* achieved TW fact tbai m*cot*on» become material good*. a»
opposed 10 tain or managerial acumen, render* Ae relation***? between
taUry and venice* and rcvA* more complicated, tince Ae tame of the
invention Buy not be known for »c*crat year* and may depend on the
development and marirfntg effort* of Ac employer, Second, it tin*
reunoftttttp at alt pertinent to "free* or ~depenJern~ mteMMMtt* Doe*the
fad Act « perton i» employed |i*« the employer a mortgage on the
employee* creative activtfy? The right of inventor* to own the ie%ttk* of
their labour it a delicate tttnc touching on both mduvtnal property and
labour Ian Third, grven that the dsnutuot component of inventive wo»i M
intellectual activity. Ae inventor'* portfolio for promotion, enhanced carte*
prmfKt* or hew- job oppoftun<tic% drpendv on tangible rccegiMion of Aat
.'. activity. Tbn recogatfico awi go beyond Ac place of empCtnatcnt tt the
mtentor'* prc<rMMHtal »»tefe«»t are to be property **/*fu*/OVd
A futtrA and fmal de*elof(neni m Ac debate ha* been the emergence
of new apfeoache* to the pn«caion of nght* in mnotatvte or creatine
woriv *hJe the tfcfuMmo d a r«stenublc tmentk'Mt rcmam* ecihered
and emfn^yee-m^enior* are *uB tery moch m need of prottvtMO aatwaaB*
and <fttctruf»veaU>. arptotrm* «a*e been advanced, bacied «» b* k$»%tabon in *omc connthex m favour ol pr«rcJ»oj cmpknccV nght* m their
creative » « * v be they mtenuom, ntionah*auc« prt>oo*«b. dKovcnev
vorMiT< and rnafhemabcal theone* and methods or the rrvift* of other
fand&BMrntjt <A pure revearcK la other wordv. the cmenoe uf manmnf
apf&ahkhi m a bam for protvettew of nght* h»v been qttrtttoAed- Tbn
wide* concept of LKMSj>*hoo** isevT»*nl> a»fmcat* the cttc$ortc* of
•oritt* hi be comtder«d for pnxecbon.
Tbn, .pproacb has recendy been eunuaed m Ae cortrvt of co^rtfht
. b y . Rotandc Cttvtflber,' who conclude* A*t cornMkratvon v>tou)d he Rntn to
. adoptinf a ucfcancr for creator*'' oovemtf aR kind* of creame wcci>—a
•>.. J«..";-""'-
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no*d idea that wW no douN prcwokc fresh drinking ©• the protection of
twined tntcfwcfnal worker*. An aatportant ojuottoo comes Nnmcdtatcry to'•
mind: horn, for the parpoae of fCIAWMTKHIf the CKrtOC, are monetary.
vahjei going to be placed on ~cree*ons~ that are not inherently tangible or
do not tend themselves tmmcdiatety to trantformatton WHO tangible goods?
Hut miesooo n of parfjcnlar ntcvmci to Utt protection «frightsm certain
dncotenc* ot m the resttki of pare research.
Thk brief review of the new dimensions of therfhcuwikwiwilL h* •
hoped, M v t clarified the major issues mat nerd to b t addressed M the
m r d ) for tohitioni concerning the appropriate scope, estent and M m of
protection. Before proceedtog to t t J W O C these issues m greater detail,
however, it should be borne in rated that there M a dntmction between
iimntioosarrararidirMosation*. National taw and practice are far more
advanced in the Add of employee invention* dun ta that of employee
mttotatiorM, Admmedry. the concept of an tn%enooa ha* been generally
defined in patent laws, and definmons of specific rights are wsdely
recognited In the taction d o t a l with legal apprbnd»».*nd practice* that
appear* later in tha article employee u»entiom and other ianoi atiom %**)'
therefore be treated leparatcfy.
1

Tboittuajt

Do amptcyna ewantora have, rights? ;
The fundamental issue i* whether or not employee* enjoy certain mtek
lettual ot property right* m thnr wort*. There n no oix answer. The idea.
that inJtadWJ* tu*e right* in their cream e worst ha* been widely accepted
for tome time in tsnou* trial wwtmrocfw*. For csamplc. the French patent
taw adopted in I W . ihonly after the irtotution. conferred a natural right
on crcatn* person*:
E»«ty mo*tt itfra » » * « rralnattcw. or onrtopoMat can Nounu Mfirf la «op«i>
MoAft fnmkanh tokui • * « c««K«n<4 «. and * towld tw a \*ctMm>*ot dw nfM»
«f «u* m rtmr »tf> ru«act <i an tndutfnal mtnmoa were act rrgartrd a* taw .
prvprrt) «{ *» cirator.*
Ankle I. section S tSj. of the Coratmttion of the United State* rule* thai
Congress thall ha*e power "to promote the progrt**of science and wtcfol
art*, by tf.imqy for limerd imve» to author* and mvttttorv the ctchnne .
naht in thnr respectrte »ntm>% and dt*ancne»~. In Japan the right of t»
imctttor to ohum a putcm » « rtcogrmed m I9UL In more recent ume*
U»r t'fttttrsal Drcttrauon oi Homan Rtfht*. adoptrd m !***», dccUrcd m
artivk 2?. paragnpti 2. iKat: "tvrr>oex has the nch: to .the protection of
the moral and matmaJ uurrrtt» rrvuibnf from any •ocniific. bterary or
»ru>tK prcHhKt»xi of »hkh he »the author." So the qocstion i> whether an.
rtT>pkn>rnent ttati» dimumhe* the intdWaual. property n$be of
in^idaah.
JOS
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Unforrunatrfy. there a a drank of theoretical pre<*i** < * this qaettioa
and cowcojticmty, the debate, and the 'earkwr regulation* to whicb it hat
§ f c « r i t e m practice, have %o far been bmed to a large cttcni on pragmatic
cnrttidcrationv with the p<mibte evrpwrn of moral right*. While the
ahtrncc of theory iJfominating the rcUtmftthtp h«w*tn emptoymrnt and
thtrfktiMt property right* » regrenable, the fact remain* that a number of
international and national tcgwlatiom, a» well a* certain practice* «
rnduttry. rccofnttc that tome right* arc warranted The trcond I*MK. then,
it * h k h righto, their eucnt and the obligation* theyentad.
T y p M o t right*

.'..'•""•

There are three ItncK of righti nut matnaJly etchmhe. Atom* rajnn,
• h k h are widely accepted, arc the right* of the imentor or other creator to
have bit name mtenbed on the patent or other official document, thy*
rerogniting hit authorthto of the work, hefrm rigktt utuatty mean
ownerthtp of a patent or an ctchjuve right to eiptat the creative or
m.^otathe work for a bruited period of time. The third type of right H
/trnmon or rpmfrn*amn. In the absence of a property right of m the
r>cT4 that it t* trahtferred to another party, a right to equitable remumutton or compentation m other form* it granted « certain ctrewmMancr*.
In iojntnet that do prcnide for cmptoyec-mtcntor nghtv the choke of
whn.ii right » granted it utwaUy hated on the category of intention- There
it nx«t ot let* general agreement that employee* hate a predominant nght
in "free" intention* that ». they are granted both moral and property
tighft. There arc. of court*, tome nuance*—a* m the Federal Repuhbc of
(iernuny, lor evimpte. where the employee mutt inform the employer of
the (mention tnti gt%c the Utter *n opportunity to determine whether or
I M * it r* related to ht% commercial tnterettt. A* regard* "writer" invention*,
there it »»m«UfK a widespread acvepuiKe that the employer ha* legitimate
mtcrettt m them Con%ei{uentty. depending on the country, the employee
hat a moral nght. may or may not have a property right which he mutf
Uamfer to the employer, and may be entitled to tome form of compentation. The <ts*ctiion of compentaaon it the mam ittue for thn type of
intention, tmce moral nght* art largely confined to the employee and
property nght* to the employer. A* mentioned earlier. 'dependent*7
intention* are the tubje<t of controtertt. one reaton being that in many
countnet the ngbtt tn them are regulated in the umc w«y at for ~«crtice~
tmeran***. V ct the two categoric* air gfaflerent and 4 it often difficult to
avtrvt the ettem of the etnr*>*er"t input and of hit commercial interest. •
Con*em>ent!>. precfte creena hate to he etuMi*hed at well at procedure*
for teulmg dt>pulcv And at for "tenice" invention*, the hate* of remuneration or cwropenvation hate to.be determined, f-actort appt'ed in thit
nrrc»c intrude the value of the invention were it to be acquired elsewhere.
J»
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the benefit* flowing from it» tncihe employee'* duties and po*iDon in the ...
entcrprikf and the tame of the employer**top*.
;. . The granting of right* tMuaRy rinpo*e» oMtgaticm on the right* owner. in patent law. for example, the owner i» obligated toctploit the intention .
within a given period unnlry two to three yew*—«nd to continue doing
to, Failure to etptoit nay email low of the ewfe*»r*e right and revutt in
compubory Seeming—that is an obligation to been* another pari) to
exploit the intention. Obligation* regarding employee indention* tndade,
for dte employee, a doty to inform the employer of "tervice" intcnt»om .
atJUtomeca^anrrrc'inventtomat^arturKtiononfhenfMtodtHVMe
of invention*, made ihortry after the termination of employment. The
amount of time ttut O N M etantt before employee* are repeated from %och.
abrogation* vine* conttdersbty. Among the cottnthc* hating «peoAc legal
. protiMon* on employee-inventor*, the period range* from *t% month* m
Ornmark and Sweden, for eiampk. to three year* in Attmu. la coumne*
where rheie iuuc* are regulated by contract or common law a range1*
anywhere from *i« month* to fHe year*.
The employer** obligation* in countrict recognwing employee right*
wdude a duty to decide within a cerum period whether or not he intend*
to file for a patent ot otherwne etptoit the invention The time tprcificd m
tome Enropcan taw* range* from one month m Fmland to four month* m
Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany. Norway and Sweden- If the
employer ha* not acted within that time, the employee i* entitled to clam*
ownerthtp of the invention or a re-rrantfer of the right* to etptan «: aftcra
further penod of MICHC* on the employer'* put. the employee r» entitled to
dnpotc of the invention. In many cjktntncv howeter. even where the right*
of cmptoycc-intcntori are recognncd. there i* no obligation to inform the
employee within a tprcified time. Similarly, in ca«c* where the empkner *»
required to pay compensation, the obligation to continue payment after the
termination of employment i* often not ctpticitl* pretenhed m legal
protttiom, although m practice a change m employment tutu* doe* not
affect thM petmem.
Thcve two wmie* • whether the employee pp%**«c* nfhu and. if w . the
kind of right*, their extent and the obligation* they entail—*#e the wbtrct
of international and national law. A third miK, aho crucial (or the
regulation of nght* concerning emptoyce-mvetttorv it umttartt the Mihpcl
of legislation. Thn n the ventemem of dispute* Umsattom of sp*ce
prevent more than a brief mention of * here but ra importance thcuM no*
be ignored.
• Settiomont of cfcaputnt

,

/

Became of the highK technical nature of wienuom and because of the
fine line between patera U» and labour law tn the Held of emptier
imentkmv the «ettlcmem erf dispute* «t ofien tisftkvU. Ordinar* coen* of
Jts*
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jutice bear dhputc case* in Bcigwm, Denmark, Finland. France. Japan
and Swtoertand. There are tpectal court*or arbitration board* in Italy.
<
' btorway. Portugal and Sweden and joins coenmtom in the USSR. In *ome
taunce* ihe arbitration hoard* aft attached to paMni oflVoa.
Trade ur*ion oroarMMbon and coflacwa bargairanoj
A fourth and final feme—one that cannot be repeated by legstatton Bwitnoww attention tince it H of Key importance in eoautne* that
have not Icgtttatcd on employee intention*: the organisation of employee*
in trade union* and the role of coHcctite hargatmnf, Tm* feme fe. of
conrte. ahe important M certain countne* that have tegrdatcd. «och at
Denmark, France. Sweden and the United Kingdom, •here tht law
provide* that tome marten may be regulated by couccthe agwemnu and
or^ippl^totlw»«ni<g<ninthe*b%ciKeof«od>aywBMnt>,
* « h a few ctecpoon*. trade union orgarmabon among employeea
who att hldy to be retarded a» inventor*fcnotably abtent in mo* marie*
economic*. Amonf the rcatom for tht* t* the fact that in the put web
employee* had a privileged petition' m indu«ry, and a* profewtonafe
considered that then* role wa» otti of collaboration and participation m
dcavion-rnaamg. Collective bargaining was *een a* incomHtcnt with this
role and not in accordance with thew profrtuonal tiara* and the defence of
their profeMoni* A tccond factor n the eintencc m many countne* of
profctMonal avvooatton*. which normally do not engage in collective
bargaining, and the fact that their retatMot w«h trade anion* are *t»B at a
formative tuge. In tome invtioce* their member* do not convtdcr that they
can be *ati*factorUy represented by the union* hecaute the nature of their
wort entail* right* that differ from tbotc of other categoric* of worker*,
tven where trade itmom hate been effective in the defence of inventor**
right*, a* in the Scandmavun coumncv the profrwonal aMoriauon* arc
reluctant to hate lhe*eright*refloated by collective agreement*
lhrwdV^ck>fwoc«»ih^hjveoc^ncdm«r«froi»ih«ftd«t4rtf»»i»on
of the entcrprwe and K and D tcrvkev may lead inventor* to participate
more actively in wganKaiioftv that can defend their mtcrcvti- One » the
change in the viatut of inventor* m the place of employment'' Inaead of
hoidtng privileged position* and playing a pan in dcovion-making,
inventor* are no* more and more bctng aligned tewculncd technical
durio in a hmdrd vpftcrr of *ct»on. Both the content of thctr »ork and the
»*» it t\ rte^fortned are governed by pohctci »tach they hate no part tn
formulating: The indepei*Jeoce of the inventor * largely a thing of the pasi.
Secood, the Wage difTcrcntiak that trad to CUM between profe\%»o«**l and
other catcjsoric* of worfcm arc gradually being eroded. Th» has led vpme
of the trade DRWO> concerned to foot* their aftrmtoa on remuneration and
benefit* The employer inventor*" datm to monetary compenvabon for
mventtom owe^d by or transferred to emplo>m could simulate inventor*
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to take a more active rpk in trade union affair*. T V third factor it one of
employment Despite the growth of R and D services, the labour market
for inventors is no lonfcr a* favourable aa it *as m die past. There arc
Indications that this situation may further deteriorate at public R and D
btvestments in certain countries* such aa the United States and France,
stent to be dedininj. and the number of (dentists and engineers increasing,
• W i a resultant surplus of the employees in question.u
The combination of weak organisation and an unfavourable labour
market in countries lading specific legblation, in that Add puts the
inventor in a vulnerable position. The rights of onntrdwp nomuny accrue
to ihe employer. svho requires that inventors sign a contraa waiving their
rights as a condition c* cntptoynacnt. The granting of tpedal renmneration
or otner compensation ts largely voluntary, aucn practices ponn ctearry to
the need for legislation laying d o n * bask principles and rights. which can
tnen oe wppicfnenicci oy tmwtuin oufgmwng. out oonecuve oergatnang
alone h at present insufficient to ensure the protection of this category of
cntployeea.. •
•

1 Approach** to international and national bsottlation
Turning first to employee inventions avr se, at the international level
the moral right of ail inventors is recognised. This right was incorporated ut
the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property m l « U "
The Convention on the Grant of European Patents (Munich. I»7J| and the
Community Patent Convention (Lotembourg, 197 j ) aho provide for Urn
nght Regional agreemenu among developing countries, however, appear
lo be less vpevifk on imv mue, For etampk, no «och provtuom were made
in the 1962 African-Malted* Agreement on Indunrtal Property (OAMPI)
or in the Agreement on the Creation of an ladwvtruJ Property Organnattoo
for Enginh-Speaking Africa, wgncd m Urcember iv7», None the lev*, (he
ne« WIPO Model L a * for Doctor**** Countries on Inventions dearly
Mates in teetioo 122 that an inventor Uull be named as * * • m the patent.
unlcM be espresics the w«h m writing not to be vo named "* Whde thn n
only a Modrt L a * and not tegniation as vuch. n can be cvpevted that« uttl
verve at an international gwdeboe to promote moral rights. Regional
agreements among sooahK cowntne* on inventors* certificate* aho
safeguard the moral rights of inventors.
A* to the other right* (propeit) and pccwuaryl of employee-inventors,
international tegnlation t» grncraUv wJem. No rrlevam provtMonv e»«t tn
the Paris or Mumcb Conventions, The Luvrmboorg Convention mrreh'
slates that the regulation of theie qucrfionv vbdUd be left to national legiv
tabon. To respect th» provision. howoer. .Member State* of the European
Economic Comojtmiy *5lJ prohabt) have so adopt or amend their natauoaJ
l a w Many of the*e Si :«.» have already legnUtcd on ihe matter and too
•X9
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>nunMHo»vjt Ubo* *>>*«
countries. France in 1*7? and the United Kingdom in \WK base recently
chanted their patent law* to include provisions on employee-inventor*.
The ahose-rncntioned WIPO Model La% doe*, however, include some
pro^biom on property and pccuniar> right* in section 120 rlntentiom
made in enccuuon of commission or by employee***). Unfortunately, from
the emptoye^mver^Y viewpoint, these proswipm do not estend many
rights lo the employee and represent the lowest common denominator* of
the pro*»iom in national la**. Botfly, the Model L a * state* that service
, mventions belong to the employer in the absence of contractual provision*
to the contrary, and the employee r% entitled to special remuneration if "the
invention hat an economic tabic much greater than the parties could hate
reasonably foreseen M the time of coridudmg the comract^ The airwunt of
the special remuneration » to be fi«ed by the court of competent nmv
diction m the absence of agreement among the panic*. X * regard*
"dependent'* tmentiom. t*e» ahrrnatrvet are presented one grvtng the
property right* lo the employer »tth a stipulation that equitable rem**
iteration be paid to the employee, and the second giving die property right*
to the employee who must give ht» employer an option jo acquire the
right*, m »hklt case the employee » entitled to equttbfc remuneration.
At the national level several approaches hate been adopted The first it
to *peB out the nghu of employee*rAtcntor* in patent law* at industrial
property regulation*, a* m Austria. Brant, f ranee. Indonesia. Japan, the
Republic of Korea, the Netherlands. Portugal, the Untied Kingdom and
the tastero European countries A «ccond approach n to adopt special
employee inscntion Acts, a* m the federal Rcpubuc of Germany and the
Scandinavian countries. A thud is lo regulate the question through labour
terns at iiehct codes, as in Circece. Meuco. Spam. Sudan. Swrtrcrtand and
Tuftey
The scope of these laws vanes comidciabiy Some include proststom
on all three rights covering several categories of invcrutum such as the
employee invention law-v and patent Arts of France. Italy and the United
Kingdom Others «re restricted t« regulating the conditionsfor drawing up
contracts, a* tn Austria, while stttl others, namely m A>gena and the
stxtaliM countries, regulate only moral jnd pecuniary rights smce moa
property rights belong to the State In *«nc of these Uner countries fjrA m
C'hma a vvstem of inventors' certificate* prevatK These certificates
recognise the authorship of the invention and U> <V>wn specific rules on
the amount of cstra remuneration to be paid in addition to salary.
Patent Act* and employ** ewennon laves
Turning first u> the patent Acts and the spcoftc employee invention
U » v one of the man* difference* of approach between them a, that
"scrvKe" inventions according to the former are the property:'of the
employer whereas m the tatter the rmptmer » entitled to obtain the
••
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property righto which wwliafly belong to the employe*. The patent Act* of
Japan and the Republic of Korea differ *omcwhat from the other* m Utat
the employer » entitled to a non^chnt*'* beence: tinder ibn« Act*
howctcr. it t* potuhlc for the employer—through. contract*, *cr*ice
regulation* and other tftpwlatiom to obtain ctctwsn* righto to ~tcnwr~
tn>eouom. According to the tpcoal employee tmcntioo law* tin Dmmarfc.
Finland, the Federal Republic of Germany. Norway and.Swedenl the
employer men maw h» mteotion to obtain total or partial righto M writing
w«Jun four month* of the date he H notified of an intention by ait
employee. Is the Scaadmamn counfrtct imrmor* can apply fee « patent
in their borne country during the* four-month period, pro*tdcd that they
hate Wormed their employer beforehand, il being ttndrrttood that 4 the.
employer cpu to have the patent « wtfl be tranWerred to hna The U * of
the Federal Republic of Germany grant* other right* to the employee m the
. «n» of flfcna *-. Patent* and w* of "tenice** attention*. If the employee .
ha* dai mc\ rty a fanned or partial nght w the attention and ihemternor
feet* Uiat the me of the imcnuoti in loo rettnetcd. he can demand that the
employer obtain an tmhmacd nght t»irJ»n m o month* or cttc rctra* the
righto in the intention to the einployee-intentor.Morwner, an employer to
obligated to We for a patent in hi* home counto if he ha* acquired ttaMed
righto; failure to do «o could rtvjJt m the inientor hr?t*ttl filing in the
name and at the o p e n * of the employer. Unfcrnrtcd right* gnen to the
employer mean that J-i mini aho We for foreign patent*. If there arc
countric* where the employer chootc* not to Wr for pafcntv he mutf
release thn right to the cmplcyee-intcMor. Vr%tmg the right* qtet ~%rr*tce"*
•mention* MI the cmploycc-intenlor. at •» done m the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Scanchnatiaa coontric*. with the employer guaranteed
the property tight* if he want* them, eiuum that a number of ojwctliuo*
concerning the obligation to file for patent* and ctplon the attention are
regulated. They tend to be left unregulated by tbote patent Act* which
directly confer the property rtghto to ~*cr*icc~ indention* on the
employer;
Cm the ajuctuon of ecrnpemauon to the emp*oyee-m*entor *hould
the employer either ha**, or opt to hate, the property rtghto to ~*mtce~
imenmroF the pro*mon» in the patent Act* and m the employee
intention law* are more umMaf. c*cn though, there are contideraNe
.difference* from one covntry to the neu. Special compentataM »
compuftory m the Federal Republic of Germany, where «pcctfic rule*
gotcmatg the aMCMment of *ach compensation, accordmg to ceruin
crttrru hate been nwed teparatety frem the U V and m Japan and the.
Rcpuhbc of Korea, where the Uw* itipuiate that the amount n to be bated
on the prcfito retailing from the attention, and on the employer'* contn-.
botjon. but fail to a -ntion who b to determine the amount or how dnpute*
on Ufa* twte are to be retorted. Special compcmatioa n errtnaged tn the '
law* of a number of other countries. pro*tdcd thar certain condmom
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art/-met In '.the Netbcrtand* and in Portugal for ctample. the
. employee-inventor n entitled to compensation if he K M not already been
givena tpeaal monetary award for the invention or if hn valary h deemed
to he insufficient. T h e * provtvion* are quite umilar to thotc found in the
;•'.- employee invention law* in Scandinavia, where tpecul coenpemation » •
: granted provided that the value of the righti in the indention, taking into
account the respective contribution!, of the employee and employer and the
i;y emolumenb of the employee exceed* the value of a product that could
normal)} be expected of an employee-inventor. The vendition that hat to
be met in the new patent taw of the United Kingdom t» that the invention
rtMdi M an "outstanding" benefit to the employer. In Italy an employee
Tv'; hired to invent and remunerated accordingly » not entitled to compen*
tatton, whrreaft other employee* who invent ere. In France the question
whether compenvatKM vhcuJd be paid and if «o how much n left to
; collective agreement* and employment contract*.
v
-^.:. The regulation of employeeright*,ta "dependent" invention*, both m
patent law* and in employee inven^on law*, generally grant* the employer
an option to acquire the right* against compemation to the employee or at
' 'least a priority claim on the invention should the employee decide to cede
:
hi* right*. Usually the employer ha* a few month*—three to four—to make
• p hn mtnd, aivd compri^ion n gYner«lt> t^igjMory.
Ultere compmvauon for both "*»er*ice" and "dependent" invcntkmv »
provided for in national legislation, the amount and the form of payment.
leg. a lump sum or roy«lticsi aire usually determined by contract or
collective agreement The term* of such agreementv will obviously vary
according to the value of the invention. *n& it t% virtually impossible to
prescribe precise sums » advance. This points to the importance of
bargaining strength and of dear and cquitaMc procedure* for resohtng
disputes. Trade unions in the Scandinavian tvuntrtc* have been partico*
tarty effevtiv? in thn area and vativfactory collective agreement* have been
evtaXfthcd- It n too early to determine how effective the Brttivh and
French trade union* are »n thn revpeci since the new laws have only
. recently come into effect. In Japan the question of compensation tv usually
regulated by company agieemcnu which are bated ^n model regulation*
drawn up by the Paten* Office One vuch agreement, which may be cited a*
an example, provide* for sa mvention* examination committee composed
. of official* ofthe Patent Office and of the company concerned,'' It apf>e*t\
that the inventor or h*v representative doe* not participate in thn
committee unlev* the chatrman ta Patent Office official) *o dcodev The
employee, can file an objection to the d r o w n of the committee, but a n
filed »nh the Patent Office. These procedure* may verve the interests of all
panic* m practice, but they raise questum concerning employee representation and the povubitiiy of impartial review,
The procedure* in force in Sweden, baved on the l a * and on a nation*
wide collective agreement.'•are described below * * M example because
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ihey provide specific guidelines f<* compensation as well a> adequate
saleguard* U* the wrtilemcnt of dispute*. According lo Ihe collective
agreement, actual sum* are determined on an invcniion-hv-in.eniiori basis,
but specific cntcrta for evaluating 'l* amount ot compensation, and
method* of" payment r:eclearly spcJied out. The criteria, laid down in both
• he law and the agreement, arc the value of the invention, the extent of the
right* that the. em plover has acquired, the impact of* the employment
relationship on the making of the invention, and lior "*e»*ice" invention*)
ihe employee'* position, salary and other employmeni benefits. For
"servwc". invenihmv warranting compensalion «nd for "dependent"*
invention*. ;in employee is entitled to * predetermined standard payment
* .Tiber * lump sum tt instalments! at Ihe lime, for example, that ihe patent
application is filed. If the value of a "senice" invention substantially
exceed* the value initially assumed, futther compensalion rm?*t be paid,
foe "dependent*' inventions further compensation i* normally to he paid
unless the value of the intention is particularly smalt The employee'* right
to compensation t* not •ffectcd should the employer deride not to file for a
patent The collective agreement alto provide* that the amount of compensation may be reviewed by the parties if ciicum**ance* have substantially
changed since the initial win was set The employee, however, cannot he
required to repay the employer the compensation he ha* alreodwcvoved.
nor can the employer regain any right* to the invention he previously
waived
The colleciive agreement also lay* down guideline* for the compere
tation of employee* working in companies where development work rarefy
result* in patentable intention*. In this instance, precise amount* Are cited
a* example*: once the emplover decides tr*r intention is patentable and of
use to his *;>mpant. the cm plot re immediately receives M*i krunor. If a
patent i« ti'-d and graMrd in Sweden ihe employee receive* *n additional
sum of bciwceo S*i und :..««> krorntr. the exact amount being determined
by ihe emp«o*et. The f. 'riling of patents in foreign countries doe* noi
cnt-ul a stintiard-pavmciu ctwipensalion
llocicdutcs for resolving dispute* o\tr employee intenik>ns in Sweden
are *rt out in general tcrrs m »r< law whivh states that, if the issue goe* in
CIHI.I, the court can soni::lt a special jury compt>sed of representative* <4
the l*t> parties as well a* legal ripen* and *n expert in puienl legislation.
The ci^levtite agreement is more vprvi'ic. It slates that dispute* will Se
subject lo local negotiation iat ihe company le*eU ^nd. if that laiK. to
central neg<yial»on (bet »ren sucker*' and employers' organisations If all
this is 10 no atail. a 4*ecul <«irb»iraiion board composed of six meinbcr* will
be established In the appointment of ihe board the organisations represeniing the workers and ihe employers hat-e a strong voice- Ine chairman
and tier-chairman are chosen joirtly by iK-ye organisations, which also
inJepenoVmU choose one reprcscv.tat».e each. Pie remaining two
members are ** -ectcd "at follow*: one nnntlt bv ir* etnploserv organisation
• •
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•nd the company in q«c»iion. the other jointly by the wcrtcn* er$aniwlion
«od the employee Tb» procrdwr* rmtire* that the interettcd part** #re
represented cqtMKy and tfca labour ami tmhwtn*) property t w » we pycn
abeartn*, '
The»*ful*ia«o^ft^ifl"fr««"M»»*otK«»hm<wo»W*ittmf<>fTOta
countries ha%Mf WfnUuod on employee intentiom. Thc%e intention*
nomutfy belong to the employee. There are U*v ho*e%*r. that require the
employee to inform the employer of all wwrntiom that may be related to
the emptoyer** ftrld of buttne* «o ttuM the employer cm paructpate in the
deenkxt that the intention n truly an independent oar and CM ha*e the
fait option on aatwrtng ihe rights Thn » the practice m «ome
Scandinavian ccuntrte* *nd m the Federal Republic of Germany and »
Uipulatrd to company regulation* in Japan.
A brief mcntwfl thould *ho be nude of the prmtwon m t'i»il Code*.
Code* of Obiigjtioav la»* ov contract* and «tmiUr Act*. Thoc prottticn*
are usually v«r> curtory «itd lay do»n grnrrai principle* concerning
"tcrtKe" invcniK>m and "other" intcnuon*. thereby grouping
""dependent*" and "free" Mitetttioft* in onr category. The "*cr>H,c~
invent**) bci<xij> 10 the employer according to the Cicncfal La* on
I mpi*>>m<ttf t entrant* tn Afgentina. the Code «t C i»U t * • MI ('nerve, the
I rtkf4l 1-dhour Act m Mctico, the ( W / J o <jA£ya/M<»ti in S*iUe»Und and
the <>Nif.»itufli A*t in fuikr) Only tn MCIXTJ H there 4 *peof»c *»iptt'
biion ttu? the ctnpk»yec «h«xuUl be ctMnpemated foe not i*»mnf the njht*
to "kcfMtc*" invention*. The amvunt uf coenpemalion t% vet by agreement
<* determined b>. 4i» jrharalion panel In tireece. S»«/ert*mJ 4ml furkey
lb* cmpk*ycr can rrxt\e. «vi>Ktt to the pavment ol 4 vpevial rvjuiUhtc
fcnnjfteraiiun. the »»*>« to acquire "other" intention*. In Argentina 4ml
Me»sc»> the cjwpkncc roua uifff the employer the rt£h*» to "other"
'inventions *hovUl he tlcvnk to cetfc ihcm.
Syii»«v» o* pfotect»Of» >r th« sooa&tt countr««
In 1 he w u l h i countries proiecncn of the empJo)**"* n^tev >n
Miten'.Kw'v'tvenwtcd. thrt.<wgh 4 cumhtft4Uon of 4 p*wntf*>>!rin and *
sysjrta <-«t tm-cmorv" certtl'iCAirv while the imcMo* in mcM o< tae cowtf>c».
-*» F.»<«n kurepe c»ft thvXMe het»ccn the t » o s-i-letm. ol pmcccixwi, 4* 4
jfcnyfiJ rule irTTipJiv.cc ir\tri>-<<v* 4/c protected b> i m « « « % ' v'crtiiK^iiev
1>io< cyrtificatc* vp^v^l* tKit the m\entLM tv the 4u!"ftt.M tV the in%em»c-n
a n j trtit he :> cau'.ie^ to rrwjnetitpon HI rr%pcvt of it The nstht in ev*4v>it
iht 'f:\tf.'.w-n, ho*e»e»-. be<onr* u> the XJte Suvh pfo\ti>i»n\ c\i>i in the
U*-» t>f Biilsjirtj. C icchov'tM j i i 4 . Pv4j«4. JCcvnanu jftvi the L S.SR. *rni 10
' .1 s'snjsri. CV'.CTH in she U * t>t the t^';r.4n I)cnj».vt-jjjic Kepuh!«: * h t t h
. d^>.r:.cusvhes hetweert "evxvKVTi>' rviicr;i« jrsd "e^litrvi-.e" ruimts. the
fo»*Tr?ct. rc^imbisni! a.n ti5»ersf«.tr\' seT'.iiVjlc l"hr I1*"* tr>»enthm U * in
( hrrijAt'PtiiitN Msni.l4r pro\ t^ionv
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Wmtc then tarioe* law* dtfltt to a number of way*, namely u the
duration of protection and in the method* of caktttattnf and paying
remuneration, they all lay do«n detailed proccdiif«% concerstag »•** »PP*»*
cation for certificate*, the obbfadom of both employer* and employers
and appeak The»e procedure* ertwr* that the « i e n of employee* art fairly
represented is decntom coocemtng their mtentioov and relegate (r*
OJtMtftOM IO negotiation.

The duration of protection framed by imentorV certtficde* in
Bulgaria. C'mfeoUotaiu and the USSR it ».thout hm* of lime. In the
German Ifemocratic Republic, Poland and Romania n •* bound *> the
duration of patent protection and *» generally (muted to 15 year*. Method*
for determining rfrnuffoatton. »tuch t» m addition to *alar>. are cjHMtty*«rt
out M «eparate decree* anneted to the Um\ The feneral cntena for deter'
mining the amount of remuneration are bated on the «alar> of the
employee or on the *a*ing* that revtH from an etpkMUtwa of the
intention; the employee t* cnjuled io a certain percentage of the** *attag».
with mattmum amount* defined ta cash term* ««t by the decree. In the
German Democratic Republic. <>» etampte. if an imenttoo •* patentaNr
stui it patent application H fifed, the employee •% cmnled to *n j « . t f d of
bet eeti MO And MJO mart*, and 10 the ca»e of i « n t invention* nude rn
t o t n l employee* an amount of l . * « i nvtrt* •* io he * K i f r d t*> the
•mentors The attuai m m t* determined b> the head of the eiHerpme and
the decrvion B H H I he appro***! h* the umon in the emerprne. If an
•mention t* purtKuUrt* imp»rt4ift. 4 pro* w o n m the regulation* tpeviftc*
that tNc Mucntor v j n tctritc up to l<-U»«J m j / V * If. K.>ro^nn the amount
of the a » * r d . f u r d h* the N*iu*v»l ( »u«ol f«* V K T K C and I cvhnotoa.*
and the Minitiry of I inarmc on l<** re*4>«nmentl*i»o« of tSe WxutrM o*p»nnation that hold* the patera. •» »*«ed on the vilary of the emp*o*ee Ike
yearly a * a r d . whu.b 1* P*MJ tor -» n u n i m i f l of fikc year*. «,annt«« e u e e d
three time* the monthly rrmunerjt«*n o< \*A employee The U * 4K0
prmtde* for special a»arcK for outou/Kimf jctitocmcnt*, In t hma the
employee iv entitled to a me&il *tvj «n «« jfO r j n p n f tium l . t u ) to H'.U«»
)u*n. The amount t\ dcurmmed h« an rw(uiJ«oft commmce and 4pf»o»r*l
by the State Soemific t'omm»»<ion.
R>ght» v\ cowntnes *«»t*iowt jpec^ai taw*
Seme co«MU<«v «.>f CCHJMI*. h j » r Rt< iryi«A*J^'>« on ctnpi»>»« in*crttio«v>
slid rtfat,i>ce r» detrrminrU f»* kvJkvti»e a^tcrrmrnt-* ^nti ir>J>ti^wjl
cvmtractK K»^tJ in MVT»* r»*a4n»r» v>n v.i>mrm*n iw CJVC L«» Tfc*» w t o j ^ - n 1%
!*o«nd tn AvMraiu. Beljyum. I jn,»dj,.Sc» / f JUnU. she I r.ucU S!a:<s JIHJ
in m a m dc\ckiprng Vtnir?!n«v Tttr rt^i-.t* vi« empk^fc* in th<Nc v.Hi"'.fw»
•vjfx V."OCWKJ<TJN\. ailhituch 1.1 gtr>rfAJ i!"mlK<o<. sn^de I R t h * ^irurv »>3
tontrjcsuil didcr* hck^nj;-tf\c!tt>>;^-et>to !he ctr,t>H~\tr K T •'tiepcruJent'*
in^cr.tK'Wt. the vi-jjtion rt io-* vtcjf !n Att^r^iu ; h * crnpJ-^r* AnJ ih?
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employee may that? dw rtffett. la dw United Statet to *oaw tmtanccv dw
employer hat a 'thop-rtfbr. or » oon-ewfcnrve keener to ciptoa dw
MrMwtfc* for purpotet (fitted lo fcw commercial wttcrewjfc "Free
nvtotioa*. at a raw. bciottf to die employee but dw burden of proof that
dw invention re*»y • » madetodeptttdeMtty' » placed on dw employe*
Special oompemauo* for tavemtom d m bctonf to dw employer t» Urftty
%okmt*ry. The lack of wwvdk rcftdatiom on employe* tatcntiom m dww?
cotratne* result* ra a varwsy of pracucn where dw employee m** rely oa
contract*, coiwcitvt atreemena and event»*By dw jodwtal tyttem in order
lo protect ha rigta*.
While dw tfaffcreot approadw* adopted by dw cguntnc* that have
lefhlated on the matter at) hate the* ment*.at* dw pment *r»ter'» brhef
that dw tpectal eraployee intention i-s«» and dw ia%ei»orV ccmfVate* are
the mow »onfcy of cmulatioa..They are comprehenute ia the treatment of
employee-employer reUtwmlup* and deal «peoAcaIty » « a i m canons
reUted wt tome »»y to employment Patent Act*, by their »cry nature, muit
deal %tth a bow of ether quotnn* lOtKcrntnf tnduttnal property and
rsrety cmtoody defatted regulation of the paruouiar pfebiem* am«n$ ttv*m
aA employment retauomrup. In *w» of the templet moc> thai hate to be
molted in tn environment that w ttuteauntty mph*w*n$ the need fur
innovation and creativity, a * lo the vpcciai U»» and the tmenuxV cerutV
(ate* that one vhoutd too*, fur £vtda*KC at both the natMXtaJ and internabona! tori*.
Cmctoy— mrvovafrom
In tontravt u» employee mtrnuon*. the re»uta«**» of tmptoytt
truunatiom i> ittti at a v«rv tentative vu$c THm are a numbet »4 rra«om
«h> thn » K> r u \ i . the term "innovation" i* wed in varxxtv »*>» to
drnotc %«eh dt^fAWat* actmtaeV a* revcarvti. vorrmf* d**co»er»ev tenetai
improvement* or rationah-taiion prt>p(>t*R A&crnamttv. n t\ uved u> « > . «
all of (he J K T K . «« • f i t «% invrntmov For rvamptt; jcttHding to teuton 65
of the Romanian l-a» on Irurmton* ami Innevattorn. 19*4.*n innovation
«» " . tny iss.fu»»c*> a^-hicvemem vJ>iw«in| noveltyevidence of r*otcre»»
j«d evoftomx of <xxu\ *l\intjtfXK aod vetting * ftrp*>i«n in «*duvir> o* «n
*n> i«Jb« »Vid fdaJinj tc» the t v w v m v itscftie. cu^ufe. the r*»Mrviion of
bc*Hh irai national drtcttce c* tn *f»i tO*w NAiwh >>S <vv*nom»c jn»l \c<iai
We .
tn a tlocumr«t\v*,snsncd W-'a "Aoflmf Gnm£<?n°technoitog»cal
fnry*»4iK«n »« t<***. the ^v^*J Insdawtvu' tVo^xrtv C>»fi=>.tv*tjo« vuE^t-Jed
that the 5rnn v\n«r\: mvounit tMHXM!rjatori *sxj itiijxjtMC. . of- technclofV. * "'•
A vrc^THi mjwT fca>ion » h \ t.He n^,ht\ ifl'inrH'\4;K*r!v tu\c rux t^tn
fffuiisifci »^ the fact'thaj th< \jtu< iv re>uh\ot'. ir«v^a5t-ve *ct»t-.t\ *rxr cvften
j ! i r * ^ i f l t«> J*S«>S in rrH-fNrurv
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pyre tome*, economics, health or other XKUA fktda. Tbe potential vahieof
M innav.aion may be tobtfaatial: yet became of it* nature, porocsbrty if it
coMribotet to tootaJ progrcM or to the adtanceateai of iiKratedtc a
monetary aMevwoent May sen be rouble or assy nvotve ycar% of
eyalmiAoiii Thtt reaMMMnf tt bated abnoit enttreiy oft practical conttdtf*
. . O R a theoretical level, •©•ever, a it drfnovli to comprehend • b y the
rieJln in innovation ctnnai be remlated is M M - tandar to thme
y n e r w e f the right* |a» iateatian*. Tint •> particalarty trae for (fee
cmployee-employefretattombtp. Tlw * o r t of in wo* tioetia aol inherently
dttTcreot front the »or* of tatentort. The cream* readi of annotation
•arranta the tame oomtderaooa for recogwtw. right* of dueotal and
cooipcBMQt*^ at it given to intention*. Certainly moral and pccwmery
right* are unified Where farther thought»reojatred it on the anenion of
ngfati analogou* to property ngfcti at arteneom. Isaotatioaa, at yet. do
not hate • fnunrttorh tomlar to tbe patent tynem, »tucn may make N
difficult 10 protect cwtwtite ngbt*, But the franang of an ctchaute ngbt
could be eunttftcd M a matter of principle, to be oxapirmentrd later by a
tytieni of protection:
The tocuim coumrw*. w d i M Bulgaria. Orchbdotakta. Hungary.
Romaiua and ihe USSR, hate taken arum tMialnc* in regulating the
right* of employee-iflno%aiort. Thrte countne* Kate eahcr adopted
tcparatc l a * * on innovation or bate tuended the »cope of ihetr law* on
tntcntKXH to oner tnnotationv Su%ct property njju* beicng. to tbe Slate.
tht» (jurtJMXt hat been rauly retched The moral and pecuniary nghtt of
employee-Mwiot«tor» are regulaied «t twtuaily the «anc*«y a»tbcpght»of
empto>ce-tm enter*.
/
The mcrr«*cd atsentwa (hot t% awxiut? hetsg paid to mnot jrwn
throughout the »wtd « arrant* a rette* at tacentite* to innovate. Ooe voch
tneenmc. proposed for euatplc to the I'nsicd State*, tt to grant n^bu to
empJojee* at innotatxwti at *cil a* imemtom."* Tbeie righto «U! hate to
be h**rd on careful conudrratun of the mpectite tmemtt of emploter*
and cmoJotee* and cf ftast&e mram of enturutf protecuo^ Thn comiderattoa hat Nrea gnen to mtentioa* u» aunt ctmntnev h u» to be hoped
that a »iU tooo be giten to mnotationv
•
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4. Concluding re?n«rli4 '
Front *haf h » beers vsid abote tt » dear that th* empiotment
rrUi«vtv?np doc% not nrgjit tbe prmopie tlut authort of crtaate »<xtv
hate. r\fHs »orth\ of prvtcvtion. The empt.nment rrUnosK^p deev e » .
try*. nxxJift the etient of ttx^e n ^ t v but the speoal emptotce invenooa
L J * * »r»d vxn< imiu<tlrud propcrtt U » t t!)jMr*ic ibal thtt mc^lificihofi can
•J"
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be applied m 'an rtjtotahie manner, vaftfuardutf the tnumit of both
employer* and employees
Unfortunately, the adoption of with la*% %
i not ntdctpreael The 50>
year-old revotnntendatiorH of the ILO Adtnory Itwnmtitte on Salaried
Employee* (and the repeated recommendation* of more recent mwrni of
to^MXCM**. the AdiHory Committee on Salaried tmploym nod Prufev
Mortal Wortm) CM provide ftttdarwe a* to the measure* needed. It *#»
proposed an thetc *«noi» atcitwo**. and the propowd t» «tt8 tsdd, that an
international tmtroment thouid he adapted
One uxdd lefstmatcty * 4 whether the n$ht» of employee* m their
vorkt H an HMK of tttflktently »tde tnteretl to +VTM* tnteroatioaai
uandardjt In cooudertftf thn <<we*lton. ho*e>er.rt«howtd he rectBed that
mdmduat* »feo art not ecapioyed do already tntoy protfition of the»
rtghtv the hauc **m. then, n to define ho% the employment rctaaombtp
aflrxt* the entitlement to right* and ho* tbe*e right* thotdd he protecicd.
The foot* of thn debate. *n the pa*, ha* been bouted to
employ ee~tn>efttor%. Bet, a* the href dt«cu*M0n on Mtmnatnn tn tht»
artnte ha» tried to detnumirate. the moe n no* neceuanty reunited to
them * * reioam to a number oi profcfcMom. including toenutta.
rexanherv docktvnent personnel and e>en auttwrv It u aho rete* ar* »«
a*> ctrtf<i.>»rr. • nether «e not hired to in > cot. tamnate or write, who
•Mpr<a» •*» dntmer or trcate a no\rt idea, proce** or producL The
potential Mope of an e*ciwual instrument cowkS therefore he »ery t»»de
indeed. w«v* any cm(*n«, whatever ht» I WW of tpcviaf ttatton tw «rctor of
cvofti«mt; **UvH>. mi> «t w m time »n h*» tarcer author a ucame wort
S<M.h an imifumcnt «owM I'tnd ita natutal pWe MI the It O. wiwt the hauc
t+**tt that need* to be atfehewed •% the balance of right* afid mt*rc»*» »n an
rmr4mK»rei MtUtwnthtr*
Should the IIO tiMMiocT the adofoon ot *tt international muromem.
the rue*» tfuotion thai »uwW have to be cianuacd concern* the dcftntfion
of the right* under cU^uvoon thr* r>;ht* arc. bonnrvrr. vknx4> linked to
Ihe wider ItcM of in«ki^nai propcrt* asid c»W to imcUrvtual prypcn>
r»lthi» m frneral T1*n an tele Ka> %Kt*n ihut the reguUtKWi of tnteittviual
pr\»pem n$tei* d»<frr\ ttota tfx»«r> to cnintrv amt from .»s* ( w f » « K
*w««i'to aiKdher <"arr •owki ha»e to he etcr«*ed »n driitmj «n ILO
»n>irtt?t*rr»i toCTtNufs1ibat n* p*wn»om irra«:fvrd «nihm ihe <umf»cteftce wf
tht* t.H|3ft»v»iti«.'« And » n e <tpf»Jj*:.*Ne 10 <tifTct«tt *wrm% ot p»i>ficrt>
»^htv Irt ih<«j»d»C!. the <k«« lm\\ b<t»ec« inteiie\tua.l propem Um and
liKiy' L»» »vi Ihn vjwr-4K^> and the e*i^«vc« ot tli/ltreni t>i*et»v of
p«s;»y»erJ> U«* ;'«ik* ru'* rvpfextu oHtadc* to the adtiptK*! of an HO
jaHtvrrtew tf»;eispii>Vre nfh*\ m tnnf»\4t»\e »oriv Thrv do. ho»<»«.
rncra "special aReniK» And »v«uki ha»e to he vtwtvtdrrcd «n ttw- de««o»»
ulett '<ih the a.itirm <rf »4K*S an nKsmtnent
TTwr n^bt»-of cmp*o>ee* ef^ier dr>cs«i*D«i—pfopwtv a«»d pecuniarv
njjhsv^ha^e tic* been the Hffcjsvt of internauonai refslaUoa. There « t

/**
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now ample etampte* in national legnbtioo—eotli in the tpecific employee
intention la**» and m the law* of the tonalm oownthe* on »tuch to begin
comfcJeration of the foon and content of a pomMe Hwninwt*. Buitntrr*
national legnlation. eten when reflected to national l a * . t» not the cwue
amnef. At «te hate teen. w> France; the Scandtnatian couMnrt and the
United Kingdom certain haucv and maa notably the aMCMment of the
amoMtt of comprmation. are regulated by coNectite agmtnenti. Legnlauon nttttf therefore he accompanied by action to ttrengf hen the
bargatmng portion of the einpk»>ee» M M hlrt> to be affected. Tni* t% up
to the employee* thetmehev of covne. and the ttgorou* approach adopted
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Employers' Obligations regarding
Employee Inventions—A
New Perspective
NAVEEDALAM*

When employers purposelessly withhold their employees' inventions from
public disclosure, they engage in conduct that is incongruous with policies of
patent laws. Additionally, this conduct is not consistent with employers'
obligations to protect certain "residual" rights of employees. The traditional
. analysis of disputes between employers and their employees involving ownership of inventions has considered only the contract aspects of their ref' lationshipVThis article proposes that the conduct of employers who purI poselessly withhold their employees' inventions should be evaluated in terms
\of employees' residual rights and the injury caused by such conduct."
Introduction
Most employers require that all inventions conceived by
e m p l o y e e s d u r i n g t h e i r e m p l o y m e n t b e a s s i g n e d to t h e
employers. Usually, the employees cannot bargain for the terms
of such assignment contracts. It often happens that w h e n an
employee submits an invention to the employer, the employer
may reject it as worthless and thus would normally.have.no
purpose to retain it. However, the employer may at the same
time claim ownership of the "worthless" invention and withhold it. Under such circumstances, ah employee who wants
independently to obtain a patent for the "worthless" invention.
is not permitted to do so. T h e employee must accept the
employer's claim as a final disposition of the invention. This
• practice has been widely accepted under the principle, that,
with the assignment contract, the employee-inventor contracts
away all rights to the invention. However, when closely examined, this practice is not in harmony with principles of contract
and patent laws.
. .The issues of employers' rights regarding their employees' inventions have often b e e n litigated, and a great deal has been
* L.L.M., Georgetown University, Mr. A/am is with V/eissenberger. O Peterson in Newport Beach, California.
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written about the subject.' The issues that have been discussed
extensively cover the competing rights of the employers and
their employees in the latter's inventions. The available literature and the courts have not addressed the issue of possible
injury to the public that results when the employers pur. poselessly withhold inventions of their employees. The literature has also not considered that the employees may have
certain inalienable "residual rights" in their inventions. This
article examines and analyzes these issues.
Purpose of the Patent System
The patent laws and provisions of the Constitution seek to
promote the progress of science by offering to an inventor an
exclusive monopoly for a limited period in exchange for disclosure of his or her invention to the public.2 When the limited
period, expires, society will have free use of the invention and
the consuming public thus benefits from the unrestricted
exploitation of the disclosure.8 The offer of a patent monopoly
extends to all inventors, including those who are employed.
. There are two public interests in the patent realm that are
affected when an employer purposelessly withholds the inventions of his employees. A first public interest seeks to provide a
patent monopoly to the inventor who desires protection for an
invention. A second public interest requires that an inventor
seeking a patent for an invention must promptly disclose the
invention to the public.
By withholding employee inventions and not permitting
employees to independently secure patent protection, an
employer impedes the offer of a patent monopoly from reaching
its employees. Such conduct is inimical to the public interests.
The conduct hampers the progress of science by preventing an
increase in the pool of public knowledge that would result if the '
employees could obtain patents for their "worthless" inventions. These factors have not been considered in disputes between employers and employees regarding ownership of inventions made by the employees.
Traditional Analysis Protects Employer
The purpose of the traditional rule, which permits an
employer to claim its employees' inventions, is to protect the
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employer in its business. An employer's claim to its employees'
inventions has been upheld under principles of contract laws.
However, when the employer purposelessly withholds its
employees' inventions, for example, while characterizing the
inventions as "worthless," the purpose of the traditional rule is
obviated. The employer does not need protection under the
circumstances; however, the employees are prevented from
enjoying their "residual" rights in the inventions. Nor is the
public interest served when inventions are withheld and thus
cannot contribute to the pool of public knowledge. In this environment, the contract principles that support the employer's
claim to the inventions lose their vitality when contrasted with
die injury to the public that results from the employer's conduct.
.-''
Employee Inventions—Rights and Obligations
Consider the following situation. An individual employee,
Smith, signs a contract promising to disclose and to assign to his
employer, the XYZ Company, any invention he conceives dur-.
ing the course of his employment. Smith conceives an invention
and submits it to the XYZ Company. It is assumed here that
Smith wants to obtain a patent for the invention. The XYZ
Company considers the invention worthless, but still claims
ownership of it. Consequently, the company withholds the
"worthless" invention'and does not permit Smith to independently seek a patent for it.
In examining the relationship of the parties and the nature of
the assignment contract, let us further assume that there are no
issues of trade secret or breach of confidential relationship involved and that the only means of public disclosure is through
issuance of patents. (This will be particularly important later,
when we discuss Smith leaving his job and obtaining a patent
for the invention in his own name.) We will also assume that, in
addition to the express terms of the assignment contract, the
XYZ Company may assert ownership of the invention based on
the nature of its employment relationship with Smith. (For purposes of this article, the term assignment contract includes any
contract or tort theory that the XYZ Company may utilize to
claim the issued patent.) The XYZ Company also may have
justifiable reasons for withholding the invention, for example,
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for later exploitation, and purposelessly withholds the invention.
The Assignment Contract
Smith's obligation to assign to the XYZ Company any invention conceived by him during his employment is a contractual
obligation grounded in the assignment contract. Such contracts
have been accepted as proper.3
When the XYZ Company and Smith execute the assignment
contract, there takes place an exchange of promises. Smith
promises to disclose to the XYZ Company any invention he
conceives and to sign proper papers of assignment. The XYZ
Company promises certain benefits, such as employment,
bonus, or a percentage share of any proceeds derived from the
invention. These promises, which are part of the "contract basket" of exchanges, require positive action by the parties and
reflect on their legally binding course of conduct. The rights
and obligations of the XYZ Company and Srhith under the contract basket flow' from the express or implied terms of the assignment contract. An implied element of the contract basket is
that both the XYZ Company and Smith agree not to undertake
any action that may injure or defeat the other party's interest in
the subject matter of the contract.4
The assignment contract also touches and concerns intellectual property, an area of the law having its own discriminating
rules and policies. Thus, there is an "intellectual property basket" of exchanges that comprises, inter alia, certain obligations
relating to enjoyment of a patent monopoly. This basket is necessary in order to determine, for example, the scope and quality
of Smith's rights in the property he has promised to assign.5
Accordingly, the exchanges comprising the intellectual property basket spring from the nature of the property that is involved and form an integral part of the assignment contract.
While the contract basket determines the mutual rights and obligations of the XYZ Company and Smith, the intellectual property basket, and particularly its patent component, determines
the metes and bounds of the subject of the assignment contract
(i.e., inventions and patents) and the parties' obligations to the
public-at-large. There is a kindred relationship between the
two baskets and together they comprise the bundle of obliga-
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tions assumed by the XYZ Company and Smith toward one
another and toward the pub'ic.
The Employer's Obligations
The XYZ Company's contractual rights to claim ownership of
and obtain a patent for Smith's inventions are derivative in nature, flowing from Smith as the inventor. The XYZ Company
thus becomes an intermediary between Smith, the inventor
who wants a patent for his invention, and the public-at-large.6
As the conduit between an inventor and the public, the XYZ
Company assumes the responsibility for moving the invention
forward into the public realm. The public no longer has any
expectations of the employee (i.e., Smith) disclosing the invention.
The XYZ Company realizes its rights to obtain a patent for
Smith's invention and the power to enforce it against the
public-at-large, when and if the patent issues, only by virtue of
the assignment contract. As a party to that contrr :t, Smith assigns to the XYZ Company only those rights that may be transferred, together with concomitant obligations. (Transferable
rights will be discussed in the next section.)
After the assignment contract is executed, the XYZ Company
may obtain a patent for Smith's invention. The patent would be
a contract between the public and the inventor (i.e., Smith),
whereby the inventor or the assignee obtains a monopoly, for a
limited time and the public receives free use of the disclosure
after such time. There exist certain obligations, such, as prompt
and "best mode" disclosure of invention, that Smith, as the
inventor seeking a patent, owes to the public. These obligations
must be satisfied before Smith may validly claim the .benefits of
the statutory patent monopoly. With the assignment contract,
the XYZ Company assumes control of the flow of the invention
to the public. As a result, it can be said that the XYZ Company,
on behalf of Smith, contractually agrees to satisfy the inventor's
obligations to the public.7
There are two facets to the company's obligations resulting
from its dominion and control over the invention. The first facet
relates to the XYZ Company's obligations toward Smith. Here,
the XYZ Company assumes an undertaking to preserve Smith's
interests in the invention and to fulfill any obligation that
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Smith, as an inventor desiring a patent for his invention, may
owe to the public. The second facet 'boncerns the XYZ Company's control of the invention. The XYZ Company is the only
party that can be responsible for moving the invention forward
to public disclosure; in addition, it is the party that will enjoy
the benefits of a patent monopoly that may be obtained on the
invention. Therefore, from the public's perspective, the XYZ
Company must satisfy obligations owed by Smith, as an inventor, to the.public. The burden on the XYZ Company to satisfy
these obligations to the public parallels the burden on an inventor seeking a patent for his or her invention. Thus, considerations that exact prompt disclosure of inventions from an inventor seeking the benefits of a patent monopoly apply with
equal vigor to the employer (i.e., the XYZ Company) that controls the flow of the invention.8
"..•'

The Employee-Inventor's Residual Rights

As an inventor, Smith has an inchoate right to obtain a patent
for his invention and the right to enjoy the patei. i monopoly that
may be granted for the invention. However, when Smith enters
into an assignment contract with the XYZ Company, he transfers only the right to obtain a patent and not the full inchoate
right This position is supported by the following analysis.
When a patent issues, the government (i.e., the public) will
protect Smith or his assignee, the XYZ Company, in his rights to
exclude others from making, using, or selling the invention.
These protected.rights mature only after a patent issues and
relate to the pecuniary aspects of a statutory monopoly. These
rights, together with the right to obtain a patent are "transferable."
There are certain "residual," or "nontransferable," rights that
remain vested with Smith. These residual rights relate to the
intercourse between the inventor and the public-at-large,
which grants the patent monopoly. Smith has a residual right to
apply for 8 patent and a residual right to credits that flow from
any patent that issues in his name.
When Smith enters into an assignment contract with the XYZ
Company, he agrees only to submit the invention for the company's consideration. To that extent, Smith's residual right to
submit an application for a patent can be harmonized with the
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rights transferred to the XYZ Company in the assignment contract. If the XYZ Company desires, it may then take appropriate
ministerial steps on behalf of Smith to submit an application for
a patent. The ministerial steps may include filing a patent application in the Patent Office and seeing that the patent issues.
The powers of the XYZ Company are only ministerial because
Smith, as the inventor, must personally approve the prepared
application and execute an oath before the application may be
properly submitted to the Patent Office.9 All of these factors
show that Smith did not completely part with his inchoate right
to apply for and obtain a patent for this invention. At best, the
XYZ Company acquired the power to independently file the
patent application, if Smith is unwilling or uncooperative, and
then only on Smith's behalf.10 Thus, the XYZ Company acquires only the right to help Smith obtain a patent for his inventions.
Smith's second residual right concerns credits for the invention. This right is complementary with the statutory requirement that a patent must issue to the true inventor. This right is
inalienable in the sense that Smith cannot part with it; in other
words, Smith cannot permit a different person to be advanced as
the inventor.
In addition, there are public policy reasons why Smith cannot
surrender his residual right to credits for his invention. These
public policy reasons recognize that, when a patent issues,
Smith's name would attach to it. The patent will thereafter become a definite and continuing source of credits to Smith.11 As a
matter of human nature and public policy, Smith cannot—and
should not have to—agree to contract away the right to credits
for his invention.12
Withholding an Invention Is Inconsistent with Assignment
Contract Purpose
After Smith conceives an invention and presents it to the XYZ
Company, Smith has fulfilled his obligation under.the assignment contract to disclose the invention to his employer. The
XYZ Company decides whether a patent should be obtained for
the invention and then Smith would be asked to perform his
second obligation under the assignment contract (i.e., to exe-.
cute papers of assignment).
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It is assumed here that the XYZ Company considers the invention "worthless." If the invention is worthless, the company
is not affected in its business when it decides to withhold the
invention. Thus, its right to claim and withhold the invention,
given the purposes of the assignment contract, is questionable.
The XYZ Company's decision to consider the invention
worthless may be premised on a variety of factors that may have
very little or nothing to do with the merits of the invention. For
example, the XYZ Company may believe the invention to be
worthless because of the competition in the market, the XYZ
Company's market position, the investment required, and the
established line of products with which the invention may
compete. The XYZ Company's decision represents an evaluation of all relevant factors and is a decision best suited to its
interest.
While the XYZ Company is considering these factors, the
inventor may be prevented from seeking a patent and thus is
delayed in releasing his or her invention to the public. This
delay may result in total loss of the inventor's rights. Similarly,
the reasons for which the XYZ Company considers the invention worthless would not excuse its decision to purposelessly
withhold the invention from public disclosure. This is so because the result of the company's conduct is the same (i.e., the
public is deprived of the disclosure). Thus, an element of public
disfavor attaches to any future claim by the XYZ Company to
the purposelessly withheld invention against the public-atlarge.
As noted earlier, Smith retains the residual right to submit an
application for a patent. During the period that the XYZ Company withholds the invention, Smith does not forfeit this right.
Now, instead of purposelessly withholding the invention, if the
XYZ Company permits Smith to obtain a patent for the invention
at his own expense, there are no conceptual problems. Smith is
free to enjoy his residual rights in the invention, and the rights
of the XYZ Company are protected under principles of "shop
rights." This alternative would accommodate the interests of
the public, Smith, and the XYZ Company. However, there are
considerable problems when the XYZ Company withholds a
"worthless" invention and at the same time blocks Smith's access to a patent monopoly, thereby hindering accretion to the
public knowledge.
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Employer Is Not an Outright Owner by Virtue of the
Assignment Contract
Some courts have suggested that, once a company assumes
ownership of an invention, it may do as it pleases (i.e., the XYZ
Company may ignore or discard the invention without considering Smith's desire to obtain a patent).13 This raises considerable conceptual difficulties. The XYZ Company's rights in dealing with the invention spring from the express or implied
terms of the assignment contract and/or from its relationship
with Smith as the employee. These powers must be tempered by
the fact that Smith, as the inventor, has at least some residual
rights that are not subject to the employer's discretion.
Further, the XYZ Company's freedom of action to deal with
the invention is dictated by, and should be commensurate with,
its potential right to enjoy the monopoly of the patent obtained
for the invention. If an employer is considered an outright
owner of its employees' inventions before a patent issues, this
would imply that employers may never act oh their employees'
behalf in obtaining patents for their inventions. Such broad
employer powers would unnecessarily encumber the scheme of
the Constitution to stimulate inventions. (This will be expanded
on later in the article.)
However, a company may be considered an outright owner
only where its conduct does not injure the employee's residual
rights regarding an invention or the public interests of the patent laws. For example, the XYZ Company may withhold and
claim total ownership of inventions for which it has a purpose to
withhold. Indeed, in this instance, Smith's residual rights and
the two public interests may be subordinate to the company's
interests.
Nonetheless, while the XYZ Company may have gained, by
virtue of the assignment contract or by its relationship with
Smith, the right to ignore or withhold the invention as far as
Smith is concerned, this right may not be potent against the
public-at-large. There is a vital public interest in the free use of.
an invention as soon as possible,14 and this public interest attaches not only to inventors but also to those who stand in similar relation to the public as the inventor and who seek to enjoy
the benefits of the patent monopoly. This public interest attaches to the XYZ Company as the party standing in Smith's
shoes and the party that is to enjoy the patent monopoly.
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Further, the XYZ Company's claim to do what it pleases with
the invention would not supercede another important public
interest (i.e., the public interest to provide that the Constitution's patent scheme reaches those inventors who desire a patent for their invention). The technical requirements or demands
of a contract on which the XYZ Company may rely must give
way to these two public interests.18
Therefore, when the XYZ Company purposelessly withholds
the invention, Smith is prevented from enjoying his residual
rights and the public interests are injured. Accordingly, there is
a certain public disfavor and consequences the company faces
that may impair its claim of total ownership of the invention.
The nature of this disfavor and the consequences will now be
examined.
Consequences of Purposelessly Withholding an Invention
Let us now assume that there has been a lapse of time and
Smith, after leaving his employment, has obtained a patent on
the invention in his own name. It should be emphasized that
Smith has obtained the patent despite the XYZ Company's
delay in allowing the invention to be released to the public. The
patent proves to be valuable, the XYZ Company.now invokes
the assignment contract and claims title to the patent. (As noted
earlier, no question of breach of trust or confidential relationship by Smith is involved here. This wijl preserve the focus on
the XYZ Company's conduct.)
The fii.'t issue to examine here is the hiatus between the XYZ
Company's initial withholding of the invention and its present
claim of title to the patent. This inquiry belongs to the contract
realm and has roots in the contract basket of exchanges between
the XYZ Company and Smith. A second inquiry should be into
the company's initial failure to move the invention to public
.disclosure when Smith, as the inventor, continued to desire a
patent. This inquiry belongs to the patent realm and has roots in
the intellectual basket of exchanges.
Traditional Contract Analysis
Traditional analysis focuses on an employer's contract rights regarding its employees' inventions. A few cases will serve as illustration. These cases show that, in general, an employer's claims
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to its employees' inventions, whether premised on an assignment
contract or on the nature of the employee-employer relationship, are affected by the hiatus between the employer's initial
disinterest in the invention and later claims to it.
In L. A. Migel v. Bachofen,1* an employer knew of its
employee's experiments to develop an invention and contributed a certain sum of money to it. An assignment contract was
' drawn up. After the employee was discharged, the employer
ceased to be interested in the matter and took no steps to ascertain if the employee was still working on the invention. Only
after the employee had succeeded in making the invention and
had become a potential competitor did the employer institute a
suit seeking remedies. The employer, wishing to suppress the
invention, sought assignment of the patents involved. The
employer's purpose in bringing the suit was not to enjoy use
of the patent but to prevent its use by any competitor in the
industry.
. .V '.,••'••
The assignment contract had provided for royalties for the
employee and there was nothing in it that required the
employer to use the patent; thus, the former employee-inventor
would have been cut off from any sources of royalties, because
the employer had invested heavily in a different type of
machine since the time of the assignment contract. The court
stated that equity should not lend its aid to execute a scheme so
manifestly unfair to the employee, and no assignment of the
patent to the employer was required.
In Texas Co. v. Gulf Refining Co.," an employer contended
that one of its present employees was the true inventor of a
process and prosecuted an interference proceeding with a former employee-inventor. The proceeding went on from 1917 to
1922. At no time during this period did the employer claim that,
even if the former employee was the true inventor, the
employer was the equitable owner of the invention because the
invention was made while the former employee was still
employed and subject to the terms of an assignment contract. At
the same time, the former employee's assignee was spending
large sums of money installing machinery to practice the process invented, and the employer was aware of such expenditures. The employer's delay of some nine years in asserting its
rights under the assignment contract, and its conduct during
that period, was held to estop the employer from enforcing its
claim.
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In Reece Folding Machine Co. v. Fenwick,18 an employee
agreed to assign to his employer all inventions already made
(during employment but before an assignment contract was
executed) and improvements he might thereafter make on the
inventions. After his discharge, Fenwick considered all his relations with the employer ended. Six months after the discharge, Fenwick attempted to interest the employer in arrangements to develop an improvement he had devised. The
employer turned its back on Fenwick and acquiesced in Fenwick's belief that his relations with the employer had ceased
and that he would be on his own in making the improvement.
The employer was held not entitled to the improvement invention.
These cases demonstrate that, as a consequence for the delay
in asserting its claim to the issued patent, the XYZ Company
may lose rights to it. Smith will be able to use contract and
equity principles as defenses against the company's claims to
the patent Clearly, any consequences to the XYZ Company
result onlyfromconsiderations of the parties' mutual rights and
obligations.
However, this analysis is deficient in ignoring the fact that
the assignment contract is an admixture of a contract basket and
an intellectual property basket. The traditional analysis has
considered consequences to the XYZ Company only under the
contract basket. There is no reason why the consequences that
may flow from the intellectual property basket should not be
considered as well.
The patent component is particularly relevant in the intellectual property basket. Patent laws view, with significant disfavor, conduct that impairs the terra firma of those seeking a
patent monopoly. Accordingly, when the XYZ Company purposelessly withholds Smith's invention, the result may be public disfavor regarding any of the company's future claims to the
invention. We will now examine the type of public disfavor that
may accrue to the XYZ Company.
The Patent Realm: Public Interests Injured
The purpose of the monopoly granted to inventors under the
patent laws is to encourage inventors and to increase the pool of
useful knowledge. This purpose is best achieved by rewarding
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those inventors who are diligent and prompt to disclose their
. inventions. Those who withhold their inventions do so at their
own risk.19
As discussed earlier, there are two public interests that are
affected when the XYZ Company purposelessly withholds
- Smith's invention and does not permit Smith to independently
obtain a patent. These public interests will now be examined.
Public interest to provide an inventor with access to a patent
monopoly. There exists a public interest to provide inventors
with access to a patent monopoly offered by f he patent laws.
This public interest has not been articulated in the literature as
such; however, it can be recognized by example.
Consider that the XYZ Company purposelessly decides never
to file patent applications for any of its employees' inventions
and claims the right to withhold the inventions under some
contract principles. The public interest is at issue here because
of the injury to the scheme of the Constitution to encourage
inventions and to induce investors to come forward and disclose their inventions. If the XYZ Company sues an employee
who nevertheless obtains a patent for an invention, the com. pany's conduct will come under scrutiny. It is possible that the
XYZ Company may b»; denied relief, irrespective of any contract that may exist between the errployer and the employee.
Public interest to enjoy free use of the invention as soon as
possible. The patent laws have several "time-is-of-the-essence"
principles that support the public interest to receive the disclosure as soon as possible. These principles apply initially to
Smith, since he is an inventor who desires a patent for his invention. .They require that Smith release his invention to the
public as soon as possible, and if he delays doing so, consequences await him. These consequences accrue, to the XYZ
Company when it acts contrary to the principles at issue.
1. One-year period to file application for patent. Under 35
USC section 102(b), Smith must file an application for a patent
within one v**— after the invention is described in a domestic or
foreign publication or is in public use or on sale in this country.
Section 102(b) does not allow delay beyond one year, irrespec' tive of any reasons Smith may have for his delay.! Other subsections of section 102 also contain time limitations.
2. Statutory standards of patentability encourage prompt
filing. The statutory criteria of an invention's novelty are mea-
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sured against the prior art. If Smith withholds his invention, he
does so with the knowledge that the pool of the prior art is
dynamic and ever-increasing. When Smith finally files-an application for a patent, after an extended delay, others may have
already enriched the public knowledge. Asa result, Smith's
claims to the invention may be defeated.
3. Abandonment and forfeiture. Smith may abandon his invention and lose his right to obtain a patent for his invention.
Abandonment would result from a delay on Smith's part to
timely claim his invention against the public. Although it is well
settled that a mere delay will not prejudice Smith's right to
obtain a patent, it is equally clear that, if the question arises, the
burden will be on Smith to successfully explain the delay.*0 To
that extent, at least, Smith's inchoate right to obtain a patent is
affected when he withholds his invention from the public. If
some public rights have intervened during the time period of
the delay, a doctrine akin to estoppel may be applied against
Smith.21 In addition, Smith may forfeit his right to obtain a
patent by conduct designed to delay his invention's release to
the public.**
4. Abandonment, suppression, and conccalmtnt under 35
USC section 102(g). If Smith is thefirstto invent something and
it is determined that he abandoned, suppressed, or concealed
his invention, a rival inventor, although a latecomer, would be
entitled to receive the patent for the invention.*3

Consequences to the Inventor
The above principles of patent law show that Smith's rights to
his invention may be lost if he does something that is contrary to
the public interest in receiving the invention as soon as possible. Similar consequences may result if the public interest to
provide an inventor with access to a patent monopoly is injured
by the inventor's conduct.
These results are predicated on a well-enunciated policy that
a patent, by its very nature, affects the public interest. Any
attempt by Smith to postpone the beginning of the term of his
monopoly, and thus delay free public enjoyment of the useful
invention, is an evasion of the statutes and defeats its benevolent aim.24 There should be no rewards for those who would
materially retard the progress of science and are.least prompted
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to communicate their discoveries. 25 Thus, it would be reasonable, and consistent with patent policy, to withhold from Smith
the privilege of the exclusive monopoly, unless he promptly
puts the public in possession of his invention. The public's
rights and interests should not be made to yield to schemes of
selfishness or cupidity. The rights of the community must be
considered and effectually guarded. 26
Effects of Employer s Conduct
When the XYZ Company purposelessly withholds Smith's
invention, and Smith continues to desire a patent, then the
patentability of the invention, or the validity of the patent that
may issue, is affected: The invention will be extenuated by the
increase in the pool of prior art, the burden to disprove an intent
to suppress, and the burden to overcome the prejudice that
flows from a possible finding of abandonment, suppression, or
concealment.
Thus, by purposelessly withholding Smith's invention, the
XYZ Company has an effect on Smith's residual rights to the
extent that the invention is blemished. In addition, the company had the option to permit Smith to patent the invention
while remaining protected under principles of "shop rights."
Having failed to take advantage of this appropriate alternative,
thus accommodating the public, the XYZ Company may now
lose its claim to the invention.
Further, arguments can be made to show that the XYZ Company is aware that its conduct may affect its claim to the invention. The reason this possibility exists is that an inventor's delay
in disclosing an invention to the public assumes cognizable
importance in an interference proceeding or in an infringement
action where the validity of the patent is an issue. The interference and infringement actions are both conflicts related to the
ownership, of a patent or an invention; both represent the only
occasion that the question of such a delay is considered. In an
interference proceeding, the successful party obtains title to the
invention and may then enforce the resulting patent monopoly
against the public. In a validity dispute, the action is of sorts
between the public and the patent holder, the challenger representing the public. If the patent is found invalid, the challenger,
as well as the public, will have free use of the invention immediately.
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In a validity dispute, the question of delay is the inventor's
delay in disclosing an invention to the public. In an interference action, the measure of delay is the relative delay of the
. parties involved to disclose their inventions to the public. The
important element is the public's access to the invention and
the parties' conduct is evaluated with respect to that.*1
Conclusion
In analyzing the assumed facts in the example presented
here, the conclusion is that traditional analysis be expanded to
include considerations of Smith's residual rights to his invention. Further, the XYZ Company's conduct, in purposelessly
withholding its employee's invention, should be considered as
a relevant factor, separate and apart from any analysis of the
parties' mutual rights regarding the issued patent, and evaluated for the extent to which the two public interests have been
vitiated.
This conclusion is consistent with the obligations assumed by
the XYZ Company in the assignment contract. Under the contract basket, the XYZ Company assumed an obligation not to
undertake any conduct that may injure Smith's rights in the
assignment contract. When the XYZ Company purposelessly
withholds the invention, Smith cannot enjoy his residual rights
in the invention. Thus, the company's conduct is not consistent
with its contractual obligations toward Smith.
In the context of the intellectual property basket, the effect of
this interpretation would be as follows: the XYZ Company's
conduct unnecessarily postpones the time when the public
would have free use of the invention and prejudices the public
interest therein. Therefore, such conduct would be recognized
as not promoting the progress of science. In addition, the XYZ
Company's efforts to gain title to the patent through the courts
(i.e., the public) come with bad grace since it is appealing for
favor to that society which, if it has not injured, it certainly has
neither benefitted nor intended to benefit.28 The patent resulted despite the company's purposeless attempt to withhold
the invention.
Such an interpretation would reinforce the scheme of the
Constitution and the patent laws as well as the public interests.
The proposal does not interfere with the existing traditional
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analysis of the assignment contract, which focuses only on the
contract basket. It only suggests expansion of the traditional
analysis, and consideration of the exchanges under the intellectual property basket
Therefore, the XYZ Company would still have the competence to decide which of its employees' inventions it wishes to
retain title to, but would be urged to release to employees other
inventions that it does not consider worthwhile or has no purpose to withhold. In many instances, employees, like Smith,
may obtain patent protection at their own expense. Employees
may b e satisfied with the intangible benefits flowing from the
public disclosure. Thus, the pool of public knowledge would be
increased an extra degree and the progress of science additionally promoted. Such, after all, is the purpose of the patent
scheme envisioned by the Constitution.

SS
neiollowing is a collection of articles on the subject: Lieberstein,
:rstein, |
"Suing the Former Employee," 59 J. Pat. Off. Soc'y 705 (1977); Dohertj
oherrj . I
"Law of the Employed Inventor-Time for Change," 57 Mass. L. Q. 27 (1972);
Stedman, "Rights and Responsibilities of the Employed Inventor," 45 Ind. L.
J. 254 (1970); Stedman, "Employed Inventor, the Public Interest, and Horse
and Buggy Law in Space Age," 45 NYU L. Rev. 1 (1970); Leonard, "Protected
Rights of the Employee Inventor in His Invention" 49 J. Pat. Off. Soc'y 357 J
(1967); Note, "Employer's and Employee's Rights in Patents Arising from the I
Employment," 11 Vill. L. Rev. 823(1966).
^J
-fc—95-tJSi; E r-et~seq,i U.S. Conotitutian) article; 1, ilausc 0, section's:
"The Congress shall have power . . . to promote the progress of science and
useful arts, by securing for limited times t o . . . inventors the exclusive right to
their . . . discoveries."
3. United States v. Dubilier Corp., 289 U.S. 178, 186-87 (1932); see also
Brulotte o. Thys Co., 379 U.S. 29, 31 (1964); Special Equipment Co. v. Coe,
324 U.S. 370, 378 (1945); KeHog Co. v. Nat'l Biscuit Co., 305 U.S. I l l , 118
(1938).
4. Ohasi o. Vsrit Indus., 536 F.2d 849, 853 (9th Cir. 1976), cert, denied,
429 U.S. 1004 (1976); see also Galfand o. Chestnutt, 402 F. Supp 1318, 1329
(S.D.N.Y. 1972), affd, 573 F.2d 1290 (2d Cir. 1977), cert, denied, 435 U.S. 943
(1978), rehearing denied, 436 U.S. 914 (1978).
5. Croion Die O Tool Co. v. Nye Tool Works, 261 U.S. 24, 33 (1923); see
also United States v. Dubilier Condenser, note 3, supra at 187; United States
v. Bell Telephone Co., 167 U.S. 244,249 (1896); Ellis, Patent Assignments § 2
(1955).
6. McClung o. Kingsland, 42 U.S. 202, 205 (1843); see also Robinson, The
Law of Patents, vol. 2 5 767, pp. 525-26; Ellis, note 5, supra at § 349.
7. Smith is bound by the conduct of his assignee, the XYZ Co. See Wilson
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o. Goldmark, 172 F.2d 575. 582 (C.C.P.A. 1949); Automatic Elec. Co. v.
Dyton, 281 F.586,588 (App. D.C. 1922); Ellis, note 5, tupra at S 349.
8. Macbeth-Evans Glass Co. o. General Elec. Co., 246 F. 695, 699 (6th
Cir. 1917), cert, denied, 246 U.S. 659 (1918).
9. The content of the patent application, together with the oath and the
applicant's signature, constitute the substantive aspect of the patent application. These define the scope and field of the invention, as envisioned by
. - Smith: The oath and signature, while concededly ministerial, should
' nevertheless be considered substantive because they are testimonial to the
application, and any impropriety in them will impair the validity of the patent
•'" that may issue.
10. There are provisions that would permit the XYZ Co. to independently
' file a patent application if Smith is unavailable or uncooperative. See 35 USC
f 111, 116-18; 37 CFR 9 1.41-1.47.
It has been stated that *a inventor's assignment of bis invention transfers
A e inchoate right to obtain a patent for i t See Toner v. Sobelman, 86 F. Supp
.' 369, 380 (E.D. Pa. 1949); Ellis, note 5, supra at 9 248. How can this be
;
. reconciled with Smith's residual right to apply for a patent? It is believed that
there is no inconsistency. The XYZ Co. obtains the right to file an application
for a patent insofar that it may utilize this right when—and only when—Smith
. is unavailable or uncooperative. Such reasoning does no injury to established
:" rules and is complementary to them since the rights of the XYZ Co. are not
. diminished.in any respect
11. Barnes, "The Patent System from an Inventor's Point of View," 5 Pa' tent, TM <? Copyright J. Research O Educ. 63, 68 (1961); see also Consoli, dated Fruit-Jar v. Wright, 94 U.S. 92.96 (1876).
12. The following authorities support the propositions that: (1) Smith does
not agree to give up rights to crer"ts for his invention by executing the assignment contract; (2) this fact is well recognized by employers, like the XYZ
Co.; (3) the assignment contract can be deemed executed with due cognizance
of this fact; thus, it is part of the bargain of the contract; (4) public policy
provides a basis to uphold Smith's right to credits for his invention; and (5)
right to credits should be recognized as a distinct and important aspect of the
assignment contract See "Research and Development Direction," 7 Patent,
TM, ir Copyright J. Research it Educ. 23, 25 (Conference Issue) (1963);
Barnes, note 11, supra at 68. See also "Employee vs. Company Interest in
Trade Secrets and Patents," 10 IDEA 67,73 (Conference Issue) (1966); Regal,
Intangible Rewards for Engineers and Scientists (Ann Arbor: Bureau of Industrial Relations, Univ. of Mich., 1958).
The issue of credits for inventions has been addressed by the courts'. See
Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoe Co. o. Frew, 162 F. 887,889 (2d Cir. 1908); Garfield
v. Western Elec, 298 F. 659. 661 (S.D.N.Y. 1924); Misani v. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., 33 N.J. Super. 1. 198 A.2d 791 (1964), rev'd, 414 N.J. 552,
210 A.2d 609 (1965), appeal and cert, denied, 382 U.S. 203 (1965), rehearing
denied, 384 U.S. 923 (1966).
13. Dellar's Walker on Patents i 37, p. 176; 9 359, p. 40. See also Misani o.
Ortho, note 12, supra, 198 A.2d at 796-97.
'4. This does not mean that the inventor is always under a duty to see that
the public receives the disclosure quickly. See.'e.g., Hartford-Empire Co. o.
United States, 323 U.S. 386, 432 (1945); United States o. Bell Telephone Co.,
note 5, supra at 250 (1896). The focus of the present analysis is on the public.
The access of the public to the invention is paramount. Normally, there is no
. duty on Smith to seek a patent for his invention. However, if he does desire a
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patent (and it is assumed that he doesX then any delay In releasing his invention to the public may be considered whenever necessary, for example, in any
. dispute involving the invention.
15. Lear v. Adktns, 395 U.S. 653, 670 (1969) ("... the technical requirements of a contract doctrine must give way before the demands of the public interest").
16. 69 N.J. Eq. 60S, 126 A. 396 (1924).
17. 26 F.2d 394 (5th Cir. 1928), cert, denied, 278 U.S. 625 (1928) (district
court's opinion at 13 F i d 873 (S.D. Tex. 1926).
18. 140 F. 287 (5th Cir. 1905). See also Parker Rutt-ProofCo. v. Allen, 231
Mich. 69, 203 N.W. 890 (1925); Phillip Screw Co. v. Civnan, 256 P.2d 253
(Sup. C t Ore. 1953); Pure Oil Co. o. Hymen, 95 F.2d 22 (7th Cir. 1938).
19. young o. Dworkin, 489 F.2d 1277, 1283 (C.C.P.A. 1974) ("... the
warning has been sounded that one who delays in filing his application does
. so at the peril of finding of suppression or concealment due to the 'circumstances surrounding the delay."); Derr v. Cleason, 258 F. 969,972 (App.
D.C. 1919) ("A limited monopoly under the patent laws is granted that the
public may be benefitted, and he who slumbers on his right does so at his
risk.")
.-...-.
The following cases support the position that, if Smith desires patent pro- v*
tection tor his invention, he must be prompt to disclose his invention to th* "•
public: Woodbridge. v. United States, 263 U.S. 50,56 (1923); Macbeth-Evans ~\
Glass Co. v. General Elec. note 8, supra at 706; Brown v. Campell, 41 App. V
D.C. 499,501-502 (1914); Mason v. Hepburn-13 App. D.C. 86,95-96 (1898); -.
Kendall v.Winsor, 62 U.S. 322,328 (1858); P«nnoc* 6 Sellers v. Dialogue, 27 •
U.S. 11,23(1829).
20. Elec. Storage Battery v. Shlmadzu, 307 U.S. 5, 15 (1938), rehearing
denied, 307 U.S. 650 (1939).
21. Consolidated Frutt-Jar v. Wright, note 11, supra at 95-96.
22. Woodbridge v. United States, note 19, supra at 59. See also Kendall v.
Wlnsor, note 19, supra.
^
23. The foUowing doctrines also apply here: (1) Late claiming. The .in- W*
ventor who delays filing a patent is precluded from claiming an aspect of his
or her invention disclosed but not already claimed (see Chisum, Patents }
11.05); (2) Spurring. If Smith does not pursue his invention to fruition until *
spurred into activity by knowledge of a rival inventor's entry, he may be
deemed to have forfeited his invention; or such activity may constitute abandonment, concealment, or suppression under 5 102(g).
24. Woodbridge v. United States, note 19, supra.
25. Pennock O Sellers c. Dialogue, note 19, supra; Kendall o. Wlnsor, note
19, supra; Mason v. Hepburn, note 19, supra.
26. Sears, Roebuck O Co. v. Stlffel, 376 U.S. 225,229 (1964); Kendall o.
Wlnsor, note 19, supra.
27. See Robinson, note 6, supra at S 46.
28. Kendall v. Wlnsor, note 19, supra.
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12
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13
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The Law of the Employed Inventor—
Time for a Change?
GEORGE M. DOHERTY*
JOSEPH S. I A N D I 0 R I 0 *
Focusing on a recent case decided by the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals for the First Circuit, the authors examine the legal problems generated by the employee-inventor who conceives a potential
invention during his employment but defers tangible embodiment of
his idea until he has severed his relationship with the employer. After
sketching the legal framework of "master-servant" and traditional
"employment contract" law — and the deficiencies in both approaches
to the problem — the authors suggest a new system for dealing more
effectively with an issue bound to recur with increasing frequency in
a state as technologically-oriented as the Commonwealth.

"Inventors are a meritorious class. They are
public benefactors. They add to the wealth and
comfort of the community, and promote the
progress of civilization." Consolidated Fruit Jar
Co. v. Wright, 4 Otto (94 U.S.) 92, 96 (1876).
Most technically employed persons are familiar with the conventional employment contract to which they must become a party before
they can gain employment in almost any technical or supervisory position. Among the provisions in the employment contract are likely to
be some relating to inventions made by the employee in the course of
his employment; typically such provisions bind the employee to assign
all such inventions, without further compensation, to the employer.
Since these provisions are enforcible in the courts,1 the employment
contract has now almost totally supplanted the master-servant common
law in determining title to employee's inventions. Since very few employers would be encouraged to support research activity without some
guarantee that they would profit from the results, and because seldom
did the provisions of master-servant law confer title to employee inventions on the employer, the employment contract's guarantee of title to
the employer has assumed a conspicuous centrality in the fostering of
sponsored research.
These considerations lengthen the significance of a recent decision
in the First Circuit which may cast doubt on the generally assumed
* Patent Attorneys, Iandiorio & Doherty, Waltham, Mass. Both are members of
the Massachusetts Bar Association's Intellectual Property Committee.
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value of such contract provisions, and raises the more vexing question
of whether the privately bargained employment contract still determines the rights and obligations of the employed inventor adequately
for the interests of either employer or employee.
The case is Jamesbury Corp. v. Worcester Valve Co? This article
will examine that decision and will raise the question of whether there
exists or can be devised a different legal framework which would prevent, or at least better resolve, the dispute which arose in the subject
case.
The Facts
Immediately upon graduation from college in 1940, Howard
Freeman commenced working as an engineer for the Rockwood
Sprinkler Co. (hereinafter "Rockwood"), a manufacturer of ball
valves. Under the terms of his employment contract, Freeman agreed
"without further consideration to give to Rockwood . . . any and all
inventions or improvements which he might make while in the employ
of Rockwood" relating to Rockwood's business and to "disclose
promptly to Rockwood all of the above-described inventions or improvements. . . ."3 By 1953, Freeman's inventions, which he regularly
assigned to Rockwood, had resulted in 19 patents, and Freeman had
risen to Director of Research at an annual salary of $25,000.
From time to time, Rockwood's customers would ask for a
"double-seated" ball valve,4 but although the need and market existed,
until 1953, Rockwood had never developed such a ball valve. Late
that year, Freeman became convinced that he could develop a doubleseated ball valve, and began to study the literature seeking to learn
how he might implement some of his ideas in this area. However, instead of communicating his proposals to Rockwood, as he had done in
the past, he instead sought out investors with the intention of forming
his own company to market the new ball valve. At Freeman's instructions, all checks from investors were post-dated to February 2, 1954.
When Freeman had secured some $60,000 in investment capital and
had "virtually conceived"5 in his own mind the ball valve design which
he eventually patented and marketed, he "arranged his timely extrication from Rockwood by demanding a large salary increase on January
13, 1954, predictably not expeditiously granted, and resigned as of
January 25."° In his parting conversation with his employer, Freeman
carefully acknowledged that he had no undisclosed ideas which had
not been reduced "to writings, drawings or practice."
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Thereafter the pace quickened. Freeman's new Jamesbury Corporation had its organizational meeting on January 29, and on
February 1 and 2 Freeman commenced making drawings and sketches
of the ball valve which was in essence the product eventually patented.
Freeman added the name of another (who had never worked for Rockwood) to the patent application, along with his own, as joint inventor
of the ball valve invention, so, arguably, to make it appear that the
invention could not have been conceived until after Freeman left
Rockwood.7 The patented valve was a great commercial success — in
1970, about $13,000,000 in sales of Jamesbury was directly attributable to this ball valve.
Rockwood never made any claim on Freeman, and Rockwood
was eventually purchased by E. W. Bliss Co. (hereinafter "Bliss").
These facts remained undisclosed for almost 12 years until, in
1965 and 1966, Bliss learned that Freeman had testified in some
infringement suits pending by Jamesbury against alleged infringers of
the ball valve patent that he, Freeman, had conceived the idea for the
ball valve in early February, 1954. Their suspicions aroused. Bliss
intervened in an infringement suit pending in the District of Massachusetts by Jamesbury against Worcester Valve Co. Bliss alleged that
Freeman had "made" the ball valve "invention" while still in the
employ of Rockwood and hence that, under Freeman's employment
contract, Bliss, as Rockwood's successor, was entitled to an assignment
of the patent.
The Holding
The District Court held that the invention belonged to Freeman
alone, and the Court of Appeals affirmed. In each court, the decision
turned on the meaning of "invention" in Freeman's contract. This
meaning was held to be determined by an 1893 decision of the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, Lamson v. Martin, 159 Mass.
557, 35 N.E. 78.8 The District Court found specifically that "invention", as used in the contract, meant more than a mere idea in the
mind, and that it was "impossible to find on the basis of the evidence
that Freeman had completely conceived the entire invention at the
time he left Rockwood."0 In affirming, the Court of Appeals' phraseology was that the word "invention", under the applicable law of
Massachusetts, requires that there be a "tangible" embodiment of the
idea.10
In a narrow sense the decision can be viewed as a simple matter
of contract interpretation and, although it can be expected to cause a
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hurried perusal of existing employment contracts to supplement or
replace the word "invention", would have limited radiations. However,
viewed more broadly, the decision illumines some of the frailties of the
legal framework that has traditionally obtained for settlement of
disputes between the employed inventor and his employer. In this case,
the record discloses an employee whom the District Court found to
have intentionally and wittingly concealed from his employer an invention of great merit. He was not employed as a mere machine operator
or a technician, but as "Director of Research." For fourteen years he
had been employed to improve his employer's product lines, and in
the course of that employment and, as an integral part of it, had become conversant with the problems of an entire industry and the techniques for analyzing and solving those problems. And yet, when he
finally conceived an invention of potentially great merit and economic
value, instead of communicating and assigning it to his employer, as
he had done in the past, he decided to seek to avoid his contractual
obligations and exploit the invention totally for his own profit. And
when, confronted with these facts, the employer sought solace in his
"employment contract", he received small comfort indeed.
At the least these facts indicate that reliance on contract law,
much as the master-servant law, may not be wholly adequate to
govern the employment of inventors in an evolving and sophisticated
technological society.
The Legal Framework of Master-Servant Law
In the absence of an employment contract, title to the inventions
of the employed inventor is usually determined by the traditional
common law of master-servant. Under that law, the employer gains
title to the employee's inventions only by demonstrating that the employee was "hired to invent." The applicable law is well summarized
in National Development Co. v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 246, 55 N.E.
2d 783, 786 (1944):
"One by merely entering an employment requiring the performance of services of a noninventive nature does not lose
his rights to any inventions that he may make during the
employment.. . , and this is true even if the patent is for an
improvement upon a device or process used by the employer or is of such great practical value as to supersede the
devices or processes with which the employee became
familiar during his employment. * * * * * The law looks
upon an invention as the property of the one who con-
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ceived, developed and perfected it, and establishes, protects
and enforces the inventor's rights in his invention unless he
has contracted away those rights."
If a person is specifically hired and compensated to make an invention, the law imposes on him an obligation, in the nature of an implied contract, to assign to the employer the inventions so made.11 The
difficulty usually arises in proving that the employee is "hired to
invent".
It is usually held irrelevant that but for his employment, the
employee would have learned neither of the existence of a problem
nor of the techniques to be applied in its solution.12 Even if the employee utilizes the employer's equipment and tools to make the invention, all that the employer gains is a shop right — a non-exclusive,
non-transferable, royalty-free license to use the employee's invention.13
There are several obvious situations in which the employer does
acquire the right to title, for example, if he assigns to an employee a
particular task — i.e., to solve a particular problem, or to design a
machine to perform a specific function.14 In these and like situations
the employer obtains title to the resultant inventions. Again, if the
employee is in fact the "alter ego" of the employing entity, then the
law may impose on the employee a fiduciary duty to assign title to the
inventions to the employing entity."
The most troublesome area involves the inventions of employees
having supervisory or administrative duties, particularly over research
activities — e.g., employees like Freeman. Whether the inventions of
the titled "Research Director" are his or belong to his employer
depends on the nature of the employed's duties. It has been held that
a general supervisory employment, whether over research personnel,
or even broadly to improve the employer's products, does not confer
title in the supervisor's inventions in the employer.10 This is so even in
these situations where "it was his duty to use his skill and inventive
ability to further the interests of his employer by devising the improvements generally in the appliances and machinery used in the employer's
business."17 It is incumbent upon the employer to prove that the employee was an "idea man."18 Despite the formulation of various tests,
such as the straightforward one set forth in Bowers v. Woodman, 59
F.2d 797, 802 (D. Mass. 1932), that the employee's inventions were
his because:
"If he had never invented anything, he could not have been
charged with a failure in the performance of his duties as
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superintendent, or with a failure to fully earn his compensation,"

nonetheless, where the determination of title depends on such factual
inquiries, protracted and expensive litigation will often result.19 At the
least there is a lack of certainty about the ultimate title which can
inhibit the employer from investing in research.
The Existing Framework of Employment Contract Law
To avoid the evidentiary burdens of master-servant law, and,
undoubtedly, spurred by the courts' constant preface that those
burdens were due to the absence of an express agreement, employers
have resorted to the apparently more easily enforcible "employment
contract." The typical employment contract binds the employee to do
(or refrain from doing) a number of things, some of which may have
been implied obligations under master-servant law (e.g., not to disclose the employer's trade secrets, even after termination of employment20) , and some of which apparently were not (e.g., not to compete
with the employer after termination of employment21). With regard to
inventions, the employment contract typically binds the employee to
assign all inventions relating to the employer's business to the employer, whether or not the employee is "hired to invent." Thus, although a general employment is not adequate under master-servant
law to confer on the employer title to the inventions of the employee,
it has nevertheless been held sufficient consideration to support the
employee's contractual promise to assign such inventions.22
On the surface, it appears that the employer with the employment
contract is in a much stronger position that he would have been under
master-servant law. The validity of the supposition is less clear when
the employer attempts to enforce the agreement. It is then that he may
discover, midst a maze of interpretive maxims, that the protection he
thought he had gained by use of his employment contract has been, if
not entirely eroded, at least significantly narrowed.
A comparison of the positions of the employed inventor under
master-servant law and under the employment contract indicates that
the employee appears to have lost something in the movement on the
part of employers to utilize the employment contract. But it may be
that the courts are seeking, by construction, to minimize this loss. In
the final analysis, the employer's obligations under the employment
•contract need not be greater than those without it — for example, he
need not guarantee the employee that employment will continue for
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some minimum period. There does not appear to be any additional
consideration accorded to the employee for agreeing that inventions
which would otherwise have been his, should, by virtue of the employment contract, be assigned without additional compensation to the
employer. Where a valid contract obtains, no matter how profitable the
invention might prove to be, if a reward is given to the employee, it
derives from the employer's largesse and not out of any legal obligation.24 Since courts have decided that a general employment is sufficient consideration to support an employment contract, where a
major invention has resulted, the question of whether the consideration
is in fact "adequate" is not an open issue.2"' Parenthetically, it should
be noted that the usual employment contract has consistently withstood attacks on its fairness and conscionability, as well as its
constitutionality.20
But the bare legal enforcibility of a contract is no guarantee that
it will be broadly construed. And, if the employer has seemingly
"gained" in changing from master-servant to contract principles, it
appears that his equity position has slipped considerably. Whereas in
master-servant law he could plead that he had paid for the work of his
employee's mind and was therefore entitled to own it, in contract law
he is seeking to enforce a contract devised and required by him as a
condition of employment. As such, all other things being equal, he
loses. The statement of the Court of Appeals in the present case is
typical:
"The interpretive evidence in favor of Bliss' definition of
'invention' would seem nonexistent. But even if we were to
say that there remained some doubt about the definition of
that term, we would resolve that doubt in favor of the party
who did not choose the wording of the agreement. Martson
v. American Employers Insurance Co.,
F.2d
(1st Cir., March 22, 1971); 3 Corbin, supra, §559, at 262.
This agreement was a standard form contract drawn up by
Rockwood and signed by Freeman shortly after being graduated from college. Rockwood drew up the contract and had
superior bargaining power."27
This interpretive maxim is so often echoed in decisions construing
employment contracts that perhaps it can fairly be considered a
"settled" principle of employment contract interpretation.28
A different approach to the same result was taken in the District
Court, requiring the employer to hurdle "public policy" considera-
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tions, in particular, "the broad public policy of encouraging inventors
to take financial risks for the betterment of society."29
Presumably, however, more precise or creative drafting of the
contract provisions might avoid application of these interpretive
burdens. In the subject case, both courts said as much, and even
offered suggestions as to the kind of contract provisions which might
have changed the result.
"Inventions Conceived"
The District Court suggested that an employment contract giving
the employer title to "all patentable ideas" or all "inventions conceived" might have enabled the employer to prevail.80 Whether this
would necessarily have been so is open to question.
Neither of the two decisions relied on by the District Court provide great encouragement to employers. Winton Research Corp. v.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.31 contains, in the reported decision, no
explanation of the evidence relied upon by that court to determine
when the invention there at issue was "conceived." In New Jersey Zinc
Co. v. Singmaster,82 the employee had, in fact, prepared a written
disclosure of the invention dated six months before he terminated his
employment. That decision was distinguished on these exact grounds
in Smoley v. New Jersey Zinc Co.,33 decided several years later, the
court in the latter case specifically holding that the Singmaster decision
did not stand for the proposition that an agreement to assign "patentable ideas" would entitle the employer to an assignment even if only
the "idea" was conceived during the period of employment. In the
latter case, title to the idea was held to be in the employee.34
On the other hand, a recent decision of a lower Ohio state court,
Morgan Adhesives Co. v. QuesteP", supports the usefulness of such
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contract langauge in a factual situation closely analogous to the subject
case. In Questel, the employed inventor had contractually agreed to
assign to his employer "all inventions made or conceived" by him in
the course of his employment. The inventor was the employer's Research Director, and, like Freeman, conceived the invention and contacted patent investors in the attempt to exploit it while he was still
employed. And, within two weeks after leaving his employer, the
inventor had formed a corporation. The Ohio court, in finding that
the invention rightfully belonged to the employer, relied heavily on
the circumstantial evidence surrounding his financing of the project36,
and took a rather different view of the equities.
"It is interesting to note that his very employment with the
plaintiff company as Research Director was to discover, if
possible, a new method of producing pressure sensitive
adhesives: the very process that he did, in fact, discover.
He had available to him for several years all of the financial
backing and equipment and processes of the plaintiff company in order to assist him in carrying out his employment
contract with that company. It would be grossly unfair to
suggest that once he had attained the successful goal to
which he had been assigned by the plaintiff that he could
thereupon leave the employment to the derogation of the
. investment that they had in his abilities and to directly and
almost immediately enter into a business in competition
with his former employer."37
There is in this language conspicuous deference to the equities of
master-servant law, that the inventions of one hired to invent are
fairly those of the employer, and that the employee should not, by an
artful interpretation of the employment contract, avoid those equitable
obligations.
However, despite the attitude of this Ohio court, it is not at all
certain that the Court of Appeals would accept either its evidentiary
or equity approaches. In point of fact, the language of the Court of
Appeals in the present case is far from assuring to the thesis that an
employer may contractually obtain title to his employee's undisclosed
ideas:
"Bliss argues that it would be sound policy to frustrate the
success of such bad faith. * * * * To rule as Bliss would
have us rule would require the court to attempt to read
inventors' minds in order to determine when the essential
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idea behind an invention was conceived. Such an interpretation is perhaps faciaily appealing in close cases such as
Lamson, where there was some evidence that the critical
ideas were conceived before termination of the contract, or
the instant case, where reduction of ideas to paper followed
quickly, but such an approach would also, in cases where
ideas were not reduced to practice for many years, involve
the courts in something close to retrospective telepathy."38

"Trailer Clauses"
The Court of Appeals' advice was, in the subject case, accordingly, different. The court suggested that the employer should have
utilized a "trailer clause," binding the employee to assign inventions
made by him during some limited period following termination of his
employment, assuming that the inventions pertain to the employer's
business.39 Such clauses have been held enforcible,40 but are subject,
like the remainder of the employment contract, to very narrow interpretation, particularly, e.g., in defining what is the employer's relevant
line of business.41 Moreover, such clauses, particularly where of long
or indefinite duration, may run afoul of the anti-trust laws.42 Finally,
the "reasonableness" of such clauses, in time and in extent, will always
prove to be the regular issue when a controversy arises.43 And such an
issue, like "hired to invent", is a veiled invitation to litigation at least
when the economic stakes are sufficiently high.
In summary, it is obvious that both master-servant and contract
law render the employed inventor and his present or past employer
potential protagonists in title disputes rather than joint venturers in
innovative activities.
A New System
What neither master-servant nor contract law has been able to
accomplish, in the absence of the most precise express agreement, is
to separate title to the invention and the economic benefit derived
from it. With the exception of the limited "shop right" of masterservant law (which the employer gives up when he invokes the employment contract), and which is not of substantial economic benefit, the
law provides for no division between title and economic benefit. The
absence of divisibility clearly has not promoted satisfactory resolution
of title disputes. Is it time to consider a system which would treat
separately the issues of title and profit?
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Such a system should provide, minimally, that the employed inventor be adequately and specially compensated for those meritorious
inventions which improve his employer's business. In return, title to
the invention, and the sole and exclusive control over its exploitation,
would go to his employer.
To assure the adequacy of the compensation, a number of approaches are possible. A statutory formula might be devised (similar
to that presently obtaining in West German practice44) to take into account and weight appropriately various factors bearing on compensation. These factors might include the value of the invention to the
employer and the employee's contribution to that value. Perhaps, to
achieve greater flexibly, an administrative body might be established
to acquire the expertise necessary to settle compensation disputes.45
In ascertaining "title", certain presumptions might be provided
to facilitate the employer's proof of his right to title. Vesting in the
employer rights to the inventions of terminated employees, a burden
rendered less onerous on the employee by the guarantee of compensation therefor, could be facilitated by the existence of a statutory
right in the employer to all inventions conceived or reduced to practice by the employee during some fixed, period following termination
of his employment and which relate to the employer's business. Not
only might the existence of compensation preclude a circumscribed
judicial interpretation of the scope of the relevant business, but in
addition, a statutory presumption that an invention was conceived or
reduced to practice within that fixed period if disclosed within some
longer, but still limited, period might be established and enforced.
In sum, while doubts as to the "adequacy" of compensation
would be resolved in favor of the employee, any doubts as to title
would be resolved in favor of the employer.
There has been introduced, in the present session of Congress, a
bill by Congressman Moss to "create a comprehensive federal system
for determining the ownership of and amount of compensation to be
paid for inventions and proposals for technical improvement made by
employed persons."40 It is not at all certain that this is an area which
should be the subject of federal legislation. Questions of title to inventions as well as those related to employee disputes have traditionally been tried in the state courts or regulated by state legislatures.
Whether the "Moss bill" even provides a proper conceptual framework within which to study proposals for changing the law of the
employed inventor is open to serious question. For example, the pro-
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posal, rather than imposing on the employee the obligation to assign to
the employer all those inventions which relate to the employer's
business, merely grants the employer an option, which he must exercise
within four months of the employee's disclosure,47 to acquire title to
the invention. In return for the exercise of this option, the employee
must be compensated "adequately." Unless the employer exercises
this option (or demonstrates the need to keep it secret48), the employee
is free to do what he wishes with the invention.
The exercise of the option imposes on the employee a number
of obligations, which may evoke, in the present form of the bill, considerable controversy. For example, exercising his option obligates
the employer to apply for a patent within six months,49 and failure so
to act results in reversion of the invention to the employee. Only if
the employer determines that the invention must remain a trade secret
may he avoidfilinga patent application. But, if he chooses such a course
of conduct, the employee must be specially compensated to an amount
in excess of that which he would have received had a patent been
applied for.50 The employer's freedom to control exploitation of the
invention is also limited by a provision that, if the employer abandons
a patent application before the employee has received his compensation, whatever rights remain in the invention revert to the employee.51
Finally, the bill does not appear to make provision for inventions
made by the employee after termination of his employment.
There is a strong possibility, if not a likelihood, that the more
controversial provisions of this bill will obscure the larger issues which
it ought to provoke study of. Since the bill has not yet been enacted
and there appears at the present no indication that swift enactment is
likely ,Bi it should not prevent or delay an investigation of the feasibility
and possible provisions of a new state legislative system for regulating
the rights and obligations of the employed inventor.53 It can be argued
that creative exercise of leadership by the Massachusetts legislature
might render Massachusetts a favorable location for productive sponsored research which this Commonwealth, in the light of present
economic realities, can scarcely afford to overlook.
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<8 Id. at §425.
49
Id. at §421. This period is considerably shorter than the normal "grace period"
provided by the Patent Laws for filing an application after some event, such as
publication of the invention, has occurred. In general, an inventor has one year to
file a patent application after the occurrence of some such event. 35 U.S.C. §102.
50
The rationale given in the statute is that the employee should be compensated
for the fact that no "protective right", i.e. patent, has been granted on his invention.
H.R. 1483, supra note 46 at §425.
51
Id. at §424.
02
The bill was filed in January, 1971, and the only action thus far taken has
been to request reports from the Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Justice.
As of August 6, only Defense had responded and no hearings had as yet been scheduled. Legislative Calendar (Comm. on Judiciary, Aug. 6, 1971).
S3 An objection to state legislation is that it presents difficulty to the interstate
corporation, in that its inventor-employees in one state may have rights or obligations
differing substantially from employees in another state. However, the foment in
this area (exemplified by the publication of the first comprehensive treatise dealing
with this field — Neumeyer, The Employed Inventor in the United States (The MIT
Press, 1971)) demands, minimally, a reevaluation of the present typical employment
contract with a view to considering whether providing, in it, special compensation
for meritorious inventions, will materially enchance the enforcibility of the contract,
and, in the long term, avoid the imposition of a legislated system.
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Disobeying a Father's Voice:
A Comment on Commonwealth v. Brasher
By SANFORD N. KATZ* and
WILLIAM A . SCHROEDER**
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court recently sustained the
constitutionality of the Commonwealth's "stubborn child" laws against
claims that the statute violated due process, right of privacy and equal
protection provisions of the United States and Massachusetts Constitutions. In this comment the authors take issue with the Court's
opinion and suggest that the decision should be reversed by legislative
action at the earliest possible moment.

On June 7, 1971, the Supreme Judicial Court, in the case of
Commonwealth v. Brasher,1 upheld the constitutionality of the Massachusetts stubborn child law, a three hundred and twenty-five year old
statute which has its origins in a 1646 enactment o' the Massachusetts
May Colony which provided that:
"If a man have a stubborn or rebellious son of sufficient
years of understanding, e.g., sixteen; which will not obey
the voice of his father or the voice of his mother, and that
when they have chastened him will not harken onto them,
then shall his father and mother, being his natural parents,
lay hold onto him and bring him to the magistrates assembled in court. . . Such a son shall be put to death."2
In practice, punishments less stringent than the death penalty
were generally employed and in 1654 the law was amended to substitute whipping as the statutory penalty. In substantially its 1654
form the statute has survived periodic statutory consolidations and
rearrangements and, more recently constitutional challenges and legislative attempts at repeal or amendment. In its present form the statute
provides that:

* A. B. (Boston University), J. D. (University of Chicago Law School), Professor of Law, Boston College Law School.
** A. B. (University of Illinois), J. D. (University of Illinois College of Law),
Associate, Crane, Inker & Oteri.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of The Grant Foundation for
the work on which this comment is based. They also wish to thank Mr. Lawrence R.
Sidman, a second year student at Boston College Law School, for his research efforts
and assistance in the preparation of this comment.
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Introduction

Introduction
The function of this monograph is to explain how the employee inventor
will benefit from the 'compensation code' contained in the new Patents Act,
and to illustrate the divergent conclusions which may be reached by different readings of that code, which is contained in sections 39 to 43. It is no
function of this work to give an account of the operation of domestic or
European patent law, nor to argue the issue of what the law should be.
Consequently the author will be concentrating the reader's attention upon
the specific words chosen by the legislature for the enactment of the new
law, and not upon the wider issues of social and economic policy or of
comparative law.
The 'compensation code' represents a legal crossroad: patent law here
intersects with industrial relations law and also with the principles of the law
of contract The author has presumed that the reader has no especial knowledge of each individual subject, but has provided reference points for those
who wish to travel further in any one of these directions.
Jeremy Phillips

Trinity College, Dublin 1978
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Chapter 1

The genesis of the employee
inventor's statutory rights
Prior to the last decade of the nineteenth century the interests of the employee
as patentee or inventor were scarcely threatened. While the Industrial Revolution had directed the focus of man's endeavour from field to factory, the
law still viewed the obligations of the contract of employment as those terms
laid down which best expressed the mutual aspirations of gentlemen bargaining one with another, each for their own advantage. Where one man was
'employed' by another, the word connoted not a relationship of an industrial
or employing concern with those regularly engaged in performing its profitmaking activities but, as often as not, the mere fact that the one party had
undertaken to perform a task for another. A man who was engaged simply
to do or perform an act required by an individual hirer would not be regarded
as owing his hirer any general obligation to further the latter's interests; it
was, after all, in pursuance of the 'employee's'.interest that he entered into
the contract of hire.
By the turn of the century the contract of employment was viewed in a
different light. It was noted that the hire of labour was a matter of increasing industrial importance at a time when the self-employed skilled craftsman
and the small business gave way to the large-scale employment of labour by
companies responsible only to their shareholders; and indeed the process of
legal evolution saw the development of rules which augmented the power
of the 'employer' by increasing the general spread of obligations which the
employee was to owe him. This process of evolution is well reflected in the
laws relating to the ownership of inventions; for, while formerly an invention
belonged only to its inventor, the employee inventor was regarded as a trustee
of any resulting patent which he then held for the employer's benefit if
(i) the employee made the invention in the course of his contractual duties
or (ii) the employee held a position of high responsibility in the employer's
concern. From this there developed the notion that it was a term implied in
every contract of employment that the inventive produce of an employee's
mind resulting from the fulfilment of his employment duties would belong
to the employer. Around the 1920's there developed also the practice of
inserting into the contract of employment an express provision to the effect
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that the employer had the right to use, or indeed to require the assignment
of, any invention made by the employee whether in the course of his employment or otherwise.
This legal evolution took place with the very proper expectation that
it would protect the employer (or shareholder) against the employee who
abused his position with the employer by making inventions by the use
of knowledge entrusted to him by virtue of his position of employee, or
who was employed to invent a particular device, did so, and then tried
to establish an independent business for the purpose of exploiting his invention; and doubtless in many cases the employer who required the 'preassignment' of his employee's patent rights felt that he was only helping
himself to that which was his own by right. However, the effect of the shift
in legal perspective was, in general, to deprive inventors of the expectation
of any reward or compensation in respect of their inventions. The rigour of
this deprivation was fortunately mitigated in many cases by the fact that an
employee inventor so deprived of his patent rights would receive an ex
gratia payment of a reward in return, and many employees knew that their
'reward' for invention would be promotion or further responsibilities within
the employer's increasingly corporate structure; but there were also employees who were disgruntled at the treatment they had received, or at the
fact that there was no machinery whereby their rightful recompense could be
compelled.
At the end of the second world war there arose a widespread feeling
that the inventor's lot should be improved. By 1949 the Royal Commission
on Awards to Inventors had completed its task of bestowing in the tangible
form of monetary awards the gratitude of a nation victorious in war upon
the inventors whose creative endeavours had secured its continued existence;
and these awards were received by those employed to invent as well as those
who were not And the Swan Committee on patent law reform reported in
1947 that the employee inventor should be granted the opportunity to secure
a just and equitable proportion of the benefit secured by his employer from
the use: of the patent The Swan Committee's proposals were accepted by the
government of the day, and were incorporated into the Patents Act 1949
section 56.
It so often happens that the intention of Parliament is not reflected by
the expressions which it chooses in drafting statutes, and section 56 of the
Patents Act 1949 turned out to be indeed an unwanted child of verbal
infelicity. On the very first occasion on which that provision was litigated,
in the famous case of Sterling Engineering Co Ltd v Patchett, the House of
Lords pointed out that while it had widely been assumed that a right was
given to all inventors to secure from their employers a share of the patent
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profits, the words of the Act said otherwise: the employee was entitled to
secure compensation if it were just and equitable for him to do so, only if
he had a legal interest in the benefit of the patent. This is a circumstance
which rarely occurs, though it did happen in 1905 in the case of Pashley v
Linotype Ltd where it was found as a fact that both employer and employee
intended (under the contract of employment) to share the benefit of the
patent but had not indicated how the benefit was to be shared.
In 1965 a bill was introduced in the Lords which was calculated to
restore the law to the position which, before Sterling Engineering Co Ltd v
Patchett, section 56 was presumed have held. This attempt, the Patents
(Employees Inventions) Bill, was ill-conceived and badly-drafted, received
little support within Parliament or outside it, and was dropped.
The movement which culminated in the 'compensation code' of the
1977 Act can be traced back to 1968 when the Banks Committee was appointed to examine the patent system. The Trades Union Congress and the
Institute of Patentees submitted that the then-current law was unfair to
employee inventors because it deprived them of their property rights in
patents without providing them with any corresponding right of compensation, and it was suggested that inventors would be more greatly encouraged
if a statutory award scheme were set up in the United Kingdom as it had
been in West Germany. This submission was successful to the extent that
the Banks Committee Report (1970) proposed the rendering unenforceable
of any contract whereby employers sought rights in patents yet unmade and
which would not be theirs under the common law; but the award scheme
suggestion was rejected on the ground that there was no evidence (i) that
employees were unfairly treated in practice, or (ii) that a statutory award
scheme would in fact have an encouraging effect upon employee inventors.
The government White Paper 'Patent Law Reform', published in 1975,
accepted the Banks proposal to render unenforceable the contractual preassignment of employees' inventions, but left open the question of a statutory right to compensation; after all, it seemed, if the Banks Report had
rejected the proposal on the ground that there was no evidence to support
it, would it not be most sensible to allow further submissions of evidence as
to the unfair treatment of employee inventors and the beneficial effects of a
statutory award scheme? In response to this challenge the Institute of Patentees and Inventors presented a paper which documented a number of
cases in which employee inventors had been poorly treated and argued, with
the support again of the Trades Union Congress, that these instances could be
remedied by the implementation of a statutory code providing for the protection and compensation of employee inventors. The Standing Advisory
Committee of the Patent Office considered these representations and weighed
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them against the arguments of many industrial and commercial bodies that
the law should not materially be changed. It seemed that government policy
was to press for a statutory scheme, because the Standing Advisory Committee eventually produced a model for one, notwithstanding the scepticism
or opposition of some of its members; and eventually a compromised scheme,
agreed by the moderates on both sides, was put before Parliament and received
the royal assent on 29 July 1977. Like most compromises, the statutory
)
scheme embodied in the Patents Act failed adequately to satisfy either side;
the employee-inventor lobby claimed that the scheme was too narrow and
limiting in its effect while the industrial lobby regarded it as a further legislative interference with the principles of freedom of contract and as another
headache for the employer already weighed down with statutory responsibilities.
"—
The scheme finally adopted bears interesting comparison with that of
West Germany (the most widely-publicised scheme currently in operation).
While the German scheme utilises an entire state-run bureaucracy in the
administration of inventors' awards, and provides detailed mathematical
formulae for the calculation of compensation, the United Kingdom scheme
is to be operated through the ordinary courts and through the pre-existent
jurisdiction of the Comptroller-General of Patents, and only the most general
principles of assessment of compensatory awards are adverted to. Ideally the
employee and his employer are To get togetner and agree between themselves
as to that sum which most fairly represents the adequate compensation of
the inventor, turning to the courts only if they cannot agree. In reality there
may be a strong temptation to litigate on the part of the employee, it being
almost axiomatic that inventors value their work at a higher price than do
those who use those inventions. The West German scheme, on the other hand,
is well-used because it promises the employee an automatic right to compensation for the use of an invention by his employee; in the United Kingdom
the employee's right to lodge the initial claim is so set about with qualifications ana variable tactors tnat it is probable that there will be more litiflatinn riaaiinj^ uyith th» ftrttltlement to daim an award than with its assessment.
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Chapter 2

The Patents Act 1977:
Section 39
Text
39(1) Notwithstanding anything in any rule of law, an invention made by an
employee shall, as between him and his employer, be taken to belong to his
employer for the purposes of this Act and all other purposes if —
(a) it was made in the course of the normal duties of the employee or in the
course of duties falling outside his normal duties, but specifically assigned
to him, and the circumstances in either case were such that an invention
might reasonably be expected to result from the carrying out of his duties;
or
(b) the invention was made in the course of the duties of the employee and,
at the time of making the invention, because of the nature of his duties and
the particular responsibilities arising from the nature of his duties he had a
special obligation to further the interests of the employer's undertaking.
(2) Any other invention made by an employee shall, as between him and his
employer, be taken for those purposes to belong to the employee.
Commentary
Section 39 replaces the common law and equitable tests of the ownership
of inventions described in Chapter 7. The new statutory test is more easily
susceptible of application than the old case law and, while there is a substantial area of overlap between the application of the two tests, the new
statutory test is likely to produce results more favourable to the employee
in 'borderline' cases. Section 39(1) (a) replaces the test for ownership where
the inventor is an ordinary employee, while section 39(1) (b) operates where
the employee occupies a special position of responsibility towards the employer, as where he is a managing director or a consultant.
Under section 39(1) (a) an invention will belong to the employer
where the employee has made it in the course of his normal duties, or in the
course of duties specifically assigned to him, and in either case an invention
might reasonably be expected to result from the performance of the employ-
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ment duties. It is no longer necessary to refer to factors such as the use of
the employer's time or facilities, the employee's status within the employer's
undertaking, or the existence of professional skills or qualifications on the
part of the employee in order to ascertain the right of ownership of the
invention as between the two parties. Note that the invention must be 'reasonably . . . expected to result' from the carrying out of the employee's duties:
the test, it seems, is an objective one. In litigation the employer will claim
that he expected an invention to result, while the employee will claim the
opposite. In reality the question can be resolved in one of two ways: (a) by
looking forward from the time that the duties were laid upon the employee,
and determining whether, at that time, the invention was foreseeable as
likely to result, or (b) by working back from the time that the invention
was made, asking the question, 'Is this invention a reasonable and expectable
consequence of the employment duty having been performed?' Test (a), it is
submitted, is to be preferred as conforming more closely to the spirit of the
legislation, since the word 'expected' is a forward-looking verb.
Under section 39(1) (b) an invention will belong to the employer
where the employee has made it in the course of his duties, if when the
invention is made the nature of his responsibilities indicates that he is under
a special obligation to further the interests of the employer's undertaking.
Thus where a person makes an invention, if he occupies so responsible a
position as to be the employer's alter ego, or if he acts as a consultant for his
employer, the invention will belong to the employer. This sub-section is
intended to put into statutory form the tests laid down in the Worthington
Pumping Co and British Syphon cases, but it is arguable that by the inclusion
of the words 'the invention was made in the course of the duties of the
employee' the legislature has in fact failed to accomplish this. In both of
those cases the employee was not clearly under any duty which involved
having to invent the thing invented, but was deemed to hold his invention
in trust for his employer on the strength of his special responsibilities alone.
The result of giving a full meaning to the words above quoted would be that
there would be a further increase in the rights of the employee inventor under
the new Act.
Section 39(2) simply states the general rule that, in the absence of the
operation of section 39(1), an invention is regarded as belonging to the
employee. Note that this section does not give the employee any rights
against third parties (eg fellow employees) with ownership claims.
Words and phrases
'anything in any rule of law': ie the law as described in Chapter .7;
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'invention': the Patents Act 1977 contains no definition of this word. Section
1(1) of the Act describes the criteria for patentability of an invention, but
since section 39 does not limit its scope to the ownership of patentable inventions only it can be suggested that it is intended to govern the ownership
of all inventions, whether patentable or not.
'employee': defined in section 130(1) as 'a person who works or (where the
employment has ceased) worked under a contract of employment or in
employment under or for the purposes of a government department'; This is
the latest in a bewilderingly long line of statutory definitions of 'employee'
each, it seems, being marginally different from the other. This definition does
not include those employed under contracts of apprenticeship, which means
that that category of persons so employed is deprived of the protection of the
Act, and that the Patents Act is in this respect different from the Copyright
Act 1956 section 4. It should also be noted that the definition does not
include independent contractors.
'employer': defined in section 130(1) as 'in relation to an employee,... the
person by whom the employee is or was employed'.
in the course of. . . duties: this is presumably narrower than the term 'in
the course of employment' which, after Beloff v Pressdram Ltd, would seem
capable of interpretation as meaning 'during the duration of the employment'. It is hoped that in interpreting this phrase the courts will not make
undue reference to those cases which deal with the vicarious liability of
employers for their servants' torts, for in those instances the courts have
sought what is considered to be a desirable social end by construing- the
phrase 'course of employment' as widely as possible.
normal: if the phrase 'normal working hours' is construed in another industrial relations context as excluding overtime even when it is obligatory
(Pearson v Jones), there is a case for construing 'normal duties' in a similarly
restrictive manner.
specifically assigned: as perhaps in British Reinforced Concrete Ltd v Lind,
where an employee with general draughtsman-type duties was set to work in
solving particular mining problems.
particular responsibilities . . . to further the interests .. . of the employer's
undertaking: in past cases {Hivac v Park Royal and British Syphon Co v
Homewood) courts had articulated a vague but all-pervading duty on the
part of employees, the 'duty of fidelity', which was basically a general duty
to further the employer's interests and not to do anything which might be
to his detriment In the sense conveyed by this duty, all employees have a
responsibility to further their employer's interests; but such responsibilities
are not 'particular'.
undertaking: defined in the Local Employment Act 1972 section 21(1) as
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'any trade or business, or other activity providing employment'. Taken thus,
the employee's obligation would have to be one of benefiting not the employer's interests in general but, presumably, benefiting the place of employment or business through which the employee is attached to the employer.
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Chapter 3

The Patents Act 1977:
Section 40
Text
40(1 f Where it appears to the court or the comptroller on an application
made by an employee within the prescribed period that the employee has
made an invention belonging to the employer for which a patent has been
granted, that the patent is (having regard among other things to the size and
nature of the employer's undertaking) of outstanding benefit to the employer
and that by reason of those facts it is just that the employee should be
awarded compensation to be paid by the employer, the court or the comptroller may award him such compensation of an amount determined under
section 41 below.
(2) Where it appears to the court or the comptroller on an application made
by an employee within the prescribed period that —
(a) a patent has been granted for an invention made by and belonging to the
employee;
(b) his rights in the invention, or in any patent or application for a patent for
the invention, have since the appointed day been assigned to the employer or
an exclusive licence under the patent or application has since the appointed
day been granted to the employer;
(c) the benefit derived by the employee from the contract of assignment,
assignation or grant or any ancillary contract ('the relevant contract') is
inadequate in relation to the benefit derived by the employee from the
patent; and
(d) by reason of those facts it is just that the employee should be awarded
compensation to be paid by the employer in addition to the benefit derived
from the relevant contract;
the court or the comptroller may award him such compensation of an amount
determined under section 41 below.
(3) Subsections (1) and (2) above shall not apply to the invention of
an employee where a relevant collective agreement provides for the payment
of compensation in respect of inventions of the same description as that
invention to employees of the same description as that employee.
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(4) Subsection (2) above shall have effect notwithstanding anything
in the relevant contract or any agreement applicable to the invention (other
than any such collective agreement).
(5) if it appears to the comptroller on an application under this section
that the application involves matters which would more properly be determined by the court, he may decline to deal with it.
(6) In this section —
'the prescribed period', in relation to proceedings before the court, means
the period prescribed, by rules of court, and
'relevant collective agreement' means a collective agreement within the meaning of the Trade Union and Labour Relations Act 1974, made by or on behalf
of a trade union to which the employee belongs, and by the employer or an
employers' association to which the employer belongs which is in force at the
time of the making of the invention.
(7) References in this section to an invention belonging to an employer
or employee are references to it so belonging as between the employer and
the employee.
Commentary
Section 40 enables the employee inventor for the first time to claim compensation from his employer for the use of his inventions by the employer. This
new claim is exercisable whether or not the employee has received any compensation prior to his claim, although the amount which the employee will
receive depends in each case upon a number of variable factors, of which
compensation received is one. The employee may obtain compensation
whether the invention belongs to himself under section 39(1) or whether
it belongs to his employer; the only circumstance which positively bars
the recovery of compensation is where the making of inventions of the same
description as that invented, by employees of the same description as the
employee, is governed by a collective agreement providing for the inventor's
reward. It is perhaps surprising that an agreement between the employer and
a trade union, to which the employee is not party, can bar the employee's
claim for compensation, whereas nothing in the employee's contract of
employment, or in any contract in which he passes his rights to his employer, can prevent him from obtaining his reward.(see section 40(4) and
section 42(1)).
It is open to the employee to apply for his compensation either to the
relevant court or to the comptroller. The comptroller may decline to deal
with the application if it appears to him that it concerns matters which
would more property be determined by the court. Thus if, by way of oppos-
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ing an employee's claim, an employer argued that the patent was in fact
invalid, the comptroller might feel that the case was one in which he should
exercise his power under section 72(7)(b) to have the question of validity
heard by the court; he cannot be forced to make a decision on the merits
of the employee's claim, and then pass the issue of validity on to the court,
since, section 40(5) empowers him to dispose of the employee's claim in its
entirety to the higher tribunal.
The employee's entitlement to an award is greater if the invention
belongs to him than where it is his employer's. If the invention is his own,
he must show under section 40(2) that (i) the invention has been patented,
(ii) his patent rights have been assigned or exclusively licensed to his employer, (iii) his benefit arising out of the assignment is inadequate compared
with the employer's, and (iv) by reason of the three prior requirements it is
just that he should receive additional compensation. Rather more rigorous
strictures are placed upon the application of the employee whose invention
belongs to his employer, for he must show under section 40(1) that (i) the
invention has been patented, (ii) that the patent is of outstanding benefit
to the employer, and (iii) by reason of the two prior factors it is just that he
should be paid compensation. It seems to be a fact of commercial life that
a few patents, taken alone and not in their industrial context, are of
outstanding benefit to the inventor's employer, which would indicate that
claims under section 40(1) may not be made with any great frequency or
success. The section does give some guidance as to the assessment of 'outstanding benefit', by stating that it is referable to, among other things, the ,
size and nature of the employer's undertaking; unfortunately the section does
not indicate how the size and nature of the employer's undertaking affects
the assessment of 'outstanding benefit', as the following illustration shows:
inventor A is employed by company B, a small firm with an annual turnover
of about £100,000; A's invention is worth another £50,000 per annum to B
in increased turnover. Inventor Y works for multinational company Z with an
annual turnover of £100 millions; and his invention generates a further
turnover of £200,000 per annum for Z. Taken absolutely, Y's invention has
added four times as much money to Z's turnover as A's has to B's, but if
one takes the size of the employer into account, Y's invention has added
only 0.2 per cent to Z's turnover, which is a drop in a bucket, compared
with the 50 per cent increase achieved by A. It seems anomalous that A
should be entitled to an award if Y is not, epsecially if one considers that,
had Y worked for the small company B and A for the larger Z, Y's invention
— being an 'outstanding benefit' to B — would entitle him to a reward while
A's invention for Z would not. It is further anomalous that, had A's invention
and Y's been both worth £100,000 per annum in extra turnover, section
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40(1) would operate to insure that because the size and nature of their
employers' undertakings were different, their awards would be different
also.
Words and phrases
court: defined by section 130(1) as '(a) as respects England and Wales, the
High Court; (b) as respects Scotland, the Court of Session; (c) as respects
Northern Ireland, the High Court in Northern Ireland".
'comptroller': defined by section 130(1) as 'the Comptroller-General of
Patents, Designs and Trade Marks'. Section 41(1) replaces his jurisdiction
under the Patents Act 1949 section 56, which has not been repealed (see
Patents Act 1977 schedule 1 section 1(2)).
employee: see page 1 1 .
prescribed period: defined in section 40(6) above.
invention: see page 11
employer: see page 11
patent: under section 130(1) 'patent' means 'a patent under this Act'; but
section 43(4) indicates that, for the purposes of this and the next two sections, 'patent' refers to any patent or other form of protection (eg the German gebrauchsmuster. or petty patent) under the laws of the United Kingdom or elsewhere.
nature: this perhaps includes 'purpose' {per Dr Lushington in The Westmoreland).
undertaking: see page 11
outstanding: it is clear from the context that it must be the benefit, and not
the invention, which is outstanding.
benefit: defined by section 43(7) as 'benefit in money or money's worth*.
Does this include the 'benefit' to an employer who takes an employee's
patent but does not develop or work it, relying instead upon the fact that he
controls a market in which his position is unassailable because his rivals do
not possess his patent? 'Benefit', in any event, will be construed more widely
than 'income from patents' as defined by the Income and Corporation Taxes
Act 1970 section 388( 1).
to be paid for by the employer: the burden of compensating the employee
rests with the employer, notwithstanding the fact that others may also use
and derive benefit from the patent.
appointed day: 1 June 1978.
exclusive licence: defined by section 130(1) as 'a licence from the proprietor
of or applicant for a patent conferring on the licensee, or on him and persons
authorised by him, to the exclusion of all other persons (including the pro-
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prietor or applicant), any right in respect of the invention to which the patent
or application relates
derived: per Gresson J in the New Zealand case of Inland Revenue Commissioner v N V Philips G/oeilampen-Fabriken, 'derived' should not be read as
'received'; T h e word."derived" means more than "received"; it connotes the
source or origin, rather than the fund or place, from which the fund was
taken. It means flowing, springing, emanating from, or . . . arising from or
accruing'.
contract of assignment: the inclusion of the words 'contract o f where the
statute might equally have talked of 'benefit derived from the assignment'
indicates that this subsection is concerned with the benefits which the terms
of the contract of assignment confer upon the employee. Were he, as a consequence of his invention being assigned to the employer, promoted to a
position of greater responsibility within the employer's undertaking, this
would be a benefit which flowed from the fact of assignment but not from
the contract of assignment
assignation: the Scottish term for 'assignment'.
'ancillary': for example the employee may have made the invention while
employed by undertaking A but during secondment to undertaking B; if the
invention is assigned to A, who licenses its exploitation by B, and B is directed by A to negotiate the employee's remuneration in excess of the salary he
receives, any contract between the inventor and B will be 'ancillary' to the
contract of assignment itself.
relevant collective agreement: defined by section 40(6) above.
inventions of the same description: the word 'description' in the Restrictive
Practices Act 1956 section 6(1 )(2) has been held to mean kind (re British
Waste Paper Association's Agreement). It is not easy to predict the degree of
precision with which a collective agreement will be required to 'describe'
inventions for the purpose of this section. If, for example, a collective bargain
provides that only a small sum may be paid by way of compensation for an
invention 'which leads to shop-floor redundancies or the reduction of overtime', will any invention falling within this category be regarded as being of
the same description, or will the courts require something more precise in the
way of 'content-description', for example 'inventions involving the application of electronic principles to storage and retrieval? Currently this is not a
pressing problem, because so few trade unions take any interest in the ownership or reward of intellectual property, either at branch or at national level.
employees of the same description: a strict regard for the wording of section
40(6) leads one to conclude that both the employee concerned in the claim
and those to whom the collective agreement applies must be members of the
trade union with which the employer has concluded the agreement; but the
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further requirement that the employee be 'of the same description' as the
employees described in that agreement is not clear. In R v Tugwell the
word 'description' in relation to a person was interpreted as 'that which tells
what he is'; but in another case involving bills of sale, Sims v Trollope &
Sons, the court felt that the 'description' of a witness meant no more than his
profession, trade, occupation or style. Perhaps the context of the new Act
requires that a man's 'description' be an account, of his normal employment duties or of duties to which he is specially assigned, which would tie
the requirement closely to the meaning of section 39(1).
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' Chapter 4

The Patents Act 1977:
Section 41
Text
41(1) An award of compensation to an employee under section 40(1) or (2)
above in relation to a patent for an invention shall be such as will secure for
the employee a fair share (having regard to all the circumstances) of the benefit which the employer has derived, or may reasonably be expected to derive,
from the patent or from the assignment, assignation or grant to a person
connected with the employer of the property or any right in the invention or
the property in, or any right in or under, an application for that patent.
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1) above the amount of any benefit
derived or expected to be derived by an employee from the assignment,
assignation or grant of —
(a) the property in, or any right in or under, a patent for the invention or an
application for such a patent; or
(b) the property or any right in the invention;
to a person connected with him shall be taken to be the amount which could
reasonably be expected to be so derived by the employer if that person had
not been connected with him.
(3) Where the Crown or a Research Council in its capacity as employer
assigns or grants the property in, or any right in or under, an invention,
patent or application for a patent to a body having among its functions that
of developing or exploiting inventions resulting from public research and does
so for no consideration or only a nominal consideration, any benefit derived
from the invention, patent or application by that body shall be treated for
the purposes of the foregoing provisions of this section as so derived by the
Crown or, as the case may be. Research Council.
In this subsection 'Research Council' means a body which is a Research
Council for the purposes of the Science and Technology Act ,1965.
(4) In determining the fair share of the benefit to be secured for an
employee in respect of a patent for an invention which has always belonged
to an employer, the court or the comptroller shall, among other things, take
the following matters into account, that is to say —
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(a) the nature of the employee's duties, his remuneration and the other
advantages he derives or has derived from his employment or has derived in
relation to the invention under this Act;
(b) the effort and skill which the employee has devoted to making the invention;
(c) the effort and skill which any other person has devoted to making the invention jointly with the employee concerned, and the advice and other
assistance contributed by any other employee who is not a joint inventor
of the invention; and
(d) the contribution made by the employer to the making, developing and
working of the invention by the provision of advice, facilities and other assistance, by the provision of opportunities and by his managerial and commercial skill and activities.
(5) In determining the fair share of the benefit to be secured for an
employee in respect of a patent for an invention which originally belonged
to him, the court or the comptroller shall, among other wings, take the
following matters into account, that is to say —
(a) any conditions in a licence or licences granted under this Act or otherwise in respect of the invention or the patent;
(b) the extent to which the invention was made jointly by the employee with
any other person; and
fc) the contribution made by the employer to the making, developing and
working of the invention as mentioned in subsection (4)(d) above.
(6) Any order for the payment of compensation under section 40 above
may be an order for the payment of a lump sum or for periodical payment,
or both.
(7) Without prejudice to section 32 of the Interpretation Act 1889
(which provides that a statutory power may in general be exercised from time
to time), the refusal of the court or the comptroller to make any such order
on an application made by an employee under section 40 above shall not
prevent a further application being made under that section by him or any
successor in title of his.
{8) Where the court or the comptroller has made any such order, the
court or he may on the application of either the employer or tile employee
vary or discharge it or suspend any provision of the order and revive any
provision so suspended, and section 40(5) above shall apply to the application as it applies to an application under that section.
(9) In England and Wales any sums awarded by the comptroller under
section 40 above shall, if a county court so orders, be recoverable by execution issued from the county court or otherwise as if they were payable under
an order of mat court
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(10) In Scotland an order made under section 40 above by the comptroller for the payment of any sums may be enforced in like manner as a
recorded decree arbitral.
(11} In Northern Ireland an order made under section 40 above by the
comptroller for the payment of any sums may be enforced as if it were a
money judgment
Commentary
Once the criteria for receiving an award have been established under section
40, it is section 41 which sets down the means of determining the size of that
award. Section 41(1) outlines the general compensatory principle, that any
award received by the employee inventor should represent a fair share of the
benefit which the employer has derived or may reasonably expect to derive
from the patent It is laid down that the employer's 'benefit' is to include not
solely the advantage which accrues to him through utilising the patent, but
also the benefit derived through granting patent rights to third parties.
It may be noticed that the word 'or' appears seven times in section
41(1), and it is not entirely clear what sense the section is trying to convey.
Thus the words 'to a person connected with the employer' might be construed as applying to the preceding word 'grant' alone, or they may be taken
with 'assignment, assignation or grant'. The sense is different in each case,
although there is no conflict between the two interpretations if the benefit
derived by an employer who assigns the patent to someone other than a
'person connected' is a benefit derived 'from the patent'.
Section 41(2) protects the employee inventor from loss of an anticipated award where the employer transfers his patent rights to a 'person connected' — usually a company under the same control as the employer's —
for a nominal or insubstantial sum. The employer is not entitled to rely upon
the fact that he personally has received no benefit from the invention, because the court or comptroller is entitled to look beyond the actual consideration for the assignment and may substitute for it a sum which the employer could have expected to receive had he sold the patent in the open market. Presumably this would be the sum that a willing purchaser would pay a
willing vendor, though the Act is silent.
Where the employee works for the Crown or for a Research Council
he would be put at a disadvantage as against his brethren in competitive or
profit-making firms, because those two employers are often more concerned
that an invention be utilised than that they receive anything other than
nominal consideration for it; but section 41(3) seeks to redress this disadvantage. Where Crown or Research Council allows a third party to utilise any
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patent under an. invention made by an employee, the benefit of that third
party is treated as the benefit received by the employer.
How does the court or comptroller know what a 'fair share' of the
employer's benefit actually is? Guidelines are provided under section 41(4)
for inventions belonging ab initio to the employer, and under section 41(5)
for those inventions which belonged originally to the employee, but which
he has assigned to his employer.
Where the invention belongs originally to the employer, the factors
which are to be taken into consideration are (i) the nature of the employee's
duties and the benefits he has already derived from his employment or from
the invention itself, (ii) the effort and skill which the employee put into the
making of the invention, (iii) the inventive contributions of others and the
non-inventive contributions of fellow-employees, and (iv) the employer's
contribution to the development and working of the invention. The nature
of the employee's duties is taken into account because the more distant is
the invention from those duties, the more meritorious is the inventor's activity; and benefits already received are considered because, firstly, the employee may have been paid a high salary in the expectation of his invention
or may already have received tangible benefit from the invention and, secondly, because the employee is entitled to make further claims under the Act
in respect of an invention which the court or comptroller has already dealt
with under these provisions, and in the case of such further claims the tribunal concerned would be obliged to look again at any benefits which it had
previously conferred. Effort and skill on the part of an employee are to be
considered, though it is not perhaps obvious why; the commercial value of
an invention is the same notwithstanding the amount of effort or skill put
into it, and while few could argue that the dedicated employee who spares
no effort in making an invention does not deserve an award it may be wondered whether a section purporting to give an employee a fair share in the
employer's benefits is the most appropriate place for it. The inventive contributions of others are taken into account because the employer's benefit
remains constant whether the invention was made by one man or ten, and the
employer may indeed have to face claims from other parties in respect of the
same one invention; and the employer's own contribution is taken into account on the ground that such contribution, though not a sine qua non of
the invention itself, may indeed have been the feature which turned a bare
patentable idea into a commercially viable proposition for exploitation.
Where the invention, belonging originally to the inventor, is assigned
to the employer the following factors are taken into account: (i) the terms
of any licence of the patent concerned, (it) the inventive contribution of any
third parties, and (iii) the employer's contribution to the development or
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working of the invention. It is surprising that the court or comptroller are not
expressly told to add to these considerate the benefits actually received by
the employee.
In both section 41(4) and 41(5) it should be noted that the lists of
factors to be considered is not intended to be a complete one. This gives the
tribunal concerned a wide scope in deciding what it will consider as relevant
to the determination of the employee's 'fair share'. Further discretion is given
to the court or comptroller in that they may award payment to the successful claimant either by way of a lump sum, or through periodical payments.
Moreover, on the application of either party any order can be varied, suspended or discharged in the light of further consideration as to the question
of the employee's entitlement to compensation. This may produce the unfortunate effect of forcing employees to pay back under a second order
money which they have already spent after the first order was made.
Orders for the payment of money can be recovered through a county
court in England and Wales, and by the equivalent courts in Scotland and
Northern Ireland.
Words and phrasesemployee: see page 11
patent: see page 16
benefit: see page 16
assignation: see page 17
derive: see page 17
person connected: section 43(8) refers the reader to the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1970 section 533 for a definition of the phrase. Section
533 of that Act regards as connected persons (i) spouses, relatives, relatives'
spouses and the spouses of one's spouse's relatives, (ii) trustees of a settlement in relation to beneficiaries or to persons connected with beneficiaries,
(iii) partners and their spouses, (iv) companies controlled by the same person, or related by various different permutations of connected persons.
employer: see page 11
right: defined under section 130(1) in relation to any patent or application
as including 'an interest in the patent or application and, without prejudice
to the foregoing, any reference to a right in a patent includes a reference to a
share in the patent'.
Crown: while this section refers to the Crown in its capacity as an employer,
section 42(4) deals with the term 'Crown employee', which it defines for the
purposes of that section alone. It is submitted that there is no reason why
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the Crown as an employer in this section cannot simply be construed as the
employer of a Crown employee under section 42(4).
Research Council: any body which is a Research Council for the purposes
of the Science and Technology Act 1965 — principally the Science Research
Council and the Medical Research Council.
nominal consideration: in the light of "no consideration" which precedes it,
nominal consideration will be regarded presumably in its literal sense, and will
not include consideration which, while not reflecting the true commercial
value of the invention, is of some substance or value.
remuneration: not, defined under the Patents A a of 1949 or 1977 but the
subject of frequent definition in the sphere of industrial relations. Blackburn
J in R v Postmaster-General regarded it as being a wider concept than that of
'salary', being more in the nature of a quid pro quo. "Whatever consideration
a person gets for giving his services, seems to me a 'remuneration' for them'.
The Contracts of Employment Act of 1972 includes as remuneration all that
is quantifiable in money terms and which is paid to the employee for his
work, including expenses he receives in connection with the use of his own
car (S & V Stores v Lee, and see the Air Corporations Act 1967 section 33).
There is a long definition in the Local Government Superannuation Act
1937, section 40, which likewise suggests that remuneration is a far wider
concept than that of salary, as does section 7 of the Remuneration, Charges
and Grants Act 1975 whereby remuneration includes 'any benefit, facility
or advantage, whether in money or otherwise, provided by the employer or
by some other person under arrangements with the e m p l o y e r . . . by reason
of the fact that the employer employs h i m . . . ' .
in relation to: wider, presumably, than the simple word 'from'.
effort and skill: 'skill' embraces 'care', but is not synonymous with it (McCrone v Riding}.
jointly: co-ownership of inventions and patent is dealt with under section 3 6
of the new A c t
advice and other assistance: there is no indication as to whether such advice
and assistance need be solicited by the employee inventor. Presumably the
tribunal, in assessing the quantum of compensation, will be encouraged to
give more weight to advice and assistance which the inventor actively seeks,
and which can thus be construed as being part of the cause of the invention,
and would give less weight to thai advice which the employee does not
ask for and which he could have derived from another source.
developing: does this mean 'developing an embryonic idea into an invention'
or 'developing an invention into a commercially viable proposition'? Since
the word is preceded by 'making', it can be argued that the section refers to
the development of the invention once it has already been made, yet develop-
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ment at the 'pre-invention' stage would only be considered by the court or
comptroller if (i) 'development' here were not so narrowly construed, or if
(ii) 'making' an invention includes pre-invention development, or if (iii) such
development is considered under section 41(4)(c).
working: if this means the commercial exploitation of the invention by manufacturing it if it is a product, or by using it if it is a process, then this is likely
to be a 'contribution' made wholly by the employer.
opportunities: in R v Shurmer (a case dealing with the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1867 section 6) the word 'opportunity' was held to refer both to
opportunities of which the accused availed himself and to those of which
he did not. However, the context of this section suggests a narrower interpretation here; opportunities not taken up can scarcely be regarded as part of
the 'contribution made by the employer to the making, developing and
working' of an invention.
licence: cf 'exclusive licence' see page 16
granted under this Act: licences may be granted under the Patents Act 1977
where (i) the proprietor of a patent has it registered as a 'licence of right'
under section 46, or (ii) a compulsory licence is granted under section 48;
the power of the Crown to perform certain infringing acts under sections 55
and 59 is in one sense a 'licence', and is granted under the 1977 Act, so that
power too might be included within the scope of section 41(5)(a). Indeed,
since under the Act both the proprietor of the patent and any licensee may
claim compensation from the Crown for its use of the invention, it would
seem to be only reasonable that such compensation, being part of the benefit
received by the party entitled to work the patent, should be susceptible of
assessment when the employee's 'fair share' of the employer's benefit is
calculated.
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Chaper 5

The Patents Act 1977:
Section 42
Text
42(1) This section applies to any contract (whenever made) relating to
inventions made by an employee, being a contract entered into by him —
(a) with the employer (alone or with another); or
(b) with some other person at the request of the employer or in pursuance
of the employee's con tract of employment.
(2) Any term in a contract to which this section applies which diminishes the employee's rights in inventions of any description made by him
after the appointed day and the date of the contract, or in and under patents
for those inventions or applications for such patents, shall be unenforceable
against him to the extent that it diminishes his rights in an invention of that
description so made, or in or under a patent for such an invention or an
application for any such patent
(3) Subsection (2) above shall not be construed as derogating from any
duty of confidentiality owed to his employer by an employee by virtue of
any rule of law or otherwise.
(4) Tnis section applies to any arrangement made with a Crown employee by or on behalf of the Crown as his employer as it applies to any
contract made between an employee and an employer other than the Crown,
and for the purposes of this section 'Crown employee' means a person employed under or for the purposes of a government department or any officer
or body exercising on behalf of the Crown functions conferred by any enactment
Commentary
Section 42 implements the proposal of the Banks Committee that employers
should be prevented from securing by way of express contract the rights in
any inventions which the employee had not yet made and which, apart from
that contract, would belong to the employee to the exclusion of the employer. Under section 42(2) any term in any contract made by the employee
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with his employer or with a third party but at the employer's request becomes unenforceable to the extent that it lessens any rights conferred by
the above sections.
It has very often been found necessary to impose upon employees a
contractual duty not to divulge to any third party any information which is
the 'property' of the employer, or which the employee acquired by dint of
his position as an employee in the employer's undertaking. Could such a
contractual term be construed as diminishing the rights accorded the employee under this part of the Act? Where the employee's rights are in an
invention belonging initially to his employer it is unlikely that there will be
any real conflict; but where an employee makes an invention which builds
upon confidential information belonging to the employer, and that invention
belongs to the employee alone, there may indeed be difficulties. Section
42(3) resolves these conflicts in favour of the employer by indicating that
section 42(2) shall not be construed as derogating from any duty of confidentiality which the employee owes his employer, whether by virtue of any
rule of law or otherwise. This would seem to .indicate that, whether the
employee's obligation to maintain the confidence is written or is simply
implied, the employer's right to the protection of that confidence automatically overrides the employee's property right in his invention.
Section 42 applies not only to employees in private and public sectors
of employment but to Crown employees themselves. Crown employees have
traditionally been required or expected to assign away any rights irr their inventions with hope only of an ex gratia payment; but now they will be treated as ordinary employees notwithstanding the special nature of their employer.
Words and phrases
'whenever made: ie whether the contract has been made before the Act
comes into force or otherwise.
inventions: see page 11
employee: see page 11
employee: see page 11
alone or with another: it has previously been the practice of, for example,
the Science Research Council, when entering into research partnership
agreements with private industrial concerns, to require that the inventions
which result from their financial sponsorship be assigned to them. It is not
sufficient for the Science Research Council to contract with the employer
that the employee's rights in his inventions shall vest in the Council, because
the employee is not a party to that contract and cannot be sued upon it. It
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is thus necessary for an employee — if he has not previously signed any
'pre-assignment contract' — to contract both with his employer and with
another party, the Science Research Council that inventions made by him
will belong to them. Another instance of ah employee contracting with both
his employer and with another party is where the employee is to be employed
by one party but is seconded to perform his duties at- the workplace of the
other.
with some other person at the request of the employer: this will in probability overlap substantially with section 42(1)(a).
pursuance of. . . contract of employment: 'contract of employment' may
here mean no more than'employment duties'.
rights: see page 23
description: the force of the word 'description' in this section might be to
allow section 42 to apply only where the invention which the employer seeks
diminution of the employee's rights is actually described in the contract.
Further on, section 42(2) talks of clauses of contracts being unenforceable
to the extent that they diminish rights in an invention 'of that description'.
If this is so, then it will defeat the intention of the legislature, which intended
that no pre-assignment clauses or diminutions of the employee's rights were
to be permitted. If the legislature had used the words 'any invention' instead
of 'invention of any description' and 'invention of that description' no
possibility of ambiguity could arise.
of any rule of law or otherwise: 'any rule of law' presumably refers to the
equitable quasi-tortious duty not to divulge information which belongs to
others; 'or otherwise' would then refer to the contractual duty not to breach
any confidence.
arrangement: the word 'contract' is not used, presumably because employees
of the Crown are customarily not regarded as employees under a contract
of employment
Crown employee: defined in section 42(4).
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Chapter 6

The Patents Act 1977:
Section 43
Text
43(1) Sections 39 to 42 above shall not apply to an invention made before
the appointed day.
(2) Sections 39 to 42 above shall not apply to an invention made by an
employee unless at the time he made the invention one of the following
conditions was satisfied in his case, that is to say —
(a) he was mainly employed in die United Kingdom; or
(b) he was not mainly employed anywhere or his place of employment could
not be determined, but his employer had a place of business in the United
Kingdom to which the employee was attached, whether or not he was also
attached elsewhere.
(3) In sections 39 to 42 above and this section, except so far as the
context otherwise requires, references to the making of an invention by an
employee.are references to his making it alone or jointly with any other
person, but do not include references to his merely contributing advice or
other assistance in the making of an invention by another employee.
(4) Any references in sections 40 to 42 above to a patent and to a
patent being granted are respectively references to a patent or other protection and to its being granted whether under the law of the United Kingdom
or the law in force in any other country or under any treaty or international
convention.
(5) For the purposes of sections 40 and 41 above the benefit derived
or expected to be derived by an employer from a patent shall, where he dies
before any award is made under section 40 above in respect of the patent,
include any benefit derived or expected to be derived from the patent by his
personal representatives or by any person in whom it was vested by their
assent
(6) Where an employee dies before an award is made under section 40
above in respect of a patented invention made by him, his personal represenatives or their successors in title may exercise his right to make or proceed
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with an application for compensation under subsection (1) or (2) of that
section.
(7) In sections 40 and 41 above and this section 'benefit' means benefit
in money or money's worth.
/
(8) Section 533 of the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1970 (defininition of connected persons) shall apply for determining for the purposes of
section 41(2) above whether one person is connected with another as it
applies for determining that question for the purposes of the Tax Acts.
Commentary
Section 43 deals with various supplementary matters pertaining to the preceding sections. It specifies that sections 39 to 42 shall not apply before the
day appointed, 1 June 1978; nor shall they apply to inventions made by any
employee not working mainly in the United Kingdom or not working in any
place in particular but whose employer has a place of business in the United
Kingdom to which he is attached. However, so long as the invention falls
within the scope of the new provisions they will apply just the same whether
the invention is patented at home or abroad, or under any treaty or international convention.
Section 43(5) makes it clear that where, in sections 40 and 41, reference is made to the employer's benefit derived under a patent, or to benefits
which he is reasonably expected to derive, the mere fact of the employer's
death will not deprive the employee of his right to a full fair share of that
benefit; for such benefit is taken to include the benefit derived or expected
to be derived by the employer's personal representatives or their assignees.
. Nor does the employee's right to compensation die with him. Under section
43(6) his personal representatives or their successors in title may bring an
application under section 40 to secure the award.
Words and phrases
appointed day: 1 June 1978.
invention: see page 11
employee: see page 11
mainly: probably means 'more than half (Fawcett Properties v Buckingham
County Council). Note also section 8(1) of the Race Relations Act 1976,
which applies to all employments save those which are 'wholly or mainly'
outside Great Britain; the words 'or mainly' are to be omitted in the case of
(i) employment upon British registered ships, and (ii) employment upon aircraft or hovercraft operated by a person or business ordinarily resident in
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Great Britain. This would suggest that one employed within these two exceptions was not employed 'mainly' in the area concerned.
United Kingdom: under section 132(3) the territorial waters of the United
Kingdom are to be construed as part of that Kingdom, thus protecting the
rights of employees upon offshore oil installations. Section 132(2) extends
the Act to cover the Isle of Man, subject to any qualifications which may be
made by Order in Council.
place of employment: defined in the context of the exemption of employees
from receiving unemployment benefit if there is a strike at their place of
employment as 'the- factory, workshop, farm or other premises or place at
which (the employee) was employed, so, however, that, where separate
branches of work which are commonly carried on in separate departments
on the same premises or at the same place, each of these departments shall
for the purposes of this paragraph be deemed to be a separate factory or
workshop or farm or separate premises or a separate place, as the case may
be'. National Insurance Act 1965 section 22(6). This seems to be much
narrower than the definition of 'business premises' in the Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1970 section 2 0 2 ( 1 ) : ' . . . (inclusive of) all premises occupied
. . . for the purpose of any trade carried on
'.
jointly: see page 24
advice or.. . assistance: see page 24
or other protection: eg a German petty patent, or perhaps an American
registered design (which has an higher degree of inventivity than its British
equivalent).
treaty: the Patent Co-operation Treaty.
convention: the European Patent Convention or the Community Patent Convention. The Parish Convention deals with matters concerned with reciprocity
of patent recognition, but does not provide for the 'granting' of any patents.
benefit: see page 16
derived: see page 17
personal representatives: ie the executors under his will, or the administrators
of his intestate estate. In practice, most employers today are corporate, and
do not die. Note the personal nature of the employer's duty to compensate:
there is no mention of any such duty being imposed upon his successors in
title.
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Chapter 7

Inventions made before the
coming into force of the
new Act
Does the new Act cover old inventions?
It is clear that the new provisions which deal with the ownership and remuneration of inventions made by employee inventors do not apply to any
patents, applications for patents, or patents consequent upon any such applications as exist upon the appointed day (I.June 1978) upon which the new
Act is to come into force; for those provisions are not enumerated in Schedule 2 to the Act (which lists those provisions which are intended to apply to
pre-existing patents and applications). Section 43(1) goes further still, barring the application of the new provisions to any inventions not made before
the appointed day, notwithstanding the fact that there may be no application for a patent in respect of such an invention until some time after the
appointed day has elapsed. The practical consequence of section 43(1) is
that it will doubtless be a long time before any litigation takes place upon
the new provisions. Certainly, where an employee claims compensation for
the operation of his invention by his employer, enough time will have to
elapse for the act of invention and the securing of a patent to have taken
place since the appointed day, before the employee even contemplates
litigation. So it is important to review the current law which the new Act
replaces, for its relevance will remain with us for some years.
Ownership of old inventions where there is no express contract
The person who makes an invention and receives a patent in respect of it is
presumed to be the person entitled to enjoy its benefit, in the absence of any
express contractual agreement to the contrary. However there has developed
a substantial corpus of case-law to the effect that the inventor's employer
may be the better entitled to the beneficial interest in the employee's in-
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vention than is the employee himself. The cases fall neatly into two categories: first there are those where the employee inventor is deemed a trustee
of his employer's interests in general, or of the patent in particular, by
virtue of his position of responsibility in relation to that employer; and
secondly there are those cases wherein, by virtue of the nature of the employee's employment duties towards his employer, the courts have implied a
term into the contract of employment that the employer is entitled to the
benefits resulting from the performance by the employee inventor of his
duties in an inventive manner. These two groups of cases will be taken in
turn.
(a) Where a trust is implied by virtue of the employee's position
In Worthington Pumping Engine Co v Moore the defendant was the UK
agent for an American firm but their relationship was of the 'closest and most
confidential character'; the defendant was entrusted with all the information
which his employer possessed, and received a huge salary, plus commission,
for his services. He was described by the judge as owing to the plaintiff company a duty virtually the same as that owed by a partner, and he was regarded as that company's alter ego on this side of the Atlantic Moore took out
three patents in his own name — though he had tested them in the company's
name and at its expense — and sought to hold them as against the company.
Byrne J held that by virtue of the position of extreme responsibility, owed
by the defendant to the plaintiff he could not be regarded as holding the
three patents otherwise than as a trustee for the plaintiff. It was not suggested at any time that the defendant was under a duty to make inventions,
or that he had indeed been asked to do so; it was only the position of the
employee in relation to the employing concern which led to the declaration
of a trust in the latter's favour.
A similar result was achieved upon less cogent facts in the case of
British Syphon Co v Homewood. The defendant there was not so much an
ordinary employee of the plaintiff company as an adviser or consultant. He
was not asked to design any syphons, nor indeed was his advice upon the
subject expressly sought Homewood made an invention relating to syphons
and applied for a patent upon it at a time when he was still employed by the
plaintiff, whose service he left shortly after. When the plaintiff heard of its
ex-employee's invention it sought a declaration that Homewood held it in
trust for his ex-employer's benefit a remedy granted by Roxburgh J. The
ground upon which the court relied was the fact that the invention was made
at a time when the plaintiff could still 'use' Homewood by seeking his advice
and by exploiting his expertise. A duty was found to be owed by Homewood
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to his employer, being an obligation not to put himself into a position where
— if he were consulted — the best advice could not be given, or could not be
acted upon if so given; and it was this duty which the employee was held to
have broken. The logic of the court in moving from this proposition to the
conclusion that — no advice having been sought from the employee — the
plaintiff was entitled to the patent, may be questioned; but there is no doubt
but that the case is regarded as good law.
(b) Where a trust is implied by virtue of the employee's duties
At the turn of the century the courts started to imply into an appropriate
contract of employment a term to the effect that that'particular employer
was entitled to the fruits of invention of that particular employee. Thus in
Edisonia Ltd v Forse the defendant, an employee and ultimately manager
of the plaintiff's phonograph cylinder moulding department, made two inventions together with the firm's general manager. The latter claimed no
beneficial interest in the resulting patents and assigned his interests to the
company, but Forse refused to do this. The court however held that Forse
was employed 'to do his best by his skill, knowledge, and inventive powers
to improve the manufacture of the cylinders', even though such a term of
employment had never expressly been made; and since Forse's invention was
made in the execution of his employment duties, the resulting benefit of the
patents was held to be for the employer. As Warrington J put it:
It may very well be that in the circumstances of a particular case, it is inconsistent with the good faith mat ought properly to be inferred or implied as an
obligation arising from the contract of service mat the servant should hold
the patent otherwise man as a trustee for his employer.
In Adamson v Ken worthy, a similar case but where the employee was a
draughtsman, not a sound recording engineer, Farwell J held that the employee's duty when instructed by his employer to prepare a design was
. . . to use such skill and inventive faculty as he may possess in order to produce the best possible design within his ability...
and that, accordingly, the employer would be regarded as the beneficiary of
the patent notwithstanding the fact that it was not foreseen nor required
that the performance of the employee's duties would result in a patentable
invention.
Eventually the courts ceased to look to the specific nature of the employee's contractual duties and position, agreeing instead that it is an implied
term in the contract of every employee that he will serve his employer in the
best and most inventive.manner in the performance of his duties. Thus in
Sterling Engineering Co v Patchett Viscount Simonds could say that
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It appears to me that it is... an implied term, though not written at large, in
the contract of service of any workman that what he produces by the strength
of his arm or the skill of his hand or the exercise of his inventive facultyshall
become the property of his employer.
Ownership of old inventions where there is an express contract
By the normal principles of contract law the courts will give effect to the
intentions of employer and employee where they are manifested in the contract of employment Thus if a term of that contract stipulates that an in-,
vention shall be the property of the employer, or indeed that all inventions
made by the employee shall belong to the employer, then the courts will
simply regard that stipulation as part of the consideration flowing from the
employee to his employer in return for his pay-packet. This principle had
never been seriously questioned until the recent decision of Electrolux
Ltd v Hudson and others, an important case dealing with the express terms
of the contract of employment.
The defendant in Electrolux was a storekeeper, whose duties were not
expected to lead to the making of any inventions at all. When he entered the
plaintiff's service he promised to comply with the plaintiff's rules and conditions of employment. The rules and conditions were not known to him
when he promised to obey them, nor was there an available copy for him to '
inspect. Under the company's rules the defendant was obliged to assign to
his employer the rights to any process, discovery or invention made by him
and which related to the production or the product of the employer or of
any of its associated companies in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. This
clause did not become known to the defendant until after he had made an
invention of some value to the plaintiff company and had taken steps towards
marketing it himself. The court did not discuss the issue of whether the
defendant was bound by a term of which he had no notice but, proceeding
from the assumption that he was so bound, went on to hold that the term
concerned was so wide as to be unenforceable as a restraint upon trade.
While this decision is undoubtedly in accord with the provisions of the new
Act — which is not yet in force — it may be argued that the court's judgment does not represent the correct state of the common law. There are two
grounds upon which the case may be criticised, of which the second is the
stronger: (i) it is difficult to see how a clause in a contract which provides
for the assignment of rights in future inventions can be in restraint of the defendant's trade, which is that of a storekeeper; and while such a clause clearly
restricts the employee's right to exploit his own inventions, such a right is
only ancillary to the employee's trade; and (ii) it is almost unknown for the
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courts to hold as a restraint upon trade any clause in an existing contract of
employment which relates to the rights and duties of the two parties for the
duration of that contract. It is where the employer seeks to restrict the operations of an employee after that employee has left his service, either in barring him from competing with his former master or by preventing him from
working for any competitor or by prohibiting him from plying his particular
trade at all, that the doctrine of restraint of trade is supposed to apply.
Virtually the only circumstances in which the courts will interfere with the
terms of a current contract of employment are where (i) by its terms the
employee is effectively a slave, deprived of his freedom and physical liberty
fSommersett's Case), or where (ii) the servant or contractor is obliged to
work for the employer alone but that employer is under no corresponding
obligation to remunerate the employee or to provide remunerative facilities
for him (Schroeder Music Publication Co v Macaulayj.
One further dictum of Whitford J in the Electrolux case was to the effect that the clause in contention was not only in restraint of trade where
the employee was a storekeeper or another such performer of non-inventive
duties, but would be in restraint of trade even where the employee was
specifically employed to do research for his employer and then made an
invention not falling within the scope of his normal contractual duties. If the
reasoning of the court was incorrect in respect of the defendant storekeeper,
it will a fortiori be incorrect in the case of the research worker; and, even if it
is correct, the employer is not without remedy where his research worker has
indeed made an invention to which the employer assumed he would be
contractually entitled. This is because where the express terms of the contract
of employment are struck out as being unreasonable, the court may still
imply a term into the contract to the effect that the employer is entitled to
the invention {Triplex Safety Glass Co vScorah). It should be noted that the
facility to imply such a term where an express term is held unenforceable is
an exception to the general rule established in Mason- v Provident Clothing
and Supply Co, that once a term expressed for the employer's benefit is held
unenforceable, no reasonable term will be implied. To do so is to encourage
employers to put unreasonable terms into the express contract in the knowledge that employees will not wish to shoulder the cost of litigation to test
them; after all, even if the term is unreasonable, the employer may still then
win his case.
Finally on the subject of express contractual terms, it should be remembered that the terms are only enforceable for as long as the contract still
subsists. An agreement between employer and employee to share the proceeds of the exploitation of patents made by the latter does not extend to
cover an invention made shortly after the contract is terminated (Wollaston
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and Knowfes v Chapman). But where the terms of a contract determine the
status of the parties in relation to an invention, the termination of that
contract does not alter that status; thus where a contract establishes that
an employee inventor holds an invention in trust for the benefit of his employer the termination of that contract does not determine also the employee's duties qua trustee (British Celanese Ltd v Moncrieff).
The employer's obligation to compensate the employee inventor
In general an employer is not bound — in the absence of any contractual
duty — to pay to an employee any compensation for the assignment of a
patent to which he is legally entitled, in excess of the employee's normal
salary. The act of invention and the actual assignment are in such circumstances regarded as part of the employee's employment duties or as a consequence of the employee's position of responsibility to his employer, and
the performance of those acts is taken to be good consideration for the
employment The only compensation which an employee can claim as of
right is the recovery of his out-of-pocket expenses in applying for and in
securing the patent (Worthington Pumping Engine Co v Moore). It has not
been argued whether an employee, or ex-employee, who holds a patent in
trust for his employer may be entitled to any further remuneration in respect
of his duties as trustee, but while the issue may be open it is difficult to
imagine that the courts would find an employee to be entitled to anything in
excess of his ordinary wages where the patent he holds in trust for. his employer is a direct consequence of the fulfilment of his contractual duties.
Where the contract of employment provides for some remuneration to
be paid to the employee by way of compensation for the creation or the
assignment of an invention it is open to the employee to sue for the recovery
of that compensation only in the instance where such compensation is not
described as being ex gratia or awardable at the employer's discretion; it is
the impression of this author that while in very many cases an employer
will seek to make a reward to the employee in excess of his normal wages,
that reward will usually be entirely at the employer's discretion or will be
assessed by a procedure which — though formal or semi-formal in its nature —
does not give rise to any remedy on the part of the employee. In some
cases the payment of a reward is the subject of an agreement between the
employer on the one hand and a staff association (or, sometimes, trade
union) on the other. It must be remembered that the employee is not a
party to such agreements and cannot in his own right sue upon them if they
are not followed.
It is possible that by the terms of an express or implied contract the
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employer and employee may have agreed that the benefit of the employee's
invention should be shared between them, while not actually indicating
the proportion of the share to be accorded to each. This is what happened
in Pashley v Lintotype Co Ltd. In that case Walton J directed the jury to
estimate what would be a 'fair and reasonable thing' for the employer to pay
to the employee who had been 'justly and as a matter of right... promised
that he should get something'. The factual situation of Pashley is now probably the only circumstance in which section 56(2) of the Patents Act 1949
still has any application. The subsection reads:
'In proceedings before the court between an employer and a person who is
or was at die material time his employee, or upon an application made to
the comptroller . . . the court or comptroller may, unless satisfied that one
or other of the parties is entitled to the exclusion of the other, to the benefit
of an invention made by the employee, by order provide for the apportionment between them of the benefit of the invention, and of any patent granted or to be granted in respect thereof, in such manner as the court or comptroller considers just'
The legislative history of this provision has been discussed in the previous
chapter, and need not be touched upon here. Once the House of Lords held
in Sterling Engineering Co Ltd v Patchett that the word 'entitled' meant
'legally entitled' and not 'beneficially entitled' its practical scope was confined to putting Pashley's case into statutory form. This section has not been
repealed by the 1977 Act, and will continue to apply to all inventions in
being when the new law comes into force.
As a postscript to this chapter it should be noted that in some American courts there has been a concerted and partially successful attempt to
secure for the employee inventor compensation for the making or for the
assignment of his invention, through the application of the equitable doctrines of quantum meruit and unjust enrichment. Though these developments are not strictly relevant in a discussion of the law of the United Kingdom, they may indicate a possible future trend in British legal thinking. A
full discussion of these American developments may be found in the author's
unpublished Ph.D thesis, The Allocation of Intellectual Property Rights
between Employers and Employees in the United Kingdom', chaper 17.
The thesis is available at the Library, the University of Kent at Canterbury.
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PART II
THE OWNERSHIP OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OTHER
THAN INVENTIONS

Chapter 8

The Ownership of Copyright
The relevance of copyright to the ownership of inventions
Section 39 of the Patents Act 1977 deals with the ownership of inventions,
and, while it will be of prime importance mainly in those instances where
the invention is patented, or is at least patentable, there is no suggestion that
it does not apply also to unpatentable inventions. In the case of all inventions, but especially those where no monopoly protection is available, the
employer always runs the risk that an employee who has made an invention
belonging to the employer will not co-operate in the exploitation of that
invention. In particular the employee may claim that while indeed the employer owns the invention as an abstraction, it is he alone who owns the
copyright in the plans, diagrams, flow-charts, tables and calculations in
which the invention is embodied. In such circumstances it is necessary to
make reference to the Copyright Act 1956. It is not the function of this
work to deal with the large variety of literary and artistic works protected
by that Act, nor to examine the duration or the quality of protection provided by copyright law; but the rules relating to the ownership of copyright materials of a literary or artistic nature will be examined and contrasted with the new laws touching the ownership of inventions.
Copyright Act 1956 section 4. Relevant text
4(1) Subject to the provisions of this section, the author of a work shall be
entitled to...
copyright...
(3) . . . where a person commissions the taking of a photograph . . .
or the making of an engraving, and pays or agrees to pay for it in money or
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money's worth, and the work is made in pursuance of that commission,
the person who so commissioned the work shall be entitled to . . . copyright...
(4) Where . . . a work is made in the course of the author's employment by another person under a contract of service or apprenticeship, that
other person shall be entitled to any
copyright...
(5) Each of the . . . preceding subsections shall have effect subject, in
any particular case, to any agreement excluding the operation thereof in
that case.
Copyright Act 1956 section 4. Commentary
Section 4 deals both with photographic and engraving works and with literary and artistic ones. The significance of the former to the employment of
the inventor is that where data or calculations are recorded on microfilm or
on some similarly photographic medium of reproduction then section 4(3)
will determine whether or not the employer has a right to reproduce such
material. It is plain from the wording of that subsection that it was envisaged
as a test applying as between an independently commissioned craftsman and
the man who commissioned him, although it is quite likely that works created
in the duration of an ongoing contract of employment may fall appropriately
within its wording. It seems that an employer, in order to avail himself of the
subsection, must at least direct the employee to take the picture concerned;
and it may be that consideration in excess of the employee's normal salary —
to which the commissioning itself can be referred — will be necessary (see
discussion of Registered Designs Act 1949 section 2 . at chapter 9 below).
If the work in question is requested by the employer but on terms that the
employee will only derive a benefit from it if the work, once executed, fits
the employer's needs, section 4(3) will not apply (Leah v Two Worlds Publishing Co Ltd). It should be remembered that where section 4(3) is inapplicable there is nothing to prevent the employer from claiming ownership of the
copyright material under the subsequent terms of section 4(4), discussed in
the next paragraphs.
Section 4(4) has been the subject of some litigation, but of little close
analysis of the words which comprise it. Do the words 'under a contract of
service or apprenticeship', for example, refer to the word 'made' or to the
phrase 'the author's employment', and is there any significance in those
words being attached to the one or to the other? And what is the precise
difference in meaning of 'in the course of employment' as distinct from
'under a contract of service or apprenticeship? And why is the word 'duties'
nowhere mentioned in the subsection* given that the intention of the sub-
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section (per Graham J in Antocks Lairn Ltd v Bloohn Ltd) is
'. . . to give the copyright. .. to the author. . ., unless he is what perhaps
may be called a normal employee who is employed for that purpose"?
Judicial opinion is united in agreeing that there are two necessary
conditions which the employer must fulfil before rebutting the presumption that an author of a work is its owner also. The first is that the work
come into existence at a time when the employee is employed under a subsisting contract of service; the second is the work be made in the course of
the author's employment. The first requirement is not usually in dispute,
because it is in general quite simple to ascertain whether the work in question came into being while the contract of employment was subsisting. The
second requirement has proven to be more contentious, and has been interpreted in different ways by different judges. Not least of the difficulties
facing the parties here is the fact that the words 'course of employment'
do not appear merely in the context of copyright ownership; the scope of
'course of employment' is relevant where the employer may be vicariously
liable for the torts committed by servants in the course of their employment, or for criminal offences committed by them, not to mention instances
where the employer may be liable to compensate the employee who is
injured while in his master's service. Cases on these topics have been cited
and discussed in copyright cases with little regard for the fact that, on policy
grounds, there may have been grounds for applying an especially broad or
narrow test of what is done within the 'course of employment', which are of
no concern in copyright cases. No reference will be made to non-copyright
interpretations of 'course of employment' in this monograph.
In Byrne v Statist Co (decided under the Copyright Act 1911, substantially similar to the 1956 Act in this respect) the plaintiff was an employee
of a well-known newspaper, as a member of its editorial staff. He was assigned a special task of translating and precising a speech made by a Brazilian
politician; this assignment was to be completed in his own time and for
extra remuneration from his employer. The court agreed that while the
translation was made during the time that the employee was part of the
employer's establishment it was not executed as a part of the plaintiff's
employment duties under his contract of employment; and the plaintiff
accordingly had the locus to sue infringing third parties. "Hhe principle and
the application of it to the facts were broadly similar in another case under
the 1911 Act, Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison Ltd v MacDonald & Evans,
where the employee — an accountant with the plaintiff firm — was asked
to deliver, and did deliver, a set of public lectures upon various aspects of
accounting theory. The employee used the text of these lectures, together
with some materials which he wrote while in the course of advising a particu-
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lar client, as the basis for a book to be published by the defendants. The
Court of Appeal held that while the materials written in the course of advising the plaintiff's client was clearly written' in the course of the accountant's employment, and was thus the copyright property of the plaintiff,
the text of the lectures was not. The lectures were delivered while the accountant was employed, but did not flow from the 'course of employment'.
Denning LJ felt that it was 'just and common sense' that the text of the •
lectures belong to their author; and indeed in this instance it would seem
that, while the employer had an interest in the delivery of the lectures, that
was an interest in the fact of such delivery, not in their form or content.
These cases were certainly in harmony with the presumed intention of
Parliament in 1911 to deprive an author of his copyright only where it would
be an unfair or unjust hindrance to the employer were he to be deprived of
it; but in Beloff v Pressdram Ltd the court found the employer to be the
owner of the copyright in an employee's work in a situation in which not
only had the employer not instructed or solicited the work, but where the
employer did not want the copyright in it. The employee was a journalist
employed by a well-known newspaper; the work concerned was an internal
memorandum written by the employee to her editor. The memorandum
was not — unlike the employee's articles — intended for publication, nor
was it required by the employer; if the employee were under any duty to
keep the editor informed of various matters, this duty could be discharged
just as easily by telephoning him or by speaking to him personally. At any
rate the memorandum was published in Private Eye in circumstances embarrassing to the employee, who sued for inter alia infringement of copyright.
Ungoed-Thomas J held that since the memorandum fell within section 4(4)
of the 1956 Copyright Act the plaintiff had no locus standi to sue for its
infringement. In doing so, the learned judge cited an obiter passage from the
judgment of Denning LI in Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison's case:
. . . under a contract of service, a man is employed as part of the business,
and his work is done as an integral part of the business; whereas, under a
contract for services, his work, although done for the business, is not integrated into it but is only accessory to it.
Since in this case, the judge held, the plaintiff's job-role was an integral
. part of the newspaper's business, it followed that the plaintiff was employed
under a contract of service; consequently, the other requirement of section
4(4) being undisputed, the copyright vested in the employer, and the plaintiff could not sue.
The difficulty in Beloffs case is that it takes a different view from
Byrne and Stevenson, Jordan & Harrison's case on the two requirements of
section 4(4). Instead of requiring that (i) there be a subsisting contract of
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service and that (ii) the work be created in the course of the employee's
employment duties, Beloff seems to require only that (i) a contract be subsisting (ii) which is a contract of services and not a contract for services. It
would seem that no importance was placed in Beloffs case upon the facts
that (i) the memorandum written by the plaintiff was not intended to be
published, while the works which she was employed (ie under a duty) to
write were so intended, (ii) the plaintiff had not been required as part of her
service duties to furnish a memorandum, and (iii) the contents of the memorandum could equally well have been passed to the editor by an alternative
means. It is submitted that in Beloff the court was tempted to reason that,
since the plaintiff's employment was integral to the employer's business,
every act performed by the plaintiff in relation to the employer's business
was performed under a contract of service — an analysis which fails to take
into account the fact that one cannot imply a duty upon the plaintiff to
perform an act by virtue of the fact that the act was indeed performed.
It is not known which interpretation of section 4(4) will prevail,
Beloffs or that which existed before it. Byrne and Beloff are both decisions
at first instance, while Stevenson. Jordan & Harrison is a decision of a strong
Court of Appeal. Perhaps Be/off will simply be distinguished on the ground
that in that case the court did not advert its attention to the question of
whether the employee was under a duty to'write the memorandum in question.
Finally it should be noted that the provisions of section 4 apply only
insofar as they are not inconsistent with any express provisions of the contract of employment. Compare this with Section 42(2) of the Patents Act
1977.
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Chapter 9

The ownership of registered
designs
The relevance of registered designs to the ownership of inventions
Where an invention made by an employee but belonging to an employer is
the invention of a product, not a process, there may be good reason for the
employer to contemplate seeking the protection not of a patent but of
registering the invention as an industrial design under the Registered Designs
Act 1949. The factors which might encourage the employer to seek such
protection would probably be (i) the fact that the appearance of the product is to a great extent determined by its function, (ii) the striking or
distinctive appearance of the product itself, and (iii) the likelihood of the
patent application being rejected for. lack of an inventive step, or of the
patent itself being weak and thus encouraging litigation or infringement.
Registration as an industrial design can protect the shape or appearance
of the invention, and not the inventive idea itself; but where the shape of
the invention is nearly synonymous with the notion of the invention itself,
it may be hard for people copying the invention to avoid copying its physical embodiment too.
The fact that the employer may claim ownership of an invention under
section 39 of the new Act does not of itself entitle him to claim ownership
of an industrial design. Designs, in common with works protected by copyright, are taken to be owned by the author; but under section 2 of the Registered Designs Act 1949
' . . . the author of a design shall be treated for the purposes of this Act as the
proprietor of a design; Provided that where the design is executed by the
author for another person for good consideration that other person shall be
treated... asthe proprietor'.
c

Ownership of registered designs: cases and commentary
Curiously enough there have been no cases involving employer and employee
which have had at their heart the disputed ownership of a registered design
of which the employee was the author; but there are several obiter dicta and
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decisions made upon other grounds which throw light upon the relation of
the parties to the contract of employment in respect of designs. For example
in Lazarus v Charles, an old case dealing with the registrability of designs, it
was suggested in passing that an employee making a new design loses it to his
master 'by virtue of the relations that exist between them'; while in Ware v
Anglo-Italian Commercial Agency Ltd (No 1), in an action seeking an interlocutory injunction against an alleged infringement, the court did not feel
that where a contract of employment existed between the plaintiff employer
and the author of the design the existence of that contract of employment
did not ipso facto entitle him to sue. Furthermore, it seems from Hothersall v Moore that — at any rate in an action between the employer and a third
party — it is for the employer to discharge the burden of proof of satisfying
the court that he is indeed the proprietor. From the two latter cases it would
seem safest to suggest that Lazarus is of little effect and that the employer
is not to be regarded presumptively as having any right in the design by virtue
of the bare fact of the employment contract. It is further submitted that,
since section 2 of the Registered Designs Act 1949 does not mention the
contract of employment when it provides a test o f proprietorship, the fact
of a master-servant relationship is of no relevance to it.
The nature of the distinction between the registered design and the
patent of invention has resulted in the development of one further possible
means of depriving the author of his proprietorship which is not open to the
employers of inventors, and that is the possibility that the employer m a y 7
himself be construed as the author. While the employer who .instructs an inventive employee t o perform certain acts can scarcely be regarded as the
'inventor' of any resulting invention because it is the mental effort o f the
employee which has produced the thing protected, it is not unreasonable t o
regard the employer, as an author where he has giveri to his employee such
explicit instructions for the execution of the design that the employee acted
as a mere amanuensis, producing a design which corresponds exactly w i t h
the employer's instructions and which, in essence, would be no different from
the execution of the same directions by any other person. This notion of the
employer as author has been recognised in Pearson v Morris Wilkinson & Co,
Pressler & Co Ltd v Gartside & Co, and also in the copyright case of Stannard
v Harrison where the following words of Bacon V-C may be taken to be of
some interest to the employers of inventors:
. . . Mr Stannnard cannot draw. He never said he could. Mr Stannard can
invent, which is more valuable a great deal, and as happens in 99 out of
every 100 inventions, the inventor generally is a man who cannot perfect
the machinery by which the invention is to be carried into effect.
While it is true that the Vice-Chancellor may not have intended his words
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to be of any application where the ownership of patents or inventions is
concerned, it is equally true to say that the words invite through their very
breadth of scope an application wider than merely the field of copyright
Turning from the obliquely relevant case-law to the more pertinent
requirements of section 2 of the Registered Designs Act 1949, we may note
that an employer will enjoy the proprietorship of a design upon the fulfilment of two conditions: (i) the design must be executed for him by the employer, and (ii) the execution must be made in return for good consideration. Failing this, the employer can only become the proprietor of the design
by virtue of assignment, for which he must negotiate at arm's length.
The first requirement, that the design must be executed for the employer by the employee, presumably demands that the design be solicited from
the author by the employer, or that the author be employed on the terms
that he is to execute designs for the employer. Where there is no element of
duty or responsibility upon the author to make the design it will not be
treated as being executed on his employer's behalf {Woolley v Broad). The
second requirement, that the execution must be made for good consideration, does not actually mean that, where the author of the design is an
employee, the wages received by him for his services in general are not good
consideration for the specific designing of the work in question; but where
it is not clear that the execution of the design is part of the employment
duty, it may be prudent for the employer to give good consideration which
is especially earmarked for the performance of the employee's designing
services. This should forestall the argument that because the employee
receives his wages whether he designs or not, there is no good consideration for the designing.
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Chapter 10

The ownership of
confidential information
In this chapter 'confidential information' refers to those forms of intellectual
creation which derive their legal protection not from the fact that they are
patented or covered by the laws of copyright or design registration, but
which are protected by virtue of the fact that they are not intended, to be
made freely available to the public. In the broad sense of the concept, confidential information comprises trade secrets, customer lists, details of accounting and taxation arrangements, innovative ideas and industrial knowhow; but in this chapter we are only concerned with confidential information
made or invented by the employee during the period of his employment,
and with the question of whether it is he or his employer who is entitled to
own i t It is not the concern of this chapter to discuss the means of protecting property rights in confidential information, a topic which has already
generated much legal commentary.
Once section 39 of the new Patents Act comes into force it will decide
all questions of ownership of inventions, whether those inventions be patented, patentable or unpatentable (see chapter 3 page 1 1 , on 'invention').
In respect of patentable and patented inventions this section replaces the law
described in chapter 2 above; but where an invention is not patentable it is
difficult to establish whether section 39 is replacing anything at all. There is
only one case upon the ownership of a non-patentable invention. Makepeace
v Jackson, decided in 1814 and so obscurely reported that it is difficult to
ascertain its exact ground of decision; but it seemed from that case that the
employer, a dyer, was entitled to the benefit of a set of instructions conceived of by the employee for the mixing of certain new colours. It is submitted that, in general, the courts have been prepared in the past to apply
the same test to the ownership of confidential information created by an
employee as was applied to patents (see chapter 2); but there is little concrete evidence to support this save the fact that in the Worthington Pumping Engine case the court did not feel that the fact that the patents in question were probably invalid would affect the question of their ownership.
The most common means of allocating the ownership of confidential
information between employer and employee is the utilisation of the con-
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tract of employment itself. Thus it is not uncommon to find clauses which
require an employee to divulge to his employer any ideas or inventions or
improvements which he may think up, perhaps coupled with another clause
declaring that the employer is to be entitled to the benefit of such ideas.
Clauses such as these are of little significance where the employee does not
divulge ideas or innovations to his employer, because until the ideas emanate from the employee the employer will not know of their existence; but
teeth are added to those obligations by a further prohibition upon the em*
ployee from divulging such ideas or innovations to anyone else.
How do such clauses square with section 42 of the new Act, which is
intended to protect the employee inventor from the loss of inventions to
which his employer would not otherwise be entitled? The section applies to
all inventions, whether patentable or otherwise, which would clearly bring
within its ambit the sort of things created by employees which, though not
patentable, may be of great value if confined to the employer's use. This
would indicate that where the employee's creation was an 'invention' falling within section 39(2), the employer could not restrict its use or dissemination by the employer. However, section 42(3) requires that nothing in the
section shall be construed as derogating from any duty of confidentiality
owed by the employee to his employer 'by virtue of any rule of law or
otherwise'. If 'by virtue of any rule of law' refers to the equitable tort of
breach of confidence, then 'or otherwise' will have to refer to the contractual terms by which the employer restricts the use by the employee of the invention. Perhaps the net effect of the provisions of section 42 is to ensure
that while, on the one hand, an employee cannot, by asserting a property
right under section 39(2), use information which the employer is require as
being kept confidential, the employer himself is prevented from treating the
invention as his own for the purposes of exploiting the invention commercially; but the new provisions do not say this explicitly.
It should be remembered finally that even in the absence of any express
contractual clause entitling an employer to enjoy his employee's ideas and
improvements in a confidential manner, such a clause may be implied by the
courts where It is Just that they should do so.
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Figure 1: Ownership of Inventions
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Figure 3: Compensation for Inventions belonging to the Employee
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the patent does not limit competition or raise prices,
licensees who settle prior infringement suits may bo
estopped from contesting validity a second time even
where no consent judgment is entered.92
2. I t is clear that a licensee cannot be required to terminate or repudiate the license before bringing a declaratory judgment action. Licensors, however, should expressly provide in the license agreement that the license
will be terminated upon a non-payment of royalties to
leave open the possibility of suing the licensee for infringement as in Morton-Norwich.
3. Entitlement to the royalties due during litigation docs
not depend upon possession. If a patent is held invalid,
a contesting licensee is freed from royalty liability from
the time it brought a declaratory judgment suit or filed
a defense challenging validity. PPG Industries indicates that a licensee under appropriate conditions miglil
be freed of royalty liability from a date prior to contesting validity in court. A non-contesting licensee, however, must normally pay royalties until eviction.
4. Licensees who have made a large capital investment
to practice the licensed invention should attempt to establish an escrow account under the rationale of Shir
vers, although only the Sixth Circuit has accepted tlie
escrow alternative without a showing that the licensor
was insolvent. Courts have not yet allowed a liccnseito stop paying royalties and continue under the licens'
agreement.

•» In a recent esse, the Second Circuit in a split decision felt that
Aro • . Allied Witan i m an imprecise and uncertain test and refund
to follow it. The dissenting Judge, in contrast, said it provided a
sound accommodation of the competing interests involved in the cult.
Wanter-JenkJnson Co. v. Allied Chemical Corp.,
F.2d
, 1M
U.S.P.Q. 763 (2d Cir. 1977).
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Stanley H.
Lieberstein •

SUING THE FORMER
EMPLOYEE

In "Fiddler On The Roof," there is a character by
the name of Tevye who has a number of unique qualities.
Among them is the ability to argue with himself, simultaneously taking both sides of a given issue.
For example, if Tevye was presented with the problem
of whether to sue a former employee for theft of trade
secrets, his reasoning would likely be: On the one hand,
it is necessary to file a suit to prevent loss of trade secrets by disclosure to third parties. After all, if I do not
act quickly, my former employee may make the information public and once made public, that trade secret
vanishes forever. Of tiourse, it may be possible to ob- '">
tain some money as a result of a lawsuit, but if I was
looking for money, I would have licensed my competitors
a long time ago.
On the other hand, bringing an action against a former
employee has certain risks. For example, more than
one company has brought suit against a former employee only to learn that the employee did not know as
much as the company thought he knew. The lawsuit,
however, served to educate that former employee as to
the significance of certain facts and details which he
had not previously appreciated. In one case, a respected company in the pharmaceutical industry learned
the hard way, through a suit against a former employee,
that the employee, although intimately involved in production, was ignorant of certain details and did not
appreciate some key aspects, of technique that were
fundamental to a successful, commercial process. During the course of litigation, as the result of discovery
and the questions asked of the fonner employee, the
• O Stanley H. Lieberstein 1977; the author ia a member of the
firm of Ostrolenk, Faber, Gerb & Soffen in New York City. This
article is based upon a recent speech before the Association of Corporate Patent Counsel.

I
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company became painfully aware of the employee's ignorance as to certain sensitive points. The word "painful" is appropriate only because that former employee
was sufficiently talented and knowledgeable to recognize
what it was that he had missed or forgotten.
In the course of trade secret litigation against a former employee, both sides are likely to conduct pretrial
discovery and the former employee can be expected to
press hard for specific disclosure of just what his employer claims to be secret. The burden is on the party
alleging secrecy to establish, at least prima facie, the
existence of trade secrets. Although " i n camera" proceedings can be requested whereby the public cannot
attend the hearings and copies of confidential information are kept apart from public files and are not generally available to the public, still the former employee
is a party to the suit and, therefore, should be informed
of just what his former employer is claiming as a trade
secret. The former employer, on the other hand, might
seek a protective order to prevent the former employee
from again having the trade secret described to him or
from learning any other secret information.
And yet, on the other hand, to continue reasoning like
Tevye, a lawsuit against a former employee establishes
a precedent for the company and establishes its image
as a vigorous enforcer of its trade secrets. The lawsuit
may prove to be useful as a deterrent to other employees.
"While an overly aggressive policy may backfire, a lackadaisical policy may prove equally inadequate to protect
trade secrets and discourage their mishandling or abuse
by former employees.
And yet again, on the other hand, if the court finds
the absence of any trade secrets in the subject matter
of the lawsuit, it may decide to publish the information
in its Opinion as part of its analysis of the fact situation
and why it concluded that there were no trade secrets
taken by the employee. While the court may well be
correct, as a matter of law, still if your competitors
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were somewhat unsure as to what you were doing, they
no longer need guess - they can now read about it.
Although there are perfectly valid and justifiable reasons for suing a former employee, emotion is not one of
them. Yet all too often, the decision as to whether to
sue a former employee stems mainly from the emotional
context of the relationship between the officers of the
company and that employee instead of the calculated,
deliberate decision that it should be. This is particularly true in paternalistic companies where employees
are vested with a large degree of " t r u s t " and are sometimes considered " p a r t of the family."
There is a theory sometimes called " T h e Blinder
Theory" which runs something like this: Most individuals, and particularly technically trained specialists such
as engineers and scientists, tend to compartmentalize
their work and to sub-specialize. This is often true because of the practical problems of keeping up with new
developments' and the limitations of time and the demand of one's job and one's outside interests. The net
result is that an individual over the course of years may
learn a piece of a puzzle, if we may use that metaphor,
exceptionally well. He probably understands, in a general sense, how that piece he is responsible for fits into
the overall puzzle, but perhaps not in sufficient detail to
be able to reproduce the entire puzzle. Thus, it is necessary to assess the knowledge of that former employee
against the perspective of how his work fits into the
entire scheme of things, what his plans are for the future, just who he will be associated with or working for,
and the likelihood of his being able to actually damage
the company he left.
One of the first considerations that should be made
before bringing suit is to determine the full extent of
the former employee's knowledge—not just the amount
of knowledge that he appears to have had based on the
nature of his former job, but the knowledge that he, in
fact, did possess. Often, conversations with the former
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employee's associates at work will reveal much about
the extent of his knowledge. For example, by inquiring
into the knowledge possessed by those associates, one
can extrapolate to the extent of knowledge that the
former employee had. Ignorance as to certain key elements of the secrets on the part of other employees
charged with similar or related responsibilities may indicate similar ignorance on the part of the former
employee.
After making the evaluation of all circumstances and
assuming it is concluded that a lawsuit is justified, then
the key is speed.
Quick action is important for several reasons. One
of them is to prevent disclosure and resultant loss of secrecy in the trade secret. Another reason is to avoid
creating an impression, which will most surely be seized
upon and emphasized to the Court by counsel for the
former employee, that the trade secret is not really important—else why would you hestitate so long. That
you waited before deciding to assert your rights may
have been perfectly reasonable. Nonetheless, you are
put on the defensive in having to offer an explanation.
And as any good litigator knows, it is far better tactics
to keep your adversary on the defensive. You lose valuable time and money in having to "excuse" conduct
which may be justifiable but which weakens your position
in the "justifying." And, more importantly, it serves to
divert the court's attention from the issues you would
like it to concentrate on.
• A further reason for acting promptly is to prevent a
substantial investment by the ex-employee or his new
• employer in exploiting the trade secret—or else you
' may find yourself with a fait accompli. This is because
the law applies an equitable principle of estoppel under
circumstances where, because of your delay, the ex-employee or his new employer justifiably assumes that you
will take no action (or perhaps, that you have concluded
you have no cause of action) and proceeds to invest
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heavily in reliance on that assumption. You may still,
however, be allowed reasonable compensation for the
trespass.
If the delay in asserting your rights is significant, if
the circumstances reasonably justify the ex-employee's
assumption that you will not or cannot take action, then
you may well find the principle of- estoppel applied
against you. Now, that does not necessarily mean you
forfeit all your rights, but your remedy may be limited
and you may forfeit your right to an injunction. An
injunction, in trade secret cases against a former employee, is generally the most valuable and important
remedy.
I t may be possible to obtain reasonable compensation
in the form of damages. But this is tantamount to a
compulsory license of your trade secret. Thus, while it
is important to investigate the facts surrounding an
employee's departure thoroughly, it is equally important
to do so in a quick and efficient manner.
The Rules of Civil Procedure for the Federal Courts
and the rules of procedure for most State courts permit
you to move for a Temporary Restraining Order against
disclosure or use of the trade secrets on the basis of
affidavits and a limited notice to the opponent (often
less than a day—sometimes only an hour or two). The
court may issue a temporary, short-term, i.e., ten day,
restraining order and schedule a Hearing for a Preliminary Injunction. Trade secret cases are often won
or lost at this early stage of the litigation.
If a Temporary Restraining Order is granted, then
the parties will be encouraged to take depositions or
other discovery before the Hearing on the Preliminary
Injunction. Quite often, cases are settled at the time of
such discovery. Furthermore, you learn a lot more
through those depositions. And your views as to the
knowledge that the former employee possesses, as well
as the extent of harm he is most likely to create, can and
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frequently does become clearer. With increased knowledge, you may alter your views with respect to litigation,
or perhaps alter your strategy in the litigation.
I t is worthwhile to keep in mind that the purpose of
the Temporary Eestraining Order and the Preliminary
Injunction is to maintain the status quo and to prevent
the defendant, or ex-employee, from divulging or usin^
the secret information and thereby obtaining an unfair
competitive advantage. When the restraint is refused
by the court, the ex-employee can use or possibly divulge,
the information prior to the time that a trial is had.
In many cases, Courts have held that the mere public
sale of products made with the utilization of a trade
secret constitutes a public use of that trade secret. Tn
one such case, for example, the use of a lady's undergarment, although not on public display, constituted n
public use. The point is that the ex-employee's use of
the information can destroy its trade secret status prior
to the time that an actual trial is held and, from that
point on, all you can hope to recover is damages.
To obtain a Preliminary Injunction, it is essential to
persuade the court of:
I. The likelihood that the company will succeed at n
subsequent trial,
II. The likelihood of disclosure or use of the information in the absence of an injunction, and
m . The inadequacy of monetary damages as a
remedy.
Likelihood of success at the trial stage is an important
factor because the court is reluctant to grant an injunction, even on a temporary basis, that can prevent the
former employee from engaging in an otherwise perfectly lawful business or occupation and particularly because, as a practical matter, a delay of any significant
time may prevent an effective start-up of a competitive
business altogether. In addition, as a matter of public
policy, courts are reluctant to restrain trade. Therefore.
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it is essential to satisfy the court that you have not only
a prima facie case, but that there is sufficient substance
to your case that you are likely to succeed in the event
of trial. Thus, in a sense, courts often weigh the probable value of the evidence which you have and predetermine, subjectively, the likely outcome.
Notwithstanding likelihood of success, should a court
find that, under the circumstances, disclosure or use before trial is not likely, or that monetary damages are
an adequate form of. compensation, then it will not issue
a preliminary injunction.
I.

Is SUCCESS A T TRIAL LIKELY T

Likelihood of success at trial is proven by establishing
the following three elements:
A) The existence of an enforceable trade secret.
B) An obligation of confidentiality on the part of the
former employee.
C) Disclosure would damage your business.
A). 7s there an enforceable trade secret?
The criteria employed by most courts in determining
whether they will enforce a trade secret are as follows:
(1) The extent to which the information is known outside the employer's business.
To evaluate this, you should first determine whether
the information has been, perhaps inadvertently, included in publications, patents, or public talks delivered
at technical symposia, professional meetings or sales
conventions. A slip of the pen or tongue is not uncommon. In addition, a search of the literature and prior
patents should be undertaken.
(2) The extent to which it is known by employees and
others involved in the business.
Aside from examining published information, examine
your own employees to see how knowledgeable the competition really is. Your own employees are often a good
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source of information, within this sphere of activity or
expertise, as to what is known in the trade or field, what
competitors are offering and the differences between
products or services available in their field. There is one
caveat, however. After years of specialization, people
sometimes look at differences between their work and/or
products and that of competitors and see the differences
as being magnified to a degree many times greater than
that which a lay Judge will view those same differences.
Thus, a slight difference in temperature conditions, typo
of controls, or in the raw materials may be important
to one who works in the field. But, to a Judge, those
distinctions may appear as just so much minutia. Therefore, when gathering such information, it is worthwhile
to think in terms of an ultimate presentation to a Judge
unfamiliar with the nuances of your work. Gather information which will support your estimate of the importance of the distinctions you wish to make. It is helpful to think in terms of the results brought about by the
distinctions you refer to and why those results are
important. For example, a slight shift in one raw material, which may appear to a lay Judge to be analogous
to the material used by competitors, may well give rise
to a much less costly and more efficient process. The
difference between what you and your competitors arc
doing may appear small, but in terms of results that difference may loom quite large.
(3) The extent of measures taken by the employer to
guard the secrecy of the information.
If we had to choose one point or area of maximum vulnerability on the part of most employers, this would be
it. The case law is rampant with instances of employers'
losing their trade secret claim because of the way the
information had been treated internally by the employer.
For example, when Motorola 1 sued several of its former
employees and Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.
1
Motorola, Inc. v. Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 366 F.
Snpp. 1173, 177 USPQ 614, 622 (D. Ariz. 1973).
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for the wrongful taking of trade secrets, among other
claims, the court stated:
It is further the conclusion of the Court that plaintiff's (Motorola's) trade secret claims must fail because as to those in. issue
at trial no real effort was made by plaintiff prior to trial to keep
them secret. They were also either revealed in the marketed
product; fully disclosed by issued patents; generally known
to those skilled in the industry or trade; or consisted of information easily acquired by persons in the industry from patents,
literature, or known processes freely, available. . . .
The Motorola v. Fairchild case tells us that it is important for the employer to segregate confidential information from general information and to make every
effort to maintain that information in confidence. It is
helpful to properly identify confidential information,
limit its distribution to those having a "need to know"
and restrict access to it. There should be no question
in the minds of employees as to just which information
they are handling is confidential and which is not.
(4) The value of the information to the employer
and to its competitors.
That the trade secret was developed or obtained at
great expense is generally an important fact. It tends
to impress upon a court the significance of the case, the
seriousness of the harm. It also serves as evidence of
the likelihood of disclosure of the trade secret because
of its desirability to competitors. Whether you are
using the information and whether it is providing you
with a "competitive advantage" is an important criterion to which most courts look in deciding whether to
accord information "trade secret" status.
(5) The amount of effort or money expended by the
employer in developing the information.
This factor is indicative of possible unjust enrichment
on the part of the former employee or his new employer.
They, presumably, are being spared the expense, effort,
and time of developing the information independently,
through experience or research and development. They
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^ a r e . spared the need to purchase or obtain a license to
!v. usjrvaluable know-how. The time factor, in some cases,
;;?jifiay be the most important from a commercial or mard i e t i n g viewpoint. The lead time in many businesses,
,.. pATticulafly those in high technology areas, can somc.'. times, be critical to the success of the business and is
.' 'often, -at the least, an important component of profit• abili<y. Having to acquire know-how through indepen. dent trial and error or research can not only be costly
.-. but time .consuming.
•"'••'. • (.6) The ease or difficulty with which the information
\\ could.be properly acquired or duplicated by others.
,;,j '.'The. .law. permits competitors to copy and sell unp.it-;-.ebted° products obtained through reverse engineering
"•: and/Or chemical analysis, so long as the competitor doc?
'not attempt to trade on the good will of others by
'•";' -"palming, off" his product as theirs. A court looks nt
\ the ease or difficulty with which a trade secret may ho
. ..obtained by competitors, through reverse engineerine
or chemical analysis, to help it determine whether the
information is truly protectable as a trade secret. Tf
its intrinsic nature is such that the "secret" may In-readily perceived; a court would deny it the status of a
trade secret.
.
.
For example, in Wesley-Jessen Inc. v. Reynolds2 <ho
court denied relief to Wesley-Jessen saying, among otlior
things, that the camera, used to help reveal the shnpo
of the human cornea for the purpose of fitting contact
lenses, had been sold and leased publicly and regularly.
. It found that the camera could be "reverse-engineered''
to reveal the secret in a couple of days of study. Although, in that case, the court also found evidence of
disclosure of "secret" information in publications and
promotional literature, nonetheless it is extremely unlikely that the court would have accorded trade secret
status to information that could have been obtained by a
study of the publicly available camera.
• Wesley-JeaMn Ine. T. Reynolds, 182 USPQ 185 (N.D. 111. 1974).
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B).

Is there an obligation of confidentiality on the part
of the former employee?

It is necessary to establish that the former employee
not only knew of the information but also knew of its
confidentiality and that it was entrusted to him in confidence. Proof of knowledge need not be absolute but
can be implied from the circumstances. For example,
proof of access to where the information was stored, the
capability to understand and appreciate the true significance of the information, and the opportunity to road
and copy the information are all indicative of possible
knowledge. Combined with other evidence indicating
the desirability of taking such information, e.g. that the
employee suddenly set up a competitive business which
inherently utilizes that information, a prima facie case
of knowledge can be made.
More often, the evidence of knowledge is mach stronger. Usually the employee not only had access to, but
received copies of materials containing the information,
his name appears on copies of documents and some of
the documents may have been addressed to him. That
former employee may well have been a key man, if not
the key man, in a product line or segment of the business.
Thus, actual knowledge of the information or data can
often be established.
That the employee had knowledge of the information
or data is still not adequate because it is necessary to
show that the employee also knew of its confidential or
trade secret status. Here, as mentioned earlier, the
manner in which the information is treated internally,
whether it is marked confidential, segregated from nonconfidential information or data, filed separately, and
whether access to the information is limited, are all key
factors. It is not enough to show that someone " t o l d "
the former employee that the particular information was
secret. If, in fact, that information was not treated as
a secret, but was widely disseminated and generally
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available, copies being avaflable in general files open to
most employees, etc., then the information in question
cannot be protected as a trade secret.
The law recognizes, and, indeed, imposes a special
duty upon " k e y " or high level employees. That obligation is often characterized as a "fiduciary" one.
That is, the high level employee is deemed to hold a position of trust and the standard of conduct expected of
that fiduciary is different than that normally expected.
The rule of "caveat emptor," for example, does not
apply with respect to a fiduciary. This common lawprinciple is derived from "master-servant" law.
In order for the wheels of commerce to turn smoothly,
it is essential that an organization be able to trust its
key or high level employees. The law does not recognize
an arms-length relationship between an employer and
his employee, particularly if that employee holds a fairly significant position such that he is exposed to, and
therefore entrusted with, the employer's secrets. Thus,
an employment contract is not a prerequisite to a successful lawsuit against a former employee and, indeed,
may even be a hindrance. That is, an improperly
drafted contract may be the basis for dismissing a lawsuit, particularly in those jurisdictions that decline to
"blue pencil" a contract they regard as unenforceable.
For example, some courts will limit the scope of contractual restrictions on employees considered to be
against public policy or in violation of a statute but
others will simply find the contract unenforceable as
written and dismiss the complaint.
A contract provides an additional basis for a lawsuit.
An enforceable employment contract with a well drawn
confidential information protection clause is, of courso,
positive evidence of th§ employee's obligation. Presumably, in that contract, the employee recognizes that
he will be entrusted with confidential information and
agrees to maintain its confidentiality. In that respect
a contract can facilitate proof of an obligation of con-
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fidentiality.
It can facilitate proof that disclosure
would constitute a breach of confidence. But note that
a contract does not prove that the employee actually
knew of the information in question nor that he knew it
was confidential. I t does, however, serve as part of the
surrounding circumstances and can help an employer
establish that the employee was in a position to know the
information and knew what was expected of him as to the
treatment of that information. In short, a contract may
give rise to an inference that the employee had reason
to know or determine that certain information was confidential and was not to be disclosed. It provides a basis
for a breach of contract claim in addition to claims based
on common law principles.
C).

Would Disclosure Damage Your Business?

The element of damage is significant for several reasons. For one, courts are loath to entertain lawsuits
between private parties to allay fear, suspicion or correct a breach of principle, where no real harm is at stake.
For another, the prevention of damage is part of what a
preliminary injunction is all about. Moreover, a strong
showing of severe damages tends to impress a sense of
urgency upon the court.
Take a close look at the value of the information or
data. How much did it cost you to acquire? How long
did it take? "When calculating cost, keep in mind such
factors as the salaries, benefits and overhead, not only
of R&D personnel but also of supporting services, general administrative costs (which can be allocated pro
rata), materials, parts, consultants' services and other
expenses reasonably related to learning the information
or data in question. In some instances, of course, the
information may have been acquired by sale or license
from a third party. The cost, however, is not necessarily
limited by the purchase price or royalty payments.
There may have been significant expenditures preliminary and subsequent to the sale or license, in evaluating
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the information, determining its desirability, in negotiations (including travel and entertainment), counselling
fees, in adapting the information to conform to your pa 1
ticular business, and in modifications or improvements.
Don't overlook the importance and value of "load"
time or the time it takes to get a head start. If the in
formation is time consuming to learn or develop independently, then the sooner that information is acquired,
the sooner one can start in business. A fair measure nf
the lead time is the time it took to develop the inform;'
tion in the first place. The burden then shifts to tl>
former employee to establish that less time is needed )»•••
cause of other published advances in technology <>r
possible reverse engineering. But whatever lead tin:'
is established, courts tend to permit recovery for lo-1
sales or lost profits during the interval between the. time
the trade secret information was misappropriated and
the estimated time the court finds it would take to re
produce or independently acquire that information.
As a practical matter, at the outset of a trade secret
case it is difficult to measure "lost sales." At the time
a motion for a preliminary injunction is brought, court*
tend to view evidence of lost sales as speculative, and
unless you are selling a major item, e.g. jet airplane--.
where the loss of one sale is substantial, it is ordinarily
difficult to predict future losses. Thus, in most case--.
particularly in the early stages, it is important to pri
marily focus upon the cost of the information to yoi
That cost, in terms of time and money, should bo cm pin
sized to the court.
Other factors which are important to the assessment
of damages include loss of market position—to the ftent it can be attributed to the entrance of now «r
cheaper products by competitors benefiting from t!"
misappropriation of your trade secrets.
The loss of licensing revenue, both in terms of actual
or potential licenses, also forms a measure of damageBut note that the existence of licenses tends to wcabn
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a request for a preliminary injunction on the theory that
since the information has been disseminated to others,
damages (equivalent to royalties) would serve as an
adequate recovery. There is no requirement for compulsory licensing, although some representatives of the
Justice Department have informally expressed their
personal views in favor of such a requirement, but a
court may assess damages which approximate a reasonable royalty. Thus, it is important to show the court
why a license or its equivalent, having been granted to
others, is inappropriate here. Although, technically
speaking, the mere fact that you just do not want to
grant another license usually is enough reason for you
to refuse a request for license, it is sometimes inadequate
when you are requesting a court of equity to issue an
injunction. The fact that you may have granted an "exclusive" or " s o l e " license or the existence of commercial
considerations making it anti-competitive to dilute the
marketplace, or low profit margins such that another
licensee would drive existing licensees out of business,
are all relevant considerations to the inadequacy of
monetary damages and may help persuade a court of the
need for an injunction.
The loss of other gains and advantages enjoyed by the
proprietor of a trade secret should also be pleaded. This
is somewhat of a catch-all category that may encompass
economic advantages that are unique to a particular
situation and that may be lost upon loss of the trade
secret.
Punitive damages and attorney's fees may form part
of your plea for damages and may be recovered, after
trial, particularly in aggravated cases where the evidence points to a willful disregard of the employee's
obligations and an intentional misappropriation of the
employer's trade secrets. Although this is not usually
an issue at the time of a motion for preliminary injunction, it is noted here because, if applicable, it should
form part of the initial pleadings and evidence of prcda-
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tory conduct may influence the court to issue Hi"
preliminary injunction.
II. Is DISCLOSURE LIKELY IN THE ABSENCE OF AN
INJUNCTION ?

If we keep in mind that the purpose of a Preliminary
Injunction is to maintain the status quo during litiu'.i
tion, then it is easy to perceive why a court must !<><.!,
to the likelihood of disclosure in terms of whether Histatus quo is about to be upset in the absence of an in
junction. The courts have a tendency to talk about like
lihood of disclosure in terms of its "imminency" <>r
"inevitability."
When duPont 3 brought suit against American Potn.-li
and Chemical Corp. and Donald E. Hirsch over the luting by Potash of Donald Hirsch, who duPont alleged
was its second most knowledgeable employee as to tinmanufacture of titanium dioxide by the chloride proces -,
the court issued a Preliminary Restraining Order barring Hirsch from engaging in any work with Potash in
connection with or related to the operation and develop
ment of that process. In denying a Motion for Summary
Judgment on behalf of defendants Potash and Hirscli,
the court left the Restraining Order standing pending
the trial of the case. In its Opinion, the court described
a series of events leading up to the motion before it.
Those events included a description of aborted effort
by Potash to acquire the know-how from duPont throii!:li
a license, Potash's efforts to get into the business in
eluding its recruitment of personnel for a plant it was
designing in California for the manufacture of titanium
dioxide, and its recruitment of Donald Hirsch thronirb
advertisements in a Wilmington, Delaware paper WIK-PduPont's plant was located. Although the issue bef<n <the court did not require a direct ruling on the issue <>f
imminency of disclosure, that issue was indirectly pre
»E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. v. American Potash & Chemicr-.l
Corp., 200 A. 2d 428, 141 USPQ 447 (Del. Ch. 1964).
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sented to the court by P o t a s h in its argument that in
the absence of an " i m m i n e n t " t h r e a t of disclosure there
was no factual basis i n the record before the court to
continue the case and therefore summary judgment
should be granted. d u P o n t a r g u e d that disclosure by
Hirsch in the event he worked on the titanium dioxide
process for P o t a s h w a s " i n e v i t a b l e . " I n denying the
Motion for S u m m a r y J u d g m e n t by P o t a s h and Hirsch,
the court noted a n d let stand the Restraining Order
pending the trial, a n d observed in its opinion:
I have no doubt but that the trial court is entitled to consider, in judging whether an abuse of confidence is involved, the
degree to which disclosure of plaintiff's trade secretsis likely
to result from the circumstances surrounding Hirsch's employment by Potash. The defendants say that a finding of 'inevitability' would be no more than a 'prophecy* here. Nonetheless, in the context of determining whether a threat of disclosure exists, it is but a finding as to the probable future
consequences of a course of voluntary action undertaken by the
defendants. Courts are frequently called upon to draw such
conclusions based on a weighing of the probabilities, and while
a conclusion that a certain result will probably follow may not
ultimately be vindicated, courts are nonetheless entitled to decide
or 'predict' the likely consequences arising from a given set
of facts and to grant legal remedies on that basis. I am satisfied that the degree of probability of disclosure, whether amounting to an inevitability or not, is a relevant factor to be considered
in determining whether a " t h r e a t " of disclosure exists.
The requirement for " i m m i n e n c y " has been phrased
in various ways. I n the case of Jackson v. Walbers * the
Louisiana court s a i d :
There must be at least a reasonable probability that the injury
will be done if no injunction is granted, and not a mere fear or
apprehension.
I t is interesting to contrast the duPont v. Potash &
Hirsch case with t h a t of Standard
Brands, Inc. v.
Zumpe.s
The latter case relates to the issuance of a
*6 Jackson v. Walbers. 2 La.App. 53 (2d Cir. 1925).
Standard Brands, Inc. v. Zumpe, 264 F.Supp. 254, 152 USPQ 731
(E.D. La. 1967).
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permanent injunction after trial. In denying the rrquest for an injunction, the court noted:
Absent imminence of disclosure, an injunction shall not i^suDisclosure has not been shown to be either imminent or evr-nttially inevitable.

Walter T. Zumpe had been a Plant Manager for
Standard's Chase & Sanborn Product Division in New
Orleans before resigning to join William B. Reily &
Company, Inc. The Eeily company operated a plant in
New Orleans just a few hundred yards away from
Standard's plant. Reily made a coffee blended with
chicory marketed under the trade name "Luzianne."
Zumpe was hired as Reily's Vice President and General
Manager in charge of production. Standard opera foil
a pilot plant engaged in testing and improving its coffee
and tea products. Since Zumpe had access to and hail
received much technical information, including trade
secrets, as Standard's Plant Manager, Standard sought
an injunction to prevent him from working for Roily.
Among other points, Standard contended that Zumpe
could not discharge his duties for Reily without ''inevitably" disclosing Standard's trade secrets.
The court disagreed, noting that Reily had an existing plant for the manufacture of coffee (compare—
Potash was just getting into the business) and did not
need know-how or secrets from Standard (Potash had
tried to license know-how from duPont). Furthermore,
the nature of Reily's business was somewhat different
and there was no evidence of an intention by Reily to
"market a new dry coffee concentration in the foreseeable future." (Potash intended to manufacture ami
market in direct competition with duPont). Thus, lli(>
court concluded:
It is doubtless true that Zumpe may be tempted to use his
confidential information to Reily's benefit, but, because of Hi"
nature of Reily's business, it does not follow that disclosure i*
inevitable.
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III.

T H E INADEQUACY OF MONEY DAMAGES As A REMEDY.

Ordinarily a court will deny a request for a preliminary injunction if it considers the matter essentially
rectifiable at the time the case is tried. Although a lawsuit can remain pending for months and even years before trial, most courts prefer that a trial judge, who has
the benefit of a full presentation of the facts at trial, issue whatever orders are appropriate. Thus, if it appears
that a matter can reasonably wait until trial, and any
damage done be remedied then, a court will usually not
issue a preliminary injunction. Hence, it is essential
to demonstrate to the court the consequences of permitting the former employee or his new employer to
make use of the trade secrets pending the outcome of
a trial.
Unlike many commercial transactions including patent
disputes, trade secrets constitute a most unique property
right. What other right vanishes on disclosure? In a
lawsuit over patent infringement, for example, the trial
court can decide to issue a permanent injunction to prevent future infringement and can assess damages for
past infringement. The patent remains intact. Therefore, in most patent infringement suits, courts tend to
deny motions for preliminary injunctions.
But in a lawsuit over a trade secret, a trial judge may
not be able to decide to issue a meaningful injunction.
Obviously, no court can enjoin disclosure once it is made.
And since trade secrets often represent the kind of
know-how that disappears into a manufacturing process
or a product, it may no longer be practical to attempt
to enjoin the " u s e " of that trade secret. And a court
is not about to enjoin the operation of a plant or the
manufacture of a product unless the trade secret is essentially synonomous with the manufacturing process or
product. There have been some such instances. One
occurred in Head Ski Co. v. Kam Ski Co.* in 1958 where
« Head Ski Co. v. Kam Ski Co., 158 F.Supp. 919, 116 USPQ 242
(D.Md. 1958).
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the court found that the defendants, former em ploy poof Head Ski, would not have "had the idea of makim: a
metal s k i " but for their work for Head Ski. The emu!
attributed essentially all of their ski making operatinv
to the know-how acquired during their employment l>v
Head Ski. The court stated:
In the instant case . . . defendants' entire operation has horn
built upon plaintiff's techniques, methods, materials and d"
sign. In such a case, an injunction against manufacture of t);<
product is appropriate.

In the ordinary case, however, a trade secret, lik<"puff—the magic dragon," may disappear into oxistin-.*
processes and product lines and not be clearly (listin
guishable. Moreover, the knowledge, once possessed !>y
the marketplace, cannot be erased. Therefore, assuinin:.'
the facts so indicate, it is necessary to impress upon tipcourt at the time a request for a preliminary injunction
is made of the fact that a trial court may be stripped of
the power to issue a meaningful injunction, no matter
how warranted, because of intermediate events or neK
unless those events or acts are enjoined pending the trial.
In the absence of an injunction, you must rely <n
monetary damages. But the contribution of the peere'
information to competitor's products or processes sren
erally may not be measurable in dollars and cents. lrn
less, as in Head Ski v. Kam Ski, the entire product pan
be attributed to the trade secret information, it may
simply not be possible to determine which portion of a
given process or product is utilizing a trade secret and
how much contribution that trade secret is making 1"
the profitability of any particular product, as opposed,
say, to increased advertising, a reorganized or stromr«-r
marketing program, or other modifications to the proce-or product. Where the facts permit such isolation of a
trade secret's contribution to a process or product lin".
then its further use may be enjoined and damages a
sessed. But where the trade secret is fungible, then sin!:
an assessment becomes extremely difficult. It is in th>
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latter instance that a court will most likely issue a preliminary injunction.
As noted earlier, a preliminary injunction is important
in a trade secret case. It not only prevents disclosure
and further damage pending trial, but it can also serve
as an indicator of the ultimate outcome of the case.
Having obtained a preliminary injunction, it is reasonable to conclude that the court was satisfied that you
at least have a prima facie case and probably can prevail
at trial. The converse, however, is not necessarily true.
That is, failure to issue a preliminary injunction does
not necessarily mean that the court has decided you are
not likely to prevail at trial (although this, of course,
may well be true) but the court may simply not have
been persuaded of the urgency for an intermediate
remedy. The court may have felt that the circumstances
were such as to justify waiting for a trial and that
adequate relief could be had then.
A trade secret case follows the normal pattern of
litigation, although, as we have seen, the early stages
take on heightened importance and sometimes can be
decisive. After the preliminary injunction stage, further
discovery through written interrogatories and oral depositions may be had. Considerable time may elapse
during which that discovery takes place, additional motions are filed and, perhaps, settlement discussions are
held. Time, in a trade secret case, in the absence of a
preliminary injunction, is usually on the side of the
former employee and his new company or employer.
A motion for summary judgment, such as that made
in the duPont v. Potash case, rests on the premise that
there are no issues of fact in dispute. If that is true, and
only issues of law have to be resolved, then a trial is
pointless and a court should resolve the issues of law
on such a motion. But, it should be recalled, the court
denied Potash's motion for summary judgment because
it could not reach a conclusion from the facts before it.
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Pre-trial conferences with the Judge assigned to the
case may give rise to a basis for settlement but otherwise a trial date will be assigned. The evidence at the
trial will essentially constitute a more elaborate presentation of the same points noted earlier with respect to
proof of the existence of a trade secret. During the
trial, counsel for the employer will emphasize the extent
of damages to maximize recovery. Where it appears
that the former employee has done well and that success
can be attributed to the trade secrets, then the former
employer will seek recovery of those profits. But where
the former employee, perhaps due to start-up problems,
has not fared well, the former employer will probably
concentrate on his losses as the measure of damages,
arguing that the former employee's inability to make a
high profit initially was attributable to a high initial
capital investment or to early management or marketing
mistakes. The former employer will attempt to show
that loss of the trade secret resulted in loss of a marketing position, loss of market share, loss of ability to influence market price for his product, and, if applicable,
loss of possible licensing revenue.
If the former employer is successful, the trial will end
with an award of damages and a permanent injunction.
If the former employee is successful, it may end with a
judgment in his favor and, depending upon the existence
of counterclaims (for matters outside the scope of trade
secrets), an award of damages or other relief depending
on the nature of those- counterclaims.
In summary, the decision to file a lawsuit against a
former employee for the wrongful taking of trade secrets
should be a deliberate one, made after careful evaluation
of the extent of that former employee's knowledge, the
extent to which measures have been taken to safeguard
the information so that it is protectable as a trade secret,
and the extent of damage that may result from that
former employee's disclosure or use of the trade secrets.
Upon a determination that a lawsuit is justified, prompt
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action should be taken to obtain a Temporary Kestraining Order and Preliminary Injunction to prevent disclosure and use of the trade secrets by the former employee
pending the outcome of the trial.
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in International News Service v. Associated Press*1 trade
secret and breach of confidence causes. It might be possible to stretch Section 43(a) to cover some of these areas
if the case is a strong one and the wrong is deliberate,
but it does not seem reasonable to depend upon Section
43(a) as establishing a broadly-based federal law of
unfair competition in these areas.
Accordingly, there appears to be a need for a new
legislation,38 such as S.3681, introduced by Senator McClellan in the Second Session of the 89th Congress, which
would amend Section 43 of the Lanham Act expressly to
cover, in positive terms, all areas of unfair competition.
3T248 U.S. 215 (1918).
See Pattishall, "U.S.A. Courts and the Prevention of Unfair Competition," 53 Trademark Rep. 599 (1963); Peterson, "The Legislative Mandate of Sears and Compco: A Plea for a Federal Law of Unfair Competition," 69 Dick. L. Rev. 347 (1965).
3R
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THE PROTECTED RIGHTS OF
THE EMPLOYEE INVENTOR
IN HIS INVENTION

Section 111 of the Patent Act of 1952 requires that an
application for a patent be made in the name of the inventor, and the subsequent sections allow few exceptions
to the requirement that the applicant be "the original
and first inventor". Special problems arise when the
inventor is an employee, for the employer should be entitled to some rights in the invention, especially if he has
employed the inventor specifically to solve a problem for
which the invention is a solution. The apportionment
of rights in an invention between the employee-inventor
and his employer has been the subject of much litigation
and discussion in this and other countries, and the diversity of solution reflects the complexity of the problem.
Some countries attempt to establish criteria and formulas
which completely define the respective rights of the
employee-inventor and his employer, while others rely
heavily on their courts and contracts between the employee-inventor and his employer to define their respective rights. All countries recognize a disadvantage in
the bargaining position of the employee, and impose some
limitation on the employer's ability to acquire rights in
an employee's invention through a contract, or terms of
service, concluded in advance, hereafter referred to as
an assignment in anticipation. This paper focuses on
the extent to which various countries have limited the
effect of assignments in anticipation between the employer and employee through independent judicial and
statutory determination of their rights.
In the United States it is customary for an employer
to require an employee to enter into an assignment in
anticipation. 1 As in other contracts, actual and valuable
consideration is required in order for such agreements
1

Costa, Inventing

in Employment

87.
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to be valid, but the adequacy of such consideration may
not be inquired into short of fraud.2 Thus, the employment itself or the continuation of such employment is
sufficient consideration to support an assignment of an
invention which falls within the scope of the hiring. 3
During the term of employment an invention is considered to be within the scope of the hiring if the subjectmatter is definitely or indefinitely related to the employer's business.4 A sufficient relation would be subjectmatter that the employer could manufacture, or that
concerned his machines, or that involved work assigned
to the employee, or that affected any business of the employer.5 If an employee is hired to invent, a blanket
agreement to assign all inventions made during the term
of employment is valid,8 The rules regulating free competition, as laid down in the so-called anti-trust laws, are
not violated since the employee is free to terminate his
employment, and is not hindered in earning a living by
working in his chosen profession or occupation.7
A covenant requiring assignment of inventions made
after the employment has terminated must be limited
in subject-matter to those inventions related to the employer's business, or it will be unenforceable.8 A provision to assign all future inventions, unlimited as to
subject-matter and time has been held invalid.8 A limitation of time of ten years does not validate such a blanket
provision.10 However, a provision requiring assignment
of all future improvements on a particular machine which
was itself assigned has been held valid.11 A similar
provision limited to the same general art in which the
2

Costa, op. cit. 97 (supra is implied),
s Costa, op. cit. 92-3.
*5 Costa, op. cit. 119.
Costa, ibid.
67 Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. v. Miller 22 F.2d 363 (9th Cir. 1927).
Rezac, Assignments of Inventions to Employers Here and in Europe,
158 N.Y.U. Intra. L. Rev. 219 (1960).
Costa, op. cit. 118.
BGuth v. Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., 72 F.2d 385, 22 U.S.P.Q. 89
(7th Cir. 1934), Cert, denied, 294 U.S. 711 (1935).
»o United Shoe Machinery v. LaChapelle, 212 Mass. 467, 99 NE289 (1912).
n Aspinwall Mfg. Co. v. Gill, 32 Fed. 697 (C.C D. N.J. 1897).
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employee specialized has also been held valid.12 The
diverse decisions of the courts when faced with an assignment in anticipation that purports to operate after the
employment has terminated indicate that no meaningful
generalization is possible.13 This accounts for the unsupported statement by Neumeyer that "violation of the
anti-trust laws may exist if contract provisions contain
unreasonable restraints in terms of time, space or
subject-matter", and a similar statement by Arthur M.
Smith that "blanket assignments of all employee inventions in any field whatsoever are so broad that they may
be challenged if an inequitable situation is created." 14
Several judicial doctrines influenced by the master and
servant laws supplement the rights that an employer can
acquire through an assignment in anticipation with his
employee. In the classical case of Aqawan Woolen Go.
v. Jordan, 7 Wall. 583, 19 L. Ed. 177 (1868), where the
employer contributed the general principle or plan of
the invention and the employee used his workmanship and
mechanical skill to give it form, the court held that the
employer was the inventor and the owner of the patent.
Costa terms this doctrine "inventorship", and states that
it is founded on the theory that conceiving an inventive
idea is more basic to the act of invention than a reduction
to practice. 15 Short of a new and independently patentable invention, whatever contribution the employee may
have made to the completed resultant invention is attributed to the inventive conception of the employer.16
An implied contract to assign the employee's invention
to the employer is found when an employee is hired to
invent, and does in fact invent the specific invention for
which he was hired or one incident thereto. 17 This doc12 Indep. Electric Co. v. Jeffrey Mfg. Co., 76 Fed. 981 (C.C. S. D. Ohio
1896).
!3
Costa, op. cit. 116-121.
14
Neumeyer, Employee's Rights in Their Inventions, 44 J.P.O.S. 709
(1962); Smith, A., Patent Law 698.
^ Costa, op. cit. 39.
10
Costa, op. cit. 65.
"Standard Parts Co. v. Peck, 264 U.S. 52 (1924).
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trine has recently been extended into the field of an agreement to assign future inventions.18
A shop-right is a non-exclusive royalty-free license
created by operation of law that the employer has in the
invention of his employee. It requires a contribution
i'rom the employer in materials or appliances,19 that the
inventing take place during the employment (in the performance of assigned duties or during the hours of employment) and the consent of the employee (which may
be implied from the 'facts'). 20 A shop-right may not he
assigned,21 but does pass to the successor in business,22
and exists for the life of the patent. 23 The scope of a
shop-right in the context of the recent opinions extends
io the employer's legitimate business requirements,24 and
includes articles made by another for the employer.2*
The more liberal view is that a subsidiary's rights inure
to the benefit of the parent company.26 However, the
possessor of a shop-right is under the limitations of no
standing to bring an interference suit and no right to
license another.
In the United Kingdom, the main limitation on assignments in anticipation between the employee-inventor and
his employer is the doctrine which invalidates express
terms found to be in restraint of trade. 27 During the
term of employment, an agreement to assign will be valid
if it is reasonably necessary to protect the interests of
the employer, but will be invalid if it requires assignment of inventions which are not remotely concerned
witli the employer's business.28 Any attempt to require
18

Costa, op. cit. 130.
io U.S. v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178, 53 S. Ct. 554, 77 L. Ed.
1114 (1933).
20 Costa, op. cit. 10-18.
2i Hapgood v. Hewitt, 119 U.S. 226 (1886).
=2 Wilson v. J. G. Wilson Corp., 241 Fed. 494 (D. Va. 1917).
2i
Wiegand v. Dover Mfg. Co., 292 Fed. 255 (N. D. Ohio 1923).
2
< Tin Decorating Co. v. Metal Package Corp., 37 F.2d 5 (2d Cir. 1930).
2"' Schmidt v. Central Foundry Co., 218 Fed. 466 (D. N.J. 1914), affd
229 Fed. 157 (1916).
20
Papazian v. American Steel and Wire Co., 155 F. Supp. Ill ( N . D . Ohio
1957).
27
Neumeyer, op. cit. 707; Rezac, op. cit. 219.
2S
Rezac, op. cit. 220.
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assignment after the termination of employment is invalid as a restraint of trade. 29 As in the United States,
several judicial doctrines have matured which serve to
decide the rights of an employee-inventor and his employer in the absence of or in addition to an agreement
to assign. These doctrines stem from the old master and
servant laws, and are applied when conformable to the
express or implied conditions of the contract of employment.30 Thus, the master is considered to be the owner
of any invention which was produced by his servant
from the inventive idea of the master, regardless of the
assistance he lias had in developing the main and leading inventive idea.31 In addition, suggestions of one employed to develop a specific invention belong to the master, as do any improvements in the mechanical details
of his equipment.32 The above situations result in the
master being declared the inventor and owner, but he
may also be entitled to all the rights of ownership when
his servant is the inventor, but is considered to be a
trustee for the master. Such a situation occurs when
the servant is employed to improve the manufacture of
products of the employer.33 The courts take note of the
terms of the contract of employment, the relative positions of the master and the servant, and the circumstances under which the invention was made.34 The employee is considered a trustee when, during the course
of his employment and during working hours, he makes
an invention while following the instructions of the employer and using his materials. 35
One problem in Great Britain is that the courts do not
apportion rights in an invention between the employeeinventor and his employer, but rather have a winnertake-all attitude. 36 This was alleviated somewhat in 1949
2» Electric Transmission Ltd. v. Dannenberg, 66 R. Pat. Cas 183 (1949).
8° Neumeyer, op. cit. 702.
81
Fox, The Canadian Patent Law and Practice 155.
82 Fox, ibid.
83 British Reinforced Concrete Eng. Co. v. Lind, 34 R.P.C. 101 (1917).
84 Neumeyer, op. cit. 703.
S5Barnet Instruments Ltd. v. Overton, 66 R.P.C. 315 (1949).
so Neumeyer, op. cit. 705.
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with the addition of section 56 to the Patent Act which
allows the Comptroller-General of the Patent Office to
apportion benefits of an invention between the employeeinventor and his employer upon application by the
parties.
In Canada, the courts apportion the rights in an invention in certain cases through the doctrine of an implied license. Such a license might be implied from the
relationship of master and servant, or from a term in
the "contract of service" which requires assignment
to the employer of all inventions of the employee and is
therefore invalid as being in restraint of trade. 37 When
an employee devises a method of construction for doing
the work in which he is employed and uses the property
of the employer and the services of other employees and
assents to the use of his invention by the employer, an
irrevocable license is impliedly granted to the employer,
similar to the American shop-right.38 The extent and
nature of an implied license is determined from the circumstances and nature of employment, and the type of
business conducted by the employer.3"
A different attitude toward the regulation of the effect
of assignments in anticipation is adopted by the civil law
countries. The most dramatic example is that of West
Germany, which has adopted the general principle that
the rights and obligations provided within its special
Act of 1959 cannot be set aside by an agreement to the
disadvantage of the employee.40 Before analyzing the
German Act, it would be helpful to know the law of Austria on the subject, since the German Act was influenced
bv Austrian law when Germany absorbed Austria in
1938.41
In Austria, the Patents Act of 1925 as re-enacted in
1950 provides that the employee and employer can only
contract as to "service inventions", and that the em37
Fox, op. cit. 364.
»38 p O X i ibid.
so Pox, op. cit. 365.
10
Neumeyer, op. cit. 701 (citing section 22 of the German Act).
41
Neumeyer, op. cit. 678.
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ployee-inventor is entitled to all rights under the patent
in the absence of an agreement to the contrary. A "service invention", in Austria, is one whose subject-matter
is within the employer's field of work, and: 1. the activity
that led to the invention was part of the employee's duties (narrow scope) or 2. the stimulus to the employee
that led to the making of the invention came from activity
within the enterprise (stimulated by occupational circumstances) or 3. the making of the invention was substantially facilitated by use of the experience and resources from the enterprise (broad scope includes the
experience gained from employment, and the contribution by the employer). The employer is entitled to an
assignment or license in such an invention, and the employee is entitled to reasonable special compensation for
the rights taken by the employer.42 .An employee who is
hired to invent is entitled to special compensation only
If his salary is not already reasonable compensation.43
Any disputes are settled by the courts, and the employee
is entitled to any rights in the invention later surrendered by the employer.44
West Germany has attempted to legislate the complete
rights of an employee-inventor and his employer in an
invention of the employee. In order for the employer
to have any rights in such an invention, it must have been
made during the term of employment, and any attempt
to require assignment of inventions made after termination of employment is contrary to law. However, the
employer may have the employee agree to refrain from
competition for a limited period after termination of
employment, and a period of three years has been held
to be sufficiently limited.45 The employee is required to
report in writing any invention he makes to his employer,
and the employer is required to determine if it is a "service invention" or a "free invention", and if the former
42
43
44
43

Neumeyer, ibid.
Neumeyer, op. cit. 679.
Neumeyer, ibid.
Rezac, op. cit. 227.
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[ lie must declare within four months whether he will claim
\ complete or limited rights in the invention.46 A "service invention" in Germany is one which was stimulated
I by the employee's functional activities in the employer's
• business or was based on the experience or operation
j of the business, and all other inventions are "free inven. tions''. A service invention is the only type in which the
employer can claim rights, and it should be noted that the
German definition of a service invention is substantially
the same as the Austrian definition. If the employer
agrees that the invention is free, the employee may exploit it. However, if the invention is within the employer's field of business, the employee must offer the employer a nonexclusive license. The duty of loyalty that
the employee owes to the employer forbids him from
competing with the employer, or from permitting a competitor of his employer to exploit the invention.47
If the employer claims rights in the employee's invention, the employee is entitled to adequate special remuneration. The "Eules for the Determination of the Compensation for Inventions made by Employees in Private
Service", enacted in July, 1959, provides a detailed
formula for determining the amount of "adequate, special remuneration". The main factors which are cons i d e r e d are the commercial utility (value) of the invention, the position, and responsibility of the employee in
I the employer's business, and the extent to which the
employer's business contributed to the making of the
invention.48 The value is computed by subtracting the
"operation costs from the yields due to the use of the
invention, or from an estimate of future yields or is
determined from a license analogy in which the cost of a
license in the invention is estimated.49 In this manner,
a value is estimated for a purely defensive patent. The
importance and extent of an employee's contribution
46
47
48

Rezac, op. cit. 220.
Rezac, op. cit. 221.
Laude, The Compensation for Employee Inventions in Germany, 44
J.P.O.S.
772 (1962).
4
° Laude, op. cit. 773-5.
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to the invention is then computed to determine the percent of the employee's share in the invention, and his
compensation can then be calculated by multiplying the
value of the invention by the percent of the employee's
share. In determining the percent of the employee's
share in the invention, a pre-determined weight is given
to the extent of the employee's contribution in recognizing the problem, in working towards the solution and to
the position and responsibilities of the employee within
the company.50 A special committee in the patent bureau
decides all disputes regarding the above calculations.51
The other European countries regulate the effect of an
assignment in anticipation to a lesser extent than West
Germany. Switzerland requires that an employee receive
special and adequate consideration for an assignment
of an invention whose subject-matter is not within the
field of the employer's business.52 Any agreement to
the contrary is declared void.53 If the employee Avas
hired to invent ("inventive activity comprised in his
service duties") his salary is considered to be adequate
consideration.54 It is not certain whether an employer
can validly require assignment of inventions made after
termination of the employment, but such a provision
limited in scope to the field of the employer's business
and in time to a term of three years or less would probably be valid. The custom is to make the employee agree
not to work for a competitor for a period of three to five
years. 55
France has no specific legislation, unlike most other
countries, on the subject of assignments in anticipation,
and the courts will invalidate such an agreement only
if the "right of free enterprise" is violated.56 The right
of free enterprise requires special remuneration for an
so
Laude, op. cit. 776-80.
61
Takino, The Protection in Japan of Inventions by Employees During
Course
of Their Employment, 39 Wash. L. Rev. 564 (1964).
52
Rezac, op. cit. 226.
M
Swiss Civil Code Book V Title X sec. 343.
64
Rezac, op. cit. 226.
65
Rezac, op. cit. 229.
5'Neumeyer, op. cit. 677; Rezac, op. cit. 227.
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assignment of an invention whose subject-matter is not
within the field of the employer's business.57 As in
Switzerland, the salary of a man hired to invent is considered to be adequate consideration for the assignment
of his invention. After termination of employment, an
assignment, in anticipation must be limited in time to a
term of three years or less, and in subject-matter to that
within the field of the employer's business.'"'8 A striking
feature of French law is the possibility of common ownership when a single person cannot be singled out as the
inventor, as held by the Com- de Cassation on November
29, 1948.69
Italy defines and limits the employer's rights in an
invention of his employee by Italian Royal Decree No.
1127 of June 29, 1939. An employer owns the invention
if the employee was hired to invent or if the invention
was made in the performance of a labor or service contract.60 In the latter case, the employee is entitled to
reasonable compensation. The employee owns the invention if he is in a category Avhere inventive activity is not
expected.61 However, the employer has a preemptive
right to an exclusive or non-exclusive license if the subject-matter of the invention is within the field of activities of his enterprise. 62 Arbitration is available if a dispute arises. After termination of the employment, the
limit of the employer's rights is a presumption that an
invention was made during the term of employment if the
former employee files an application for patent within
one year of the termination of employment and the subject-matter is within the field of activities of the employer's enterprise. 63
Belgium does not permit an assignment in anticipation
of inventions whose subject-matter is not within the field
of the employer's business. If the employee is a type
who is not normally expected to produce an invention,
57
88
69
00

Rezac, op. cit. 221.
Rezac, op. cit. 227.
Takino, op. cit. 562.
Neumeyer, op. cit. 683.
<" Rezac, op. cit. 226.
62
Neumeyer, op. cit. 683.
63 Rezac. op. cit. 229-30.
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an agreement to assign an invention whose subject-matter is within the field of the employer's business will be
invalid, unless special remuneration is provided. In
doubtful cases, there is a recent tendency to grant coownership.04 After termination of the employment, the
"odre public" upholds an assignment in anticipation
only if it is reasonable and operates for a limited time.
The factors that are considered in determining reasonableness are the length of time employed, the importance
and remuneration of the employee, the nature of the employee's specialization, and the field of the employer's
business.65
The Netherlands has set up guide lines in their Patents
Act of 1910, as amended in 1931, 1936, and 1954, which
must be carefully followed. Any departure therefrom is
null and void, and may make the entire contract null and
void. If an employee makes an invention that entails
the application of special knowledge and the position of
the employee in his employer's business requires him to
have that special knowledge, the employer has full title.66
If the invention is important, the employer and employee
must agree on special remuneration based on the financial importance of the invention to the employer and the
circumstances in which it was made.07 Either party may
apply in writing to the Patent Office for a determination,
which is binding on the parties. An agreement to assign
inventions which is not limited to the field of the employer's business is valid only if it provides adequate, special remuneration. In the absence of such an agreement,
inventions outside of the field of the employer's business belong to the employee. Under Dutch Civil Law,
sec. 1637, an assignment in anticipation after termination of the employment is valid if it contains reasonable
limitations. The courts will declare an agreement in«4 Rezac, op. cit. 223.
°5
Rezac, op. cit. 228.
00
Rezac, op. cit. 223.
67
Neumeyer, op. cit. 682.
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valid if it is too unreasonable, and the customary limitation on time is two years. 68
The Scandinavian countries of Denmark and Sweden
have special laws which determine the rights that an
employer and an employee-inventor have in his invention, and Norway is currently preparing a similar law.69
Denmark's statute is the most recent, having been passed
in April of 1955 as Act No. 142. It applies to all employees, whether in private employment or the public
service, and is designed to foster "decent business practices" while eliminating "evidently unreasonable business results." 7 0 The employer may acquire rights in
an invention of his employee if the subject-matter is
within the employer's sphere of activities, and the employee is entitled to reasonable, special compensation
unless the invention is a service invention.71 A service
invention, in both Denmark and Sweden, is one made by
an employee who has a special duty to invent, or an invention resulting from an employee following a specific
order or task assigned by the enterprise. 72 Denmark
recognizes a "company invention", which the co-operation of a number of persons has produced and when it is
not possible to identify a single person as the inventor.
After termination of employment, the employer may not
limit the former employee's activities for more than one
year.73
Japan enacted rules regarding employee inventions in
1959, which became effective on April 1st, 1960. The act
declares that assignments in anticipation are valid only
as to service inventions, and are null and void as to free
inventions.74 A service invention is defined as one which
is within the scope of the employer's business and which
was brought about by acts which were part of the employes Rezac, op. cit. 228.
Neumeyer, op. cit. 676.
TO Rezac, op. cit. 224.
™ Rezac, ibid.
T2 Neumeyer, op. cit. 694-7.
73 Rezac, op. cit. 228.
"Takino, op. cit. 553.
69
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ee's duties, past or present. 75 An assignment in anticipation is valid only during the term of employment, and
the employer has no rights in an invention made after
the employee retires, even if it is within the scope of the
employer's business. The employer has a non-exclusive
license in a service invention similar to the American
shop-right, and may contract for an exclusive license or
a complete assignment. He must pay the employee reasonable, special compensation for either of the latter two
rights, which is calculated according to the profit obtained
or anticipated from the invention and the degree of
contribution by the employer to the development of the
invention.76 If the employee breaches the assignment in
anticipation, the employer's rights are limited to damages.
The U.S.S.R. has laws regarding inventors which are
somewhat indicative of the problems faced by all governments with respect to their employees. An ordinance
was enacted in 1959 in an attempt to encourage invention,
disclosure and implementation in a non-competitive system in which the employee does not acquire proprietary
rights in his invention. The Soviet Union classifies the
fruits of an inventive act in three groups: inventions,
discoveries, and efficiency suggestions. Money awards
are made to the innovator based upon the estimated or
calculated annual savings attributable to the use of the
innovation.77 The operating manager of the organization employing the innovator determines whether or not
to adopt and utilize the innovation, as well as the rouble
amount of annual savings.78 If the innovation is successful, the manager receives a reward for the implementation. The greatest difficulty in determining the compensation to be given to the innovator is calculating the
annual savings due to the use of the innovation, since the
compensation is found by applying a sliding scale to
the annual savings. Disputes are taken to the courts.
76
Takino, op. cit. 554.
T6
Takino, op. cit. 553.
77
Neumeyer, op. cit. 685.
78

Clesner, Inventor's Payment Determination in the U.S.S.R., 6 P.T.C.
J 226 (1962).
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An interesting analogy can be made between the problems the Soviet Union is having in fostering invention
and disclosure and the efforts of the United States government to stimulate and reward its inventing employees
who are deprived of proprietary rights in their inventions. A controversy has arisen about the best apportionment of rights in an invention when the employeeinventor is a company. The sections in the Atomic Energy Act and section 305(a) of the National Aeronautics
and Space Act which provide for government ownership
of any inventions made in the performance of any work
under government contract have provoked the assertion
that the government should receive only a royalty-free
non-exclusive license since few companies would bother
to develop inventions commercially or to expend vast
sums and time without patent protection.79 The importance of a Federal policy that would foster invention development and disclosure by contractors and employees
has been stressed.80 Yet, most of the arguments in favor
of such a policy can be applied to the private sector as
well.81
The laws of all the countries reflect a realization that
an employer should have some rights in the inventions of
his employee, since the employer provides the facilities,
tools, materials and invests in the employee's labor and
brains. However, the laws also reflect a realization that
the employer is in an advantageous bargaining position
in concluding assignments in anticipation, and this paper
has attempted to discover the extent to which various
countries have limited the effect of such assignments
through statutory and judicial determination of the
rights of an employee-inventor and his employer. The
trend of recent legislation in the countries studied is to
79
Patent Rights Under Government Contracts, National Association of
Manufactures
of the United States of America, 9 (1960).
80
-J Symposium on Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks, Need for a federal
policy
to foster inventions disclosures, 34 (1965).
81
McTierman, Employee-Inventor Compensation Plans, 46 J.P.O.S. 475
(1964).
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relegate the concern with the proprietary rights in an
invention to a secondary level, and instead focus on an
equitable apportioning of the profits from the invention
between the employee-inventor and his employer. Such
a policy seems bet suited for achieving a fair and reasonable distribution of the benefits of the invention, as well
as stimulating the development and disclosure of employee inventions.
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EMPLOYER'S AND EMPLOYEE'S RIGHTS IN PATENTS
ARISING FROM T H E EMPLOYMENT
I.

INTRODUCTION

T h e Patent Act of 1952 prohibits the issuance of a patent if any
applicant "did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented." 1
Under this statute, only the discovering employee can obtain a patent for
an invention which he has discovered during the course of his employment.
The employee-inventor's rights have long been limited, however, by the
doctrine that "where one is employed to make an invention and succeeds
in accomplishing that task during the term of his service, the invention is
the property of the employer, and the employee is bound to assign any patent
which he may obtain to his employer." 2 Where the doctrine is applicable,
the remedy of specific performance is available to compel an assignment
should an employer be faced with an unwilling employee. 3
Balancing between the two extremes of complete ownership by the
employee and complete ownership by the employer, the courts have developed case-doctrine intended to provide substantial justice and to effectuate
the intention of the parties. By dividing the legal situations into three main
classifications — where a contract specifically provides for the employer's
patent rights in an invention; where there is an express or implied contract
to invent; and where there is only a general employment contract — a
workable body of law may be obtained from the confusing myriad of cases. 4
II.

A N E X I S T I N G CONTRACT SPECIFICALLY REGULATES T H E
P A T E N T R I G H T S I N ANY F U T U R E INVENTIONS

As in any area of potential conflict, possible conflicts in patent claims
can best be avoided by an agreement among the parties which specifies their
respective rights. As a Michigan court stated in deciding that a complicated factual circumstance did not give rise to an implied contract to assign
1. 35 U.S.C. § 102(f) (1954). A limited exception is stated in 35 U.S.C.
5 118 (1954) :
Whenever an inventor refuses to execute an application for patent, or cannot
lie found or reached after diligent effort, a person to whom the inventor lias
assigned or agreed in writing to assign the invention or who otherwise shows
sufficient proprietary interest in the matter justifying such action, may make
application for patent on behalf of and as agent for the inventor on proof of the
pertinent facts and a showing that such action is necessary to preserve the rights
of the parties or to prevent irreparable damage. . . .
The applicant must also make an oath that he believes himself to be the "original
and first inventor." 35 U.S.C. § 115 (1954).
2. 1 WALKER, PATENTS § 407 (Deller 2d ed. 1964).
3. Since Mississippi Glass Co. v. Franzen, 143 Fed. 501 (3d Cir. 1906), patent
assignment contracts have been held subject to the remedy of specific performance
Accord, Universal Winding Co. v. Clarke, 108 F. Supp. 329 (D. Conn. 1952).
4. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND), AGENCY § 397 (1958). For an excellent article,
see Bishop. Employers, Employees, and Inventions, 31 So. CAL. L. REV. 38 (1957).
See also Cornfeld, The Employer-Employee
Relation in Patent.Law
32 J P v r O F F
Soo'v 345 (1950).
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to the employer: "the case illustrates the advisability of reducing contractual
relations to writing where the parties contemplate that any invention made
by an employee during the course of his work shall belong to the employer."5
Recognizing this principle, companies which employ personnel likely to
discover patentable inventions procure from such employees at the time
of hiring, an assignment of any future patents which may be obtained by
the worker. The standard clause refers to inventions "during the term of
said employment related to the employer's business."6
Inasmuch as the desirability of such an arrangement presupposes the
existence of an enforceable contract, it presents as much a question of
contract law as of patent law. Thus it is necessary that the requirements of
a valid contract — such as adequacy of consideration7 — be met. Neither
can the contract be unconscionable ;8 it must contain the necessary mutuality
of remedy for specific performance,9 and its enforcement may be bar/ed
by the defense of laches.10
The requirement of an adequate consideration in the patent assignment contract between an employee and employer h is usually been met.
Generally, mere hiring or continued employment has been determined to
be sufficient.11
Furthermore, the standard patent assignment contract has not been
found to be inherently unconscionable,12 even in view of the fact that the
company is usually in a much stronger bargaining position than the employee. This is true even though no royalties are given to the inventor
under the contract and the invention is not used.13 However, if the agreement is not limited in time to the duration of employment or in subject
matter to the business of the employer, unconscionability will result.14 It
5. Gear Grinding Mach. Co. v. Stuber, 282 Mich. 455, 276 N.VV. 514, 516 (1937).
For a treatment of these express contracts see ELLIS, PATENT ASSIGNMENTS ch. 13
(3d ed. 1955).
6. E.<7., Rotary Lift Co. v. Clayton, 127 F. Supp. 176 (D. Mass. 1954). While
an assignment contract is usual, the same legal rules would apply to a license ag/eement. See Woodruff v. New State Ice Co., 197 F.2d 36 (10th Cir. 1952) ; Bowers v.
Woodman. 59 F.2d 797 (D. Mass. 1932).
7. United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1933) ; Corthell v.
Summit Tred Co., 132 Me. 94, 167 Atl. 79 (1933) (adequate consideration not found).
8. Guth v. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 72 F.2d 385 (7th Cir. 1934), cert,
denied, 294 U.S. 711 (1935). See 19 M I N N . L. REV. 485 (1935).
9. Triumph Elec. Co. v. Thullen, 228 Fed. 762 (E.D. Pa. 1916), off'd on other
iiroimds, 235 Fed. 74 (3d Cir. 1916).
10. Gas Tool Patents Corp. v. Mould, 133 F.2d 815 (7th Cir. 1943) ; Reese
Folding Mach. Co. v. Fenwiels, 140 Fed. 287 (1st Cir. 1905).
11. Patent and Licensing Corp. v. Olsen, 188 F.2d 522 (2d Cir. 1951) ; Hebbord
v. American Zinr, Lead & Smelting Co., 161 F.2d 339 (8th Cir. 1947).
12. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Miller, 22 F.2d 353 (9th Cir. 1927) • DuPont
Rayon Co. v. Palcv. 4 F. Supp. 290 (N.D. 111. 19331. aff'd. 71 F.2d 856 (7th Cir. 19341 ;
Eriggs v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 92 N.J. Eq. 277, 114 Atl. 538 (1920) cert, denied.
254 U.S. 653 (1920).
13. Briggs v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., supra note 12.
14. Guth v. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.. 72 F.2d 385 (7th Cir 1934), ecrt.
denied. 294 U.S. 711 (1935) : Pressed Steel Co. v. Hansen, 137 Fed. 403 (3d Cir. i905)
(dicta). It should be noted that some cases speak of these contracts as being an
unreasonable restraint of trade and thus contrary to our antitrust public policy, as
well as being unconscionable. See, e.g., Chadeloid Chcm. Co. v. H B Chalmers Co..
243 Fed. 606 (2d Cir. 1917).
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is possible for a court to avoid the effects of the application of this general
rule by construing the assignment — employment contract as divisible,
separating the employment term from subsequent time periods, and holding
the contract valid only as to inventions discovered during the period
of employment.15
In most instances, the required assignment of unlimited subject matter
patent rights for a limitless period of time will be held unconscionable
in toto, while a required assignment for the period of employment will,
if otherwise valid, be upheld. The crucial time limit separating validity from
non-validity in cases falling between these two extremes is the somewhat
nebulous "reasonable time after the termination of employment." The
determination of a "reasonable time" is a factual question which will turn
on the employee's type of work, the technique or art's status in the industry,
and other relevant circumstances, as well as the extent of the time period
itself. A one year extension of the requirement after employment has
ended has been held valid,18 while a ten year period has been found to
be unconscionable.17
As previously noted, the law finds unconscionability in the assignment
of unlimited subject matter for a limitless period. The cut-off point for
unconscionability relative to the assignment of subject matter, assuming an
unlimited time clause, is also found in a reasonableness concept. There
may be enforcement of a contract to assign inventions made after employment where the inventions are in a reasonably limited field,18 or in a specific
limited line,19 or where the assignment is reasonably restricted, if such
coverage is necessary for the protection of. the employer's business.20 A
contract requiring a machine designer employed by a winding machine
manufacturer to assign patent rights related to clutch designs, even though
discovered after the termination of employment, has been held valid where
the new designs were particularly pertinent to winding machines; a requirement to assign patents to inventions in the entire field of clutch design,
however, would be invalid.21
The equitable remedy of specific performance demands that the contract possess mutuality of remedy. Thus, where the employment contract
is for an indefinite time, specific performance of an assignment clause in
the contract cannot be obtained, inasmuch as the assignor-employee could
not obtain specific performance to force continued employment for a specific
period of time.22
15. Guth v. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., supra note 14.
16. Universal Winding Co. v. Clarke, 108 F. Supp. 329 (D. Conn. 1952).
17. United Shoe Mach. Co. v. La Chapelle, 212 Mass. 467, 99 N.E. 289 (1912).
18. Universal Winding Co. v. Clarke, 108 F. Supp. 329 (D. Conn. 1952).
19. Dry Ice Corp. of America v. Josephson, 43 F i d 408 ( E.D.N. Y. 1930).
20. Chadeloid Chem. Co. v. H. B. Chalmers Co., 243 Fed. 606 (2d Cir. 1917) •
Hulse v. Bonsack Mach. Co., 65 Fed. 864 (4th Cir. 1895).
21. Universal Winding Co. v. Clarke, 108 F. Supp. 329 (D. Conn. 1952).
22. Triumph Elec. Co. v. Thullen, 228 Fed. 762 (E.D. Pa. 1916) aff'd on other
grounds, 235 Fed. 74 (3d_Cir. 1916).
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Laches, another equitable concept, may also bar the plaintiff-assignee
where he unreasonably delays in bringing his action for enforcement, or leads
the employee to believe that he is not interested in the particular invention.28
If the general contract requirements have been met, the patent assignment clause in the employment contract will be upheld. In practice, as with
the enforcement of any contract, as much depends upon the courts attitude
of interpreting each type of contract as upon the theoretical legality of the
agreement. As the basis of patent law is to provide an incentive to inventors, judges generally are reluctant to imply an agreement to assign,54
although once an agreement is found, the provisions are broadly applied.23
Thus patents obtained on inventions conceived during but patented after
employment,26 patents obtained during employment but prior to the execution of the assignment contract,27 and patents obtained which relate to the
employer's business but which are the result of private invention on the
employee's own time,28 have all been held subject to assignment to the
employer. Inventions discovered by the employee prior or subsequent to
his employment, however, have generally not been considered to be within
the assignment requirements unless the employment agreement has so
provided.29 In addition, the employer-plaintiff has the burden of proving
that the employee's invention is within the scope of his "business" as it is
defined in the contract.80

III.

T H E EMPLOYEE IS HIRED TO INVENT

Absent an express contract granting the employer an interest in any
invention made by his employee, the general rule is to award the invention
to the employee in toto.31 However, this practice is subject to an exception
which is based upon an implied contract to grant the employer an interest
23. Gas Tool Patents Corp. v. Mould, 133 F.2d 815 (7th Cir. 1943); Reece
Folding Mach. Co. v. Fenwick, 140 Fed. 287 (1st Cir. 1905).
24. United States Colloid Mill Corp. v. Myers, 6 F. Supp. 283 (S.D.N.Y. 1934).
25. United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1933).
26. New Jersey Zinc Co. v. Singmastcr, 71 F.2d 277 (2d Cir. 1934); Fullman v.
Steel City Elec. Co., 2 F.2d 4 (3d Cir. 1924).
27. United Aircraft Products, Inc. v. Warrick, 79 Ohio App. 165, 72 N.E.2d 669
(1945); United Aircraft Products, Inc. v. Cruzan, 76 Ohio App. 540, 62 N.E.2J
763 (1945).
28. United States v. Houghton, 20 F.2d 434 (D. Md. 1927), off'd. 23 F.2d 386
(4th Cir. 1928) ; Detroit Lubricator Co. v. Lavigne Mfg. Co., 151 Mich. 650, 115
N.W. 988 (1908). Also, the ownership of the employer's business may change from
time to time. The employee is still bound to assign to the new owner. Guth v.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., 72 F.2d 385 (7th Cir. 1934), cert, denied, 294 U.S.
711 (1935). Intracoinpany transfers have no effect on the agreement. Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co. v. Miller, 14 F.2d 776 (S.D. Cal. 1926).
29. Standard Plunger Elevator Co. v. Stokes, 212 Fed. 893 (2d Cir. 1914). And
where there is such a specific provision, it is strictly construed. Gas Tool Patents
Corp. v. Mould, 133 F.2d 815 (7th Cir. 1943).
30. Triumph Elec. Co. v. Thullen, 228 Fed. 762 (E.D. Pa. 1916). aff'd on other
grounds, 235 Fed. 74 (3d Cir. 1916).
31. E.g., Solomons v. United States, 137 U.S. 342 (1890) ; Howard v. Howe.
61 F.2d 577 (7th Cir. 1932), cert, denied, 289 U.S. 731 (1933).
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in future patented inventions.32 The exception applies where the employee
is hired to invent, either in a general or specific area.
From such an employment relation, based on either a formal or an implied contract, the law implies an agreement by the employee to assign
to his employer any future patent rights in inventions related to his employment and discovered during the term of employment.33 This employment
relationship may exist where the employee's entire job consists of inventing
or where he is to solve only a particular problem requiring an inventive
solution.34 The employee in either case reasonably understands "that such
inventions as resulted from his performance of the contract should belong to
the employer, [and that] the employee is under an implied obligation to
assign any patents acquired by him for said inventions to his employer."38
Since there is an implied contract for the term of the employment, the
employer need not have a prior specific agreement to assign any inventions,36
and he can compel an assignment in equity.37 In Standard Parts Co. v.
Peck,39 the leading case in the area, an employee was held not to have an
interest in an automobile front spring that he had been hired to invent.39
A situation requiring a difficult application of this theory exists where
the employee is not hired to invent, but discovers an invention as a direct
result of his employment. It has generally been held that such circumstances
do not give rise to an implied contract to invent. In United States v.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.*0 the Supreme Court held that two government
employees were under no obligation to assign patents on a radio device
perfected by them, even though their invention was only an extension of
their work in the development of remote control bombs and torpedoes.
Another circumstance which creates difficulty in the interpretation of this
3Z Perhaps one may conceive of another exception applicable to the narrow
situation where the employee holds a peculiar position of trust in the company. Such
would be the case where the employee pirates and patents an invention in his own
name, after having been entrusted to manage the total operation of a company manufacturing the invention. See Transparent Ruler Co. v. C-Thru Ruler Co., 129 Conn.
369, 28 A.2d 232 (1942). See also Dowse v. Federal Rubber Co., 254 Fed. 308 (N.D.
111. 1918).
33. The invention may be achieved on or off the job, but it must be in the employers line of business.
34. E.g., Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Miller, 22 F.2d 353 (9th Cir. 1927)
(general contract to invent) ; Lion Mfg. Co. v. Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., 106 F.2d
930 (7th Cir. 1939) (having to develop a specific device). See 4 WALKER PATENTS
§§ 375-76 (Deller 2d ed. 1964).
35. National Development Co! v. Gray, 316 Mass. 240, 55 N.E.2d 783, 787 (1944).
36. Houghton v. United States, 23 F.2d 386 (4th Cir. 1928), cert, denied. 277
U.S. 592 (1928).
37. Tennessee Copper & Chem. Corp. v. Martin, 4 F. Supp. 38 (D.N.J. 1932),
uff'd, 66 F.2d 187 (3d Cir. 1933).
38. 264 U.S. 52 (1924). See 36 HARV. L. REV. 468 (1923). Another important
Supreme Court case with this view is United States v.. Dubilier Condenser Corp.,
289 U.S. 178 (1933).
39. E.<)., Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co. v. Mica Condenser Co.. 239 Mass.
158. 131 N.E. 307 (1921); Air Reduction Co. v. Walker, 118 Misc. 827, 195 N.Y.
Supp. 120 (Sup. Ct 1921).
40. 289 U.S. 178 (1933).
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rule occurs where the employee is hired for his expertise in a certain field
to aid in the development of the company's product. Here again, the lawdoes not imply a contract of assignment.41
Court application of this doctrine places the burden of proof on the employer to show that there was in fact a hiring to invent,42 and there must be a
very strong showing of favorable circumstances to imply such a contract.43

IV.

T H E EMPLOYEE INVENTS USING THE EMPLOYER'S
RESOURCES — T H E SHOP-RIGHT DOCTRINE

Just as an employer may obtain an implied assignment of future patents
by hiring an employee to invent, he may also obtain an implied license to
use the employee's invention if the employee has utilized the employer's
resources in the discovery.44 This doctrine is based upon two theories.
First, when an invention is discovered through the use of an employer's
facilities, the employer as a matter of justice is entitled to free use of the
invention.48 The second theory finds an implied contract to grant a license
to the employer, the consideration given by the employer being the use of his
resources. However, since this latter basis is contractual, the employeeinventor must also assent to the employer's use.48 It should be noted that in
either case this shop-right of the employer is a mere license and not an
assignment granting full title.47 Neither is shop-right license an exclusive
one;48 others may be licensed by the patentee-employee. However, the
41. American Circular Loom Co. v. Wilson, 198 Mass. 182, 84 N.E. 133 (1908);
Gemco Engineering & Mfg. Co. v. Henderson, 82 Ohio App. 324, 77 N.E.2d 742 (1947).
42. Heywood-Wakefield Co. v. Small, 87 R2d 716 (1st Cir. 1937); State Bd. of
Education v. Bourne, ISO Fla. 323, 7 So. 2d 838 (1942). Another courtroom rule, this
one of evidence, is whether prior express assignments of the employee's invention
justify the conclusion that he was hired to invent. It has been stated that this is conclusive evidence. Magnetic Mfg. Co. v. Dings Magnetic Separator Co., 16 F.2d 739
(7th Cir. 1926), cert, denied, 274 U.S. 740 (1927). But the better view would limit
the evidentiary force of this fact short of allowing it to be conclusive. See Bowers v.
Woodman, 59 F.2d 727 (D. Mass. 1932) ; Pressed Steel Car Co. v. Hansen, 137 Fed.
403 (3d Cir. 190S), cert, denied, 199 U.S. 608 (1905).
43. Howard v. Howe, 61 F.2d 577 (7th Cir. 1932); Gear Grinding Mach. Co. v.
Stuber, 282 Mich. 455, 276 N.W. 514 (1937).
44. This situation, where the employee actually achieves a patentable invention
by discovering the scientific principle, should be distinguished from another possible
situation where the employer uses only mechanical skill in giving form to his employer's principle. In such a case the employer, not the employee, is the inventor and
has title, not a license. See Agawan Woolen Co. v. Jordan, 74 U.S. 563 (1898):
Pembroke v. Sulzer, 265 Fed. 996 (D.C. Cir. 1920).
45. United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178 (1933).
46. McClurg v. Kingsland, 42 U.S. (1 How.) 187 (1843). As in McClurg, some
cases allow this assent to be implied from circumstances, e.g., the allowing of the
employer to utilize the invention. Other cases liave required an expressed assent.
Solomons v. United States, 137 U.S. 342 (1890).
47. Whether an officer of a corporation may be considered an employee within
the shop-right doctrine is subject to some disagreement See American Stoker Co. v.
Underfeed Stoker Co. of America, 182 Fed. 642 (W.D. Pa. 1910) ; contra. Dalzell v.
Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co., 149 U.S. 319 (1893); Detroit Testing Laboratory v.
Robinson, 221 Mich. 442, 191 N.W. 218 (1922).
48. Solomons v. United States, 137 U.S. 342 (1890).
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license is presumed to be gratis49 and it is up to the employee to show that
the employer agreed to pay a royalty.50
The shop-right doctrine is a doctrine of the common law initiated as
far back as 1843 in McClurg v. Kingsland.61 In that case, suit was brought
by assignees of the employee—patentees against the employer for infringement. The verdict was for the defendant on the ground that he possessed
a license to use the invention (an improved method of casting metallic
cylinders and cones) since it had been developed by using the employer's
physical facilities and on the employer's time.52
But while the shop-right theory may be easily and concisely stated as
implying the grant of a license from an employee's use of his employer's
facilities, the finding of a use sufficient to warrant the application of the
rule in a particular situation involves a complex factual determination. The
use of company time and materials has been deemed sufficient.53 Utilization
of the employer's tools, any labor assistance from fellow employees and
company funds are other resources of the employer. In each case, the court
must make a decision as to the equity of implying a license in the particular circumstances.54
The employer's claim under the shop-right theory is limited to inventions applicable to his business55 and it is coextensive only with his business
requirements.56 The shop-right is also limited in extent of time. In Withington-Cooley Mjg. Co. v. Kinney,51 the court divided inventions into three
a.tegories: processes, machines for making articles or products for sale, and
articles or products made for use or sale. Processes provide shop-rights for
the life of the patent as do any inventions or articles made for use or sale.
However, the invention of a machine permits a shop-right only to the use
oi that specific machine.

49. Gill v. United States, 160 U.S. 426 (1896) ; Barry v. Crane Brothers Mfg.
Co., 22 Fed. 396 (N.D. 111. 1884) ; contra, Deane v. Hodge, 35 Minn. 146, 27 N.W. 917
(1886) (but this case is against the overwhelming weight of authority).
50. Wilson v. American Circular Loom Co., 187 Fed. 840 (1st Cir. 1911).
51. 42 U.S. (1 How.) 187 (1843). The Court also based its decision on the fact
that tiie employer had been allowed by the employees to utilize the invention and thus
tile employees had abandoned their exclusive patent rights.
52. For the shop-right doctrine in general, see ELLIS, PATENT LICENSES §§ 67-73
(Deller's ed. 1958).
53. Pure Oil Co. v. Hyman, 95 F.2d 22 (7th Cir. 1938). The use of company
time, material and labor assistance was deemed sufficient in Scott v. Madison Woolen
Co., 3 F.2d 331 (S.D. Me. 1925).
51. "This is an application of equitable principles. Since the servant uses his
masters time, facilities and materials to attain a concrete result, the latter is in equity
entitled to use that which embodies his own property and to duplicate it as often as
he mav find occasion to emplov similar appliances in his business." United States v.
Dubilicr Condenser Corp., 289 U.S. 178, 188-89 (1933).
55. Small v. Heywood-Wakefield Co., 13 F. Supp. 825 (D. Mass. 1936).
50. Pure Oil v. Hyman, 95 F.2d 22 (7th Cir. 1938). And where the patent
obtained by the employee has other applications besides those in the employer's business,
the shop-right onlv extends to the use in the employers business line. Crites v. Radtke,
28 F. Supp. 282 (S.D.N.Y. 1939).
57. 68 Fed. 500 (6th Cir. 1S95).
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Another limitation on the shop-right is its non-assignability. The
license implied under the theory is a personal right of the employer's firm,
and only the business-employer or his corporate successor may legitimately
use the invention.88 This prohibition on third-party assignment is consistent
with the limiting of shop-right subject matter to the employer's business.

V.

CONCLUSION

By focusing on the contract between the employee and his employer,
and characterizing this relation into three main divisions, a body of law
may be obtained capable of analyzing the many cases dealing with the conflicting patent claims of employers and employees.
An express contract between the parties will govern and require assignment by the employee. However, in the absence of an agreement regulating their conflicting interests, the employee and his employer must resort to
case law to ascertain their patent rights. An employment contract to invent,
either generally or as related to a particular problem, implies an agreement
to assign resulting patent claims to the employer. A general employment
contract has no such result, yet if the employee uses the resources of his
employer, the shop-right doctrine implies a license in the employer. Absent
the application of any of the above rules, the employee retains full and
absolute title to the patent.59
Thomas C. Siekman
)
58. E.g., General Point Corp. v. Kromer, 68 F.2d 40 (10th Cir. 1933), cert, denied.
292 U.S. 623 (1934).
59. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND), AGENCY § 397 (1958). However, where an

employer has adequately overcome his burden of establishing an interest in the employee's invention, the employee may still avail himself of two defenses — release or
estoppel. The defense of a release, in this area as in any other, settles the controversy
between the parties. So a release by which the employer relinquishes all rights and
claims he has in the patent is a valid defense. See Cahill v. Regan, 5 N.Y.2d 292, 157
N.E.2d 505, 184 N.Y.S^d 348 (1959). Estoppel obviously is also a doctrine not
confined to the patent field. If the employer previously insisted that the invention was
not made during the employment [Texas Co. v. Gulf Refining Co., 26 F.2d 394 (5th
Cir. 1928), cert, denied, 278 U.S. 625 (1928)], or where he rejects the invention
[Parker Rust-Proof Co. v. Allen, 231 Mich. 69, 203 N.W. 890 (1925)], lie is later
estopped from claiming whatever rights he may have had.
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President, Inventors USA Ltd.
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Patents, inventions
and inventors
Special to Design N*m
Natiek, MA—The technological advantage that the United States has enjoyed
may soon vanish. Others, notably
Japan, arc encroaching on our status.
Washington is reacting, forming committees, hiring consultants, doing many
things—but it is not asking advice from
inventors, the very people we depend
upon to promote new technologies and
stimulate growth.
Inventioas come from every segment
of our country. Many of our Inventions
emanate from independent inventors,
working in kitchens, or basements.
t.w;ut»rr. often psj-reeyi ?n ability *o
foresee problems and to come up with
an idea to solve them. The legwerk
necessary to bring the idea to reality is
where the difficulty lies, at fust. So a
mechanic may create an electronic guidance system, a dentist may create a new
adhesive and an electrician, a new type
of carburetor. Being Americans, they
believe the patent system will protect
their invention. Unfortunately, this belief may be a major difficulty.
Here is a case history of a member of
our Inventors USA Ltd., who followed
the rules of patent law.
While in the process of mass-producing a useful patented invention, this
woman's product caught the eye of a
large hardware supply conglomerate
that was skilled in obtaining patent
rightt. U had copied the product, manuLactured it in huge quantities in Hong
Kong and flooded the USA market,
ruining her chances for deserved profits. She exercised the right bestowed

upon her by her patent: therightto sue
and defend. However, the infringer was
able to "forum shop": to choose the
federal district where the court action
was to take place. And there the judge,
unfamiliar in patent/technical matters,
ruled in favor of the conglomerate. My
friend lost her business investment, her
market, $75,000 in legal fees (it now
costs an average of $250,000 to defend a
patent in court and the tab is continually incie~asiny)7 and she lost her patent as
well. The culprit in this case was the
"obviousness clause" of patent law.
Thai i1:, -n ths eyes of rr<any ruling
judges, if an invention is simple and is
obvious after it has been fully explained, it then becomes obvious that
someone will have the same idea.
Another member of Inventors USA
invented a ratchet wrench. A large compony was able to have the patent dedared invalid, much the same as with
our other member, thus minimizing the
leverage of the inventor and the importance of royalty payments. The judge
that presided defended his judgment
with the pronouncement that anyone
could have invented the wrench. This
remark probably will become a classic.
A national television commentator
once said that if Thomas Edison existed
today, he would most likely be cheated,
that patents would be stolen, and that
Uttle could be done about it.
Continued appeals to congressmen
have finally resulted in legislation which
possibly will be of assistance to the
independent inventor. The newly

passed Single Court of Appeals Act will
presumably eliminate forum shopping.
The Re-examination Act will presumably strengthen surviving patents.
These new enactments, however, have
not yet been tried in court.
It is important that the U.S. Pateqt
Office operate as efficiently as posafijto.
Every patent application deserves the
most stringent examination. When a
patent is granted, it should have unparalleled strength so the obviousness
clause may not be used against it,in
court as a legal tool or aa a meant to
infringe upon the inventor'srights.This
would require absolute top-notch patent examiners and easily available filing
and reference systems.
Such changes would be expensive,
but would help the inventor. The days
of the obviousness clause would be
dead. Many new technologies would
become available.
Inventors USA Ltd. is a non-profit
group of concerned citizens, serving
without recompense. Its purpose is to
sponsor patent reform and to advise and
educate those that either have or think
they have useful inventions.
Patents sometimes are necessary,
since most companies will not consider
anything new unless it is covered by a
patent. (A Boston company, with the
cooperation of a fellow inventor organization, has just opened the door a
crack. In a trial experiment, it is allowing interviews with inventors having unpatented ideas that do not conflict with
existing product lines. This is the start
of a promising breakthrough. Hopefully
more companies will do the same.) Fat*
ents are not always necessary, however.
It is possible to create a market and yet
maintain secrecy by different methods.
Coca Cola does not have a patent and
therefore opportunities for others to
infringe upon it do not exist. For Coca
Cola and many others, a registered
trademark offers the greatest protection
of alL It reflects on the quality, integrity, and reputation of the manufacturer.
Inventors are advised to locate a legitimate
non-profit
inventororganization such as Inventors USA.
There should be no charge for attending
meetings, where subjects such as patent
law and marketing are discussed.
As a parting thought I remind all
inventors: Learn as much as possible on
legal and marketing aspects before investing any time or effort on a possible
invention and especially before trying
for a patent. And beware of any organization that requires monetary paymenta
for supposed helpful services.
Q
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Loaned Science Returns as Competition
By Dan Morgan

will soon start rolling off Nissan
Motors' first VS. assembly plant
in Tennessee.
"We're handing it to the Jaf>-,
anese on a platter," said Devol,
now 71. "I just can't understand
America."
Stories such as thut. repeated
acriiKa a wide spectrum of U.S.
industry, raise deeply troubling
questions about the motion's ability to compete in the demanding
business conditions of the Information Age.
The United States developed
the first computer-controlled robots, the transistor, the integrated circuit, the video cassette
recorder, the. communications
laser, fiber-optic cable, gene
splicing and the software that
enables computers to design, test
and manufacture products.
PART 1
Yet good ideas percolating out
of research laboratories and maproducts, and in 1968 the com* chine shops have not guaranteed
pany in desperation made a deal
the health of American industry.
with Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Japanese companies are ahead of
allowing the Japanese firm to or equal to the United States in
use its know-how.
several of the businesses that
Devol's "programmed article
grew out of those innovations.
handling device" n known today
Is something fundamentally
as a robot And today, Japan
wrong with U.S. management?
leads the world in the manufacAre foreigners "ripping off" preture and use of industrial robot*.
cious American technology? Has
Now, Kawasaki and other
the country sold its ideas withJapanese companies sell robots
out giving enough thought to the
to America's industrial giants,
impact on its future industrial
which are belatedly acknowledgcompetitiveness? Is America desing the merit in Devol's ideas.
tined to relive the economic deKnwasaki robots, based on techcline of Great Britain, another
nology acquired from Unimation, .nation, wjth i proud history of
willIwork oti^totnobilet,' that'' ' : See ffeCHNOLOti Y. AIS, Col. 1
WiuninttMi Pwt Mnlf «rlt-f

In the 1950s and '60a, inventor George Devol took out
several dozen patents for what
He called his "programmed article handling device." He felt sure
that American industry would be
revolutionized by his idem.
The patents were soon acquired by • struggling young
company called Unimation, anxious to cash in on the new technology that seemed certain to
sweep the country.
Rut UiL companies showed
little interest in Unimation's
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Industrial robot with vbkm undentoet uwUng al CM Techidcal Center in Wam-n. Mich.
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Philip Villrrs nriir right,
chairman of Aiitomulix, u
iliumifuilurer of indiislriul rolwls
lliul made *"u sort of devil'* iNict"
with a Jupuneae company; lcft,-un
Aiitomulix extended-reach niliol.
Inventor Ceorpc l)evol, fur N
righl, who devised curly
indiislriul rolxits: "We're
handing [American
know-how] lo tlie Japanese
on a (duller. I just cun'l
understand America."
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U.S. Science Sows
Foreign Competition
Contributing to this term were Tokyo bureau chief Tracy Dahlby, who
conducted interviews in Japan, and Hobart Hoaen, senior economies writ-,
er. Staff researcher Carin Pratt assisted mth the reporting and research.
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' fawjrjtica aad technological famomtkm? Can an open, unplanned society
that tolerate! * high degree of economic confusion survive the challenge
of societies operating on the principle of consensus and dear national objectives?
' Thia series examines these questions in the light of the technology
trade with Japan, Americas principal economic rival The ever increasing
pace of technological advances and the way both nations use the new discoveries play a controlling role in the rise of some industries and demise
of others.
Movement of technology from one country to another, through sale of
a patent, purloining of a trade secret, the visit of a student, publication of
a technical paper, establishment of a joint business venture or acquisition
of a foreign company can influence the balance of economic power between countries in the 1980s as Burery as the petroleum trade did In the
1970s.
It can sound the death knell of an industry, and cost American jobs, as
It has in parts of the steel industry hit by imports of Japanese and South
Korean steel manufactured with the newest continuous-casting processes.
For industrial countries, technology is a particularly precious asset, a
trust for the future, that can help offset the competitive advantages that
lower wages and less expensive social programs give some other nations.
As the United States shifts slowly from a manufacturing to an "information" economy, emerging high-technology industries offer one hope for
generating new wealth and new jobs requiring skills greater than those
available in overseas labor forces.
White high-technology industries in themselves will not generate
enough jobs tn solve the U.S. unemployment problem, application of a
wide range of technologies to dozens of industries at lean holds out the
hope for a more productive, competitive and growing VS. economy.
Ironically, American technology has played an enormous role in the
emergence of the Japan now challenging trie United States for economic
supremacy.
Lacking natural resources and excess manpower, Japanese industry has
prospered by a near-fanatical emphasis on maximum exploitation of advanced technology.
Between 1950 and 1980, Japanese companies acquired almoat all of the
world's availahle advanced technology by signing at least 30,000 licensing
or technical agreements with western companies, mainly American. The
price paid by Japan in royalties and fees has been about $10 billion, lens
than one-fifth of what is spent in the United States for research and development in one year.

Exports Provide IndnMrial Ratte
UJS. licenses and advanced equipment have provided the base for numerous -180811696 high-technology industries.
One example: U.S. computer graphics systems and electrun-lieam etching devices were used by Japan to produce 64,000-bit computer memory
chips ahead of American chip makers.
Another example: The Pentagon-backed sale of dozens of sophisticated
U.S. aerospace technologies tn Japan under a joint weapons-production
program is helping to create an advanced Japanese aircraft industry.
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T h » massive transfer of terfmnlngy. in the i n t e n d of strettgthening a
military ally, a upgrading the capability of J a p . n i exxamding eonunaSaJ
aircraft industry to compete against Boeing end McDonnell Doujdaa bv
the year 2000.
« « * • • • PT
"Japan a doing to us what « t did m Europe after W o i d War II," and
Jacob Rabinow. consultant to the National Bureau of Standards and
bolder of 218 U.S. patents. T h e y a n taking our scene* and making
product! out of it."
However, few who operate out of the "engine noma" of advanced industries think that it would be desirable, a- even passible, for America to
put a sudden lode on its trade secrets.
"The horse b out of the bam," an aerospace executive said.
The web of transpacific business rrialiomhips that haa crown over the
years b much denser than roost Arnericsns probably realize. General Motors-Toyota, rfiMMatsushita, General Motors-Fanuc. General fitortric-G
Itoh. These are just a few of the hundreds nf joint ventures, partnerships
or technical tie-ups now in place. Untangling tins web would be almost
unthinkable now.
Moreover, the United States no longer enjoys a technology monopoly
in this relationship. Japanese steel companies, for example, are selling
VS. companies their processes for cuntinunua carting and cold noting,
and Sumitomo Metals Industries is helping VS. Steel build the first VS.
milt capable of turning out 48-inch, Arctic-grid* pipe.

Jaaa" Seeks Breakifcre«|(lui
One of the most far-reacbing comparisons of VS. and Japanese technology, conducted last year by Japan's Society of Science, Technology
and Kcnnomics. concluded that Japan was inferior to the United States in56 key technologies but superior in 51. The survey examined 41 products
in 37 industrial fields and compared the degree of automation, methods .
for testing product quality and design techniques.
Between 1970 and 1979, the five largest Japanese computer chip companies filed for almost as many VS. patents (1,200) as the five largest
U-S. firms (IJS00).
If the United States is having trouble with Japanese competition when
VS. science and technology remain superior, some ask, what will tbe situation be later in the decade when Japan's concerted effort to create its
own breakthroughs in the "knowledge intensive" industries begins to bear
fruit?
Japan b not the world's only technologicBlly advanced country. French
aviation expertise, British computer software, Swedish robotics and Soviet missilery are impressive.-Out Japan b emerging as the strongest challenger in the 1980s.
Tokyo's Ministry of Internationa! Trade and Industry (MITI). the superagency that guided the successful export drive in automobiles and consumer electronics in the 1970s, has put together consortiums of Japanese
companies and banks to develop computers that think like humans, "intelligent* nsbota, a supercomputer 1.000 times more powerful than anything sold by IBM. an electric car, fud-effident ceramic engines, carbon
dioxide lasers and a new generation of computer software.

?
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WHO'S WINNING THE TECHNOLOGY RACE
JAPAN VS U.S.A.
V

INDICATES LEADER IN FIELD
JAPAN

U.S.A.
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GLASS TELEPHONE LINES

s
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^

LASERS, LIGHT SOURCES
RECEIVERS

-

s

=

COMPUTER OflPS
IX

MEMORIES
MICROPROCESSORS

IX

•

COMPUTERS
HIGH SPEED SYSTEMS

•^

SOFTWARE

IX

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN &
MANUFACTURING (CAD/CAM)

•

GENETIC ENGWEERWG
GENE SPLICING

IX
IX

FERMENTATION PROCESSES
MDUSTR1AL ROBOTS

*S

MOTORS & ARMS
CONTROLS & SOFTWARE

IX

FINE CERAMICS
ENGINES

IX

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS

•

COMMERCIAL AEROSPACE
ENGINES

\S

AVIONICS

\S

FUSELAGE DESIGN

•x •

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES

\f

STEEL
HIGH TEMPERATURE BLASTING

IX

SPECIALTY STEEtMAKING

•

SOURCES: OfF<CE OF TECHNOIOGV ASSESSMENT. JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE;
CABINET COUNCIl O N C O M M E R t t A N D TRADE; JAPANESE SOCIETY OF SCIENCE.
TECHNOLOGY ANO ECONOMICS: MOUSTRY SOURCES.
..
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Pew US. industrialists underettiaMta the seriouaneas of this effort.
Recant American visitors to Japan, for example, have been impressed
with efforts under way then to develop a new feneration of powerful
computers, capable of functioning at very high speed and emulating some
of the flexibility and creativity inherent in human thinking.
"If these projects are successful, which appears likely, advanced economic and military research in the United States may become dependent
. on access to supercomputers of (Japanese) manufacture,* concluded three
. computer scientists from Los Alainoa National Laboratory in a report
published in Science magazine last December.
For Americans who grew up in a postwar world in which the United
States seemed to hold a virtual monopoly on technological advances,
those statistics often seem bewildering. The United States has 124 Nobel
Prizes in physics, chemistry and medicine to Japan's four, and American
scientists are hard pressed to name a single Japanese innovation that has
truly changed the world.
But Japan exports about $5 billion more in high-technology products
to the United States than it imports. While the UJS. share of world trade
m high-tech products and technical information declined from 31 percent
in 1962 to 21 percent in 1979, the Japanese share rose from 5 percent to
14 percent
To some extent the government reaction to this has focused on a need
to formulate policies that would safeguard US. technological advantages.
James C Abeggien and Thomas M Hout of the Boston Consulting
Group in Tokyo hat* called sale of civilian technology to Japan at rar<
gain prices "» disaster" and t h e biggest fire sale in history."
"With the benefit of hindsight, it a now apparent that many UJS. firms
•overestimatad the permanence of their technological supremacy and un' derestirnated the 'boomerang effect' of their technology licenses," Wash'
ington trade attorney Carl J. Green said.
Companies explain their licensing of technology to Japan by saying
that Japan's protectionist policies have often barred them from selling
U&-made products there. Moreover, they suggest royalties are often
pure profit and helprecouppast research costs. The $517,000 received by.
Unimation in royalty payments from Kawasaki in 1980 amounted to half'
of the company's net earnings.
• However, audi royalty payments often seem small compared with th»
benefits to Japan. RCA,, industrialists note ruefully, still is receiving royalties for licensing coax-television processes to Japanese companies,'
which compete aggressively with RCA.
At. the same time that the issue of technology safeguards is being
raised, there is equal concern that the United States not overlook its own
well-documented industrial shortcomings.
"The problem in this country isn't innovation. We innovate like hell.
The problem is that our developed industries don't adapt and adjust rapidly enough," said Prof. Leslie Eric Cross, acting director of the materials
research laboratory at Pearaylvania State University.
In a report on Japm ^TiiJsa in 1981, Washington consultants Harold
B. Malmgren and Jack Bar&raon criticized US. fot!.s$ry for being too
quick to move factorial abroad to take advantage of few wage rates, "rather than redesigning and reengotsrng ^r»:*-:-2t: - i Ceelkaiques to meet Japanese competition."
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NIGH TECHNOLOGY TRADE
MGH TECHNO10GY
TRADE, 1980
(INBIUIONS
OF DOLLARS)
SHARE Of WORLD TRADE W
HIGH TECHNOIOGY PRODUCTS

1980

U.S.
$63 B

JAPAN
$32 B

SOU»CE CABINET COUNCH O N COMMERCE AND TRADE
riwrM hy K;Uhy Jtmtf|ith urn tot Tlw \V.i.<huu'.'.'n r>v.i

Robert B. Reich, of the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard
University, criticized government research policies "subject to sudden
changes in national security needs and prevailing policies."
Inventor Jacob Rabinow is critical of U.S. corporate managers, a breed"
that he said suffers from "technological illiteracy."
"They're hankers and lawyers ..... They'd rather sell a company than
straighten it out," he said.
For all the concern about the failures of VS. business, U.S. policymakers stress the need for a sense of perspective. Mapan is not yet a tecrK?
nological giant," Undersecretary of Commerce Lionel H. (Hmer said.
The race between U.S. and Japanese robotics companies shows whV it
may be jrisky to jump to conclusions about the demise of US. industrns.

\
*
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The Ualted States an Uaderdog

,

. The United States is undoubtedly the underdog. Japan, with about ISO
robotics companies, is on the verge of a major export push that will put
new pressures on the United States. Although it now exports only about 5
percent of the robots it manufactures, Japan wants to increase that to 20
percent by the mid-1980s. '
This strong Japanese position is in some respects a natural outgrowth^
of Japan's earlier concerns about manpower shortages, rather than a far- •
sighted commitment to technological advances.
By 1972, these concerns had given rise to the Japan Industrial Robot
Assodatioa (JIRA), formed with the backing of MITI. JIRA published «
papers, circulated technical information and raised the consciousness o#5
Japanese businessmen about robots.
^.'.
In 1980, an MlTI-sponsored consortium comprised of 24 robot mart1.'
ufacturers and 10 insurance companies was set up to buy robots and lease*
them to Japanese manufacturing companies on a trial basis. This was a
major boon because plant managers no longer bore all of the risk of introducing an untried and relatively expensive technology.
By contrast, the U.S. automobile industry, the largest potential market
for fledgling robot companies in the mid-1960s, faced no such problems.
Fear of labor union opposition, rather than potential manpower shortages, was the auto makers' dominant concern. General Motors, Ford and
Chrysler were then in the position of having almost no serious competition that might have whetted their Interest in radical productivity gains.
The major asset of U.S. robot companies in the new competitive situation b quintessentially American: superior technology.
While Japan has excelled at the mechanical engineering required for
mass production of high-quality robot arms, gears and sensors, U.S. companies maintain that they are ahead in the increasingly important field of
producing software programs that "teach" robots to perform tasks.
Automatix, a three-year-old company located in Billerica, Mas&, amid
one of the nation's fastest growing high-tech clusters a few miles from
Rte. 128, is an example of a company gambling on technology to beat
back the Japanese challenge.
Tucked away in the Massachusetts woods, Automatix exudes the hustle and bustle typical of small "start-up* companies founded by entrepreneurs eager to ride the expected boom in lasers, microwave communications, microelectronics, home computers, robotics and other Information
Age industries.
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In a workshop where gangly robot arms hang limply, half a dozen
young men stare intently into • tangle of wires protruding from the open
back of a computer. A guide explains that the men a n "smart guys from
MIT" who might be up all night trying to improve a program that guides
the path of a robot arm along' the line where two pieces of metal come :
together to be welded.
In a nearby room, a visitor is invited to try his skill at "teaching" a robot Using a hand-held controller to make the robot arm move up, down,'
sideways and forward, the visitor moves the device into position while a'
computer records the trajectory to within eight-thousandths of an inch
and memorizes it for future use.
Automata started with excellent credentials and technical assets.
Its chairman, Philip Villers, had proved his entrepreneurial abilities a»
cofounder of Computervision, an aggressive computer graphics firm that'
had experience in Japan in the 1970s. Vice President Victor Scheinman
helped design the "Stanford Arm" while working at the Stanford Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory.
'
And Automatix had acquired a valuable piece of software from the'
Stanford Research Institute: algorithms used to give robots a primitive
sense of sight, a step toward more versatile machines.
Automatix' major problem at the outset was lack of a robot for arc'
See TECHNOLOGY, A19, Col. 1
'

INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
PRODUCTION IN UNITS

JAPAN

U.S

3,200

1.26^

PRODUCTION IN VALUE
(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
INSTALLED OPERATING UNITS

180

100
1

11,250

4.370'

SOURCE: PAUl ARON. "ROBOTS REVISITED: ONE YEAR IATER"

Battling to InnqvaUand Emulate: Intelvs. Nippon Electric
Peering into arjlcroscope t t » greatly magnified computer
chip one. c ^ . W / u p i a t . ftrtec Stoll of Intel Corp. saw
egmethingeUrtllngV familiar. In one of the tiny cells, two
tnrnetaors wwo.diemnnKUtI .frojn pie mat of the chifj. and
dangled uselessly la Ihefr bed of eilicon.
/
Stoll, U • chip dtakner, recognized tha'oVectaa a email.
M - n i M R * mmflto h a * * * performed on Intel'a 8086 ml"eroprooBaeorarveral f M f M r l i e r . I I had worked, correcting
the minuc (law in the chip's logic, and the 8086 went on to
become phenomenally successful u the "brain" in a wide
range of business computers, robots and. induatrial machinery.
But what startled Stoll waa that the chip under the microscope waa not Intel'a. It waa a product of Nippon Electric

Co.'(NKC) of Tokyo. Stoll concluded that he waa looking at a
Japanese copy ao perfect that it even repeated the email imperfection in the original chip.
Intrigue of that kind in the $13 billions-year global market for computer chips has led to U.S. accusations of unfair

, ffaTbCHrLFAVlNGHOME
PART TWO
Japanese practices, ranging from copying to protectionism.
Critics of Japan say that ita efforts to gain supremacy in
computer chips, perhaps the single most important technology of the Information Age, are typical of the methods employed by "Japan Inc."

"We're at war, no doubt about it," said a computer scientist from a large U.S. research laboratory. "If I had money in
'Silicon Valley,' I'd get it o u t . . . . It's just like any other war
tone."
US. politicians are in a mood to strike back.
Democratic Reps. Don Edwards and Norman Y. Mineta,
from California's so-called Silicon Valley area, have introduced • bill to give copyright protection to chip eWgra.
They aay the measure is needed to stop "pirate lirms" from
"flooding markets with copied deaigna that undeisell the innovating firms."
But some trade specialists caution that there is a Japanese
aide to this story. For one thing, U.S. companies are holding
their own in the competition.
Japan, whose share of the U.8. chip market is well under
See TECHNOLOGY, A10, Col. 1
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10 percent, has made inroads in some kinds of chips, HtK'h as memories,
that store information. But the United States is dominant in microprocessors, the "computers mi a chip" that nerve as brains Tor computer* and
controls in dishwashers, jet aircraft, missiles, industrial robots, telephone
systems, traffic lighta and hundreds of other products.
Many experts insist that Japan's progress a not attributable to copy*
T h e basis for the Japanese taking an ever larger nhare of the [chip]
market is not transfer of American technology," said a patent attorney for
a large U.S. company. "It's Japanese management, equipment and a degree of cooperation between firms that's prohibited in this country."
Even the issues in the Intel-Nippon Electric dispute about alleged
copying of the 8086 microprocessor become fuzzier on closer inspection.
Intel contended that NEC wrongfully copied the chip's microcode, the set
of internal instructions laid out as a pattern of transistors on the chip's
memory. Intel counsel Roger Borovny said the microcode was copyrighted
and could not he used without Intel's permission.
Officials from N E C s U.S. sales company acknowledge that the microcode on their chip is identical to that on Intel's, including the flaw engraved onto the original.
"If you're not 100 percent identical, you're dead. If you take the fatal
flaw out, it wouldn't be compatible. We haver chosen to be as close to the
original at possible," said NBC's David Millet, who is in charge of nationwide marketing of microprocessors.
But NEC officiate in Japan and the United States deny that the company dull anything wrong, contending that they had a right to produce
their own version of the chip under a 1976 agreement allowing both companies to use the other's patents.
NEC officiate in this country say the question of whether the microcode can be copyrighted has never been decided in court, and Intel
agrees. And they say that NEC even sent Intel a 1979 announcement of
NEC's version of the 8086.
The story of the NEC-Intel dispute is representative of the suspicion,
- tension and, often, grudging admiration that characterize the competition
between the two countries. It begins with the markedly different cultures
and societies from which the two have emerged.
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The H—tn • ! C M p e t l t l o n
Compared with the 84-year-old NEC, Intel is an upstart company, an
example of American boldness and nerve that began with a few dozen
employes in Santa Clara, Calif., in 1968 and grew into a business with
19,000 employes worldwide.
Intel's stock in trade has been innovation. Since it was founded, the
company has spewed out firsts, including the first microprocessor in 197;).
A founder, Robert Noyce, is one of the inventors of the integrated circuit,
which became a basic component of modern electronics,
Intel is also a sort of corporate melting not that, like the nation itself,
has drawn its brain power from all over the world. Its current president
fame to America as a refugee from Hungary in 19&7; a senior vice president was born in Hungary, and an Israeli, an Italian and a Japanese are
credited with helping to develop several new Intel products.
NEC has succeeded in typical Japanese fashion: through dogged >'<'termination, aggressive marketing and initial reliance on U.S. technology,
including that of Intel.

Robert Noyce, too left, tad Twalhbo Mttamaara,
above, differ over Ibe fatraeai of trade practice*, la
NEC* Kyualn pbutt. left, and Inter* KanU CUra lab.
top right, tilioon wafers undergo similar inapcctboa,
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From the outset, NBC had financial and structural advantages over
Intel While Intel makes more than 80 percent of its income from the sale
of. chips, NEC is a conglomerate that produces computers, electrical equipment and other products. Chips account for less than 20 percent of
its revenue, so a temporary decline in that business can be offset by gains
in other products.
As a member of the influential Sumitomo industrial group, NEC could
draw on the financial resources of the Sumitomo Bank and on the marketing connections of the Sumitomo trading company. But Intel has depended for its financing on the vagaries of the U.S. stock market and
bank loans. For most of the last 10 years, Intel has had to borrow money
at much higher interest rates than NKC.
Until the early 1970s, NEC was no match for American chip makers.
The U.S. computer chip industry was expanding rapidly, thanks in part
to heavy government spending on chips for the Apollo man-on-the-moon
space program and the Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missile.
In 197.*), computer scientists in Intel's laboratory scored a major breakthrough with invention of the first microprocessor. This was a watershed
not only for Intel, but also in the history of the information industry.
Until then, chips generally had performed only a single task, such as
adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing. Combining those tasks required wiring together several chips on a bulky board. But. a single microprocessor chip could perform all those functions. This meant, for example, that one computing chip could run a pocket calculator, shut off a
microwave oven, analyze blood or control traffic signals.
It was possible for general-purpose microprocessing chips to replace
more expensive, customized ones previously needed by industry. As microprocessors became more sophisticated, they increasingly began to do
jobs that previously had required large, cumbersome computers.
NEC claims to have developed an early microprocessor on its own at
about the same time as Intel. This chip, the uCom 4, could handle simple
tasks such as operating a pocket calculator. But Japanese officials acknowledge that they have had trouble keeping up with U.S. advances in
microprocessors. To do so, Japanese companies have repeatedly relied on
U.S. patents and "reverse engineering."
Industry representatives make a distinction between reverse engineering, a generally legitimate practice in which one company's designs are
used as a model by another company's engineers, and copying, in which
imprints of circuitry are taken by using photographic and lithographic
techniques.
In the late 1970s, for example. NKC produced a version of Intel's 80X0
microprocessor, the first chip complex enough to handle word processing
programs. A new generation of microprocessor* was making possible the
era of small, compact |>ersonal computer-. and Intel was again in the lead.
Tomihiro Matsumara. NRI"« senior wee president for research. Acknowledged in an interview thai NKC attempted to make and sell its own
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comparable chip, "but we did not succeed." So, he said, NKC engineers
analyzed the 80H0, then laid out their own "completely different" version,
using NBC manufacturing techniques.
Koger Borovoy, Intel's general counsel until he left the company last
month, said Intel had no objection because NEC had used the 8080 only
as a model and not "copied" it.
Japan, he acknowledged, was becoming an innovator in chips in its own
right Between 1974 and 1977, the government had poured at least $300
million into a research consortium that included NKC and five other
companies. "They had come a long way with their own development.
They'd attained a status of their own," Borovoy recalled.
Evidence of NEC's progress came in April. 197K. when Intel and NEC
signed an agreement that enabled each company to use the other's
patents. In the next several years, Intel was to utilize several NEC
patents for specialized types of chips.
By the late 1970s, NEC, Hitachi. Fujitsu and Toshiba were grabbing
significant shares of the world market in memory rhips. devices that store
information but do not perform the complex tasks of microprocessors.
But these companies still had problems with the far more complex microprocessors.
In 1978, a year before NKC completed its version of the SO-SO. Iirtel
introduced a much more advanced microprocessor, the .xusii. [t crammed
.10.0(10 transistors onto a quarter-inch-square pirn* of silicon, producing
as much computing power as some 1980s' computers ihat filled rooms.
The 8086 could handle not only word processing but also complex mathematics, and it and comparable micropnxessors are being used in most
sophisticated personal and business computers, such as IBM's popular
personal model.
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NBC's representatives recognised that the 8086 gave the United States
a decisive edge in silicon brain power. In 1978 they approached Intel
about supplying technical aid to produce the 8086 in return for a percentage of the money NEC would get from selling the 8086 in Japan.
But this time, Intel turned NEC down. NEC, in the midst of a U.S.
expansion program, was preparing to enter the international chip market
in a big way. It had just.purchased a California computer memory company called Electronic Arrays and was planning a second California facility for making memories and logic circuits.
"We weren't anxious to help our competitor,'' an Intel official said.
Instead, Intel made a deal with NEC's Japanese rival, Fujitsu.
Thwarted, NEC decided to go ahead with a version of the 8086 without
special help from Intel.

CHIPS: A GLOSSARY OF TERMS
• Swcoft: th# hard* Qroy, pcjhtwctcjht fnotoriol from which chips are made.
Wafer* of silicon are " d o p e d " with impurities in selected places to change
electrical properties and affect me path of me current, lithography is used to
imprint tiny wires, or circuits, on a chip's silicon layers.
e Transistor: an electrical switch in a chip that can be turned on and off
in a controlled way to store or process data.
• Integrated dreuH: a combination of transistors. The latest generation
contains as many as 100,000.
• Memory: a chip that stores information.
e Microprocessor: a chip that performs some of the same tasks as a
computer; the "brain," or control, in hundreds of pieces of equipment,
from car engines to computers.
• Microcode: a software program that is the permanent set of instructions
on a microprocessor chip.
• Bit: A single " o n " or " o i l " signal, a single piece of electronic code. It
takes several bits together to represent one letter, punctuation mark or
numeral
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NEC's Matsumara acknowledged that the resulting chip is "interchangeable" with the Intel version, but he strongly denies that it was
"copied." Similarly, Robert Hinckley, an attorney for NEC in San Francisco, contends that NEC had a right to reverse-engineer the chip because
of the patent cross-licensing agreement of April, 1976.
NEC officials said it was no secret that they would produce the 8086..
Electronic News reported it and, NEC officials said, they sent a copy of
then'announcement to Intel ami received no protests.
NEC, however, had several problems.
For one thing, the Japanese company apparently had difficulties reproducing a version of the Intel device without American help. It was no),
until 1980, two years after Intel's 8086 appeared, that NEC's oomparablv
chip was sold in the United States.
There was also the problem of Intel's copyright on the chip's microcode, a sort of brain within a brain. It is the part of the microprocessor
that takes electronic commands from a keyboard and tells the rest of the
chip's parts what to do with the commands and in what sequence.
Like a video-game cartridge, the microcode is a computer program that
has been written by a programmer and then is built into the chip. In a .
Pac Man videogame, the microcode tells the Pac Man what to do. In a
microprocessor, the microcode telh a computer what to do. Although the
microcode appears in the 8086 as hardware—a pattern, of 10,752 tiny
transistors—Intel maintains that K is not a mere piece of electrical circuitry but is "intellectual property" covered by copyright law.
Copyrighting the microcode had seemed to Borovoy a way to protect
the company's intellectual effort from infringement Borovoy said his
"knees wouldn't shake" at bringing a lawsuit against a company that
copied Intel's microcode.
But Hinckley, NEC's San Francisco attorney, said no cases have been
adjudicated establishing any compnny's copyright claim on such material.
"Copyright is designed to protect works of authorship—artistic
works—and we don't think microcode qualifies,'' he maintained.
Whatever the merits of their respective case?. NEC and Intel reached a
settlement on the 8086 in March after several months of negotiations and
without litigation. Borovoy, who said he could not discuss details of the
settlement, said the agreement would save hundreds of thousands of dollars in court costs.
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The Battle for Market Share

•

But the dispute over the 8086 is seen at Intel as only one chapter in
what will undoubtedly be a continuing battle.
T h e Japanese see themselves locked in a warlike struggle, determined
singlemindedly to reach their objectives by any means, regardless of the
impact on the U . S . . . . It's going to be a very, very bloody battle out
there," Intel's Noyce said.
He argued that Japanese-tactics have denied American companies the
fruits of their innovation, profits that enable them to pour money into
creating new technical breakthroughs needed to maintain the U.S. lead.
115. studies have accumulated a mass of evidence buttressing Noyce's
contention that the Japanese government has shielded local chip companies from U.S. competition while they prepared for an onslaught on traditional U.S. markets. U.S. companies have never been able to capture
more than 20 percent of the Japanese chip market even when their technological lead was overwhelming.
Before 1978, only Texas Instruments was permitted to establish a
wholly owned manufacturing subsidiary in Japan, and even TI had to
share some of its patents with Japanese companies to secure that concession.
Few deny that the Japanese challenge is serious. Japan is running a
$250 million trade surplas with the United States in chips. And NBC and
Hitachi ranked just behind Motorola and Texas Instruments as world
leaders in sales last year.
A detailed study issued in February, 1982, by the congressional Joint
Economic Committee warned that the main casualties of the relentless
Japanese export drive could be small, innovative Silicon Valley companies. With them out of the running, it warned, Japan would be in a position to beat the United States at innovation.
Some industrial experts say the United States should keep its sense of
perspective as it responds to Japan's challenge.
Robert B. Reich of the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard
University said Japanese chip companies made headway after 1975 primarily because they plunged ahead while U.S. companies, hard hit by the
recession, "stood still."
U.S. companies have recently regained some of their lost share of the
world market in memory chips and still have an impressive lead in microprocessors. In typical L'.S. fashion, Intel Ls on the verge of marketing
an even more advanced microprocessor, the 80386, which the company
claims will be far ahead of anything produced in Japan.
Intel has also announced that it will soon sell the first magnetic, bubble-type memory capable of storing 4 million bits of information, the
equivalent of 240 typewritten pages.
"Despite trade barriers and protection and copying, we're still winning,
although that's no guarantee for the future," said Bob Derby, who ran
Intel's marketing operations in Japan.
That, free traders say. should lx' a warning to those in Congress who
want to wield the big stick of government retaliation in the computer chip
battles with Japan.
NEXT: Hitachi's coup in lasers

Contributing to this series were Tokyo bureau chief Tracy Dahlby, who
conducted interviews in Japan, and Hobart Rowen, senior economics writer. Staff researcher Carin Pratt assisted with the reporting and research.
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In Laser Advances,
An Orient Express
By Dan Morgan

to be installed later in this decade, it turned to Hitachi of 'larh 1970, a team of scientists at pan.
Bell Laboratories successfully
"Hitachi appeared to have potested a tiny laser the size of a tentially the most reliable laser
grain of sand that made possible in the world," Jack Sipress, dia new era of ".optical" communi- rector of Bell's undersea systems
cations.
laboratory, said. "We have hnd
Although the device was prim- no reason to doubt the wisdom
itive by today's standards, it was of that"
the predecessor of lasers that can
The story of how a Japanese
be turned on and off tens of mil- company got a beat on the Hell
lions of times a second to trans- System's manufacturing subsidmit telephone conversations, iary, Western Electric, and on
RCA, Exxon, Hewlett-Packard
and Xerox—all of which had
access to Bell's patents and were
working on lasers in the 1970s —
raises questions about U.S. industry's ability to take advanPART THREE
tage of technologies being developed
in its own back yard.
messages and other information.
T h e United States is an unin the form of light waves pulsing through extremely pure glass derdeveloped country when it
comes to getting useful, proven
fiber cable.
"It was the first time I ever technologies transferred to busisaw champagne brought into ness and industry," said John A.
Bell Laboratories," recalled Bell Alic, who has specialized in
physicist Morton Panish, one of studying U.S. industrial policy ;it
two scientists credited with the Congress' Office of Technology
Assessment.
invention.
The reasons for this vary fro;n
Now, 13 year* later, the US.
companies that make lasers have industry to industry. Computerchip companies slowed product
less to celebrate.
When Bell Telephone began development in the mid-1970s
looking around in 1980 for lasers due to sliding demand during
to go with the first light-wave recession, and some of the counSee TECHNOLOGY, A15. Col. I
cable under the Atlantic Ocean,
Washington Post SUM Writer
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PHONING HOME IN THE OPTICAL ERA
SWITCHING STATION
CONVERTS LASER
LIGHT PULSE BACK TO
ELECTRICAL IMPULSE

SWITCHING STATION
CONVERTS ELECTRICAL
IMPULSE INTO LASER
LIGHT PULSE

I
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In Laser Advances,
An Orient Express
TECHNOLOGY, From Al
try's innovative genetic engineering companies are having trouble raising
capital. But a more general problem appears to be the shortsightedness of
large, established ILS. companies.
« , TJbe fact is the U.S. has tire marks all over its back when it comes to
Ifstting the products out," a Bell scientist said. "When you come right
.down to it, nobody sat down as early as (Hitachi] did and said, 'We're
going to do this.'"
•:: Japanese officials said there is nothing magical about their success.
'* "American industry has the frontier spirit, and big Japanese enter,. prises don't, so we think we should guide (Japanese firms} to develop the
technology," said a representative of the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI) in Tokyo.
, v In the early 1970s, MITI joined Japan's public phone company, Nip,'.pon Telephone and Telegraph, and several private companies to begin
{.experimental research on fibers, lasers, video cameras and other optical
;,devices. Most of the money was supplied by private industry, with'an eye
t to winning at least half of a worldwide market in optical communications
!., equipment projected at 18 billion by 1990.
>
{*. The effort was aided by Japanese scientists strategically placed in VS.
(•research laboratories where work on lasers and optical fibers was proceed• ing, and by U.S. patents and processes for which Japan has paid little.
•-, • The economic stakes in the optical communications race are staggering
•'. in she, although other high-technology communications systems such as
*•: Bikioajsve and satellite also hold promise.
. But; microwave use congests air-wave frequencies and telephone comrminicattone by satellite can suffer from distortion because of the distsncaa.uwoJved.
These restrictions do not appry to optical communications. Thus, the
world is on the verge of a major change that will continue weO past the
year 2000 as optical systems carry increasingly larger amounts of information over smaller, cheaper lines than the current electromechanical
'systems. The first such line has just been installed between Washington
and New York.
A half-inch-thick glass fiber cable can carry 46,368 simultaneous con4 venations, the same amount as a four-inch copper coaxial cable. Installation! of optical cables shook! be-considerably easier in overcrowded
urbanisystams. '•• •
In addition to long-distance communications, lasers and optical recorders capable of storing tens of millions of bits of information will become
standard in offices, computers, video-disc equipment and broadcasting.
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Bell Labtt, Sevtot iMstltate PUneer Lasers
Optical communications also will be useful to the military services because there are no effective methods of intercepting signals transmitted
as light waves.
In a light-wave system, a voice is.converted into an electrical impulse,
as it is in a standard telephone system. This signal is scanned by a digital
encoder at a central office and converted into a stream of "ons" and "qffs."
The laser tight source is then activated and transmits "ons" as, a pulse
of light and "oil's" as the absence of one. Booster stations amplify the
light signal every few miles.
Undisputed pioneers in developing laser-light sources tor such systems
were Bell laboratories and the loffe Institute in Leningrad. But until
1970, researchers were plagued by several problems.
In one. lasers became overheated as beam-generating current pawed
through them and could only function continuously in super-cold liquid
nitrogen, which made them unsuitable for commercial telephone systems.
In another, the intense light could not be confined and tended to leak.
Bell's solution brought together the worlds of telecommunications and
microelectronics. It involved using gallium aluminum arsenide to make a
laser similar to a computer chip. This laser required very little power and
could run at room temperature without overheating.
Details of the experiment were published in mid-1970 in the Applied
Physics Letter of the American Physical Society. Bell officials recalled
that the article, by Bell tradition, revealed somewhat more than other
companies tend to publish about their technical achievements.
Because of its position as research arm of American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T), a go^rnment-approved monopoly. Bell in 19.'ti signed a
consent decree agreeing to make its patents available to other companies.
Partly because of that agreement, openness became something ot a tradition at Bell laboratories.
The publication, which ap|H>ured ut almost the same time that Soviet
physicist Zhorcs Alferov of the loffe Institute was publishing his results,
triggered widespread interest in the future of lasers as a communications
medium. It also tied in with effort?- under way at Bell and Cornim.' (ilass
Works to develop a proces* for making glass fibers to carry the laser light
signals.
"Once we and the Soviets had published, everybody filed in to do research." inventor Morton Panish recalled.
In retrospect, however, representatives of Bell and other companies
acknowledged that the record of American companies in following up on
this breakthrough was less than scintillating.
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Om V& company that saw early commercial promise in the new technology was Hewlett-Packard. In the mid-1970s it hired several people
from Bell Laboratory's laser division and put them to work with a labN
oratory staff at Palo Alto, Calif.
One of them, CJ. Hwang, has mixed memories of the Hewlett-Packard
work. The company, he said, "developed a whole laser program from
•cratch. But when the time came to go into production, they went back
and forth and finally decided not to make the product because they
couldn't generate positive cash flow within a year."
Hwang left soon after that to start his own company. General Optronics, which sells lasers to International Telephone & Telegraph (ITT),
General Telephone & Electronics Corp. (GTE), Siemens in West Germany and SAT in Prance. General Optronics lasers are being used in
France's Biarritz project, which involves use of fiber-optics communications to transmit television, telephone and picture-phone services to 1,500
houses.
Hewlett-Packard spokesman Robert Bouzon said holding off production was a "market decision." At the time, he said, it did not appear that
there would be a profitable market for the lasers until 198-5 to 1987.
"Why produce a product without a market? If you can get the stateof-the-art product from Japan, you get it," he said. Hewlett-Packard, he
•aid, is continuing reaoarch on laser products.
To some, Hewlett-Packard's hesitation is reminiscent of developments
in the U.S. consumer electronics industry in the 1960s and 1970s. An
analysis of that period by William J. Abemathy and Richard S. Rosenbloom of the Harvard University Business School concluded that U.S.
and Japanese managements took a very different approach to marketing,
which had much to do with the Final, disappointing outcome for the United States.
"American managers tend to rely on market research and 'objective'
analysis to identify latent market opportunities, whereas (Japanese) firms
like Sony took risks on novel products and set out to develop the market," they wrote.
In 1977, Exxon attempted an ill-fated foray into the laser world.
Through its venture capital arm, Exxon Enterprises, it bought a small
Elmsford, N.Y., firm called Optical Information Systems (OIS) and began
attracting a wide range of talent Physicists were hired from Bell and
RCA, and even a Soviet emigre physicist joined the project
But within 24 months, Exxon was trying to sell the company, and
many of the top scientists drawn to it were drifting away.
Exxon Enterprises spokesman Darcje Bundy said that although OIS
was promising Exxon Enterprises was "sharpening its focus on certain
other major companies, and OIS did not have the degree of necessary
interdependency" with those companies.
Bundy did not say, however, why reaching that conclusion took Exxon
almost two years, during which a substantial research effort had been
launched.
Critics of Exxon's role have said privately that such in-and-out plungt-s
by industrial giants is a waste of resources that hardly strengthens American economic competitiveness.
In December. 1981. Exxon finally found a buyer for its unwanted acquisition: the U.S. subsidiary of Japan's Mitsubishi Chemical Corp.,
which took a very different view of OIS's potential.
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According to James M. Campanozxi, the reconstituted OIS's vice president for marketing, the Japanese company believes that lasers will have
widely varied applications in office information systems, recording and
broadcasting, as well as communications.
While Exxon had stressed research, he said, Mitsubishi "takes a more,
commercial view. We want to move into the systems a r e a . . . into product lines for video, voice and data communication."
At RCA, early work on lasers focused on military rather than commercial applications. RCA's scientists were busy developing lasers that could
pick out military targets and function as fuses in missiles.
Such work has given RCA a potential niche in President Reagan's
planned new "Star Wars" system of electronic and laser anti-ballistic missile shields.
This emphasis is defended by Michael Kttenberg. head of Kt'A's optoelectronic devices and systems. "Military contracts kept us alive." lie
said. "There was not u significant commercial market for 15 years, and
most business until the last couple of years was military in nature."
Asked why the Japanese had not been hindered by the same lack of a
commercial market. Ettenberg put part nf the blame on the U.S. recession in the late 1970s, and added: "The U.S. doesn't invest in the future
as much as the Japanese."
RCA's history at least raises questions about the heavy military emphasis in much U.S. research and development. Robert Reich of Harvard
University's Kennedy School of Government acknowledges that the Pentagon has stimulated research activities but "not always in the direction
of commercial success."
U.S. experts also acknowledge that U-S. companies had reason to be
skittish. For one thing, producing lasers proved to be extremely complex
and costly. Even today, one of the tiny light sources costs $2,000 or more.
Also, rapid advances in processes for producing pure glass fiber cables
to transmit the laser light kept changing requirements for the lasers late
in the 1970s. While lasers producing light-wave lengths of 0.8 microns
were in favor in the early stages of fiber-optical cable development, wave
lengths,of 1.3 microns appeared to work better with the purer fibers developed in the late 1970s. A micron is I millionth of a meter in length.
Yet those obstacles did not keep Hitachi, again with help from Japanese scientists who had worked at Bell, from having a l.H-micron laser
ready by 1980.
Within a year after the initial Bell paper was published, according to
Bell physicist Panish, t h e Japanese were reproducing our results and in
several years were doing their own research."
One asset was the network of Japanese scientists with first-hand experience in the U.S. research effort. Izuo Hayashi. who heads a government-industry effort in optical communications in Japan, was working at
Bell when the first successful laser was assembled in 1970 and is credited,
along with Panish, as one of its co-inventors.
One of Hayashi's mentors in Japan was another Bell alumnus. Michiyuki Uenohara. now a managing director of Nippon Electric. The roster of light-wave specialists at Japanese companies is studded with scientists who studied or worked at U.S. research facilities.
However, a Hitachi official, who asked not to be identified, credited the
company's success primarily to the "free flow of information" among the
2,000 engineers at the firm's research laboratory on the outskirts of Tokyo.
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"Anyone who want* to consult colleagues or form a discussion group on
a new idea can immediately pinpoint people and exchange information.
This contrasts with the United States where engineers tend to feel technologies they've developed are their own personal property and are likely
to keep [blueprints] locked away . . . . " he said.

Hitachi Gets Credit for Latter Initiative
"At Hitachi, these things are not the assets of each individual or each
team but of the whole company . . . . The researchers who were working
on this (communications laser] field felt keenly that the product was
something that had to be developed," he said.
Laser experts give Hitachi full credit for initiative.
"The Japanese have taken the open technology from the United States
and have done a rapid, government-funded development to the point
where they are in production and we are having a hell of a time keeping
up." *aid Kenneth Nill. vice president of Lasertron. a small Massachusetts laser company founded in 1981 by three scientist*, from Lincoln
Laboratories. "They are tine-tuning, producing faster and more reliable
stuff."
In the I'nited States "there is always ;i missing connection between the
laboratory and production." General Optronics President Hwang said.
"It's basically an organizational problem, not that wc can't compete with
the Japanese."
Bell officials respond that the United States is still far fro- being out
of the laser race. Western Electric produces the 0.8-micrnn lasers used in
the first light-wave telephone link between Washington and New York
City and it is gearing up to turn out l.'t-micron devices at a plant in
Reading, Pa.
Several weeks ago. Bell also announced the successful test of • "secret
weapon* in the communications laser battle. Called a "cleved coupled
cavity (C-cubed) laser," it has transmitted 420 million bits of information
over an 80-mile-long fiber-optic line without error.
"It's an extremely significant development." Bell patent attorney
George Indig said. "We may have made the breakthrough. It appears to
be the most practical way to transmit light waves error-free."
The "C-cubed" machine is a pair of tiny lasers that operate in tandem
on a chip to emit a light wave on a single frequency. Tin; advantage of the
single frequency is that receivers do not have to unscramble various lightwave signals emitted by different parts of the light spectrum, as they do
in the case of light from other existing lasers.
"We're very excited." Indig said. •
However. Bell official.- note that the development essentially is'a conceptual one that others can follow. The manufacturing technology is not
radically different from the one in which Hitachi now seems to lead.
"It doesn't mean that the Japanese won't exploit this idea and turn out
these lasers before we do," Indig said.
S'EXT: Secrets and tkf uircru/t industry

Staff writert Tracy Dahlby in Tokyo and Unbart Rowrn in Washingtun conducted interviews for this series. Staff researcher Carin Pratt
contributed to the report.
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The Glass Makers' Standoff
Turning glass into gold is a trick that Corning titass
Work* has been performing for 131 years, hut now
there is another group ol' corporate alchemist* on the ,
block by the name of Furukawa, Sumitomo and Fujikura.
Those three companies are determined to gain a
major share ot' the biggest new glass market since the
invention tit the light hulh: superpurr Fihvrgla- communications cable, annual sales of which are projected
to reach billion.- ol dollars by 1990.
This lias given rise to a battle of tactic* pitting Corning against its Japanese rivals. Technology' is at the
root of the conflict.
Although Corning developed the first process for
nuking the ultrapure glass fiber needed to transmit
laser light waves, it has been thwarted in efforts to sell
the liber to Japan. At the same time. Corning has refused to license them to use Coming's patents to make
titter for Nile here and has made known that any company selling fiber in this munlry must obtain a license
or face a patent infringement -nit.
The Curniitg proce--. called chemical vapor depo-inun il'MJi. was invented in IDT'l. Heated gases were
piii inio a chemical reaction with a revolving cylinder
«'l quart/. This produced s* Hity deposits that were healed and drawn mil trom an extruder like -frauds of
warm tatty. The hair-thin strands ot glass tften were
coated. cooled and wound on reels.
In 1974. Bell Laboratories announced a modified
version 'of the Corning process. "There's no question
that Bell publishing the details helped everybody all
over the world." a Corning executive was to say later.
While Coming was carefully guarding its invent Urn.
Bell licensed its patents widely.
This appears to have undercut Coming's efforts to
preserve its technical lead. Furukawa and Fujikura.
which are among the companies that have broad
patent licenses from Bell, soon Iwgan using the Bell
process. Bell officials estimate that half of the tiber
being produced in Japan is made with it.
Meanwhile, Coming's effort* to sell its own ^b.-.filter in -Japan were thwarted.
When Corning attempted in the mid-1970s to sell itliber to Nippon Telephone and Telegraph. Japanpublic phone, company. NTT advised Corninu thai it
purchased communications equipment only trmn Jap
a n o c l i n n - . N T T also refused t n n u y from a Jniwne-t*-

American joint venture proposed bv Coming.

Finally, in December. 11*77, Corning licensed Furukawu to use its patents but only to make fiber for -ate
in Japan.
Bv this time, however. Sumitomo was ready with .i
process of its own. This development, industry -ourusaid. was aimed at "getting Japan out from under the
Corning patents"
Sumitomo was subsequently granted a U.S. patent
tor its inventinti. and Corning (wtent specialists acknowledged that it u-es difterenl manufacturing procedures than does Coining. However. Corning official.maintained that the Sumitomo process relit1- on knowhow developed by Corning in the H'TOs in that it al-euses the same materials and lay- dmv» a «>niy deposit
ow the outside of a quart/ rod.
Corning recentlv tiled -oil ,i^iin-; <'aiiad,i Wiiv aiM
Cable, which h m i ^ i i ' tibt-r Irutu ^ u n i i l i u i i . - . . I.utintv,
ih.tl the i i n p o r i i J t i l e r i..lnn:.r'i •>>: ( ..nni:-..'- n a i e i . i -•apanese • *n*jj>.

--. .10

,1'-.

ti^.ntnt-_ l . i f i i i U j .1

iu'liic.
Coming's license .1^1 ei tin o t - 11. T i j u i t 1 ah i"i

-lap

anese companies that use the invention to |tay royal tieto Coming. But one Coming official said. "I'm not
aware of any royalties being paid." Although one Japanese patent has been issued to Cuming. Japanese
companies are challenging Cuming's applications tor
several other patent-.
. .
Bell has had problem-. IIK>. Sewn Japanese mm ponies, including Furukawa and Fujikura. are opposing
Belt's 8-year-old application for a Japanese patent.
In 1981. American Telephone *£• Telegraph was
jolted when four of seven bids to install optical-transmission systems tieiweeti New York City and Cambridge. Mass.. came from Japanese enmifctnies. The low
bidder was Fujitsu, hut it was rejected in favor <it
Western Electric the manufacturing arm of the Bell
System and an AT&T subsidiary.
Corning executive- plainly are in a m««wl to light tor
what they view as their rightful .-hare 01 a potemiallv
luiye worldwide market.
"The Japanese will target and protect until they no
longer need to." Corning chairman James H. Hought mi
-aid. "Once ihevve driven out the competing-, t h« v
r.n-f price- like evefUMiiv e l - . Hut u v ' r e Midline
ilicni on tht- patent-. V W i v '.uiiiu i n m» dnwn (in- .<.-[
curve w i t h i l i c n i a n d i . i o i r mil .-n t u p . "
— Iteti

Mor^.tn
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Is It Sharing Know-How or Selling the Store?
By Dan Mw&an
V. - J - . i / V a l*-i !H.i(i WJIWT

Some of the T.S. aircraft industry's most precious technologies are
processes for using a new generation
ut strong, lightweight plastics to replace metal in airplane bodies*
But in UWO. the Defense Department turned aside Air Force concerns and decided to let Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries learn some of the
sem-ts for using materials in the
^l>ee<l brakes of Fl"> fighter- bom hers
being built by Mitsubishi in Japan.
The Navy and Air Force also have
argued that computer software for
the AIM9L Sidewinder missile carried by the F15 is top sensitive to
share even with allies, because of the
impact on U.S. security if Soviet
spies obtained it.
'
But Defense authorised Raytheon
to transfer AIM9L production data

to Mitsubishi and a German-led consortium in Europe.
In the mid-I97(ls, NASA spent
tens of millions of dollars developing
the Quiet Short Haul Research Aircraft, an experimental plane that

HlGHlfeCH:
LFAVINGHOME
PART FOUR

cycled its jet exhaust back across its
wings for extra lift.
According to the White House
Office of Science and Technology
Policy, Japanese companies acquired
NASA's public papers on the plane,
including a Boeing report that was
to be restricted to U.S. agencies.
They used the the papers to produce

their own experimental, short-takeoff plane.
Those incidents, all of which have
enhanced the technical capability of
an already expanding Japanese aircraft industry, are at the heart of a
spreading controversy in Washington
about whether the United States has
given away information vital to its
security and commercial competitiveness.
Under fire are libera) policies on
sharing technology during the Carter
administration, which justified them
by citing a .need to help Japan attain
its defense commitments.
In a study published in March,
1982, the General Accounting Office
said that the Carter administration's
agreement of June 20, 1978, to allow
Japan to build 100 U.S.-designed
See TECHNOLOGY, A24, Col. 1
U e d n n d a y . May I. 19H.1

The Man and ih<* Plane: William J. rVrrv.
left, ad\ocalcd shariii", l . S . militate
technology with allies while seniii" a>
undersecretary of defense for research and
engineering in the (larlcr administration.
Japanese officials |>ersiiadcd liitn that thev
needed restricted technologic* to huild their
own r l.>s. shoun here making a landing in

Japan.

^ |

U.S. Debates Wisdom of Sharing
Military Know-How
TECHNOLOGY. From Al
Fl5s for its Air Self Defense Forte "supported .Japan's strategy to develop a world-class nircraft indu*-

fy-"
A preliminary draft of a report hy the president^
Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade contended
that "]military| co-production has hud an adverse
commercial effect for the United States in a number
of canes."
One U.S. official put it far more bluntly:
"We've been using the crown jewels of technology
to get a country, Japan, to defend itself even tlmugh
that should be in it* interest, and in the process we've
undermined our own industrial bane and taken work
away from our own defense contractors. We've laken
the view that turning the spigot of technology on t<i
accommodate our allies was a price worth paying. It's
been a dangerous and irrational policy."

Genrroftlly Begets Competition
Japanese government officials and businessmen
readily acknowledge using U.S. military co-production deals to help thrust Japan into the big leagues of
the global commercial-aircraft industry, which has
"significant technical influence on other industries,''
as one Japanese government report noted.
In the F15 case, the Air Self Defense Force is paying civilian defense contractors $1.8 billion more to
acquire manufacturing processes and components
needed to build 100 of the planes than it would have
cost the Japanese military to buy them "of! the shelf
in the United States.
Conflicting pressures and views inside and outside
the U.S. government are propelled by concerns beyond the monetary costs of a weapons system.

Diverse interests in the F15 cat* include the foreign policy and strategic goals of the State and Defense departments, defense contractors' desires to sell
aircraft in Japan, the armed services' fears that critical technology could leak to the Soviet Union, Commerce Department fears about strengthening foreign
commercial competitors and the U.S. special trade
representative's doubts that this country is receiving
enough technology in return.
"It gets very tricky," said Roger Winblatle, manager
of NASA's subsonic aircraft office. "Other countries
have extensive research activities. If we were to be
too heavy-handed in limiting what others amid have,
we could hurt ourselves. Technology is M> international today that trying to compartmentalize it is very
difficult. It's a very delicate balance."
In a sense, the conflicts inherent in controlling the
flow of U.S. technology abroad are built into the confusing maze of scattered and often seemingly contradictory regulations and laws.
NASA's charter, for example, requires the agency
"to provide for the widest practicable and appropriate
dissemination of information conccrnini: its activities," including large amounts of aerospace research
and development useful to other countries.
The Commerce Department's National Technical
Information Service annually distributes about
80,000 papers containing results of federally financed
research. The service is available to foreign countries,
including those in eastern Europe, ami w;i«« available
to the Soviet Union until February. IW*. when President Carter cameled the subscription in retaliation
for the invasion of Afghanistan.
Commerce maintains a lengthy "commodity control list." com|>oscd of sensitive product- and processes that could be Used tor either military or civilian
purposes.

I 'ndi-r the law, eompnnics exporting tht-f products
to Mime non-communist nations need a validated licen-e in which they stipulate that equipment or production data will not be diverted to the Soviet Union.
The requirement excludes goods shipped to Canada, which has nt lenst V\ communist-owned hut Canadian-chartered companies, some of which may be
acquiring U.S. defense-related technology, according
to a report of the White House science adviser.

I.S. 1,1MS '< rlllral' Technology
The Kxport Administration Act of 197H trier! to
clarify this issue by requiring the executive branch to
drttlt a list of "militarily critical" lechnoloKies. This
exercise hus prove*! far more complex thun was foreseen, because it. affects hundreds of companies.
The Pentagon's first attempt to draw up such a list
in lljHO became a 700-page document that was highly
classified on grounds (hat the list could provide a
mountain of useful information to the Soviet. A National Academy of Science |Hinul said it needed "drastic streninlining ."
However. one of (he must glaring technology
"leaks" is acknowledged by Reagan administration
ofticiaU to l » the Pentagon's previous desire to provide lame amounts of technology to allies as an inducement to purchase U.S. weapons.
In return for buying a U.S. weapons system, foreign countries have been authorized hy the Pentagon
to build part of the system. That often involved acquiring from U.S. defense contractors, the technical
knowledge to produce very sophisticated equipment,
including missiles and aircraft.
In 11*75, the Ford administration signed an agreement with ("treat Britain waiving traditional "huyn.itionar requirements. Under the Carter program.
Mich agreements were signed with other NATO allies
to rreate "rationalization, standardization and interoperability" (KSIl of NATO equipment.

to
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On June 29. 1978, Jean A. Ciifftun "f the KlecI runic Industries Association warned a House Aimed
S-nices subcommittee that military co-production
understandings liehv "secret 1v neuoliaied~ hv the
Pentagon "may lime I lie cllect <il comniiltiiij; l'..s.
indu-irv to deals thiii lite unwi-e. tinl.nr .nut could
require I hi' • iim-ndcr •<! lecliiU'li-nv t.i turci-ti com
|vtilor» •* it In >iit ,ii|ii)ii.iie (ittii|H-ii>.ili"ii i r Nile•rxuini-."
Former ;
.m> de*.riU- \V.lli.in, I IVrrv. thru
mulerM< ret.nv ut IVtctW |.-t rt-.-.uill .ei-l <'it:Jilivr
in-. .1- .1 f<m-nl .I.K.H.I
I <li.iiMiL r.. hii.'li-v.v t>>
in.iiiii'ie lIn- ~int> i •i>!»iT,il ilit. ' "1 ill <il unlilan,
e<|tiuillieni. On N>i« I " !'•:•>. t.ii , \ nit! it. In- unite
a memo complaining that the program lacked "lull
effectivenewt" because ot the "inability of (foreign)
countries to gain access to . . . technical data relating
to acquisition programs."
On March 5, I9H0, a Defense Department directive
advised that Pentagon agencies "snail encourage the
transfer of technology" to allies and should "foster un
early mutual exchange of technological and other information with NATO allies to promote the development and adoption of standardized or inter-operable
weapons systems."
"The Defense Department was put in a position of
fearing to defend critical technology," a Pentagon
source said.
One side effect of these Carter administration policiett toward NATO was to encourage an aggressive
Japanese push for some of the same access that Europeans were getting.
Perry, now with the San Francisco venture capital
investment mm|Hiny of Hamhrecht & Quist, declined
to he interviewed for (hit series. The Pentagon has
denied, on national security grounds, repeated requests by The Washington Pout over a four-month
period to examine the Japan-U.S. Flft agreement, the
report of the Military Information Disclosure Policy
Committee that evaluated Japan's ability to keep lop
technolngv secrets, or any other documents connected
with the deal.
Privately, however. The Po*l w;is told that n major
reason for the denial was concern that such information could embarrass the Japanese pivemment.
which is facing domestic criticism tor it". planned
arms buildup.

M.1 Prstfram Canoed Tension
From the beginning, the FIS program aroused sensitivities on both_sides of the Pacilic.
Sum alter the June, 1978, "memorandum of understanding," Air Force specialists at (he Pentagon
and Wright-Patter* m Field in Dayton. Ohio, drew up
an extremely detailed list of technologies considered
too sensitive to he transferred tn Japan Itecat^e of
the danger to U.S. security if they fell into Soviet
hands.
Nitlmamed the "negative list." it was obtained
somehow by ollicials ut Japan's Ministry of IX-teibe.
according to V fiarber. who worked lor Perry as director of international programs.
Oarber said the list apparently was passed to the
Japanc* by someone at the Defense Security Assistance Agency. In any case, he said, when he and Perry
traveled to Japan in late 1978 they were greeted with
"indignant demands" that restricted Flo technologies
be relcKi-d- Japanese officials argued forcefully that
without these technologies it would be difficult tor
them to make repairs, (iarber said.
barber, now at NATO headquarters in Brusselx.
said in.a telephone interview that it was "most unfortunate" that the Japanese obtained the detailed
list. But once they acquired it, it was deemed necessary to soothe ruffled feelings.
"I told the Air Force what the Japanese demands
were and asked them to review the list now that we
had a more unhappy situation vis a vis Japan," he
said.
Carber denies that "Perry or I overrode the Air
Force," but Air Force sources remember this as a time
of extreme pressure from Perry, Garber and the Japanese.
"The RSI banner was waving, and the bugles were
blowing," one Air Force officer said later.

Firm* Cleared for Licensing
Air Force sources are also critical of the failure hy
Perry and Ciarher to establish a ceiling on what
amount of the plane could be built by Japanese companies, thus departing from procedure followed in the
European Fit, co-production program- According to
McDonnell Douglas, wi.rk done in Japan accounts for
more than half of tte value of the Japanese Fl<V>.

The absence ••! aci-tlnm ile.m-d the wav tor a massive flow ot miltrarv h. rmn|ut:\ to Ja|wn.
Virliiiillv eveiv bin nan..- in I S. delenw nmtnirting «'n- tleaied al'ei l!>77 In licen-e designs and
manulai roriny pr-r »-s4- in -lii^ine-v cuii)|iatiies jn
connection uiih militarv cu-proflurlinri, Thev included United Twhnoliwies. Honeywell, TRW, Rockwell,
Texas Instrument'', (Joodyear Aerospace, Litton. Teledyne, ficneral Klcctric. Itek, Motorola, Raytheon
and Sperrv.
Although the Air Force prevailed in opposing release of •>"< h highlv sensitive technologies as design
criteria for the gynwrelonimetcr in the inertial navigation system — adaptable, the Air Force said, to ballistic missiles—it failed in trying to keep some of
McDonnell Douulus's composite materials know-how
out of the hands of Mitsubishi, the Fl5 program's
prime cunt met or.
"Composite materials." a family of strong plastics
that includes Piherglas, kevlar and carbon-graphite libers, have, begun to wlutioni/t; the aircraft indus*
try.
Although din rati designers still are learning how to
exploit these materials, they soon are expected to extend the range «l planes and missiles, add thousands
of hours to the (lying life of jet fighter-bombers, make
possible exotic new airplane, and helicopter designs,
save fuel Hnd resist radar detection.
Although only about .'I percent of the weight of
Boeing's new jetliners is made of composites, the
company estimates (hat this could rise to a "minimum" of 65 percent by the year 2000.
Japanese companies are considered the leading
producers of these materials, but U.S. aircraft companies are ahead in the critical trrhnulivy: knowledge
of (he properties, bonding techniques and applications.
"The materials are common to the industry." a
Boeing executive said. "It's how you use them that
makes the difference."
According to military sources, the Japanese military was adamant about obtaining McDonnell Douglas' designs and procedures for building the Fl5
speed brake out of carbon composites. The Air Force,
citing the company's "highly perishahle" lead, was opposed. So strong was the Air Force's opposition that
it was not until early 1381, more than two years after
the Pl5 deal was approved, that the government finally authorized release of the technoli«y.

TRADING AIRCRAR TECHNOLOGY
TAIL FINS
M A D E OF
BORON

to
to
to

THEF15
NOSE CONE
> M A D E OF
FIBERGLASS

Japanese companies are learning to
use a new generation of composite
materials as part of the F1 5
coproduction program. Earlier military
programs with the United States gave
v\it*.ub'<hi some of the expertise to
pi educe commercial jets such as the
Diamond One (.nsirt).

Japanese executives acknowledge that this technology has been valuable to Japan's commercial aircraft
industry. In an interview with The Wall Street Journal published last Nov. 26. Mitsubishi Heavy's chief
engineer, Akira Ikeda, said his company's F15 work
was teaching it "many things" about composites useful in future airliners.
Ikeda also noted that wing-boiling techniques and
rubber fuel tanks on his company's Diamond One
business jet, now being sold in the United States,
were developed as a result of previous military coproduction projects.

.Security Raised Concerns
The Air Force's concern about the security implications of the F l . i deal increased in late 1U78, when
Koku Journal, a Japanese aviation magazine, published a 2(HI-page special edition on the K1"»that included dozens of color photographs: charts and diagrams. The publication sparked a brief investigation
by the Air Force's Office of Special Investigation*,
which concluded that the information had come from
"technical orders" furnished by McDonnell Douglas
and the Commerce Department.
The difficulty of separating military and civilian
programs is evident at Japan's main aircraft works in
Nagoya, where civilian and military programs proceed
side by side. A Nagoya-based aircraft eonsortlum that
includes the F15 prime contractor, Mitsubishi, is at
work on a major commercial project, building fuselage parts for Boeing's new 767 jetliner.
Public and private officials involved in the F15
program nevertheless question whether any unduly
sensitive technologies were in fact transferred to
Japan in the pressure of the moment

Oarber, who recalls the differences of view with the
Air Force over releasing composites, says that in retrospect he does not believe the decision to share the
know-how was "really regrettable—it wasn't the latest
technology."
McDonnell Douglas spokesman Timothy J. Beecher said the company was on the sidelines for the
decision on com|M»sites.
"It was between the two governments." he said.
"Hut we think it's valid to ask the people who made
lire decisions whether countries involved could not
have obtained those technologies elsewhere."
By the time the carbon fiber technology was released to Mitsubishi, he noted, the commercial aircraft consortium in Nagoya was making landing gear
and wing edges for the Boeing 767 out of composites
and using procedures supplied by Boeing.
A Boeing official acknowledged that, under the
.commercial program, the Japanese are using Boeing
specifications and design information for the plastic
composite kevlar hut not lor carbon fibers, considered
more advanced.
"The Japanese would have loved to have had all
our fancy computer programs on how we put wings
toaether." said H O . Wiihington. Boeing's vice presidi'iit tor engineering. "Hut we guarded that pretty
carefully. As far as gning awav the store. I don't
think we've ever giu'ii anything that wasn't available
lo amliody who waul- to lake the trouble to do it."

I m p a r l ofCo>Pr«diiction Studied
Under the Reagan administration, concern about
U.S. tcchnoligy losses has increased dramatically.
The impact of co-production programs is being studied by NASA, the Treasury Department, the Defense
Science Board, the president's Cabinet Council on
Commerce and Trade and the While House Office of
Science and Technology.
Some aircraft s|iecialists suggest that the debate
over U.S. technical aid to Japan's airframe industry
may be overtaken by developments that have made
more technology sharing inevitable in the global aircraft business. It now seems likely that a Japanese
consortium will become a full partner later in this
decade with either Boeing, McDonnell Douglas or
Europe's Airbus in building the next-generation jetliner, a fuel-efficient l.'iO-seater.
Despite the massive flow of military technology to
Japan, the U.S. government has noi gained assurances from the Japanese government that specific
technologies will l>e released to U.S. defense contractors in return.
Japanese ollicials have pointed out thai Japanese
law prohibits export of defense equipment—a broad
category that could include many processes and materials if the Ja|tanese wanted it to.
But Stephen Piper of the special trade represent ati\<''- nlik'e savs Japan "should not hide behind a
ue.lt
e\por1 bail . . . . If we tried, ue lotilil idealil'v li.i-ii tapane-e technologies which ,m basic lo
lis."
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U.S. Sells 'Crown Jewels' of Knowledge
By Dan Morgan
nfotSUKWrltN

During the last decade, dozens of Japanese companies have bought some of
the most powerful tools created by American technology: software programs revolutionizing the way industry uses computers.
Companies such as Yokogawa Electric,
Fujitsu, Fuji Heavy Industries and Mitsubishi have U-S.-developed "source
codes" for new computer systems used to
design, test and manufacture computer
chips, automobiles and aircraft
Source codes are programs that tell
computers what to do. Written in languages that humans can understand, they
reveal the logic and mathematics under*
lying the, systems. One computer company executive calls them "the crown jewels
of American technology."

Some Americans say they see nothing
amiss in the tact that VS. companies
have sold this knowledge to Japan. A
world in which the flow of ideas and
knowledge is restricted would be one of

HIGHTECH:

LEAMNGHOME
PAattWVt
slow growth and costlier products, they
say.
"You can talk about limiting the flow
of technology, the flow of knowledge. But
it's hard to dam up knowledge in a society like the United' States," Assistant
Secretary of Commerce Clyde Prestowitz
said.

The United States has won its standing in the world by throwing open its
research laboratories, universities and
corporations to foreigners. About 300,000
foreign students, eight times as many as
in 1954, are enrolled in VS. colleges and
universities. Ninety-one Japanese were
graduate students at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology last fall, and
mora than 100 are working it the National Institutes of Health.
This openness has contributed enormously to VS. prosperity. But Japan's
acquisition of such crucial technologies as
VS. software data stiD makes some people uneasy. Computer software ts one of
America's main technological assets, and
one of the few technological domains in
which the United States still enjoys a
commanding lead over Japan.
See TECHNOLOGY. AZX CoL 1
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U.S. 4Crown Jewels'
Exported in Codes
TECHNOLOGY, From Al
'When push comes to shove, America had better keep its software capabilities,* said William 0. Baker, retired president of Bell Laboratories,
America's largest private research facility. "Software is going to be the
principal means of technology transfer in the '80s. It's our ace in the hole.
Software can give competitors the ability to leapfrog us."
Software programs written for the latest generation of computer-aided
design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems have revolutionized the
role of computers in industry, moving them from the financial and accounting departments into the front tine of design, engineering and production.
With the present line of computer graphics systems, a draftsman can
display his drawings in three dimensions on a television screen, reshape
them in a fraction of a second, insert additional pieces from a "menu"
stored in the computer's memory, measure the length of lines, turn the
product to inspect it from every angle and test it for strength and durability—all before a single blueprint has been drawn on paper.
Computer companies are working on ways to Gnk the draftsman's electronic work board with the factory floor, by having the same computer'
control the path of cutting tools or the movement of assembly-line robots.
"It's the highest industry,-1 think, because it's seminal,* a computer
executive said. There isn't a Fortune 1000 company that hasn't made a
major commitment to this technology. There are more damn people doing
designs and engineering on computers now than there are accountants
cracking numbers.""
Today, engineers are cutting thousands of man hours off the time required to design or redesign airplanes, integrated circuit*, nuclear weapon* and toys, among other products. Boeing, for example, designed 30
ptteaat of its 747 aircraft and 40 percent of its new 757 on computers.
Underlying new CAD/CAM system* are millions of lines of program*,
often requiring teams of people working thousand* of hours. Some inside
the growing CAD industry are mmoaned that Japanese companies, skillfully exploiting stiff competition among the growing number of US. CAD
companies, have gained threshold knowledge of this technology, as weO as
ready access to the tool itself.
"I am concerned about how much they're learning from us,* said William D. Beeby, who recently retired as Boeing's director of engineering
computer systems.
Japanese computer-chip companies used US. CAD systems to design
memory chips that put them ahead of their US. competitors in the late
1970s, and a consortium of Japanese aircraft companies is using US.
CAD systems to help than become major player* in the commercial airliner business.
' '•
'•

.

Transfer Takes Place Gradually -

»

Transfer of this technology to Japan has occurred over several years.
For instance:
' • In 1974, a Bedford, Mass, company eafled Computervision began
distributing its Computer Automated {assign Drafting System-3, or
CADDS-3, through a Tokyo distributor with access to the CADDS.)
source code. CADDS-3 displayed three-dlmeosianal pictures and was con. aidered by some the most advanced system of the time.
. ;*jlt was subsequently purchased by dozens of Japanese companies, in' ckMtng Mitsubishi, Toyota, Nissan Motors and Sanyo. According to a
Camputervisioo executm, customer* could obtain the CADDS-3 source
cole by signing a written piedgs not to divulge it.
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•"In December,ltT8, Lacttieed licensed .Fuji Heavy Industries, line of
the major .Japanese aircraft mnnnWfca, to use Lockheed's "Cadam" computer design system. The license agreement gam Fuji access to the •
Cadam source code.
• In 1979. Gerber Scientific Systems Technology of Hartford. Conn.,
signed an agreement with Yokogawa Electric Co, giving the Japanese
company all'of the source codes and technical data for its CAD system, as
well as exclusive manufacturing rights in Japan, Singapore and South
Korea,
• .
The path of CAD from the minds of American computer scientists to
Japanese companies is an example of how knowledge spreads in today's
international economy.
Some of the initial work on computer graphics was done in the early
1960s by Ivan Sutherland, who, as an MIT graduate student, developed
concepts for programming computers to portray a draftsman's lines, circles and shapes.
His program, called "Sketch Pad," was ahead of its time. Computers
functioned too slowly and lacked storage capacity to handle complex programs required in such graphic display.
By the late 1960s, however, hardware developments that gave the industry better disc drives and display terminals created new opportunities
for using computers in the production end of business.
Many credit a maverick genius, Patrick J. Hanratty, with developing
the first true commercial CAD software programs.
Hanratty got his first taste of computers at a two-week training program in 1955. After three days, he recalled, "I "felt 1 had learned all I
could and had ideas my instructor didn't seem to have about how to talk
to computers."
Over the next 17 years, he left his mark as a writer of software at General Motors Research laboratory. McDonnell Douglas and finally at bis
own company. MCS. often putting in SO- to 100-hour work weeks.
Bits and pieves of his work can be found in the software programs of
most CAD companies.
In 1971, soon after starting MCS, Hanratty and his associates produced "Adam," a software program that was to have widespread hiflaence. "Adam really opened some eyes," Boeing's Beeby recalled.
Adam could create three-dimensiorial pictures, print out blueprints and
drawings of what was displayed on the computer screen andcreate a tape
that controlled tools to cut and fabricate shapes on the screen. In the
next several years, MCS licensed Adam to companies developing and selling their own CADVCAM systems- Gerber Systems, Computervision and
United Computing.
Hanratty's easygoing •censing procedure involved him in litigation
'with clients who complained that they alone bad exclusive rights to
Adam. The litigation eventually was dropped, but the licensing resulted in rapid spread of ideas underlying Hanratty's conceptual breakthroughs.
Ultimately, Computervision, Gerber and McDonnell Douglas, (which ac-»
quired United Computing) licensed CAD/CAM systems to Japanese
firms. [See accompanying chart)
Today, Hanratty sells his newest creation, the ANVIL 4000 CAD/CAM
system, to about 20 Japanese companies, and has adapted its control console to the Japanese Kanji alphabet Japanese computer scientists troop
to MCS headquarters in Irvine, Calif., to be trained.'
- Hanratty said he. provides customers with source codes but is not concerned that Japan will use this information to narrow the American lead '
in software. All of his clients, he said, "enter into a stringent legal contract |
not to divulge it without MCS' permission.'
' In any case, he said, "our code is so mammoth that you couldn't duplicate it
It takes two or three years for our own people to develop
. an understanding of it, and they are the cream of the electronics industry.
I think it would be dose to impossible for anybody to understand the full
span of Anvil 4000 today."
Others are more uneasy.
Japan is trying to overcome its software shortcomings by educating
more computer scientists, encouraging small, American-style "software
• factories" and emphasizing the needto do better.
•' Some VS. companies are concerned enough about transfer of proprietary knowledge that they lefaee to provide Japanese firms with source
codes. Calma, Applicon and Intergraph, time leading US. CAD/CAM
companies, provide only "ebjact code," a computer program virtually indecipherable by humans.
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Lockheed eventually acid the Cadam system throughout, the world,
including to etmpetUors tuck aa Dassault fa Franca, one o f the leading
companies in the-European Airbus consortium. Japanese jufctomere eventually included Fuji, Hitachi, Kawasaki, Mitsubishi a t l N»fH>on Steel
. Although Mitsubishi and Kawasaki did not receive the Cadam source
code, Fuji had it from late 1978. Fuji was a member, with Mitsubishi and
Kawasaki, in a consortium that forms the nucleus of Japan's budding
aircraft industry..
Explaining the 1978 decision, a spokesman for Lockheed's computer
graphics subsidiary said: "Lockheed is not one company. (This subsidiary)
sells software. What we did was not tied to the strat^ic position of the
(Lockheed) corporation. We were just doing our thing."
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The spokesman said that, if the Japanese had not obtained Cadam,
they couki haveobtained other Don-American systems, such as Britain's
Medusa or France^ Catia. "It was just a matter of time before they woukf
have fotten It from somebody eke," the spokesman said.
Nevertheless, on Jan. 1, 1982, Lockheed announced that it would no
longer provide source code with the systems it sold or licensed.
Cadam, meanwhile, has proved useful to Japan's commercial aircraft
effort It was used, for example, in Japanese work on parts of Boeing's
767 commercial airliner built under a co-production arrangement.
"We turned over the drawings to the Japanese, they digitized the geometry and put it on their Cadam system," said Marvin Wehrman, director of Boeing's computer programs. The Japanese completed their part of
the design work using Cadam, Wehrman said, and the results dovetailed
perfectly with Boeing's.
The cooperation worked well but raised several questions.
As required by Boeing's contract with the Japanese consortium, Wehrman said, the Japanese returned the drawings after completing the work.
But, he said, they retained the electronic tapes that activated CAD pictures of parts of the Boeing plane.
Beeby, now retired from Boeing, said Japanese engineers expressed
keen interest in Boeing's CAD programs.
"After the engineers left, their top management came back and looked
at the system," Beeby recalled. They were a major subcontractor. We
couldn't very well shut them off." •
Some, including Oomputervision's Hurd. even question whether the
United States is very far ahead. "I find tough competition in Japan," he
said.
In typical Japanese fashion, Japanese companies have begun to penetrate a few, selected parts of the market
Typical ofthe new breed of entrepeneurial. American-style CAD companies making their debut in Japan is Zuken, founded by Makoto
Kaneko, 38, a computer expert. Sales increased from $4*0.1100 in 1978 to
$10 million in 1982. mainly on CAD systems for dwipiins fleet run ics systems and computers.
Mark*ir«dire^AkiTuT»Mhp»k«Bd.e«s
soon win be required to design computers, and Zuken • ptepanng for
that day, he said.
NEXTi Taking up the challenge

Made in America, Sold in Japan
. Evan before he had teen a meant article about himself in Venture Capita) Journal, John B. Henry, president of Crop Genetics International in Doraey, Md.,
began receiving telephone calls from Japanese businenftroen interested in a possible joint venture in
Southeast Asia.
Such offers are extremely tempting for small, innovative U.S. genetic engineering companiea working on
new products and medicine* ranging from the laboratory-produced sugar cane seed of Crop Genetics to the
interferons of Biogen and Genentech.
With many of these productsjtill several years from
the marketplace, pioneering U.S. genetic engineering
firms need money to continue research and testing.
Japanese companies are providing plenty of it in return
for technology, exclusive marketing rights for future
products and other concessions.
Why Japanese companies, rather than U.S. financial
centers or phnrmaceuticfll firms, ore putting up the
money imd positioning themselves fur the profits is n
riddle that provides insights into pressures driving the
technology trade between the two countries.
In the lute 1970s, Adventurous U.S. and foreign investors poured money into new companies formed by
scientists who hud been working on the recombinant
DNA (gene splicing) technology at such centers as Harvard, Mii**mhtiM-tis Institute of Technology, Stanford,
the National Institute* of Health and the University of
California at Berkeley and Sen Francisco.
There was great excitement about new laboratory-'
produced microbes that might increase crop yields,
provide inexpensive new sources of energy and, meat
important, form a new family of drugs against hitherto
resistant viruses and other diseases.
Now, however, investors have grown more cautious. '
"A couple of years ago, any university professor with
credentiala could generate a seven-figure investment,"
said Thomas D. Kiley, vice president and general counsel of Geoentech in South Sin Francisco. "Now investors are becoming more sophisticated.*

In the U.S. system, Kiley said, running up too much
debt by borrowing from banks is considered had business. Even if hanks agree to loan money, he said, rising
debt drives down the price of stock, creates financial
worries ami makes it difficult to attract investors or
qualified executives.
The way out, he said, is to do research for other
companies for a fee or sell them technology in return
for commissions from <mle of pnxhiets made with ttowc
technologies. "The trick is to do that without selling
your birthright," Kiley »ai<t.
Making deals with larger US. rjharaiaceutical companiea is extremely risky because it often can mean relinquishing the U.S. market to those companiea when
products are ready for the marketplace. Many biotechnology companies are cutting deals with Japanese firms
. instead.
For example, Genentech signed agreements with
Toray Industries and Daiichi Seiyaku giving them exclusive rights to buy one type of interferon, gamma, for
sale in Japan. The Japanese companiea pay Genentech
while the U.S. firm continues its research, but Genentech retains control of technical processes for making
the interferon, which scientists hope will be.used to
fight cancer and viruses.
However, Genentech could be forced to give Torny
and Daiichi the technology if the Food and Drug Administration does not approve gamma for use in the
United States. In that case, the product could not be
exported, and Genentech has agreed to provide the
gene splicing and process technology to the -Japanese
companies.
Other U.S. companies have made even broader concewions to the Japanese.
In 1981, for example, Genex of Kockulle agreed with

'Graan Cross Corp. of Osaka to perform research aimed
at developing a microbe strain that can produce human.
serum albumin (HSA) in a laboratory.
Hospitals now use HSA to treat shock and a condition called hypoproteinemia, a protein deficiency in the
blood. Because HSA is prepared from human donors'
blood, it ia expensive and sometimes scarce. Laboratory
development of HSA using recombinant DNA technology could enable Genex to tap into a market worth
$600 million a year.
However, Genex agreed to give Green Cross an exclusive worldwide license to "make, use and sell" ail of
the HSA eventually produced under the contract
That Japan's efforts to acquire U A rnotecular bW-'
ogy technology are anything but haphazard ia evident
from the fact that Tokyo's Ministry of International
Trade and Industry has picked 14 companies to lead a
research effort. More than 100 Japanese companies
and research institutes are spending about 1217 million
a year on research in biotechnology.
"America has unequaled capacity to develop and
apply science, but our companies are competing with
well-financed (foreign) corporations acting in partnership with their governments . . . . U.S. government.
business and labor are naming uphill," Genentech
President Rolwrt A. Swanson said.
—Daa Morgan
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For Industrial Health, Firstva Self-Examination
. By Dan Morgan
Wainlnfton Put s u n Wrlur

l b a laboratory at Genentech, the south San
Pascisco genetic engineering company, bearded
i.loiogiats in white gowns hover over trays of purple-colored cultures of interferon that someday
may fight human viruses from colds to herpes.
Across the country, in Short Hills, N.J., Martin
Lepselter of Bell Laboratory's advanced microelectronics division proudly displays a snapshot of
something that looks like a row of fences across a
undy desert Actually, the picture shows parts of
an electronic circuit narrower than a human hair,
etched by an X-ray machine on a tiny silicon chip.
Reassuring as those glimpses of the nation's
high-technology resources may be, they are not an

automatic guarantee of America's economic future. As .examples used in this series show, innovations produced in U.S. laboratories frequently
have resulted in products made in Japan.

HlGHlfeCH:
LEAVEVGHQME
CONCLUSION

This phenomenon has evoked an angry reaction
from U.S. politicians and the public.
Protectionist sentiment is running high on Capitol Hill, and Congress has taken up one of the

most restrictive pieces of legislation since World
War II: the "domestic content bill," which would
require that foreign automobiles sold here include
an arbitrarily established percentage of VS. components.
The Reagan administration opposes the imm(ire but has taken a tough approach in negotiations with Japan aimed at breaking down Japanese barriers to U.S. trade and investment
"The time has come to act
We're alrtady
10 years too late," said William C. Norris, the outspoken chairman of Control Data Corp., who has
See TECHNOLOGY, A8, Col. 1
U.S. to deny visas to foreigners suspect** of
seeking restricted technological data. Pagt A9
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From manufacture of aircraft and
parts for American jetliners to
undersell oil drilling and the
Betamux video recorder, Japanese
industry has benefited from the
partnership role, of the
government. Japanese companies, ;
with u nudge from Tokyo, can
move more quickly than American
firms in getting new technology to
the murkctpluce.
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iuggested Iticking out" all Japanese working in VS. research faciliites as
swarnjng shot across Tokyo's bow.
/'
'|-.?"''.''•'
:'• Such suggestions are indicative of a mood of.rising ijjjger at Japan.
Whether the steps contemplated so fur will change the'Jijpaneee-Araer.
iean technological aquation ia nwbt
-'•--.• r .• :; v.v;+,
: Trade restriction* certainly would* fatiti retaJfctfoh lot only from
Japan but also perhaps 60m countries such a* Franc* where UJS. companies fare well, Moreover, in today'sfatefcoruiectedgnbal economy,
.technologynas become increasingly intwnationalaed. Ideas travel with
jet speed across borders, not only from America to Japan fait also in re-.
turn. Science is universal '
*'.: ;'••. t , - < . ' i
'"
^ What distinguishes economies^ today often fc «fc* i & B first with the
feriin(>to»jy but wT» first u a e ^
» V ' *, .:.*';'•,' '"'
? This is mow than a technical p r c j ^ j t t i j v o r m o
3Ailityibf ca#tal and such subtle factbWaen^
iatiohal wilt TheUe are not easily quantified 0* readfly fitted into theories
jjf "sdeh^' Ma^eiment* that have prevail in the United States since
jjhe 1950*^ ,:^- >V; v./.^-v-.: ! - - ,.-^;°-.V(S-'.:^. ,.•
-4, Japane» wh^^ies^ready aie shifting their strategies in anticipationef more antagonistic U^S. poBciee,forming jointventures with US. companics and investing in US. industry.
,' But fir tha.United Statedto.tbinkin terms ^retaliation alone, warned
Robert. B $eich of Harvard UniyerthYs Kennedy Sehool of Government,
would *!#.'tipi hjiss a%. «^©recidented opportunity for national selfeiammatiort This ia ajprocess that he^ahdother exjfeits say must take
place beforeAmericanfodustrycan return^ njflheatth.
: The problem, as ^r^^
policies are
kgging lax behind changes reshaping the world economy.
r As this series has suggested,, the fragmented U&Jfuameas community
has often sokl technology to Japan too cheaft? aOTtfth too little con'
eideration of Its long-range iftj$ct 00 UJS. competitiveness. Washington,
has contributed to the problem by aggressively promoting sale of U.S. '
technology abroad as part of weapons co-production programs. .
By contrast, Japan controls export of technologies developed with government support and is tightening copyright laws on computer software
as Japanese industry improves its sinus in this area.
But in talks with more than 18ftbugmfHaii>uii, government officials, scientists, researchers and economists, many other explanations for flagging
UJS. competitiveness were given Prominent among them:
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• The U.S. research 4hd development effort, the world's second largest
after that of the Soviet Union, has suffered from its emphasis on defense.
Half of all research and development dollars spent in America are^rom
the federal government, and more than half of those are defense-related.
While much of the Defense Department's support for research on com-'
puters, microelectronics, lasers and aerospace has potential commercial
spinoffs, the U.S. government lacks effective procedures for getting it
quickly into commercial channels.
By contrast, Japan's New Technology .Development Agency provides
financial assistance to private firms to help them convert work done at
government laboratories into products,;_, ^ ' '"'''•-''•
• Big corporations and govenuneni ^ k e teW W oVeremphaflite research on basic science and undefemphasize research on less exotic fat
important technologies. One example •cited was ro^ptlgaY
U.S. research stresses vision
but, aceordiiJgvto jne senior executive, American robots are uy
0 4 of improved ability to grip
objects, a mundane but crucial
.toast's work. Although the payoff presumably would be.
tty has found a way to redue* drastically the timts!
dlry clothing by machine.
Wmrh
In Japan, govern
id development often goes
to teas exotic "medium:
with iitfmediate commercial potentiaL In the United States,
' *' i t o d o the routine stuff* said
Ruatom Roy, a fellow at the)

Japan Helps With tratfltftm «f

freperatlM

• The federal government is "ap«idta|'rflojekit letting teas" for its research dollars, according to SJ. Buchsbeurii, Belltabs' eaecuth* vice
president for research. The toore than 700 government research fcbottj
tories are "cpuBed" and la«5l well-defined goak Materials research, which
"uhderliei eWyttir^
\ * TWUpited States ^oes not pay enough attention to foreign technotcltetf flevwwments. Only 20 percent of Japanese technical publications
<W8 tta^bitf into English, according to John A. Alic of Congress' Office
;Wf|S>cJhittoJ|o|y Assessment
'• ,'
^ . ^ ^ I M [cooperative) Japanese system stands in stark contrast to the
;^«h?eilpKy relationship that typically prevails between U.S. industry and
•ll^ninent,'' according to Washington cohsultanta Harald B. Malmgren
ga^Ji^Baranson.
.• '
•^fldbert M. Price, president of Control Data, said the most important
' v&ifaa^ice between the two countries is "development of a Japanese tra" dition (^cooperation in developing and exploiting base technologies."
- • U.S. antitrust laws are ambiguous and outdated. Japan helps establish research cartels while seeing to it that companies compete vigorously
in marketing products resulting from the research. But U.S. industrialists
said U.S. antitrust laws make forming such research consortiums here
risky.
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^mmr

emergiftf indwatrwe glowing and developing during recessions. As a result,
Japanese cdattnlto have titan tfak> to exploit periods of slack business
activity to catch up with t£& ooHaaatftors squatted for capital and cus->
i'tomere during these periods, ;.. ;;
•"'• V - V v - i '
,\ • With so™ notafele exceptions, such'as rBM,3*exas Instruments and
Aniifeh^ Telephone & Telegraph, managements uf targe VS. corporations pc«e htajor stumbling blocks to the exploitation ojf new technologies..
^ . >Ueiie Eric Cross, actiitf director of the materials research lab-,':
oratiay^it PennsylvaniaState University, noted that largeUJS. corporations often ktave development of new technplogiee to smaller companies "to which they can dictate term*" Large Japanese companies, however,
are "teehnc4cgy driven," airf take the lead in new areas. --'.-..
--r • rrekM^r^byer" waiS^ptfm entiepwoeuriaUsm^.Q^itla^t IJA manat ft(^ Jprc4uction problems. RCA annoanced in :ld79*that i t
thB*2#mlllion needed to develop? an American, video itoconJaf,
iftstest telling appliance of ttoflecede. But in fte saajj^yearit spent
w
IJ billiontoacquire a fuTanoB cttfcpany. - ?
;},;, ' - {4;.
• targe U,S. corporations, which depimd on to* stock ijiiarket to tot*'.:
judiof ^ir'csjnM are hiuch owfc concerned w^fep&Ming potential
^favtetors with ahorUarm projfits t h i i are'Japtoeaermr*#hich terat to
- Wrrotv from banks with w h ^ t J ^ havacteee and kogstifiding assook.
f oi new praaucie.
,X"*|J3. copporate managements afe more rernovng m m loe pRJOuaajaai
.fNwaiiJpn are their Japanese ojuuterparta. UntilMjentib^FordMotor
CJftlltf five, more layers of maMgernent between th* fa^to^ floor ami
tfitjrajiili nMlii li

1 lliiiiiTifjiiliiliiiil ~" -

*•• £M& managtm^nt has devoted taint of ttsraiaarch and develops**
&mM<f^*>^
hasHaV
£|M«febeen,superior tythat of America.
.r. • . . , v ..,...
. • The U.S. public education system has fallen far behind Japan, Watt
Germany and the Soviet Union in math and science preparation. Half of
the engineering graduate students in the United States are foreigners because Americans either ire not applying or are not qualified.
/' The American Association for the Advancement of Science has said
that far too many students.... lack motivation, to study science and
.mathematics" because of "boring" teaching and a school climate "unfavorable to the pursuit of excellence."
i Whether all or some of these reasons can explain Japan's successes in
its technology race with the United States, they suggest the myriad factors that influence it
Much has been made of the government-industry cooperation that foreigners nickname "Japan Inc.," and there is no doubt that the Japanese
government hat made a difference.
Cferrent government-backed efforts, involving tax breaks, research
funding arid pooling of research information and other subsidies are
' under way in genetic engineering, automated manufacturing, superspeed
computers, optical communication and measurement, manganese nodule
' exploitation and subsea oil exploration.
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entry forward was to establishment of Ninon AirupeMia Manufccturing
Oft, a eptciali»rpow*ktt;Covtnttaaot and prntoUsfaa invested » .
NAMCO, but the government bore the main financiaf risk. NAMCO developed the 64-8eat YStl civilian plane, not a great success, but the work'' helped companies acquire experience. •'.
> ..:.,_..-.•.., .•« ., ..
-Subsequently, Japan set up tfte Civil Transport Development Corp., a
consortium of three large aircraft companies established to coordinate Ja-:
pan's work in building part, pf, Boeing's new 767 jetliner. However, at that
point direct government rmanbial support w^s reduced because the companies were deemed strong enough, to should** more of the financial risk.
Meanwhile, Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MTTD has sponsored another aanortium to enable the nation to I t • '•
60-*0 partner with,Britain's Rolk^RoyH (^construction of a new turbo
engine for the next generation of international airliner, the 150-seater.
Several experts warn against placing too * u t h irnportarice on the, government rote in Japan's success. The U 5 . government pumps far more
money into the American scientific and industrial community tor research
<*M efcvetopment than does Japan. The Tokyo government supplies only
19 percent of the total of such funds in Japan, while Washington supplies
aae» than W percent in this country.
•"' Japan's suecees ako clearly owes mncn to the ingenuity, determination
*M flexibility of private industry.
: . ;s
:
William J. Abernathy and Richard & Rosenbloom of the Harvard
Business School who studied the jvay- Japan captured tne US. video re*
. corder market, cited "the element of persistence* in Japanese companies.
Betamax, they noted, was the fourth generation of video recorder developed by Sony and the first that succeeded with UJS. consumers. With
no assurance of success, Matsushita- established an entire department of
"!l,200 employes to develop a video recorder for the commercial marketplace.
•.-..-.
;, LtttJothingB, rather than big, often make a crucial djfference, according
i to Americans who have studied Japanese industry.
,', ToyaU and other auto rnaka«aiv»l»arlSiu»
a "juflt-in-time" delivery system for componanta. Parts arrive only when
they are ready to be installed, sometimes with lees than an hoar to spare.
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Working with ttayiriT«rte*ies, the auto m a t e
and downs of demand
In at least one key tedmotogfcal area, auto design methods, the United
States is superior to Japan, according to a detailed comparison published last August by Japan's Society of Science, Technology and Economics.
While Congress' Office,of Technology Assessment does not discount
the importance of Japan's lower wage rates in the auto makers' success, it
•aid recently that another key element was the Japanese refusal "to quit
the American market when their first offerings proved unappealing; they
persisted and steadily improved their sales."
U.S. businessmen speak almost with awe of the speed with which Japanese companies master new technologies and make high-quality products. .
"Every time they do something, they do it better {than the last timaj,"
aaM former Boeing vice president William Beeby, who worked on development of the Boeing 767, parts of which are manufactured in Japan.
"The quality coming back [from Japan] is better, We saw that"
"The Japanese have been organized to tap the pool of science in tirik
eountry,1* said Dan Burg of Carnegie-Mellon University. "They mt
toams here, and it's done in an organized fashion.. Theyll Bend past-doctoral 8tuderttB to Spend time at our locations, but it's rare for U.S. students to go to a Japanese university."
Whether the United States should, or could, respond to the Japanese
challenge by adopting same of Japan's methods ai ^ q ^ ^ ^ l l e V M
among politfciapa, iridustiiaUsta jnd •pnornic expwts. • • •' •"•» %&M ^ J f
'The Office of Technology Assessment has described the fraghrt^t^p^
U.S. industrial policy as a "potential strength."
, "Our pluralistic system, which is responsible for so much of the ad hoc \
character of US. policies toward industry, creates an environment where -'
flexible and innovative raapoaaw are sometimes possible," the OTA said.
Nevertheless, there is a growing sense in industry and academia that,
government needs to provide more MJHSWIBII! direction.
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Washift—nim4»T*mth Sfp mm*fi«Poiietes
An example of Washington's stop-end-go tmrtent'ist are Reagan administration proposals to curtail energy research just as it has made prograse after the 1973-74 oil-price scare.
- '
"Science isn't run on a six-month basis," Brookings' Roy said. "You
have to wait 10 years for results."
While the Japanese ministry has announced a seven-year, $140 million
raearch effort involving 10 private companies to develop "intelligent"
robots capable of assembling dozens of different products, including an
entire automobile, the U-S- government's main robotics research program,
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, is geared primarily to
making defense contractors more efficient
"VS. industrial policy is a mess," a congressional aide said. "It doesn't
add up. It's little bits and pieces. The political element is always dominant here. The kind of political system we have just isn't conducive to
coherent policies."
There are, however, some signs of change. The Reagan administration
has given other indications of its readiness to consider new approaches.
In a highly significant move, the Justice Department's Antitrust Division has allowed 10 competing US. computer companies to establish a
joint research company. Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corp. No Japanese companies are members, and Japanese firms seeking
access to MCC's technologies must deal with the consortium, not a single
company.
Some have described this project as "America Inc."
In 1981, Congress passed the research and development tax credit, enabling companies to accelerate their depreciation on R&D equipment It
is credited with spurring a dramatic increase in the amount invested in
new, "high-tech" ventures, from $58 million in 1978 to $1.7 billion in
1982. And California, under then-Gov. Edmund G. (Jerry) Brown Jr.,
.established the first Commission on Industrial Innovation to recommend
state policies that would help "high-tech" industries.
These steps have the advantage of not requiring a political confrontation with Japan. For, in the heat of the present, it is easy to forget that
Japan is actually a great American success story.
It has reached its position of near technological parity through American aid, open market and tjrhniml prowess. Now, Japan is forcing the
United States to take stock of its own economic performance and is becoming a teacher to its own postwar teacher.
But, as Undersecretary of Commerce Lionel H. Olmer has said, "Japan
is not yet a technological giant"
The United States is still bigger and richer. Japan's labor productivity,
the measure of the man-hours required to turn out products of a certain
value and indirectly a measure of technological prowess, still lags behind
that of the United States, although the difference is narrowing and Japan
is an equal or ahead in some key industries such as automobiles.
The $15 billion spent by Japan annually on civilian research and development is only half the amount spent by the United States. The Japanese government's annual spending for research on supercomputers is
less than that of IBM.
Japan's vaunted system of national planning is not infallible. It has
made serious miscalculations, such as promoting growth of an aluminum
industry now on the brink of bankruptcy.
Some even think that Japan's success in international trade may be
exposing its companies to forces that will weaken its society's traditional
discipline and unity of purpose that has characterized Japanese industry.
"The rapid evolution of Japan's economy toward the creation of a
'knowledge intensive' society carries with it enormous potential opportunities," Olmer said. " . . . TheterhnolngirBlrace does not need to be a
zero sum gun*. Both sides can win, and the results will be of enormous
benefit to e l "
Staff writers Tracy Dahlby in Tokyo and Hobart Rowen in Washington
conducted interviews for tha series. Staff researcher Carin Pratt contributed to the report.
^
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b c c : Mr. Remington
One Frankiin Plaza. PO. Box 7929. PhnaOelphia. Pennsylvania 19101

SmithKline Beckman
CORPORATION
Alan D. Lourie. Ph.D.
Vice President. Corporate Patents and Trademarks
(215)751-5189

February 17, 1984
The Editor
Harvard Business Review
Boston, MA 02163
Dear Sir:
I have read with interest the article by Neal Orkin in
the January-February 1984 issue of the Harvard Business Review
entitled "Rewarding Employee Invention: Time for Change." I'm
afraid I must disagree with its basic recommendation that the
U.S. enact a German-type inventors' compensation statute,
similar to that embodied in H.R. 3285.
I am a strong believer in the importance of incentives
to stimulate risk-taking, investment, and innovation. No doubt
incentives such as equity ownership have played an important
role in the creation of many new enterprises in electronics and
biotechnology in the united States. In fact, I would urge that
the preeminent success of U.S. companies in these fields is
testimony both to the vitality of U.S. enterprise and to the
adequacy of our incentive systems, in contrast to the author's
impression that the nationals of other countries, particularly
in Germany and Japan, are outdoing us.
The scheme that Mr. Orkin advocates, however, and the
German system it is based on, principally affect employees of
larger companies rather than entrepreneurs of smaller and newer
companies. And for this type of employee, I believe this
system would be unfair, useless, and bureaucratic.
It would be unfair because it focuses solely on
inventorship, which is a rather precise, limited, legal
concept. In a large company, many people play important and
critical roles in the creation and development of a product,
not just those who, according to the U.S. rules of
inventorship, are designated inventors. Moreover, much of the
success of a new invention arises from effective teamwork in
the testing, development, and marketing of an invention, and a
system that provides significant royalty or other added
compensation to only the limited group legally entitled to be
considered inventors would be disruptive, not stimulative of
new invention.
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In addition, such a system would not promote real
creativity among the scientists of large organizations,
particularly in the chemical and pharmaceutical fields. The
reason is, in my opinion, that most of these people are
scientists who are principally interested in their science
rather than the level of reward that would be provided by a
statutory inventors scheme. Even more importantly, the nature
of their research is such that it would not be increased in
quality by means of a monetary incentive. Genuinely creative
ideas emerge by themselves, and inventions consisting of the
making and testing of new chemical compounds are similarly
unlikely to be stimulated by such incentives.
Finally, a statutory scheme such as is suggested would
impose an expensive and cumbersome corporate bureaucracy on the
patent and research process. It would impede genuine progress
and increase costs that would be passed on to consumers. It
would require timely action, supported by documents, on all
patent disclosures, timely filing of patent applications in
order not to lose ownership rights, and simply add to the
backlog in patent departments and the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office. It would be known as The -Patent Lawyers Employment Act
by analogy with the new tax laws which create enormous amounts
of business for tax and estate lawyers and accountants. It
would also be a bonanza for the paper companies.
In my view, the present Administration and the
Congress are proceeding with the kinds of initiatives that are
best calculated to improve innovation and creativity in this
country. They include patent terra restoration to provide
better incentives to justify investment in risky and long-term
development activity; liberalization of government patent
policy to leave larger companies with exclusive patent rights
on inventions they have made with government funding, and also
to provide greater incentive for investment; improvements in
the patent laws to eliminate hyper technical impediments to
patent validity, and others.
Moreover, the grass is always greener in other
countries, and we should not lose sight of the fact that our
new scientific and technology-based industries are leading the
world. I am aware that the numbers of patent applications
filed by residents of some countries are unfavorable to the
U.S., but I suspect that many of those applications are merely
sterile responses to the inventor compensation systems which
Mr. Orkin advocates, rather than filings on significant new'
inventions.

45-025 0 - 8 5 - 2 4
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There may well be better ways to compensate our
creative scientists, and I have indeed devoted thought to the
problem. I am confident, however, that the German-type
inventors' compensation system is not what we need.
Very truly yours,

[)lw,

l-V.-jtr.uy

Alan 0. Lour ie
ADL: ba
cc: Mr. N. Orkin
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Rewarding
employee
invention:
time for
change
Need Orkin

Mr. Orkin is a Philadelphia
area attorney and adjunct assistant
professor of business law at Drexel
University who also holds a degree in
electrical engineering. A student of
employee-inventors' rights since 1967,
he is coauthor of Employees' Inventions: A Comparative Study (Femsway
Publications. Sunderland. England,
1981).
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By relying on a voluntary
system of rewarding employees for
inventions and innovations, U.S. corporations are losing out on new ideas
that would help them compete effectively in the world race for new technology Proposals that would remedy
this situation have come before Congress on several occasions in recent
years, but industry has consistently
opposed them. Now the time for. reappraisal has come. Lest American innovation and inventiveness decline even
further, we must enact a national statutory award scheme for employed
inventors.
Although patents are not an
absolute indicator of innovation, their
growth-or decline-provides one
measure of industrial creativity. By
this gauge, American inventiveness
decreased during the 1970s. The number of U.S. patents per million population issued to American citizens and
corporations fell from 225 in 1970 to
169 in 1980; the number per billion
dollars of GNP, measured in constant
1972 dollars, dropped from 53.7 in 1972
to 25.8 in 1980. During the same decade the percentage of U.S. patents
granted to foreigners - mostly residents
of West Germany and Japan-increased
from 25% to 38.9%.
Were these foreign scientists
and engineers inherently more creative
than their U.S. counterparts} 1 think
not. If one assumes, as I do, that royaltics are an effective way to stimulate
invention, then our reward system stifles new ideas.

Rewards American style
Whereas most industrial
nations protect employees' patent
rights by statute, often American
workers must sign preemployment
contracts that turn over these rights to
their companies.
At most large corporations,
employee-inventors do receive nominal awards) these range from pen sets
and plaques to bonuses of a few hundred dollars. But management reserves
for itself large bonuses based on the
sales and profits those inventions generate. That this generally accepted policy tends to sour employer-employee
relations should come as no surprise.
Nor should it be hard to understand
why it leads scientists and engineers to
abandon invention for management.

To encourage innovation,
one segment of U.S. industry has tried
a new approach. Video game manufacturers give their designers optimal
working conditions and highly visible
personal recognition. More important,
they pay them royalties that range
from 10% to 15% of the profits on their
games. The industry's rapid growth
demonstrates the advantage of this
more equitable system of rewards.

Rewards European style
Many Western European
nations have enacted statutes to protect the rights of employers and
employees. These laws differ in several
regards, but all divide employees'
inventions into two general categories:
free inventions, which are non-workrelated, and service inventions, which
derive from work-related tasks. The
second is more significant, because
80% to 90% of all patented inventions
grow out of the employment
relationship.
West Germany's statute,
enacted in 1957, is the most comprehensive of the Western European
service-invention laws. Like most others, it covers inventions that arc kept
as company trade secrets as well as
those that are actually patented. In
addition, it extends protection to costsaving, technical improvement suggestions, which are not eligible for
patents.
Guidelines for computing
the compensation due the employee
are also included in the German statute, so that the amount can be adjusted
according to the employees' duties and
participation in the creative process as
well as the invention's value to the
business and the company's investment in developing it.
Employer-employee negotiations usually determine compensation,
with arbitration before a tribunal as a
last-or next-to-last-resort. Although
an appeal through the judicial system
is possible if either party is dissatisfied
with the settlement proposed by the
arbitration board, few cases follow this
route. In the first 17 years of the law's
existence, only 1,100 cases came to
arbitration, and 75% of these were settled amicably before the board had to
impose a decision.
Not all the European statutes have been drafted this equitably.
For example, although many countries
allow employees to present claims
regardless of the invention's profitability, the United Kingdom's 1977 patents
act allows compensation only for patents of "outstanding benefit to the
employer." As defined during the Parliamentary debates, this means that
the patent must be a "a humdinger of a
winner," "a bonanza for the employer,"
or "the sort of invention that may revolutionize a company or even perhaps a
whole industry." If the English courts
uphold these interpretations, most
employee-inventors will not be entitled to compensation.
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Rewards Japanese s t y l e
Japan'5 1959 patent compen• sation statute contains provisions similar to those in the Western European
laws. Compliance is voluntary, not
mandatory as in Europe. As of 1980
almost 75% of Japan's corporations had
adopted service-invention regulations
modeled on those published by the Japanese patent office. Most of the others
have their own schemes for rewarding
employee-inventors.
Companies that follow the
model regulations establish service
invention review boards composed of a
chairman, a vice chairman, and some
employee members appointed by the
chairman. Each board determines the
compensation due its company's
employees. With the chairman's permission, inventors may attend the
board meetings to express their views.
The amount of money
involved in these awards is small by
American standards: the maximum is
less than $ 10,000. Nevertheless, in
conjunction with employment practices that also reward innovative contributions, they have had a noticeable
effect on Japanese inventiveness.
Within ten years of the law's enactment the number of patent applications from Japanese citizens had more
than tripled, rising to well over 100,000
per year.

I .earning from experience
Proposed legislation based
on the West German employeeinventors law now appears as H.R.
3285 of the 98th Congress. Although
similar to its prototype in many
regards, it differs in this way. The German arbitration board's findings can be
appealed through the courts. The U.S.
board's factual conclusions cannot,
unless there has been a mistake of law
or the holding has been capricious.
Representatives of American
industry contend that such a law
would disrupt team effort and that
worthless patent applications would
flood the patent office. In addition,
Americans who have dealt with the
German legislation a r g u e - a n d German
industrial leaders do not d e n y - that it
necessitates cumbersome paperwork
and is very time consuming.
But according to a report
recently issued by the U.S. Library of
Congress, most German business people believe that the innovation the law
fosters outweighs its faults. Therefore,
I suggest that we draw on the Germans'
experience to improve the pending legislation. T h e following r-hangrs should
make the proposed law more acceptable to U.S. corporate managers without
rhanging tts fundamental principles:

•
Appeals to an arbitration
board would be limited to inventions
that have earned more than $20,000 for
the company. Inventions that fall short
of this amount would entitle the
inventor t o a modest compensation
award (perhaps 1200) payable when the
patent is granted. This change would
minimize the number of appeals and
reduce paperwork. The National Labor
Relations Board and certain federal
court actions provide precedents in stipulating that a m i n i m u m monetary
amount m u s t be satisfied before they
assert jurisdiction.
Q
Time limits that are now
ill-defined or too restrictive would be
altered to reflect industry practice.
D
H.R. 3285 allows compensation to be redetermined when a major
change in circumstances occurs—for
example, when an invention becomes
profitable in mid-life, after the parties
have agreed to a m i n i m u m compensatory amount. This section would be
limited t o cases in which charges of
fraud or misrepresentation appear.
O
H.R.3285aIsomandatesthe
release of all rights to the employee if
the company abandons a patent or
allows it to lapse. Although this
arrangement may be equitable under
most circumstances, it could create a
hardship for an employer that is holding back the invention t o protect trade
secrets or to avoid making other products obsolete. A "use it or lose i t " provision would resolve such problems by
requiring an employer t o pay a nominal rental fee for unused inventions.
O
Finally, tax policy should be
designed to reward real invention and
innovation. Current tax laws, which
allow a 15-year, 2 5 % tax credit for
increases in corporate R&D expenditures, arguably encourage as m u c h creative accounting as invention. I
propose that employee-inventors be
allowed to reduce the amount of taxes
due on their royalties for one year,
employers be entitled to claim a oneor two-year deduction and credit equal
to the aggregate royalties paid, and
innovators be eligible to receive partially tax-free bonuses for their work.
In addition to stimulating invention,
these tax benefits would promote team
effort by rewarding those who contribute to an invention's commercial success as well as its creator.

'A piece of the action'
Invention and innovation
require more than the minimum
needed to complete an assigned task.
Yet our present system of rewards does
l i t t l e - o r n o t h i n g - t o encourage this
extra effort. Remuneration is still the
most effeemtf Way iu motivate
employees, particularly if it includes
" a piece of the action."
The Supreme Court has long
recognized the link between invention
and the prospect of personal gain. The
time has come for the laws governing
employee-inventions to do the same.
By enacting a comprehensive serviceinvention law with properly channeled
tax incentives, we will give our scientists and engineers their overdue fair
share and prevent a drain of talent from
the R&D ranks to management, where
rewards are greater. In so doing, we will
better our chances of competing successfully in the world market.
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RESOLUTION 104-1
Resolved, that the Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright
Law favors in principle the adoption, by those states which
choose to enact employee invention legislation, of the
following Model State Law set out below:
PROPOSED MODEL STATE LAW REGARDING EMPLOYEE INVENTIONS
Any provision in an employment agreement which
provides that the employee shall assign or offer to
assign any of his rights in an invention to his
employer shall not apply to an invention that the
employee developed entirely on his own time without
using the employer's equipment, or supplies, or
facilities or proprietary information except for those
inventions that (i) relate, at the time of conception
of the invention, to the employer's business, or that
of its parent, subsidiary or related companies, or
actual or demonstrably anticipated research or
development of the employer or said companies, or (ii)
result from any work performed by the employee for the
employer. To the extent a provision in an employment
agreement purports to apply to the type of invention
other than those described in subsections (i) and (ii)
hereof, it is against the public policy of this State
and is unenforceable. The employee shall bear the
burden of proof in establishing that his invention
qualifies under this section.
An employer may not require a provision of an
employment agreement made unenforceable hereunder as a
condition of employment or continued employment. An
employer, in an employment agreement, may require that
the employee report all inventions developed by the
employee, solely or jointly during the term of his
employment to the employer, including those asserted
by the employee as nonassignable, for the purpose of
determining employee or employer rights. If required
by a contract between the employer and the United
States or its agencies, the employer may require that
full title to certain patents and inventions be in the
United States.
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September 20, 1983

Mr. David W. Beier, II I
Assistant Counsel
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice
Committee on the Judiciary
2137 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear David:
It was a pleasure meeting with you last week and Bob Frank and I appreciate
the information you shared with us concerning the various legislative Issues
pending before Mr. Kastenmeier's Subcommittee.
At the luncheon. Bob referred to a study that John Stedman had prepared for
our West Coast Patent Subcommittee which addressed Congress' jurisdiction to
enact legislation dealing with permissible employee pre-invention assignment
agreements. I have attached a copy of John's analysis of this issue as It
related to HR 4732 and HR 6635 of the 97th Congress, the predecessors to HR 3285
and HR 3286 of the 98th Congress. I had hoped to be able to have the attached
retyped prior to submitting It to you; however, I am leaving the country this
weekend and wanted to be certain that It was in the mail to you prior to my
departure.
Again, thank you for the time you spent with the two of us last week and we
look forward to working with you, Michael and Mr. Kastenmeier on these and other
legislative issues.

Sincerely^

W. Thomas Suttle
Manager, Professional Programs

Attachment
cc with attachment:
cc:

Carl Bay less
Leo Fanning
Bob Frank
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COKGRESS' JUHISDICTION TO KNACT II.R. 4732 4KB H.R. 6635
A. Provisions of B.R. 4732 and P.3. 663?
(not Going into detail as to provisions, except as necessary
to the discussion)
i. H.a. 4732
~ ••
a. Defines "inventions" suhjret to the bill
(1) Covers only "patentable" inventions
(2) Defines "employment invention" (lists circumstances
that brines it within that term)
b. Prohibits (i.e., renders unenforceable)all "pre-invention
assignment agreements" other than those relating to
"employment inventions."
(1) "Pre-invention assignment agreement" is defined as
one that assigns.rights in.an invention not yet cade,
other than a shop right (which is defined, but not
in the term of "shop right" as such, as a non-transferable, non-exclusive license to practice an invention which is conceived or made during actual
eaployncnt with substantial uce of the- 'js.-loycr's
"tire, oatvriils, facilities or fun.is").
c. Requires an employee to disclose all inventions made by
him during onploymc-nt (subject to the employer ;•.(..ir,in;:
confidential).
d. In case of conflict, provides for mandatory arbitration
in the state of employment
2. E.R. 6635
a. Defines "service inventions" ac those made during employees t and grovinc out of the employee's type of r.ar\'. or
derived from "experiences galnod on the Job related to
operations carried out by the employer".
b. ".nployer has a right to clain ormership of all "serviceinventions", subject to payment of "adequate" compensation (defined as "fair carkct value" adjusted to taHc
into consideration (1) the employee's duties and (2) the
?employer's contribution).
c. Remaining provisions, designed to lii>le>r.c-nt the foregoinr, include the eaployee'3 obligation to notify the
employer and the letter's duty to respond; employer's duty
to patent or adcit patentability; rroviaioas for ?.rti.tration, court >rocecdln-e, etc.; confidentiality requirements; provisions re foreign rights; prohibitions against
conflicting contracts,' discrimination by the employer,
etc.; and ethers.
d. All inventions, other than "service inventions" are "free
inventions", and belon.? to the employee.
(1) i.r.ployoe'3 only duty ritli respect thereto is to ilincloso
free inventions made during ecploycent to hid er.pl.oycr
so the latter can contest the employee's cloir that
it is "free."
3

*
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B. Constitutions! Provisions .and Issuoc
1. Under our Federal cycten of delocited authority, Congress
can enact only such lecl3lation as the Constitution has
authorised it to enact.
2. The dulegatod authority to cnnet patent and patent-rclited
laws, i>> to l:c round primarily in Article I, Section 8,
Clause 8 (hereinafter referred to as "Clause 8"), which
read6 as follows:
"The Congress shall have power . . . to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited
tines to authors and Inventors the exclusive rieht to
their respective writings and diceoverics."
3. QUESTION: i-oea the ntovo-quotort Clnusc 8 capowor Con;.:ren3
to enact statutes that
a. Allocate riehts in patentable inventions (including the
allocation of "shop rights", provided for in H.R. 6635)
as between employers and employees, in the manner provided
by H.R. i»732 and H.R. 6635?
b. Require employers to pay "adequate compensation" for
those patent rights to which the bill declares he is
entitled, as provided in H.R. 6635?
c. Render unenforceable agreements that con? llct with its
provisions?
d. Include miscellaneous provisions reasonably designed to
implement its requirements and policy?
C. Constitutional Doctrine and Interpretation. As It Applies to
the Proposed Legislation
1. Specific provisions of Clause 8, literally interpreted,
contain five conditions:
a. The purpose muct be to "promote the progress of . . .
'. useful arts."
b. Legislation must be Halted to "inventors"

r

c. Legislation must be limited to "exclusive richt3"
d. Legislation must relate to "discoveries"
e. Rights granted auct be for a "liilted tice" only
2. InasKucJ, as both l.'.R. i,?j? anC :-.:.-. CCZ5 irpouc con itians
an<! lirltations r.= to i"Uonto:l and p.-it;nt-iblc inventions
only (i.e., inventions that comply nith the provisions of
Title 35), it is indisputable that the proposals co-ae nithin
the Constitutionally-delegated authority of Clause 8
insofar as subject natter lc concerned.
3. The only question, then, is whether the Constitutional provision
limits Congress strictly to the frantin.-: of patent-, oris
broad cr.ou h to rmfclo Conr.rees to:
a. Provide for, Urlt, and impose conations nith respect to
the nciifn^ont of sue); vitontc (•».-. Jo ' olh " s L^~->
and .<;.;<. 5C.20;
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d. Imposo "housekeeping" provisions (re notice, arbitration, etc.) designed to implement enforcement of the
substantive provisions and render then operable and
enforceable.
4. The general, settled doctrine of Constitutional interpretation is as follows:
.
a. Congress nay not enact legislation tint is in conflict
with expros3 limitations contained in the Constitution.
Clause 8 contain." no such express liritation on the
power to implement the provisions contained therein re
"inventions"—provisions that are reflected in t:;o lanvua-e
of 'i-itlu y,.
b. Consent: m y onnct legislation reasonably designed to
implement and further the carrying out of legislation
that is enacted purcuant to, Bid lies within, the authority
delegated to it by the Constitution. Ceo, e.g., Katzcnbach
v. KcClun.-r. 379 D.S. 294 (1964) holding Constitutional
under the commerce clause, a statute that prohibited racial
discrimination in restaurants offering service to interstate travelers. Some of the Court's couaents sere as
follows:
^Congress is empowered to legislate^ "appropriate
ucans to the attainment of a legitimate end, the effective execution of the granted power to regulate interstate commerce. . . . The activities that are beyond
the reach of Congress are 'those which are completely
within a particular State, which do not affect other
States, and with which it is not necessary to interfere,
for the purpose of executing some of the general powers
of the government.' Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 ""heat. 1, 195,
6 L ed 23, 70 (lS<!4). ills rule is as good today as
it was when Chief Justice I'.arshall laid it down
almost a century and a half ago." (p. 302)
". . . In passing on the validity of legislation of
the class last mentioned the only function of courts
is to determine whether the particular activity regulated or prohibited in within the reach of the- federal
poccr." (p. 30^)
". . . where we find that the lc-islators, in
light of fee facts and testimony before thee, have a
rational basis for finding a chosen regulatory scheme
necessary to the protection of commerce, our investiy gation Is at an end. (pp. 30>-504)
"Tie thin!. . . . Congress acted T?ell rithin its
povrer to protect and foster commerce . . . . (p. 304)
"The power of Congress In this field is broad and
sweeping; ehere it keeps within its sphere and violates
no erpr!'=p constitutional limitation it bar b-.-ta th".
rule of this Court, going back ?irn*-t to the founding
days of the Republic, not to interfere. The Civil
Rights Act of 3964, as here applied, we find to be
plainly appropriate . . . . T.'e find It in no violation
of any express limitations of thn Constitution and cc
therefore declare it valid." (p. ;05)
5.

The "reasonableness" of the provisions of E.H. 4732 and
H.S. 663? conforms to
a. The expressed Constitutional purpose of Clause 3;
b. Established general doctrine of Constitutional interpretation expressed in authoritative legal decisions;
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c. Conparatle provisions in the present Title 35;
d. Considerations of lofJ.c, reason nnd coi?non-ccnsc; and
e. General understanding and acceptance.
(Elaboration of these flvo propositions, follows)
6. Accepted Constltutlonil and statutory nur'.osc to encoura.-c
invention and innovation by rewarding (and stimulating

inraaTQRS
a. The aost authoritative expression of the intended purpose
behind Clause tt is to be found in the Federalist papers.
See Federalist paper No. Wi, authored by James Kacison,
in which he coir.ii.ents as follows on the power of Congress
to enact a patent law:
"The utility of this power will scarcely be questioned.
The copyright of authors has been solemnly adjudged
in Great Britain to be a right at common law. The
right to useful inventions seems with equal reason
to belong to the inventors. The public good fully
coincides in both cases with the claims of Individuals. The states cannot separately make effectual
provisilcn for either of the cases, and most of them
have anticipated the decision of this point by laws
passed at the instance of Congress."
b. Kazer v. Stein. 5A7 U.S. 201 (1950, although a copyright
case, contains the following comment:
"The economic philosophy behind the clause empowering
Congress to grant patents and copyrights is the
conviction that encouragement of individual effort
by personal Gain is the best way to advance public
welfare through the talents of authors and inventors
in 'Science and useful Arts.1 Sacrificial days devoted to such creative activities deserve rewards
corurensurate cith the services rendered." (p. 21S)
c. As recently as 19C£, In Cr.-.haa: v. Joiin ucerc Co.. 5":- V..~. 1
(19&f), the "uprccu Court cocrented:
"The Concress in the exercise of the patent poser nay
not overreach the restraints imposed by the stated
constitutional purpose. !Ior may it enlarge the patent
monopoly without regard to the innovation, advancement
*
or social benefit gained thereby. . . . Innovation,
advancement, and things which add to the total SUE
of useful knowledge are Inherent requisites in a
patent system which by constitutional command eust
"prooote the Progress of . . . useful Arts." This
ic the standard expressed in the Constitution an:! it
may not be lenored. . . .
"TTlthla the Units of the constitutional rrant, the
Con;re=3 cay, of course, icplcacnt the stated purpose
of the Franorc by selecting the policy chlch in its
Jui'nncnt best effectuate the constitution"} aii;.
i'iiis ic l:wt a corollary to the onnt to Co»cr':r:" of
any Article I power. Gibbons v. Ocden, 9 '.'Ileal.- 1.
Within the scope established by the Constitution.
Concress may sot out conditions and tests for pitentability." (p. 6)
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d. The Constitution speaks expressly in terms of Granting
patents to Inventors. This concept lu adopted throughout
Titlu 35, which speaks exclusively in tc-rrar. of granting
a patent to the Inventor (tsccs. 101, 102) and requiring
that the application be filed by hie except in special
circumstances (sees. H I , tl'j, 117, llC). In conlr-u:t,
the lass of many countries •luthoric^ thp cunlO}ur of the
Inventor to apply for the patent in his own nemo.
o. Many other examples could be added, but the foregoing are
quite sufficient to support the proposition that both
Clause 8 and the Patent statute enacted thereunder, arc
directed primarily to "promoting progress" through the
device of rewarding anJ sticulating- the Individual InventorCrantod, that others, such as the inventor's employer,
may benefit secondarily from his inventive activities.
It would appear incontrovertible that provisions chich
protect the rights of inventors, including employed
inventors, from encroachment upon their patent rights,
are a reasonable exercise of the Constitutional objective expressed in Clause 8.
Established general doctrine of Constitutional Interpretation
a. The courts have consistently held that the Constitutional
provisions delegating authority to Congress to legislate,
in the absence of express language to the contrary, must
be broadly construed to permit.Congress to exercise its
discretion in selecting what it considers appropriate
means of achievlnc the Constitutional objective. Tlov.'htrc
has the concept been better stated than in the farouu case
of KcCullourh v. Ilaryland, J, Wheat.(0.3.) 316 )1819),
upholding the power of Congress to incorporate o hank,
even though such power re banks is not expressly stated
In the Constitution. The Court said:
". . .we think the sound construction of the constitution must allow to the national legislature that
discretion, with respect to the means by which the
powers it confers are to be carried into execution,
which will enable that body to perform the hich duties
assises:'! to it, in the w.inuer nost bci:i'fici*>l to L:.c
T>eov>Ie. Lot the cni he legitl~ato, lot it be rithin
the scopi. of the constitution, and all means which
are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that
end, which are not prohibited, but consist (sic) with
the letter and spirit of the constitution, are
constitutional." (p. 1,21)
b. The mere fact that the Congress may, in enacting legislation,
interfere with or limit common law doctrine or the power
of the states doc3 not prevent its legislating, providing it otherwise falls within its delegated power.
See Katzenbach v. KcClung. quoted supra. The doctrine
with respect to ix;>airmcnt of the power of the etatee
was well summarized in united States v. Darby. 312 D.S.,
at 12hr where the Court Raid:
"THu/Smendnent states but a truisti that all i-" retain, d
which has not been surrendered. . . .
"From the beginning and for sany years the amendment
has been construed as not depriving the national
government of authority to resort to all means for
the exercise of a granted power which are appropriate
>T»< wiainly ad.ant.rd to the ncrBitted end."
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c. Again, in the light of these brond and r.enerous concents,
it appears obvloua th-at the pronose-d lv,?l&l-atlon clearly
lieu clthln the discretion of Conprccs, as a neanc of
promoting the progress of the useful arts, pursuant
to the provisions of Clause 8.
8. The provisions In the bills are not unlike several provisions
already contained in the Patent Laws
». To the extent that one M y question whether Congress
would be exceeding its Clause 8 authority by going beyond
the sole act of granting patents and legislating with
respect to assignments and payment of compensation in
return for the assignment of patent rights, one may point
out that Congress has already so legislated. To question
the legality of the proposals contained in H.R. it 732 and
H.R. 6635, therefore, would be equally to cast doubt on
these universally accepted provisions. Examples of
such legislation are as follows:
(1) Sec. 122 of Title 35, preserving the confidentiality
of patent applications, imposes "secrecy" limitations
on patent applications—even .though many of these
may eventually turn out to be unpatentable "inventions."
(2) Sec. 152 provides that * patent nay te rrnnti:; to the
"vszlzaee
of the inventor of recoru."
(5) Sees. 121-1?.7, provide for cithholdlnc issuance of patents
on "national security" grounds, abandonment of
patents for unauthorized disclosure, and payrent of
condensation for damages resulting from a secrecy
order and for Governmental use of the invention.
(4) Sec. 261 provides that a "patent shall have the attributes of personal property," shall be assignable
or the subject of an exclusive license, and that an
assignment shall be void as against a subsequent
purchaser unless recorded.
(5) JOC. lV.'S, title 28, crants, in effect, a non-exclusive
license to tot Government, subject to the p-yr,cot of
"reasonable and entire componention."
(5) Many other provisions relate to the usage of, limitations upon, .and compensation related to, patents,
but th*1 torczoin;
in sufficient to indicate the pruvalencc of provicionc that go beyond the narrow scope of
-ranting patents, and extend to questions of hot; they
are used, compensation for use, assignment and licensing thereof, etc.
"§. Considerations of lof:lc and reason support the proposed legislation
a. Initially, it should be noted that, even though Congress
may not have seen fit heretofore to legislote as to employee
assignments and cocponsatlon, this fact provides no tasl3
for contondlne that it cannot do so. Soe Hart, The Relations Between St:itc an* Fi.-ui-r-il '„<•*, Sfj Col. I. ?sv. l;'Ot
'..?'.-:L? (-}"'.), -h..rein Ih.i autS.or point.-; out that, with
respect to ilclaj-ated posers, since Congress has discretion
not to net at all, a fortiori it has discretion tn act
only for a limited purpose. In support of this proposition,
bo eolccts the patent laws as an example, cos-cntinc as follow
"Again, Congress has exercised its constitutional authority to provide for issuance of patents for inventions.
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But the patent laws, as construed, confer only
a narrow right to erelude other persons on
certain conditions, from the use of the invention."
b. Inasmuch as Congress can control and legislate with respect
to ownership of patent rights, it follows as a natter of
course that it can control and legislate with respect to
the lesser ripht of asBlgnlnc and licensing one's rights
in such patents.
c. Likewise, it follows th-it Congress esn control and legislate with respect to providing for compensation as a
condition of conveying one's rights.
10. There appears to be virtually unlvors?! •jcce-star.c. of Con-rrr.s'
PO'-TCS to luRlslate reg3rdlnr allocation of rir.hts and yayr.cnt
of compensation, as provided for in H.R. 4732 and IT.R. 6635 •
a. Although there is considerable difference of opinion as
to the desirability of the legislation proposed in
H.R. 4732 and E.R. 6635, there appears to be no suggestion
that Congress lacks power, to enact such legislation
(1) The Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Lav? of
the American Bar Association vigorously opposes H.R.
4732 and urges state legislation in lieu thereof,
but it concedes that Congress could enact legislation
on the subject of allocation, saying:
". . . if a federal law is considered desirable
in the interest of increased uniformity, the
coD.nittee prefers enactnent of federal legislation based on the model state statute." 1982
Committee Reports, p. 67
(2) Heal Qrkin, in a recent article on the subject (The
Legal Rights of the Employed Inventor In the United
States: A Labor-Kanagement Perspective, in Employees'
Inventions—A Comparative Study (Jereisy Phillies cd.,
Fornsmy Publications, 198J), p. 152), states bis
belief that this issue of employee rights should be
treated as a "labor-management" problem, not as a
"patent" problem (p. 152), but it appears clear from
his discussion th at he believes that Clause 8 gives
Congress the power to legislate,^ this area (see pp.
169-172, referring among others/many of the references
discussed above).
b. Tfhile there are numerous cases involving patents holding
that state law (Including common law) rather than federal
law should be applied to various patent assignments,
licenses and claims tp otmorohi? (allocation) :uu'. to .•'uits
for roy;lties (compensation), without er.ception those
decisions arc based on findings that Congress has chosen
not to act in the areas in question. None questions Congress' power to act; indeed, almost invariably the court
has expressly conceded that if Congress had chosen to
act. the Federal statute would be controlling. See,e.g.,
Pnlt^d /nates v. PuMller Condenser Corp.. 289 U.S. 1?8
<l<jiii); lu^-.ttt v. ^ljv.r-.. ??•: U.ii. •'>.•: (1T»C); K--?-l'>n v.
Johnson. 409 F.Supp, 190 (
1976), reverse on lao
ground that Congress had legislated regarding allocation
of patent rights as between a federal enplpyse and his
Government employer (Kaplan v. Corcoran. 545 F.2d 107.?
(
1976). Cf. Gibbons v. Oitden. 9 TThaat. 1 (U.S. 1824)
in which the quostlon of federal pre-emption vis a vis
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the states with respect to patent righto was arcued extensively, althounh the Supreme Court held that the state
statute in issue #a3 unconstitutional under the "commerce
clause" and, hence, passed over the Claucc 6 issue- without
discussion on the merits. It is significant, hooevc-r,
that there is nothinc in tho reported arguments of counsel
(which conoune 186 paces of Theaton, Volume 91) on either
side that even remotely questions the- poser of Congress
to legislate in this area if it sees fit,
c. One of the aost enllghtoning and extensive discussions of
the power of Congress to act, as contrasted with its actual
legislation. Is found In tho Dutiller case. In this case,
the Court held that, In the absence of contract or roculation to the contrary, patent rights in a Government employee'*
invention belonged to him, not to the Government, in accordance with cosiron lav doctrine. The Court, however, recognizes in numerous statements the power of Congress to legislate on the subject. See, e.g., the following:
"To the laws passed by the Congress, and to thorr. alone,
nay we look for guidance as to the extent and the
limitations of the respective rights of the inventor
and the public. . . . And this court has held that
the Constitution evinces no public policy which requires the holder of a patent to cede the use or
benefit of the invention to the United States, . . ."
(p. 189)
"Tho statutes, decisions and adrinistrative practice
negate t!;c existence of a duty binding oae in the
service of tho G ovornacnt different froa tho obligation of one in private employment." (p. 192, er.phasie supplied).
The Court summarily rejects a Government contention,
chich it states as follows: ". . . that a public
policy, to bo declared by a court, forbids one ycployed by the United States, for scientific research,
to obtain a oatent for what ho invrr.ts, tl:oj"h r.alti^r
the "on.-titutlon nor any stitutc so declares, (p. 197,
emphasis supplied).
In further comments on this proposition, the Court
states:
7

"The courts ought not to declare any such policy;
Its formulation belongs solely to the Congress.
(p. 198). . . . the decision as to chat rill
accomplish the greatest good for the inventor,
the Government And the public rests with the
Congress. ™e should not read into the patent
laws limitations and conditions which the legislature has not expressed. . . . Moreover, we arc
of opinion COD.TCSG has approved a policy at
virionco rith the petitioner's contentions. .Thic
is demonstrate-! by o'-anjnation of two statutes,
with their legislative history, and the hearings
and debates respecting proposed legislation '-hie:.
f-lled of pannage." (pp. 198-199, emphasis supplied).
In concluding that Governncnt ctployees shoulc' fc.ivv
tLe same rights as private inventors, the Court comments:
"Congress has now confirmed the soundness of the
views held by the law officers of the Goverjnent
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^regarding a hill leaving patent rights with
employees except for a shop right in the Government? (p. 205) • • • it ia clear th.it Confroso had no ^uroo"'.- to declnr.'! a policy st
variance with the decisions of this court (p. 205).
. . . Hitherto both the executive and the legislative branches of the Covernnent have concurred in what we consider the correct view,—that
any such declaration of policy must cone from
Congress and that no power to declare it is
vested in administrative officers." (p. 209).
Cf. a subsequent order amending the Court's opinion, by
Btrikine (289 U.S. 706) the following:
"No act of Congress has been called to our
attention authorizing the United States to take
a patent or to hold one by assignment. No
statutory authority exists for the transfer of
a patent to any department or officer of the
government, or for the administration of patents, or the issuance of licenses on behalf
of the United States."
The amendment does not, however, challenge the basic
proposition that authority for legislating lies with
Congress.
d. This Subcommittee, itself, has on frequent occasion considered bills which involved issues of orployer-cnsployee
allocation and employee compensation, vnjrr.uiut to it:;
Clause 8 dolef.2t.-.J ."minority. A recent oyrmplc is ::.:?. C933,
forerunner to Public Lav; 96-517.
e. Again, numerous other instances could be cited supporting
the general and unquestioning acceptance of the power
of Congress to enact legislation of the H.E. i»752 and
E.B. 6635 type if, in its discretion, it .deems such
enactment desirable.
D. Conclusion
The foregoing discussion conclusively demonstrates, in our opinion,
that the answers to the question posad in E, e (supra, yjti 2)
is unquestionably "YiC" with roepect to all four types of
provisions.
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SCHUMPETER

In which the author argues that
our politicians and economists,
I T rater r.awaaka*
T w TWO GUATUT economists of this century, Joseph A.
Schumpeter and John Maynard Keynes, were born, only a
few months apart, a hundred years ago: Schumpeter oo
Feb. 8,1883 in a provincial Austrian town, Keynes on June
5, 1883 in Cambridge, England. (And they died only four
years apart—Schumpeter in Connecticut on Jan. 8, 1950,
Keynes in southern *"g)*w* on Apr. 21,1946.) The centenary of Keynes' birth is being celebrated with a host of
hooka, articles, conferences and speeches. If the centenary
of Schumpeter's birth were noticed at all, it would be in a
small doctoral seminar. And yet it is brroming increasingly dear that it is Schumpeter who will shape the thinking
and inform the questions on economic theory and economic policy for the rest of this century, if not for the next
30 or SO years.
T m TWO BUN W E U NOT AKTACONISTS. Both challenged
long-standing assumptions. The opponents of Keynes were
the very "Austrians" Schumpeter himself had broken
awsy from as a student, the neoclassical economists of the
Austrian School. And while Schumpeter considered all of
Keynes' answers wrong, or at least misleading, he was a
sympathetic critic Indeed, it wss Schumpeter who established Keynes in America. When Keynes' General Theory
came out, Schumpeter, by then the senior member of the
Harvard economics faculty, told his students to read the
book and told them also that Keynes' work had totally
superseded bis own earlier writings on money.
Keynes, in turn, considered Schumpeter one of the few
contemporary economists worthy of bis respect. In his
lectures he again and again referred to the works Schumpeter had published during World War I, and especially to
Schumpeter's essay on the Redxrtfenrtgt (i.e., money of
account) as the initial stimulus for his own thoughts on
money. Keynes' most successful policy initiative, the proposal that Britain and the VS. finance World Wsr II by
taxes rather than by borrowing, came directly out of
Schumpeter's 1918 warning of the disastrous consequences of the debt fai~iH«g of World War L
A Ktyn+* ««• nft*w rr*\tra*t*A
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we now call ''oeoconjSvTBvll" His theory Rad HTOlgmT
inma passionate arUttment to the free market and in his
desire to keep politicians and governments out of it.
Schumpeter, by contrast, had serious doubts about the free
market. He thought that an 'intelligent monopoly"—the
American Bell Telephone system, for instance had a
great deal to recommend Itself. It could afford to take the
long view instead of being driven from transaction to
transaction by short-term expediency. His closest friend
for many years was the most radical and moat doctrinaire
of Europe's left-wing sodsHsu, the Austrian Otto Bauer,
who, though staunchly anrtcommunla^ was even more
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AND KEYNES
sometimes unknowingly, are
following the wrong prophet.

tntictpitalist. And Schumpeter, while never even close to
being a socialist himself, served during 1919 as minister of
finance in Austria's only socialist government between
the wan. Vtt'—r^'TtJlttiajMiBtained that Mara had
been dead wrong in every one of his ans^"1** flf ** ***'ir
•UJmnmeU UUlHtlf iwu\A HU11 lull Held imu m greater

rany other awumuiL y m** »» »* """^
•MMJ • a^lli JIB l\mi UUe&boui^Jhtl *n Sflmm^ttf nye*tiona were always more important than answers. _
1
111! UWUluXU MlwUU icnllUlpe'tct and Heyhea go
much deeper than economic theorems or political views.
The two saw a different economic reality, were concerned
with different problems and defined "economics" quite
differently. These differences are highly important to an
understanding of today's economic world.
Keynes, for til that he broke with classical economics,
operated entirely within its framework. He was a "heretic" rather than an "infidel." Economics, for Keynes, was
the equilibrium economics of Ricardo's 1810 theories,
which dominated the 19th century. This economics deals
with a closed system and a static one. Keynes' key question was the same question the 19th-century economists
had asked: "How can one maintain an economy in balance
and stasis?"
For Keynes, the main problems of economics are the
relationship between the "real economy" of goods and
services and the "symbol economy" of money and credit]
the relationship between individuals and businesses and
the "macro-economy" of the nation-state) and finally,
whether production (that is, supply) or consumption (that
is, demand) provides the driving force of the economy. In
this sense Keynes was in a direct line with Ricardo, John
Stuart Mill, the "Austrians" and Alfred Marshall. However much they differed otherwise, most of these 19thcentury economists, and mat includes Marx, had given the
tame answers to these questions: The "real economy"
controls, and money b only the "veil of' things") the
micro-economy of individuals and businesses determines,
and government can, at best, correct minor discrepancies
and, at worst, create dislocation*, and supply controls,
with demand a function of i t
KtTNts ASKED the same questions that Ricardo, Mill,
Marx, the "Austrians" and Marshall had asked but, with
unprecedented audacity, turned every one of the answers
upside down. In the Keynesian system, money and credit
are "real," and goods and services dependent on, and
shadows of, the "symbol economy") the macro-economy,
the economy of the nation-state, is everything, with individuals and firms having neither power to influence, let
alone to direct, the economy nor the ability to make
effective decisions counter to the forces of the "macroeconomy"! and economic phenomena, capital formation,
productivity and employment are functions of demand.
By now we know, as Schumpeter knew SO years ago,
that every one of these Keynesian answers Is die wrong
answer. At least they are valid only for special cases and
P01Ui.MATas.t9U
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Schumpeter insisted that innovation is the very essence of
economics and most certainly
of a modern economy.

within fairly narrow ranges. Take, for instance, Keynes'
key theorem: that monetary events—government deficits,
interest rates, credit volume and volume of money in
circulation—determine demand and with it economic
conditions. This assumes—as Keynes himself stressed—
that the turnover velocity of money is constant and not
capable of being changed over the snort term by individuals or firms. Schumpeter pointed out SO yean ago that all
evidence negates this assumption. And indeed, whenever
tried, Keynesian economic policies, whether in the original Keynesian or in the modified Friedman version, have
been defeated by the "micro-economy" of businesses and
individuals, unpredictably and without warning, changing
the turnover velocity of money almost overnight.
WHEN THE KEYNESIAN FBESCUVTIONS

whether government spending, interest rates, money .sup*
ply or tax cuts, controls the economy predictably and with
nearcertamty.
That the Keynesian answers were not going to prove any
more valid than the pre-Keynesian ones that they replaced
was dear to Schumpeter from the beginning. But to him
this was much lest important than that the Keynesian
questions—the questions of Keynes' predecessors as
well—were not, Schumpeter thought, the important questions at all. To him the basic fallacy was the very assumption with which Keynes had started out: the assumption
that the healthy, the "normal," economy is an economy in
static equmbrium. Schumpeter, from bis student days on/
held that a modem economy is always in dynamic disequilibrium, Schumpeter's economy is not a closed system
like Newton's universe—or Keynes' "macro-economy." It
is forever growing and changing, and is biological rather
than mechanistic in nature. If Keynes was a "heretic,"
Schumpeter was an "infidel."
Schumpeter was himself a student of the great men of
Austrian economics and at a time when Vienna was the
world capital of economic theory. He held his teachers in
lifelong affection. But his doctoral dissertation—it became
of bis g r i l l l U i l i J W

were initially tried—in the U.S. in
the early New Deal days—they
aeemed at first to work. But then,
around 1935 or so, consumers and
businesses suddenly sharply reduced
the turnover velocity of money within a few short months, which aborted
a recovery based on government deficit spending and brought about a sec*
and collapse of the stock market in
1937. The best example, however, is
what happened in this country-in the
last few years. The Federal Reserve's purposeful attempt to
control the economy by controlling money supply baa
largely been defeated by consumers and businesses who*
suddenly and almost violently shifted deposits from thrifts CLASSICAL ECONOMICS considered innovation to be outinto money market funds and from long-term investments ri^mUafalgMUIUlIILIIIIUjUJ|MMIU[nnWJ.JI
into liquid assets—chat is, from low-velocity into highvelocity money—to the point where no one can really tell
emmuuy
iiiue uiuuan
or War. wHUB. B'El
•!**!• mmi,
Uigw.TT
any more what the "money supply" is or even what the jntiucnce
**Qothe"eco""5m"yTuTTTeT*oTTIa1tT
on tne economy
term means. Individuals and businesses seeking to optiinnovation----, .
mize their self-interest and guided by their perception of
economic reality will always find a way to beat the "sys- ana obsolescent to Bcw lflU roWf. PIlVJllliMVJ employ- /
tem"—whether, as in the Soviet bloc, through converting
^rts^g^Menc^f*fi5555^5^HSstrccr^
the entire economy into one gigantic black market or, as in
the U.S. in the last few years, through transforming the
financial system overnight despite laws, regulations or
This does not mean that economic* is likely to return to
pre-Keynesian neoclassicism. Keynes' critique of the neodassic answers is as definitive as Schumpeter's critique of
Keynes. But because we now know that individuals can
and will defeat the system, we have lost the certainty that
Keynes imposed on economics and that has made the
Keynesian system the lodestar of economic theory and
economic policy for 50 years. Both Friedman's monetarism and supply-side economics are desperate attempts to
patch up the Keynesian system of equilibrium economics.
But it is unlikely that either can restore the self-contained,
self-confident equilibrium economics, let alone an economic theory or an economic policy in which one factor.

_. innovator maJteAaj5nune^,5ronil^
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testion of economic theory and economic
Jlyinl,iyilyulvllU[)UlUJU'''ili-i l i l l l - l l W
iflaTKiTmafilSana^roolic^
__^_^^__
proaucaviti
raplfl tecMflimaui U M e T T w e h as emTCr.g«?iw.|Ji<v»..,....M.-«.i«i,:-«inilTna','ITt»t«i
leedeoTapove ail, to maintain loosahd to
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SCHUMPBTEK'S nam*.
uiaalL
EQetfESa
so far to explain why there is
somel — i m u UIUUL m m i '
EfiSS!s^erywcfi knew that
"HOT

^ ^ A ^ i ^ ^ ^ H their theory did not gjve any rationale
^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ ^ B for profit. Indeed, in the equilibrium
^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ ^ B economics of a closed economic sys^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ H tern there is no place for profit, no
^ ^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ ^ H justification for it, no explanation of
^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ f it. If profit is, however, a genuine
^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ H cost, and especially if profit is the
W^Kmm^Ktk
only way to maintain jobs and to create new ones, then "capitalism" becomes again a moral
system.
Morality and profits. The classical economists had
pointed out that profit is needed as the incentive for the
risk taker. But is mis not really a bribe and thus impossible
to justify morally? This dilemma had driven the most
brilliant of 19th-century economists, John Stuart Mill, to
embrace socialism in his later years. It had made it easy for
Marx to fuse dispassionate analysis of the "system" with
the moral revulsion of an Old Testament prophet against
the "exploiters." The weakness on moral grounds of the
profit incentive enabled Marx at once to condemn the
"capitalist" as wicked and immoral, and assert "scientifically'' that he serves no function and that his speedy
demise is "inevitable." As soon, however, as one shifts
from the axiom of an unchanging, self-contained, closed
economy to Schumpeter's dynamic, growing, moving,
fhanging economy, what is called "profit" is no longer
immoral. It becomes a moral 'Tr*"**"" tadttj, »*" i"**'

Tins AIONI makes Schumpeter's economic model the
only one that can serve as the starting point for the
economic policies we need. CladY-the
classicUt-*rcatm«» «finnnv.rinn m
,
innjcj^nJC^t^OjongcUcjBlalUl
1 vj..iil.llll.f. .IrT|llv^l4'l>ir
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tumpeter givj no answer—he did not much believe
in answers. But 70 years ago, as a very young man, he asked
what is clearly going to be the central question of economic theory and economic policy in the years to come.
1
And then, during World War I* Schumpeter realized, long
before anyone else—and a good ten years before Keynes
did—that economic reality was «•>""# i g He realized that
World War I had brought about the monetarization of the
economies of all belligerents. Country after country, including his own still fairly backward Austria-Hungary, had
succeeded during the war in mobilizing the entire liquid
wealth of the community, partly through taxation, but
mainly through borrowing. Money and credit, rather than
goods and services, had become the "real economy."
In a brilliant essay published in a German economic
journal in July 191S—when the world Schumpeter had
grown up in and had known was crashing down around his
ears—he argued that, from now on, money and credit
would be the lever of control. What he argued was that
neither supply of goods, as the classicists had argued, nor
demand for goods, as some of the earlier dissenters had
maintained, was going to be controlling anymore. Monetary factors-deficits, money, credit, taxes—were going to
be the determinants of economic activity and of the allocation of resources.
This is, of course, the same insight on which Keynes
later built bis General Theory. But Schumpeter's conclusions were radically different from those Keynes reached.
Keynes came to the conclusion that the emergence of the
"symbol economy" of money and credit made possible the
"economist-king," the scientific economist, who, by playing on a few simple monetary keys—government spending, the interest rate, the volume of credit or the amount of
money in circulation—would maintain permanent equilibrium with full employment, prosperity and stability.
But Schumpeter's conclusion was that the emergence of
the "symbol economy" as the dominant economy opened
the door to tyranny and, in fact, invited tyranny. That the
economist now proclaimed himself infallible, he considered pure hubris. But, above all, he saw that it was not
going to be economists who would exercise the power, but
politicians and generals.
And then, in the same year, hut before World War I
ended, Schumpeter published The Tax State ("The Fiscal
State" would be a better translation). Again, the insight is
the same Keynes reached 15 years later (and, as he often
acknowledged, thanks to Schumpeter): The modem state,
through the mechanisms of taxation and borrowing, has
acquired the power to shift income and, through "transfer
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He prophesied inflation would
destroy democracy and capitalism. Inflation is now the central
problem offreemarkets.

payments," to control the distribution of the "***"ntl
product. To Keynes this power was a mafic wand to
achieve both social justice and economic process, and
both economic stability and fiscal responsibility. To
Schumpeter—perhaps because be, unlike Keynes, was a
student of both Man and history—this power was an
invitation to political irresponsibility, because it eliminated all economic safeguards against inflation. In the past
the inability of the state to tax more than a very small
proportion of the gross national product, or to borrow more
than a very small part of the country's wealth, had made
inflation self-limiting, Now the only safeguard against
inflation would be political, that is, self-discipline. And
Schumpeter was not very —inpiing about the politician's
capacity for self-discipline.
Schumpeter's work as an economist after World War I is
of great importance to economic theory. He became one of
the fathers of business cycle theory.

the perfect equilibrium of an eternally stable economy
through control of money, credit, f l u t i n g *J*A taxes.
Schumpeter, however, increasingly concerned himself
with the question of how the public sector could be controlled and limited so as to m«fat**" political freedom and
an economy capable of performance, growth and change.
When death overtook him at his desk, ne was revising the
presidential addrew be had given to the American Economic Association only a few days earlier. The last sentence he wrote was: "The stagnationists are wrong in their
diagnosis of the reason the capitalist process should stagnate} they may still turn out to be right in their prognosis
that it will stagnate—with sufficient help from the public
sector."
Keynes' best-known saying is surely, "m the long run we
are all dead." This is one of the most fatuous remarks ever
•made. Of course, in the long run we are all dead. But
Keynes in a wiser moment remarked that the deeds of
today's politicians are usually based on the theorems of
BUT SCHUMPETEH'S REAL contribution long-dead economists. And it is a total fallacy that, as
during the 32 years between the end Keynes implies, optimizing the short term creates the
of World War I and his death in 1950 right long-term future. Keynes is in large measure responwas as a political economist, m 1942, sible for the extreme short-term focus of modem politics,
when everyone was scared of a world- of modem economics and modem business—the shortwide deflationary depression, Schum- term focus that is now, with considerable justice, considpeter published his best-known book. ered a major weakness of American policymakers, both in
Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, government and in business.
stui, and deservedly, read widely, m
this book he argued that capitalism ScKUMFETSJt ALSO Daw that policies have to fit the short
would be destroyed by its own suc- term. He learned this lesson the hard way—as minister of
cess. This would breed what we finance in the newly formed Austrian republic in which
• S B would .5Suiiuii. m-miiii uij , he, totally unsuccessful, tried to stop inflation before it got
reaucrats, intu^-..
ellectuals, professors, lawyers. ioum*"<*« *' out of hand. He knew that he had failed because his
ofUeflleneHflnn
JUiUllB l i m U h i m l K o n o ' i m c rruSHS measures were not acceptable in the short term—the very
IUUUUUllifcglflj ^ O T O E . MMUUT measures that, two years later, a noncconomist, a politijP^Lrau^mj^Qnocatigg cian and professor ot moral theology did apply to atop the
DJUQOUCI
(UOfi^Tne 4u years since infl»^nnj but only after it had all but destroyed Austria's
rn rrnnnrnir^marfaauatt
this book appeared have surelyproveo Schumpeter to be a economy and middle class.
major prophet
But Schumpeter also knew that today's short-term meaAnd then he proceeded to argue that capitalism would sures have long-term impacts. They irrevocably make the
future. Not to think through the futurity of short-term
decisions and their impact king after "we are all dead" is
Responsible. It also leads to the wrong decisions. It is this
constant emphasis in Schumpeter on tMnUng through the
long-term consequences of the expedient, the popular, the
clever and the brillunt, that makes him a great economist
and the appropriate guide for today, when short-run, clever, brilliant economics and short-run, clever, brilliant
politics—have become bankrupt.
m some ways, Keynes and Schumpeter replayed the
best-known confrontation of philosophers in the Western
•U.I 1 '•lJ..l-'.lCTininnn.i \.m I.MI.II rw™ rm m- tradition—the Platonic dialog between Parmenidcs, the
^NflW, 4U years later,tfwhas emerged as brilliant, clever, irresistible sophist, and the slow-moving
~ i of democracy and.of a free-market and ugly, but wise, Socrates. No one in the interwar years
was more brilliant, more clever than Keynes. Schumpeter,
economy alike, just as Schumpeter had prophesied.
The Keynesians in the Forties ushered in their "prom- by contrast, appeared pedestrian—but he had wisdom.
ised land," In which the economist-king would guarantee Cleverness carries the day. But wisdom endureth. •
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AWAGNERIAN
VISION
There is no place in Keynes'
system for IBM, McDonald's
hamburgers and venture capital. There is in Schumpeter's.
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them there can be neither growth nor progress. Schumpeter (suited Keynes for denigrating the importance of
savings, m this we now know that Schumpeter was correct. We are currently paying the price In slowed growth
As •young nun Joseph Alois Schumpeter proclaimed he for decades of neo-Keynesian policies that penalized tarhad three wishes in lite. To be the greatest lover in Vienna. ings and encouraged, even subsidized, consumption.
To be die grestest horseman in Europe. And to be the
There is much more iz
greatest economist in the world. History records only that capitalism wasdooj]
spottily his achievements in the first two fields, but it is
now quite clear that he did become the greatest economist
tceases,Schumpeter
.__
, _.
of the 20th century. His vision was
iro&uctrvi
not narrowly economic but close
to being prophetic about the whole
direction in which society has
been moving.
djjQtjrvnearjjo^ea^ByJttareat^
Schumpeter is not easy to read,
proaucnTuTMpBfflim^vouTaCTF^
but he did have a wry sense of
ate wratTven5w"caIlTKe*^l5ew
5
humor. He wrote that Marx* ideas
had s good chance of prevailing,
burelucrata,
journalists—WHO
not because they were correct, but
mgood measure because they apwoTOrmiB wun'u a t m mmapealed to the unsuccessful, who
pile, thougnt I l i a IHBU|BU Ueluie
were, by definition, the most nuthey werefashionable. Perhaps bemerous. Such flashes of ironic hu»
csuse his was not a cheerful mes-'
mor and bis own colorful personslsage it made few converts. But that
ity notwithstanding, Schumpeter
was
before the world learned about
was not the popular essayist
stagflation bred by neo-Keynesian
Keynes was. Nor were his ideas
policies.
what die press, the public and the
Fittingly for a child of turn-ofpoliticians wanted to hear.
thc-century Viennese culture,
He believed that full employthere was something Wagnerian
ment and economic atability were
about Schumpeter. He was a rounhealthy and unwise goals. That
mantic in his »MiiHHfl aa In bis
the recessionary phase of the busilife. The same young man who
ness cycle and its attendant suffercraved beautiful women and beauing in temporary loblessness and
tiful horses once reportedly fought
numerous bankruptcies were thera- AM qff^ctkmat* carlcatmn qfScbuMpeter a duel with a librarian over bis
pentjc for preserving economic effi- as 1919, "*•» b* nas AmstrUlliiiitiOr a/ students' right to use books. Undency and inflation-free growth. rtnamc*.HtwtulaurlowriU:f)faBd»
like Keynes, Schumpeter was not
That the welfare state would lead to rmutmt/br atsjbawv e/«M* ass*, m« in love with order but with dynaaaost Important It m* txabWQ •» ««*•"
a society bereft of vitality.
mism. Keynes sought economic
I that f rt*%nnii^
equilibrium, Schumpeter believed
T^UMjpBBM
- ^ — ~ — ~ - —
m economic growth.
"We are all Keynesisns now," Richard Nixon proclaimed a decade or so ago. But the tide is swinging slowly
away from what passes today as Keynes' ideas and toward
the kind of thinking Schumpeter espoused. Quietly, •
Schumpeterian revival is under way. It remains to be seen
whether his wsmings will be heeded soon enough to save
capitalism and democracy from being destroyed by their
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Patents and incentives to invent
J. Phillips
The laws which govern.ihc gram of patents for inventions are assumed to serve two useful ends.
Firstly, they are conceived as an incentive to inventors to make and then disclose their inventions.
Secondly they are viewed as providing an appropriate means for facilitating a division of resources
between those who make inventions and those who exploit them. Both these presumed functions are
examined in this article, which raises questions as to the utility of current laws in the achievement of
these ends.

Nowadays the notion of the patent
grant is generally equated «ith that of
the provision of a legal reward for a
person who makes an invention, but
this has not always been the case. Since
the first English patent was granted in
1331 the patent has been variously
employed as a means of protecting
foreign artisans, as a reward for royal
friendship or patronage, as a mineral
concession, and as an adjunct to the
development of craft apprenticeships
( I ) . The rote of the patent as an
inventor's reward, and as an encouragement of further invention,
which has enjoyed great currency during the last two centuries, is now becoming the subject of close and critical
scrutiny on the part of lawyers and
laymen alike, tt is the function of this
article to review Mime of the assumptions underlying the patent system, to
place them within the current industrial
environment in which patents are supposed to play their role, and to investigate some of the criticisms which have
been levelled against the patent system
as it operates today.
Briefly stated, a patent gives its owner [2] a legal right to prevent anyone
else from making or using the invention which b its subject. This right b
not automatic, but b contingent upon
the successful outcome of a process of
application, and public disclosure, of
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the invention which commonly exceeds
two years and is frequently longer.
Once granted, the right subsists for a
period which commonly lasts for twenty years (sixteen in the United States)
from the 'priority' date of the patent
application: in fact, in many jurisdictions the patentee must renew his patent each year (often after the expiry of
the fourth year) if he wants his right to
continue. The right, once granted, b
not absolute, for a patent may be
revoked, compulsority laid open for the
use of commercial competitors, or used
for the purposes of the State. It b.
however, treated much like any other
type of legal property, and may be sold
or licensed to others.
Th» patent as • stimulus to invent
Most legislatures, and apologists for
the patent systems, have assumed that
the availability of a patent grant operates as a stimulus upon the mind of the
inventor, and that the promise or expectation of some son of pecuniary
advantage deriving from it win motivate the otherwise non-inventive (or
merely potentially inventive) mind to
invent. This assumption has scarcely
been challenged throughout history (3).
although there b no empirical evidence
to support it and some recent evidence
to indicate that it b misconceived.
That a causal connection between
(he hope of a patent grant and the act
of invention should be presumed b
itself remarkable. However one seeks
to define the mental process of invention, it b obvious that it b a process
which itself requires a degree of intellect sufficient to initiate an innovatory
thought process or at any rate to recognise the significance of any novel
occurrence. We may call thb the
'capacity to invent.' The lure of a
patent grant cannot create or enhance
thb capacity to invent; it can. of
course, stimulate in abstract the desire
' to invent, but thb b not a sufficient
condition of the art of Invention.
What does stimulate inventors to
invent? The question b fraught with

problems of definition and of methodology. How can one indicate with
sufficient precision what one means by
a stimulus? Is a pecuniary stimulus.
say. of the same order as a purely
intellectual one? How does one measure the relative impact where more
than one stimulus, or class of stimulus,
has apparently motivated an inventor?
Is the inventor's own ex post facto
self-report a reliable basis upon which
to gauge the effect of stimuli? The
inexact nature of the discipline of
psychology, and the tensions between
cognitive and behaviourist schools of
psychology, give some measure of the
nature of these problems as regarded
by the legal policy-maker, the economrst. or the industrial sociologist.
A recent survey of inventors in A u stralia, conducted by Stuart Macdonald
(4). revealed that the desire to solve a
specific problem was given by 411 out
of 586 respondents as a reason for their
engaging in invention, and the desire to
be useful to society was mentioned by
420, while the making of money was
mentioned by only 328. O n the other
hand, once an invention had been
made, 436 out of 569 respondents applied for patents in order to make
money out of their inventions. It b
difficult to know what conclusions are
to be drawn from this self-report survey but it b likely that, if the reasons
given are the product of honest response and not of a wish to appear to
be (initially) motivated by altruism, the
patent grant does not so much stimulate inventive activity as provide a
potential means of converting the fruits
of that activity into some son of financial benefit.
T h b survey was, however, conducted
among 'individual* or 'non-corporate*
inventors. Though there b tittle in the
way of actual data, it b generally
reckoned (hat around 80-85 per cent of
patents derive from inventions made by
employees in the course of their employment duties (5]. How does the
patent system affect them? Once again
reputable data b scarce [6J, but it b
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generally assumed that the likelihood
of a patent grant will not he of concern
to the employee inventor where the
benefit of the patent will accrue to his
employer, a result which is obtained in
many jurisdictions where the function
of the law is seen not merely as the
encouragement of invention but also u
the protection of the employer's investment in the inventor's salary, training,
and work environment.
Where the inventor is a full-lime
employee of a company or organisation
which dictates the area of research and.
in many cases, the way in which it b to
be conducted, it has been recognised
that the prime stimulus to invent is not
the patent grant but the sum total of
'in-house* incentives provided by the
employer. In the United States, where
the Federal legislature has been reluctant to intervene in the delicate balance
of interests of employer and inventor,
such incentives have taken many
forms: for example, cash rewards, holidays, improved research, conditions or
facilities, or even the allocation of
shares in the employing company. The
common factor showed by these
apparently diverse inducements is that
(hey are in principle ex gratia: the
employee inventor has no right to receive them but merely (he hope (hat he
will do so. The principle of ex gratia
awards has often been criticised in that
the inventor cannot be sure to receive
compensation commensurate with the
commercial value ot his invention; but
even the hope of an ex gratia benefit b
capable of motivating an employee towards inventive activity of a kind de. sired by (he employer, so long as the
prospect of gain is more real than
illusory.
Legal rights as stimulus or response
The foregoing account has dwelt solely
upon (he problem of providing an apt
stimulus or incentive to invent. It b
apparent that this problem does not
conveniently lend itself to the formulation of a legal solution, since law (like
psychology) b an inexact science.
Moreover the law. if it is not to be ad
hoc in its embodiment, seeks as its
preferred mode of problem solution
the formulation of rules which are to
be of general application, while it b
evident that there are a multiplicity of
reasons why people invent and that the
' taw cannot easily encompass them all.
Legislators have therefore concentrated their attention upon the results
of inventive activity instead. Once an
invention b made, the (aw provides
general rules which govern the opportunity to derive a fair reward for the
exploitation of h. In a mixed or capitalist economy the law customarily provides for the grant to the inventor (or
whoever holds the right in hb place) of

a right to the exclusive exploitation of
that invention. The extent to which
that right is exploited is (aVen to be the
fair reward for the making of the
invention and for the financial outlay
which leads to its being marketed [7],
In a controlled economy the law- seeks
instead to facilitate state exploitation of
the invention and to provide for the
calculation of a reward for the inventor's endeavours which is based not
upon the commercial value of the invention but upon its social value in the
community where it is used (8).
Both the capitalist and communist
legal responses to invention are.
however, linked to the notion of the
law as a means of providing an inventive stimulus. This is because in both
systems there rests the very sensible
expectation that the presence of wellrewarded inventors, whether in the
work-place or within the larger community, will attract the attention of
.others who will in turn seek to imitate
their actions and share their prosperity.
Such an incentive should be capable of
operating upon the mind of would-be
inventors even if the notion of the
grant of a patent right is not. of itself, a
potent stimulus to invent. It fails,
however, when the would-be inventor
perceives no such beneficiaries of the
fruit of success.
Rewarding employee Inventors
Since the vast majority of patentable
inventions are made by those who are
employed to do so. the provision of
adequate and incentive-bearing rewards for employee inventors should
be a prime concern of any stimulusOriented patent law. The number of
legal options b considerable. For example, the law can provide cash or
other rewards at the state's expense,
which measure the social or the commercial utility of the invention (9]; or it
can make no express provision at all,
leaving it open to employers to weigh
against each other the competing
claims of expenditure on invention
compensation and invention development [10]; again, the law can leave the
patent technically under the employee's control but subject to the
employer's first option on its exploitation (II). or to his free licence to use
the invention as he pleases [12]; or it
can take the patent away from the
inventor so as to safeguard its exploitation by the party which has paid for it.
but allowing the employee to claim
compensation- where the patent b
used—profitably f 13J or otherwise by
the employer.
Each legal solution raises practical
objections. A problem shared by all
solutions b the difficulty of computing
the appropriate level of compensation
to be received by the employee inven-

tor. This is because the principles to be
followed in making the compensatory
award are open to controversy. If, for
example, inventors A and B both make
similarly lucrative inventions for their
employer, should the fact that A is
under a duty to invent but B is not. and
b assumed to be non-inventive, mean
that B receives greater compensation
than A for his efforts? If B does
receive more because hb invention b
the more meritorious for its being unexpected by the employer, will there be
a negative impact upon the stimulus of
future inventions made by A and hb
fellow invention-orientated employees?
And if C and D both make similarly
lucrative inventions for their respective
employers, should C receive more than
D when his employer is only a small
firm upon which his invention makes a
big impact, while D's employer is a
multinational conglomerate whose
profits from the invention will scarcely
be noticed in the annual balance
sheets? These and many other similar
problems will (rouble (he seeker after a
uniformly applicable formula for the
compensation of employee inventors.
The 'favoured solution*
Notwithstanding the practical and
theoretical problems inherent in this
area of legal application, it is apparent
that there b a developing trend
amongst.Western industrialized economies towards the adoption of a type of
compensation law which, whatever its
theoretical objections, does seem in
theory to provide adequate compensation for the inventor, sufficient incentive for the prospective inventor, and
security for the employer. The typical
characteristics of such a law are in
general, as follows:
(i) The employee inventor fa allowed
to keep an invention which be was
dearly not engaged to make;
(ii) The employer will own an invention which the employee inventor b
clearly engaged to make;
(iii) In 'grey areas' such as inventions
made at the periphery of an employee's
employment role, or those which relate
to (he employer's business activities,
the employer may expect either the
first option to obtain ownership of the
patent, or a right to use the invention
where the legal right b retained by the
inventor;
(iv) The employer b unable to compel an employee to assign to him the
legal rights in inventions which are
unrelated to the tatter's duties;
(v) Use of the invention by the
employer will entitle the inventor to
secure compensation;
(vi) Such compensation may be very
small (or non-existent) where the invention b closely related to the employee's duties, or where its exploitation generates little profit, but large
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where the acl of invention is over and
above the invenior'i duties or where
the exploitation of the invention generates especially great profit:
(vii) The amount of compensation
payable is to be negotiated by the
inventor and his employer but. failing
agreement, assessment of a reasonable
figure for the award will be made by t
court of law or by an expert tribunal.
(viii) The sum to be received by an
inventor may be subject to the application of more detailed schemes negotiated between the employer (or employer's organisation) and trade unions.

Efficacy of t h e 'favoured s o l u t i o n '
Advocates of the "favoured solution'
claim that it is not only the fairest in
terms of its allocation of economic
resources Bnd in its reward for human
endeavour, but that it actually encourages inventive activity. In countries
such as West Germany and Sweden,
where such laws have long been in
existence [14]. there is certainly a record of considerable domestic inventive
productivity, but it is not possible to
assess whether this would not have
taken place even in the absence of their
respective
legislative
frameworks.
More tellingly, some countries which
operate the 'favoured solution' (or analogous) laws, and Japan in particular.
d o seem to have encouraged a higher
rate of domestic inventive activity than
the United Stales, whire the caaons of
freedom of contract are able, for the
most part [15]. to determine how patent rights and their rewards are divided between employer and inventive
e m p l o y e e (16]. Bald figures do not,
however, indicate the quality of the
inventions which are the subject of
patent application, s o it cannot be
gauged whether figures from 'favoured
solution' jurisdictions simply reflect a
larger number of applications for relatively worthless patents made at the
instigation of employees eager for the
chance of a reward.
Critics of the- 'favoured solution'
argue that it is an act of misconceived
charity to award the employee inventor
at the expense of other employees
whose admittedly non-inventive work
may nevertheless have done much to
contribute t o the invention's success;
that it creates rivalry and distrust between fellow members o f research
teams; (hat it requires the employer t o
pay twice for his employee's work and
that the inventive employee is already
sufficiently rewarded by having a job
which pays him whether or Dot be
succeeds in making an invention {17],
It is only fair to say that these criticisms
would appear t o have as little substance in fact as d o some of the lauda-

tory insertions of proponents of the
Kingdom applicants, although It can be
'favoured solution*. It is. however,
seen that United Kingdom applications
worthy of note that, while odvocates of ' form an increasing proportion of all
applications.
that solution can be found on both
sides of the industrial divide, critics
tend to belong specifically to the employer's side.
TABLE X
One important practical matter has
so far remained undiscussed: that is the
incentive towards the inventor's not s o Year
of U X origin of all applit
much taking the invention as disclosing
it once he has invented it f 18). The
1974
20.545
32.0
employee who stands to gain from the
20342
39.0
1975
marketing of an invention by his em1976
21.797
38.7
21.114
38.8
ployer, whether he or the employer 1977
1978
19.384
38.5
actually owns the patent, has a more
19.005
43.8
obvious reason for telling his employer 1979
1980
19.350
42.5
about tt than does the employee who
1981
20.791
53.1
has signed away all his rights to benefit
1982
20.530
55.3
in exchange for a salary which he is
already earning. Without the disclosure
of the invention by the inventor, (here
is no exploitation of it and no-one
These figures are, of course, open to
benefits at all. The 'favoured solution*
a number of explanations. The relativeprovides an incentive towards such disly constant aggregate of patent applicaclosure, and this incentive is not always
tions of United Kingdom origin may be
provided in the freely-negotiated conviewed as evidence (hat no surge of
tract of employment.
inventive activity has followed from the
adoption of incentive and compensatory laws;-or it may be claimed that the
positive effects of the incentive have
T h e British e x p e r i e n c e
been eroded by industrial decline and
In 1977 the United Kingdom adopted
recession throughout the period, durits own version of the 'favoured soluing which there has indeed been a
tion' in respect of inventions made on
general
decrease in the proportion of
or after I June 1978. The introduction
the gross national product devoted to
of such a scheme was not endorsed by
research
and development activity [23].
the Banks Committee on Patent Law
The fact that the apparently constant
Reform in its 1974 report 119]. nor
level
of
United
Kingdom applications
does it appear to have been supported
represents an ever-increasing proporby British industry. On its introduction
tion
of
all
applications
should not be
it was claimed that the scheme, in s o
explained in terms of relative British
far as it sought to encourage future
success
at
a
time
of
world
recession: it
invention or provide recompense for
may instead be related to the increased
inventions once made, was effectively a
volume
of
activity
of
the
European
dead letter because of the legal qualPatent Office, which opened its doors
ifications militating against the emto
patent
applications
on
1
June
1978.
ployee's entitlement to receive a reward [20]. For example, where an
O n e further feature of the British
invention belonged initially t o the e m patent statistics which should not
ployer, the employee could not expect escape notice b the proportion of apto receive anything at all unless he
plications received from the applicants
could prove that the patent resulting of different nations. Table 2 sets .out
from the invention was of 'outstanding the changes which have materialised in
benefit' to the employer [21). N o
the origins of British applicants over
criteria for such 'outstanding benefit' the last decade.
were laid down, and no convenient
In Table 2 the countries are arranged
means were provided for the prospec- in descending order of 'inventive
tive claimant to ascertain the value of
merit*, those who have increased their
the patent to his employer.
proportion of applications by the
How has the scheme actually oper- largest amount over the period 1 9 7 2 ated over its first five years? What
1982 appearing first. The column o n
impact has it made upon the inventive
the right indicates whether or not the
environment within which it operates? country operates or recommends speThere b little in the way of informed cial legal provisions for the making of
comment upon its practical effect [22] rewards to employee inventors. It a
and little, t o o , in the form of hard interesting t o note that there b o o
statistical data. A glance at Table 1 ( pattern of correlation between the opindicates that there b n o general up- ' eration of invention compensation poliward trend in domestic innovation, as cy and the proportion of U.K. applicaevidenced by the aggregate of patent tions lodged, although, curiously,
applications received from United countries without special compensation
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TABLE 2 PROPORTION Of NONU.K. APPLICATIONS FILED IN THE UX. I N I

Japan
Italy
Taiwan
Hong Kong
Australia
Norway
Germany (Damoc. Rep.)
South Africa
Spain
New Zealand
Denmark
Canada
Austria
Sweden
USSR
Switzerland
Prance
Germany (Fed. Rep.)
United States

1972

1974

1976

1979

1980

1982

Legal right
to compensation
tor employee
inventor!

9.1
2.7
0.0
0.2
0.8
0.2

12.4
26
0.1
0.2
09
0.3
06
0.4
0.4
02
1.2
1.9
0.7
2.9
1.1
63
7.2
20.4
35.0

11.7
2.9
0.2
0.2
1.0
0.3
0.3
•0.4
0.4
0.3
1.5
2.0
0.9
2.6
1.0
3.4
7.5
19.2
35.2

11.8
3.2
0.2
0.4
1.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.3
1.2
1.7
0.7
28
1.1
5.2
7.4
19.7
33.1

19.4
4.2
0.5
0.6
1.0
0.2
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.7
1.5
0.7
2.6
0.7
5.0
5.0
16.4
30.7

206
3.7
0.8
0.8
1.1
0.4
0.8
0.5
OS
0.3
0.8
1.5
0.4
1.8
0.8
4.1
3.5
13.8
29.7

yes
no
no
no
no
yet
yea
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
yea
yes
no

—
0.4•
0.4
0.2
0.9
1.9
0.9
2.4
1.6
5.6
9.2
20.7
37.1

(The actual figures from which these percentages are calculated are' taken from the Annual Reports of the Comptrotler of Patents,
Trade Marks and Designs).
• No figure given

laws would seem to have done in
general better than one might have
expected. On the other hand, the biggest proportional increase has occurred
in Japan, where many employees can
expect to achieve trcrllent reco^-^nse
for their inventions (24). while the
United States—a country whose lack of
provision for employee inventors has
been a major focus for legal and industrial criticism [25]—fares by far the
worst. In considering these figures it
should, of course, be recognised that,
while they may be expected to reflect
general trends in patenting activity.
they cannot be regarded as being in
any way drawn from a typical sample
of patent applications.
A new proposal: 'Orkinomic*'
The 'favoured solution*, like any set of
legal principles, is capable of refinement and adjustment in the tight of
defects discovered or criticisms levelled
at it. Perhaps the most sophisticated
version of it is that which has been put.
forward by the American labour lawyer
Neal Orkin 126]. His proposed scheme,
eponymously labelled 'Orkinomics'. is •
that of the 'favoured solution' as integrated into the fiscal structure of the
state. The modifications he suggests are
that:
(i) The employee inventor's reward
should be in the form of royalties on
successfully-exploited inventions, a
iroportion of which should be taxfree

f nf

(ii) The royalty paid by the employer

should be the subject of positive tax
advantage (for example, if the employer pays the inventor $10 000 in a
year, he is entitled to deduct, say,
$12 000 from his taxable income);
(iii) The volun:ary payment of
bonuses to innovators (whom he defines as non-inventive employees whose
endeavours go to make the invention
commercially successful), also on a taxadvantageous basis, should be encouraged.
These proposals have, potentially,
the advantages that inter-employee
rivalries (if they truly exist) between
inventors and non-inventors can be
minimised or eliminated, that employers will have no incentive to be
ungenerous towards deserving inventors, and that the cost of rewarding the
inventor will ultimately be borne by the
stale, the original source of the now
relatively unattractive incentive of a
patent monopoly. Whether such a
scheme is acceptable is, of course, a
political matter rather than a question
of practical feasibility.
Conclusion

The nature of patent rights, and their
legal and economic effects, are matters
which greatly exercise the ingenuity of
the lawyer. This is because the lawyer
is merely the servant of those who
profess other disciplines. It is for the
economist to prescribe the desirability
of establishing monopolies for new
markets, or for new means of compet-

ing within old markets. It is for the
psychologist to determine what measure of incentive or inducement is required; and it is for the compromise of
politicians to determine the wider parameters of acceptability for the economists* and psychologists' prescriptions.
Once this compromise solution takes
embryonic form it is examined by industry for its practical feasibility, and
by commerce for its subjective profitability; again the conflicting needs of
the system's users will be harmonised
or compromised by potential considerations. Only then will the lawyer be
called upon, not to prescribe what the
law ought to be but to design it within
the boundaries set for him by others.
Sadly, if the law is found to have
shortcomings, it is lawyers who are
called to account for its injustice.
The unregulated relationship of employer to employee inventor is one of
almost inevitable antipathy and conflict
of interest. The 'favoured solution'—
whether it stimulates invention or
not—is capable of removing this conflict, and of emphasising the mutually
beneficial potential of the yoking
together of research funds and inventive ability with a view to the profitable
exploitation of resulting inventions. It
is submitted that the practical benefits
which it ts capable of attaining far
Outweigh the theoretical criticisms
made of H, and that these criticisms
are, in any event, largely or entirely
overcome by the Orkinomic model discussed above.
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'Patents o f Invention: Origin and
G r o w t h o f the Patent System io
E u r o p e ' . 1946.

Most patent legislation dcicrmincs that
the inventor should be the first
grantee of the patent, hut in practice the owner o f the patent b
usually someone c h c . such as an
emptover or assignee.

|3] C f .

Pniltips. J. The Inventor, 4. 10.
1981.
(4) Australia—the patent system and the
individual inventor. European Intellectual Properly ftevie*; 4 1 . 1983.
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figure for West G e r m a n y as 8 0 9 0 % Tor employees* inventions; L e
Stanc. C . ibid. p. 4 1 . estimates that
nine out' of ten French inventions
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F. ' T h e Emploved Inventor in the
U n i t e d Stales'. 1971; Page. E .
' A w a r d Schemes Tor Employee I n ventions'. C I P A . 2. 1975.
(7J See e.g. Coryton. J . 'Treatise o n the
L a w o f Letters-Patent for Inventions . . . . 4 1 - 2 . 1955.

|ft| See e g Boguslawsky. M .
International
tterirw of Industrial Property and
Cap* right Lew.*.
121. 1973.
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of
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English-speaking

world.
[11] E . g . the Swedish 'category three' i n ventions described by F. Rausing i s
'Employees* Inventions', p. 9 9 .
(12] The U n i t e d States 'shop right*, see e.g.
U . S . v. Dubilier ConoVnsor C o r p .
2H9 U . S . ITS. 1933.
113) E.g. Employer-owned inventions under
the U n i t e d Kingdom Paients A c t
1977. s. 4 0 ( 1 ) .
[14] Swedish Act o f IS June t 9 4 9 . G e r m a n
legislation is derived f r o m the concepts contained in the Patents and
Utility Models Acts o f 1936.
| I 5 ] Cf. state laws enacted in e . g . Minnesota ( S . F . 2 0 8 . the 'Freedom to C r e ate' A c t o f 1978) and California
(Assembly B i l l 4 7 4 , approved o n 26
September 1979).
116) For a detailed account of U n i t e d Stales
law sec N . O r k i n , T h e Legal
Rights o f the Emploved Inventor in
the
United
States:
a
taborraanagemeni perspective'. I n : ' E m ployees' Inventions*.
IJ 7J See e.g. T a y l o r , C . and Silbcrston, Z .
' T h e Economic Impact of the Patent System, p. 3 2 3 , 1973.
(18] O n this subject see M c T i e r n a n , C . $.
Patent Office Soc.. 46. 475. 1964.

(I9J The

British Patent System. C m n d .
4407. 1974.
[20} See e . g . Phillips. J . Industrial
Law
Journal. 3 * . 3 5 . 1 9 7 8 .
211 Patents A d 1977 %. 4 0 ( 1 ) .
22) Speculation as to the likely practical
implications o f the British taw can
be found in Phillips, J. and H o o l a h a n . M . 'Employees Inventions Ea
the U n i t e d K i n g d o m ' . 1982.

|23J See Scbott. K. 'Industrial Innovation in •
the U n i t e d K i n g d o m . Canada and
the U n i t e d State*'. 1981. esp. 1-12.
[24] For an account o f the rewards received
under the apparently successful
vohintirislic law o f Japan see D o t ,
T . i n 'Employees Inventions', p. 6 6
et sea, A wider appreciation o f
Japan's unique approach to industrial relations may be gleaned f r o m
T a x c z a w a . S. and others. ' I m p r o v e ments in the Quality o f W o r k i n g
Life in T h r e e Japanese Industries'.
1982.
{25] See e . g . O r k i n . N . in 'Employees'
Inventions', pp. 152-172, and in J.
Patent Office Soc.. 5 * . p p . 648 and
719. 1974.
' (26) Orkin." N . European Intellectual
Property Review. 3 3 1 . 1982.
(27] I b i d , p. 335. This notion has already
been put into practice in West G e r m a n y . See R u e t e , M . i n ' E m ployees' Inventions', p. 200.
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THE EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT AND
OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING THE
OWNERSHIP OF EMPLOYEE INVENTIONS

INTRODUCTION
The r.ar.ner ir. which our legal system has permitted the
ownership in an employee's invention to be resolved between the
employer and employee permits an analogy to be drawn, ableit a
crude and imprecise cne, with the way in which it accomplishes
the disposition of property owned by a deceased.

Thus, substan-

tial latitude in the way property is disposed is permitted if the
owner expresses his wishes through the vehicle of a will prior
to the need to distribute his property.

However, in the absence

of such an expression, the legal system imposes a "will" on the
estate by distributing it according to a formula set by the law
of the state where the deceased was domiciled.

Use of the for-

mula, while, it may not have been the one which the deceased would
have chcsen had he exercised his discretion, at least permits the
orderly transfer cf property rights by foreclosing litigation
designed to divine what the deceased would have intended had he
made a will.

I.'ot content with a system in which property is

distributed either as the owner expresses in a will or by formula
if no will, recently states have, in effect, entered the will
drafting process and require provision for certain natural
objects of the deceased's bounty, e.g., the spouse.
Sc it is also with regard to the ownership of an
employee's invention.

Putting aside for the moment the disparity

F-l
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between their respective bargaining powers, employer and employee
have generally been free to negotiate agreements which apportion
between them the ownership rights in the employee's invention.
Kcvever, in the absence of such a predisposition, the law imposes
a formula for determining rights in the invention.

Unfortunately,

as we shall see, while the formula is fairly simple, its application in specific instances often is disputed and must be resolved
by litigation.

Finally, in recent years, the states have begun to

intrude upcr. the agreement process and thereby limit the extent to
which the er.picyer a.-.c inventor can apportion rights in the invention.

These a.-.c other aspects of the relationship between the

employer ar.c employee-inventor are considered below.

THE RESPECTIVE RIGHTS IN EMPLOYEE INVENTIONS
IX THE A3SEXCE OF AN EXPRESS AGREEMENT
No one disputes that an invention belongs exclusively to
the ir.ver.tor in the absence of some relationship, either contractual or implied, with another party.

In fact, our patent laws

generally presume ownership by the inventor since applications must
be made ir. the name cf the inventor and a substantial showing is
required by a non-inventor who seeks to prosecute an application
bases or. a proprietary right in the invention when the inventor
is net cooperative or unavailable.

See 37 C.F.R. 1.47.

This same

presumption is perhaps reflected in 35 U.S.C. 261 which requires
recording of patent assignments if one is to take title over a
subsequent bona fide purchaser for value who does not have actual
notice of the assignment.

F-2
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In the situation where there is no agreement between the
enployer and employee as to the ownership of inventions, depending
upor. the circumstances, the law will imply an agreement under which
the employee will be in a position to take title or, at least,
enjoy a r.on-exclusive, royalty free license to use the invention,
i.e., a "shop right".

In ether circumstances, however, the

employer will obtain no right whatsoever in employee inventions
arising from the fact of the employer-employee relationship.
The common law among the several states apportioning
ownership rights between employer and employee is remarkably uniform.

Generally, these rights are influenced by three main factors:

(1) the nature of the employment relationship; (2) the relationship
of the employee's invention to the employer's business, actual or
contemplated, and (3) the use, if any, of the employer's resources
by the employee in making the invention.

The rights of Federal

employees to inventions in the context of their employment relationship with the Federal government is also determined by these
criteria and Federal law is indistinguishable from the common law
of the states.
A now classic case, but by no means even an early one,
dealing with the respective rights of an employer to an employee's
invention is United States v. Subilier Condenser Corp. which considered the rights of the L'.S. vis a vis certain employees of the

1.

289 U.S.. 173, 77 L.Ed. 1114 (1933)
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Bureau cf Standards.
The employees. Dun-ore alone and Dunmore and Lowell
;cir.tly, had obtained patents, respectively, for the concept of
the application zi
ar.d tzz

alternating current to broadcast reception

a pcver amplifier.

Although assigned to work on pro-

jects c: significance to military problems, neither of the
pate.-.ts arcs-: frcn the projects assigned to the inventors althrugh ccvcrr.mer.t resources were used to perfect the inventions.
The pate.-.ts which they obtained were assigned to Dubilier.
The government sought either title to the patents or
their ceciraticr. tc the public.

The Supreme Court ruled, however,

that the pator.ts telcr.ged to Dubilier because originally the inve.-.tic.-.s vers the property of the inventors.

The important prin-

ciples which -ay be distilled from the Dubilier case, and others,
are that, aise.-.t ar. actual agreement:
i.' The c.-plcyer cwns inventions made by persons employed
to i.-.ve.-.t which arc- -ace within the scope of their employment.
2.

T'r.e employee cw.-.s inventions which are made by him

outside the scope cf his employment even if hired to invent subject
to the caveat that the employer acquires a "shop right" in the
nature cf a ncr.-exclusive right to practice the invention if the
employee uses the materials, equipment, facilities, or other

2.

An excellent treatment of this and other notable cases involving a resolution of the rights of an employer to an employee's
invention that eces far beyond the scope of this paper may be
found in "Who Owns What Is In Your Bead? Trade Secrets And
The Motile Emcloyer", S. H. Lieberstein, Hawthorne Books, New
Ycrfc (1979).
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resources of the employer in making his invention.
The essential harmony between state and federal law can
be seen by comparing Dubilier with, for example, the holdings in
Pursche v. Atlas Scraoer t Engineering Co.
Inc. v. Lockwood,

and Eanner Metals,

the latter, at least, applying the state law

of California.
The holding in Pursche, which is not unique, also recogr
nize that an invention made by an employee, even if not hired to
invent, would still belong to the employer if the employee was
actually assigned a task from which the invention resulted.
When the employer acquires title to the invention by
operation of the common law, he does not thereby acquire legal
title to any patent on the invention.

Instead, he obtains an

equitable title and may specifically enforce the obligation of
the employee to assign the patent.*
Although not necessarily determinative, the existence of
a fiduciary relationship or other special relationship between the
employer and employee can affect whether a court will hold that
the invention belongs to the employer.

For example, in LeFiell v.

3.

300 F.2d 467, 132 U.S.P.Q. 104 (9th Cir. 1961)

4.

178 Cal.App.2d 661, 125 U.S.P.Q. 29 (1960)

5.

300 F.2d 464, 132 U.S.P.Q. 118

6.

Keller v. Clark Eauipment Co.,
U.S.P.Q. 742, 768 (D.N.O. 1981)
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United States, a patent taken out in the name of the company president and principal stockholder was held to belong to the company
on the basis that he was the company's alter ego. Cases cited in
LeFiell reached similar results using theories of a constructive.
8
9
trust,

that the employee was a quasi-trustee,

or merely because

of the close relationship between the employer and employee.

How-

ever, it seems to be the law of New York, at least, that an employer
in a fiduciary relationship with a corporation such as an officer
and director is not obliged to assign his inventions in the absence
of an express agreement merely because of his position.
THE USE OF WRITTEN AGREEMENTS TO DEFINE
OWNERSHIP RIGHTS IN EMPLOYEE INVENTIONS
There is a sense of fundamental fairness in the common
law scheme for allocating ownership rights in an employee's inventions.

If the employer is hired to invent it is certainly not

unjust that inventions made in the scope of his employment belong
to the employer.

After all, he is paid to make inventions and

his compensation is consideration for the release of ownership.
It is also hard to complain with the result that an employee owns
all rights in inventions made on his own time and at his own

7.

138 U.S.P.Q. 312 (Ct.Cl. 1963)

8.

Diversey Corp. v. Mertz, 13 F.Supp. 410, 29 U.S.P.Q. 294
(N.D.I11. 1936)

9.
10.

Dowse v. Federal Rubber Co., 254 F. 308 (N.D.I11. 1918)
Tripp v. United States, 157 U.S.P.Q. 90 (Ct.Cl. 1968)
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tine and at his own expense with the possible exception of the situation where Knowledge and skills acquired on the job inspire the invention and where it relates to the employer's business.

The grant

of a "shop right" represents a comfortable middle ground when the
e-ployer's resources have been used in making the invention.

Per-

haps, therefore, in a perfect world there would be no need for a
written agreement affecting rights in view of the symmetry of the
common law scheme, particularly if fine-tuned.
However, it has been suggested in Jamesbury Corp. v. Worcester Valve Co., Inc., -that the practice of making written agreements between employers and employees to set forth their respective
rights to the employee's inventions is the product of the unpredictability of how Court's will apply the common law.

From the em-

ployer's point of view, a shop right is by its very nature a very
poor consolation prize compared to outright ownership of the invention since it is a hcr.-exclusive license, personal to the holder
and, therefore, non-transferrable.

In the instance where the in-

vention cannot be practiced directly by the employer, the existence
of a shop right is of no value to him since it cannot even be
exploited by a licensing arrangement.

Furthermore, the holder of

a shop right in a patented invention, again being a bare licensee,
cannot bring suit to stop infringement by a third party.^

11.

443 F.2d 205, 214, 170 U.S.P.Q. 177, 1B2 (1st. Cir. 1971)

12.

Pursche, supra, 300 F.2d 485, 132 U.S.P.Q. 118

13.

Kurtzer. v. Sterlina Advertisers, Inc., 228 F.Supp. 696, 697,
141 U.S.P.Q. 391, 392 (E.D.Pa. 1964)
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In view of these circumstances, it should not be surprising that employers have insisted upon written contracts defining
o

their rights to inventions as a condition for employment.

In many

instances, these agreements have gone so far as to require the
assignment of inventions made on the employee's own time, outside
the scope of his employment and without use of the employer's resources, conditions under which the employer could not even
acquire a shop right under the common law.
14

nevertheless,been held to be enforceable.

Such contracts have,
In some cases, the

written agreements have further provided that post-employment
inventions must be assigned to the former employer through so
called "trailer" or "hold-over" clauses. The Courts, however,
view these as restraints on competition and construe them narrowly.
For example, ir. Armorlite Lens Co., Inc. v. Campbell, an agreement
requiring the employee to turn over to his former employer all inventions mace within a year after his employment terminated was
held to be unenforceable as broadly written on the ground it was
an unreasonable restraint on trade.15

The Court held:

14.

Wisani v. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., 145 D.S.P.Q. 625
(N.J. Supreme Court 1965)

15.

Armorlite Lens Co., Inc. v. Campbell, 340 F.Supp. 273,
275, 173 U.S.P.Q. 47"6, 47l <S.D.Ca. 1972)
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"An agreement, such as the one involved
in the instant case, which requires a former
employee to turn over to his former employer
all new ideas and concepts concerning the
field of work or the products of the employer
which occur to him within one year after the
termination of his employment, is unnecessarily broad. The plaintiff has argued that
this one-year period is necessary to 'prevent
cupidity upon the part of the employee who,
upon recognizing he has hit upon a material
improvement in the employer's field, resigns
and after termination brings out his improvement. ' {Plaintiff's Memorandum In Opposition
p. 10, lines 19-22). The employment agreement in question, however, encompasses not
only the dishonest employee with whom plaintiff is concerned, but also the honest employee who legitimately conceives an idea or
improvement following his termination. To
require a former employee, who has developed
a new idea or concept following the termination of his employment and which is not based
upon the employer's secrets or confidential
information, to turn over the fruits of his
labors to his former employer constitutes,
in the opinion of this Court, an unreasonable
restraint of trade."

The Court did hold that the agreement was valid and enforceable insofar as it related to inventions based upon secrets
or confidential information of the former employer, in effect rewriting rather than voiding the entire contract provision.

A

similar result was reached in Dorr-Oliver, Inc. v. United States,
where the Court held:17

16.

Id. at 340 F.Supp. 275, 173 U.S.P.Q. 471

17.

432 F.Supp. 447, 452, 165 U.S.P.Q. 517, 520 (Ct.Cl. 1970).
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"Hold-over clauses in employment contracts are enforceable only if they constitute a reasonable and justifiable restriction
on the right of employees to work in their
profession for subsequent employers. Guth
v. Minnesota Mining t Mfg. Co., 72 F.2d
385, 22 USPQ 89 (7th Cir. 1934); IV Walker,
Patents $374 (Deller's 2d ed. 1965). See
also Knoth, Assignment of Future Inventions,
27 Chi-Kent L. Rev. 295 (1949). Their
legitimate purpose is to prevent an employee
from appropriating to his own use or to the
use of a subsequent employer inventions
relating to and stemming from work done for
a previous employer. Hold-over clauses are
simply a recognition of the fact of business life that employees sometimes carry
with them to new employers inventions or
ideas so related to work done for a former
employer that in equity and good conscience
the fruits of that work should belong to
the former employer. In construing and
applying hold-over clauses, the courts have
held that they must be limited to reasonable times (Guth, supra) and to subject
matter which an employee worked on or had
knowledge of during his employment. Universal Winding Co. v. Clarke, 108 F.Supp.
329, 94 USPQ 295 (D. Conn. 1952). Unless
expressly agreed otherwise, an employer has
no right under a hold-over clause to inventions made outside the scope of the employee's former activities, and made on and
with a subsequent employer's time and funds.
Gas Tool Patents Corp. v. Mould, 133 F.2d
815, 56 USPQ 357 (7th Cir. 1943)."

In summary, the courts have been quite generous in permitting written employment contracts to materially alter the manner
in which ownership rights to employee inventions were apportioned
under the common law.

Whether done for reasons of expediency and

to preclude future conflict over ownership of an invention or
because of a genuine desire to acquire ownership of potentially
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valuable inventions which would be denied them under the common law,
the former being more likely, employers have used their generally
greater bargaining power or the naviete of the employee to obt.ain
provisions in contracts giving them outright ownership or other
rights in the employee's invention broader than those contemplated
by the concion law scheme. As a result, the stage has been set for
legislative action to restore balance to what has been perceived,
rightly or wrongly, as being unfair bargaining strength between
the employer and employee-inventor.

We turn next to a considera-

tion of the efforts being made in that direction.

STATUTORY SCHEMES AFFECTING THE ALLOCATION
OF OWNERSHIP RIGHTS TO EMPLOYEE INVENTIONS
Prior to about 1977, the state statutes, if any, affecting
the ownership of inventions made by employees took a form like §2860
of California's Labor Code which provides as follows:

52860.

Ownership of things acquired by virtue
of employment

Everything which an employee acquires by
virtue of his employment, except the compensation which is due to him from his employer,
belongs to the employer, whether acquired lawfully or unlawfully, or during or after the
expiration of the term of his employment.

The impact of the California statute on the common law
affecting the employer's rights in invention of the employee has
not been construed.

Kowever, North Dakota's nearly identical
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statute, N.O. Cent. Code $34-03-11, has been construed to create no
greater rights than arise under the common law.18
*
In 1977. Minnesota became the first of four state legislatures which have, to date, enacted legislation limiting the extent
to which an employee can be obliged by contract to assign rights in
his inventions to an employer.

That statute, Minn. Stats. Anno.

5181.78 provides as follows:

111.71 M r « " t A U : ftrtnt rtlatiaa te |a*««tl«*im
NuMirNiun ). Any |>ruvinioii jtt *n rmplu.t itwiit iisrwenw-M which nru»
T ) J M ;h«t un •mployi-e fthull n*«itn or offer in amico any nf hi* ricliLi la
i n intention to hi* <"m;«loyrr aJinll not njt|ily l«i an invciilkto tor which no
equipment. «up|>:ifv futility or truth.- werrt iiifummtitin of the ••fttployer won
y*ed ami which *•«» u»rl«ipvfl entirety on the rmp|tt}w'M own time, sett (1)
which du*^ 6M r*:.it* (MI directly to the Ixoin*--* uf the rmployrr nr lb) to
the *Bi|ilny.*r> «rti:nl or ilitnuuKtnilily antiri|uitii| B " « I I H I *# uVvHmwmilt,
• r i2) which dot* tw»l re»ul[ from any work |**rf.»rmed dy the vRipbiyte. for
the employer. AD* pro\i*iuti which purport* (>• apply In KtM-b at* invention is
10 ILst extent npim*! the \**t\tlie policy "f thin Mate and Ix to that extent void
U J uoenforrrasir.
Subd. 5. No employer aluli require a prorlxlon mnde roJd and unenforce*
able by *ubJiri*Mjn I M« • eondiintn nf emplujim-rn or rotitinutng employment.
Suhd. 3. If ail employment «sf»«n**nt entered into after Ai;cu*l 1, * 77,
fosiAiot • p r m m u n n^mtint* the employe* to u»«icn or offer to aiwlpi *.ny
of hi* richli in ucy intention lit hi« emplwyer, t l * employer mu»t nlno, at the
t i d e the a?i*t-im-ut !* made, provide • wriiu-o notification to the employee
that the tcreemen: do*» nut ail'ly to an Invention for which no equipment.
anpplic». f*r:li:y or trade eeeret iufwrniatiou of the employer wnn iw*d and
which w « t 0**rlvi*il rtilitvly en the emphiy>v'a w n time, and (1) which U««>N
Out relate ' • • dtrto-tty iu the bu»tnna of l l * e n m l o u r or lb) t o the employer**
actjaj or demonstrably aatiopated reararch or development, or (2) which does
not result from any work nerfnn»«f by the employee for the employer.
L s » a 10TT, c 47 | ) .

16.

Keller v. Clark Equipment Co.,
F.Supp.
.510 I'SPO ?45, 767-46 (D.N.D. 19lTT~
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Shortly thereafter, Washington and California followed
suit.

The first legislation introduced into California as.AB2257,

if adopted, would have radically altered the employer-employee
relationship insofar as the ownership of inventions is concerned.
Under that bill, the employee would retain ownership of his inventions.

In the situation where the employee wanted to use the

invention he would be obliged to negotiate terms for doing so
with the inventor.

This legislation failed to pass but, in 1979,

legislation which became California Labor Code SS2870-2872 governing the extent to which an employer could require an employee
to assign his inventions as a condition for employment was adopted
in the following fora. *•'

I ttTO. Cetalayneat aaraameu: asalaameat if rlf bta •
Asy prevision la as employment agreement which proTjdcs .that an employee
abaU uaicn or offer to aaaim any of bia or ber rlxhti in an InTention to his or
Ner employer shall not apply to an Intention 'or which DO equipment, supplies,
facility, or trade teem informatiob of the employer was used and which was
developed entirely en tie employee's owo time, and (a! which does not relate (1) to
tlie tusir.est of the eepioycr or ,'2) to the employer's actual or demonstrably
anticipate? research or dcTeJopxent, cr ibi which does aot result from ajiy work
pcrfcrsr.td by the employee for the employer. Any prevision which purports to
apply to fwcb an IsrectJoa is to that extent afainst the public policy of this
state as? is to that extent void and unenforceable.
(Added by Stats.lSTS. c. 1C01. p . — . 1 1 . )
•—<-•-—
... .
k'B.ary Mtf**«ntaa
Maatar anc Scrvaci C^tt.
C.J.5. Starter ana S a m m II 73. T4.

19.

For a helpful discussion of the original bill and the legislation ultimately adopted in California see McGuire, "Employment-Invention Contracts, A History of California Code
Sections 2870-2872", New Matter, Vol. 5, No. 2, 1980.
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I 2t?i.

Ceae'ifieaB ef eateleyaeat er ceellases1 employment;.. dfsthuare «f la-

veatleea
• No employer shall require • prortsloo made void tad unenforceable by Section
2ST0 as • condition of employment or continued employment. Nothing la thlj
snide shall be construed to forbid or restrict the right of an employer to proTide in contracts of employment for disclosure, provided that any vseb disclosures be received lo confidence, of aU of the employee's Inreatlone made aolatj
or jointly with other* daring the term of bts or her employment, a review process
by tie employer to determine eucb Issues as may arise, and for fun title to cartain patents and Inventions to be In the United States, as required by contracts
between the employer and the United States or any of Its agendas.;.
(Added by SUt*J878. c 1001. p.
,|L)
- •./.-J- •;•*:Library RtfinMu
Mu;ir u d Servant 4=»<t.
C.J.S. H u t u a&£ Senrmai | | TS. T4.
-._•..•
I 2B72.

Notice to empleyet; harden ef prse-f

-

- •

. ' "** 7

. " * * ."

If an deployment agreement entered Into after January 1, 1880. contains a ,
provision requiring the employee to assign or offer to asslga any of bis or bar
rights In any fo faction to his or ber employer, the employer most also, at the
time the agreement Is made, provide a written notification to the employee that
the agreement does sot apply to an Invention "which qualifies fully under the provisions of Section 23T0. In any suit or action arising thereunder, the burden of
proof ehall be on the employee claiming tie benefits of its provisions. -•
• •'(Added by StatS-1979. c 1001. p.
. I 1_)
.•-•-";

The state of Washington also adopted legislation in 197*9
curbing the extent to which an employer could require an employee
to assign his inventions. This legislation is embodied in RCW
49.44.140 and 49.44.150 which provide:

49.44.140

Requiring assignment of employee's rights to inventions
—Conditions
(II A provision !n an employment acrevtnent which provide* that an emptoyee •hall assicn or offer to nMicn any of tbe employee's rights la an in*
vention to the employer does not apply to an Invention for whlcb no equipment, supplies, facilities, or trade secret Information of the employer wa*
need and which was developed entirety on the employee's own time, unless
(a) the Invention relates it) directly to the btislnes* wf the employer, or <il)
to the rmplojer'a actual or demonstrably anticipated research or development.
or <b' the invention results from nay work performed by the employee for the
employe/. Any provision which purports to apply to such an invention is to
tbat estent against the public policy of this state and la to that extent void
and unenforceable.
C) An employer shall not require a provision made void and unenforceable
by subsection (1) of this section as a condition of employment or continuing
employment.
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•1* If a» employment Bttreement entered Into after September ] , 167U.
remains * prnvifion requiring the employee to a**ien any of tht employee's rights In any (mention to the employer, the employer mint also, at tbc
time the agreement it mad*, provide a written notification to the employee
that the agreement doe* not apply to nn invention for which no equipment,
supplies, fftfility, or trade secret Information of the employer was used and
which wax developed entirely on the employee'* 0*0 time, nnles* (a) the Invention relatea ill directly to the hti*ine*a of the employer, or (lit to the em*
plover's actual or demonstrably anticipated research or development, or (bl
the Invention wait* from any work performed by the employee Tor tbc em*
tU>rtr.
(Added by U t i 1st Ex Sess 1979 cb ITT | 3. effective September 1.1979.)
C*S Hu:n wid Scrvar.: | | ?J. ti.
K*y NuntUr aicttts: Masttr and Servant C£»U-

49.44.150 Requiring assignment of employee's rights to inventions—
Disclosure of inventions by employee
Even thoutn :!» etnploxec meets the burden of proving the conditions ape*
clf.ed HCW 49 4-n-iO. the employee snail, at the time of employment
or thereafter, ili>t!ofe all in*ent:on« bcine. developed by the employee, for the
?i:rpoje of detrrtniiiiur. employer or employ** right*. The employer or the
employee may d:w!o*e men Inwr.tioiu to the Department of Employment
Security, and thr uvp.ir:mrnt *hall inaiuutn a record of such disclyuirc* for
a ir.;ninmni period M five years.
[Added by Laws 1st E* Se« J9T9 ch ITT • 3. effective September J. 19T0.J

The most recent l e g i s l a t i o n i s t h a t of North Carolina
5566-57.1 and 66-57.2 of the General S t a t u t e s of North Carolina
provide:

ARTICLE 10A.

Inventions

Developed

by

Employee.

$ 66-57.1. E m p l o y e e ' s r i g h t t o c e r t a i n i n v e n t i o n s .
Any provision in an employment agreement which provides that the
empioyee shall assign or itTer to" assign any of his rights in an invention to his
employer >hai! not apply to an invention that the employee developed entirety
on r.:$ own time without using the employer's equipment, supplies, facility or
trade secret information except for those inventions that u> relate to the
employer's business or actual or demonstrably anticipated research or
development, or <ii' resui: from any work performed by the employee for the
err.pioyor. To the extent a provision in an employment agreement purports to
apply 10 the type of invention described, it :s acainst the public policy of this
State and :s unenforceable. The employee shall bear the burden of proof in
establishing thai his invention qualities under this section. '1981, c. 488, s. 1.)
Crow Reference!. — A% to Urc-ny of secret

technics; precesMb. •»• t :•!•?$ 1.
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S 66-57.2. Employer's rights.
An enpiuyer nav not require a provision of an employment agreement made
unenforceable under G.S. 66-57.1 ai a condition of employment or continued
employment. An employer, in an employment agreement, may require that the
empioyee report ail inventions developed by the employee, solely or jointly,
during the term of hi; employment to the employer, including those asserted
by the employee as nonassignable, for the purpose of determining employee or
employer r.chts If rc-quirfd by a contract between the employer and the United
State* i«r :'.s ayncies. the employer may require that full title to certain
pa'.ents and ir.wntions be in the Cnited Stales. •1981. c. 488. s. 1.)

Notwithstanding their differences, the common origin of
these statutes is obvious.

$2870 of the California Labor Code and

Subdivision I of MSA 131.78 are in all significant respects identical.

It has been suggested that Subdivision 1 of the Minnesota

statute contains an ambiguity which would, of course, have been
carried ever into the 52870 of the California Code.

Thus, one

interpretation is that an employer can contract for ownership of
an invention made by the employee on his own time and without
using the resources of his employer in any of three situations,
i.e., where the invention relates (1) directly to the business of
the employer, or (2) to the employer's actual or demonstrably
anticipated research or development, or (3) where the invention
results from any work performed by the employee for the employer.
Another, more restrictive interpretation suggested for these
sections is that the employer cannot contract to acquire ownership in inventions even if related to his business or his research and development unless it also results from work performed
by the employee fcr the employer.
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The first interpretation seems the more logical and apparently is consistent with the Minnesota Legislative history.

If

interpreted in that way, the Minnesota and California statutes can
be harmonized with the Washington and North Carolina statutes which,
despite some differences in wording, clearly provide that the
employer is permitted to require the employee to assign inventions
made on his own time without use of the resources or trade secrets
of the employer where an invention is related to the business of
the employer, or t: his actual or anticipated research and development or the invention results from work performed by the employee
for the employer.
In effect, while these statutes preclude an employer from
obtaining, by way of an employment contract, title to inventions for
which he could have acquired no rights under the common law, they
permit acquisition of title to inventions in which the common law
would have granted only a shop right.

20.

The author is indebted to Mr. H. E. Otto Jr., Managing Patent
Attorney, San Jcse Patent Operations of IBM, San Jose, Ca. who
provided a coraentary on the Minnesota Act prepared by Mr. D.
F. Voss of ISM, Rochester, Minn. According to Mr. Voss, Staff
Counsel to the Minnesota Senate summarized the pending legislation as follows:
"The proposed legislation makes unenforceable
a provision in an employment agreement providing for an assignment by an employee of all
his rights in an invention to his employer to
the extent that the provisions apply to inventions which do not relate to the employer's
actual or anticipated research or development
or inventions which do not result from any
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Each of these statutes make provisions in employment contracts granting the employer greater rights than provided by law
void and unenforceable but only to the extent the provision exceeds
the scope permitted by the legislation. None of the statutes dis-.
tinguish between contracts made before their effective date and
after insofar as they purport to render provisions void or unenforceable. However, retroactive application may not be constitutional
under the United States or state constitutions which prohibit states
21

from enacting laws which impair contractual obligations.
Each of the statutes, except that of North Carolina, provides that, if an employment contract provides for assignment by
the employee of any rights in inventions to the employer, the contract must contain a notice that the requirement does not extend to
the inventions which the employee cannot be obliged to assign.
This requirement suggests that the best course available to the
draftsman of an employment contract would be to state affirmatively
that the obligation to assign inventions does not extend to the
inventions referred to in the statute using the literal wording
of the statute.

i

I
j

work performed by the employee for the employer. The invention must also have been
produced by the employee without the use of
the employer's equipment, supplies, facilities or trade secret information and must
have been developed exclusively on the
employee's own time.*
21. U.S. Const., Art 1 $10, CI. 1. See also Bradley v. Superior
Court. 46 Cal.2d 509 (1957) and Union Oil v. Moesch, 88
Cal.App.3d 72 (1979).
'.
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Under the California and North Carolina statutes, the
employee has the burden of proof that an invention is of the kind
which he cannot be required to assign by operation of law. By
contrast, the Minnesota statute does not have such a provision.
It seems likely, however, that the employee will have the burden
since the statute appears to create an affirmative defense in an
action to compel enforcement of an agreement to assign.

While

the Washington statute does not explicitly state that the employee
has the burden of proof, it implies such in $49.44.150.
An interesting wrinkle in the California and North
Carolina statutes permits the employer to require in his employment contracts that title in inventions be vested in the United
States where necessary to comply with contracts between the
employer and the United States or its agencies.

These statutes

also permit the employer to require the disclosure, which
California requires to be maintained in confidence, of all inventions made by the employee during his employment.

The

California statute further permits a review process to be
imposed in order to determine any issues which may arise.
The draftsman of an employment agreement might also be well
o
advised to provide for such contingencies in his agreements.
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Questions which these statutes raise are numerous. Who
is the "employer" in the case of highly diversified corporations,
the subsidiary corporation, division or other entity by whom the
inventor is directly employed or the parent and all of its subsidiaries collectively?

The former was urged by Assemblyman Goggin

who introduced the bill which became the California statute. However, his view was not accepted as part of the legislative history
suggesting that the latter construction was the intention of the
legislature.
Another question is what would qualify as an "invention"
as that terx is used in the statutes?

For example would an inven-

tion have to fall within one of the classes set forth in 35 O.S.C.
101 or do the statutes also embrace "inventions" such as computer
programs which may not be patentable per se but which can be protected as a trade secret or made subject to a copyright?
Each of the statutes declare provisions in an employment
agreeitent ccnferrinc rights upon the employer beyond that permitted
to be against the public policy of the state.

Does that mean a

California cr Washington Court would not enforce a broader New
York agreement against an employee who moves into one of their
states?

Are the statutes intended merely to protect the employees

who reside within the state or to regulate corporations or other
employers who are domiciled in the state, or both giving rise to
questions about the extra-territorial reach of the statutes and
about the application of conflicts of laws principles.

22.

See footnote 19.
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The draftsman of an employment agreement for a multistate corporation has particular problems.

Is it better to have

a different contract form for employees in a state having no
statute from that used ir. .Minnesota, California, Washington or
North Carolina?
A solution, whose only recommendation may be simplicity,
but which may be pragmatic as well, would be to draft all employment contracts so as not to exceed the scope permitted by the new
state statutes.

Those inventions which would not be acquired by

such a practice are not likely to be of much value to the employer
in any event.

A complicating factor is the differences in wording

adopted in the various states.

However, since it appears that the

limit placed en employment agreements is effectively the same in
each case, use of the wording of any one of them should serve the
purposes of the other statutes.

Because of their clarity, the

language of the Washington or North Carolina statutes would be
preferable'.
Another apparently complicating factor in the statutes
are the provisions for requiring title to be vested in the United
States for certain inventions found in the California and North
Carolina statutes but not in those of Minnesota or Washington.
This does appear to be a real problem, however.

The Minnesota

and Washington statutes would expressly —.id only those provisions
in contracts which would require the assignment to employers of
qualifying inventions.

In view of the similar language in the

California and North Carolina statutes, the provision of the
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latter statutes for vesting title in the United States appears to
be a clarification of the scope or intent of the statute,'rather
than an expansion of the rights which the employer may assert. A
form of employment agreement embodying this concept is Part A of
the Appendix.
The proposed agreement contains several other important
provisions.

One is a choice of laws provision in view of a cove-

nant not to compete contained in another provision.

Covenants

not to compete, a subject beyond the scope of this paper, are not
enforceable in some states.

California, for example, generally

prohibits such covenants except as part of an agreement by which
the sale of a business and its goodwill is accomplished.2^
Therefore, the employment agreement should contain a choice of
laws provision which designates a state reasonably related to
the relationship between the parties whose law permits a covenant
not to compete.

Obviously such a clause should not be incorpor-

ated into a contract which governs the employment relationship of
an employee who actually works in California or other states
which prohibit such covenants.
The second of the important clauses is a severability
clause which is intended to preserve the balance of the agreement
when one of the clauses is interpreted to be against a fundamental
policy of either the jurisdiction which governs its interpretation or, in some instances, the forum state.

23.

California Business and Professions Code, $16600 and 16601
and see Monooran Industries, Inc. v. Sor Industries, Inc.,
64 Cal.App.3d 692 (15?6>.
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PROPOSED FEDERAL LEGISLATION
In view of the passage by state legislatures of statutes
regulating the extent to which employer's nay secure rights in
employee's inventions by reason of employment contracts, it should
not surprise anyone that an effort would be made to secure passage
of Federal legislation having a similar objective.

Just such an

effort has been initiated in the form of a bill designated H.R.
4732, introduced .on October 13, 1981 by Congressman Kastenmeier.
A cc?y of the bill, which has been referred to the House Judiciary
Committee follows as Part B of the Appendix.
The proposed bill, which differs substantially from the
existing state legislation described above, would add $§401-403
to Title 35 of the United States Code.

Section 401 declares the

purpose of the statute to be the need to balance the incentives
to the employee to invent in areas unrelated to his employment
against that of the employer to support research and development
activities and to encourage the commercialization of inventions.
The effect of such a policy is likely to preempt state legislation. A statute more generous to the employer than the Federal
law would apparently reduce the incentive of the employee to make
inventions while legislation more favorable to the employer would
presumably tend to reduce the incentive of the employer to support
research and development and to encourage commercialization of
inventions.
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Section 402 is a definitional section which defines, in
$402 (d), an "employment invention" to mean an invention made by
the employee during his employment (1) as a result of his normal
or specifically assigned duties; or (2) based in significant part
on technical data or information possessed by the employer which
is acquired by the employer and which is not generally known to
the public; or (3) wherein the employee occupies a fiduciary or
other similar special relationship with the employer and the invention relates to the actual or contemplated business of the
employer that is known to the employee.
$403 (a) defines the limitations on preinvention assignment agreements between the employee and employer.

Such an agree-

ment is not enforceable to transfer rights to the employer in any
invention that is not an employment invention except that the
employer may acquire what is effectively a shop right in nonemployment inventions when the employee has made the invention
using the employer's time, materials, facilities or funds.
Trailer clauses are, prohibited by $403(c).

In effect, therefore,

proposed $403 appears to be an effort to limit the allocation of
rights in inventions by employment agreements to that allocation
made under common law principles in a situation where no agreement exists. A provision is made in $403(d) which provides for
compulsory arbitration of any disagreement about rights in an
invention.

Presumably this is done to limit the expense to which

the employer would be subjected in asserting his rights by precluding resort to litigation.
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The clear impact of the proposal of Mr. Kastenmeier, if
adopted, would be to substantially reduce the right of employers
to contract with an employee to secure rights in the employee's
inventions as a condition for employment even beyond that presently
perrdtted under the statutory schemes of Minnesota, California,
Washington a.-.d North Carolina.

THE EMPLOYEE ORIENTATION PROCEDURE
The process of considering the applicable law and drafting an appropriate employment agreement should be complemented with
an effective orientation process for the new employee if the employer is to er.jcy the maximum benefit from the employer-employee
relationship.
Employment agreements are usually closely scrutinized by
a Court who view them, if not as contracts of adhesion, as having
been drawn by lawyers for presentation to lay persons who are not
aware of the extent of their rights by an entity, the employer,
who holds most of the bargaining power.

Therefore, a part of the

orientation process should include a thorough review of the agreement with the employee before its execution to insure his understanding.

This process can be fostered by using an agreement whose

language has been made as simple as possible.

The employee should

also be permitted a period to "think it over" and should not be
discouraged, if not encouraged, to seek legal counsel if unsure of
its meaning.

In that regard, it should be pointed out to him that

the agreement may govern his conduct even after he leaves the
employ of the company.
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The initial interview need not be handled by a lawyer but
should be conducted by someone who does it regularly.

The process

can be augmented by using an interview record form which would be
retained as a record of the interview in which the employee acknowledges having been informed of particularly important features of
the agreement.

The written notice about limitations on the obliga-

tion to assign his inventions to the employer imposed by statute
can be made part of,the form.

A suggested form is Part C of the

Appendix.
At the interview, the employee should be informed about
the kinds of information that should be maintained in confidence,
including customer lists and financial data, as well as technological developments.

The need for doing so should also be pointed

out, i.e., that the loss of valuable trade secrets can impair the
company's competitive position and that premature disclosure of
information car. cause the loss of valuable patent rights, particularly in foreign countries.

In that regard, it may be parti-

cularly important to stress that even "table talk" with friends
at scientific meetings should not include a discussion of the
company's confidential business and technical information.

It

would not hurt periodically to remind all employees of this
need to maintain information in confidence by way of internal
memoranda, at group meetings or any other appropriate occasion.
Another important purpose of the interview could be to
point out the details of the company's security system and the
importance of following established procedures for the maintenance of trade secrets.
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The interview should not be concluded without the employee
receiving a copy of the agreement if he signs it at that time. This
practice could well be repeated at the exit interview as well when
the employee terminates his association.

The interview sheet could

contain an acknowledgement of receipt of a copy of the agreement.
From the foregoing, it should be apparent that the most
important ingredient of an orientation process is the application
of common sense in adopting general guidelines to the specific
employment environment.

AVOIDING LIABILITY TO THE FORMER
EMPLOYER WHEN HIRING NEW PERSONNEL
The newly hired employee-inventor is almost certainly going
to possess confidential information, trade secrets, etc. in the situation where he has been previously employed.

Furthermore, the pur-

pose for hiring him is usually because of his technological expertise
and the old and new employer may very well be competitors.

The new

employee is also likely to have continuing contractual obligations
to his old employer arising from an employment contract.

The exis-

tence of such a situation can obviously present fertile ground for
litigation that is fraught with particular danger when the new
employer is, in fact, a new venture initiated by high level employees
of the old employer.
While nothing can prevent the former employer from bringing a lawsuit for perceived injury, steps can be taken which reduce
the risk of liability.

Therefore, it may be particularly important
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for the lawyer to participate in the hiring process in an advisory
capacity when the risk of litigation is high.
The recruitment of the new employee, if at all possible,
should be handled by an agency.

If contracts are made directly,

they should not be through a former employee now in the employ of
the recruiting company.

The opening salary offer should not be

based upon knowledge gained from former employees since companies
treat their salary structure as confidential and an initial offer
from the new employer, if higher than the employee's salary, may
be viewed as taking unfair advantage of the knowledge of confidential information.

One approach might be to inquire of the poten-

tial employee what his salary requirements would be and to negotiate from that point.
The recruiting process should not involve contacts made
during the business hours of the present employer since the employee is supposed to devote his time to his employer's business.
Even long lunches should be avoided.

Evening contacts are best.

If the prospective employee accepts a position, he should
be counseled to scrupulously avoid preparing for his new employment
using the time and facilities of his old employer.

Obviously, he

should return all documents, models, samples, etc. obtained from
the old employer.

He should not during working hours use the com-

pany telephone to contact his new employer.

He should not use the

secretaries or other employees of his present employer to prepare
letters or other services which aid the transition to his new
employment.

He particularly should not attempt to recruit other
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e-ployec-s of his present company to join his new conpany.

He should

r.ct ever, use the copy machine, stationery or other supplies of his
e-plcyer since the inference is likely that any indiscretion means
that others, more serious have occurred as well.
I*, would be well to advise the prospective employee to
i.-.r.cu.-.cc his intention to leave his old employ as early as possible.
If t.iis i-iws a firing it may brunt a later charge that the emplcyc= »•;; • key person.

Otherwise there would have been negotia-

ricr.£ --: r-itair. hi- or at least to persuade him to stay to finish
rertai.-. ;isks.

He should be counseled, furthermore, to complete,

if perr-ii-ed, housekeeping tasks such as quarterly reports, etc.
which vcuid have to be done by someone else less familiar than he
wish his wark, causing obvious expense and unnecessary delay for
his eld er.pioyer.
The prospective er.ployee should be counseled, preferably
by a.~. s"crr.ey, about exit interview proceedings.

He should be

advises t.-.a-. he say wish to have his own attorney present and
should :.c: si=.-. ar.y exit interview document prior to review by
his £iior.-.e:..

These documents frequently have the employee acknow-

ledge his prior employment contract which is not objectionable per
St.

Kcvever, they also frequently include acknowledgement of

access -o, cr actual possession of bodies of information generally
sesig.-.sted zz

be confidential.

Such acknowledgements may contain

dan^acir.; and unnecessary admissions.
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The employee can indicate a willingness to sign such a
document shorn of unfair provisions but require an employer to
designate specific trade secrets which he would be bound to respect.
In that regard, the employment agreement with the new employer
should contain a provision that the employee 'acknowledges an obligation not to use the trade secrets of his old employer for the
benefit of the new and positively state that the new employer has
no desire to obtain confidential information from the old.
Finally, the new employee should take a vacation or other
break between the termination of his former, and the beginning of
his new employment.

This provides for as clean a break as possible

between the two which should be at least long enough to exhaust
accrued vacation so that efforts for the new employer cannot be
argued to have been made while the employee is being compensated
by the prior employer.
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E>!FLOV>JENT INVENTION AGREEMENT

In consideration of ray employment by _ ^
, or a subsidiary thereof, and its successors,
assignees, or designees, (hereinafter referred .to as "The Company"),
and for the renumeration now and hereafter paid to me, and the
opportunity which my employment affords me to become acquainted
with The Company's business and engineering, research and development work, ar.d other confidential information, I, the undersigned,
scree es fellows:
1.
That all inventions, discoveries, developments and ideas (hereinafter "Industrial Property"), including but not limited to, all
processes, machines, manufactures, compounds, compositions of matter,
improvements thereto and know-how related thereto, whether patentable
or not, conceived by r.e during the term of my employment by The Company cr within one (1) year thereafter, solely or jointly with others,
together with all patent rights therein (including rights under
international conventions), shall be the sole property of The Company
except that inventions mace by me solely or jointly with others for
which no equipment, supplies, facilities or trade secret information
of The Company were used, and which were developed entirely on my own
time, or our own time in the case of joint inventions, shall not
become the property of The Company unless (a) the invention relates
(1) directly to the business of The Company, or (2) to The Company's
actual or demonstrably anticipated research or development, or (b)
the invention results from any work performed by me or by my joint
inventor for The Ccmpany.
2.
That all writings prepared by me solely or jointly with others
which relate in any manner to the research, development or other
business activities of The Company shall be deemed*"work for hire"
and all rights therein, including copyrights or any other rights,
shall be the sole property of The Company and that such writings
shall be held in confidence by me until written authorization to
publish is obtained from a duly designated representative of The
Company.
3. To promptly review, execute and return all papers to The Company
or its designated representative which, in the discretion of The
Company, are required to obtain for The Company the right, title and
interest in and to The Company in the Industrial Property, including
all patent rights therein, and in any writings, including any copyrights therein, or are required in order to maintain or enforce any
rights in the Industrial Property or writings and to render such
other assistance as The Company may require, and at its expense. In
proceedings before any Patent Office,Court or other tribunal or
governmental agency in any country.
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4. To disclose in writing to The Company, or its designated representative, all Industrial Property made or conceived solely by me or
jointly with others, during the term of this Agreement including'any
Industrial Property which I believe would not become the property of
The Company under any provision of this Agreement.
5. To maintain in confidence and use my best efforts to preserve
the confidentiality of all trade secrets, or other information held
in confidence by The Company which are acquired by me or maintained
in ay custody.
6.
That documents including, but not limited to, notes, manuals,
blueprints, notebooks, reports, photographs, and other records in
any tangible form whatsoever, and whether generated by me or others,
which I acquire as a result of my employment with The Company shall
be the exclusive property of The Company and shall be returned to
The Company, and no copies kept by me, upon the termination of my
exployment or upon any request made by The Company or its designated
representative.
7.
To assign inventions conceived or made by me during the term of
this Agreement to the United States or any of its agencies where
necessary to fulfill the requirements of any contract between the
United States or its agencies and The Company, even in the situation
where this Agreement would not otherwise oblige me to assign the
invention to The Company.
B. That during the term of my employment by The Company, I shall
devote my best efforts to accomplishing tasks assigned to me.
9. That the execution by me of this Agreement constitutes an understanding by me that The Company does not wish to acquire, or for me
tc use in connection with my employment, any trade secret or confidential information of others known to me and I agree to maintain
such trade secrets and other confidential information in confidence
ar.d not to disclose it to The Company or any of its representatives
or to use it in the course of the discharge of my responsibilities
to The Company.
10. That nothing in this Agreement shall give The Company rights
in inventions made by me solely or jointly with others prior to
this Agreement. Those inventions made solely by me or jointly
with others prior to this Agreement are listed on Exhibit A hereto.
11. I agree that upon termination of my employment by The Company,
and thereafter for a period of one (1) year, I shall not attempt to
solicit the resignation of any other employee of The Company and not
to compete with The Company in the development, production or sale
of any product or service for which I was involved in the development, production or sale while employed by The Company in a geographical area comprising
•

-2-
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12. That any portion of this Agreement which a Court of competent
jurisdiction shall determine to be void or unenforceable as against
public policy, or for any other reason, shall be deemed to be severable from the Agreement and shall have no affect on the other covenants or provisions in the Agreement. I further agree that the
Court shall be empowered upon the request of The Company to reform
and construe ar.y provision which would otherwise be void or unenforceable in a manner that it will be valid and enforceable to the
maximum extent permitted by law.
13. That the legal interpretation of this Agreement is to be
determined according to the laws of the state of
14. That this Agreement shall be binding on my heirs, executors,
administrators, representatives and assigns and that any prior
Agreement made between me and The Company shall be superseded by
this Agreement.
15. That this Agreement shall not become effective until executed
on behalf of The Company by its designated representative.

IS WITNESS KKEREOF, I
have executed this Agreement on this
19
.

day of"

Accepted on behalf of
By:
Signature

-3-
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EXHIBIT A
TO EMPLOYMENT INVENTION AGREEMENT

The following is a list of all inventions made solely by
or jointly with others
prior to his employment by The Company.
not believed by

The form of the list is
to contain any

trade secret or confidential information belonging to others.
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EXHIBIT B
TO EMPLOYMENT INVENTION AGREEMENT

NOTICE
NOTHING IN THIS AGREEMENT OBLIGES
TO ASSIGN TO THE COMPANY ANY INVENTION FOR
WHICH NO EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, FACILITY OR TRADE SECRET INFORMATION
OF THE CCMPANU WAS USED AND VCKICK WAS MADE ON HIS/HER OWN TIME UNLESS (A) THE INVENTION RELATES DIRECTLY TO THE BUSINESS OF THE
COMPANY, CR ii) 70 THE COMPANY'S ACTUAL OR DEMONSTRABLY ANTICIPATED
RESEARCH OS DEVELOPMENT, OR (B) THE INVENTION RESULTS FROM ANY
WORK PERFORMED SY HIM. HER FOR THE COMPANY.
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sassr H. R. 4732
To amend title 35 of the United States Code, to set Federal standards for
permissible employee preinveation, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
OCTOBCS 13,

1981

Mr. KASTENMEIEB introduced the following bill; which was referred to the
Committee oo the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend title 35 of the United States Code, to set Federal
standards for permissible employee preinvention, and for
• other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United Stales of America in Congress assembled,
3 That title 35, United Sutes Code, is amended by adding at
4 the end thereof the following new part:
5

"PART V—EMPLOYEE INTENTIONS

6 "6401. Declaration of purpose and policy
7

"In order to promote the progress of the useful arts, and

8 in order to encourage the free flow of commerce by the ere-
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2
1 ation of new products and processes, it is the purpose and
2 policy of this part that incentives provided by the patent laws
3 to encourage individuals to make inventions and, once made,
4 to disclose them to the public, and to commercialize them
5 should not be withheld from employees for inventions made
6 by them that are unrelated to their employment, while at the
7 same time maintaining an incentive for employers to support
8 research and development activities and to commercialize in9 ventions that are related to the employment.
10 "§402. Definitions
11

"When used in this part, unless the context otherwise

12 indicates:
13

"(a) The terms 'employer' and 'employee' shall have the

14 meaning as defined in the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938
15 (29 U.S.C. 203), as amended.
16

"(b) The term 'invention' means an invention which is

IT patentable under pan II of this title.
13

"(c) The term 'preinvention assignment agreement'

19 means an agreement which an employee executes at the re20 quest of the employer that gives any rights to the employer
21 in any inventions of the employee not yet made at the time of
22 execution of the agreement.
23

"(d) The term 'employment invention' means an inven-

24 tion that is made by an employee during a term of eraploy25 ment—

H.R. «:::-ih
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3
1
2

"(1) as a result of the employee's normal or specifically assigned duties; or

3

"(2) based in significant part upon technical data

4

or information possessed by and acquired from the em-

5

plover, and which is not generally known to the public;

6

or

*

"(3) wherein the employee enjoyed a special posi-

8

tion of trust, confidence, or fiduciary relationship with

9

the employer at the time of making the invention, and

i0

the invention is related to the employer's actual or

11

contemplated business known to the employee.

12

"(e) An invention is deemed to have been 'made' when

13 it is conceived or first actually reduced to practice.
14 "§403. Limitation upon terms of an employee preinven15
16

tion assignment agreement
"(a) A preinvention assignment agreement shall not be

•17 enforceable to transfer any rights to the employer in any in18 vention r.ot an employment invention; except that an cmploy19 er may require the granting to it by the employee of a non20 transferable, nonexclusive license to practice an invention not
21 an empiovrr.ent L-.vention whenever such invention is made
22 by the exployee with a substantial use of the employer's
23 time, materials, facilities, or funds.
.24

"(b) An employer may require that the employee dis-

25 e'ese all Liventions made by the employee, solely or jointly

H.R. i:::-ih
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4
1 with others, during the term of his employment provided the
2 disclosures are received and kept in confidence.
3

"(c) A preinvention assignment agreement shall not be

4 enforceable to transfer any rights to the employer in any in5 vention that is conceived by the employee after termination.
6 of employment.
7

"(d) In case of any disagreement or conflict with respect

8 to any clause of this part V, the matter shall be settled by
9 arbitration in the state of employment in accordance with the
10 rules of the American Arbitration Association, at the request
11 of either party.
12

"(e) This section shall not affect rights in any invention

13 conceived prior to January 1,1982.".
O

H.R. 4733—ih
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EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEW
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM

I> __^
that I was interviewed by
on behalf of The Company on
with regard to future employment by The Ccmpany.
appear I acknowledge as follows:

, acknowledge
, 19 ~
Where my initials

1. That I was given an Employment Agreement Form which
was reviewed with ne by

2. That I was given the time I desired to complete the
review of the Employment Agreement before executing it.

3. That I was advised that the Employment Agreement
could impose obligations on me to The Company after my employment
is terminated.

4.
executed it.

That I understood the Employment Agreement when I

5. That after execution of the Employment Agreement, I
was given a copy for my personal records.

6. That I was advised that I have an obligation to maintain the confidentiality of trade secrets or other confidential infomation acquired during prior employment, that I should not disclose the trade secrets or other confidential information so acquired
to anyone associated with The Company or use the trade secrets or
other confidential information so acquired to discharge duties
assigned me by The Company.
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7. That I was given notice that nothing in the Employment
Agreement would oblige me to assign to The Company any invention for
which no equipment, supplies, facility or trade secret information of
The Company was used ar.d which was made on my own time unless {A) the
information relates (1) directly to the business of The Company or
(2) to The Company's actual or demonstrably anticipated research or
development, or (B) the invention results from any work performed by
me for The Company.

Dated:
Signature

-2-
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LAW OF EMPLOYEE INVENTIONS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Prepared by Members of the Staff

Library of Congress

LAW LIBRARY
o
z

o
'

American-British L a w Division
European Law Division
Far Eastern Law Division
Hispanic L a w Division
Near Eastern and African Law Division
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Bulgaria
;««««Wafc JJiftggrfltie Republic
Germany. Federal Republic of (will follow)
Greece
Italy
Japan
Netherlands, The
Sweden
United Kingdom
u.S.S.S. (will follow)

LLS 83-1384
PATENTS
June 1*63
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ItJLCABU

IB lb* People'» Republic of Bulgaria, th« question of Invention*

••••••!. tf i m w i . iimivmtm^Mvmi*i'ih,uawuMiiMinrtssfir
'•clone ef October S, 1966, h

end theftejtalaclonof June 20, 1)69 £/ con-

cerning Ice Lapieaentatlea.
According Co section 9 of chle Lew, cue State toaalttee for Science and Technical Progress la the agency In charge of theee aatcere.
oowever, Lha Coaslttee function* under tUe administrative ana scientific
guidance of the lnetltute of Inventions and Innovations. 3/

It auac be

pointed out here that alnce econoalc. cultural, and eclantlflc natters In
the country jre acate controlled, tijc private eeccor of activity 1» iialted.

Tnla aaaes the state the eole eupioyer through its enterprises,

organizations, «no inatituclwue.
According to section 12 of the Lav, an Invention is s new creative
technicel solution of a given problaa related to any branch of tae national
ecouoiay, &ciunce, culture, puolic r.eaith, am: n&Lionai defense, which is
•ore progressive and aore uaafui coapared with the existing level of technology. ' An innovation, ae defined by auction 47 oi ihta iasc Law, is a
technical solution of a glvao probiea which conatlLutes a novelty at least
witnin che iraaevorh ot cue enterprise or or^anleaciun in wulcn It was
propoaad•

y
Durshavea Veelola loltlclel law gazette of Bulgaria, OVj, No. 81,
Uctober 18, 1968, effective on January 1, l»b».
£/

us Ho. *6, June 20,

lib*.

2/ C. Uobrav, Protection of Industrial Property In the feople'e tapusllc
of aul|tarla 17 (Sofia, Patent and Trade Hark Suraau, 1970).
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furthtr eaprcssly states that all remuneration*, awards, privileges, etc.,
« — i — i r n I• «!•• 1,1 I n I > Hiisi ••• rt«*»ia| setherib.s

»mt<**m**»m!&***>**'

aonprop<trty rights related to the Authorahlp are, uowevcr, not subject to
Inheritance. V

Prepared by ST. Ivan Sipfcov
Chief
European Law Division
Lav Library, Library of Congress
Juae 1933

IS:cbr
0/9/33

V
SI. tudsnarov and b. A. SiavelLov, laobratatclafco 1 pateatno calo 1
patentna inforatatella (Invention an>l Patent Work and ratant Information).
(Sofia, 1977); also K. tossnaasbav, frava na lsobrstatallto 1 ratalonallaetorlte (The Ugbts of the Isventora ana Innovators) (Sofia, rroflscat,
1970).
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eaauM MMOCUIK tuuiLic
kaalalsceat of tba language used by the Hast (agist* be twee* 1133-

che needing Heoerarbewegung, emphasising tkc collectivize character of
innovations. In**, la tba spirit of social usefulness, Innovations ace
rewarded Mlaly through moral recognition anil only secondarily tbroxgb
material recognition. The basic principles of employee Inventions are
contelne* in tbe Decree on the Promotion ol the Activity of the taventor
ana kjjtlonellsers la the lavaatlon Movement of December 22, 1971. Jj/
According to tola Decree, tba sain objective of trie invention Movement It
to provide inventors wltn e chance to use their nentai facilities and energies to vara etrengtnenlng tne German Denocreclc Republic,

in other words,

inventions ere only important if they ere useful cc the »t»tc. £/

The

usefulness of tne Invention Is, of course, subject to declsloos made by
ouresucrste. Here, governmental depArtaaul end trade unions auet work
together closely. _£/

The activities of these organs ere coorulnsted by

luventlon centers located in the various provinces. V
Pursuant to section 7, the management of a factory is responsible
for promoting employee inventions,

the aenagera are responsible for keep-

ing themselves sod their superiors lufurasea about the current state of
inventions, encouraging employees to study scientific literature, etc. UI

_£/ C*s*t«bl*tt (official law gasette of the uartun Oenocratlc Republic,
Ml.J, 11, p. 1.
£/

gas tbe Preamble and sections 1-2.

£/

Wee. 3.

jy

Sec. *.
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SOI.

course, all these aetivitlea must be planned according to (ha guidelines

tloo iloveaeot which coordinates and control* all tha activities connected
to employee lnveatlons.

If a need arises to conduct research la s certain

field, aaaagere are authorised to sign a so—called Invention agreement.
Under this agreement, a collective of eaployees la obligated to reaearch,
analyse, experiment and implement a certain Invention.
entitled to bo rewarded for this work,

The collective la

la all cases, the factory thea has

the rlgnt to acquire ana use the invention.

The inventor has tha right to

demand a decision within the time limits set by the Decree. The inventor
may also participate in the preparations, exanliwtiona, and utilisations oi
his Invention.

Finally, the inventor is entitled to both aaral and sate—

rial recognition. 5/

if tue luvanticu is rejected, Llw lnventex can appeal

I D (.riling to the manager, */

noneUty awards for an lnveutiou can range

iron io narks to 30,uOC Barks. Monetary awards tor an lunovatlon.(erflndungj can range Between 75 and 2G0,UiK) uarks. Jj

The precise sun should be

detemlned by the manager according to the social usefulness of the invention, o/

in case of any dispute arising out of Monetary compaasatlwu, hutn

the factory aud the inventor cau request a decision by a conflict camaissioo organised under the Directive of tue lit at e Council of the Ceraen

V

bee. 22.

*/

Sec. 26.

2/

Sou. 30.

»/

Sec. 29.
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Democratic Rapubllc of Octobar 4, 1968. */

ln

'beir pursuit of an equlta-

bla coapaaaatlon, ttta aauagara ara aaalated by tba Sacra* oa tba Kualnatloa of tin Oaafalaaaa of an InTantloa la Order co Coapeaaate Inventors of
July 20. 1172.

}0/

lo conclusion, the ayatan dealgaeo Co proaoca Invention* la o»ercoaplleated, a trait not unuaual for lagialatlaa la ttta Garaaa Deaocraclc
Kapubllc.

laia Intrleata system clearly favora tba state aad aaeaaaarlly

discourages Inventions.

In addition, judging by tha frequently voiced crl-

tlclea, tba currant laglalacloa aakaa tba antlra procaaa coaberaoae, frustrating, and thue groaaly lnaffacclva.

Tula lactar characteristic, of

counts, ie the greatest lapadlaant oa BOdernlslng the fcast Coraan econoay.

Prepared by Or. Mlkloa K. Badvanyl
Senior Legal Specialist
European Leu Division
law Library, Library of Congress
June 1983

MKK+cbr
6/21/83

2/

Sac. it

and Ml.

i°/

Gil. II, p. 5J0.

I, p. 28/.
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nroMAL venuM cr oaamn
la tba Vedaral Kapahllc of Ceraaoy, tha Bapleya* lavaatloaa La*_J/
baa baea la _affact J f o r j a « ^ a a a l ^ a a r a ^ 5 « T n ! » t B a T l w a w R p n a a ^ f
Industry sod labor chat the Uu» ha* baaa *ucc***fully Implemented and ha*
proven beneficial to tha Garaaa aeeaoay. */
'" Tba laportaace of tha Baaloyae) tavaatloae taw vital* caa Sanaa*
pataat ayetea caa ha aaaaaaad from tha fact that betwaaa M
lavaatloaa 5/ aada ta Ceraaay ara employee loventloa*. */
aaterprleaa, tha percentage ta evea higher.

end M X of tha
In let***

Is eaterprlee* with a aalaa

veluae la exceae of 250 allllon DM (Dautacha Mark*), 17 to 981 of tha palant* bald ara employee lavaatloaa, aharaaa la aaallar enterprlaea with a
•ale*'volume below 10 million DM, only 491 of tha pataata hald ara aaployaa
Invention*.•_*/

Tha lower percentage for aaallar eatarprlaa* raaolta partly

froa tha fact that the owner* of thaae aaterprleaa ara tbaaaalvea Inventor* and partly (roa tha (act tbat tha aaplayaaa of aaallar f i n * aftaa ara aat

}J Saaat* Ohar Arbeltaebnaretladunxea larhalrtC] van Z ) . Jail 1*57,
aaadeagaaetablatt ( K U . , official law Ba*atta of tha Fedaral Bepablla of
Germany) 1, p. 75», aa aaaaded by Gaaata vea 4. September 1967, M B l . I,
p. 953. as Katllsb treaalatloa froa 11 laduattlal Property 226 (1972) la
Included aa Aapaadla I, together with tba Directive* aa tba Goapeoaatloo
for Employeea' Invention*, Id. at 233. Included a* appeadla II la aa
article by a. Sahede aatltled "employee*1 Invention* — Law aad Practice la
tha Vadaral Sapahilc of Oeraaay," Id. at 249.
*/ tea manendi* II, at 254; OBta Martaaa., Pie Vern,Btana dar »araaaaaniatavorachUgo 1 ( D » s , 1979).
*/ Tba detailed ralaa oa coapaoaatloa for eaployae laveatleaa la tha
acbsJbrfa apply ta tbeae that cam ba protected by pataat or aa utility
model*. The law alao coetala* acme radlaeatary rule* oa campenaatlaa for
•Char iaaovative aropoeala.
*/

C. Scbaoh, mtbaltarechta-Baadbwch M>e (hSachaa. i960).

*/ K. Crafaraiaa, "reteatweeea aad tanhalarbar Fortachrltt,* l»ftamd*tr.
Jafare Pateataa* v42 (Mnnchea, 1977).
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ntc

>iia«t«a»a«»»r^b«««ai»»a4»»«a»a4aaMa»a>-»»—
stth tba ataaloyee Invaatleoa Lav can b« ascribed to lta aaadatory nature.
As elate* lo aactloa 22, the provleiooe at ttia Lav eanoot ba changed to the
detrlanc of tb« aaployae by an eaployeaet contract or collective a^reesent.
lae Eaployae Inventions Law proaotea technological progress la two
weya.

Flrat, tha expectation oi reaping sizable financial benefits and

personal recognition froa aa Invention is an Incentive that spurs esiploycee
ou to greater effort*; */ second, since tba Law baa tba effect that aoat
inventions actually are patented, Che ensuing publicity of the patent
application createa in lapetus for xurtuer reatt«rcn and speeds up cUe
development ot new technologies. '/'
Aa aepiricdl study u&dertatum in Gvraauy la tha early 1970& shows
tnat In tha Boat patent-lntenelve lnduetrlea (ciieelcai, electrotecunoiogic,
auu aecnaulcax engineering) only 5A of the inventions that can be patented
era kept aacrat; all others are patented.

The study alao snows that the

Lapiuyee Inventions Law la ona of tue nfijor factors that encourages patent
applications. Although the rule requiring the employer to apply for a
patent lor a cialaed service luventlon pervtlts of certain exception*
(sec. 13 of the Law), tba eaployer in noat caaaa la faced with the choice of
either reieaein* the Invention to toe eaployea or of applying for a
patent. °7

°/

Id. at 49.

Jj Ifo-Ioatitut tOr Vlrtechaftstorscnung, 1 fatentweaen and technlechet
7ortscnrltt 43 (CBttlngen, 1*74).
•/

Supra note J at 41.
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Although the Enployee Invention* Law p l a c e s u » Serosa i u d u s t r y a t
• c o m p e t i t i v e disadvantage l a caaparlson with ilia I n d u s t r i e s ot o t h e r c o u o -

-.• l-.•^°^•^^qg•'^^l^s^;^•^•'• r'sasc^iadaaaHLSi

?gaa«:a^«.zMiisue^JBvaaryjg:p^^

t r i e * £ / (none o t which arc ay l a « s u b j e c t e d co a s f a r - r e a c h i n g an obll&et i o u ot coupensation t o l i e eupioyeea ^ / ) end a l t h o u a u t h i s Law c r e a t e s
f r i c t i o n s l o t Q i r u s e n t e r p r i s e s engaging l a j o i n t ventures with f o r e i g n
f i r a s , H / C t n u n Industry, n e v e r t h e l e s s , has a very p o s i t i v e a t t i t u d e
toward the Gaployee Inventions Lav.

This can be a r e a , ( o r I n s t a n c e , f r o * a

statement aaaa l a 1979 by the Employee I n v e n t i o n s Committee ot the Federal
Organization o( ftnployer A s s o c i a t i o n s ,

l a d i s c u s s i n g the p o s s i b i l i t y ot

u u i i y i u g eisployee i n v e n t i o n s law within the European Cois&uaitlrs, the Cuts.fiittee expressed the hope that u a i f i c u t l o u would uot l e a e to cnangee In the
oerihaa law to the ueLriaeni oi the balance inherent, in the Geraau system.

'*/

Kfcployee i n v e n t i o n s law i s <* complicated subject s e t t e r , as caa be
expected lroet i t s p e t i t i o n a t the crossroads 6et*»uen labor l a v and patent
law,

Among tne a i f i l c u i t i s s u e s t h a t s u s t be r e s o l v e d In each c a s e l a the

adequacy ot condensation lor a cialtacu s e r v i c e i n v e n t i o n .

These computa-

t i o n s are u s u a l l y a«a« by reference to the Cui.-K-li.uoa ot 1939.

l3

/

in

£/
*•', k r e o n i t x . Das A r b e l t n e h a e r e r i i n a e r r e c h t In der Praxis des
Ucternehmets 1 ( t i S l n , 1 W 7 ) .
Hy

H, Schade, "Arbeltaehaererfladuagec.," 2i> Rccht Per Arbeit l i » ( 1 9 7 5 ; .

I * / rf. S c h l p p e l , "Die Crcnsen tier PartciautouueUe l b i n t e r u a t i o a a i e a
ArBeltsvertra&srceut und d i e Arbeltnehaererilndung," t>* M l t t e l l u n g e n der
deutschea ratentan%llt« 229 11K71),
•**/ J a n t s e b e r l c U t ear buadesveralalftung der Oeutschea A r b s l t g s b e t varbands 33 ( 1 9 7 1 ) .
}]J

Sea Appendix I .
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e a e e o c c , coapeneatioa dependa ou tue "invention value" and cha " p a r t i c l p a *tioi

factcrV

A * U l O f l M m N n r t k a n a l a h l i a i i M a «jenl«]r««f«

achleveaent a> coopared t o the reeoureas provided by the e n t e r p r l e e .
e e e e e e l a g the i n v e n t i o n v a l u e , a l l c e o a a analogy l a o f t e n u s e d ,

lo

la

ceter&lnio$ the p a r t i c i p a t i o n l e c t o r , aeny clrciaaetancea are taken i n t o
account by a point e y s t e a , each aa tue i n i t i a t i v e of tne i n v e n t o r , hla
euployoeal d u t l e e , ami the r e s o u r c e s , e x p e r t i s e , and aaeuaptlon of cue r i s k
provided by t o e e n t e r p r l e e .

la p r a c t i c e , the p a r t i c i p a t i o n f a c t o r Bay lead

to awarding the <3«ploycu 13 to Hi
AU independent i n v e n t o r . 1V

of the aaoant tuat would bo payable to

,'Uthou^h the Culdellnee are coaplex aao have

i.n some m e t a n c e e been further developed by tne A r b i t r a t i o n Board, t h e i r
a p p l i e s von, i u ^I'acLice, t.afl fcorxeu out -reli. ' V

In l a r g e r «atc-rprlee* f

the compensation c a l c u l a t l o n a , aa w e l l aa the o t h e r paperwork, roqulred by
tut: Lav, ATC Itandleu zuuLlfiuXy by i'Ap*rlenceo patent dep*rtaeoc». *°/
Tne A r b i t r a t i o n to&tu has piayeo an important r o l e i n the a u c c e s a f u i intplettfutiiCiou of tiit; Law*

Tt.e s u b a i s a i o n vt dleputea t o the A r b i t r a -

t i o n Hoard uetora reoordn& to j u d i c i a l recourse baa tne e f f e c t that l e a a
of ec adveraary i e l n t l u n o a i i . Is cheated between employer and r e p l o y e c .
However, tne a t a t u t o r y provlaiooa are f l e x i b l e enouab t o pernio the p a r t i t e
t o ' f o r e g o a Y M t n t l o c I f they f e e l - t h a t a* — t c a b l a M t t l o a e a c ceanet be

**/

See Appendix 11

*^/ Xhaae percentages have been awarded l a a r b i t r a t e d a e t t l e a e o t a .
lo
undisputed c a a e a , the percentage f o r the p a r t i c i p a t i o n f a c t o r aay be e o n e enat lowerl k.. telaar, use Recot dot Arbeltuehaarerflnduagen J i ? ( s e r l l u ,
197J).
* e / Snore.note 10 and a. Jobatmesoo, Arboltaaaaerorf lndungan 63 ( v a l u b e l a ,
1979).

45-025
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reached.

The A r b i t r a t i o n Board, however, l a c a l l e d upon l o e o e t d i s p u t e *

" b l ^ u . . i't .nja'r. . araat"

•h£Tr3aBSnUTSn*mrmmmWUF-~*~

o b j e c t i v i t y , r e a l l a t l c a t t i t u d e , aud t e c h n i c a l and l e g a l e x p e r t i s e . *?/
Moat eaployee i n v e n t i o n s a r e compensated without c o n t r o v e r s y , a*
can be ae*n f r o * the e c a t l e t l c a of the Patent O f f i c e .

Curiae the period

froa 1957 t o 1 9 8 1 , the a r b i t r a t i o n Board In Munich was invoked i n

1,730

c a e e e j I t prepoaea 1,073 e e t t l e s i e n t e , 763 of which were a c c e p t e d .

la

1981, 72 a p p l i c a t i o n * were r e c e i v e d , and 65 proceedings were pending a t the
ead oi the y e a r .

7n«ee f i g u r e s itave t o be v l c v e u w i t h i n the context ol the

patent end u t i l i t y model s t a t i s t i c a l

l a 19B1, 49,302 patent a p p l i c a t i o n s

and J 6 , 3 } 3 u t i l i t y a*u«<i a p p i i c u t i o u e were received by th« u-rain patent
O f t i c u ; of t h e n , 041 oi tliu patent a p p l i c a t i o n s and 11!. o i the u t i l i t y
rodel

a p p l i c a t i o n s w*r# vuhGlttcu by (;*reiaa a p p l l c a u t a . £ £ /
The asployet: loveatione Law has &cuerated a lar&e body of l e g a l

l i t e r a t u r e ami caue law, and theaet developments Hav« served t o proviue u a i f o r a l t y and l e g a l c e r t a i n t y in the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the Law.

Some atnor

probleaa p e r e i e t , howuvui.-, and soae proposal* i o r refura uav« been naue. 1*/
Aaoe« theae problems are the o b s e r v a t i o n t n e t e a p l o y e e s l u sataller t i r o s
are s o a e t i c e s not aware ot thulr r i g h t s or oo not pursue ttiem; £W' a l s o , the

±±J

U . a t 102.

18/ iMutechea P a t e o t u t , Jahxeaaerlcht lvfel. toother A r b i t r a t i o n guard
o p e r a t e e i n B e r l i n . On the a v e r a g e . I t handlaa 2-5 caaea per y e a r .
b. uaaoer, "Die Baoanaluo* der au e l s e * gultend au laacuonden ttooopol
Arbelteer^abiileae von AXbaltaahaetn — Da* Arbi(i, wie e* l e t
and wle ee e o l n oOaate," Cewerbllcher aacfateecbuta uad Prheberrechl 91
(1983).

m reoden
*£/

See Appendix IX.
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ne
I n s t i t u t i o n of a l l a l c a d d a l a i to cbe i n v e n t i o n by the employer iiaa net
proven e u c c a e s f o l In p r a c t i c e . 2 1 /

f u r t h a m o r e , e a p l o y e r s have r e c e n t l y

suggested t h a t many of tne s o - c a l l e d "reserve patanta" lack, u s a b i l i t y anu
thacafor* should not ba coapeneatad. £ £ /

Ua b a l a n c e , n o w v e r , the Law on

Baployea Invention* baa bean a o c e e a a f u l l y Implemented and baa aade a s i g n i f i c a n t c o o t r l b u t l o o t o t e c h n o l o g i c a l progress In the Pcdaral t a p u b l l c .
Moreover, a c u r t a i l m e n t of tha conpanaatlon b e n e f i t s granted t o eaiployae
Inventors would not be p o l i t i c a l l y f e a a l b l e and l a t h e r e f o r e not contemp l a t e d by anyone.

Prepared by Or. £ d i t h f^lowr
Senior Legal S p e c i a l i s t
European Law D i v i s i o n
Law Library, Library of Congress
June t9<i3

£f/

Supra not* 9 , a t 1 3 - 1 9 .

**/ Jahraabarlcbt der »<»nds«varelnl»maa, dar Peutschan axbeltgeberrarbando
M (1980).
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curat
The lease of the right of eaployeea to their Inventions la of

laportaat Inventions •»» be peraoas wba do not work Independently hot. a n
employed by varloua enterprises. Altuouaa tba conflict of intereet that
oecura la such caaaa (i.e., the rights of eaployere versus those of eaployaea) baa baas solved eliferaatly la varloua countries, there la an increasing tendency to reinforce eaployee rights both noisily and aaterlally.
In cha Creek legislation, lovaatloaa cava heea extensively
regulated by Law 2527/1920 oa Patents of iuventloas, J7 a* <aei_led, by
Law 1023/1¥«C, £/• and by article 60S ot toe Creek Uvii Coue ot 194b. note
specifically, article 4, paragraphs 2 and 3, ol Law ^527/1920, which was
Inspired oy «n Austrian iu* iav^rabie to erapioyces, slates tiuii worwara,
caployaes, assistants, or partoara la Industrial enterprisee or coajaarcial
Ilraia shall oa consiuercu as Ch« originators ol lnvsntloae nod* by cbeia
during tba period of their employment.

An agreement node to the contrary

shall be valla, unlesa toa invention is outalde tna scope of activity of
the aatetprlaa.
The 1920 provision has been supplanted by a partially didcraut
provision ol article boa ol the ureea Clvli uuoe, £/ inspired by tne b-l«»
Civil Code.

According to tnis article, inventions aada by eaployees during

the performance ol their Jutlea shall belong to then, ualwas the invent ions

2/

A. Tousla, B' Ertporlkoa Kodla

iConmarclal uxloj 10* (Al..«us, 1973).

£/ ?. saptarcbla, 11 Olaraaa godlx tloewtheelaa ICobclonous compilation ol
Lava] 210.03(a) ILoeaeleatJ.
2/ 1. Spyridakls and a. Paraala, 8/2 Astlaos Kodla IClvll Coda] (Athens,
1972).
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coastltats tba work ssslgned to the employees or tte employers have
reserved

tt«flgtt»U»

toraag^om..

J£|mtif

T*l*imjaf^'*' t "*^****~'~

employes aaall be entitled to a asocial, reaaoaable faa. That, taa law
adopted a fair solution by s demisting that inventions belong to the
Inventor-employee ualeae chare la an agreement made to tba contrary.
Tba entire article la not applicable to lnrantloaa made by employees daring their leisure time and Independently of their work, even when
machines or other tools belonging to the employer nave bean used.
The tern "reasonable fee** granted to the employee does net coostlCoca a salary, and If Its amount la In doubt it will be determined by the
court, vnich will take into consideration the principle of a<K>J faltk and
the speclel circumstances of each case, e.g., the type of Invention and Its
usefulness, any cooperation or assistance from cise employer, etc. i. reasonable fee does not aeen full compenaatlon to the employee for hla loat
financial righta when the Invention Is of ao Incidental nature.

In the

event chat the financial significance ot an Invention later changes for the
better, the inventor-employee la entitled to so additional ice. any differences arising from the determination ot tne amount to. be paid to the
employee will be solved according to the procedure used in labor disputes.
The question of whether or net aa invention toes,, place daring the
performance ot duties has been generally considered on the basis of factors
relating to place or time. The moat correct Interpretation, though, la the
one that cases Into consideration the fundamental connection between the
invention and tba kind of work carried out by the employes.

2356

according, to article eeS of tha Creek Civil Coda, there ara two.
caaaa where tba laveotlaa baloaao to tba eanloyer.

eluded freei tba word "belongs"' tbat tba employer acquires aa absolute and
exclusive right to tba Invention upon lta completion,

Bnployeae ara

obliged to notify tbalr eaployera, and not third parsons, of tbalr loventlona aa aoon aa they coaplata than. Tha aacond caac la whan tba aaployar
has reserved tha right to tba Invention.

Such a reservation, la ordar to

be valid, attould be eatabllahad la tba font of a contract between aaployar
and eaployea tnnt la alther attacbad to tha original contract of oaployaant
or does independently; it can have • specific reference or be a nor* conpraheoslvc one that includes any invention related to the type of work
easlguea to the employes. <
lu £eusr<il, so Invention Is a creative, Intellectual work that
generates t'uree nguts lor the euployeet

V

(a) tha right to tha Invention as a actual work existing before
the issue of any patent, such right bain* inheritable and tranafarable;
(b) tha right to apply for a patent; and
(cj the right to be acknowledges &s the inventor.

V
Co. dgelloponlea, Baletal grgatlkou Ulkaloo kal Kolnoalhaa folltlkaa
[•todies of Labor lew and gaclal FoUtics] 1J» (Atheae, 1*73).
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The right Co act—nl«44—»t derive* iroa the eaaesal right of pereaaallty
protectee hy ortlda }7 of the ClXll_fedJ_Md_^iMiaa_^aa^-r*a-lm*alar—laentltled M.caoaaat

ttitto-iy

a* • — H o a a * la tee pateat.

Prepared by Mrs. Taeraea Papadaaatrloa
Ltt<l Spcclallat '
European Law Blvlelon
Law Library, Library of Coagreaa
June 1983
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The patent right aad tne exclusive right to lmpleaeat the iaventloa belongs, la principle, Co U w laveator. as — M^*J»taUmtnJae»»tiyMI|i**
T K S T s l o o f t S I c i T l l Cod*. 1/

la accerdaaae with u i l t l i t i i H ess & 9 1 ,

the subject of employee Inventions Is regulated by special lavst

loyal

Decree Mo. 1127 of Jena 29, 1939, £/ and eubaequeat emaadaeata regulating
the patents for Industrial inventions! aad Oacraa of tba President of the
lapshllc Bo. J of January 10, l»J7, if

Consolidation act of Provisions

Conceralng employees la Public service, that regulates tba inventions of
•ucb employees.
Boyal Decree tio. 1127 states that wban an industrial loveatloa 1*
aid* la execution or fulfillment of a contract or of a labor or employment
relationship, wlierelu cue inventive activity is foreseen as an object of
the contract or relationship and is rewarded as sucb, toe rights accruing
froa lbo inventlou belong to tne capluyer, except lor tbs rignt oi tne
Inventor to be recognised as the originator of the Invention,

if remunera-

tion is not loreaeen and Iliad as a reward for tba Inventive activity, aad
tne Invention baa bean made la tbs execution or fulfillment of a contract
or oi a labor or employment relationship, the rights accruing frost the
laveatloa beloug to tba employer.

However, the inventor, in addition to

the right to be recognised as the originator of the invention. Is entitled
to an equitable boeoe, depending upon toe Importance of the Invention.

J/ R. Caatagalll, Codlce Civile Cosmentato e Legal Complementer! (Edition!
Lauras, Mrease. 19sl).
£/

Id. at 2043.

2/

Id. at 211a.
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Whenever the conditio** ajeatlened above da not apply aad tba

.

.....^ m^mi ff *-"•"" irf TTiH.irtit,,,

- n l H L n L e l pabUs «4>0«latx«t*i*Jl.««J^*b tba laveata^belaage, tba
aaployer baa tba right of pre-anptlen for tba asclualve or ooaexcloalva naa
of tba laveotlon or for tba acquisition of tba patent, aa wall aa for tba
privilege of applying tor or percbaelag ferelga patent* aa tba oeao Invention, agalnat payaent of royalties ar a awa of a»ney»

loyalties or otbar

payaent aoat be aatakllahad aftar deduction of aa assownt aoolvaleat t* tba
aaalatance. In any ton,

that tba Inventor aay have rocalvaa froa tba

aaployar for achieving tha Invention. Tba employer aay amarclaa tba right
of pre-eapclon within thr*« BOotns of recalpt of a cosaualcatlon concerning
cut grant of tba patent.

The relatione eatabllahe-i by tha axerclae of the

pce-capllon right provided for are legally dlaeolvad whan tba aaount due la
not wholly paid within the atated Cera.
Furthermore, an lnduatrlal Invention for which a patent application la filed within ana year of tha data tba inventor left the private
aaterprlee or the public adalalatratlon In tha field of activity in which
the Invention falla eball be considered aa having been aade during tba
execution of the contract or of the lobor or aaployaeat telatlonahlp.
Decree of tba Praaldent of the Republic Ho. J of January 10, 1937,
atatea that tba rights derived froa an lnduatrlal lovastloa aade daring the
performance of a public earvlce work relatloaahlp. In which Inventive
activity la foreaaen aa the object of euch a relatloaahlp and la rewarded
on thle basis, belong to tba etate, except that tha Inventor baa tba right
to be recognised aa tba orlglnatar of the Invention). If no reward la payable
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to tba lavantor, he la entitled to a fair compensation, depending «poa tba

•• -•-• -witaa tho-aJorenmnbleaad cemdltlonala n t pr—M.aaUrtaWtjatijjt.
la at laaua aa Industrial Invention Included la the uaoal ranca of activity
of tba department of tba public aarvlea la which tba lnvantor la employed,
the amid department ham tba sight mi ,prn-en\ptloa of tba exduatve at noneselealve use of tba lavaatloa or_the right to purchase tba patent. Such
department alao baa tba power to apply for or to purcbaaa foreign pataata
on tba same Ifncntion, against payment of a royalty or a prlca to ba fixed
aftar deduction of a aua of money representing tba value of any aaalatance
Lbe inventor ba* received from tbc department toHarda the achievement of
the Invention.

The department aay exerciee tbe right of pre-emption within

three aoatha of receiving notification of tue grant of a patent*

Toe

terns agreed upon concerning the exercise of tbe right of pre-emption are
discharged by iaw wbon the compensation due is not completely paid by the
and of tbe due data.

Tba compensation, tba royalty, the price, and the

•ode of performance relevant thereto shall be fixed by e decree of tbe
competent Minister.
In addition, an industrial Invention la deemed to have been made
during the work relationship when tba patent baa been applied for within
one year from tbe data on which tba Inventor left the department of the
public aarvlea where be engaged In activity to which tbe Invention la
related.

Prepared by Dr. Giovanni Salvo
Legal Specialist
•uropaaa Law Division
G8:cbr

6/20/83
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mrmt
A s t l d a S3 ef Chat Lav •aejclflM that If am emaleyaa makes on lavent l o a aa t n n l t

of a work related a c t i o s , tha lava at Ion la c a l l e d aa

"eaployee'a i n v e n t i o n . "
aach aa laveatlem.

Tba employee hee tha right to obtale a patent for

Tha pataat la however aabject t o a r o y e l t y - f raa ootr-

• x c l a s l v e lleaaaa given to tha employer.

Soch Inventions mar furthermore ba

assigned or exclaalvely licensed by tha employee to bla or bar aaployar by aa
agreaaaat or by tha aaployar'a ovn work regulation, provided that the regulation la eetabllshed in advance of tha actual Inventloo.
An anployce pay transfer trie right to obtain * pateot for an
'employee's Invention'.

In aoch a case, or when the enployec has granted the

employer the encluelvo right to use his or bar Invention, a reasonable reaaaeratloo swat ba offered to the employee.

In determining the oaount of any

such remuneration, the value to the employer of the luvoatlou and the extent
of the employee'a contribution to Its development should ba considered.
If an employee creates something that dees not f a l l Into the category
of employee's inventions by, for Instance, making an Invention through a c t s
outside tbe scope of his o f f i c i a l d u t i e s , the employer does not have the
rig** ts> —lac— may mark '»f 1 **' < "*' , *t* , 4 **t **T right to obtain a pataat
for the Invention. 2/
1
I Law No. 121 of April 13, 1939.
Kay I t , 1981.

It vae last amended by Lav Ho. 45 of

£ / Baa Zeotoro Kltagawa, 4 Doing Business In Japan. VI2-29 (*•« tort.
Hatha* gammer a Co., 1*12).
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Tha rataat Law i t s e l f la s i l e n t oa tha specific subject of Che owner",tMt

ritht

^M^M^wwwyt

ha. raaaatcb p . t f o r , . d by a

corporation throagb • coMxactaaX arrangeaa&t or by giving a grant.

In tha

abaaaea of aaactal provisions governing thla situation, I t nay ba construed
that, depending on tha tenia of the contract concluded between tba goveranent
aad the corporation, tha government aay ba given by the corporation an exc l u s i v e or non-excluelve l i c e n s e to u*e a reeultlng patent or the patent
I t s e l f , provided that tha corporation ae tha enployer haa baan given aucb
right by the employee, under Article 33 of the Patent Law* f_/

Frepared by Sung Toon Cho
Assistant to the Chief
Far Eastern Law Division
Lav Library, Library of Congresr.
June 1S83

SYC:CAJ:caj
6/10/83

'/ This was confirmed in e telephone conversation with tbo le&«l attache of
the Japanese Eabaasy on August 26, 1982.
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TBI MSIIULana

la tha aetherlands, aa lnreatloa aada ay aa employee la covered by
Cba Pataat Law._£/

If tba employee la ca^ata** la a paaitloa abaaa aacaxa

aatalla cba aaa of bla apoclalUad kaevladso la—fclaa. layaatlaaa jrf tba
aaaa kind aa that Invention to which a patent eppllcatloa reletea, tba
employer la aatltlad ta tba pataat. £/

Tbla aeans cbat aa aaplavar la not

aatltlad to tba pataat right If aa Invention la aide otrtelde tba ecepa of
tba aaployaa*a apaclallaad knowledge fax vblcb ba la eagagad aad If tba Jab
caaaot aa regarded aa eaa la vblcb tba aapleyaa aaaa apaclallaad kaowledga
to aake Invention*,

however, la tba aaployaaat coatract tba eaployer caa

atlpulata tbat ba will ba aatltlad to pataat tight* on Inventions aada by
tba eaployee tbat ara la any way connected wltb bla work.
Tttc law turtbcr provides 2/ tbat it tha aalary o< the employee
cannot ba deemed to provide adequate raaoaaratloa for bla Invention, tb*
eaployer cau be required to pay the employee aa equitable aua.
Tha aaount of coapancatloo dapaada on tha monetary value of tba
Invention and tba clrcuaatances under vblcb It waa Bade.

If the eaployer

and tba Inventor are unable to agree oa the appropriate aaount of coapeaaatlon, tba Fataat Council will determine It upon request. The Council's

}j
taw of November 7, 1910, Staatabled [official law gaaette of tba
•etberlaodej 31), aa amended.
£/

Id., art. 10, para. 1.

2/ !!•• i»»a. 2.
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aaclaloa la Madia*, aa the pactlee. » • prevlaieo, of toe lea oa jaet eoa-

petent right, tha right to be n«—<1 la tk* patent aa to* Inventor.

freparad by Dr.fcarelMeaolak
Legal Speclallet
European Lew Mvleloa
Lav Library, Library or Coagreea
Juae 1*83

KW:cbr
6/17/83
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2/

U . e r t . l i e , peree. 1-2.
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EMPLOYEE INVENTIONS AND JOINT INVENTIONS UNDER SWEDISH LAW

I.

General
The Swedish copyright and patent statutes do not have provisions

that discriminate agalnat non-cltltens.

Hence, in the caee of o Joint Inven-

torship betveen • Swedish and a foreign national they vlll both be created
the sane protection under Swedish lav.

To state this In another way, the for-*

eign national will be granted full national treataent.

The following Part II

dealc with Inventions nade Jointly by Inventors, while the special Swedish
provisions on a peculiar type of Joint ownership between an employee Inventor
and hlo employer are covered by Part III belov.

II.

Joint Inventlona
A.

Doaestic Swedish Lav
Section 1, subsection 1, of the current Swedish Patent Statute

(Ho. 1978:149 In Svensk Pflrfattelngflsaaling, hereafter referred to as SFS)

U
providesi
Sec. 1, subsac. It Anyone who has taade an invention which is
susceptible of industrial application, or his sneceeor in title,
la entitled pursuant to Chapters 1-10 of this Statute to obtain,
upon application, a patent for the invention In this country and
thereby acquire an exclusive right to exploit the invention C O B uercially. Provisions concerning European patents are given in
Chapter 11.

1/ J. W. Baxter and J. P. Sinnott, 2 C World Patent Practice 29 "Sweden"
(1974- )• The section on Sweden in vol. 2 C of this Loosaloaf service contains full translations of the current Swedish Patent Statute (SFS 1978tl49),
as well as the Patent Statute (SFS 1967tB37) In force before June 1, 1978.
However, the translated Statute on the Board of Appeals of the Patent and
Registry Office on page 28 has now bean replaced by the Statute (SFS 1977i729)
on Patent Appeals.
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Although Che vord "anyone" Is singular, it does not prsvent a joint
application from joint Inventors lo the caee of a bona fide joint invention.
However, a claim of joint Inventorship to secure joint property rights in the
patent way be of dubious value olroatfy because of the legislative history of
Che Patent Statute.

*n*e original Scandinavian draft to the Swedish Patent

Statute of 1967 contained in lta section 7 a provision that vould have allowed
the issuance of a so-called company patent in situations where an invention
resulted from cooperation between several persons within sn enterprise in such
a way that it would be impossible to Indicate any specific person or persons
aa inventors.

Since this proposed section 7 was directly rejected by the

Svedleh Parllnent, one could imagine circumstances supporting a contention
Chat a claim of joint inventorship was in reality an attenpt to obtain one of
the rejected "coc^iany patents."

However, such an objection vould normally

not In lcsalf be sufficient to invalidate a patent under Swedish law, as dis2/
Clngulahed frcra the lave of the United States,

because section 52, subsec-

tion 2. of the Swedish Patent Statute (19/61149) statesi
Sec. 32. aubsec. 2l A patent shall not be declared invalid
on the grounds that the one who has obtained the patent vas onlv
entitled to a certain share of It.
3/
Lars Holvqulst In his book on Svedlsh Patent Law
la succinct on

O
the natter of Joint lnventlonsi

the noses of the joint Inventors should be

stated in the patent application, and only one lnvnntor should be entered
Into the Patent Register.

He also states that the Joint inventors are not

2/

Id., v. 2il»7.

1/

L. Rolaqulst, Patentrltt 51 (Stockholm, 1976).
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I
prevented from agreeing on their respective shares ID a separate contract
under private lav.
Claea Sandgren In his Important comparative work Pateotllcenser

bJ
(Patent Licenses)

does not deal with problems possibly arising out of a

Joint application for a patent*

He does, however, la his Chapter 9 dlscuaa at

length tha fact that a licensing agreement with a patent application «e Its
object enjoys substantial protection under French. Swedish, and Gem-ao law.
while Its legal protection would be leas under the lava of the United States.
Bence, thle writer la Inclined to assuae that a Swedish patent lawyer would
prefer to solve problems of the kind sltallar to those posed by a "cocpaay
Invention* with a licensing agreement of the type Indicated by Sandgren,
rather than attenpt to establish Joint inventorship In a patent application.
5/
While the brief Suraary In English In Sandgren*• book
does give
the Aserlcan reader soce Idea of lta contents. It cannot be relied on to be
an accurate abstract of Sandgren*s text In Swedish.

This applies to coverage

of the cited Chapter 9 on pages 301-382. and It appllaa even nore to tha aone—
what cryptic statement on page 376l
of fores Is Halted."

"It Is established...that tha actual use

This la a natter that la lnportant to anyone who haa

to draft or evaluate a Swedish patent licensing agreement.

Fortunately.

Sandgren explains on pages 58*63 that unilaterally prepared fonu for licensing ajtreenenta (and for nany other subjects) ara not ouch used In Sweden.

4/

C. Sandgren, Patentllcenser (Stockholm, 1974).

5/

Id. at 377-393t

45-025 O - 85 - 30

Surmary by ri chard Cox, trans.

(Appsndlx I)
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The Swedish (and Scandinavian) preference lc for standard contract! prepared
In active cooperation betveen Che Interested parties.

Sandgren also notes

that when unilaterally prepared forns are used to this limited extent for
licensing agreements Chose prepared by ORGALIME (Organisms de Liaison des
Industries Hecanlques Europaennes) seen to be preferred.

In hla footnotes

Sandgren cites the OECALIKE forma and those published by Sverlgeo KecanfSrbund,
an Association of Swedish employers, av well as a number of non-Swedlcb
7/
•ourcei that nay be useful for the drafting of Swedish licensing agreeoents.
B.

Svedlah Private International Law
As Indicated above, Sweden grants foreign Inventors and author* the

sane protection granted to Its own Inventors and authors.

Consequently,

Svedlsh courts will In elaoat all cases use Svedlsh law when deciding utters
pertaining to intellectual property rights.

Rlldlng Eek In his book

y
The Swedish Conflict of Lava

explains the Svedlah private International lava

pertaining to Intellectual propsrty rights In this wayi
Copyrights. Patents, Marka and Designs
In these fields solution of external problems has been
sought through the extensive us* of conventions. By this Deans
conflicts have been avoided and a kind of droit unlonlste has
been created, composed In part of uniform rules and In part of
rules providing national treatment of forelgnera....

6/ 0* leruits, "Consumer Protection and Standard Contracts," 17 Scandinavian" Studies In Law 11-50 (1973)t discusses Che Swedish concept of standard
contracts In some detail.
JJ

Supra note *, *t 58-59.

8/

H. Kelt, The Svedlsh C o n f l i c t of Lavs (The Ha£u«, 1 9 6 5 ) .
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Eek's statement la still vary descrlptlvo of the Swedish laws pertaining to these outtters, and the conventions ho refers to are International
agreements of the type negotiated by the Swedish government through the usual
dlploostlc channels because they usually require spproval by the Swedish
Parllacent In accordance with Chaptor 10, article 2, of the Swedish Constltutton or Instrument of Covernsent Act,

The latest Swedish International

agreement of this kind seeoa to be Its ratification In 1978 of the European
10/
Patent Convention of 1973 that was "tranaforToed"
Into national Swedish law
by extensive anendnente of the Patent Statute (SFS 1978ll»9) and by sons separate statutes, including the Important Statute (EPS 1978:152) on the Jurla-

11/

diction of Swedish Courts In Certain Litigation on Patent Rights.

Section 2

of this Statute (SFS 1978tl52) la a good example of the baalc principles deli/
scribed by Eeki

9/ Sweden, Rlksdagen, Constitutional Docuaents of Sweden, The Instrunant
of Covcrnnent... (Stockholm, 1975 with 1978 Supplement).
10/ The need for such "transformation" of the provisions in a lawfully
concluded International agreement to stake It part of the doaeeclc Swedish lavs
Is explained In the English Suznaary ofl Sweden, Juetltledepartementer,
tntarnatlonalla Overenskogaalser och Svensk Rstt 19-26 (Stockholm, 1974).
(Statens Offentllga Utredningar 197*1100).
11/ Lag (SFS 1978il52) on svensk docstols behSrlghat 1 via.a all pi
patentrlttena oarBdc o.n.
12/

Translated by Dr. Finn Hanrlksen.
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Sec. 2i Litigation described In section 1 {on the European
patent 1 may be litigated before a Swcdlab court i f i
1.

the defendant is domiciled In Sweden;

2. the plaintiff la domiciled in Sweden and the defendant
does not have hla domicile In any atate that has ratified the
Convention [on the European Patent 1; or
3. the" parties hove agreed in writing or verbally with
written confirmation that the courts of Sweden shall decide such
dispute.
•

III.

Employee Inventions
A.

Domestic Swedish Law
Sweden, Vest Germany, and the other Scandinavian countries have a

type of statutes on the right to enployee inventions that is unknown in the
United States. Tho Swedish expert Trederlk Neuaeyer wrote in 1963 a good
survey of The Law of Employed Inventors In Europe, and his coverage of Denmark

11/

and Sweden, especially, is still surprisingly current.

The Swedish Statute

(SFS 1949:343) on tha Right to Eoploye* Inventions is available in a tranala-

11/

tion that la practically up-to-date.

Of tha nandatory provision* In the

Statute (I.e., provisions that cannot be waived by the parties by contractual
agreement), section 6, subsection 1, especially, nay give rise to situations
of conflict of lawsl

13/ United Ststas Senate, Comittee on the Judiciary. The Law of
Bnployed Inventors in Europe (Washington, D.C., 1963). (Appendix n contains
copies of pages 1-35 covering Denmark and Sweden.)
14/ International Labour Office, Legislative Series 1949 at 6, "Sweden."
(Appendix III)
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Sac. 6, aubsec. li An employee for vhoz the eorploysr,
either In sccordanco ulch the Statute or otherwise, acta wholly
or In part as ao aaslffnee with reapect to an Invention shall bi
entitled to reasonable condensation, regardless of what nay have
bean agreed oo before the Invention was cade.
Useful background Information on the Swedish law on enploye« lnventlona nay also be found In an enalysla of Ufat Cercan lava on these catters
recently done by Dr. Edith Palmer.

While tha West Genxan and Swedish stst-

utes oo the right to employee Inventions are far fron beting Identical, they do
belong to the sajoe general type of statutes when compared to the lava of the
united States.

For Instance, Dr. Palmer's statement

11'

"that according to

prevailing Cerccan vleva tbe lav on enployee Inventions pertain to labor law
and not to tbe law of Industrial property" la even oore true when applied to
the prevailing Swedish view of the Statute (SFS 1949i3*S) on tha Right to
Eiaployae Inventions.
8.

Swedish Private International Law
Tha Svedlah concept of the Statute (SPS 19*9i345) on the Right to

Employee Inventions as a labor protection statute, rather than one on Industrial property law, Is ao Important one because It la well aatabllshed In
Sweden that labor protection lavs apply to all work done within tha Swedish
territory.

Moreover, It Is estsbllshed that the mandatory provisions In

labor protection statutes hsva superiority over otharvlse valid contractual
agreements In esploysant contracts.

15/ E. Palstar, Llaltatlona Deposed on Patent Sharing Agroemonta by the
Eaployae Inventlona Lava of tha Federal Republic of Coraarry. Typewritten
report prepared for tha Library of Congress, Law Library, June 1980.
16/

Id. at 6.
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Danish .Frofessor Cle Lanrfo has surveyed the laws on labor protection
In this broad oeenlog In a recent article "Arbejdnforhold og International
Prlvatret; eo Retsssrsoenlignende Undereogclse*' (Ecrployracnt Conditions and

11/
International Private Law; a Cooperative Law Study).

Fron Lando's descrip-

tion of Swedish law ou page* 28-30, it appears that there are very few
reported Swedish court decisions in thla broad field, none of then dealing
with employee Invention*, and that the Swedish literature on conflict of lavs
doec not give ouch guidance.

It appears further fron Lando'e conclusions on

pajtes A3-44 that he finds It reasonable to apply oandatory labor protection
lav provisions lo a narrow sense, such as provisions on work, hours, safety,
and health, to all enployeea In the territory, regardless of possibly contrary
provisions In their ectploynent contracts under private law.

But he does not

find It Reasonable to disregard provisions In .foreign employment contracts In
a situation where a-foreign enployee has been-sent by his foreign employer to
Denmark or Eve den for a specific easlgncent or for a lltlted period of tla*
sleply because provisions to the foreign contract nay be contrary to mandatory
provisions in statutes that pursue broad eocl&l goals such-as provisions on
dismissals, alnivtuai wages, clauses not to-cocpete, or codetermlnatlon.
Lando's argument that the statutes on the right to Inventions by
cixployeea are statutes that pursue broad social goals rather than labor protectlon*ln a narrow senae la a convincing one,-and in a hypothetical proceeding
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18/
before a Swedish Court,

In all livelihood the Swsdlsh Labor Court, It

could veil be used ae an argument.

However, opposing counael would probably

argue that the principle of the superiority of the sandatory labor law provision ove^r otherwise lawful agreements between the partlea in employment contracts under private law Is well-established In Sweden; furthermore, the
recent European Patent Convention of 1973 haa directly confirmed that mandatory provisions In the statutes on right to inventions by employee• do have
superiority over contrary provisions In foreign employment contracts.
The r«lavant provisions behind this argument are Article 60 (1) of
the European Patent Convention of 1973 and Articles 4 and 5 in the Protocol
19/
on Jurisdiction and the Recognition of Decisions attached to the Convention.
These provisions state:
Axt. 60.

Right to a European patent.

(1) The right to a European patent shall belong to the
lnvantor or his successor in title. If the inventor Is an
employee the right to the European patent shall b« determined
in accordanc* with th* lav of th« State In vhich the employee
Is DAInly employed( if the Stats In which the employee la
cue inly employed cannot be determined, the law to be applied
shall be that of the Stata in which the enployer haa his place
of business Co which th« employee is attached.

18/ U. Bernltt, L. Pehrson, and C. Saodgren, Induatlellt Rflttaakydd 3*
(Stoclcholn, 1974).
19/ C o w * re la 1 Clearing House, 2 Comaoo Karket Report* rt sees. 5564 and
5790d-K (1978- ) . (Looseleaf Sarvlca)
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Art. *.

| Invention of ectployee].

Subject to Article 5, if the iubj«ct aatter of a European
patent application Is the Invention of an enployee, the courts
of the Contracting State, If any, whose lav determines the
right to the European patent pursuant to Article 60, paragraph 1, second sentence, of the Convention, shall have exclusive jurisdiction over proceedings between the einployee and the
eonloyer.
Art. 5.

[Agreements between parties).

(1) If the parties to a dispute concerning the right to
the grant of a European patent have concluded an agreeoent,
either in writing or verbally with written conf1macion, to the
effect that a court or the courts of a particular Contracting
State shall decide on such a dispute, the court or courts of
that State shall have exclusive Jurisdiction.
(2) novever, if the. parties are on employee and his
employer, paragraph 1 shall apply only In so far as the national
law governing; the contract of employment allows the agreement in
question.
20/
The Swedish statutory provisions that ""traosforothe quoted
treaty provisions into national Swedish law are sections 3 and A of the Statute (SFS 1978tl52) on the Jurisdiction of Svedlah Courts in Certain Litigation
21/
on Patent Eights:
Sec• 3i Regardless of the provisions in section 2, the
Svedlsh courts shall have jurisdiction over litigation described
In section 1 (on the European pat«nt) that deals with Inventions
tssde by employee* and Involves a dispute between employer and
enployee, provided that!
1.

20/

the enployee was oalnly employed In Sweden when the
invention was made or, if it cannot be. determined where
he vas mainly enployed, that the employer had a place of
business In Sweden to which the esployee was attached; [or]

Supra note 10.

21/ Translated by Dr. Tlnn Kanrlkaen.
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2.

tho parties have agreed in writing or verbally with
written confirmation to the effect that the courts
of Sweden shall decide such dispute, and that such
agreement is lawful under the laws of the state that
are applicable to the agreement on employment«

If Swedish law is applicable to the agreement on anployBent, an agreement between employer and acployee to the effect
that a foreign court shall decide such disputes (on employee
loventlons) Is void.
Sec. *i Swedish lsw shall be applied In litigation that
is before a Swedish court In accordance with section 3, subsection 1, No. 1.
If a Swedish court cakes Jurisdiction in accordance with
section 3, subsection 1, No. 2, the dispute shall be decided in
accordance wich the laws of the state where the enployee was
mainly employed when the invention was nade or. If lc cannot be
determined vhera he was mainly employed, where the employer had
a place of business to which the enployee was attached*
These provisions would not apply directly to a U.S. inventor actinj
in Sweden because the United States haa not ratified the European Patent Convention of 1973, and the solution offered by this Swedish international or
regional European agreement aeana not to be a particularly advantageous one
fron the U.S. point of view.

Nevertheless, the statutory provisions nay have

an indirect effect In the aenae that a Swedish court probably would be reluctant to grant soct protection to the provision* In a U.S. investor's aoploy—
inent contract with his U.S. employer than it could grant under the Convention
to, say, the provisions in a French inventor's eeployrjont contract with his
' French employer*

The statutory provisions nay also oaka it easier for a

Swedish court to apply the more liberal practice suggested by Ole L-ando if an
employed U.S. inventor aade an invention in Sweden without being taloly
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employed in Sweden and provided that his employer did not have a place of
business in Sweden to which this employed Inventor was attached.

Prepared by Dr. Finn Henrlksen
Senior Legal Specialist
European Law Division
Law Library, Library of Congress
September 1981

ADDENDUM

The above report i s s t i l l reasonably u p - t o - d a t e and i s , a s i n d i cated on page 6 above, r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of the Scandinavian r e g i o n .

Norwegian

S t a t u t e No. 21 of April 17, 1970, on Employee I n v e n t i o n s i s a v a i l a b l e in
22/
translation,
but no t r a n s l a t i o n of the corresponding Danish S t a t u t e
No. 142 of April 29, 1955, on Employee I n v e n t i o n s has been found. A Swe23/
d i s h Royal Commission i n 1980
suggested i n c r e a s i n g an employer's p o s s i b i l i t i e s of a c q u i r i n g a l l the l e g a l r i g h t s of i n v e n t i o n s made by h i s employers,
as described i n the English summary of the Commission's report.

This

2 2 / I n t e r n a t i o n a l Labour O f f i c e , L e g i s l a t i v e S e r i e s 1970 at 3 , uNorway.M
(Appendix IV)
2 3 / Sweden, J u s t l t l e d e p a r t e m e n t e t , A r b e t s t a g e r e s Uppflnnlngar (Stockholm,
1980)7" ( S t a t e n s O f f e n t l l g a Uttrednlngar 1 9 8 0 : 4 2 ) .
24/

I d . a t 17-21.

(Appendix V)
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proposal was strongly criticized, however, and It has not been passed by the
Swedish Parliament.

Updated by Dr. Finn Henrlksen
June 1983
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At acaam lav, oa&ar as lapllad taim la tha contract «f aarrlea,
anything proanead ay aa aaployaa la tba eouraa of hla aaplcgraaat "07 tha
atraadth of hla i n or tba aklll or hla hand at tba asarelaa of hla

y
lavastlva faoalty [aaaaaa] tha prgpaxty of hla aanloyar."

Moraonrar,

tba aaplograr vaa alao eoaaldarad to have tha right to paqulra tba aaalataant
of any lavaatloa aaoa by aa aaployaa ootalda tba oouraa of axployacnt. Tba
atrletnaaa of tbaaa rulaa «aa la practlca altlsatad by tba pay—at of
«x uratla ravarda far tba lavoatlona. Tha flrat atatutory attaapt to craat
aa aaployaa lavaator tba opportunity to eecura a just and aq.ultahla ahara
of tha baaaflt rocalvad by tha aapXoyer froa tha u»a of the pateot vaa
coatalaad la tha Fataat Act. 19»9.

Tha aaetlon, hovavar, vaa badly

draftad aad la tba vary flrat eaaa brought undar It, It vaa (Iran a atrlet
atatutory latarpratatloa aad bald that tha asployea vaa aotltlad to ha
cospaaaatad only If ha had a laaal lataraat la tha baaaflt of tba pataat.

2/

eiaea that happaaa only la a fav laataacaa, tba aaployaa Inventor contlauad
to raaala uaaatltlad to any eoapaaaatlOB aa a asttar of right.
Tha laaaa af fair eoapeaaatloa for tha aaployaa laraator vaa
addraaaad 1« JSTS-tor.a eaaadttaa appolatad to arodaa tba pataat aystas. _
U

Marlins aastaaarlat Oo. v. Fatchatt,[19551 A.C. 53a, »•• (H.L.).

g/

12. 13 • 1H Oao. 6, ah. 6T. I 56.

3/

Starling abglBaarlag Co. v. Fatafcatt, [1955] A.C. 53a (H.L.).

45-025

0-85-31
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Itte* rejected tha sehene on tha crowd that there vaa no evidence of
the unfair treatntnt of eaployee InTentora. The eaaadttee did propose
though that any contractual clauses depriving an eaployee of any rights
to an Invention to vhieh ha vould hare been othervlaa entitled ahouM he
prohibited. Xhe eoaalttee'a poaltlen on the absence of unfair treatnent
of the eaployee Investor vaa rebutted by the Institute of Patentee* and
Inventors In a paper documenting eaaea In vhloh they had been badly treated.
Eventually, a conproalao vaa reached aad a atatutory eonpensation aeheae vaa

y
eatabllahed by the Patent Act, 1977.
A. Ovnerahlp of e>$loyee inventions
Section 39 of the Act codlflea the cannon l«w of ovnerahlp of
uqiloyee Inventions. An Invention vlll belong to an eaployer, If It la
Bade In tha eourae of tha euployee's nornal dutlea of In the eourae of
dutlea speclfleelly eaalgned to hla, and the elrevnataneee In each ease
vera sueh that an invention sight reasonably be expected to result.
Section S9(l)(b) providea that an Invention viU. also belong
to the eaployer if an esployee -has Bade It in the oonrae of his enploynent
and had the kind of reaponalbUlty vhloh ispesed a speeial obligation to

y

ch. 37, SS 39-J»3. A copy la attached.
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V
farther the aaplegrar'a undertaking.

Stla subsection ta assigned t o

1np?effiytestaoonearalagconsultaata end parsons vbo ara tha esployer'a

. .

. ^

1/ ' ""

'

altar ago aa laid d o n In prarrlona ease lav.
All other Inventions ara declared by aaetloa 39(2) to belong
to tha employee. Section «2 lanlenents tha proposal prohibiting aagr
contractual tara (ranting any right to aa enployer that vould otharvlse
belong to an employee. 8noh t e n s ara mad* menforceeble. She affected
t o n ara thooa that are made before tha Invention la eoapleted. C m s
any agreement conferring ownership on tha employer of aa Invention
belonging to tha employee under aaetloa 39 sill not be affected. Baetlon k2
applies to all. employees laeludlog government workers, this la a significant departure fron common lav rule* under vhleh government workers vere
required to aaalga their right* to the government la expectation of an
ex gratia payment. In order to avoid the dlffieultlea vhleh any arise In
eaaaa la vhleh aa employee's Invention uses oonfldeatlal information
belonging to aa employer, aaetloa «2 la not to be eonstraed aa derogating
fron any duty of confidentiality owed by an employee.
B. Compensation Scheme (aeetloas kO, kX)
An eaployee asking aa Invention the patent of vhleh w i — f to
his employer Is entitled to receive compensation Ifi
1) tha patent la of outstanding benefit to the eaployer, and
S) It la Just that compensation ahould be paid.
«/ Worthlagtoa Pumping Kvgloe Co. T . Moore, 80 Beporta of Patents
Designs aad Trademarks Cases **1 (Ch. 1903)i British Syphon Co. T . noamvood.
tl956) 1 V.L.B. 1190 (Ch.).
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of l^taats, Designs and Traaa Msrts or a eosrt, based o» the follnviag
factors supplied la section \l(V)i
1) the nature of tha eaployee'a duties and tha basaflts
ha has derived fro* his employer en* tha InTe^tlon*
2) tha extent to uhlan tha employee derated his afforts
and skill In asking tha invention)
3) tha contribution nade Jby fallow employees, and
It) tha contribution of the employer by way of advice,
the provision of facilities, ate. In the Baking,
development and working of tha invent ion.
Under aeetion 1)0(2) compensation la also payable to an caployee
in cases where he owns the patent to an Invention, if he eaa ahov that:
1) tha patent rights have been assigned to tha employer,
2) ha Is receiving inadequate benefit in comparison to that
being received by the employer, and
3) In rlev of the abate, It la Just that he ahould receive
additional conpenaatlon.
the factors to be taken into consideration for compensation In
these eases are stated la aeetion al(5) as followsi
1) ear conditions la the license,
2) the contribution of the employee la the Baking of the
invention, and
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3) tte contribution of tte eaplogrer la tte aeklas. developin*-

** <•••' j y j g p s f ; ^ «i^ t tMWW? B I , ' , g y , ' l g '' , M I * 1 ' r < l *f
AppUcatlone forTanjimieUou "ere aoVariied tpr tte" ratejtTJJBear
19T8.

9 M coapaaaat.lon aqteaa eea te rtleplaced tgr a liter • maamit

aade tgr •trad* anion ta abiek aa eaalaree balance If tte agreeaaut ia la
artatoare at tte tlaa tte tarnation ana anda. ttera la no prorleloB that
tte acraaaaat «1T» e^nalW^etter conpantatlea to tte «nplojre*:r~
feeetloaa eaneeralag oaaerefcl£ of peteata and abetter •nrtntttlon la daa aaa te triad tgr tte Sign Court or upon a reference to tte
Comptroller.
Tirol enantatlon of tha Act
Around tte tlaa et tte enartaaat of tte Aet, It waa predicted
that teaanaa of tte •nrj general prlaelplea for tte calculation of coapaseetlon, ttera nagr te a strong tenjtatlon on tte part of tte employee to
litigate.

2/

In tte mofeer of yearn la ahleh tte Act tea teaa la effect,

liawTw, ttera tea not teaa a alalia reported eaaa under tte prorlalona
dealing *ita eaplayeea' iaTentlena.
Ia eeaperleoB to tte neat Oeraaa aatena of i f filiation that la
atvportad tgr a eoaptaai eat of regulatory galdellaea ead foraalae ahleh

i/ Tte latent tnlee 198a, 196a Stat. b a t . Bo. TIT. rulea 60-61. A
copy la attaoted.
2 / *. IhUllpa, TJBOcToea' InTcatlono aad tte Patcnta Art 1977 6 (1978).
tte publication tea uaofal cterta oa tte ocnerehlp aad eoapeaaatlea of
Inventions, a copy of able* la attaoted.
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grants aa aaploywe aa a g t o n t l * rlfht t o eoapansatlon, tha British •ehasa
does nw^s^ipljr aX^Jkb* hart J,iiw»mj.ir«*3» tharafur*^—a l i k e l y t h a t " "
tha variable rasters lwrolTtd w i l l hart t o be dealt with by tha eeort at
aoaa etase.

Prepared by Sural B. 8hroff
Senior Legal 8peelallat
Aaerleaa-Brltlsh Low DlYialon
Lor Library, Library o f Csagress
June 1983

8/ V.B. Ooralah. gaployoea' Inrtrrtlona In Vbm Patent* Act 19TT.
Queen Karr Pollens. Patent Ocmrereace Papera. ad. U. Victoria, at 00 (19T8).

KBS/nJs
6/22/83
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the Employee Inventions Law ty
has been In effect for more than 25 years, and it is the general opinion of
industry and labor that the Law has been successfully implemented and has
proven beneficial to the German economy. 2/
The importance of the Employee Inventions Law within the German
patent system can be assessed from the fact that between 80 and 90% of the
inventions ty made in Germany are employee inventions. V
enterprises, the percentage is even higher.

In larger

In enterprises with a sales

volume in excess of 250 million DM (Deutsche Marks), 97 to 98% of the patents held are employee inventions, whereas in smaller enterprises with a
sales volume below 10 million DM, only 49% of the patents held are employee
inventions. V

The lower percentage for smaller enterprises results partly

from the fact that the owners of these enterprises are themselves inventors
and partly from the fact that the employees of smaller firms often are not

V
Gesetz uber Arbeitnehmerefindungen [ArbnErfG] vom 25. Jul! 1957,
Bundesgesetzblatt [BGB1., official law gazette of the Federal Republic of
Germany] I, p. 756, as amended by Gesetz vom 4. September 1967, BGB1. I,
p. 953. An English translation from 11 Industrial Property 226 (1972) is
included as Appendix I, together with the Directives on the Compensation
for Employees' Inventions, id. at 233. Included as Appendix II is an
article by H. Schade entitled "Employees' Inventions — Law and Practice in
the Federal Republic of Germany," ^d. at 249.
2/ See Appendix II, at 254; Gotz Hartung, Die Vergutung der Verbesserungsvorschiage 1 (K81n, 1979).
3/ The detailed rules on compensation for employee inventions in the
ArbnErfG apply to those that can be protected by patent or as utility
models. The Law also contains some rudimentary rules on compensation for
other innovative proposals.
V

G. Schaub, Arbeitsrechts-Handbuch 608 (Munchen, 1980).

£/ K. Grefermann, "Patentwesen und technischer Fortschritt," in Hundert
Jahre Patentamt 42 (Munchen, 1977).
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sufficiently aware of their rights. The substantial degree of compliance
with the Employee Inventions Law can be ascribed to Its mandatory nature.
As stated In section 22, the provisions of the Law cannot be changed to the
detriment of the employee by an employment contract or collective agreement.
The Employee Inventions Law promotes technological progress in two
ways.

First, the expectation of reaping sizable financial benefits and

personal recognition from an invention is an incentive that spurs employees
on to greater efforts; 6/ second, since the Law has the effect that most
inventions actually are patented, the ensuing publicity of the patent
application creates an impetus for further research and speeds up the
development of new technologies. ?/
An empirical study undertaken in Germany in the early 1970s shows
that in the most patent-intensive industries (chemical, electrotechnologlc,
and mechanical engineering) only 5% of the inventions that can be patented
are kept secret; all others are patented.

The study also shows that the

Employee Inventions Law is one of the major factors that encourages patent
applications.

Although the rule requiring the employer to apply for a

patent for a claimed service invention permits of certain exceptions
(sec. 13 of the Law), the employer in most cases is faced with the choice of
either releasing the invention to the employee or of applying for a
patent • jty

£/

Id. at 49.

7/ Ifo-Institut fur Wirtschaftsforschung, 1 Patentwesen und technischer
Fortschrltt 45 (GSttingen, 1974).
jty

Supra note 5 at 41.
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Although the Employee Inventions Law places the German industry at
a competitive disadvantage in comparison with the industries of other countries Jty (none of which are by law subjected to as far-reaching an obligation of compensation to its employees 10/) and although this Law creates
frictions for German enterprises engaging in joint ventures with foreign
firms, H / German industry, nevertheless, has a very positive attitude
toward the Employee Inventions Law.

This can be seen, for Instance, from a

statement made in 1979 by the Employee Inventions Committee of the Federal
Organization of Employer Associations.

In discussing the possibility of

unifying employee inventions law within the European Communities, the Committee expressed the hope that unification would not lead to changes in the
German law to the detriment of the balance Inherent in the German system. 12/
Employee inventions law is a complicated subject matter, as can be
expected from its position at the crossroads between labor law and patent
law.

Among the difficult Issues that must be resolved in each case is the

adequacy of compensation for a claimed service invention.

These computa-

tions are usually made by reference to the Guidelines of 1959. 13/ in

'/
W. Kremnitz, Das Arbeltnehmererfinderrecht in der Praxis des
Unternehmers 1 (KBln, 1977).
10/

H. Schade, "Arbeltnehmererfindungen," 28 Recht der Arbeit 159 (1975).

11/ H. Schippel, "Die Grenzen der Farteiautonomie im Internationalen
Arbeltsvertragsrecht und die Arbeltnehmererflndung," 62 Mittellungen der
deutschen Patentanw31te 229 (1971),
12/ Jahresbericht der Bundesvereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbande 33 (1979).
"/

See Appendix I.
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essence, compensation depends on the "invention value" and the "participation factor."

The latter represents the ratio between the employee's

achievement as compared to the resources provided by the enterprise. In
assessing the invention value, a license analogy is often used.

In

determining the participation factor, many circumstances are taken into
account by a point system, such as the initiative of the inventor, his
employment duties, and the resources, expertise, and assumption of the risk
provided by the enterprise.

In practice, the participation factor may lead

to awarding the employee 13 to 21% of the amount that would be payable to
an independent inventor. ^ 7

Although the Guidelines are complex and have

in some instances been further developed by the Arbitration Board, their
application, in practice, has worked out well. 15/

in larger enterprises,

the compensation calculations, as well as the other paperwork required by
the Law, are handled routinely by experienced patent departments. 16/
The Arbitration Board has played an important role In the successful implementation of the Law.

The submission of disputes to the Arbitra-

tion Board before resorting to judicial recourse has the effect that less
of an adversary relationship is created between employer and employee.
However, the statutory provisions are flexible enough to permit the parties
to forego arbitration if they feel that an amicable settlement cannot be

if/

See Appendix II

15/ These percentages have been awarded in arbitrated settlements. In
undisputed cases, the percentage for the participation factor may be somewhat lower: E. Relmer, Das Recht der Arbeitnehmererflndungen 327 (Berlin,
1975).
16/ Supra note 10 and B. Johanneson, Arbeitnehmererfindungen 65 (Weinhelm,
1979).
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reached.

The Arbitration Board, however, is called upon in most disputes

because it enjoys a great deal of authority and respect because of its
objectivity, realistic attitude, and technical and legal expertise. 17/
Most employee inventions are compensated without controversy, as
can be seen from the statistics of the Patent Office. During the period
from 1957 to 1981, the Arbitration Board in'Munich was invoked in 1,730
cases; it proposed 1,073 settlements, 763 of which were accepted.

In

1981, 72 applications were received, and 65 proceedings were pending at the
end of the year. These figures have to be viewed within the context of the
patent and utility model statistics:

in 1981, 49,002 patent applications

and 36,333 utility model applications were received by the German Patent
Office; of these, 64% of the patent applications and 79Z of the utility
model applications were submitted by German applicants. 18/
The Employee Inventions Law has generated a large body of legal
literature and case law, and these developments have served to provide uniformity and legal certainty in the interpretation of the Law.

Some minor

problems persist, however, and some proposals for reform have been made. 19/
Among these problems are the observation that employees in smaller firms
are sometimes not aware of their rights or do not pursue them; 20/ also, the

J2/ II' at 102*
18/ Deutsches Patentamt, Jahresberlcht 1981. Another Arbitration Board
operates in Berlin. On the average, it handles 2-5 cases per year.
1'/ H. Banner, "Die Behandlung der zu einem geltend zu machenden Monopol
fQhrenden Arbeltsergebnisse von Arbeitnehmern — Das ArbEG, wie es 1st
und wie es sein musste," Gewerbllcher Rechtsschutz und Urheberrecht 91
(1983). ,
20/

See Appendix II.
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institution of a limited claim to the invention by the employer has not
proven successful in practice. 21/

Furthermore, employers have recently

suggested that many of the so-called "reserve patents" lack usability and
therefore should not be compensated. 22/

On balance, however, the Law on

Employee Inventions has been successfully implemented and has made a significant contribution to technological progress in the Federal Republic.
Moreover, a curtailment of the compensation benefits granted to employee
inventors would not be politically feasible and is therefore not contemplated by anyone.

Prepared by Dr. Edith Palmer
Senior Legal Specialist
European Law Division
Law Library, Library of Congress
June 1983

21/

Supra note 9, at 13-19.

22/ Jahresberlcht der Bundesverelnlgung der Deutschen Arbeltgeberverbgnde
30 (1980).
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§ 2855

LABOR CODE
ARTICLE 8.

| 2855.

OBLIGATIONS OF EMPLOYEE

Enforcement o f contract to render personal service; time limit

l a w Review Commentaries

Emancipation of professional athletes. Lionel S. Sobel
(1976) 3 West.StU.L.Rev. 185.
Employee emancipation: Seven-year itch under this
section. Henry I. Bushkin and Rauer L. Meyer (1981)
56 S. Bar J. 20.

$ 2856.

Compliance with employer's direction*
Notes of Decisions

I.

In general
Trial court's determination that demoted employee's
refusal to comply with her employer's order to train her
new successor and superior was reasonable possessed
substantial evidentiary support, and the court of appeal
would not reinstate determination of the unemployment
insurance agency that instruction was reasonable and
employee was guilty of misconduct in refusing to comply,
even though the latter had equal evidentiary support
Lacy v. California Unemployment Ins. Appeals Bd.
(1971) 95 CaLRptr. 566, 17 C A J d 1128.
§ 2860.

2. Compliance with orders
In absence of any evidence as to why employee's beard
was objectionable to employer for whom employee
served as assistant manager of pizza parlor, employee's
constitutional right was infringed by employer when employer told employee that he was Tired unless he would
shave off his beard and employee requested that he be
allowed to work his shift and defer decision about beard
until next day and such request was refused and employee was not allowed to continue working. Thornton v.
Department of Human Resources Development (1973)
107 CaLRptr. 892, 32 C A J d 180.

Ownership of things acquired by virtue o f employment

Law Review Commentaries
Guarding against unfair competition and business piracy through preventive law. Allan Browne (1975) 51 Los
Angeles Bar J. 153.

Notes of Decisions

I.

In general
' Performances of radio station's former mascot, who
appeared in chicken suit developed by the station but
who developed his own changing routine of antics, was
not engaged in radio broadcasting, for purpose of injunctive relief, as his performances were too fluid and changing to be a servicemark of some other service, such as
broadcasting, and they could not be owned by anyone,
ARTICLE 3.5.
Sec
2870.
2871.
2872.

Statutory minimum compensation and the granting of
injunctive relief to enforce personal service contracts in
the entertainment industries. (1979) 52 So.Cal.LR_ 489.
The use of negative covenants in employment contracts: Resolving conflict between employer's desire to
prevent abuse of valuable trade information and relationships and personal freedom and mobility of employees.
(1972) 47 S. Bar J. 318.

other than pursuant to a valid contract. KGB, Inc. v.
Giannoulas (1980) 164 CaJ.Rptr. 571, 104 C A J d 844.
6. Competition by former employees
Although contract whereby defendant was employed to
appear as radio station mascot dressed in chicken costume provided that costume, concept and the "KGB
chicken" were exclusive property of the station and that
the chicken was a registered trade name and valid copyright and that the employee would not take any action
inconsistent therewith and although contract provided
that any ideas developed during employment were property of the station, such did not create a contractual
monopoly of all appearances by the employee in any
chicken costume following employment, especially in a
costume not bearing the station's logo or coloration.
KGB, Inc v. Giannoulas (1980) 164 CaLRptr. 571, 104
C A J d 844.

INVENTIONS MADE BY A N EMPLOYEE

Employment agreements; assignment of rights.
Conditions of employment or continued employment; disclosure of inventions.
Notice t o employee; burden of proof.
Article 3.5 was added by Stata.1979,

§ 2870.

Employment agreements; assignment of

c. 1001, p. 3401, § 1.

rights

A n y provision in an employment agreement which provides that an employee shall assign or offer to
assign any of his or her rights in an invention to his or her employer shall not apply to an invention
for which no equipment, supplies, facility, or trade secret information of the employer was used and
which was developed entirely on the employee's own time, and (a) which does not relate (1) to the
business of the employer or (2) to the employer's actual or demonstrably anticipated research or
Underline indicates changes or additions by amendment

214
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LABOR CODE

§ 2922

development, or (b) which does not result from any work performed by the employee for the employer.
Any provision which purports to apply to such an invention is to that extent against the public policy
of this state and is to that extent void and unenforceable.
(Added by Stats.1979, c. 1001, p. 3401, § 1.)
Library References
Master and Servant *»62.
CJ.S. Master and Servant §§ 73, 74.
§ 2871. Conditions of employment or continued employment; disclosure of inventions
No employer shall require a provision made void and unenforceable by Section 2870 as a condition of
employment or continued employment Nothing in this article shall be construed to forbid or restrict
the right of an employer to provide in contracts of employment for disclosure, provided that any such
disclosures be received in confidence, of all of the employee's inventions made solely or jointly with
others during the term of his or her employment, a review process by the employer to determine such
issues as may arise, and for full title to certain patents and inventions to be in the United States, as
required by contracts between the employer and the United States or any of its agencies.
(Added by Stats.1979, c. 1001, p. 3401, § 1.)
Library References
Master and Servant «=»62.
CJ.S. Master and Servant §§ 73, 74.
§ 2872. Notice to employee; burden of proof
If an employment agreement entered into after January 1,1980, contains a provision requiring the
employee to assign or offer to assign any of his or her rights in any invention to his or her employer,
the employer must also, at the time the agreement is made, provide a written notification to the
employee that the agreement does not apply to an invention which qualifies fully under the provisions
of Section 2870. In any suit or action arising thereunder, the burden of proof shall be on the employee
claiming the benefits of its provisions.'
.;
'
(Added by Stats.1979, c. 1001, p. 3401, § 1.)
Library References
Master and Servant *»3<1).
CJ.S. Master and Servant § 6.
ARTICLE 4. TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
Sec.

2929. "Garnishment", wages, defined; prohibition against discharge for threat of garnishment or for
garnishment for payment of one judgment
§ 292L Notice of death or incapacity of employer
Notes of Decisions
I. In general
Because of its personal and fiduciary character, agency
to sell real estate on behalf of owner is terminated by the

death of or renunciation by the agent, or by the death of
or revocation by the principal, unless the agent has an
interest in the subject of the agency. Charles V. Webster
Real Estate v. Rickard '(1971) 98 Cal.Rptr. 359. 21
C.A-3d 612.

§ 2922. Termination at will upon notice; employment for a specified term
An employment, having no specified term, may be terminated at the will of either party on notice to
the other. * • * Employment for a specified term means an employment for a period greater than
one month.
(Amended by Stata.1971, c. 1580, p. 3186, § 1; Stats.1971, c. 1607, p. 3459, § 2.)
Asterisks * * * indicate deletions by amendment
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